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Part 1
The Basics of
the Game

Chapter 1 - What is Dark Dungeons

W

elcome to the Dark Dungeons table-top role-playing The game consists of trying to get the story to progress towards its
game! this book contains the rules of the game, and climax, often involving combat and problem solving.
the only other things that are needed to play are pencils,
Table-top role-playing games like Dark Dungeons have a similar
paper and dice.
basis, except that the game is controlled by a human Game Master
If you already play table-top role-playing games (and particularly rather than by a computer, and rather than the action taking place
if you acquired this Dark Dungeons 10th anniversary edition be- on a computer screen the action takes place in the imaginations
cause you’re already a fan of Dark Dungeons) you can safely skip of the players.
this chapter.
While this may sound like a step backwards at first glance, it is
On the other hand, if you’re less familiar with what table-top role- much more flexible and adaptable. On a crpg, you are limited to
playing games (usually abbreviated to rpgs) are then some explana- telling the single story that the game designers wrote. You can’t go
“off the map”. In a table-top role-playing game, however, you are
tion may be in order.
not limited to fixed stories. The Game Master and the players can
between them create an infinite number of stories, limited only
Role-playing games have been around since the mid 1970’s.
by their imaginations.

What Is an Rpg?

When they first started, they had their roots in war-gaming (mov- The Game Master can create whatever scenarios and situations they
ing model armies around in simulation of historical battles) and want to, and the players are not constrained to only doing what
descriptions of role-playing games would have used those war has been anticipated.
games, along with such childhood games as “cops and robbers”
and “cowboys and indians” as reference points.
If they want their characters to do something, they don’t have to
simply hope that some designer wrote it into the game. They simply
However, now that we’re in the third decade of the 21st century, tell the Game Master what their character is trying to do and the
times – and cultural reference points – have changed.
Game Master can improvise in a way that a computer never could
(although the rules and guidelines in this book cover most common
For most people today, the term “role playing game” is usually situations so that they can be handled in a consistent manner).
found abbreviated to “rpg” and is usually preceded by the letters
“c” (becoming “crpg” or “computer role playing game”) or “mmo” The other main difference between a table-top role-playing game
(becoming “mmorpg” or “massively multiplayer online role play- and a crpg is the social aspect. Although many crpgs allow the player
ing game”).
to control a whole party of characters rather than just a single one,
they are still largely solitary affairs.
In this genre of computer games, the player takes on the role of a
character in an ongoing storyline – usually the main protagonist
of the story.
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Table-top role-playing games, on the other hand, are generally de- Unfortunately for me, my copy of the game I wanted to play was
signed for groups of players to play together and Dark Dungeons old and tatty and falling apart. Knowing that various people had
is no exception.
made “retro-clones” of old editions of this game (newer fan-produced games that replicate the non-copyrightable rules of these
Although it can be played with only a single player and a Game older editions without reproducing the copyrighted artistic presMaster, it plays best with 3–8 players playing together, each con- entation of those rules), I went online to see if I could find one for
trolling a single character.
my edition of choice.
Interaction between the characters controlled by the different play- I was disappointed to find that no-one had made one yet.
ers, as well as non-scripted interaction between the characters controlled by players and characters controlled by the Game Master, is So I decided to make one of my own. Nine months and 500 hours
one of the chief elements of a table-top role-playing game.
later, Dark Dungeons was finished. It’s proved rather popular in
the decade since it was released.

How Do You Play?

Before starting, one person will decide to be the Game Master. That
person is responsible for establishing a setting for the game (either
creating their own or using a published one).

The other players create characters that live in that setting. The
characters have a set of abilities which represent their capabilities;
for example how strong they are or what sort of magic they are
capable of using.
Then, normal play consists of the Game Master describing the
situation that the characters find themselves in, and the players
responding by telling the Game Master what their characters are
doing.

When writing Dark Dungeons, I had many editorial choices to
make. Some of them were forced on me by the nature of the edition that I was cloning. That edition itself was a compilation of a
number of earlier products, and was inconsistent in places where it
had compiled rules together or was ambiguous about how conflicting rules worked together. When emulating the edition, I had to
resolve the inconsistencies and clean up the ambiguities – which
led to there being minor differences between Dark Dungeons and
its source material.

However, what I didn’t do (for the most part) was include my
own house rules in the game. It was a bit strange. Although I was
making the game for myself and would be using my house rules at
the table when playing it, I knew that other people would want to
In many situations, this is all that is required, but to provide struc- replicate the old edition as closely as possible. So I made a conscious
ture and consistency to the game, this book provides rules covering choice to avoid putting in house rules that would significantly
what characters can do in various situations.
change the game.

Developer Commentary

Additionally, many situations involve random factors, where a
character has a chance of successfully doing something (which may
vary depending on their abilities) rather than being automatically
successful or relying on the Game Master’s whim; for example,
when fighting with monsters.

Throughout this book, you’ll see a number of “developer commentary”
boxes like this one.
These will contain information about the design decisions that went
into various rules, both for the original Dark Dungeons and for
this 10th anniversary edition.

In these situations, the rules tell you which type of dice to roll and
how to interpret the results.

As well as their obvious informational purpose (which may or may not
be interesting to the average reader), these also hope to shed some light
into the intent behind some of the rules and especially some of the rules
that are diﬀerent in this book than in the original source material.

Dark, Darker, Darkest

This version of the game that you are holding in your hand (or
viewing on a screen – this is the twenty first century after all – is
the tenth anniversary edition of Dark Dungeons.
This needs some explanation...
(Warning, this section is pretty lengthy and self-indulgent, so feel
free to skip it!)
Ten years ago, I wanted to play a particular edition of the world’s
most popular role-playing game. Unfortunately, for legal reasons I
can’t name it here; but anyone reading this far probably has a good
idea what edition of what game I’m talking about. If you’re one of
the minority that doesn’t, don’t worry – you don’t need to in order
to enjoy this game on its own merits.

Once I’d released a clean version of Dark Dungeons, I then decided
to add my house rules. After all, I was primarily writing the game
for my own benefit; so I wanted to have a book that would reflect
the game as I played it.
So I added my house rules, and some other rule changes that I
thought improved the game. Chiefly amongst the latter was a
change to the way many dice rolls in the game worked, which left
them mathematically identical to the original game but made the
game much more consistent and easier to learn – especially for
younger children, which was important because I was playing the
game with my children.
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This modified version of the game, which in my opinion was a
better game but which was less faithful to the original edition, was
released under the name of Darker Dungeons.

time I contemplated adding to Darker Dungeons to make a second
edition of the game?
The deciding factor for this was that the original edition that Dark
Dungeons emulated has now been made available once again. The
very reason for Dark Dungeons’ writing and existence – to emulate
that edition – no longer applies. Anyone wanting to play that edition can simply buy a copy and doesn’t need to use Dark Dungeons
instead.

While finishing off Darker Dungeons I had an idea for a third game
which added elements from another game to the mix. I mentioned
this (under the name of “Darkest Dungeons”) in the introduction
to Darker Dungeons, but this third game never got completed or
released. Not as part of Dark Dungeons, anyway. Eventually the
game morphed into something very different and was released
under a different name entirely.
So here we are ten years later, and I’m writing Dark Dungeons 10th
anniversary edition. And the question springs to mind – what do I
include in this edition? do I stick to the material in Dark Dungeons,
keeping it close to the original edition that game emulated? do I
include the material in Darker Dungeons keeping it closer to the
game I actually play? do I include additional material that at one
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So for the 10th anniversary edition of Dark Dungeons, I’m including the material from Darker Dungeons in the game. This makes
Dark Dungeons into more of its own thing rather than a slavish
emulation, means that for my own personal use it more closely
reflects the game as played at my own table, and means that it neatly
replaces both Dark Dungeons and Darker Dungeons, combining
them into a single work.
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ark dungeons is a large book, and can seem rather intimi- Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting contains the rules for learndating; especially if you haven’t played before. This chapter ing and casting spells, as well as a description of each spell.
explains the sort of things that Dark Dungeons characters
do over the course of their adventuring careers, and how the book
is laid out to mirror that story path.
Before setting off on their first quest, most adventurers will want
to spend some of their money on equipment.

The First Adventures

Rags to Riches

Adventurers start their careers as inexperienced and under-equipped
novices. Over the course of their career, they will become far more
powerful and capable – this capability being measured in terms of
their “level”. They start at 1st level and can reach as high as 30th
to 36th level before (hopefully) becoming immortals – whereupon
another 36 levels of experience await them.
Even at first level, adventurers are a cut above the normal person.
Adventurers are assumed to have been trained by (or undergone
apprenticeships to) older mentors. Therefore even at first level
they have a better than average ability to fight and maybe even
the ability to cast a simple spell or drive away minor undead with
the power of their faith.

Chapter 8 – Equipping for Adventure contains price lists and
descriptions of a wide variety of equipment and services that characters may wish to purchase.
Some of this – such as building castles – will be way out of the
league of starting adventurers, but the basic necessities like weapons and lanterns and rope and so on will prove both affordable
and essential.
Starting adventurers may even wish to hire men-at-arms to accompany them on dangerous quests.
Once equipment has been bought, the adventurers are ready to go.

However, they are by no means the only people to have undergone Some stories may vary, but it is most common for low level adventhis type of training. Town and city guards may be low level fight- turers who are just beginning their careers to start by doing small
ers, and a village may be looked after by a mid-level magic-user.
jobs in their local area such as fighting bandits or local humanoid
tribes; or exploring local caves and ruins. Most of these initial jobs
Trained characters are more common in the upper echelons of and quests will not involve straying too far from civilisation and
society where there is less pressing need to work in a mundane job will involve underground exploration.
to put food on the table and where such training and experience
is considered good leadership material.
Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving provides the rules and guidelines
for underground exploration; and Chapter 10 – Combat provides
Consequently, many castles and large temples are run by experi- the rules for fighting whatever dangers are found in those dungeons.
enced adventurers who have the wisdom and worldliness to know
what problems need an adventurer’s touch but lack the time to sort Of course, such fighting and exploration has its consequences.
the problems out themselves.
Some adventurers will be injured; others will die. But those who
survive will emerge more experienced and hopefully richer.
Such characters make excellent patrons for new adventurers – and
many new adventurers aspire to achieve just such a position them- Chapter 11 – Getting Better provides the rules for how characselves.
ters recover from injuries – both magical and mundane – and even
death; and provides rules for the gaining of experience and consequent increasing of levels. It also provides rules for how adventurers
Chapter 4 – Creating a Character takes you through the pro- can spend their new–found riches on improving their abilities.
cess of creating an adventuring character, and includes the special
rules that apply to the different classes of character.
After a few adventures, most adventuring parties start venturing
All characters will have certain abilities such as skills and weapon further afield.
feats, and some characters will also be able to cast spells. The next
three chapters of Dark Dungeons describe those abilities in detail. Whether through increased confidence or through necessity, they
will start exploring the dangerous wilderness that exists away from
Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills contains the rules for skill civilised areas. The dangers are greater in such areas, but so are the
use and a description of each individual skill, along with rules for potential rewards.
using checks on ability scores in circumstances where no particular
skill is appropriate.
Chapter 12 – Into the Wider World contains the rules for
such exploration, and the rules for urban encounters for when
Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats contains information about what adventurers decide to visit big cities.
abilities a character can get with different weapons (and different
levels of expertise at using those weapons).

An Adventurer’s Life

Expanding Horizons
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Power & Responsibility

By the time they reach 9th–11th level, adventurers have probably
made quite a name for themselves in their country, and are likely
to have come to the attention of the rulers of the land.

At some point, the adventurers will want to join the ranks of the
immortals themselves. Doing so is never easy, and usually involves
both finding an existing immortal willing to act as a sponsor and
undergoing an extended quest to prove one’s worthiness. Chapter 16 – Questing for Immortality provides details of this
process.

It is common at this time (although by no means universal – some
adventuring parties continue to wander for their entire career and
never settle down) for such adventurers to be granted titles of
nobility and be expected to expand their liege’s country into the
untamed wilderness.

A New Beginning

Similarly, rival nobles (from the same country or enemy states) may
also do their best to make sure that the new upstarts fail.

Other immortals prefer to wander the multiverse and explore the
new horizons that such exploring brings. Still others retire from
adventuring completely, and simply live a life of comfort and hedonism free of mortal cares.

If everything goes right, eventually adventurers will achieve that
ultimate goal – they will have become immortals.

This marks a new beginning for their adventuring careers. Although
At this point, the focus of the game switches from mostly adven- they no longer care about such mundane things as money and
turing to mostly politics with the occasional adventure. Chap- they are – even as newly fledged first level immortals – far more
ter 13 – Settling Down contains rules for both acquiring and powerful than most mortal creatures; they are still lowly compared
running fiefdoms and domains, including managing the economy to the more powerful immortals and creatures of the multiverse.
and both attracting (and managing the happiness of ) populace to
the new area.
Adventuring at this level becomes much more freeform, with politics and exploration both playing a part. While most immortals enOf course, all the monsters in an area don’t simply get up and walk joy playing political games, others are more interested in meddling
away when someone plonks a castle down in their territories – so in the affairs of mortals; acting as patron for clerics and knights
they will need killing or driving out as the land is settled.
and acting as protectors of whole races or even creating new races!

All this means that life isn’t just throwing festivals and making sure
the books balance.

Chapter 17 – Immortals contains the rules for playing at imThere is still plenty of intrigue and diplomacy, and if all else fails mortal levels. Whatever an immortal’s passion, immortality is the
there is always the possibility that things will erupt into open war- final reward for a lifetime of adventuring.
fare. Chapter 14 – War! contains the rules for armies and for
mass battles.
Beyond chapter 17, the rest of the book contains resources for the
Game Master. This is not to say that you shouldn’t read them if
Eventually, adventurers will set their sights on higher goals than you’re not going to be the Game Master, but there is no reason
simple temporal power. Immortality is there for the taking!
for you to do so and you may spoil surprises for yourself if you do.

The Rest of the Book

A New Playground

Whether they have spent time ruling a domain or they have lived
the life of a wanderer, particularly powerful adventurers can still
find new places to explore.

Chapter 18 – Monsters contains the abilities and descriptions
of the various types of monster that may be encountered over an
adventuring career.

The mundane world is not the only world in existence. There are
other worlds out there and even other planes of existence. At high
levels, adventurers can explore these planes for knowledge and
riches far beyond anything available at home.

Chapter 19 – Treasure contains information about the sort of
treasure that might be found, and contains descriptions of many
magical items that adventurers can find or even make during their
careers.

Chapter 15 – Out of this World provides descriptions of other
planes and of planar travelling.

Chapter 20 – Artifacts contains rules for the most powerful of
items. Artifacts can be made only by immortals and are too powerful for mortals to safely use. That doesn’t mean that mortals don’t
use them anyway, of course.

Of course, travelling the planes also means that adventurers will
encounter threats and dangers far greater than they would ever see
on the mundane world.
Adventurers will find themselves meeting immortals face-to-face
and getting involved in their plots, along with the machinations
of other planar creatures.

Finally, Chapter 21 – Game Master Advice contains miscellaneous other advice and tips for the Game Master that don’t fit
into any other chapter.
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T

he first two chapters of Dark Dungeons talked about what
the game is and what the characters (and by extension the
players) do. This chapter talks about how you do it.

Dice

To “roll” a d2, roll any die and if the number shown is odd then
you “rolled” a 1. If the number shown is even then you “rolled” a 2.
To “roll” a d3, roll a normal d6 and halve the result (rounding up).
This will give you:

In Dark Dungeons, dice will be needed to resolve a lot of situations where the whims of fortune have an effect on the outcome
1–2 = 1
of a situation. As well as the traditional cubic dice numbered from
3–4 = 2
one to six, the game uses a variety of other dice of different shapes.
5–6 = 3
Since these each have different numbers of sides, they are often
called polyhedral dice.
The same halving process can be used with a d10 in order to “roll”
a d5.
If you have already played other role playing games, you may already own some of these dice. If not, you can buy them at your To “roll” a d100, take two d10s that are easily distinguished and
friendly local game store or online. In order to distinguish between roll them both. Read one of them as the tens digit and the other
the different types of die that you can use, Dark Dungeons uses a as the units digit, although if both roll ‘0’ then the result is always
standard terminology throughout.
treated as 100 rather than 00. Sometimes, particularly with older
dice sets, the two d10s will be different colours – in which case
Types of Die
you need to say which will be tens and which will be units before
Each die is referred to using the letter ‘d’ followed by the number rolling. Most new dice sets include a special d10 which has tens
of sides that the die has. For example, a regular die with six sides already marked on it, so this always counts as the tens die.
is referred to as a ‘d6’, whereas a die with twenty sides is referred
If you only have one d10, simply roll it twice with the first roll
to as a ‘d20’.
counting as the tens and the second roll counting as the units.

Multiple Dice

Often, you will need to roll more than one die at the same time.
In this case, there will be a number before the ‘d’ as well as after it.

The number before the ‘d’ shows how many dice must be rolled. If
this number is one then it is sometimes skipped.
When rolling multiple dice in this way, simply add the numbers
rolled on each die together in order to generate a single result.
Therefore if you are told to roll “3d6”, you should roll three six
sided dice and add the numbers rolled together. If you are told
to roll “2d8”, you should roll two eight sided dice and add the
numbers rolled together. If you are told to roll “d4”, then this is
exactly the same as being told to roll “1d4”, and you should roll
A normal set of polyhedral dice comes with a four-sided die, a six- a single four sided die.
sided die, an eight-sided die, one or two ten-sided dice, a twelvesided die, and a twenty-sided die – or, to use dark dungeon’s termi- Dice Modifiers
nology, a d4, a d6, a d8, one or two d10s, a d12 and a d20.
Sometimes rolls will have additional modifiers. These are straightforward and are simply added or subtracted from the total rolled.
Therefore, if the rules say that you roll a d20 for something, they
mean that you should roll the die with twenty sides. If they say For example, if instructed to roll “2d6+4”, roll two six sided dice
that you roll a d8 for something, they mean that you should roll and add the numbers rolled together; and then add four to the
the die with eight sides. If they say that you roll a d6 for something, result. If instructed to roll “1d8–1”, roll a single eight sided die
they mean that you should roll the die with six sides. And so on.
and subtract one from the number rolled.
There are a small number of special cases where there is not a single
die that fits the roll that is needed. Sometimes you will be asked
to roll a d2, d3 or d100.
In these cases, you must roll one or more other dice and interpret
the result.

Checks

The most common type of die roll in Dark Dungeons is a check.
This type of roll us used for attacking, using skills, defending against
magic, and various other things throughout the game.
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To make a check, take your relevant score (when you are asked to
make a check you will be told which score to use) and add any
modifiers that you are asked to add. Then roll a d20 and add that
to the total.
If the total is 20 or higher, then the check has succeeded. If the
total is less than 20, then the check has failed.
Example: Marcie has said that she wishes Black Leaf (her thief
character) to climb up the wall of the palace tower and in through
the window. To see if Black Leaf succeeds or not, Marcie will have to
make a climb walls check.
To make the check, she first looks on her character sheet to see what
Black Leaf ’s “climb walls” ability is. It is a +17.

Ability Scores

The innate abilities of player characters are described by six values,
called ability scores.
These represent the core abilities of the character and rarely change.
These values are strength, intelligence, wisdom, dexterity, constitution and charisma. In normal humans (and demi-humans), these
ability scores will normally range from a minimum of 3 to a maximum of 18, with the average being 11. As player characters are
assumed to be above average for their race, they start with scores
ranging from 9 to 16.
These ability scores show the strengths and weaknesses of the character, and are used as target numbers for various tasks (see Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for more details). Additionally,
each score also has one or more bonuses or penalties associated with
it that are used to modify other die rolls and checks. Table 3–1
shows the modifiers for different ability score values (it includes
values much higher than 18, since immortal characters may have
much higher ability scores than normal humans).

The Game Master tells Marcie that because it is raining the wall
will be wet and somewhat slippery, so there will be a –2 penalty to
the check.
Therefore, to make the check, Marcie must roll:

Strength (abbreviated to “Str”)

17 – 2 + 1d20
Marcie rolls the die, and to her horror rolls only a 3. Since 17 – 2
+ 3 = 18, which is less than 20, the check has failed. Black Leaf is
unable to find suitable hand holds in the wet stone and is unable to
climb the wall.

Strength needs little explanation. It represents the raw muscle power
of a character. Strength checks are made when trying to perform
tasks that rely on raw bodily strength rather than skill, for example
when trying to break down doors. Strength bonuses and penalties apply to a character’s melee attacks, and to the damage that a
character does with melee or hurled weapons.

Creature Attributes

Intelligence (abbreviated to “Int”)

Creatures (including people) in Dark Dungeons are split into two
broad categories, player characters (often abbreviated to “PCs”),
which are the adventurers controlled by the players; and monsters
which are the other creatures and people in the world controlled
by the Game Master.

Although creatures and characters controlled by the Game Master
are referred to collectively as monsters, they are not necessarily
particularly monstrous or hostile. Some of them are simply neutral
characters and even allies of the player characters that are controlled
by the Game Master.
Intelligent monsters, particularly ones that the players interact with
socially as opposed to fighting, are often referred to as non-player
characters (abbreviated to “NPCs”).
Since the varying capabilities of different creatures and characters
can have a large impact on the success or failure of various actions
that the players wish their characters to take, these capabilities are
recorded as (mostly numeric) values and traits that can be used to
modify or provide target numbers for die rolls, or to determine
what sort of actions are possible.
Since player characters play the largest part in the game and are
the centre of most of the action, they have the most attributes.
Monsters that are expected to only be in the game for a short while
(for example a single fight) are described in less detail.

Intelligence represents the memory and reasoning power of a character. Characters with a high intelligence will be able to perform
difficult calculations and make deductive leaps, whereas those with
lower intelligence will only do such things more slowly if at all. Intelligence checks are used in a variety of situations where characters
need to reason things out or remember things, particularly with
academic or formally taught knowledge.

Wisdom (abbreviated to “Wis”)

Wisdom represents a combination of intuition, common sense, and
spirituality. To a lesser extent, wisdom also represents the perceptiveness of a character and their ability to notice subtle clues and
things out of place.
Characters with high wisdom are likely to possess these traits, and
be level headed, whereas those with lower wisdom may be rash or
act without thinking.
Wisdom checks are used in situations where characters must notice
something, and wisdom bonuses or penalties apply to characters’
saving throws against spells.

Dexterity (abbreviated to “Dex”)

Dexterity represents the co-ordination and agility of a character, as
well as the speed of their reflexes. Characters with a high dexterity
will be agile and graceful, whereas those with a lower dexterity may
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be clumsy and awkward. Dexterity checks are used when a character
must do something involving balance or fine manipulation.

orators, whereas those with lower charisma may be boring or find
it hard to communicate.

Dexterity penalties or bonuses are applied to a character’s attacks
with thrown or missile weapons, and also to their armour class.
Dexterity also provides a bonus or penalty to initiative.

On a physical level, charisma is unrelated to how attractive a character looks; although charismatic individuals often have better bearing
and confidence which enhances their attractiveness.

Table 3–1: Ability Score Bonuses & Penalties

Charisma checks are often used in social situations. Charisma also
provides limits on a character’s leadership potential and provides
a special bonus or penalty to the reactions of monsters that the
character meets.

Ability Score
Value

Ability Score
Modifier

1

–4

2–3

–3

4–5

–2

6–8

–1

9–12

+0

13–15

+1

16–17

+2

18–19

+3

20–21

+4

22–23

+5

24–27

+6

28–32

+7

33–38

+8

39–45

+9

46–53

+10

54–62

+11

63–70

+12

71–77

+13

78–83

+14

84–88

+15

89–93

+16

94–96

+17

97–98

+18

99

+19

100

+20

Constitution (abbreviated to “Con”)

Fighting

When it comes to fighting, time is divided up into rounds, each
of which represents ten seconds of combat. This results in a level
of abstraction where the game does not attempt to model every
single thrust, parry and cut.
In a single round, most characters and other creatures will make a
single “attack”. Although this is resolved as a single check, an attack does not represent a single swing of a sword or a single punch.
During a round, a character will swing repeatedly and also block,
parry and manoeuvre.
Instead, the attack check represents the sum total of this activity
(although some characters and creatures may get more than one roll
if they are particularly effective in combat). The attacker’s attack
bonus is used for the check, and the check is modified by defender’s
armour class (sometimes with various other modifiers – see Chapter 10 – Combat for more details); and a successful attack check
means that the attacker has “hit” the defender.
In the same way that an attack check does not necessarily represent
a single swing of the sword, a “hit” does not necessarily represent
a solid blow with a weapon.
A hit in combat represents a potentially lethal blow. If a defender
is inexperienced or badly weakened and exhausted, it may indeed
kill them or knock them unconscious. However, a defender who
is fresh and experienced is able to partially or wholly avoid the
blow, although not without cost. The hit points of the target will
be reduced.

Constitution represents the toughness and general healthiness of
a character. Characters with a high constitution are likely to be fit
and healthy, whereas those with a low constitution are more likely
to get ill and get winded easily.

Attack Bonus

A character or creature’s attack bonus represents their combat skill.
For player characters it is based on their level and class. For monsters it is based on their hit dice. Attack bonuses start at +0, which
represents a person or monster who is completely unskilled and
unused to combat, and increase with increasing ability, to a maximum of +50 or more.

Constitution checks are rarely made, although might be in some
circumstances where stamina and endurance are important. Constitution bonuses or penalties are applied to the hit point rolls that
a character gains each level.
A character or creature’s armour class represents how hard they are
to hit in combat. Remember, a “hit” in combat does not represent
Charisma (abbreviated to “Chr”)
a single solid blow with a weapon but instead represents one or
Charisma represents the likeability and force of personality of a more potentially lethal blows.
character. Characters with a high charisma are born leaders and

Armour Class
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Armour makes these potentially lethal blows less likely, and there- A saving throw is rolled as a normal check, and is made using the
fore makes it harder for an attack roll to score a hit. Again, this character’s relevant saving throw bonus. There is rarely a modifier
is abstracted and does not represent the armour making it harder to this check, although a character’s saving throw bonuses will
to actually hit the character, merely making it harder to score a increase as they increase in level.
potentially lethal blow.
Although rods, staffs and spells are covered by the same saving
The armour class of a “standard” warrior wearing suit armour is 0, throw, player characters only add their wisdom bonus (or penalty)
and characters wearing less armour have armour classes that are when this saving throw is used against spells.
represented by positive numbers (representing a bonus to an attacker’s rolls) whereas characters wearing more armour have armour
Developer Commentary
classes that are represented by negative numbers (representing a
In the original edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the original game
penalty to an attacker’s rolls). It is important to always remember
that Dark Dungeons is based on), saving throws were handled in
that a lower armour class is better; this is why a character’s dexterity
a diﬀerent way to attack rolls and skill checks. Instead of having a
bonus is subtracted from their armour class, rather than added to it.
bonus that you then add a d20 roll to and try to get a total of 20+,
you instead had a variable target number that you had to roll higher
than on a d20.
The ability of a character or creature to avoid potentially lethal
damage – whether in or out of combat – is represented by their
The change to making saving throws (and various other rolls such
hit points. These hit points indicate a combination of skill, luck,
as those a thief needs to make to use their skills and those that a
divine favour, and sheer determination. A heroic character with
cleric needs to make to turn undead) was one of the main changes
many hit points will be able to keep fighting and keep dodging
between Dark Dungeons and Darker Dungeons. The change made
such blows for a long time, whereas a character with few hit points
the game simpler because all the diﬀerent rolls use the same easy-tois inexperienced and is likely to be killed rather quickly by the first
learn mechanic, and the numbers have been adjusted carefully so
or second such blow.
that the chance of success remains the same for any given situation.

Hit Points

As characters avoid more and more potentially lethal blows, they
will still pick up nicks, bruises and scrapes; and they will become
more and more fatigued. Therefore, when something potentially
lethal hits a character, they take damage.
Damage reduces the number of hit points a character has left, and
if a character takes enough damage they will run out of hit points
and be knocked unconscious or killed.
See Chapter 10 – Combat for more details on taking damage.
Hit points lost to damage can be recovered by either time, the
application of first aid, or magical healing.

Experience and Levels

As mentioned previously, the adventuring careers of player characters are split up into levels.
Each character normally starts at level one, which means that they
are inexperienced and have never adventured before. Once characters start adventuring, they gain experience. In game terms, this
means that they gain experience points for doing adventurous
things – slaying monsters, recovering treasure, undertaking quests,
and so on.

When a character has acquired enough experience points, their level
Monsters have a number of hit dice, which shows how many d8’s increases. An increase in level is accompanied by an increase in the
should be rolled to determine their hit points. Characters get extra character’s abilities and attributes, showing that the character is
hit points each level, at lower levels the character’s constitution now more experienced and becoming more capable in their chosen
bonus or penalty is added to the hit points gained. At higher lev- adventuring profession.
els, characters gain a fixed number of hit points per level (again
depending on their class) and no longer also add their constitution
bonus or penalty.
Even with the same amount of experience, not all player characters
are the same. Although they are all assumed to be adventurers, their
backgrounds may be rather different from each other.
In some situations, something might have a harmful effect on a
creature other than direct damage (for example the gaze of a basi- For example a young elf that has just finished a five year apprenticelisk), or it might have a damaging effect that does not rely on an ship and has now mastered the essentials of spell casting is going
attack hitting (for example a dragon’s fiery breath).
to be very different than a dwarven warrior who has spent every
weekend doing combat training in case of goblin attack.
In these cases, player characters and monsters often have a chance to
partially or fully avoid the effect by rolling a saving throw on a d20. In the game, this difference in background, upbringing and training
is represented by character classes. Each player character (and some
There are five types of saving throws that between them cover ten of important non-player characters, if they are also adventurers) has
these situations: death, death rays & poison; magic wands; paralysis a character class based on their background.
& petrification; breath weapons; rods, staffs, and spells.

Character Classes

Saving Throws
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As a player, you have a free choice of character class for your character, providing your ability scores meet some minimum criteria.
See Chapter 4 – Creating a Character for more details.
The character’s class determines which sorts of weapon and armour
they will have been trained how to use, and also may provide them
with various special abilities.
There is little difference between the classes at low levels, since all
the characters are novices in their chosen professions. However, as
characters gain experience and levels, the differences between the
classes become more pronounced.
Dark dungeons has six different classes for human adventurers, and
five classes for non-human adventurers. Non-humans have different
cultures to humans and different natural abilities, so their adventurers are brought up with different backgrounds and are sufficiently
different from human adventurers to warrant their own classes.
The six human character classes are, cleric, druid, fighter, magic-user,
mountebank, and thief; and the non-human ones are elf, dwarf,
halfling, clockwork, and lupine.
Each of these character classes is fully described in Chapter 4 –
Creating a Character.
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In the original edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the original game
that Dark Dungeons is based on), there were fewer classes.
Druids weren’t a class that could be played from the start of the game
(you had to start as a cleric until you reached 9th level and then
you could become a druid) mountebanks and clockworks didn’t exist.
And while there was a class that had the abilities of the lupine, it
was a human class that got its abilities through martial arts rather
than a non-human class that gets its abilities through shape-shifting.
Also, the elf and magic-user class were partially swapped around.
Elves were the ones who could fight and use magic, whereas human
magic-users were the ones who couldn’t fight well or wear armour.
The reason for these changes was simply the personal taste of the
author. Martial artists weren’t a good fit for an otherwise very “european” setting, and having humans unable to wear armour and
use magic while elves could didn’t seem right. It made more sense to
make the lack of ability to wear armour a racial trait of traditionally
fragile elves while allowing humans to combine swinging a sword
and casting spells like such literary heroes as gandalf.

Part 2
Characters &
Their Abilities

C

Chapter 4 - Creating a Character
reating a character for Dark Dungeons is a pretty straight- Step 3) Assign Ability Scores
forward process. All you will need is a pencil and paper. You Write down each of the six abilities in order on a piece of scratch
won’t even need any dice.
paper: strength, intelligence, wisdom, dexterity, constitution, charisma.

Step by Step Process

Next, note down the following scores: 16, 14, 13, 12, 11, 9.

Step 1) Name and Concept

The first thing to do is to decide what sort of character you want
to play. Do you want to be a brave warrior or a stealthy rogue? do
you want to be human or non-human? do you want to be dour
or happy-go-lucky? are you a paragon of virtue or a conniving
schemer?
It’s important to decide what sort of character you want to play
before picking up any dice, but also important to be flexible in
such a concept and to talk to the Game Master first.

If you wish, you may increase one of these scores by 2 points at
the cost of decreasing all five of the others by 1 point each. You
may only do this once.
Then, assign each of those scores to one of your abilities. Note that
each class has an ability that must be assigned at least a 14, and an
ability that must be assigned at least a 13.

If the Game Master is starting a game with first level characters
(which is the usual way to start a game) then deciding you want to
play an experienced swashbuckling pirate captain who is an expert
fencer isn’t going to work.
You would be better deciding you want to play someone who aspires to be a swashbuckling pirate captain but is just starting out
on their adventuring career.
Similarly, if your Game Master has decided that the campaign will
take place in a world where humans are the only race, it’s no good
deciding that you want to play an elf.
Example: Marcie decides that she’d like to play a carefree young
tearaway who is bored with travelling on merchant caravans with
her parents and wants to set oﬀ on a life of adventure instead. She sees
the character – who she names Black Leaf – as possibly being magical
(maybe an elf ) but definitely being someone who is tall and slender,
light on their feet, and highly mobile rather than being weighed down.

Step 2) Choose a Class

Choose the class that you think best represents the sort of character
you wish to play.
While the classes represent archetypal characters, there is room for
much variation within them.
For example, a noble wishing to prove themselves worthy of knighthood, an “army brat” who grew up in a constantly moving mercenary camp, and an escaped slave trained for gladiator school
would all be very different characters but they would all fit the
“fighter” class.

Table 4–1: Ability Score Requirements by Class
Class
Cleric

Ability Scores
Wisdom 14+
Charisma 13+

Clockwork

Strength 14+
Constitution 13+

Druid

Wisdom 14+
Charisma 13+

Dwarf

Constitution 14+
Strength 13+

Elf

Intelligence 14+
Dexterity 13+

Fighter

Strength 14+
Dexterity 13+

Halfling

Dexterity 14+
Constitution 13+

Lupine

Dexterity 14+
Wisdom 13+

Magic-user

Intelligence 14+
Strength 13+

Mountebank

Charisma 14+
Dexterity 13+

Thief

Dexterity 14+
Intelligence 13+

Example: Having decided that Black Leaf should be a thief, Marcie
sees that she needs a dexterity of 14 or higher and an intelligence
of 13 or higher.
Deciding that Black Leaf won’t be the brightest or wisest of thieves,
but will be fairly resilient, Marcie arranges her scores as follows:
Strength = 12, intelligence = 13, wisdom = 9, dexterity = 16, constitution = 14, charisma = 11.

Example: Marcie reads over the descriptions of the various character
classes and, while tempted by the mountebank class, eventually decides
that Black Leaf should be a thief.
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Developer Commentary

In the original edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the original game
that Dark Dungeons is based on) you rolled ability scores on 3d6
rather than assigning a standard array of fixed values to them.
I switched to the standard array, since it means that you don’t end
up with a long-term disparity between characters over a lengthy
campaign based on a single set of rolls at the start.
If your group prefers to roll for your ability scores rather than use the
standard values, you should replace the rule about increasing one
ability by two and decreasing the rest by one with a rule that you can
increase one ability by one (to a maximum of 18) by decreasing two
other abilities by one each, providing those abilities are 9 or higher
before the decrease.

Step 4) Fill in Class Details
With the Game Master’s permission, it is even possible for a cleric to
Now that you know what class your character is and what your abil- be completely non-religious – having been given clerical power by
ity scores are, you can fill in your character sheet with the abilities an immortal as part of some other more business-like arrangement.
that your character gets from that class. Details of these abilities
are given in the description of each class.
Within an adventuring party, clerics tend to operate in a support
role. Their spells emphasise healing and protection rather than
flashy attacks.
Class Description: Clerics are human characters who have devoted
Equipment Restrictions: Clerics may wear any armour or shield,
themselves to religious service.
but may only use blunt weapons.
In exchange for taking vows to uphold their religion’s principles
and tenets and to never use bladed weapons, clerics gain the abil- Cleric Abilities (see Table 4–2a)
ity to drive away or even destroy undead creatures; and to cast Hit Points: Clerics gain (6 + Con bonus) hit points at first level,
clerical spells.
and then another (4 + Con bonus) hit points per level of experience until 9th level.
Depending on the particular religion the cleric follows, the cleric
may worship one or more gods – or even an entire pantheon of gods. After 9th level, clerics gain 1 hit point per level and do not add
Other religions involve the worship of abstract concepts such as additional Con bonuses (but do retain the bonuses to hit points
“fire” or “good”, or involve the worship of ancestral or other spirits. gained at previous levels).
Yet other religions are based on abstract philosophies.
Base Attack Bonus: A cleric’s attack bonus is based on their level.
Regardless of the type of religion, the powers wielded by a cleric See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of how this translates into
are normally provided by an individual immortal. It is up to the to-hit numbers for different armour classes.
Game Master to determine the exact details of the religion and
what role the immortal plays in it. Commonly this role will be Skills: A cleric starts with 4 skill points plus extra points equal to
as an intermediary, servant or messenger of the god(s) that the their Int bonus. These points can be used on the same skill or difcleric worships.
ferent skills. Clerics gain more skill points as they rise in level. See
Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list of available skills.

Cleric

Developer Commentary

There are two editions of the original game that Dark Dungeons is
based on. In one of those, clerics gain their power from immortals
and immortals fulfil the role of gods in the campaign world. In the
other, immortals are nothing to do with gods, clerics, or religion; and
are basically cosmically powered superheroes. If you prefer the latter
role for immortals, then ignore the text above and instead assume
that clerical power comes directly from the god or other force or entity
that the cleric worships.
Also, domains are a new addition in this edition. The original Dark
Dungeons and the game that it is based on do not have domains. They
were added to give extra diﬀerentiation to clerics in play.

Weapon Feats: Clerics start with two weapon feats, which must be
spent immediately on basic proficiency with two different weapons.
See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for a description of how weapon
feats work. Clerics gain more weapon feats as they rise in level,
but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately upon gaining
the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for further details.
Spells: Starting at 2nd level, clerics can cast clerical spells. See
Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for detailed descriptions
of these spells.
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Table 4–2a: Cleric Abilities by Level
Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

1

0

6+c

+1

4

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

2

1,500

10+2c

+1

4

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

3

3,000

14+3c

+1

4

3

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

4

6,000

18+4c

+2

4

3

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

5

12,000

22+5c

+2

5

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

6

25,000

26+6c

+3

5

4

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

7

50,000

30+7c

+3

5

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

8

100,000

34+8c

+4

5

4

3

3

2

1

–

–

–

9

200,000

38+9c

+4

6

5

3

3

3

2

–

–

–

10

300,000

39+9c

+5

6

5

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

11

400,000

40+9c

+5

6

6

4

4

3

3

2

–

–

12

500,000

41+9c

+6

6

6

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

13

600,000

42+9c

+6

7

6

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

14

700,000

43+9c

+7

7

6

5

5

5

3

3

2

–

15

800,000

44+9c

+7

7

7

6

5

5

3

3

3

–

16

900,000

45+9c

+8

7

7

6

5

5

4

4

3

–

17 1,000,000

46+9c

+8

8

7

6

6

5

4

4

3

1

18 1,100,000

47+9c

+9

8

7

6

6

5

4

4

3

2

19 1,200,000

48+9c

+9

8

7

7

6

5

4

4

4

2

20 1,300,000

49+9c

+10

8

7

7

6

5

4

4

4

3

21 1,400,000

50+9c

+10

9

7

7

6

5

5

5

4

3

22 1,500,000

51+9c

+11

9

7

7

6

5

5

5

4

4

23 1,600,000

52+9c

+11

9

8

7

7

6

6

5

4

4

24 1,700,000

53+9c

+12

9

8

8

7

6

6

5

5

4

25 1,800,000

54+9c

+12

10

8

8

7

6

6

5

5

5

26 1,900,000

55+9c

+13

10

8

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

27 2,000,000

56+9c

+13

10

8

8

8

7

6

6

6

5

28 2,100,000

57+9c

+14

10

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

5

29 2,200,000

58+9c

+14

11

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

6

30 2,300,000

59+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

31 2,400,000

60+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

6

32 2,500,000

61+9c

+16

11

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

7

33 2,600,000

62+9c

+16

12

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

34 2,700,000

63+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

35 2,800,000

64+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

36 2,900,000

65+9c

+18

12

10

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Level

Hit Points

Spells per Day by Spell
Level

Experience

Weapon Feats

Providing a cleric has had a good night’s sleep (8 hours),
they can spend an hour meditating and/or performing
religious rites after waking up in order to gain spells
for the day as indicated on Table 4–2a.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

25

Every cleric has access to all cleric spells of levels they
can cast, and chooses freely which ones to prepare
each day within the limits of the numbers shown on
Table 4–2a.
Each prepared spell can be cast once during the day,
and if a cleric wishes to cast a spell more than once
then they must prepare the spell more than once, taking up multiple spell slots of the spell’s level. However,
some spells will be easier or more difficult to prepare
than others of their level based on the domains that
the cleric’s patron immortal is aligned with.
Some clerical spells are reversible. These spells can be
reversed in order to have an effect opposite to the normal effect of the spell. A cleric chooses whether or not
to reverse the spell at the time of casting, not at the
time of preparation. Clerical spells are always prepared
in their normal form.
See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for more
information on spells and spell casting.
Turn Undead: clerics have the ability to channel divine
power from their patron in order to drive away or even
destroy undead creatures such as zombies or vampires.
When your cleric tries to turn undead, you must first
decide which undead you are targeting. If you are facing a mixed group of undead you can only turn one
type of undead each round.
Once you have decided which undead you wish to
attempt to turn, consult Table 4–2c and compare
your cleric’s level with the type of undead that you are
trying to turn. The entry in the table will indicate the
level of success, as follows:
‘-’ – you are not powerful enough to turn this type
of undead.
‘+2’ – make a check with a bonus of +2. Your attempt
at turning the undead will be successful if the check
succeeds. If the check fails, you will not be able to
try to turn these same undead again during this fight.
If the check succeeds then roll 2d6 to see how many of
the undead are affected. Targeted undead with a total
number of hit dice equal to this roll will be turned,
with the exception that at least one undead will always
be affected even if it has more hit dice than the roll.
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Table 4–2b: Cleric Saving Throws by Level

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+9

+8

+6

+4

+5

2

+9

+8

+6

+4

+5

3

+9

+8

+6

+4

+5

4

+10

+9

+7

+5

+6

5

+10

+9

+7

+5

+6

6

+11

+10

+8

+6

+7

7

+11

+10

+8

+6

+7

8

+12

+11

+9

+7

+8

9

+12

+11

+9

+7

+8

10

+13

+12

+10

+8

+9

11

+13

+12

+10

+8

+9

12

+13

+12

+11

+9

+10

13

+14

+13

+11

+9

+10

14

+14

+13

+12

+10

+11

15

+14

+13

+12

+10

+11

16

+14

+13

+13

+11

+12

17

+15

+13

+13

+11

+12

18

+15

+13

+14

+12

+13

19

+15

+13

+14

+12

+13

20

+15

+14

+14

+13

+14

21

+16

+14

+15

+13

+14

22

+16

+15

+15

+14

+15

23

+16

+15

+15

+14

+15

24

+16

+15

+15

+15

+15

25

+17

+16

+16

+15

+16

26

+17

+16

+16

+16

+16

27

+17

+16

+16

+16

+16

28

+17

+16

+16

+16

+16

29

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

30

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

31

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

32

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

‘+5’ – make a check with a bonus of +5. Your attempt at turning the undead will be
successful if the check succeeds. If the check fails, you will not be able to try to turn
these same undead again during this fight.
If the check succeeds then roll 2d6 to see how many of the undead are affected. Targeted undead with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll will be turned, with
the exception that at least one undead will always be affected even if it has more hit
dice than the roll.
‘+11’ – make a check with a bonus of +11. Your attempt at turning the undead will
be successful if the check succeeds. If the check fails, you will not be able to try to
turn these same undead again during this fight.
If the check succeeds then roll 2d6 to see how many of the undead are affected. Targeted undead with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll will be turned, with
the exception that at least one undead will always be affected even if it has more hit
dice than the roll.
‘t’ – your attempt at turning the undead automatically succeeds. Roll 2d6 to see how
many undead are affected.
Targeted undead with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll will be turned,
with the exception that at least one will always be affected even if it has more hit
dice than the roll.
‘d’ – your attempt at turning the undead is automatically successful, and will destroy
the undead rather than simply turning them. Roll 2d6 to see how many of the
undead are affected.
Targeted undead with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll will be destroyed,
with the exception that at least one undead will always be affected even if it has more
hit dice than the roll.
‘D’ – your attempt at turning the undead is automatically successful, and will destroy the undead rather than simply turning them. Roll 3d6 to see how many of the
undead are affected.
Targeted undead with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll will be destroyed,
with the exception that at least one undead will always be affected even if it has more
hit dice than the roll.
‘X’ – your attempt at turning the undead is automatically successful, and will destroy
the undead rather than simply turning them. Roll 4d6 to see how many of the
undead are affected.
Targeted undead with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll will be destroyed,
with the exception that at least one undead will always be affected even if it has more
hit dice than the roll.
Undead that have been turned will be compelled to flee from the cleric as fast as they
are able for at least five minutes.
If cornered during this time, they will cower and be unable to make any kind of
attack, although intelligent undead may use whatever defensive powers they possess
in order to protect themselves. The bodies of undead that have been destroyed will
crumble to a fine ash, and incorporeal undead will fade away to nothing.
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Table 4–2c: Turning Undead by Cleric Level
Ghoul

Wight

Wraith

Mummy

Spectre

Vampire

Phantom

Haunt

Spirit

Nightshade

Lich

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

Special

Zombie

+11 +5

Skeleton

Level
1
2

t

3

t

t

4

d

t

t

5

d

d

t

t

6

d

d

d

t

t

7

d

d

d

d

t

t

8

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

9

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

10

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

11

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

-

-

12

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

-

-

13

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

-

14

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

-

15

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

16

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

+2

17

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

18

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

19

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

20

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11 +5

21

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11

22

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11

23

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11

24

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

+11

25

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

26

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

27

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

28

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

29

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

30

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

31

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

32

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

d

t

t

33

X

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

t

t

34

X

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

t

t

35

X

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

t

t

36

X

X

X

D

D

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

t

t
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Example: Elfstar, the second level cleric, is
facing a pack of zombies. On her action she
decides to use her turn undead ability rather
than attacking with her mace.
Elfstar’s player announces that she is targeting the zombies with her turn attempt, and
looks on her character sheet (onto which she
has copied the relevant information from TABLE 4–2C).
This shows a ‘+11’, so she needs to roll a d20,
add eleven, and get a total of 20 or higher
to successfully turn the zombies. She rolls the
dice and gets a 10, for a total of 21 – success!
Elfstar’s player now rolls 2d6 to see how many
zombies Elfstar has just turned. She rolls a 9.
Since zombies have two hit dice each, Elfstar
has successfully turned four of the zombies (a
total of 8 hit dice). She cannot turn a fifth
one, since that would be a total of 10 hit dice
which is higher than her roll of 9).
Some particularly powerful undead might
have ways of resisting being turned, and a
powerful master may be able to protect their
minions making them harder to turn.
Saving Throws: Clerics make saving throws
using the bonuses listed on Table 4–2b.

Clockwork

Class Description: Clockworks are a demi-human race of mechanical humanoids.
Although they aren’t made from flesh and
blood, they are still sapient living creatures
with souls and free will. This possession of a
soul distinguishes them from other mechanical or inorganic entities such as golems and
constructs. Physically, a clockwork is the
height and build of a human, although they
are completely genderless. Their outer casing
is made from brass and leather, and their
innards are an intricate mesh of clockwork
and tubes containing milky lubricating fluids. Clockworks have no need for clothing,
although those who live amongst humans
will often wear clothes (and sometimes even
wigs) in order to better fit in with those
around them.
Clockworks need no power source to function as their mechanisms are kept working
by their soul directly, although they do need
to drink organic liquids from which their
body will synthesise its own internal fluids and they can starve if they are forced to
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Table 4–3a: Clockwork Abilities by Level

Level

Experience

Hit Points

Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

Weapon Feats

Special Abilities

1

0

8+c

+1

4

4

Artificial body/armoured/fists

2

2,200

13+2c

+1

4

4

3

4,400

18+3c

+2

4

5

4

8,800

13+4c

+2

4

5

5

17,000

28+5c

+3

5

5

6

35,000

33+6c

+4

5

6

7

70,000

38+7c

+4

5

6

8

140,000

43+8c

+5

5

6

9

270,000

48+9c

+6

6

7

10

400,000

50+9c

+6

6

7

11

530,000

52+9c

+7

6

8

12

660,000

54+9c

+8

6

8

13

800,000

56+9c

+8

7

8

14

950,000

58+9c

+9

7

8

15 1,100,000

60+9c

+10

7

9

16 1,250,000

62+9c

+10

7

9

17 1,400,000

64+9c

+11

8

9

18 1,550,000

66+9c

+12

8

9

19 1,700,000

68+9c

+12

8

10

20 1,850,000

70+9c

+13

8

10

21 2,000,000

72+9c

+14

9

10

22 2,150,000

74+9c

+14

9

10

23 2,300,000

76+9c

+15

9

11

24 2,450,000

78+9c

+16

9

11

25 2,600,000

80+9c

+16

10

11

26 2,750,000

82+9c

+17

10

11

27 2,900,000

84+9c

+18

10

12

28 3,050,000

86+9c

+18

10

12

29 3,200,000

88+9c

+19

11

12

30 3,350,000

90+9c

+20

11

13

31 3,500,000

92+9c

+20

11

13

32 3,650,000

94+9c

+21

11

13

33 3,800,000

96+9c

+22

12

14

34 3,950,000

98+9c

+22

12

14

35 4,100,000 100+9c

+23

12

14

36 4,250,000 102+9c

+23

12

15

Multiple attacks/smash/parry

go without for too long. Clockworks reproduce
by physically constructing a new clockwork body
(they instinctively know how to do so) and then
transferring a part of their soul into it to form
a child clockwork, which will be modified by its
parent into a full adult form once it has had the
appropriate mental and emotional growth.
Although it might be technically possible for a
clockwork to create a non-humanoid body for
themselves or one of an unusual size, the thought
of inhabiting such a body is extremely uncomfortable to a clockwork on a mental and emotional
level and no clockwork would even contemplate
doing such a thing to themselves.
Equipment Restrictions: Clockworks do not have
any restrictions on their weapon selection. They
can use any weapon or shield, although due to their
metal fists they may often be better off fighting
unarmed. Clockworks can’t wear normal armour,
although they can have armour fitted to their body.
See below for details.

Developer Commentary

Clockworks are a new addition to this edtion of Dark
Dungeons, and have not appeared in the game before.
Spell resistance

They are not based on any specific individual source,
but just on the generic trope of clockwork people that
are often seen in fantasy and sci-fi.

Clockwork Abilities (see Table 4–3a)

Multiple attacks (3)

Hit Points: Clockworks start with (8 + Con bonus)
hit points at first level, and then gain another (5 +
Con bonus) hit points per level until they reach 9th
level. After 9th level, clockworks gain 2 hit points
per level and no longer add additional Con bonuses
(but do retain the bonuses to hit points they gained
at previous levels).
Base Attack Bonus: A clockwork’s attack bonus in
combat is based on their level. See Chapter 10 –
Combat for details of how this translates into different to-hit numbers for opponents with different
armour classes.
Skills: A clockwork starts with 4 skill points at 1st
level, plus extra points equal to their Int bonus.
These points can be used on the same skill or different skills. Clockworks gain more skill points as
they increase in level. See Chapter 5 – Ability
Checks & Skills for the list of available skills.

Multiple attacks (4)
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Weapon Feats: Clockworks start with four weapon
feats, which must be spent immediately on basic proficiency on four different weapons, one of
which may be their fists. See Chapter 6 – Weapon

Chapter 4 - Creating a Character

Smash: At 12th level, a clockwork gains the ability to make smash attacks in
melee combat. At the beginning of each round, the clockwork’s player declares
whether their character is making a smash attack. The clockwork automatically
loses initiative, and takes a –5 penalty to their attack roll for the attack. However,
if the attack hits, the clockwork gets to add their entire strength score to the
damage done by the attack as well as their strength bonus. See Chapter 10 –
Combat for full details of how smash attacks work.
Parry: At 12th level, a clockwork can use the parry action in combat. The
clockwork’s player must declare that their character is parrying at the beginning of the round before initiative is rolled. The clockwork makes no attacks
during the round (and therefore needs no initiative), but all incoming attacks
are made at a –4 penalty.
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Rod / Staff /
Spell

Multiple Attacks: At 12th level, a clockwork is able to make two attacks per
round against any creature that they would be able to hit by rolling a 2+ on
the attack roll (after modifiers). At 20th level, this rises to three attacks and
at 36th level it rises to four attacks. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of
how multiple attacks work.

Breath
Weapon

Fists: The fists and forearms of a clockwork are reinforced by metal plates, and
this allows them to strike and parry in combat as effectively as most melee
weapons. A clockwork must spend weapon feats on proficiency with this attack
just like any other attack, and normal off-hand penalties apply if a clockwork
wishes to use both fists in combat (although the fists are off-hand weapons; see
Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for a full description of how weapon feats and
off-hand weapons work). Clockworks using their reinforced fists count as armed
opponents for the purposes of their opponents’ weapon proficiency bonuses.
A clockwork can attach magical fist/arm plates, although this takes a day and
requires access to a blacksmith’s forge and tools. A clockwork’s fist/arm plates
can’t be disarmed, and they do not prevent the clockwork from also carrying and
using other weapons or shields. However, a clockwork can’t attack with both a
carried weapon and the fist carrying that weapon at the same time.

Paralysis /
Petrify

Armoured: The outer plating of clockwork bodies is equivalent to leather armour and automatically gives them a natural armour class of 7, but they cannot
wear additional armour on top of this. A clockwork can have its armour plating
upgraded and replaced with better armour (including magical armour that has
been found), but the upgrade process takes a full week and requires access to a
blacksmith’s forge and tools.

Magic Wands

The artificial bodies of clockworks do not naturally heal. A clockwork does not
heal damage by resting, and cannot be healed using the first aid skill. Clockworks
can still be healed by magical means, and the craft (clockwork) skill can be used
to do minor field repairs (using the standard rules as if using the first aid skill
on other characters). With a blacksmith’s forge and a week’s worth of work, a
clockwork can be repaired back to full hit points with no skill check required.

Death Ray /
Poison

Artificial Body: Clockworks have an artificial body made from leather, metal
and other materials. Their internals are a mesh of clockwork and tubes containing lubricating fluids. Because of this artificial body, clockworks do not need to
sleep and they are immune to poison, disease, fatigue, paralysis, nausea, sleep
and exhaustion.

Table 4–3b: Clockwork Saving Throws by Level

Level

Feats for a full description of how weapon feats work. Clockworks gain more
weapon feats as they rise in level, but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately upon gaining the new level. See Chapter 11– Gaining Experience
for further details on spending new weapon feats.

1

+12

+11

+10

+7

+8

2

+12

+11

+10

+7

+8

3

+13

+12

+11

+8

+9

4

+13

+12

+11

+9

+10

5

+14

+13

+12

+10

+11

6

+15

+14

+13

+11

+12

7

+15

+14

+13

+12

+13

8

+16

+15

+14

+13

+14

9

+17

+16

+15

+14

+15

10

+17

+16

+15

+15

+16

11

+17

+17

+16

+16

+17

12

+18

+17

+16

+16

+17

13

+18

+17

+16

+17

+17

14

+18

+17

+16

+17

+17

15

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

16

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

17

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

18

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

19

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

20

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

21

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

22

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

23

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

24

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

25

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

26

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

27

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

28

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

29

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

30

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

31

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

32

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

Chapter 4 - Creating a Character

In fact, no-one knows where druids get their power
from. A new initiate vows to respect and protect “nature”, and when druids Commune they do so with
“nature” – and get responses; but if there is any sapient
entity personifying nature then it has never revealed
itself to either mortal or immortal.
Druidic society has no hierarchy or structure and each
druid is effectively their own master, doing as they
think right.
The druidic philosophy is primarily concerned with
protecting nature from corruption and destruction.
As such, druids live apart from civilisation, often in
woodland areas but occasionally in mountains or desert regions.
Although there are occasional extremists who seek to
kill or drive off all those who intrude on their protected
areas, most druids are pragmatic in their protection.
They will not hinder those who travel through or even
hunt in their realms – providing such travel or hunting
is done responsibly.
However, they do oppose the encroachment of farmland and cities into their realm, as well as protecting
it from unnatural creatures.

Weapon Feats

While it is true that druids can cast all the spells that
clerics can and more, and can do so without needing
to come to any kind of arrangement with an immortal, the true relationship between clerical worship and
druidic worship is not known and such theories are
mere philosophical speculation.

Skills

Druids sometimes claim that their worship is older
than the first immortal, and that the way that clerics
get their power from immortals is a lesser imitation
of their own abilities.

Base Attack
Bonus

Class Description: Druids are humans who worship
nature. In exchange for their worship, they gain the
ability to cast spells and the ability to control animals.

Hit Points

Druid

Spells per Day by Spell
Level

Experience

Saving Throws: A clockwork makes its saving throws
against magical attacks and other similar effects using
the bonuses listed on Table 4–3b.

Table 4–4a: Druid Abilities by Level

1

1

0

6+c

+1

4

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

2

1,500

10+2c

+1

4

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

3

3,000

14+3c

+1

4

3

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

4

6,000

18+4c

+2

4

3

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

5

12,000

22+5c

+2

5

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

6

25,000

26+6c

+3

5

4

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

7

50,000

30+7c

+3

5

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

8

100,000

34+8c

+4

5

4

3

3

2

1

–

–

–

9

200,000

38+9c

+4

6

5

3

3

3

2

–

–

–

10

300,000

39+9c

+5

6

5

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

11

400,000

40+9c

+5

6

6

4

4

3

3

2

–

–

12

500,000

41+9c

+6

6

6

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

13

600,000

42+9c

+6

7

6

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

14

700,000

43+9c

+7

7

6

5

5

5

3

3

2

–

15

800,000

44+9c

+7

7

7

6

5

5

3

3

3

–

16

900,000

45+9c

+8

7

7

6

5

5

4

4

3

–

17 1,000,000

46+9c

+8

8

7

6

6

5

4

4

3

1

18 1,100,000

47+9c

+9

8

7

6

6

5

4

4

3

2

19 1,200,000

48+9c

+9

8

7

7

6

5

4

4

4

2

20 1,300,000

49+9c

+10

8

7

7

6

5

4

4

4

3

21 1,400,000

50+9c

+10

9

7

7

6

5

5

5

4

3

22 1,500,000

51+9c

+11

9

7

7

6

5

5

5

4

4

23 1,600,000

52+9c

+11

9

8

7

7

6

6

5

4

4

24 1,700,000

53+9c

+12

9

8

8

7

6

6

5

5

4

25 1,800,000

54+9c

+12

10

8

8

7

6

6

5

5

5

26 1,900,000

55+9c

+13

10

8

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

27 2,000,000

56+9c

+13

10

8

8

8

7

6

6

6

5

28 2,100,000

57+9c

+14

10

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

5

29 2,200,000

58+9c

+14

11

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

6

30 2,300,000

59+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

31 2,400,000

60+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

6

32 2,500,000

61+9c

+16

11

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

7

33 2,600,000

62+9c

+16

12

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

34 2,700,000

63+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

35 2,800,000

64+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

36 2,900,000

65+9c

+18

12

10

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Level

Spell Resistance: At 16th level and higher, a clockwork
only takes half damage from all spells and spell-like
abilities that do direct damage. If the spell normally
allows a saving throw for half damage then the clockwork only takes a quarter of normal damage if they
save successfully.
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2

3

4

5

6

7
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Table 4–4b: Druid Saving Throws by Level

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+9

+8

+6

+4

+5

2

+9

+8

+6

+4

+5

3

+9

+8

+6

+4

+5

4

+10

+9

+7

+5

+6

5

+10

+9

+7

+5

+6

6

+11

+10

+8

+6

+7

7

+11

+10

+8

+6

+7

8

+12

+11

+9

+7

+8

9

+12

+11

+9

+7

+8

10

+13

+12

+10

+8

+9

11

+13

+12

+10

+8

+9

12

+13

+12

+11

+9

+10

13

+14

+13

+11

+9

+10

14

+14

+13

+12

+10

+11

15

+14

+13

+12

+10

+11

16

+14

+13

+13

+11

+12

17

+15

+13

+13

+11

+12

18

+15

+13

+14

+12

+13

19

+15

+13

+14

+12

+13

20

+15

+14

+14

+13

+14

21

+16

+14

+15

+13

+14

22

+16

+15

+15

+14

+15

23

+16

+15

+15

+14

+15

24

+16

+15

+15

+15

+15

25

+17

+16

+16

+15

+16

26

+17

+16

+16

+16

+16

27

+17

+16

+16

+16

+16

28

+17

+16

+16

+16

+16

29

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

30

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

31

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

32

+18

+17

+17

+17

+17

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

Druids shun technology, and do not like to use manufactured items. Most will use
money on occasion, but will generally prefer to barter for what few goods they use
and for their services.
In general, druids will keep on friendly terms with people who live around (or even
in) their lands; helping and protecting them in exchange for their keeping respectful of nature.
Within an adventuring party, druids tend to operate in a support role. Their spells
emphasise healing and protection rather than flashy attacks.
Equipment Restrictions: Druids’ distaste for manufactured and refined goods makes
them unable to wear metal items or use metal weapons. They may only use weapons
and shields made of wood and/or natural stone, and may only use leather armour.

Developer Commentary

In the original edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the original game that Dark Dungeons
is based on), druids were not a separate class but were instead something that a cleric
could become after reaching ninth level. They lost the ability to wear metal armour and
to turn undead and all they gained in exchange was a couple of extra spells, making
becoming a druid a very unattractive option to most players.
In Darker Dungeons, and in this new edition of Dark Dungeons, I made the druid into
a stand-alone class that can be taken from the start and gave them animal control as a
replacement for turn undead so that they wouldn’t be underpowered compared to clerics.

Druid Abilities (see Table 4–4a)

Hit Points: Druids gain (6 + Con bonus) hit points at first level, and then another
(4 + Con bonus) hit points per level of experience until 9th level.
After 9th level, druids gain 1 hit point per level and do not add additional Con
bonuses (but do retain the bonuses to hit points gained at previous levels).
Base Attack Bonus: A druid’s attack bonus is based on their level. See Chapter 10 –
Combat for details of how this translates into to-hit numbers for different armour
classes.
Skills: A druid starts with 4 skill points plus extra points equal to their Int bonus.
These points can be used on the same skill or different skills. Druids gain more skill
points as they rise in level. See Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list
of available skills.
Weapon Feats: Druids start with two weapon feats, which must be spent immediately
on basic proficiency with two different weapons. See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats
for a description of how weapon feats work.
Druids gain more weapon feats as they rise in level, but these weapon feats cannot
be spent immediately upon gaining the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better
for further details.
Spells: Starting at 2nd level, druids can cast clerical spells. See Chapter 7 – Spells
& Spell Casting for detailed descriptions of these spells.
Providing a druid has had a good night’s sleep (8 hours), they can spend an hour
meditating and/or performing religious rites after waking up in order to gain spells
for the day as indicated on Table 4–4a.
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Table 4–4c: Controlling Animals by Druid Level
1 To 1+ Hit Dice

2 To 2+ Hit Dice

3 To 3+ Hit Dice

4 To 4+ Hit Dice

5 To 6+ Hit Dice

7 To 8+ Hit Dice

9 To 11+ Hit Dice

12 To 13+ Hit Dice

14 To 16+ Hit Dice

17 To 20+ Hit Dice

21 To 25+ Hit Dice

26 To 30+ Hit Dice

31 or More Hit Dice

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

-

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

-

Less Than 1 Hit Die

Level
1
2

c

3

c

c

4

m

c

c

5

m

m

c

c

6

m

m

m

c

c

7

m

m

m

m

c

c

8

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

9

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

10

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

-

-

-

11

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

-

-

12

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

-

-

13

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

-

14

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

-

15

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

16

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

+2

17

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

18

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

19

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

20

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11 +5

21

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11

22

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11

23

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11

24

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

+11

25

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

26

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

27

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

28

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

29

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

30

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

31

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

32

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

m

c

c

33

X

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

c

c

34

X

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

c

c

35

X

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

c

c

36

X

X

X

M

M

M

M

M

m

m

m

m

c

c
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Every druid has access to all druidic spells
of levels they can cast, and chooses freely
which ones to prepare each day within the
limits of the numbers shown on Table 4–4a.
Each prepared spell can be cast once during
the day, and if a druid wishes to cast a spell
more than once then they must prepare the
spell more than once, taking up multiple
spell slots of the spell’s level.
Some druidic spells are reversible. These
spells can be reversed in order to have an
effect opposite to the normal effect of the
spell. A druid chooses whether or not to
reverse the spell at the time of casting, not
at the time of preparation. Druidic spells
are always prepared in their normal form.
See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting
for more information on spells and spell
casting.
Control Animals: Druids have the ability
to command or even control animals. This
ability only works on natural animals, not
monsters, and only on animals with at least
the size and intelligence of a mouse. Lesser
creatures such as individual insects or slugs
are too primitive for the ability to work on
them – although it does work on giant versions of these creatures.
When your druid tries to control animals,
you must first decide which animal species
you are targeting.
If you are facing a mixed group of animals
you can only control one type of animal
each round.
Once you have decided which animal species you wish to attempt to control, consult
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Table 4–4c and compare your druid’s level with the hit dice of the
type of animal that you are trying to affect. The entry in the table
will indicate the level of success, as follows:

‘M’ – your attempt at controlling the animals automatically succeeds, and you may choose to master them rather than just commanding them. Roll 3d6 to see how many animals are affected.

‘-’ – you are not powerful enough to command or control this
type of animal.

Targeted animals with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll
will be commanded or mastered, with the exception that at least
one animal will always be affected even if it has more hit dice than
the roll.

‘+2’ – make a check with a bonus of +2. Your attempt at controlling
the animals will be successful if the check succeeds. If the check
fails, you will not be able to try to control these same animals again
until the following day.
If the check succeeds then roll 2d6 to see how many of the animals
are affected. Targeted animals with a total number of hit dice equal
to this roll will be commanded, with the exception that at least
one animal will always be affected even if it has more hit dice than
the roll.
‘+5’ – make a check with a bonus of +5. Your attempt at controlling
the animals will be successful if the check succeeds. If the check
fails, you will not be able to try to control these same animals again
until the following day.
If the check succeeds then roll 2d6 to see how many of the animals
are affected. Targeted animals with a total number of hit dice equal
to this roll will be commanded, with the exception that at least
one animal will always be affected even if it has more hit dice than
the roll.
‘+11’ – make a check with a bonus of +11. Your attempt at controlling the animals will be successful if the check succeeds. If the check
fails, you will not be able to try to control these same animals again
until the following day.
If the check succeeds then roll 2d6 to see how many of the animals
are affected. Targeted animals with a total number of hit dice equal
to this roll will be commanded, with the exception that at least
one animal will always be affected even if it has more hit dice than
the roll.
‘c’ – your attempt at controlling the animals automatically succeeds.
Roll 2d6 to see how many animals are affected.
Targeted animals with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll
will be commanded, with the exception that at least one animal
will always be affected even if it has more hit dice than the roll.
‘m’ – your attempt at controlling the animals automatically succeeds,
and you may choose to master them rather than just commanding
them. Roll 2d6 to see how many animals are affected.
Targeted animals with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll
will be commanded or mastered, with the exception that at least
one animal will always be affected even if it has more hit dice than
the roll.

‘X’ – your attempt at controlling the animals automatically succeeds,
and you may choose to master them rather than just commanding
them. Roll 4d6 to see how many animals are affected.
Targeted animals with a total number of hit dice equal to this roll
will be commanded or mastered, with the exception that at least
one animal will always be affected even if it has more hit dice than
the roll.
Commanded animals will obey a single mental command from
the druid. This command may be to flee, or to attack a particular
target, or to pick up an item and bring it to the druid or any other
command of a similar nature. All animals included in a single
command must be given the same command.
The duration of the command lasts for ten minutes or until the
animals have finished the task that they have been given, whichever
happens first.
Mastered animals will become docile and friendly to the druid, and
if they are normally social or pack animals they will be friendly
to the druid’s friends as well. They will fight to protect the druid
without being ordered to and willingly lay down their lives on the
druid’s behalf.
At any time, the druid may (as a standard action) make mental contact with any one of their mastered animals regardless of distance
(providing they are on the same plane of existence and within the
same celestial sphere).
While in mental contact, the druid experiences the animal’s senses
rather than their own – so they see through the animal’s eyes, hear
through its ears, and so forth – and can give the animal mental
commands at any time, or even physically take control of the
animal’s movement.
The druid may not cast spells or use magical items through the
animal, and the druid’s control of the animal’s movement is not
fine enough for them to make the animal reproduce human words.
Mastery of an animal is normally permanent, although a druid can
only have a total number of animals mastered at any given time
equal to twice as many hit dice as the druid has levels. A druid
may relinquish mastery of an animal at any time, and can do so at
the same time as mastering a new animal in order to make room
for the new one.
Saving Throws: Druids make saving throws using the bonuses
listed on Table 4–4b.
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Table 4–5a: Dwarf Abilities by Level

Hit Points: Dwarves gain (8 + Con bonus) hit
points at first level, and then another (5 + Con
bonus) hit points per level of experience until 9th
level. After 9th level, dwarves gain 2 hit points
per level and do not add additional Con bonuses
(but do retain the bonuses to hit points gained at
previous levels).
Base Attack Bonus: A dwarf ’s attack bonus is
based on their level. See Chapter 10 – Combat
for details of how this translates into to-hit numbers for different armour classes.
Skills: A dwarf starts with 4 skill points plus extra points equal to their Int bonus. These points
can be used on the same skill or different skills.
Dwarves gain more skill points as they rise in level.
See Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the
list of available skills.
Weapon Feats: Dwarves start with four weapon
feats, which must be spent immediately on basic
proficiency with four different weapons. See Chap-

Special
Abilities

Dwarf Abilities (see Table 4–5a)

Weapon Feats

Equipment Restrictions: Dwarves can wear any
armour, and can use any small or medium weapon.
They can use shields except for tower shields.

Skills

Dwarven adventurers make tough warriors who are
at home in underground environments.

Base Attack
Bonus

Traditionally, dwarves live in mountainous areas
near humans, where they live underground and
use their mining and metal-working skills to make
goods and tools that they can trade with the humans for food and textiles. Dwarves are an inherently non-magical race, and possess no magic-users
or clerics of their own – not even being able to
produce the lesser shamans that goblins and giants – their traditional enemies – are able to field
in battle. However, this lack of magical ability
makes dwarves much more resilient and able to
resist magical attacks.

Hit Points

Physically, dwarves are slightly shorter than humans but are similar in weight due to their stockier
build. Skin and hair colour shows the same range as
humans, although both male and female dwarves
tend to have slightly more facial and body hair
than humans and both sexes usually sport beards.

Experience

Class Description: Dwarves are a demi-human
race. Like most demi-human races, they are less
flexible than humans, and all dwarf adventurers
are represented by a single class.

Level

Dwarf

1

0

8+c

+1

4

4

Infravision / stonelore

2

2,200

13+2c

+1

4

4

3

4,400

18+3c

+2

4

5

4

8,800

13+4c

+2

4

5

5

17,000

28+5c

+3

5

5

6

35,000

33+6c

+4

5

6

7

70,000

38+7c

+4

5

6

8

140,000

43+8c

+5

5

6

9

270,000

48+9c

+6

6

7

10

400,000

50+9c

+6

6

7

11

530,000

52+9c

+7

6

8

12

660,000

54+9c

+8

6

8

13

800,000

56+9c

+8

7

8

14

950,000

58+9c

+9

7

8

15

1,100,000

60+9c

+10

7

9

16

1,250,000

62+9c

+10

7

9

17

1,400,000

64+9c

+11

8

9

18

1,550,000

66+9c

+12

8

9

19

1,700,000

68+9c

+12

8

10

20

1,850,000

70+9c

+13

8

10

21

2,000,000

72+9c

+14

9

10

22

2,150,000

74+9c

+14

9

10

23

2,300,000

76+9c

+15

9

11

24

2,450,000

78+9c

+16

9

11

25

2,600,000

80+9c

+16

10

11

26

2,750,000

82+9c

+17

10

11

27

2,900,000

84+9c

+18

10

12

28

3,050,000

86+9c

+18

10

12

29

3,200,000

88+9c

+19

11

12

30

3,350,000

90+9c

+20

11

13

31

3,500,000

92+9c

+20

11

13

32

3,650,000

94+9c

+21

11

13

33

3,800,000

96+9c

+22

12

14

34

3,950,000

98+9c

+22

12

14

35

4,100,000 100+9c

+23

12

14

36

4,250,000 102+9c

+23

12

15

34

Multiple attacks/smash/parry

Spell resistance

Multiple attacks (3)

Multiple attacks (4)
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Table 4–5b: Dwarf Saving Throws by Level

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+12

+11

+10

+7

+8

2

+12

+11

+10

+7

+8

3

+13

+12

+11

+8

+9

4

+13

+12

+11

+9

+10

5

+14

+13

+12

+10

+11

6

+15

+14

+13

+11

+12

7

+15

+14

+13

+12

+13

8

+16

+15

+14

+13

+14

9

+17

+16

+15

+14

+15

10

+17

+16

+15

+15

+16

11

+17

+17

+16

+16

+17

12

+18

+17

+16

+16

+17

13

+18

+17

+16

+17

+17

14

+18

+17

+16

+17

+17

15

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

16

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

17

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

18

+18

+18

+17

+18

+18

19

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

20

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

21

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

22

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

23

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

24

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

25

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

26

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

27

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

28

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

29

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

30

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

31

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

32

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

ter 6 – Weapon Feats for a description of how weapon feats work. Dwarves gain
more weapon feats as they rise in level, but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately upon gaining the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for further details.
Saving Throws: Dwarves make saving throws using the bonuses listed on Table 4–5b.
Infravision: Dwarves have the ability to see not only the colour of things but also
their temperature. When a dwarf is in the dark (and only then – normal light overloads a dwarf’s infravision and prevents it from working) they can use their infravision
to navigate and even to fight. However, infravision doesn’t allow the dwarf to see
pictures and writing unless they are carved into the surface that the dwarf is looking at.
Stonelore: A dwarf ’s experience with masonry and stonework – in particular underground stonework – gives them a chance to detect irregularities in construction. If a
dwarf examines an area looking for irregularities, the Game Master should secretly
roll a check for each feature in the area being searched that is one of the following:
◊
◊
◊
◊

Traps involving moving stone walls or blocks of stone.
Secret doors involving moving stone walls.
Newly built stone constructions.
Gently sloping stonework.

In each case, the check is made with a bonus of +6.
If the check fails, then the dwarf in unable to detect the feature (and the dwarf ’s
player should not be told whether this was because the check failed or because there
was no feature to detect).
Multiple Attacks: At 12th level, a dwarf is able to make two attacks per round
against any creature that they are able to hit by rolling a 2+ on the attack roll (after
modifiers). At 20th level, this rises to three attacks and at 36th level it rises to four
attacks. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of multiple attacks.
Smash: At 12th level, a dwarf gains the ability to make smash attacks in melee. At
the beginning of the round, the dwarf ’s player declares that their character is making a smash attack. The dwarf automatically loses initiative, and takes a –5 penalty
to their attack roll for the attack. However, if the attack hits then the dwarf gets to
add their strength score to the damage done by the attack as well as their strength
bonus. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of smash attacks.
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Parry: At 12th level, a dwarf can choose to use the parry action.
The dwarf ’s player declares that their character is parrying at the
beginning of the round before initiative is rolled. The dwarf makes
no attacks during the round (and therefore needs no initiative
score), but all incoming attacks are made at a –4 penalty.
Spell Resistance: At 16th level and higher, a dwarf only takes half
damage from all spells and spell-like abilities. If the attack normally
allows a saving throw for half damage then the dwarf only takes a
quarter of normal damage if they save successfully.

Elf

Class Description: Elves are a demi-human race. Like most demihuman races, they are less flexible than humans, and all elf adventurers are represented by a single class.

branches. Elven communities usually have a deep respect for nature,
and work together with human druids.
Elves are fine crafters of wood, and although they rarely mine for
it themselves they are capable of delicate metalwork as well. Their
natural magical ability makes them excellent producers of magic
items known for their physical beauty as well as their power.
Elves are the most powerful spell casters, although their slight frame
and their deep-rooted psychological need for freedom from being
restricted prevents them from wearing armour or using shields.
Similarly, elves struggle in non-magical combat, being only able to
master the simplest of weapons and progressing more slowly than
any other character in terms of increasing their base attack bonus.

Elves are more slender and graceful than humans, but they are ap- In an adventuring party, an elf makes excellent artillery with a wide
proximately the same height. Although elves show a similar range of range of offensive spells; but must be protected by other characters
skin colours to those of humans in terms of shade, the hue of their as they are physically weak.
skin tends to be more yellow-brown than that of humans giving
them a colouration resembling that of wood anywhere from light At low levels, the small number of spells that an elf has can make
them almost a liability to their party – but wise parties look after
pine through to dark ebony. The ears of elves are pointed.
Elves have no body or facial hair, although the hair on their heads is
luxuriant, and changes colour throughout their life like the colours
of leaves change through seasons – starting a light green and slowly
darkening, as the elf matures before changing to brown, gold and
red in old age.
Elves are naturally magical creatures, and all elves are capable of
casting low level magical spells.
Elven adventurers are usually much more highly skilled and have
spell casting abilities better than the finest human magic-users.
However, despite their inherent magic elves are unable to become
clerics or shamans.
Elves usually live in woodland or forest, and have an affinity for
trees. Their towns tend to be in the treetops, woven out of living
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Developer Commentary

In the original edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the original game
it emulates), magic-users are the ones who are weak and unable
to fight eﬀectively, while elves are able to both fight and use magic.
Swapping this is a house rule i’ve used since the ‘90s (and which
I included in Darker Dungeons) for two reasons. Firstly, it makes
more sense to justify the lack of ability to wear armour as a racial
trait and it let magic-users fight Gandalf-style. Secondly, the elf class
was a little overpowered and the magic-user class underpowered in
comparison, and the swap was an opportunity to move a couple of
the racial abilities between them to even things up a bit.
And there was also the fact that I simply liked the aesthetic of elves
being physically weak yet magically powerful.
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Table 4–6a: Elf Abilities by Level
Experience

Hit Points

Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

Weapon Feats

1

0

4+c

+1

4

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

2

2,500

7+2c

+1

4

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

3

5,000

10+3c

+1

4

3

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

4

10,000

13+4c

+2

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

5

20,000

16+5c

+2

5

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

6

40,000

19+6c

+3

5

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

7

80,000

22+7c

+3

5

4

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

8

150,000

25+8c

+4

5

4

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

9

300,000

28+9c

+4

6

5

3

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

10

450,000

29+9c

+5

6

5

4

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

11

600,000

30+9c

+5

6

6

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

–

–

12

750,000

31+9c

+6

6

6

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

–

13

900,000

32+9c

+6

7

6

5

4

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

14 1,050,000

33+9c

+7

7

6

5

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

–

15 1,200,000

34+9c

+7

7

7

5

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

16 1,350,000

35+9c

+8

7

7

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

–

17 1,500,000

36+9c

+8

8

7

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

–

–

18 1,650,000

37+9c

+9

8

7

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

1

–

19 1,800,000

38+9c

+9

8

7

6

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

20 1,950,000

39+9c

+10

8

7

6

5

5

5

4

4

3

2

–

21 2,100,000

40+9c

+10

9

7

6

5

5

5

4

4

3

2

1

22 2,250,000

41+9c

+11

9

7

6

6

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

23 2,400,000

42+9c

+11

9

8

6

6

6

6

5

4

3

3

2

24 2,550,000

43+9c

+12

9

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

3

2

25 2,700,000

44+9c

+12

10

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

26 2,850,000

45+9c

+13

10

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

3

27 3,000,000

46+9c

+13

10

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

5

5

4

28 3,150,000

47+9c

+14

10

8

8

8

7

6

6

6

6

5

4

29 3,300,000

48+9c

+14

11

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

5

30 3,450,000

49+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

31 3,600,000

50+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

7

6

6

32 3,750,000

51+9c

+16

11

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

33 3,900,000

52+9c

+16

12

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

34 4,050,000

53+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

35 4,200,000

54+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

36 4,350,000

55+9c

+18

12

10

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Level

1

Spells per Day by Spell Level
Special Abilities
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Infravision / elfsight / ghoul immunity

Breath evasion
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Table 4–6b: Elf Saving Throws

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+8

+7

+7

+5

+5

2

+8

+7

+7

+5

+5

3

+9

+8

+8

+6

+6

4

+11

+9

+9

+8

+8

5

+12

+10

+10

+9

+9

6

+13

+11

+11

+10

+10

7

+15

+12

+12

+12

+12

8

+16

+13

+13

+13

+13

9

+17

+14

+14

+14

+14

10

+17

+15

+15

+16

+16

11

+18

+16

+16

+17

+17

12

+18

+16

+16

+17

+17

13

+18

+16

+16

+18

+18

14

+18

+17

+17

+18

+18

15

+18

+17

+17

+18

+18

16

+18

+17

+17

+18

+18

17

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

18

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

19

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

20

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

21

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

22

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

23

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

24

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

25

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

26

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

27

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

28

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

29

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

30

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

31

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

32

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

their elves since should they survive to high level they will begin to wield awesome
destructive power.
Equipment Restrictions: Elves may not wear armour or use shields and may not
use most weapons. The only weapons they may use are daggers, staves, slings, whips,
pistols, and nets.

Elf Abilities (see Table 4–6a)

Hit Points: Elves gain (4 + Con bonus) hit points at first level, and then another (3
+ Con bonus) hit points per level of experience until 9th level. After 9th level, elves
gain 1 hit point per level and do not add additional Con bonuses (but do retain the
bonuses to hit points gained at previous levels).
Base Attack Bonus: An elf ’s attack bonus is based on their level. See Chapter 10 –
Combat for details of how this translates into to-hit numbers for different armour
classes.
Skills: An elf starts with 4 skill points plus extra points equal to their Int bonus.
These points can be used on the same skill or different skills. Elves gain more skill
points as they rise in level. See Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list
of available skills.
Weapon Feats: Elves start with two weapon feats, which must be spent immediately
on basic proficiency with two different weapons. See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats
for a description of how weapon feats work. Elves gain more weapon feats as they
rise in level, but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately upon gaining the
level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for further details.
Spells: Elves can cast magic-user spells. Additionally, an elf may (but does not have
to) choose to specialise in one of the four types of magic-user spells: energy, entropy,
matter or spirit spells.
An elf who specialises in one of these types of spell will find that type of spell easier
to learn and prepare, but will find spells of the opposite type more difficult to learn
and prepare. See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for detailed descriptions of
these spells and specialisation.
Providing an elf has had a good night’s sleep (8 hours), they can spend an hour studying their spell book after waking up in order to gain spells for the day as indicated
on Table 4–6a.
A 1st level elf starts with only two spells in their spell book, and must acquire more
during their adventures. Elves may prepare any spell from their book in either the
normal or the reversed form (if the spell has a reversed form), but may not prepare
spells from someone else’s book or from a scroll; not even by using a Read Magic spell.
Each prepared spell can be cast once during the day, and if an elf wishes to cast a
spell more than once then they must prepare the spell more than once, taking up
multiple spell slots of the spell’s level.
Some magic-user spells are reversible. These spells can be reversed in order to have
an effect opposite to the normal effect of the spell. An elf chooses whether or not to
reverse the spell at the time of preparation, not at the time of casting.
A beginning elf starts with a spell book given to them by their master, and this spell
book will contain the spell Read Magic and one other 1st level spell of the player’s
choice.
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Table 4–7a: Fighter Abilities by Level

See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for more information on spells and spell casting.

Level

Experience

Hit Points

Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

Saving Throws: Elves make saving throws using the bonuses
listed on Table 4–6b.

Weapon Feats

This spell book is a gift from the character’s master and does
not need to be paid for.

1

0

8+c

+1

4

4

2

2,000

13+2c

+1

4

4

3

4,000

18+3c

+2

4

5

4

8,000

13+4c

+2

4

5

5

16,000

28+5c

+3

5

5

6

32,000

33+6c

+4

5

6

7

64,000

38+7c

+4

5

6

8

120,000

43+8c

+5

5

6

9

240,000

48+9c

+6

6

7

10

360,000

50+9c

+6

6

7

11

480,000

52+9c

+7

6

8

12

600,000

54+9c

+8

6

8

13

720,000

56+9c

+8

7

8

Breath Evasion: At 14th level and higher, an elf only takes
half damage from all breath weapons such as those used by
dragons. If the attack normally allows a saving throw for half
damage then the elf only takes a quarter of normal damage if
they save successfully.

14

840,000

58+9c

+9

7

8

15

960,000

60+9c

+10

7

9

16 1,080,000

62+9c

+10

7

9

17 1,200,000

64+9c

+11

8

9

Fighter

18 1,320,000

66+9c

+12

8

9

19 1,440,000

68+9c

+12

8

10

20 1,560,000

70+9c

+13

8

10

21 1,680,000

72+9c

+14

9

10

22 1,800,000

74+9c

+14

9

10

23 1,920,000

76+9c

+15

9

11

24 2,040,000

78+9c

+16

9

11

25 2,160,000

80+9c

+16

10

11

26 2,280,000

82+9c

+17

10

11

27 2,400,000

84+9c

+18

10

12

28 2,520,000

86+9c

+18

10

12

29 2,640,000

88+9c

+19

11

12

30 2,760,000

90+9c

+20

11

13

31 2,880,000

92+9c

+20

11

13

Base Attack Bonus: A fighter’s attack bonus is based on their
level. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of how this translates into to-hit numbers for different armour classes.

32 3,000,000

94+9c

+21

11

13

33 3,120,000

96+9c

+22

12

14

34 3,240,000

98+9c

+22

12

14

Skills: A fighter starts with 4 skill points plus extra points
equal to their Int bonus. These points can be used on the

35 3,360,000 100+9c

+23

12

14

36 3,480,000 102+9c

+23

12

15

Infravision: Elves have the ability to see not only the colour
of things but also their temperature. When an elf is in the dark
(and only then – normal light overloads an elf ’s infravision
and prevents it from working) they can use their infravision to
navigate and even to fight. However, infravision doesn’t allow
the elf to see pictures and writing unless they are carved into
the surface that the elf is looking at.
Elfsight: The superior eyesight of elves enables them to find
secret and hidden doors more easily than other characters.
See Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving for more details on
secret doors.
Ghoul Immunity: Elves are immune to the paralysis caused
by the touch of ghouls and ghasts. They are not immune to
other forms of paralysis.

Class Description: Fighters are human characters who have
been trained in the art of combat. They range from noble
chevaliers and daring swashbucklers to brutal thugs and grizzled mercenaries.

In an adventuring party, fighters form the main front line,
holding off the enemy and protecting the more vulnerable
party members.
Equipment Restrictions: Fighters can wear any armour or
shield, and can use any weapon.

Fighter Abilities (see Table 4–7a)

Hit Points: Fighters gain (8 + Con bonus) hit points at first
level, and then another (5 + Con bonus) hit points per level
of experience until 9th level. After 9th level, fighters gain 2 hit
points per level and do not add additional Con bonuses (but
do retain the bonuses to hit points gained at previous levels).
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Smash / parry

Multiple attacks (2)

Multiple attacks (3)

Multiple attacks (4)
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Table 4–7b: Fighter Saving Throws

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

same skill or different skills. Fighters gain more skill points as they rise in level. See
Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list of available skills.

1

+8

+7

+6

+5

+4

Weapon Feats: Fighters start with four weapon feats, which must be spent immediately on basic proficiency with four different weapons. See Chapter 6 – Weapon
Feats for a description of how weapon feats work. Fighters gain more weapon feats as
they rise in level, but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately upon gaining
the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for further details.

2

+8

+7

+6

+5

+4

Saving Throws: Fighters make saving throws using the bonuses listed on Table 4–7b.

3

+9

+8

+7

+6

+5

4

+9

+8

+7

+6

+5

5

+10

+9

+8

+7

+6

6

+11

+10

+9

+8

+7

7

+11

+10

+9

+8

+7

8

+12

+11

+10

+9

+8

9

+13

+12

+11

+10

+9

10

+13

+12

+11

+10

+9

11

+14

+13

+12

+11

+10

12

+14

+13

+12

+11

+10

13

+14

+14

+13

+12

+11

14

+14

+14

+13

+12

+11

15

+14

+14

+13

+12

+11

16

+15

+14

+14

+13

+12

17

+15

+14

+14

+13

+12

18

+15

+14

+14

+13

+12

19

+15

+15

+14

+14

+13

20

+15

+15

+14

+14

+13

21

+15

+15

+14

+14

+13

22

+16

+15

+15

+15

+14

23

+16

+15

+15

+15

+14

24

+16

+15

+15

+15

+14

25

+16

+16

+15

+16

+15

26

+16

+16

+15

+16

+15

27

+16

+16

+15

+16

+15

28

+17

+16

+16

+17

+16

29

+17

+16

+16

+17

+16

30

+17

+16

+16

+17

+16

31

+17

+17

+17

+18

+17

32

+17

+17

+17

+18

+17

33

+17

+17

+17

+18

+17

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

Smash: At 9th level, a fighter gains the ability to make smash attacks in melee. At
the beginning of the round, the fighter’s player declares that their character is making a smash attack. The fighter automatically loses initiative, and takes a –5 penalty
to their attack roll for the attack. However, if the attack hits then the fighter gets to
add their strength score to the damage done by the attack as well as their strength
bonus. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of smash attacks.
Parry: At 9th level, a fighter can choose to use the parry action. The fighter’s player
declares that their character is parrying at the beginning of the round before initiative is rolled. The fighter makes no attacks during the round (and therefore needs
no initiative score), but all incoming attacks are made at a –4 penalty.
Multiple Attacks: At 12th level, a fighter is able to make two attacks per round
against any creature that they are able to hit by rolling a 2+ on the attack roll (after
modifiers). At 24th level, this rises to three attacks and at 36th level it rises to four
attacks. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of multiple attacks.

Chivalric Vows

After reaching 9th level, a fighter who has received a title of nobility (knight or higher)
might decide to take chivalric vows and dedicate themselves to a cause such as a
church or a noble. Taking chivalric vows puts restrictions on the fighter’s behaviour
but gives them extra abilities in exchange.
A fighter wishing to take chivalric vows must first find a suitable chivalric order with
which they share an outlook, and then spend a month living with the order.
At the end of this time, the fighter undertakes a night long vigil, and then becomes
a chevalier. Once the fighter has qualified in this way, the order places them with a
particular church or noble who is a supporter of the order.
The fighter may or may not get a choice of liege, but betraying a liege is considered
betrayal of the order and doing so strips the chevalier of all chivalric abilities and
is also likely to incur the wrath of the order. All chevaliers must obey a strict code
of conduct, the exact details of which will vary from order to order but will usually
involve a requirement to provide hospitality and/or sanctuary to fellow chevaliers
of the same order.
As a member of a chivalric order, the fighter gains the following benefits:
Detect Evil: The chevalier can cast a Detect Evil spell (as per the cleric spell of the
same name) as often as they like. Casting this spell does take the fighter’s action for
a round, so cannot be done at the same time as attacking.
Spells: Chevaliers with a wisdom score of at least 9 can cast cleric spells as if a cleric
of one third the chevalier’s level. For example a 17th level chevalier can cast spells
as if a 6th level cleric. All the normal rules and restrictions that apply to a cleric’s
casting and preparation of spells also apply to the chevalier.
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Turn Undead: Chevaliers can turn undead as if a cleric of one third
the chevalier’s level. For example, a 17th level chevalier can turn
undead as if a 6th level cleric. All the normal rules and restrictions
that apply to a cleric’s turning undead also apply to the chevalier.

Developer Commentary

In the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, fighters could
become paladins or avengers, depending on their alignment, although
both were extremely similar. Dark dungeons simplified this into a
single chevalier option.
Darker dungeons added the ranger option for those who preferred to
be associated with nature and druids rather than with religion and
clerics, and this new edition of Dark Dungeons adds the warlord
option, loosely based on a class that is in more recent editions of the
game that Dark Dungeons emulates.

Rangers

Certain chivalric orders pledge their allegiance to an area of land
rather than to a particular church or noble. To these orders, it
doesn’t matter who rules the land as long as the land itself is healthy
and free from monsters. Fighters who join these orders must relinquish their title of nobility as part of their investiture, and are
known as rangers rather than chevaliers.

Rangers have exactly the same benefits and strictures as chevaliers,
except that they cast druid spells rather than cleric spells, and get
the control animals ability (as if a druid of one third their level)
rather than turn undead.

Warlords

Fighters who choose to become neither chevaliers nor rangers at 9th
level may choose to become warlords instead. Unlike chevaliers or
rangers, a warlord need not pledge allegiance to any particular cause.
Instead they rely on their great experience and expertise in strategy
and tactics to become leaders of others. Warlords are often found
as the heads of mercenary companies or armies. A warlord retains
all of their existing abilities and continues to rise in experience as
normal, but also receives the following additional benefits:

Encouragement: Once per round, during the statement of intent
phase, a warlord can exhort and encourage a single ally within
earshot, helping them to put aside pain and exhaustion and keep
fighting. The ally is immediately cured of 1d6+1 damage. The ally
must be able to understand the warlord’s words so it doesn’t work
on unconscious allies, on allies who can’t hear the warlord, or on
allies who don’t share a common language with them. A warlord
can’t encourage themselves, but two warlords can encourage each
other. Giving encouragement does not count as an action for the
warlord or the target. Each day, the warlord can give encouragement a total number of times equal to their level divided by three.
Tactics: At the beginning of each round, a warlord can assign some
or all of the benefits that they receive from weapon feats with their
current weapons (including their shield) to one or more allies who
are within earshot and who can understand the warlord’s words by
a combination of advice, warnings and orders. See Chapter 6 –
Weapon Feats for more details about how the transferring of
weapon feat bonuses works.
Strategy: During mass battles, a warlord adds half their level to the
battle score of any army they command. See Chapter 14 – War!
for details.

Halfling

Class Description: Halflings are a demi-human race. Like most
demi-human races, they are less flexible than humans, and all halfling adventurers are represented by a single class.

Halflings are much shorter and lighter than humans, standing
only 3’ tall. They are of a proportionally similar build to humans,
with the exception of their feet – which are large and covered in
hair. The soles of halflings’ feet are tough and resilient, and halflings
often travel bare-footed.
Halflings’ skin tone has a similar range to that of humans, as does
their hair colour. Halflings do not grow beards or moustaches, but
the sideburns of adult males tend to be longer than those of humans.
Like dwarves, halflings are an inherently non-magical race, and
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After 9th level, halflings gain 1 hit point per level
and do not add additional Con bonuses (but do
retain the bonuses to hit points gained at previous
levels).
Base Attack Bonus: A halfling’s attack bonus is
based on their level. See Chapter 10 – Combat for
details of how this translates into to-hit numbers
for different armour classes.
Skills: A halfling starts with 4 skill points plus extra
points equal to their Int bonus. These points can
be used on the same skill or different skills. Halflings gain more skill points as they rise in level. See
Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list
of available skills.
Weapon Feats: Halflings start with two weapon
feats, which must be spent immediately on basic
proficiency with two different weapons. See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for a description of how
weapon feats work. Halflings gain more weapon
feats as they rise in level, but these weapon feats
cannot be spent immediately upon gaining the level.
See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for further
details.
Saving Throws: Halflings make saving throws using
the target difficulties listed on Table 4–8b.

Weapon Feats

Hit Points: Halflings gain (6 + Con bonus) hit
points at first level, and then another (4 + Con bonus) hit points per level of experience until 9th level.

Skills

Halfling Abilities (see Table 4–8a)

Base Attack
Bonus

Equipment Restrictions: Halflings can wear any
armour, and can use any small weapon or shield
(but not a tower shield). They cannot use medium
or large weapons.

Hit Points

Halfling adventurers make reasonably skilled warriors and scouts who are excel in outdoor environments.

Experience

Halflings are very gregarious and can be commonly
found living amongst humans and other demi-humans. If left to themselves, they form small villages
in grasslands and hills where they excel at farming. Halfling food production and the halfling love
of cookery and brewing make them very popular
amongst the other races.

Table 4–8a: Halfling Abilities by Level

Level

possess no magic-users or clerics of their own. They
share the dwarves’ natural resilience and resistance
to magical attacks, and although they are not as
physically tough and adept at fighting as dwarves
they make up for this with their natural stealth.

Special Abilities

1

0

6+c

+1

4

2

Small/nimble/unobtrusive

2

2,000

10+2c

+1

4

2

3

4,000

14+3c

+1

4

3

4

8,000

18+4c

+2

4

3

5

16,000

22+5c

+2

5

3

6

32,000

26+6c

+3

5

4

7

64,000

30+7c

+3

5

4

8

120,000

34+8c

+4

5

4

9

240,000

38+9c

+4

6

5

10

360,000

39+9c

+5

6

5

11

480,000

40+9c

+5

6

6

12

600,000

41+9c

+6

6

6

13

720,000

42+9c

+6

7

6

14

840,000

43+9c

+7

7

6

15

960,000

44+9c

+7

7

7

16 1,080,000

45+9c

+8

7

7

17 1,200,000

46+9c

+8

8

7

18 1,320,000

47+9c

+9

8

7

19 1,440,000

48+9c

+9

8

7

20 1,560,000

49+9c

+10

8

7

21 1,680,000

50+9c

+10

9

7

22 1,800,000

51+9c

+11

9

7

23 1,920,000

52+9c

+11

9

8

24 2,040,000

53+9c

+12

9

8

25 2,160,000

54+9c

+12

10

8

26 2,280,000

55+9c

+13

10

8

27 2,400,000

56+9c

+13

10

8

28 2,520,000

57+9c

+14

10

8

29 2,640,000

58+9c

+14

11

8

30 2,760,000

59+9c

+15

11

9

31 2,880,000

60+9c

+15

11

9

32 3,000,000

61+9c

+16

11

9

33 3,120,000

62+9c

+16

12

9

34 3,240,000

63+9c

+17

12

9

35 3,360,000

64+9c

+17

12

9

36 3,480,000

65+9c

+18

12

10
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Multiple attacks/smash/parry

Breath evasion

Multiple attacks (3)
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Developer Commentary

Table 4–8b: Halfling Saving Throws

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+12

+11

+10

+7

+8

2

+12

+11

+10

+7

+9

3

+13

+12

+11

+8

+10

4

+14

+13

+12

+10

+11

5

+15

+14

+13

+11

+12

6

+16

+15

+14

+12

+13

7

+17

+16

+15

+14

+15

8

+18

+17

+16

+15

+16

9

+18

+17

+16

+15

+16

10

+18

+18

+17

+16

+17

11

+18

+18

+17

+16

+17

12

+18

+18

+18

+17

+18

13

+18

+18

+18

+17

+18

14

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

15

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

16

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

17

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

18

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

19

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

20

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

21

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

22

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

23

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

24

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

25

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

26

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

27

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

28

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

29

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

30

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

31

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

32

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

In the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, demi-human classes such as halflings
were treated somewhat weirdly when it came to experience points and levels.
In earlier editions of the game, it was rare for an adventurer of any kind to reach level 10
and even the highest level characters were only around level 14. As a “balancing” factor,
demi-human characters were limited to slightly lower levels than human characters, being
forced to stop somewhere between level 8 and level 12.
However, when later game products came out increasing the maximum level for human
characters to 36 this formerly minor diﬀerence in upper limit suddenly became huge.
To “correct” this, the game designers added various experience point milestones beyond the
level cap of demi-humans at which they improved their attacks and gained new special
abilities. This meant that although their levels were technically capped, demi-humans
could still keep adventuring with humans at higher levels.
In the specific edition that Dark Dungeons emulates, there was an optional rule to simply
let demi-human characters increase to 36th level instead of using these experience point
milestones. Unfortunately, the author of that edition simply set the experience requirements
for level increase to be the same as the former milestones without taking into account
that one of the milestones was a much bigger step than a single level. As a consequence
of this, the optional experience values for high level demi-humans were completely out of
line with those for high level humans.
Dark dungeons treats the higher levels for demi-humans as a core rule rather than an
option, and also brings down the experience requirements for them so that they are in line
with those that human characters need to reach similar levels rather than excessively high.
Small: Halflings’ small size makes it hard for larger creatures to hit them. Halflings
gain a –2 bonus to armour class against attacks from creatures of larger than human
size.
Nimble: A halfling’s natural agility gives it a +1 bonus to attack rolls when using any
missile weapon and a +2 bonus to initiative rolls.
Unobtrusive: In outdoor surroundings, a halfling who remains still can hide by succeeding in a check with a bonus of +17, providing there are bushes, rocks or trees that
can be used as cover. Indoors, a halfling who remains still can hide by succeeding in
a check with a bonus of +6, as long as there is cover or shadow available.
Halflings use this ability to hide in natural daylight, but magical light such as that
from a Continual Light spell prevents this ability from working.
Spell Resistance: At 9th level and higher, a halfling only takes half damage from all
spells and spell-like abilities. If the attack normally allows a saving throw for half damage then the halfling only takes a quarter of normal damage if they save successfully.
Multiple Attacks: At 11th level, a halfling is able to make two attacks per round
against any creature that they are able to hit by rolling a 2+ on the attack roll (after
modifiers).
At 18th level, this rises to three attacks. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of
multiple attacks.
Smash: At 11th level, a halfling gains the ability to make smash attacks in melee. At
the beginning of the round, the halfling’s player declares that their character is making
a smash attack. The halfling automatically loses initiative, and takes a –5 penalty to
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their attack roll for the attack. However, if the attack hits then the
halfling gets to add their strength score to the damage done by the
attack as well as their strength bonus. See Chapter 10 – Combat
for details of smash attacks.

eyes. Additionally, the strengthening of the lupine’s bestial spirit
gives them various magical abilities. However, this change is purely
physical. No matter how strong a lupine’s spirit and how savage
their form, they retain their full intelligence and personality.

Parry: At 11th level, a halfling can choose to use the parry action. Lupines are not werewolves, and are completely unrelated to them.
The halfling’s player declares that their character is parrying at the They have little culture of their own and no homelands, having
beginning of the round before initiative is rolled. The halfling lived in human settlements for as long as anyone can remember,
makes no attacks during the round (and therefore needs no initia- although they are more common in rural towns than bigger cities.
tive score), but all incoming attacks are made at a –4 penalty.
Within an adventuring party, lupines can prove to be able warriors,
Breath Evasion: At 15th level and higher, a halfling only takes half though not quite as able as fighters; and back this talent up with
damage from all breath weapons such as those used by dragons. useful scouting skills.
If the attack normally allows a saving throw for half damage then
the halfling only takes a quarter of normal damage if they save Equipment Restrictions: Lupines may not wear any armour or
use any shield. They may use any weapon, but rarely wield melee
successfully.
weapons since they are often better using their claws and teeth.

Lupine

Class Description: Lupines are a demi-human race. Like most
demi-human races, they are less flexible than humans, and all lupine adventurers are represented by a single class.

Developer Commentary

The lupine class is actually mechanically identical to a martial artist
class that appeared in the first edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the
game that it emulates). Their attacks and abilities were the result
of using martial arts rather than being from a non-human form.

Lupines are as tall as humans, and appear to be humanoid wolves.
Their heads have a distinct canine shape and they have yellow eyes
and pointed ears. Lupines are covered with fur that ranges from
white to black through a range of silvers and greys. The hands
and feet of a lupine are clawed, although they do have opposable
thumbs; and they have bushy tails like those of wolves.
Lupines are a very spiritual race, and have a deep connection to
their primal bestial urges. While young lupines or those who have
not given in to their urges very often tend to appear soft and fluffy,
the more a lupine “lets the beast out” the more they physically
transform in a gradual but permanent way.
As a lupine gains experience and increases in level, their appearance becomes more and more savage, until they reach the point
where they look like no natural wolf but more like a caricature of
a werewolf, with oversized fangs, razor sharp claws, and glowing

Changing this class to a non-human one has been part of my house
rules since the ‘90s, and was included in Darker Dungeons. The
reason for the change is simply that the rest of the character archetypes
are very “western”, and martial artists always seemed out of place
without the games having the cultures to back them up.
Reversing this change for your campaign won’t break anything.

Lupine Abilities (see Table 4–9a)

Hit Points: Lupines gain (6 + Con bonus) hit points at first level,
and then another (4 + Con bonus) hit points per level of experience until 9th level. After 9th level, lupines gain 2 hit points per
level and do not add additional Con bonuses (but do retain the
bonuses to hit points gained at previous levels).
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Table 4–9a: Lupine Abilities by Level

Level

Experience

Hit Points

Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

Weapon Feats

Armour Class

Movement
Rate

Claw/bite
Attacks

Claw/bite
Damage

Claw/bite
Attack As

Find Traps

Remove
Traps

Climb
Walls

Move
Silently

Hide in
Shadows

Thief Abilities

1

0

6+c

+1

4

2

9

40’

1

1d4

–

+1

+1

+17

+3

+1

2

2,000

10+2c

+1

4

2

8

45’

1

1d4+1

S

+2

+2

+17

+4

+2

3

4,000

14+3c

+1

4

3

7

45’

1

1d6

S

+3

+3

+17

+5

+3

4

8,000

18+4c

+2

4

3

6

50’

1

1d6+1

S

+4

+4

+17

+6

+4

5

16,000

22+5c

+2

5

3

5

55’

2

1d8

+1

+5

+5

+18

+7

+5

6

32,000

26+6c

+3

5

4

4

55’

2

1d8+1

+1

+6

+6

+18

+8

+6

7

64,000

30+7c

+3

5

4

3

60’

2

1d10

+1

+7

+7

+18

+9

+6

8

120,000

34+8c

+4

5

4

2

65’

2

1d12

+2

+8

+8

+18

+10

+7

Spell res. /
breath ev.

9

240,000

38+9c

+4

6

5

1

65’

3

2d8

+2

+9

+9

+18

+10

+8

Smash / parry

10

360,000

40+9c

+5

6

5

0

70’

3

2d10

+2

+10

+9

+19

+11

+8

Speak with
anyone

11

480,000

42+9c

+5

6

6

–1

75’

3

2d12

+3

+11

+10

+19

+12

+9

12

600,000

44+9c

+6

6

6

–2

80’

3

3d8+1

+3

+12

+11

+19

+12

+9

13

720,000

46+9c

+6

7

6

–3

85’

4

4d6+2

+3

+13

+12

+19

+13

+10

14

840,000

48+9c

+7

7

6

–4

90’

4

5d6

+4

+13

+12

+19

+13

+11

15

960,000

50+9c

+7

7

7

–5

95’

4

4d8

+4

+14

+13

+20

+13

+11

16 1,080,000

52+9c

+8

7

7

–6

100’

4

3d12

+5

+15

+13

+20

+14

+11

17 1,200,000

54+9c

+8

8

7

–6

100’

4

3d12

+5

+15

+14

+20

+14

+12

18 1,320,000

56+9c

+9

8

7

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+16

+15

+20

+15

+12

19 1,440,000

58+9c

+9

8

7

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+17

+15

+20

+15

+13

20 1,560,000

60+9c

+10

8

7

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+17

+16

+21

+15

+13

21 1,680,000

62+9c

+10

9

7

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+18

+16

+21

+16

+13

22 1,800,000

64+9c

+11

9

7

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+18

+17

+21

+16

+14

23 1,920,000

66+9c

+11

9

8

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+19

+18

+21

+17

+14

24 2,040,000

68+9c

+12

9

8

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+19

+18

+21

+17

+15

25 2,160,000

70+9c

+12

10

8

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+19

+19

+22

+17

+15

26 2,280,000

72+9c

+13

10

8

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+19

+19

+22

+17

+15

27 2,400,000

74+9c

+13

10

8

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+20

+20

+22

+18

+16

28 2,520,000

76+9c

+14

10

8

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+20

+21

+22

+18

+16

29 2,640,000

78+9c

+14

11

8

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+20

+21

+22

+18

+17

30 2,760,000

80+9c

+15

11

9

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+20

+22

+23

+18

+17

31 2,880,000

82+9c

+15

11

9

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+20

+22

+23

+18

+17

32 3,000,000

84+9c

+16

11

9

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+21

+23

+23

+19

+18

33 3,120,000

86+9c

+16

12

9

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+21

+24

+23

+19

+18

34 3,240,000

88+9c

+17

12

9

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+21

+24

+23

+19

+19

35 3,360,000

90+9c

+17

12

9

–6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+21

+25

+23

+19

+19

36 3,480,000

92+9c

+18

12 10 –6

105’

4

3d12

+5

+21

+25

+23

+19

+19
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Special
Abilities

Alertness
Self healing
Speak with
animals

Mind of the
beast
Shadow
predator
Apotheriosis
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Base Attack Bonus: A lupine’s attack bonus is based on their level.
See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of how this translates into
to-hit numbers for different armour classes.

It is important to note that this bonus is only used to determine
whether or not a lupine is capable of hurting an opponent. The lupine does not actually get this bonus on their to hit or damage rolls.

Skills: A lupine starts with 4 skill points plus extra points equal to
their Int bonus. These points can be used on the same skill or different skills. Lupines gain more skill points as they rise in level. See
Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list of available skills.

Find Traps: A lupine’s wolf-like senses are able to detect the presence of traps on objects or in areas. Table 4–9a lists the bonus
to checks for finding each trap in an area. The lupine does not
automatically get to roll for this ability. Their player must state
that the character is searching the area.

Weapon Feats: Lupines start with two weapon feats, which must be
spent immediately on basic proficiency with two different weapons. The Game Master should roll the dice and inform the lupine’s player
See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for a description of how weapon whether any traps were found. If no traps are found the lupine
feats work. Lupines gain more weapon feats as they rise in level, will not know whether it is because there were no traps or whether
but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately upon gaining they simply failed to notice them. In some cases a particularly well
the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for further details. hidden (or badly hidden) trap may cause there to be a modifier to
the lupine’s check.
Armour Class: Although lupines cannot wear armour or use defensive items, their armour class increases as they go up levels and Remove Traps: If a lupine is aware of the existence of a trap, they
their hide toughens to supernatural levels. The armour class of a may try to disarm it to prevent it from being triggered. The bonus
lupine of a particular level is listed on Table 4–9a.
to the check needed for this is listed on Table 4–9a.
Movement Rate: Lupines increase their movement rate as they
increase in level. The movement of a lupine of a particular level
(in feet per round) is listed on Table 4–9a.
Claw/bite Attacks: When a lupine reaches 5th level, they can make
two attacks per round while they are unarmed and attacking using
their natural weaponry.

Should this ability fail, the trap will be activated. In some cases
a particularly complex (or simple) trap may cause there to be a
modifier to the lupine’s check. A lupine may try multiple times
to remove the same trap, although since the trap is activated each
time the lupine tries, doing so can be dangerous.
Climb Walls: Lupines are able to climb walls and other sheer surfaces using their sharp claws.

They do not get the extra attack when using weapons or when using the unarmed strikes proficiency to stun foes (see Chapter 6 – The bonus for the check needed to do this successfully is listed in
Weapon Feats for more details about the unarmed strikes profi- Table 4–9a. The lupine’s player must roll for each 100’ or part
ciency). At 9th level this increases to three attacks per round, and of 100’ climbed, with a failure indicating that the lupine has fallen
at 13th level it increases again to 4 attacks per round.
half way through the climb. See Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving
for details about falling.
Claw/Bite Damage: When attacking while unarmed, a lupine can
choose to use their natural weaponry when using the unarmed In some cases a slippery or smooth surface (or a particularly rough
strikes proficiency instead of striking to stun (see Chapter 6 – one) may cause there to be a modifier to the lupine’s check.
Weapon Feats for further details). If they do so, they do more
damage (and strength bonuses apply as normal), but lose the chance Move Silently: Lupines are able to move without being heard. The
to stun or knock out their opponent.
bonus to the check needed for success is listed in Table 4–9a. The
lupine’s player must roll for each round of movement, with a failure
This damage starts at 1d4 at 1st level, and increases with level until indicating that the lupine has made a sound that others might hear.
it reaches a maximum of 3d12 damage at 16th level. The damage
done by a lupine of a particular level is listed on Table 4–9a.
The Game Master should roll the dice when the lupine is sneaking, so that the lupine’s player does not know whether or not their
Unarmed Attack As: Because of the semi-magical nature of a character has been heard.
lupine’s spiritual transformation, their unarmed attacks (whether
striking to stun or using their natural weapons) count as if they are Hide in Shadows: A lupine is able to hide effectively providing
magical for the purposes of determining whether they can affect there is cover or shadows to hide in. The bonus to the check needed
creatures who may be immune to non-magical weapons.
for success is listed in Table 4–9a.
At 2nd level a lupine’s unarmed attacks can hit creatures only hurt The Game Master should roll the dice when the lupine is hiding,
by silver weapons, and at 5th level they can start to hit creatures so that the lupine’s player does not know whether or not their
only hit by magic weapons. The effective bonus of the lupine’s at- character has been spotted.
tacks continues to increase as listed in Table 4–9a.
The Game Master must roll for the initial hiding, and then for each
round of movement, with a failure indicating that the lupine has
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Table 4–9b: Lupine Saving Throws
Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

Alertness: When a fight suddenly breaks out, or when two groups come face to
face abruptly, a 2nd level or higher lupine is only surprised if their player rolls a 1
on a d6, rather than the normal 1–2 on a d6. See Chapter 10 – Combat for more
details on surprise.

Death Ray /
Poison

Saving Throws: Lupines make saving throws using the bonuses listed on Table 4–9b.

Level

temporarily become visible. If someone is watching the lupine before they start to
hide, they will still be able to see the lupine regardless of the success or otherwise
of this skill.

1

+8

+7

+6

+5

+4

2

+8

+7

+6

+5

+4

Self Healing: Starting at 4th level, once per day, a lupine can spend a round concentrating and heal themselves 1 hit point per level that they have.

3

+9

+8

+7

+6

+5

4

+9

+8

+7

+6

+5

5

+10

+9

+8

+7

+6

Speak with Animals: A 6th level or higher lupine is able to understand the speech
of any animal, and is able to make any animal understand their speech.

6

+11

+10

+9

+8

+7

7

+11

+10

+9

+8

+7

This is a spiritual ability, not a physical one. For example, if conversing with a cat,
the lupine does not actually meow and purr but talks normally – reaching into the
cat’s mind to make it understand.

8

+12

+11

+10

+9

+8

9

+13

+12

+11

+10

+9

10

+13

+12

+11

+10

+9

11

+14

+13

+12

+11

+10

12

+14

+13

+12

+11

+10

13

+14

+14

+13

+12

+11

14

+14

+14

+13

+12

+11

15

+14

+14

+13

+12

+11

16

+15

+14

+14

+13

+12

17

+15

+14

+14

+13

+12

18

+15

+14

+14

+13

+12

19

+15

+15

+14

+14

+13

20

+15

+15

+14

+14

+13

21

+15

+15

+14

+14

+13

22

+16

+15

+15

+15

+14

23

+16

+15

+15

+15

+14

24

+16

+15

+15

+15

+14

25

+16

+16

+15

+16

+15

26

+16

+16

+15

+16

+15

27

+16

+16

+15

+16

+15

28

+17

+16

+16

+17

+16

29

+17

+16

+16

+17

+16

30

+17

+16

+16

+17

+16

31

+17

+17

+17

+18

+17

32

+17

+17

+17

+18

+17

33

+17

+17

+17

+18

+17

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

This ability does not bestow any extra intelligence to the animal. Neither does it force
the animal to obey or even co-operate with the lupine.
Spell Resistance: At 8th level and higher, a lupine only takes half damage from all
spells and spell-like abilities. If the attack normally allows a saving throw for half
damage then the lupine only takes a quarter of normal damage if they save successfully.
Breath Evasion: At 8th level and higher, a lupine only takes half damage from all
breath weapons such as those used by dragons. If the attack normally allows a saving throw for half damage then the lupine only takes a quarter of normal damage
if they save successfully.
Smash: At 9th level, a lupine gains the ability to make smash attacks in melee. At
the beginning of the round, the lupine’s player declares that their character is making
a smash attack. The lupine automatically loses initiative, and takes a –5 penalty to
their attack roll for the attack.
However, if the attack hits then the lupine gets to add their strength score to the
damage done by the attack as well as their strength bonus. See Chapter 10 – Combat
for details of smash attacks. A lupine can use their smash attack either with a weapon
or with a single unarmed attack.
Parry: At 9th level, a lupine can choose to use the parry action. The lupine’s player
declares that their character is parrying at the beginning of the round before initiative is rolled. The lupine makes no attacks during the round (and therefore needs no
initiative score), but all incoming attacks are made at a –4 penalty.
Speak with Anyone: At 10th level, a lupine’s speak with animals ability is no longer
limited to animals and can now be used to speak with any creature that has a natural
language.
Mind of the Beast: Starting at 12th level, lupines are immune to charm, quest and
Geas spells, hold and Slow spells, and ESP.
Shadow Predator: At 14th level and higher, a lupine can make themselves fade
from view once per day. This is a mental effect rather than a physical invisibility
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Table 4–10a: Magic-user Abilities by Level
Experience

Hit Points

Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

Weapon Feats

1

0

6+c

+1

4

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

2

4,000

10+2c

+1

4

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

3

8,000

14+3c

+1

4

3

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

4

16,000

18+4c

+2

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

5

32,000

22+5c

+2

5

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

6

64,000

26+6c

+3

5

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

7

120,000

30+7c

+3

5

4

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

8

250,000

34+8c

+4

5

4

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

9

400,000

38+9c

+4

6

5

3

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

10

550,000

39+9c

+5

6

5

4

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

11

700,000

40+9c

+5

6

6

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

–

–

12

850,000

41+9c

+6

6

6

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

–

13 1,000,000

42+9c

+6

7

6

5

4

4

3

2

2

–

–

–

14 1,150,000

43+9c

+7

7

6

5

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

–

15 1,300,000

44+9c

+7

7

7

5

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

16 1,450,000

45+9c

+8

7

7

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

–

17 1,600,000

46+9c

+8

8

7

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

–

–

18 1,750,000

47+9c

+9

8

7

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

1

–

19 1,900,000

48+9c

+9

8

7

6

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

20 2,050,000

49+9c

+10

8

7

6

5

5

5

4

4

3

2

–

21 2,200,000

50+9c

+10

9

7

6

5

5

5

4

4

3

2

1

22 2,350,000

51+9c

+11

9

7

6

6

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

23 2,500,000

52+9c

+11

9

8

6

6

6

6

5

4

3

3

2

24 2,650,000

53+9c

+12

9

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

3

2

25 2,800,000

54+9c

+12

10

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

26 2,950,000

55+9c

+13

10

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

3

27 3,100,000

56+9c

+13

10

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

5

5

4

28 3,250,000

57+9c

+14

10

8

8

8

7

6

6

6

6

5

4

29 3,400,000

58+9c

+14

11

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

5

30 3,550,000

59+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

6

5

31 3,700,000

60+9c

+15

11

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

7

6

6

32 3,850,000

61+9c

+16

11

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

33 4,000,000

62+9c

+16

12

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

34 4,150,000

63+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

35 4,300,000

64+9c

+17

12

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

36 4,450,000

65+9c

+18

12

10

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Level

1

Spells per Day by Spell Level
Special Abilities
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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effect, so spells and abilities that can detect the presence of invisible creatures do
not detect the lupine.

Table 4–10b: Magic-user Saving Throws

The fade lasts for up to one round per level of the lupine, and stops instantly if the
lupine does something to attract attention to themselves such as attacking or speaking.

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Apotheriosis: At 16th level and higher, a lupine has completed their spiritual transformation and now embodies their beast spirit totally.

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

2

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

3

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

4

+7

+6

+7

+4

+6

5

+8

+7

+8

+5

+6

6

+8

+7

+8

+5

+7

7

+9

+8

+9

+6

+7

8

+9

+8

+9

+6

+8

9

+9

+8

+9

+6

+9

10

+10

+9

+10

+7

+9

11

+10

+9

+10

+7

+10

12

+11

+10

+11

+8

+10

13

+11

+10

+11

+8

+11

14

+11

+10

+11

+8

+12

15

+12

+11

+12

+9

+12

16

+12

+11

+12

+9

+13

17

+13

+12

+13

+10

+13

18

+13

+12

+13

+10

+14

19

+13

+12

+13

+10

+14

20

+14

+13

+14

+11

+15

21

+14

+13

+14

+11

+15

Unfortunately, this dual training regime is very difficult to maintain, and consequently magic-users increase in level more slowly than any characters of any other class.

22

+15

+14

+15

+12

+16

23

+15

+14

+15

+12

+16

In an adventuring situation, magic-users can both fight competently (although
not quite as well as a fighter or dwarf ) and use magic (casting spells as well as an
elf – although with fewer magic item available to them) making them very flexible.

24

+15

+15

+15

+13

+16

25

+16

+15

+16

+13

+17

26

+16

+16

+16

+14

+17

27

+16

+16

+16

+14

+17

28

+16

+16

+16

+15

+17

29

+17

+17

+17

+15

+18

30

+17

+17

+17

+16

+18

31

+17

+17

+17

+16

+18

32

+17

+17

+17

+17

+18

33

+18

+18

+18

+17

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

Once per day, they are able to touch an opponent (this requires an attack check in
combat) and allow their beast spirit to influence their target.
The apotheriosis can have one of the following effects on the target, who gets no saving throw against the affect but must have no more hit dice or levels than the lupine:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Charm Person (as the spell of the same name, except lasting only 24 hours)
Cureall (as the spell of the same name)
Death
Quest (as the spell of the same name except lasting only 24 hours)
Paralysis (lasting 24 hours)

The apotheriosis ability can only be used once per day, and the desired effect must
be announced before the attack check is made. However, if the attack misses then
the apotheriosis is not used up and can be attempted again against the same target
or a different target.

Magic-user

Class Description: Magic-users are human characters who have studied the arcane
arts and who are able to cast magical spells.

Unlike the inherently magical elves, magic does not come easily to humans, and
prospective magic-users must study for years before they are able to master it. In some
larger cities such studying is done in a university, but in more rural areas with fewer
resources and fewer people it is more likely to be a master / apprentice system. The
rigours of spell casting require the magic-user to be strong in both mind and body, so
magic-user training includes a strong martial component as well as an academic one.

Equipment Restrictions: Magic-users may use any armour and shield, and can use
any weapons.

Magic-user Abilities (see Table 4–10a)

Hit Points: Magic-users gain (6 + Con bonus) hit points at first level, and then
another (4 + Con bonus) hit points per level of experience until 9th level. After 9th
level, magic-users gain 1 hit point per level and do not add additional Con bonuses
(but do retain the bonuses to hit points gained at previous levels).
Base Attack Bonus: A magic-user’s attack bonus is based on their level. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of how this translates into to-hit numbers for different
armour classes.
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Skills: A magic-user starts with 4 skill points plus extra points
equal to their Int bonus. These points can be used on the same
skill or different skills.

Developer Commentary

The ability to specialise in one of four types of magic-user spell (and
the equivalent for clerics of specialising in one to three domains) is
a house rule i’ve used since the early ‘90s.

Magic-users gain more skill points as they rise in level. See Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list of available skills.
Weapon Feats: Magic-users start with two weapon feats, which
must be spent immediately on basic proficiency with two different
weapons. See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for a description of how
weapon feats work. Magic-users gain more weapon feats as they
rise in level, but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately
upon gaining the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for
further details.
Spells: Magic-users can cast magic-user spells. Additionally, a
magic-user may (but does not have to) choose to specialise in one
of the four types of magic-user spells: energy, entropy, matter or
spirit spells.
A magic-user who specialises in one of these types of spell will
find that type of spell easier to learn and prepare, but will find
spells of the opposite type more difficult to learn and prepare. See
Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for detailed descriptions
of these spells.
Providing a magic-user has had a good night’s sleep (8 hours), they
can spend an hour studying their spell book after waking up in
order to gain spells for the day as indicated on Table 4–10a.
A 1st level magic-user starts with only two spells in their spell book,
and must acquire more during their adventures. Magic-users may
prepare any spell from their book in either the normal or the reversed form (if the spell has a reversed form), but may not prepare
spells from someone else’s book or from a scroll; not even by using
a Read Magic spell.
Each prepared spell can be cast once during the day, and if a magicuser wishes to cast a spell more than once then they must prepare

It wasn’t put into the original edition of Dark Dungeons because it
might upset purists who wanted a more exact clone of the game that
it emulates, but it was included in Darker Dungeons.
the spell more than once, taking up multiple spell slots of the
spell’s level.
Some magic-user spells are reversible. These spells can be reversed
in order to have an effect opposite to the normal effect of the spell.
A magic-user chooses whether or not to reverse the spell at the time
of preparation, not at the time of casting.
A beginning magic-user starts with a spell book given to them by
their master, and this spell book will contain the spell Read Magic
and one other 1st level spell of the player’s choice. This spell book
is a gift from the character’s master and does not need to be paid for.
See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for more information
on spells and spell casting.
Saving Throws: Magic-users make saving throws using the bonuses
listed on Table 4–10b.
Multiple Attacks: At 11th level, a magic-user is able to make two
attacks per round against any creature that they are able to hit by
rolling a 2+ on the attack roll (after modifiers). At 20th level, this
rises to three attacks. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of
multiple attacks.
Smash: At 11th level, a magic-user gains the ability to make smash
attacks in melee. At the beginning of the round, the magic-user’s
player declares that their character is making a smash attack.
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The magic-user automatically loses initiative, and takes a –5 penalty
to their attack roll for the attack. However, if the attack hits then
the magic-user gets to add their strength score to the damage done
by the attack as well as their strength bonus. See Chapter 10 –
Combat for details of smash attacks.

Base Attack Bonus: A mountebank’s attack bonus is based on their
level. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of how this translates
into to-hit numbers for different armour classes.
Skills: A mountebank starts with 4 skill points plus extra points
equal to their Int bonus. These points can be used on the same
skill or different skills.

Parry: At 11th level, a magic-user can choose to use the parry action.
The magic-user’s player declares that their character is parrying at
the beginning of the round before initiative is rolled. The magic- Mountebanks gain more skill points as they rise in level. See Chapuser makes no attacks during the round (and therefore needs no ter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills for the list of available skills.
initiative score), but all incoming attacks are made at a –4 penalty.
Weapon Feats: Mountebanks start with two weapon feats, which
must be spent immediately on basic proficiency with two different
Class Description: Mountebanks are human characters who dab- weapons. See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for a description of how
ble in many areas rather than concentrating in one. They can fight weapon feats work. Mountebanks gain more weapon feats as they
a bit, and sneak a bit, and cast a bit of magic.
rise in level, but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately
upon gaining the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for
They tend to be charismatic social butterflies, who bluff their way further details.
through life and who rely on their wits to survive rather than any
particular ability.
Spells: Mountebanks can cast magic-user spells. Unlike magicusers and elves, mountebanks cannot specialise in a particular type
Although many mountebanks are the worst sort of dishonest char- of spell. See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for detailed
latans claiming abilities they do not have and making money by descriptions of these spells.
petty con tricks and magically enhanced larceny, they are a varied
bunch and are just as likely to be using their abilities for simple Providing a mountebank has had a good night’s sleep (8 hours),
fun or to take down those who prey on the weak.
they can spend an hour studying their spell book after waking up
in order to gain spells for the day as indicated on Table 4–1ia.
As with thieves, they tend to be accepted by adventuring parties
more readily than by the general public, and their charismatic A 1st level mountebank starts with only two spells in their spell
nature often makes them the “face” of the party.
book, and must acquire more during their adventures.

Mountebank

Because of their nature as dilettantes, mountebanks tend not to be Mountebanks may prepare any spell from their book in either the
formally trained in the way that magic-users are. However, a moun- normal or the reversed form (if the spell has a reversed form), but
tebank will often take an aspiring youngster under their wing and may not prepare spells from someone else’s book or from a scroll;
teach them the “tricks of the trade”, acting as a mentor and advisor. not even by using a Read Magic spell.
Although mountebanks are not the greatest fighters in the world,
their swashbuckling skills are not to be derided, and their weak
magic can actually serve as an asset. Because they are unable to
compete with elves or with “true” magic-users in terms of spells
that do direct damage, it gives them the freedom to prepare more
utilitarian spells that more combat-magic able spell casters would
otherwise not have room for.
Equipment Restrictions: Mountebanks may use any one-handed
weapon, and may use leather armour. Since they must travel lightly
in order to use their abilities they may not use two-handed weapons
or shields except for bucklers. Mountebanks may use any missile
weapon.

Mountebank Abilities (Table 4–11a)

Hit Points: Mountebanks gain (4 + Con bonus) hit points at first
level, and then another (3 + Con bonus) hit points per level of
experience until 9th level.

After 9th level, mountebanks gain 2 hit points per level and do
not add additional Con bonuses (but do retain the bonuses to hit
points gained at previous levels).

Each prepared spell can be cast once during the day, and if a mountebank wishes to cast a spell more than once then they must prepare
the spell more than once, taking up multiple spell slots of the
spell’s level.
Some magic-user spells are reversible. These spells can be reversed
in order to have an effect opposite to the normal effect of the spell.
A mountebank chooses whether or not to reverse the spell at the
time of preparation, not at the time of casting.
A beginning mountebank starts with a spell book given to them by
their mentor, and this spell book will contain the spell Read Magic
and one other 1st level spell of the player’s choice. This spell book is
a gift from the character’s mentor and does not need to be paid for.
See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for more information
on spells and spell casting.
Climb Walls: Mountebanks are able to climb walls and other sheer
surfaces. The bonus for the check needed to do this successfully
is listed in Table 4–11a. The mountebank’s player must roll for
each 100’ or part of 100’ climbed, with a failure indicating that
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Table 4–11a: Mountebank Abilities by Level
Experience

Hit Points

Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

Weapon Feats

Climb
Walls

Move
Silently

Hide in
Shadows

Pick
Pockets

Thief Abilities

Level

Spells per Day by Spell Level

Special Abilities

1

0

4+c

+1

4

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

+17

+3

+1

+3

Weak magic, item use

2

1,200

7+2c

+1

4

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

+17

+4

+2

+4

3

2,400

10+3c

+1

4

3

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

+17

+5

+3

+5

4

4,800

13+4c

+2

4

3

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

+17

+6

+4

+6

5

9,600

16+5c

+2

5

3

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

+18

+7

+5

+7

6

20,000

19+6c

+3

5

4

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

+18

+8

+6

+8

7

40,000

22+7c

+3

5

4

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

+18

+9

+6

+9

8

80,000

25+8c

+4

5

4

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

–

+18

+10

+7

+10

9

160,000

28+9c

+4

6

5

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

+18

+10

+8

+11

10

280,000

30+9c

+5

6

5

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

–

+19

+11

+8

+12

11

400,000

32+9c

+5

6

6

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

+19

+12

+9

+13

12

520,000

34+9c

+6

6

6

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

–

+19

+12

+9

+14

13

640,000

36+9c

+6

7

6

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

+19

+13

+10

+15

14

760,000

38+9c

+7

7

6

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

–

+19

+13

+11

+16

15

880,000

40+9c

+7

7

7

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

+20

+13

+11

+17

16 1,000,000

42+9c

+8

7

7

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

–

+20

+14

+11

+18

17 1,120,000

44+9c

+8

8

7

3

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

+20

+14

+12

+19

18 1,240,000

46+9c

+9

8

7

3

3

2

2

1

–

–

–

+20

+15

+12

+20

19 1,360,000

48+9c

+9

8

7

4

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

+20

+15

+13

+21

20 1,480,000

50+9c

+10

8

7

4

3

3

2

2

–

–

–

+21

+15

+13

+22

21 1,600,000

52+9c

+10

9

7

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

–

+21

+16

+13

+23

22 1,720,000

54+9c

+11

9

7

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

–

+21

+16

+14

+23

23 1,840,000

56+9c

+11

9

8

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

+21

+17

+14

+25

24 1,960,000

58+9c

+12

9

8

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

–

+21

+17

+15

+26

25 2,080,000

60+9c

+12

10

8

5

4

4

3

2

2

–

–

+22

+17

+15

+27

26 2,200,000

62+9c

+13

10

8

5

4

4

3

2

2

–

–

+22

+17

+15

+28

27 2,320,000

64+9c

+13

10

8

5

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

+22

+18

+16

+29

28 2,440,000

66+9c

+14

10

8

5

4

4

4

3

2

–

–

+22

+18

+16

+30

29 2,560,000

68+9c

+14

11

8

5

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

+22

+18

+17

+31

30 2,680,000

70+9c

+15

11

9

5

4

4

4

3

2

1

–

+23

+18

+17

+32

31 2,800,000

72+9c

+15

11

9

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

+23

+18

+17

+33

32 2,920,000

74+9c

+16

11

9

5

5

5

4

3

2

2

–

+23

+19

+18

+34

33 3,040,000

76+9c

+16

12

9

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

–

+23

+19

+18

+35

34 3,160,000

78+9c

+17

12

9

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

–

+23

+19

+19

+36

35 3,280,000

80+9c

+17

12

9

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

1

+23

+19

+19

+37

36 3,400,000

82+9c

+18

12 10

6

5

5

4

4

3

2

1

+23

+19

+19

+38

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Table 4–11b: Mountebank Saving Throws

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

2

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

3

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

4

+8

+7

+8

+5

+6

5

+8

+7

+8

+5

+6

6

+9

+8

+9

+6

+7

7

+9

+8

+9

+6

+7

8

+10

+9

+10

+7

+8

9

+10

+9

+10

+7

+8

the mountebank has fallen half way through the climb. See Chapter 9 – Dungeon
Delving for details about falling.

10

+11

+10

+11

+8

+9

11

+11

+10

+11

+8

+9

In some cases a slippery or smooth surface (or a particularly rough one) may cause
there to be a modifier to the mountebank’s check.

12

+12

+11

+12

+9

+10

13

+12

+11

+12

+9

+10

Move Silently: Mountebanks are able to move without being heard. The bonus to
the check needed for success is listed in Table 4–11a.

14

+13

+12

+13

+10

+11

15

+13

+12

+13

+10

+11

The mountebank’s player must roll for each round of movement, with a failure indicating that the mountebank has made a sound that others might hear. The Game Master
should roll the dice when the mountebank is sneaking, so that the mountebank’s
player does not know whether or not their character has been heard.

16

+14

+13

+14

+11

+12

17

+14

+13

+14

+11

+12

18

+15

+14

+15

+12

+13

19

+15

+14

+15

+12

+13

20

+15

+14

+15

+13

+14

21

+16

+15

+16

+13

+14

22

+16

+15

+16

+14

+15

23

+16

+15

+16

+14

+15

24

+16

+15

+16

+15

+15

25

+17

+16

+17

+15

+16

26

+17

+16

+17

+16

+16

27

+17

+16

+17

+16

+16

28

+17

+16

+17

+16

+16

29

+18

+17

+18

+17

+17

30

+18

+17

+18

+17

+18

31

+18

+17

+18

+17

+18

32

+18

+17

+18

+17

+18

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

Hide in Shadows: A mountebank is able to hide effectively providing there is cover
or shadows to hide in. The bonus to the check needed for success is listed in Table 4–11a. The mountebank’s player must roll for the initial hiding, and then for
each round of movement, with a failure indicating that the mountebank has temporarily become visible.
The Game Master should roll the dice when the mountebank is hiding, so that the
mountebank’s player does not know whether or not their character has been spotted.
If someone is watching the mountebank before they start to hide, they will still be
able to see the mountebank regardless of the success or otherwise of this skill.
Pick Pockets: A mountebank is able to pick the pockets of others in order to steal
small items from them, with the bonus to the check required for success listed in
Table 4–11a.
This ability can be used to steal purses or belt pouches, or even steal a weapon from
its scabbard, but cannot be used to steal anything that is being held by the target or
is strapped onto the target such as a backpack or armour. The level or hit dice of the
target is subtracted from the check total as a modifier.
The mountebank’s player must state the item that they wish to steal before rolling. If
the mountebank’s check is a success then they successfully steal the item. If the total
of their check is less than 20 but greater than or equal to 10 then they are unable to
steal the item but their attempted theft goes unnoticed.
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If the result of their check is less than 10, or they roll a natural 1
(i.e. A 1 on the die before any bonuses or modifiers are added),
then not only are they unable to steal the item but they are also
noticed in the attempt by the target of the theft.
Weak Magic: Although a mountebank can cast magic-user spells,
they have not had the rigorous training regime that magic-users
have.

Base Attack Bonus: A thief ’s attack bonus is based on their level.
See Chapter 10 – Combat for details of how this translates into
to-hit numbers for different armour classes.
Skills: A thief starts with 4 skill points plus extra points equal
to their Int bonus. These points can be used on the same skill or
different skills.

Thieves gain more skill points as they rise in level. See Chapter 5 –
Because of this, the spells of a mountebank are weak. For all pur- Ability Checks & Skills for the list of available skills.
poses (range, duration, damage, etc.) a mountebank counts as a
magic-user of only half their level (rounded up) when casting spells. Weapon Feats: Thieves start with two weapon feats, which must be
spent immediately on basic proficiency with two different weapons.
Item Use: Mountebanks are versatile users of magical items, and See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for a description of how weapon
can use any magical item useable by mortals, even those normally feats work. Thieves gain more weapon feats as they rise in level,
only useable by members of a particular class.
but these weapon feats cannot be spent immediately upon gaining
the level. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for further details.
This includes the use of spell scrolls, and when using a spell scroll
with a cleric or druid spell on it, treat the spell as if it were a Sneak Attack: If a thief is able to strike an opponent who is not
magic-user spell when determining if it is too high level for the aware of the thief ’s location, the thief can add +4 to their attack
mountebank to cast without a chance of failure.
roll and if the attack hits it does twice the normal damage that the
attack would normally do. Should a thief make two simultaneous
Saving Throws: Mountebanks make saving throws using the bo- attacks (because they are wielding two weapons) then both attacks
nuses listed on Table 4–1ia.
get the +4 bonus and do double damage if they hit.

Thief

Class Description: Thieves are human characters who specialise
in subterfuge and trickery. They come from all social classes, from
bored nobles seeking excitement to well trained and subtle assassins
to former street urchins.

Although the class is called “thief ”, thief characters are not always
dishonest and do not always steal. Many of them use their talents
for good rather than for personal benefit, and work as scouts and
adventurers. Even the most noble and honest adventuring parties
often need to bypass traps and locks or to have someone who can
scout ahead without being seen, and many so-called ‘thieves’ spend
their adventuring careers in this type of activity and never steal a
coin in their lives.

Simply being behind an enemy is not enough to get a sneak attack.
The thief must actually be hidden, invisible, or otherwise concealed,
and their location must not be known to their target.
The sneak attack may be made with a melee attack or with a missile,
thrown or hurled weapon at short range.
Open Locks: If a thief is in possession of a set of lock picks, or
tools that can make improvised lock picks, they can attempt to
pick any lock by making a successful check with a bonus listed in
Table 4–12a. Doing so will set off any trap that the lock is armed
with unless the trap has been removed or otherwise disabled. In
some cases a particularly complex (or simple) lock may cause there
to be a modifier to the thief ’s roll.

Adventuring parties find the talents of thieves extremely useful,
although thieves do not make the greatest warriors so may need
protecting in fights.

A thief is only allowed one attempt to pick each lock they encounter.
Should they fail then they will not be able to try to open that lock
again until they have increased in level.

Equipment Restrictions: Thieves may use any one-handed weapon,
and may use leather armour. Since they must travel lightly in order
to use their abilities they may not use two-handed weapons or
shields except for bucklers. Thieves may use any missile weapon.

Find Traps: A thief’s trained senses are able to detect the presence of
traps on objects or in areas. Table 4–12a lists the bonus to checks
for finding each trap in an area. The thief does not automatically
get to roll for this ability. Their player must state that the character
is searching the area. The Game Master should roll the dice and
inform the thief ’s player whether traps were found.

Thief Abilities (see Table 4–12a)

Hit Points: Thieves gain (4 + Con bonus) hit points at first level,
and then another (3 + Con bonus) hit points per level of experi- If no traps are found the thief will not know whether it is because
ence until 9th level. After 9th level, thieves gain 2 hit points per there were no traps or whether they simply failed to notice them.
level and do not add additional Con bonuses (but do retain the In some cases a particularly well hidden (or badly hidden) trap may
bonuses to hit points gained at previous levels).
cause there to be a modifier to the thief ’s roll.
Remove Traps: If a thief is aware of the existence of a trap, they
may try to disarm it to prevent it from being triggered. The bonus
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Table 4–12a: Thief Abilities by Level

Level

Experience

Hit Points

Base Attack
Bonus

Skills

Weapon Feats

Open
Locks

Find Traps

Remove
Traps

Climb
Walls

Move
Silently

Hide in
Shadows

Pick
Pockets

Hear Noise

Read
Languages

Use Magicuser Scroll

Thief Abilities

1

0

4+c

+1

4

2

+2

+1

+1

+17

+3

+1

+3

+5

–

–

2

1,200

7+2c

+1

4

2

+3

+2

+2

+17

+4

+2

+4

+6

–

–

3

2,400

10+3c

+1

4

3

+4

+3

+3

+17

+5

+3

+5

+7

–

–

4

4,800

13+4c

+2

4

3

+5

+4

+4

+17

+6

+4

+6

+8

+15

–

5

9,600

16+5c

+2

5

3

+6

+5

+5

+18

+7

+5

+7

+9

+15

–

6

20,000

19+6c

+3

5

4

+7

+6

+6

+18

+8

+6

+8

+10

+15

–

7

40,000

22+7c

+3

5

4

+8

+7

+7

+18

+9

+6

+9

+11

+15

–

8

80,000

25+8c

+4

5

4

+9

+8

+8

+18

+10

+7

+10

+12

+15

–

9

160,000

28+9c

+4

6

5

+10

+9

+9

+18

+10

+8

+11

+13

+15

–

10

280,000

30+9c

+5

6

5

+11

+10

+9

+19

+11

+8

+12

+13

+15

+17

11

400,000

32+9c

+5

6

6

+12

+11

+10

+19

+12

+9

+13

+14

+15

+17

12

520,000

34+9c

+6

6

6

+13

+12

+11

+19

+12

+9

+14

+15

+15

+17

13

640,000

36+9c

+6

7

6

+13

+13

+12

+19

+13

+10

+15

+16

+15

+17

14

760,000

38+9c

+7

7

6

+14

+13

+12

+19

+13

+11

+16

+16

+15

+17

15

880,000

40+9c

+7

7

7

+14

+14

+13

+20

+13

+11

+17

+17

+15

+17

16 1,000,000

42+9c

+8

7

7

+15

+15

+13

+20

+14

+11

+18

+17

+15

+17

17 1,120,000

44+9c

+8

8

7

+16

+15

+14

+20

+14

+12

+19

+18

+15

+17

18 1,240,000

46+9c

+9

8

7

+16

+16

+15

+20

+15

+12

+20

+18

+15

+17

19 1,360,000

48+9c

+9

8

7

+17

+17

+15

+20

+15

+13

+21

+19

+15

+17

20 1,480,000

50+9c

+10

8

7

+17

+17

+16

+21

+15

+13

+22

+19

+15

+17

21 1,600,000

52+9c

+10

9

7

+17

+18

+16

+21

+16

+13

+23

+19

+15

+17

22 1,720,000

54+9c

+11

9

7

+18

+18

+17

+21

+16

+14

+23

+20

+15

+17

23 1,840,000

56+9c

+11

9

8

+18

+19

+18

+21

+17

+14

+25

+20

+15

+17

24 1,960,000

58+9c

+12

9

8

+19

+19

+18

+21

+17

+15

+26

+21

+15

+17

25 2,080,000

60+9c

+12

10

8

+19

+19

+19

+22

+17

+15

+27

+21

+15

+17

26 2,200,000

62+9c

+13

10

8

+19

+19

+19

+22

+17

+15

+28

+21

+15

+17

27 2,320,000

64+9c

+13

10

8

+20

+20

+20

+22

+18

+16

+29

+22

+15

+17

28 2,440,000

66+9c

+14

10

8

+20

+20

+21

+22

+18

+16

+30

+22

+15

+17

29 2,560,000

68+9c

+14

11

8

+21

+20

+21

+22

+18

+17

+31

+23

+15

+17

30 2,680,000

70+9c

+15

11

9

+21

+20

+22

+23

+18

+17

+32

+23

+15

+17

31 2,800,000

72+9c

+15

11

9

+21

+20

+22

+23

+18

+17

+33

+23

+15

+17

32 2,920,000

74+9c

+16

11

9

+22

+21

+23

+23

+19

+18

+34

+24

+15

+17

33 3,040,000

76+9c

+16

12

9

+22

+21

+24

+23

+19

+18

+35

+24

+15

+17

34 3,160,000

78+9c

+17

12

9

+23

+21

+24

+23

+19

+19

+36

+25

+15

+17

35 3,280,000

80+9c

+17

12

9

+23

+21

+25

+23

+19

+19

+37

+25

+15

+17

36 3,400,000

82+9c

+18

12

10

+23

+21

+25

+23

+19

+19

+38

+25

+15

+17
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Table 4–12b: Thief Saving Throws

Level

Death Ray /
Poison

Magic Wands

Paralysis /
Petrify

Breath
Weapon

Rod / Staff /
Spell

1

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

2

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

3

+7

+6

+7

+4

+5

4

+8

+7

+8

+5

+6

5

+8

+7

+8

+5

+6

6

+9

+8

+9

+6

+7

7

+9

+8

+9

+6

+7

8

+10

+9

+10

+7

+8

9

+10

+9

+10

+7

+8

10

+11

+10

+11

+8

+9

11

+11

+10

+11

+8

+9

12

+12

+11

+12

+9

+10

13

+12

+11

+12

+9

+10

14

+13

+12

+13

+10

+11

15

+13

+12

+13

+10

+11

16

+14

+13

+14

+11

+12

17

+14

+13

+14

+11

+12

18

+15

+14

+15

+12

+13

19

+15

+14

+15

+12

+13

20

+15

+14

+15

+13

+14

21

+16

+15

+16

+13

+14

22

+16

+15

+16

+14

+15

23

+16

+15

+16

+14

+15

24

+16

+15

+16

+15

+15

25

+17

+16

+17

+15

+16

26

+17

+16

+17

+16

+16

27

+17

+16

+17

+16

+16

28

+17

+16

+17

+16

+16

29

+18

+17

+18

+17

+17

30

+18

+17

+18

+17

+18

31

+18

+17

+18

+17

+18

32

+18

+17

+18

+17

+18

33

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

34

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

35

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

36

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

to the check required to do this successfully is listed on Table 4–12a. Should this
ability fail, the trap will be activated. In some cases a particularly complex (or simple)
trap may cause there to be a modifier to the thief ’s check.
A thief may try multiple times to remove the same trap, although since the trap is
activated each time the thief tries, doing so can be a dangerous activity.
Climb Walls: Thieves are able to climb walls and other sheer surfaces. The bonus for
the check needed to do this successfully is listed in Table 4–12a. The thief ’s player
must roll for each 100’ or part of 100’ climbed, with a failure indicating that the
thief has fallen half way through the climb. See Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving
for details about falling. In some cases a slippery or smooth surface (or a particularly
rough one) may cause there to be a modifier to the thief ’s check.
Move Silently: Thieves are able to move without being heard. The bonus to the
check needed for success is listed in Table 4–12a.
The thief ’s player must roll for each round of movement, with a failure indicating
that the thief has made a sound that others might hear. The Game Master should roll
the dice when the thief is sneaking, so that the thief ’s player does not know whether
or not their character has been heard.
Hide in Shadows: A thief is able to hide effectively providing there is cover or shadows to hide in. The bonus to the check needed for success is listed in Table 4–12a.
The thief ’s player must roll for the initial hiding, and then for each round of movement, with a failure indicating that the thief has temporarily become visible.
The Game Master should roll the dice when the thief is hiding, so that the thief ’s
player does not know whether or not their character has been spotted. If someone
is watching the thief before they start to hide, they will still be able to see the thief
regardless of the success or otherwise of this skill.
Pick Pockets: A thief is able to pick the pockets of others in order to steal small items
from them, with the bonus to the check required for success listed in Table 4–12a.
This ability can be used to steal purses or belt pouches, or even steal a weapon from
its scabbard, but cannot be used to steal anything that is being held by the target or
is strapped onto the target such as a backpack or armour. The level or hit dice of the
target is subtracted from the check total as a modifier. The thief ’s player must state
the item that they wish to steal before rolling. If the thief ’s check is a success then
they successfully steal the item. If the total of their check is less than 20 but greater
than or equal to 10 then they are unable to steal the item but their attempted theft
goes unnoticed.
If the result of their check is less than 10, or they roll a natural 1 (i.e. A 1 on the die
before any bonuses or modifiers are added), then not only are they unable to steal
the item but they are also noticed in the attempt by the target of the theft.
Hear Noise: If a thief listens quietly at a door, window, or thin wall then they have
a chance of hearing faint noises that other characters would miss. To do this, the
thief ’s player must succeed in a check with a bonus as listed on Table 4–12a. The
thief must be in quiet conditions to use this ability – noisy chatter of other characters
or fighting swamps any noises that might be heard.
The Game Master should roll for the success of this ability so that if the result is
negative the thief ’s player does not know whether this was because the roll failed or
because there was nothing to hear.
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scroll containing a magic-user spell. Should this roll fail, the spell
will still be used up from the scroll but will misfire.
An offensive spell will go off centred on the thief rather than their
intended target, and a non-offensive spell will simply fizzle with
no effect.
Saving Throws: Thieves make saving throws using the bonuses
listed on Table 4–12b.

Read Languages: At 4th level or higher, a thief may make a check
with a bonus of +15 to be able to decipher any non-magical written
language or code. This only works on written text and cannot be
used to understand spoken languages.
Use Magic-user Scroll: Beginning at 10th level, a thief may make
a check with a bonus of +17 to be able to decipher and use any
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C

haracters of different classes have different unique abilities,
for example magic-users can cast spells and thieves can pick
pockets. However, there are some things – such as trying to
walk along a thin ledge or trying to remember which type of dragon
breathes fire and which type breathes frost before venturing into a
lair – that any character can attempt.

Example: Black Leaf has a problem. She has been granted an audience with queen eloise and wishes to use the opportunity to ask for
some royal sponsorship to aid her expedition to find the fabled eye
of harmaz. Unfortunately she is panicking because she cannot remember the proper etiquette and is afraid that she will cause oﬀence.

These situations are handled by ability checks and skills.

Marcie, her player, asks the Game Master if she can make an ability check using Black Leaf ’s intelligence in order for Black Leaf to
remember her etiquette.

Ability Checks

In general, adventurers are assumed to be competent individuals who can do things like riding horses, starting camp fires, and
swimming in calm water.

If you particularly want to play a character whose competency is
deficient in some area, for example if you decide that you specifically want to play a character who can’t swim, then you can do that.
However, these rules assume that your character can do all these
things in calm situations unless you decide otherwise.
That being the case, sometimes there are situations where your character might fail. Perhaps
they are trying to stay on a horse that is bolting
in fright. Or perhaps they are trying to light a
fire in torrential rain. Or perhaps they are trying to swim in turbulent water without getting
washed downstream.
In these cases, the Game Master will call for an
ability check in order for your character to succeed. To make an ability check, roll a standard
check using the score (not the modifier) of the
relevant ability of your character as the bonus
for the check. As with any other check, if the
total rolled is at least 20 then your character has
succeeded. If the total rolled is less than 20 then
your character has failed.
In some cases, what your character is doing
will be directly opposed by another character
or monster, for example you may be making a
strength check to force open a door while someone else is trying to hold it closed or you may be
making a dexterity check to sneak past a guard
while they are looking out for intruders. In these
cases, instead of simply succeeding if you roll a
total of 20 or higher, you and the other character
or monster both roll and you succeed if you roll
a total equal to or higher than the total that they
rolled and fail if you roll a total less than the
total that they rolled.
The exact consequences of a success or a failure will depend on the specific situation your
character faces, although it should be very rare
(but not unheard of ) for a failed ability check

The Game Master agrees and Marcie rolls 1d20, getting a 4. Adding Black Leaf ’s intelligence score of 13 make a total of 17, so the
roll fails and Black Leaf fails to remember the correct etiquette for
addressing the queen.
Some time later, Black Leaf can be found getting drunk in an inn,
her expedition without royal patronage due in part to the queen’s
oﬀense at her frightful manners.
Table 5–1: Ability Checks by Ability

Ability

Situations where this
ability might be checked

Skills useful in these
situations

Strength

Where raw physical
strength is required; such
as lifting, pushing, or
pulling.

Intimidation
Jumping
Swimming

Intelligence

Where calculation,
memory or reasoning
ability is required.

Arcane lore
Engineering
Geography
History
Laws
Magical engineering
Nature lore
Religious lore

Wisdom

Where intuition or
“common sense” are
required. Also where
acuity of the senses is
required.

Cooking
First aid
Lip reading
Navigating
Tracking
Sense motive

Dexterity

Where either agility or
fine manipulative skills
are required.

Balance
Craft
Escape artist
Performance
Riding

Constitution

Where stamina or raw
endurance is required.

–

Where personality and
smooth talking are
required.

Bluff
Diplomacy
Disguise
Etiquette
Gambling
Intimidation
Performance

Charisma
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to result in death, unless the character is attempting something
spectacularly risky.

that character’s strength is effectively 14 when making the check
and their player will only need to roll a 6+ to reach the target of 20.

Modifiers

Example: Black Leaf is hot on the trail of the Eye of Harmaz, and
comes across a narrow rope bridge spanning a chasm. Unfortunately
the guide rope for the rope bridge is missing, so Black Leaf will have
to try to balance without its aid if she wishes to cross. The Game
Master tells Marcie that she will need to make a balance check (an
ability check against dexterity, using the balance skill) in order to
cross the bridge – but that the strong winds blowing through the
chasm will give her a –1 penalty to her check.

In some circumstances the Game Master may decide that an ability check is particularly easy or hard. Maybe the ledge that the
character is balancing on is slippery, or maybe the person that the
character is trying to scrutinise in order to see if they are lying is
wearing a mask, or maybe the piece of information they are trying
to remember is reasonably common knowledge.

In these cases, the Game Master may assign a modifier to the check.
Unless there are exceptional circumstances that would be unknown
to the character, the Game Master should always tell the player what
modifiers are going to apply before the player rolls.

Black Leaf has a dexterity of 16, and Marcie has spent two points
on the balance skill, so her normal skill bonus is +18.

Example: Elfstar has come across an underground temple where
cultists are performing some kind of ritual in front of a statue of a
man who she assumes to be an immortal.

Overall Marcie is going to have to roll using an eﬀective bonus of
(18 – 1=17). Marcie reckons that this is well worth trying, but tells
the Game Master that Black Leaf is looping a rope around the bridge
and around her waist so that if she falls oﬀ she won’t plummet to
her almost certain death at the bottom of the chasm.

Elfstar’s player, Debbie, wishes to roll an intelligence check in order
to recognise the immortal.
The Game Master knows that although this immortal is not one who
has regular dealings with Elfstar’s home country (if he was, then the
Game Master would simply tell Debbie who he is and not require a
roll at all) he is commonly worshipped in the local area and so it is
likely that Elfstar will have heard of him. He gives her a +4 bonus
to her eﬀective intelligence for the roll, modifying it from a 9 to a 13.

She also trails a rope behind her so that after she’s crossed she and the
other companions can tie it oﬀ so that the less dextrous party members
will have a guide rope and not need to cross the bridge the hard way.
Such skill modifiers stack with modifiers applied by the Game
Master due to circumstances.

Social Skills

Special care needs to be used when using skills designed for social
situations (bluff, diplomacy, intimidation and sense motive).

Debbie rolls a 7, which when added to her eﬀective intelligence is 20;
just enough to succeed – so the Game Master tells her that Elfstar
recognises the immortal and tells her who he is.

Players and game masters should discuss the use of these skills
before the game starts, since they have the potential to unbalance
games.

Using Skills

Every character starts with 4 skill points, plus an extra skill point
per point of intelligence bonus. If a character has an intelligence
penalty, then this does not reduce the number of skill points the
character has.
Characters also gain extra skill points as they increase in level. See
Chapter 4 – Creating a Character for details of skill points
per level.

These skill points are spent immediately on skills listed in this
chapter.
In most cases, each point spent on a particular skill will give your
character a +1 to the bonus used for ability checks that correspond
to the skill.
So a character with a strength of 12 would normally need to roll
an 8+ on the die to reach the target of 20 and succeed in an ability
check to use his strength to swim upstream in a river but if the
character’s player has spent two points in the swimming skill then

Firstly, it is recommended that these skills are never used against
players. If a player wishes to influence another player then this
should be role played rather than rolled for using skills. Many
players don’t like the loss of “free will” and the loss of control that
they feel when their character is forced into particular behaviour
by dice rolls rather than because they wanted their character to
behave in that way, especially if the forced behaviour is the result
of another player’s use of social skills against them. This can be very
disruptive to your gaming group.
Secondly, the players and Game Master should agree what proportion of social interaction with NPCs should be governed by skill
usage and what proportion should be governed by role play.
Some people prefer more skill usage since it means that people
can play silver-tongued characters even if they are not good talkers themselves.
Others feel that simply rolling a diplomacy check in order to find
out whether the character can talk the king into pardoning their
wrongly-imprisoned associates is something of a dramatic let-down
and prefer to role play the issue to its conclusion. There is no
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single “correct” way to play using these skills, only the way that
your group enjoys.

spending points on a “stealth” skill to help with it) since that will
overlap with – and undermine – the move silently ability.

Special Skills

Alphabetical Skill List

While most skills simply add bonuses to ability checks, some – notably language skills – work in other ways.
If a skill works in an unusual way, this will be detailed in the skill’s
individual description.

Adding New Skills

The list of skills in this chapter is not meant to cover all possible
situations. Game masters may require (or players may ask for) ability checks for a variety of situations other than those given here. If
a particular situation crops up repeatedly, a player may – with the
Game Master’s permission – spend a skill point in order to buy
it as a named skill in order to get a bonus to their effective ability
score in that situation.
However, game masters and players should be careful that this
does not overlap with class abilities, particularly not those of the
thief, mountebank and lupine classes. For example, sneaking up
on someone without being heard is a specific thief ability called
move silently.

Arcane Lore

Each point spent on the arcane lore skill gives a +1 bonus to intelligence checks made to recognise spells, magical effects, and
magical creatures.

An “average” spell or effect (at the Game Master’s discretion) will
give no bonus or penalty to the effective intelligence used for the
roll, but a particularly common spell might give a bonus and a
particularly rare spell might give a penalty. Relative obscurity is
more important in this regard than level of power.
Note: Arcane lore checks should not be used to allow the players
to identify magic items without using the analyze spell.

Balance

Each point spent on the balance skill gives a +1 bonus to dexterity
checks made to keep one’s footing on a small (or moving) surface
or to cross narrow ledges, beams or even tightropes.

Modifiers to the effective dexterity score used for the roll can come
While in some specific circumstances it may be acceptable for a non- from a wide variety of factors. Examples include:
thief player to make a dexterity check in order to have their character sneak past someone, this should not become standard practice ◊ Strong wind
for sneaking up on opponents (and players certainly shouldn’t start ◊ Slippery surfaces
◊ Heavily encumbered character
◊ Trying to move quicker (or slower) than a normal walk
Developer Commentary
◊ Particularly narrow (or wide) ledges
The line between ability checks and thief abilities has often been
◊ Trying to balance while dodging attacks
blurred over the years. If a thief has a “hide in shadows” chance, does
◊ Using a pole for balance
that mean that no-one else can ever hide? if a thief has a “climb walls”
chance, does that mean no-one else has a chance of ever climbing
Bluff
anything? and so forth.
Each point spent on the bluff skill gives a +1 bonus to charisma
checks made to convince NPCs of things without evidence. While
The intent of the game is that the thief abilities go above and beyond
the skill is most often used to convince NPCs of untruths, it can
what a normal person is capable of, and – crucially – can’t be resisted.
also be used to make a convincing emotional argument in favour
of something you know is true but cannot prove to be true.
For example, if a normal person tries to sneak past a guard, the Game
Master may decide to call for a dexterity check for them to successfully
Bluff checks should get modifiers for both the plausibility of what
sneak and give the guard an wisdom check to successfully spot them.
is being claimed and the potential consequences of the bluff to
If the total of the player’s dexterity check doesn’t match the total of the
the target of the skill. A guard who may get executed if they let a
guard’s wisdom check then the guard has heard them.
potential assassin into the royal palace will be harder to bluff your
way past than a merchant who may make a bit less profit if you
However, a thief can make a move silently check, and if that succeeds
manage to convince him that you should get a discount because
the guard has no chance of hearing them because they have made
you’re a member of the city watch.
no noise at all. If the move silently check fails, then the thief may
still make the dexterity check described above at the Game Master’s
Note: See social skills for a warning about how some uses of this
discretion.
skill may disrupt the game.
There is no hard-and-fast rule about when something should be posCooking
sible with an ability check and when something should only be possible
Each point spent on the cooking skill gives a +1 bonus to wisdom
using thief abilities. It is up to each group to decide what level of
checks made to cook.
overlap they are comfortable with that will allow players to feel that
their characters are realistically competent while also not stealing the
spotlight from those with thief abilities.
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Modifiers to the effective wisdom used for this roll are likely to
be only rarely needed, except in the case of not having adequate
equipment or when using ingredients that the character has never
cooked before.
In most cases, failing a cooking check won’t result in inedible food;
merely food that is not as nice as that produced by a successful
cooking check.

Craft (Choose Medium)

The craft skill is not a single skill. It is a group of related skills
used when making things of different types. When spending a
skill point on this skill, you must specify what sort of craft your
character is skilled at.

For example, trying to persuade the leader of a marauding band
of orcs not to attack a small and lightly armed party is going to be
much more difficult than trying to persuade an offended landlady
that you shouldn’t be thrown out of her inn and you should be
allowed to spend your spare cash there instead.
Note: See social skills for a warning about how some uses of this
skill may disrupt the game.

Disguise

Each point spent on the disguise skill gives a +1 bonus to charisma
checks made to disguise a character as someone else.

These checks should be made when the disguise is first worn; with
modifiers based on the answers to the following:

An exhaustive list of possible craft skills is not possible, but examples include:
◊ Is the disguise meant to look like a specific person, or merely not
look like the wearer?
◊ Carpentry
◊ Smithing
◊ Is the disguise intended to make the character look like a differ◊ Fletching
ent gender and/or race?
◊ Skinning
◊ Leatherworking
◊ Is the disguise meant to only be seen in from a distance or is it
◊ Rope binding
intended for close scrutiny?
◊ Tailoring
◊ Gem cutting
◊ Is the disguise intended to fool close acquaintances of subject
◊ Forgery
(or wearer) of the disguise?
◊ Masonry
◊ Thatching
◊ Does the person applying the disguise have access to make up
◊ Drawing/painting
and prosthetics?
◊ Sculpture
Each skill point spent on a specific craft skill gives a +1 bonus to
dexterity checks used to make items with that craft.
Modifiers to the effective dexterity used in craft rolls can come from
high or low quality materials and tools, as well as time constraints.
Depending on what is being made, success may be not be an allor-nothing affair – a failed craft check is likely to still result in a
finished item. However, the quality of the finished product should
be subjectively determined by the amount that the craft check
succeeded by or failed by.
Craft skills can also be used to assess the workmanship of items
made using that skill. For example skill at carpentry can be used
to help find the weak spot in a door, or skill at smithing can help
judge how good a sword is. The exact details of this are left to the
Game Master’s discretion. However, in no case should a craft skill
be able to be used to determine magical properties of an item.

Diplomacy

Each point spent on the diplomacy skill gives a +1 bonus to charisma checks made to work out compromises and calm tensions.
Diplomacy checks should get modifiers for both the amount of
hostility between the parties and the amount that either side has
to lose if the diplomacy fails.
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Example: Black Leaf wishes to gain access to the back room of the
cartographer’s guild in order to steal a map that she thinks may be
there despite the guild members’ denials. While her allies “accidentally” encounter one of the guild members in an inn and get him
drunk, Black Leaf disguises herself as the guild member.
The Game Master decides that because Black Leaf is trying to impersonate a specific person of the opposite gender, she should get a –4
penalty to her eﬀective charisma when making the disguise check.
However, since she has deliberately chosen to impersonate the guild
member who most closely resembles her in terms of build and facial
features (gender notwithstanding) the Game Master reduces the
penalty to a –3.
Unfortunately Black Leaf ’s charisma is only a rather average 11,
and the penalty means it is eﬀectively only an 8 for this roll. The
Game Master rolls a 10.
Since she only failed by a small amount – and would have succeeded
if not for the penalties – the Game Master decides that Black Leaf ’s
disguise is not going to fool people into thinking she is the guild
member unless seen only from a distance, but is enough that people
seeing her will not recognise her real identity.
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The exact value of these modifiers should be determined by the
Game Master on a case by case basis, and the Game Master should
roll the dice for the check so that the player doesn’t know whether
their character’s disguise will successfully fool people.
A disguise that fails to achieve its target intentions may still work
to a lesser extent.

Engineering

First Aid

Each point spent in the first aid skill gives a +1 bonus on wisdom
rolls used to treat injuries.
The most common use of this skill is to prevent people from dying
once they have reached 0 hit points. See Chapter 10 – Combat
for detailed rules on death and dying. This use of the skill can be
performed during combat, and can be used multiple times until
it succeeds.

Each point spent on the engineering skill gives a +1 bonus to intelligence checks made to design machinery or identify the function The other use of the skill is to patch people up after they have
of existing machinery such as siege weaponry or orreries.
taken damage. After each time a character has been injured (a
whole combat only counts as a single injury for this purpose) they
Modifiers to these the effective intelligence used for checks to iden- can be healed 1d3 of the hit points lost in this particular injury by
tify machinery should come from the complexity of the machinery someone making a successful first aid check. Each character using
being examined.
the skill is only able to make one attempt per injury, and if this first
attempt fails then further attempts will not succeed.
In terms of the design of machinery, the Game Master should
also take into account the technological level of the campaign If someone succeeds with a first aid check against a particular injury
and should veto the “invention” of devices that rely on principles then further first aid checks will be of no benefit.
unknown in the game world.
There are normally no modifiers to the effective wisdom used in
Similarly, the presence of magic in the game world may mean that first aid checks.
the laws of nature work differently there than in the real world,
Example: Black Leaf is unlucky enough to fall down a pit, and is
so at the Game Master’s discretion machinery relying on certain
injured,
taking 5 points of damage out of her 9 hit points, leaving
physical principles (e.g. Combustion powered guns or engines)
her
on
4
hit points.
may not work at all.
She uses the first aid skill to treat this injury, and succeeds in her roll.
Her player rolls 1d3 to see how many hit points are recovered and
unfortunately only gets a 1. Black Leaf now recovers one of the hit
points lost in the injury, taking her from 4 hit points to 5 hit points.

Note: although this skill can be used to identify how a large mechanical trap works, it should not be used as a replacement for
either the find traps or remove traps abilities. At best, knowing
how the trap functions may give insight into how the trap may be
bypassed by mundane means.

Since she has now had this injury treated, further first aid rolls won’t
be able to recover any more of the lost hit points.

Escape Artist

Each point spent on the escape artist skill gives a +1 bonus to
dexterity checks made to escape from bonds or ties.

Shortly afterwards, the party encounters some goblins spoiling for
a fight. After a brief combat with the goblins, Black Leaf has lost
another 2 hit points, leaving her with 3.

The effective dexterity used for this check should be modified by
the extent to which the character is tied. Escaping from simply
having ones hands tied with a scarf should be much easier than
escaping from iron manacles.

While the party are resting, she tries to use the first aid skill on
herself in order to recover some of these hit points. The skill check
is not successful and Black Leaf is unable to heal this injury, and
cannot try again.

Note: Although this skill allows the character to wriggle free from
locked manacles or padlocked chains, it does not allow the actual
picking of those locks.

Seeing that her friend is still injured, Elfstar tries to use the skill on
her. Elfstar’s player succeeds her skill check and rolls 1d3 to see how
much is healed, getting a 3. Although Black Leaf has lost a total of 6
hit points, only 2 were lost in the injury being treated by the skill roll,
so the first aid can only result in the recovery of these 2 hit points.

Etiquette (choose Culture)

The etiquette skill is not a single skill. It is a group of related skills
used in social situations in a variety of cultures.
Each point spent in the etiquette skill for a particular culture gives a
+1 bonus to charisma rolls used to behave properly in formal social
situations in that culture.
Modifiers to the effective charisma used for these checks should
come from particularly common or particularly obscure social
situations within that culture.

Gambling

Each point spent on the gambling skill gives a +1 bonus to charisma
checks made to determine who wins in games of skill and chance.
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Modifiers to the effective charisma used for gambling checks should
be rare, but may be used for games that the character is unfamiliar
with.
The simple way to use this skill is to simulate a single game or
round in a game, by each character making a gambling check, and
the game or round is won by the character who succeeds their roll
by the biggest margin (or fails by the least margin, if no character
succeeds).
At the Game Master’s discretion, individual gambling games can
be devised for their game world, which may operate on a more
complex basis.

their tribe’s location to you, which is both an unrealistic threat
and has potentially fatal consequences to the ogre and their tribe.
Note: See social skills for a warning about how some uses of this
skill may disrupt the game.

Jumping

Each point spent on the jumping skill gives a +1 bonus to strength
checks made to jump long distances.
Rather than giving modifiers to the effective strength based on the
intended length or height of the jump, the nature of jumping means
that a jump will always be successfully made but the distance of
the jump will depend on the result of the check.

Note: This skill is designed for games where psychology, bluffing,
and second-guessing opponents are an essential part of the game With a running start, a character can jump 10’ horizontally or 4’
play.
vertically (remember that if the character is jumping up to reach
something then the character’s height should be added to the vertiThe skill does not represent a supernatural “luck” type of ability cal distance jumped in order to determine how high they can reach).
and should not be used to determine the outcome of games of
pure chance.
The effects of the roll depend on whether the character is jumping
for height or length. For each point that the character succeeds the
jump check by in the case of a long jump, they jump an extra foot
Geography
Each point spent on the geography skill gives a +1 bonus to intel- horizontally. For each two points that the character fails the jump
ligence checks made to recollect information about countries and check by they jump a foot less horizontally.
regions of the game world.
In the case of a high jump, for each two points the character sucThe use of this skill should be modified by the obscurity of the facts ceeds the jump roll by they jump a foot higher, and for each four
points the character fails by they jump a foot less high.
that the player wishes their character to recollect.
Knowing the name of a country and the majority race that lives
there should be easier than knowing the name of the palace in
which the king of that country lives or knowing the major trade
imports and exports of that country.

In either case, jumping from a standing start means that only half
of the total distance (after modification) can be jumped.

History

Each point spent on the history skill gives a +1 bonus to intelligence
checks made to recollect information about the game world’s past.

The use of this skill should be modified by the obscurity of the
facts that the player wishes their character to recollect. Knowing
the name of countries involved in a war a couple of generations
ago should be easier than knowing the name of the vizier of an
empire that hasn’t existed for thousands of years.

Intimidation

Each point spent on the intimidation skill gives a +1 bonus to both
charisma checks and strength checks made to bully an NPC into
co-operation through threats or shows of physical strength.
Intimidation checks should get modifiers for both the plausibility
of the threats being made and the potential consequences to the
target of the skill for co-operation.

Using a threat of immediate physical violence to get a bandit to flee
is both a realistic threat and has only minor consequences to the
bandit if they do flee; so it should be easier than using a threat of
sending a dragon to kill the family of an ogre if they don’t betray
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Example: Black Leaf has a strength of only 9, but has spent two
skill points on the jump skill – so she has an eﬀective strength of 11
when making jump checks.
After having fallen into a 10’ deep pit, she needs to try to get out.
Her player announces that she will try to jump up and grab the
edge of the pit.
The pit is 10’ deep, and Black Leaf is 5’5 tall; so in order to reach
the edge of the pit she will have to jump just over four and a half feet.
Luckily for Black Leaf, the pit is 20’ wide, so she has chance to get
a run up at the jump. Marcie rolls a 14, for a total check result
of 14+11=25, which is five points better than the 20 that she
needed to roll, so Black Leaf jumps two and a half feet more than
the default 4’, for a total of six and a half feet – more than enough
to grab the edge of the pit and pull herself out.
Had Black Leaf not been able to take a run up, the total distance
jumped would have been halved from six and a half feet down to
just over three feet – not high enough to get out.
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Language (Choose Language)

Note: although this skill can be used to identify how a large magical
Each skill point spent on the language skill means that the char- trap works, it should not be used as a replacement for either the
acter knows another language to an acceptable level that they can find traps or remove traps abilities. At best, knowing how the trap
converse. However, even though the character speaks the language, functions may give insight into how the trap may be bypassed by
their speech will be accented and they will be clearly noticeable mundane means.
as a foreigner.
If a character spends a second skill point on the same language,
their skill increases to the point where they speak it like a native
and no longer have a noticeable foreign accent.

The Game Master will determine which languages exist in their
game world.

Laws (Choose Culture)

The law skill is not a single skill. It is a group of related skills used
in legal situations in a variety of cultures.
Each point spent in the law skill for a particular culture gives a +1
bonus to intelligence checks used to recall/interpret the laws and
customs of that country.
Modifiers to the effective charisma used for these checks should
come from particularly common or particularly obscure customs
within that culture. For example knowing that a country has the
death penalty for banditry is much easier than knowing that the
country requires anyone setting up a market stall to buy a trading
license from the alderman of the town.

Lip Reading

Each point spent on the lip reading skill gives a +1 bonus to wisdom
checks made to understand what someone is saying even when you
can’t hear them by watching the movement of their mouth.
Modifiers to the effective wisdom used for this skill should be used
based on how clearly the person’s mouth can be seen, whether they
are deliberately enunciating clearly in order to make it easy for you
to lip read, and whether you are a native speaker of the language
they are speaking (i.e. It’s a starting language or you spent two skill
points on it) or whether you are merely fluent in it (i.e. You spent
one skill point on it).

Magical Engineering

Each point spent on the magical engineering skill gives a +1 bonus
to intelligence checks made to design large scale magical effects or
identify the function of existing effects such as wormholes, gates,
and some large scale magical traps.
Modifiers to these the effective intelligence used for checks to identify such magic should come from the obscurity of the effect being
examined. Something that uses a standard spell effect should be
easier than something that uses a unique effect.
When designing such effects, this skill is used for the design itself,
but the building of large-scale magical constructions will involve
spell casting and crafting skills.

Nature Lore

Each point spent on the nature lore skill gives a +1 bonus to intelligence checks made to recognise plants, natural terrain features,
and natural creatures.
Most natural creatures or terrain features will give no bonus or penalty to the effective intelligence used for the roll, but a particularly
common plant or animal might give a bonus and a particularly
rare one might give a penalty.

Navigating

Each point spent in the navigating skill gives a +1 bonus on wisdom
rolls used to avoid getting lost by using landmarks and the position
of the sun and stars.

The effective wisdom used for navigating checks may be modified
by factors such as weather conditions, visibility, access (or lack of
it) to equipment such as maps and/or sextants, and familiarity with
the area being travelled.

Performance (Chose Medium)

The performance skill is not a single skill. It is a group of related
skills used when putting on different types of artistic performance.
When spending a skill point on this skill, you must specify what sort
of artistic performance your character is skilled at. An exhaustive
list of possible artistic media is not possible, but examples include:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Singing
Playing a musical instrument
Dancing
Acting
Juggling
Jesting
Storytelling
Poetry

Each skill point spent on a specific craft skill gives a +1 bonus to
both dexterity checks and charisma checks used to make these
artistic performances.
Modifiers to the effective dexterity or charisma used in performance
rolls can come from such things as particularly high or low quality
costume and how much rehearsal time the performance has had.
Success in a performance may not be an all-or-nothing affair – a
failed performance check is likely to still result in a performance
of some kind. However, the quality of the finished work should
be subjectively determined by the amount that the performance
check succeeded by or failed by.
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Religious Lore

Each point spent on the religious lore skill gives a +1 bonus to
intelligence checks made to recall knowledge about religions, their
targets of worship, and the creatures associated with them.

The effective intelligence score used for the religious lore check
should be modified by the obscurity of the knowledge being sought.
Identifying a statue of a well-known god should be much easier
than identifying the purpose of a particular religious rite from a
foreign religion.
Note: Characters should be assumed to know all about the rites
and details their own religion without needing to make religious
lore checks.

Sense Motive

Each point spent on the sense motive skill gives a +1 bonus to
wisdom checks made to read the expressions and body language
of NPCs in order to tell if they have an ulterior motive for their
speech or behaviour. The skill is most often used to detect when an
NPC is lying, although it can also in other situations, for example
to try to tell if an NPC who is ignoring a character who is hiding
is deliberately ignoring that character while trying to keep an eye
on them or whether they simply haven’t seen them.
Note: See social skills for a warning about how some uses of this
skill may disrupt the game.

Swimming

Each point spent on the swimming skill gives a +1 bonus to strength
checks made to swim while weighed down or in fast flowing or
Riding (Choose Animal)
turbulent waters. Characters are assumed to be able to swim in
The riding skill is not a single skill. It is a group of related skills calm water (providing they are not weighed down) without needused when making rolls to control or stay on various riding ani- ing to make a swimming check, but heavily encumbered characters
mals in unusual circumstances. When spending a skill point on or characters trying to swim in difficult conditions will need to
this skill, you must specify what sort of animal your character is make such checks.
skilled at riding. An exhaustive list of animals is not possible, but
examples include:
The effective strength used for swimming checks should be given
modifiers based on the specific conditions that the character is
Horse (includes mules and donkeys)
trying to swim in, such as those listed above.
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Tracking

Camel
Elephant
Dire wolf
Griffon
Pegasus
Hippogriff
Giant eagle

Each point spent on the tracking skill gives a +1 bonus to wisdom
checks made to follow the tracks left by one of more creatures. Following (at a slow walk) a single human sized creature who walked
through light woodland or farmland less than a day ago would
require a roll with no modifiers.

Each skill point spent on a specific riding skill gives a +1 bonus to
dexterity checks used to ride that type of animal.
Generally, simply riding a calm animal as it walks shouldn’t require
a riding check. However, staying on an animal when it bolts or
stumbles, or when it is damaged by an attack, should require a
check – with the effective dexterity modified by the exact circumstances provoking the check.

The effective wisdom used for the tracking check should be modified by many factors such as:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
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Number of creatures being tracked
Size of creatures being tracked
Method of locomotion of creatures being tracked
Age of the tracks
Terrain being tracked through
Weather conditions
Tracking faster than a slow walk

A

Chapter 6 - Weapon Feats

character’s ability to use a particular type of weapon in combat is represented by weapon feats. These give a character
increasing attack bonuses and access to special abilities such
as armour class bonuses as they get more proficient with a weapon.

Starting Weapon Feats

Some types of weapon have special abilities such as the ability to
deflect attacks or the ability to ensnare opponents, which can be
used only by characters with a high enough level of proficiency.

Opponent Types

Although some weapons are equally effective against any opponent,
At first level, characters start with either two or four weapon feats, weapons intended for warfare are often more effective against other
which must be immediately spent on basic weapon proficiency opponents armed with melee weapons; whereas weapons intended
with two or four weapons useable by the character respectively. A for hunting are often more effective against unarmed opponents.
character may not spend more than one first level weapon feat on In the weapon descriptions in this chapter, each weapon has its
the same weapon.
effectiveness indicated against each type of opponent separately.

Developer Commentary

In the original game that Dark Dungeons is based on, demi-humans
were proficient in all weapons at first level.
This was fine when demi-humans had level caps, because otherwise
they wouldn’t get enough proficiencies before hitting their level cap
to be versatile. Dark dungeons changes this to only two or four
weapons, because with level caps removed they would otherwise
have too many proficiency levels.

Gaining Weapon Feats

Note that opponents wielding missile weapons use the same values
as opponents who are completely unarmed or using natural attacks
such as claws.

Ammunition & Loading

All missile weapons require ammunition, for example bows need
arrows and guns need bullets. In addition, guns also require a
charge of red powder to work.
Any character can load a weapon with ammunition, even those who
are not proficient in its use. Loading a weapon does not take an
action, and is assumed to be part of the normal attack action (see
Chapter 10 – Combat for a full description of actions).

As characters increase in level, they gain more weapon feats. See
Chapter 4 – Creating a Character for further details. These
additional weapon feats cannot be spent immediately, but must be If a character gets multiple attacks for any reason, they can reload
spent while weapon training. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better between each attack. For example, a 28th level fighter is able to
for more information on weapon training. By training, the char- make three attacks against opponents that they can hit on a 2+
acter can spend these additional weapon feats to either gain basic (after modifiers). That fighter could make all three attacks with a
proficiency with new weapons or increase their proficiency level bow, crossbow, sling or gun and reload between each attack all in
a single attack action.
with existing weapons.
Spending a single weapon feat on a weapon will give the character The only exception to this rule is with pistols. Although pistols
a single increase in proficiency level with that weapon (to a maxi- require only one hand to fire, they require two hands to reload.
mum of grandmaster proficiency) regardless of how proficient the Therefore unless a character has a free hand, they can only fire a
character currently is with that weapon or how many other weapons single shot from a pistol in one attack action even if they would
normally get more than one attack.
the character is proficient with.
There are 6 levels of proficiency with each weapon:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Non-proficient
Basic proficiency
Skilled proficiency
Expert proficiency
Master proficiency
Grandmaster proficiency

Similarly, if a character has no free hand, they cannot make a second
attack with a pistol in subsequent rounds until such time as they
have a free hand in order to reload.
A character equipped with multiple pistols but no free hand can
take advantage of having multiple attacks if they are prepared to
drop each empty pistol after firing it and draw a new loaded one.

Weapon List

Characters start out non-proficient with all weapons other than The following pages list each weapon along with most of its abilithose they spent their starting weapon feats to gain proficiency with. ties. Some weapon abilities which are either extremely common
or are complex enough to need a longer description are not listed
with specific weapons.
As a character gains more proficiency levels with a weapon, they will
usually do more damage with it. The damage done by a weapon All weapon abilities are listed after the weapon descriptions.
is listed for each proficiency level in the detailed weapon descriptions in this chapter.

Effects of Proficiency
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Table 6–1: Master Weapon Table
Mountebank

Thief

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

4gp

Blackjack

Y

Y

Y

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d2

5gp

Club

Y

Y

Y

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d4

3gp

Cestus

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d3

5gp

Lupine

–

Halfling

Y

Fighter

–

Elf

Y

Dwarf

–

Druid

Axe, Hand

Clockwork

Damage
(at Basic
Proficiency)

Weapon

Cleric

Magicuser

Useable By

Cost

One Handed Melee Weapons

Dagger

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d4

3gp

Hammer, Throwing

Y

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d4

4gp

Hammer, War

Y

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

5gp

Javelin

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

1gp

Lance

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d10

10gp

Mace

Y

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

5gp

Morning Star

Y

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

8gp

Net

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

–

4gp

Spear

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

3gp

Sword, Bastard

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6+1

15gp

Sword, Normal

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d8

10gp

Sword, Short

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

7gp

Trident

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

5gp

Unarmed Strike

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1

–

Whip

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d2

10gp

Two Handed Melee Weapons
Axe, Battle

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d8

7gp

Flail

Y

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d8

12gp

Halberd

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d10

7gp

Pike

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d10

3gp

Poleaxe

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d10

5gp

Staff

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d6

5gp

Sword, Bastard

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d8+1

15gp

Sword, Two-handed

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

1d10

15gp

Shields
Shield, Buckler

Y

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

–

6gp

Shield, Normal

Y

Y

Y

Y

–

Y

Y

–

Y

–

–

–

10gp

Shield, Tower

Y

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

–

Y

–

–

–

15gp

Missile Weapons
Bolas

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d2

5gp

Bow, Long

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

40gp

Bow, Short

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

25gp

Crossbow, Heavy

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

2d4

50gp

Crossbow, Light

–

Y

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

30gp

Pistol

–

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d6

250gp

Sling

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

–

Y

Y

Y

Y

1d4

2gp

Smoothbore

–

Y

–

–

–

Y

–

Y

Y

–

–

2d4

150gp
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Table 6–4: Axe, Hand vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–2: Axe, Battle vs. Armed Opponents
Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Delay

Stun

Hurl Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Throw Range

None

–

1d4

–

–

–

None

–

1d3

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d8

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

10/20/30

Skilled

+1

1d8+2

Y

–

–

Skilled

+1

1d6+2

15/25/35

Expert

+2

1d8+4

Y

–

-/5/10

Expert

+2

1d6+3

25/35/45

+4

1d6+4

30/40/50

+6

1d6+6

40/50/60

Master

+4

1d8+6

Y

Y

-/5/10

Master

Grandmaster

+6

1d8+8

Y

Y

5/10/15

Grandmaster

Table 6–5: Axe, Hand vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–3: Axe, Battle vs. Unarmed Opponents
Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Delay

Stun

Hurl Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Throw Range

None

–

1d4

–

–

–

–

None

–

1d3

–

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d8

–

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

–

10/20/30

Skilled

+2

1d8+2

–2 vs 2

Y

–

–

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

–1 vs 1

15/25/35

Expert

+4

1d8+4

–3 vs 2

Y

–

-/5/10

Expert

+4

1d6+3

–2 vs 2

25/35/45

Master

+6

1d8+8

–3 vs 3

Y

Y

-/5/10

Master

+6

2d4+4

–3 vs 3

30/40/50

Grandmaster

+8

1d10+10 –4 vs 4

Y

Y

5/10/15

Grandmaster

+8

2d4+7

–3 vs 3

40/50/60

Axe, Battle

A battle axe is a two handed axe 2’–4’ in length, usually with a
double blade or a spike on the reverse of the blade.
Delay: When the wielder of a weapon with the delay ability hits
an opponent with it, the opponent must make a saving throw vs.
paralysis or automatically lose initiative in the following round.

Axe, Hand

A hand axe is a one handed axe 1’–2’ in length, usually with a
single blade. A hand axe is often thrown while its owner rushes
towards melee range.

Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.
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Table 6–6: Blackjack vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–8: Bolas vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Knockout

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Strangle

Strangle Save

Throw Range

None

–

1

–

None

–

1

–

–

–

20/40/60

Basic

–

1d2

+0

Basic

–

1d2

–

20

–

20/40/60

Skilled

+2

2d2

–1

Skilled

+2

1d3

–1 vs 1 20

–1

25/40/60

Expert

+4

1d4+1

–2

Expert

+4

1d3+1 –2 vs 2 19

–2

30/50/70

Master

+6

1d4+3

–3

Master

+6

1d3+2 –3 vs 3 18

–3

35/50/70

Grandmaster

+8

1d4+5

–4

Grandmaster

+8

1d3+3 –4 vs 3 17

–4

40/60/80

Table 6–7: Blackjack vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–9: Bolas vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Knockout

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Strangle

Strangle Save

Throw Range

None

–

1

–

None

–

1

–

–

20/40/60

Basic

–

1d2

+0

Basic

–

1d2

20

–

20/40/60

Skilled

+1

2d2

–1

Skilled

+1

1d3

20

–1

25/40/60

Expert

+2

1d4+1

–2

Expert

+2

1d3+1

19

–2

30/50/70

Master

+4

1d6+1

–3

Master

+4

1d3+2

18

–3

35/50/70

Grandmaster

+6

1d6+2

–4

Grandmaster

+6

1d3+3

17

–4

40/60/80

Blackjack

Bolas

A blackjack, also known as a cosh, is a small leather club usually A bolas is a set of weights (usually three) on the ends of connected
filled with sand. Blackjacks are too soft to do significant damage, ropes 3’–4’ in length. The bolas is whirled around and then thrown
but are very useful for temporarily knocking people unconscious at the opponent in order to entangle or even strangle them.
without doing permanent damage.
Strangle: If the wielder of the weapon rolls the number indicated
Knockout: Any target that the weapon hits may become delayed, or higher on the dice, before modifiers, and the attack hits the
stunned or knocked out depending on their hit dice or level com- target after modifiers, then the target of the attack must make an
pared to the proficiency level of the weapon wielder. See Table 6–81 immediate saving throw vs. death ray with the listed penalty or
for details. The target must make a saving throw vs. death ray with be paralysed and die after 1d6+2 rounds of strangulation. Should
a penalty based on the proficiency of the wielder when hit in order the target be freed from strangulation, they will remain paralysed
to avoid the effect. If this fails, the target is affected as normal by for 2d6 rounds.
the delay, stun or knock out.
If the wielder of the weapon does not roll the required numbers
An enemy who is knocked out will be unconscious for 1d100 but still hits the target, the target is affected as though the weapon
rounds before waking up.
were an entangling weapon with the same saving throw penalty.
Entangle: Any target that the weapon hits may become delayed,
slowed or entangled depending on their hit dice or level compared
to the proficiency level of the weapon wielder.
See Table 6–80 for details.
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Table 6–10: Bow, Long vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–12: Bow, Short vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Delay

Missile Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Delay

Missile Range

None

–1

1d3

–

–

70/140/210

None

–1

1d3

–

–

50/100/150

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

70/140/210

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

50/100/150

Skilled

+1

1d8+1

–1 vs 1 S/m

90/150/220

Skilled

+1

1d6+2

–1 vs 1

S

60/110/160

Expert

+2

1d10+2

–2 vs 1 S/m 110/170/230

Expert

+2

1d6+4

–1 vs 2

S

80/130/170

Master

+4

1d10+4 –2 vs 2 S/m 130/180/240

Master

+4

1d4+6

–2 vs 2

S

90/130/180

Grandmaster +6

1d10+6 –2 vs 2 S/m 150/200/250

Grandmaster +6

1d6+7

–2 vs 2

S

110/140/190

Table 6–11: Bow, Long vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–13: Bow, Short vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Delay

Missile Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Delay

Missile Range

None

–1

1d3

–

70/140/210

None

–1

1d3

–

50/100/150

Basic

–

1d6

–

70/140/210

Basic

–

1d6

–

50/100/150

Skilled

+2

1d8+1

S/m

90/150/220

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

S

60/110/160

Expert

+4

1d10+2

S/m

110/170/230

Expert

+4

1d6+4

S

80/130/170

Master

+6

3d6

S/m

130/180/240

Master

+6

1d8+6

S

90/130/180

Grandmaster

+8

4d4+2

S/m

150/200/250

Grandmaster

+8

1d10+8

S

110/140/190

Bow, Long

Bow, Short

A long bow is a 4’–6’ bow, either made from a single piece of
wood or a composite of different woods. A long bow requires
both hands to fire.

A short bow is a 3’–4’ bow, either made from a single piece of
wood or a composite of different woods. A short bow requires
both hands to fire.

Delay: When the wielder of a weapon with the delay ability hits
an opponent with it, the opponent must make a saving throw vs.
paralysis or automatically lose initiative in the following round.

Delay: When the wielder of a weapon with the delay ability hits
an opponent with it, the opponent must make a saving throw vs.
paralysis or automatically lose initiative in the following round.

Long bows can only delay opponents at the listed ranges.

Short bows can only delay opponents at the listed ranges.
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Table 6–14: Cestus vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–16: Club vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Off-hand

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Hurl Range

None

–

1

–

None

–

1d2

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d3

Y

Basic

–

1d4

–

–

–

Skilled

+2

1d4+1

Y

Skilled

+1

1d6+1

–1 vs 2

1

–

Expert

+4

2d4

Y

Expert

+2

1d6+3

–2 vs 2

1

-/15/25

Master

+6

2d4

Y

Master

+4

1d4+5

–3 vs 3

2

-/15/25

Grandmaster

+8

3d4

Y

Grandmaster

+6

1d4+6

–4 vs 4

2

10/25/40

Table 6–15: Cestus vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–17: Club vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Off-hand

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Hurl Range

None

–

1

–

None

–

1d2

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d3

Y

Basic

–

1d4

–

–

–

Skilled

+1

1d4+1

Y

Skilled

+2

1d6+1

–1 vs 2

1

–

Expert

+2

2d4

Y

Expert

+4

1d6+3

–2 vs 2

1

-/15/25

Master

+4

1d4+3

Y

Master

+6

1d6+5

–3 vs 3

2

-/15/25

Grandmaster

+6

2d4+3

Y

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+6

–4 vs 4

2

10/25/40

Cestus

A cestus is a spiked or bladed metal band that may either be worn
around the hand or built into a gauntlet. Although only a small
weapon, it can be used without incurring off-hand penalties.

Club

A club is a crude blunt weapon – little more than a roughly shaped
piece of wood – that can be used in one hand.

Off-hand: A weapon with this ability does not suffer the normal
to-hit and proficiency penalties when used in the wielder’s off hand.
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Table 6–18: Crossbow, Heavy vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–20: Crossbow, Light vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Missile Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Missile Range

None

–1

1d4

–

80/160/240

None

–1

1d3

–

60/120/180

Basic

–

2d4

–

80/160/240

Basic

–

1d6

–

60/120/180

Skilled

+2

2d6

S/m

90/160/240

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

S

60/120/180

Expert

+4

2d6+2

S/m

100/170/240

Expert

+4

1d6+4

S

75/130/180

Master

+6

3d6+2

S/m

110/170/240

Master

+6

1d8+6

S

75/130/180

Grandmaster

+8

4d4+4

S/m

120/180/240

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+7

S

90/140/180

Table 6–19: Crossbow, Heavy vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–21: Crossbow, Light vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Stun

Missile Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Stun

Missile Range

None

–1

1d4

–

–

80/160/240

None

–1

1d3

–

–

60/120/180

Basic

–

2d4

–

–

80/160/240

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

60/120/180

Skilled

+1

2d6

90/160/240

Skilled

+1

1d6+2

–1 vs 1

S

60/120/180

Expert

+2

2d6+2

–2 vs 2 S/m 100/170/240

Expert

+2

1d6+4

–2 vs 2

S

75/130/180

Master

+4

1d12+4 –3 vs 2 S/m 110/170/240

Master

+4

1d4+6

–3 vs 2

S

75/130/180

Grandmaster +6

1d10+6 –3 vs 3 S/m 120/180/240

Grandmaster

+6

2d4+5

–3 vs 3

S

90/140/180

–1 vs 1 S/m

Crossbow, Heavy

A heavy crossbow is a large two-handed missile weapon. It has
powerful metal arms and a string that is pulled back using a crank.
Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
Heavy crossbows can only stun opponents at the listed ranges.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.

Crossbow, Light

A light crossbow is a medium sized missile weapon, although it still
needs two hands to wield. It has powerful metal arms and a string
that is pulled back using a lever.
Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
Light crossbows can only stun opponents at the listed ranges.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.
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Table 6–22: Dagger vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–24: Flail vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Double
Damage

Throw Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect
Penalty

Disarm

None

–

1d2

–

–

10/20/30

None

–

1d4

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d4

–

–

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d8

–

–2

–

Skilled

+2

1d6

–1 vs 1

20

15/25/35

Skilled

+2

1d8+2

–2 vs 2

–4

+0

Expert

+4

2d4

–2 vs 2

19

20/30/45

Expert

+4

1d8+4

–3 vs 2

–6

–1

Master

+6

3d4

–2 vs 2

18

25/35/50

Master

+6

1d8+8

–3 vs 3

–8

–2

Grandmaster

+8

4d4

–3 vs 3

17

30/50/60

Grandmaster

+8

1d10+10

–4 vs 4

–10

–4

Table 6–23: Dagger vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–25: Flail vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Double
Damage

Throw Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Disarm

None

–

1d2

–

10/20/30

None

–

1d4

–

Basic

–

1d4

–

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d8

–

Skilled

+1

1d6

20

15/25/35

Skilled

+1

1d8+2

+0

Expert

+2

2d4

19

20/30/45

Expert

+2

1d8+4

–1

Master

+4

2d4+2

18

25/35/50

Master

+4

1d8+6

–2

Grandmaster

+6

3d4+1

17

30/50/60

Grandmaster

+6

1d8+8

–4

Dagger

Flail

A dagger is a short light blade which is 18” long or less. Daggers
are popular weapons because their small size makes them easy to
conceal and they can be either thrown or used in melee.

A flail is a large two-handed melee weapon consisting of a 2’ to 3’
wooden shaft with two or three 2’ chains attached to the end. Each
chain is tipped with a spiked weight.

Double Damage: If the wielder of the weapon rolls the number
indicated or higher on the dice, before modifiers, and the attack
hits the target after modifiers, then the attack does double the
normal amount of damage.

Deflect Penalty: Weapons that have the deflect penalty ability
are hard to deflect because of their flexible nature. Any attempts
to deflect attacks with one of these weapons is made at the listed
penalty for the wielders proficiency level.
Disarm: The wielder of a weapon with the disarm ability can
choose to try to disarm their opponent instead of attacking for
damage. The player must announce that a disarm attempt is being
made before rolling the attack. If the attack hits then the target of
the attack must make a dexterity check (see Chapter 5 – Ability
Checks & Skills) with the listed penalty to their effective dexterity
or drop their weapon.
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Table 6–26: Halberd vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–28: Hammer, Throwing vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Hook

Deflect

Disarm

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Throw Range

None

–

1d5

–

–

–

–

None

–

1d2

–

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d10

–

+0

–

+0

Basic

–

1d4

–

10/20/30

Skilled

+2

1d10+3

–1 vs 1

–1

–

+0

Skilled

+1

1d4+2

S/m

10/20/30

Expert

+4

1d10+5

–2 vs 1

–2

1

+0

Expert

+2

1d6+2

S/m

20/30/45

Master

+6

1d8+10

–2 vs 2

–3

1

+0

Master

+4

1d4+4

S/m

20/40/45

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+15 –3 vs 2

–4

2

+0

Grandmaster

+6

1d4+6

S/m

30/50/60

Table 6–27: Halberd vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–29: Hammer, Throwing vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Hook

Deflect

Disarm

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Stun

Throw Range

None

–

1d5

–

–

–

None

–

1d2

–

–

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d10

+0

–

+0

Basic

–

1d4

–

–

10/20/30

Skilled

+1

1d10+3

–1

–

+0

Skilled

+2

1d4+2

–1 vs 2

S/m

10/20/30

Expert

+2

1d10+5

–2

1

+0

Expert

+4

1d6+2

–2 vs 3

S/m

20/30/45

Master

+4

1d8+8

–3

1

+0

Master

+6

1d6+4

–3 vs 4

S/m

20/40/45

Grandmaster

+6

1d6+12

–4

2

+0

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+6

–4 vs 5

S/m

30/50/60

Halberd

A halberd is a large pole-arm 6’ to 8’ in length, the head of which
has a long spike, an axe blade, and a hook.

Hammer, Throwing

A throwing hammer is a one handed hammer from 18” to 2’ in
length that is weighted for throwing. Despite the name, it can also
be used in melee.

Disarm: The wielder of a weapon with the disarm ability can
choose to try to disarm their opponent instead of doing damage. Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
The player must announce a disarm attempt before rolling any that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
dice for the attack. If the attack hits then the target must make a smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
dexterity check (see Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills) with
the listed penalty to their effective dexterity or drop their weapon. Throwing hammers can only stun opponents at the listed ranges.
Hook: The wielder of a weapon with the hook ability can choose A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
to try to hook their opponent and trip them instead of attacking at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
for damage. The character’s player must announce that a hook at- to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
tempt is being made before rolling dice for the attack. If the attack character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
hits, the weapon causes only minimum damage and the target must shake off the stun.
make a saving throw vs. paralysis or fall prone.
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Table 6–30: Hammer, War vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–32: Javelin vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Hurl Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Throw Range

None

–

1d3

–

–

None

–

1d3

30/60/90

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

30/60/90

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

Y

–

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

30/60/90

Expert

+4

1d8+2

Y

-/10/20

Expert

+4

1d6+4

40/80/120

Master

+6

1d8+5

Y

-/10/20

Master

+6

1d6+6

40/80/120

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+7

Y

10/20/30

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+9

50/100/150

Table 6–31: Hammer, War vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–33: Javelin vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Stun

Hurl Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Throw Range

None

–

1d3

–

–

–

None

–

1d3

30/60/90

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

30/60/90

Skilled

+1

1d6+2

–2 vs 2

Y

–

Skilled

+1

1d6+2

30/60/90

Expert

+2

1d8+2

–3 vs 3

Y

-/10/20

Expert

+2

1d6+4

40/80/120

Master

+4

1d6+4

–4 vs 3

Y

-/10/20

Master

+4

1d4+6

40/80/120

Grandmaster

+6

1d6+7

–5 vs 4

Y

10/20/30

Grandmaster

+6

1d4+8

50/100/150

Hammer, War

A war hammer is a large one handed hammer, usually 2’ to 3’ in
length. The head of a war hammer is often symmetrical to aid in
balance.

Javelin

A javelin is a light one-handed throwing spear. Although primarily
used as a thrown weapon, it can also be used in melee.

Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
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Table 6–34: Lance vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–36: Mace vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Charge

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Hurl Range

None

–

1d5

Y

None

–

1d3

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d10

Y

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

–

Skilled

+1

1d10+3

Y

Skilled

+2

2d4

–1 vs 1

1

–

Expert

+2

1d10+7

Y

Expert

+4

2d4+2

–2 vs 2

2

-/10/20

Master

+4

1d8+10

Y

Master

+6

2d4+4

–3 vs 3

3

-/10/20

Grandmaster

+6

1d6+12

Y

Grandmaster

+8

2d4+6

–4 vs 3

3

10/20/30

Table 6–35: Lance vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–37: Mace vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Charge

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Deflect

Hurl Range

None

–

1d5

–

Y

None

–

1d3

–

–

Basic

–

1d10

–

Y

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

Skilled

+2

1d10+3

–2 vs 1

Y

Skilled

+2

2d4

1

–

Expert

+4

1d10+7

–3 vs 1

Y

Expert

+4

2d4+2

2

-/10/20

Master

+6

1d8+12

–3 vs 2

Y

Master

+6

2d4+4

3

-/10/20

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+16

–4 vs 2

Y

Grandmaster

+8

2d4+6

3

10/20/30

Lance

A lance is an extremely long spear, 9’ to 12’ long. It is too unwieldy
to use on foot, and can only be used when mounted – in which
case it can be used in one hand despite its length.
Charge: When a weapon with the charge ability is used after the
wielder’s mount has charged 20’ or more in the round, the weapon
does double the normal amount of damage.

Mace

A mace is a one handed melee weapon consisting of a 2’–3’ long
shaft with a heavy metal head. The head can be smooth (round or
pear shaped), can contain flanges or studs, or can even be sculpted
into the shape of a fist or skull or other roundish object.
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Table 6–38: Morning Star vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–40: Net vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect
Penalty

Disarm

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Entangle

Throw Range

None

–

1d3

–

–

–

None

–

–

–

+0

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d6

–

–2

–

Basic

–

–

–

+0

10/20/30

Skilled

+2

2d4

–2 vs 2

–4

+0

Skilled

+1

–

–2 vs 1

+1

15/25/35

Expert

+4

2d4+2

–3 vs 2

–6

–1

Expert

+2

–

–4 vs 2

+2

20/30/40

Master

+6

2d4+4

–3 vs 3

–8

–2

Master

+4

–

–6 vs 3

+2

25/35/45

Grandmaster

+8

2d4+6

–4 vs 4

–10

–4

Grandmaster

+6

–

–8 vs 4

+3

30/40/50

Table 6–39: Morning Star vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–41: Net vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Disarm

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Entangle

Throw Range

None

–

1d3

–

None

–

–

–

+0

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d6

–

Basic

–

–

–

+0

10/20/30

Skilled

+1

2d4

+0

Skilled

+2

–

–2 vs 1

+1

15/25/35

Expert

+2

2d4+2

–1

Expert

+4

–

–4 vs 2

+2

20/30/40

Master

+4

2d4+4

–2

Master

+6

–

–6 vs 3

+4

25/35/45

Grandmaster

+6

2d4+6

–4

Grandmaster

+8

–

–8 vs 4

+6

30/40/50

Morning Star

A morning star is a one handed melee weapon consisting of a 1’
to 2’ shaft with an 18” to 2’ chain attached to the end. The other
end of the chain holds a spiked weight.
Deflect Penalty: Weapons that have the deflect penalty ability
are hard to deflect because of their flexible nature. Any attempts
to deflect attacks with one of these weapons is made at the listed
penalty for the wielders proficiency level.
Disarm: The wielder of a weapon with the disarm ability can
choose to try to disarm their opponent instead of attacking for
damage. The player must announce that a disarm attempt is being
made before rolling the attack. If the attack hits then the target of
the attack must make a dexterity check (see Chapter 5 – Ability
Checks & Skills) with the listed penalty to their effective dexterity
or drop their weapon.

Net

Nets designed for use in combat are generally 6’ to 9’ in diameter,
and usually have small weights around their edge to hold them
open when they are flung. This arrangement lets them be thrown
one-handed if held in their centre. Nets do no damage to opponents
in combat, but are excellent defensive weapons.
Entangle: Any target that the weapon hits may become delayed,
slowed or entangled depending on their hit dice or level compared
to the proficiency level of the weapon wielder.
See Table 6–80 for details.
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Table 6–42: Pike vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–44: Pistol vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Set

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Delay

Missile Range

None

–

1d5

–

–

–

None

–1

1d3

–

50/100/150

Basic

–

1d10

–

–

Y

Basic

–

1d6

–

50/100/150

Skilled

+2

1d12+2

–2 vs 1

1

Y

Skilled

+2

1d8+1

S/m

60/110/160

Expert

+4

1d12+5

–2 vs 2

1

Y

Expert

+4

1d10+2

S/m

80/130/170

Master

+6

1d12+9

–3 vs 2

2

Y

Master

+6

3d6

S/m

90/130/180

Grandmaster

+8

1d10+14

–3 vs 3

2

Y

Grandmaster

+8

4d4+2

S/m

110/140/190

Table 6–43: Pike vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–45: Pistol vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Deflect

Set

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Delay

Missile Range

None

–

1d5

–

–

None

–1

1d3

–

50/100/150

Basic

–

1d10

–

Y

Basic

–

1d6

–

50/100/150

Skilled

+1

1d12+2

1

Y

Skilled

+1

1d8+1

S/m

60/110/160

Expert

+2

1d12+5

1

Y

Expert

+2

1d10+2

S/m

80/130/170

Master

+4

1d10+8

2

Y

Master

+4

1d10+4

S/m

90/130/180

Grandmaster

+6

1d8+10

2

Y

Grandmaster

+6

1d10+6

S/m

110/140/190

Pike

Pistol

A pike is an extremely long spear, 7’ to 15’ long. It can only be
wielded using two hands.

A pistol is a short gun, 9” to 12” long. It can be fired using only
one hand, but needs both hands to reload.

Set: The wielder of this weapon may brace it against a charging foe.
The wielder automatically gains initiative over the charging foe, and
if they hit then they do double normal damage.

Pistols require both red powder and bullets to load. See Chapter 8 – Equipping for Adventure for more details about red
powder.
Delay: When the wielder of a weapon with the delay ability hits
an opponent with it, the opponent must make a saving throw vs.
paralysis or automatically lose initiative in the following round.
Pistols can only delay opponents at the listed ranges.
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Table 6–46: Poleaxe vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–48: Shield, Buckler vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Off-hand

Deflect

None

–

1d5

–

–

None

–

–

–1 vs 1

Y

–

Basic

–

1d10

–

–

Basic

–

–

–1 vs 2

Y

–

Skilled

+2

1d10+3

–1 vs 1

1

Skilled

+2

–

–2 vs 3

Y

–

Expert

+4

1d10+6

–2 vs 1

1

Expert

+4

1d4

–2 vs 3

Y

1

Master

+6

1d10+10

–2 vs 2

2

Master

+6

1d4+1

–2 vs 4

Y

1

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+16

–3 vs 2

2

Grandmaster

+8

2d4

–3 vs 4

Y

2

Table 6–47: Poleaxe vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–49: Shield, Buckler vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Off-hand

Deflect

None

–

1d5

–

None

–

–

–1 vs 1

Y

–

Basic

–

1d10

–

Basic

–

–

–1 vs 2

Y

–

Skilled

+1

1d10+3

1

Skilled

+2

–

–2 vs 3

Y

–

Expert

+2

1d10+6

1

Expert

+4

1d4

–2 vs 3

Y

1

Master

+4

1d10+8

2

Master

+6

1d4+1

–2 vs 4

Y

1

Grandmaster

+6

1d8+12

2

Grandmaster

+8

2d4

–3 vs 4

Y

2

Poleaxe

Shield, Buckler

A poleaxe consists of an axe blade (usually single sided, but oc- A buckler is a small, light shield around 12” to 18” in diameter that
casionally double sided) with a 6’ to 8’ long shaft. It is wielded in is held in the fist and actively used for parrying blows. Although
both hands like a large two-handed axe.
it can be used to attack at high levels of skill, at lower proficiency
levels it is merely used for its defensive properties.
Off-hand: A weapon with this ability does not suffer the normal
to-hit and proficiency penalties when used in the wielder’s off hand.

Developer Commentary

In the original edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the original game
that Dark Dungeons is based on), shields gave a flat bonus to armour
class rather than having increasing abilities that are unlocked by
increasing your proficiency with them.
However, there were also special shields “blade shield”, “knife shield”
and so forth, that also counted as weapons. You could increase your
proficiency with these special shields and get various special abilities
with them just like any other weapon.
I simplified and balanced this in Darker Dungeons, dropping the
special shields and giving normal shields abilities with increased
proficiency level instead of them having a flat bonus that stacked with
whatever bonus your weapons had.
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Table 6–50: Shield, Normal vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–52: Shield, Tower vs. All Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Off-hand

Delay

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Off-hand

Stun

Deflect

None

–

–

–1 vs 1

Y

–

–

None

–

–

–1 vs 1

Y

–

–

Basic

–

–

–1 vs 2

Y

–

–

Basic

–

–

–2vs 2

Y

–

–

Skilled

+2

–

–2 vs 2

Y

–

1

Skilled

+2

1d6

–2 vs 2

Y

–

1

Expert

+4

1d6

–3 vs 2

Y

–

1

Expert

+4

1d6+2

–3 vs 2

Y

–

1

Master

+6

1d6+2

–3 vs 3

Y

–

2

Master

+6

1d8+2

–3 vs 2

Y

Y

1

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+2

–4 vs 3

Y

Y

2

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+4

–4 vs 2

Y

Y

1

Table 6–51: Shield, Normal vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–53: Shield, Tower vs. All Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Off-hand

Delay

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Off-hand

Stun

Deflect

None

–

–

–1 vs 1

Y

–

–

None

–

–

–1 vs 1

Y

–

–

Basic

–

–

–1 vs 2

Y

–

–

Basic

–

–

–2vs 2

Y

–

–

Skilled

+2

–

–2 vs 2

Y

–

1

Skilled

+2

1d6

–2 vs 2

Y

–

1

Expert

+4

1d6

–3 vs 2

Y

–

1

Expert

+4

1d6+2

–3 vs 2

Y

–

1

Master

+6

1d6+2

–3 vs 3

Y

–

2

Master

+6

1d8+2

–3 vs 2

Y

Y

1

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+2

–4 vs 3

Y

Y

2

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+4

–4 vs 2

Y

Y

1

Shield, Normal

Shield, Tower

A normal shield is a medium sized shield around 2’ to 3’ in diameter,
although it can come in a variety of shapes. It is held in the fist
and used for deflecting blows. Although it can be used to attack at
high levels of skill, at lower proficiency levels it is merely used for
its defensive properties.

A tower shield is a large, oblong or rectangular shield around 2’ wide
and up to 5’ tall. Too big to be held in the fist, it is worn strapped
to the arm and is used to passively block blows. Although it can
be used to attack at high levels of skill, at lower proficiency levels
it is merely used for its defensive properties.

Off-hand: A weapon with this ability does not suffer the normal
to-hit and proficiency penalties when used in the wielder’s off hand.

Off-hand: A weapon with this ability does not suffer the normal
to-hit and proficiency penalties when used in the wielder’s off hand.

Delay: When the wielder of a weapon with the delay ability hits
an opponent with it, the opponent must make a saving throw vs.
paralysis or automatically lose initiative in the following round.

Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.
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Table 6–54: Sling vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–56: Smoothbore vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Stun

Missile Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Missile Range

None

–1

1d2

–

–

40/80/160

None

–1

1d4

–

80/160/240

Basic

–

1d4

–

–

40/80/160

Basic

–

2d4

–

80/160/240

Skilled

+2

1d6

40/80/160

Skilled

+1

2d6

S/m

90/160/240

–1 vs 2 S/m

Expert

+4

2d4

–2 vs 3 S/m

60/110/170

Expert

+2

2d6+2

S/m

100/170/240

Master

+6

3d4

–3 vs 3 S/m

60/110/170

Master

+4

1d12+4

S/m

110/170/240

Grandmaster

+8

4d4

–4 vs 4 S/m

80/130/180

Grandmaster

+6

1d10+6

S/m

120/180/240

Table 6–55: Sling vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–57: Smoothbore vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Missile Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Stun

Missile Range

None

–1

1d2

–

40/80/160

None

–1

1d4

–

–

80/160/240

Basic

–

1d4

–

40/80/160

Basic

–

2d4

–

–

80/160/240

Skilled

+1

1d6

S/m

40/80/160

Skilled

+2

2d6

–1 vs 1 S/m

90/160/240

Expert

+2

2d4

S/m

60/110/170

Expert

+4

2d6+2

–2 vs 2 S/m 100/170/240

Master

+4

1d8+2

S/m

60/110/170

Master

+6

3d6+2

–3 vs 2 S/m 110/170/240

Grandmaster

+6

1d10+2

S/m

80/130/180

Grandmaster +8

4d4+4

–3 vs 3 S/m 120/180/240

Sling

A sling is a long (4’ to 6’) leather cord with a pouch half way along.
The wielder places a stone in the pouch and swings the cord over
their head.
Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
Slings can only stun opponents at the listed ranges.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.

Smoothbore

A smoothbore is a long gun, 3’ to 5’ long. It requires two hands to
both fire and reload. Smoothbores require both red powder and
bullets to load. See Chapter 8 – Equipping for Adventure for
more details about red powder.
Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
Smoothbores can only stun opponents at the listed ranges.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.
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Table 6–58: Spear vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–60: Staff vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Set

Stun

Throw Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

None

–

1d3

–

–

20/40/60

None

–

1d3

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

Y

–

20/40/60

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

Y

–

20/40/60

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

–1 vs 2

1

Expert

+4

2d4+2

Y

Y

40/60/75

Expert

+4

1d8+2

–2 vs 3

2

Master

+6

2d4+4

Y

Y

40/60/75

Master

+6

1d8+5

–3 vs 3

3

Grandmaster

+8

2d4+6

Y

Y

60/75/80

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+7

–4 vs 4

4

Table 6–59: Spear vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–61: Staff vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Set

Stun

Throw Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

None

–

1d3

–

–

20/40/60

None

–

1d3

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

Y

–

20/40/60

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

Y

–

20/40/60

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

–1 vs 2

1

Expert

+4

2d4+2

Y

Y

40/60/75

Expert

+4

1d8+2

–2 vs 3

2

Master

+6

2d4+4

Y

Y

40/60/75

Master

+6

1d8+5

–3 vs 3

3

Grandmaster

+8

2d4+6

Y

Y

60/75/80

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+7

–4 vs 4

4

Spear

A spear is a 5’ to 7’ long shaft with a stabbing blade on the end.
Despite its length, a spear is a well balanced weapon and can either
be used in melee one-handed or thrown.

Staff

A staff is one of the most simple weapons. It consists of just a length
of wood 5’ to 7’ in length, which is wielded in two hands.

Set: The wielder of this weapon may brace it against a charging foe.
The wielder automatically gains initiative over the charging foe, and
if they hit then they do double the normal damage.
Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
Spears can only stun opponents at the listed ranges.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.
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Table 6–62: Sword, Bastard (1h) vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–64: Sword, Bastard (2h) vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Hurl Range

None

–

1d3

–

–

None

–

1d4

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d6+1

–

–

Basic

–

1d8+1

–

–

–

Skilled

+2

1d6+3

–1 vs 1

–

Skilled

+2

1d8+3

–

1

–

Expert

+4

1d6+5

–2 vs 2

1

Expert

+4

1d8+5

–1 vs 1

1

-/-/5

Master

+6

1d8+8

–3 vs 2

1

Master

+6

1d10+8 –2 vs 2

2

-/-/5

Grandmaster

+8

1d8+10

–4 vs 3

2

Grandmaster

+8

1d12+10 –3 vs 2

3

-/5/10

Table 6–63: Sword, Bastard (1h) vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–65: Sword, Bastard (2h) vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Deflect

Hurl Range

None

–

1d3

–

None

–

1d4

–

–

Basic

–

1d6+1

–

Basic

–

1d8+1

–

–

Skilled

+1

1d6+3

–

Skilled

+1

1d8+3

1

–

Expert

+2

1d6+5

1

Expert

+2

1d8+5

1

-/-/5

Master

+4

1d6+7

1

Master

+4

1d8+7

2

-/-/5

Grandmaster

+6

1d6+8

2

Grandmaster

+6

1d10+8

3

-/5/10

Sword, Bastard (One-handed)

Sword, Bastard (Two-handed)

A bastard sword, also known as a longsword, is a sword with a A bastard sword, also known as a longsword, is a sword with a
long (3’ to 4’) narrow blade that is used either one-handed or two- long (3’ to 4’) narrow blade that is used either one-handed or twohanded. The same weapon proficiency covers both forms of usage. handed. The same weapon proficiency covers both forms of usage.
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Table 6–66: Sword, Normal vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–68: Sword, Short vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Disarm

Hurl Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Deflect

Disarm

Hurl Range

None

–

1d4

–

–

–

–

None

–

1d3

–

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d8

–

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

–

–

Skilled

+2

1d12

–2 vs 1

1

+0

–

Skilled

+2

1d6+2

–1 vs 1

1

–1

–

Expert

+4

2d8

–2 vs 2

2

–1

-/5/10

Expert

+4

1d6+4

–2 vs 2

2

–2

-/10/20

Master

+6

2d8+4

–3 vs 3

2

–2

-/5/10

Master

+6

1d6+7

–2 vs 3

3

–4

-/10/20

Grandmaster

+8

2d6+8

–4 vs 3

3

–4

5/10/15

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+9

–3 vs 4

3

–6

10/20/30

Table 6–67: Sword, Normal vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–69: Sword, Short vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Deflect

Disarm

Hurl Range

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Deflect

Disarm

Hurl Range

None

–

1d4

–

–

–

None

–

1d3

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d8

–

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

–

–

–

Skilled

+1

1d12

1

+0

–

Skilled

+1

1d6+2

1

–1

–

Expert

+2

2d8

2

–1

-/5/10

Expert

+2

1d6+4

2

–2

-/10/20

Master

+4

2d6+4

2

–2

-/5/10

Master

+4

1d4+7

3

–4

-/10/20

Grandmaster

+6

2d4+8

3

–4

5/10/15

Grandmaster

+6

1d4+9

3

–6

10/20/30

Sword, Normal

A normal sword is a one-handed sword with a straight or curved
blade 2’ to 3’ long. This category of sword encompasses a variety
of different styles of sword, ranging from scimitars to broadswords
and even rapiers.

Sword, Short

A short sword is a sword with a straight 18” to 2’ blade. Primarily
used as a stabbing rather than slashing weapon, this small blade
can be used in one hand.

Disarm: The wielder of a weapon with the disarm ability can
Disarm: The wielder of a weapon with the disarm ability can choose to try to disarm their opponent instead of attacking for
choose to try to disarm their opponent instead of attacking for damage. The character’s player must announce that a disarm atdamage. The character’s player must announce that a disarm at- tempt is being made before rolling any dice for the attack. If the
tempt is being made before rolling any dice for the attack. If the attack hits then the target of the attack must make a dexterity check
attack hits then the target of the attack must make a dexterity check (see Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills) with the listed penalty
(see Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills) with the listed penalty to their effective dexterity or drop their weapon.
to their effective dexterity or drop their weapon.
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Table 6–70: Sword, Two-handed vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–72: Trident vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Skewer

Throw Range

None

–

1d5

–

–

None

–

1d3

–

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d10

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

–

10/20/30

Skilled

+1

2d6+1

Y

1

Skilled

+1

1d8+1

4hd

10/20/30

Expert

+2

2d8+2

Y

2

Expert

+2

1d8+4

7hd

20/30/45

Master

+4

2d8+3

Y

2

Master

+4

1d6+6

10hd

20/30/45

Grandmaster

+6

3d6+2

Y

3

Grandmaster

+6

1d4+8

15hd

30/45/60

Table 6–71: Sword, Two-handed vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–73: Trident vs. Unarmed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Stun

Deflect

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Skewer

Throw Range

None

–

1d5

–

–

None

–

1d3

–

10/20/30

Basic

–

1d10

–

–

Basic

–

1d6

–

10/20/30

Skilled

+2

2d6+1

Y

1

Skilled

+2

1d8+1

4hd

10/20/30

Expert

+4

2d8+2

Y

2

Expert

+4

1d8+4

7hd

20/30/45

Master

+6

3d6+3

Y

2

Master

+6

1d8+6

10hd

20/30/45

Grandmaster

+8

3d6+6

Y

3

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+9

15hd

30/45/60

Sword, Two-handed

A two-handed sword, sometimes known as a greatsword, is a large
and heavy sword with a 4’ to 5’ blade. It is always used in two hands.
Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
Some ranged weapons can only stun opponents at listed ranges.
A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.

Trident

A trident is a short (4’ to 6’) spear which is split at the end into
three tines, like a fork. Each tine is usually barbed. A trident is used
in one hand either in melee or as a thrown weapon, and is often
used as a fishing spear, since the barbs on the points can lift the
fish out of the water when the trident is withdrawn.
Skewer: If the weapon hits an opponent with the listed number
of hit dice (or levels) or less, the opponent may be skewered if the
attacker so chooses.
The attacker must let go of the weapon, and it remains caught in
the opponent for 1d4+4 rounds, doing 1d6 damage each round.
If the opponent spends a round removing the weapon, they take
double damage that round but are then free of the weapon.
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Table 6–74: Unarmed Strikes vs. Armed Opponents
Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Knockout

Off-hand

None

–

1

–

–

Basic

–

1

+0

–

Skilled

+2

1d3

+0

–

Expert

+4

1d4+1

–1

Y

Master

+6

2d4

–3

Y

Grandmaster

+8

3d4

–5

Y

Table 6–75: Unarmed Strikes vs. Unarmed Opponents
Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Knockout

Off-hand

None

–

1

–

–

Basic

–

1

+0

–

Skilled

+1

1d3

+0

–

Expert

+2

1d4+1

–1

Y

Master

+4

1d4+1

–3

Y

Grandmaster

+6

2d4+1

–5

Y

Unarmed Strikes

Unarmed strikes include boxing, street fighting and other martial
arts. Unarmed attacks are considered to be one-handed attacks for
purposes of mixing them with other attacks, although they may
actually include strikes using other parts of the body.

Any character can learn unarmed fighting, although lupine characters are able to use their claws and teeth to kill opponents rather
than just striking to stun with fists, elbows and feet. If they use
their natural weapons, they do the increased damage listed on
Table 4–9a instead of the damage listed here. A lupine using
claws and teeth does not roll for knockout chances, and gets the
number of attacks listed on Table 4–9a rather than making offhand attacks. The lupine must decide which form of attack they
are using before rolling for initiative.

Developer Commentary

In the original game that Dark Dungeons is based on, martial artists
(which are reflavoured as lupines in this game), unarmed combat, and
weapon proficiency levels were all introduced separately.
Consequently they had no interaction with each other at all. Unarmed
combat (both strikes and wrestling) used its own system that was
unconnected with either martial arts or proficiency levels and there
were no proficiency levels for martial arts attacks either.
In the original edition of Dark Dungeons, I combined martial arts,
unarmed strikes. And weapon proficiency into the system given here.
In this new edition I have also added wrestling into the mix (wrestling
was not included in the original edition of Dark Dungeons), providing proficiency levels with wrestling.

Example: Karne is a 10th level lupine with master level proficiency
with unarmed strikes, and is fighting an ogre who is armed with a
large club.
Each round he has a choice between striking twice to stun (using an
oﬀ-hand attack with no penalty) with a chance to knock the ogre
out, and doing 2d4 damage; or striking three times with his natural
weapons, in which case he will do 2d10 damage but have no chance
to knock the ogre out. In either case, he will get a +6 bonus to hit the
ogre since the ogre is armed.

Knockout: Any target that the unarmed strike hits may become
delayed, stunned or knocked out depending on their hit dice
or level compared to the proficiency level of the striker. See Table 6–81 for details. The target must make a saving throw vs.
death ray with a penalty based on the proficiency of the striker
when hit in order to avoid the effect. If this fails, the target is affected as normal by the delay, stun or knock out.
An enemy who is knocked out will be unconscious for 1d100
rounds before waking up.
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Table 6–76: Whip vs. Armed Opponents

Table 6–78: Wrestling vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Entangle

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Strangle

Strangle Save

None

–

1

–

None

–

0

–

–

Basic

–

1d2

+0

Basic

–

0

20

–

Skilled

+1

1d4

–1

Skilled

+2

1

20

–1

Expert

+2

1d4+1

–2

Expert

+4

1d2

19

–2

Master

+4

1d3+2

–3

Master

+6

1d4

18

–3

Grandmaster

+6

1d3+3

–4

Grandmaster

+8

1d6+1

17

–4

Table 6–77: Whip vs. Unarmed Opponents

Table 6–79: Wrestling vs. Armed Opponents

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Ac Bonus

Entangle

Proficiency

To-hit Bonus

Damage

Strangle

Strangle Save

None

–

1

–

–

None

–

0

–

–

Basic

–

1d2

–

+0

Basic

–

0

20

–

Skilled

+2

1d4

–2 vs 2

–1

Skilled

+2

1

20

–1

Expert

+4

1d4+1

–3 vs 3

–2

Expert

+4

1d2

19

–2

Master

+6

1d4+3

–4 vs 3

–3

Master

+6

1d3

18

–3

Grandmaster

+8

1d4+5

–4 vs 4

–4

Grandmaster

+8

1d4

17

–4

Whip

A whip is a woven leather cord from 5’ to 15’ in length that is used
in one hand. Whips do little damage, and are more often used for
corporal punishment than for serious combat.

Wrestling

Wrestling is a form of unarmed attack that seeks to grapple and
pin, or even choke, an opponent. However, even at high levels of
proficiency, wrestling does little damage – relying on its ability to
entangle or strangle an opponent. At lower levels of proficiency
Entangle: Any target that the weapon hits may become delayed, wrestling does no base damage at all, but a strength bonus does
slowed or entangled depending on their hit dice or level compared still apply.
to the proficiency level of the weapon wielder. See Table 6–80 for
details. The target must make a saving throw vs. death ray with a When an opponent is entangled or strangled by a wrestler, the
penalty based on the proficiency of the wielder when first hit in wrestler may not move or take any other action than continuing
order to avoid the effect. If this fails, the target is affected but may to attack the target with wrestling attacks, otherwise the target will
repeat the saving throw each round until they make it, at which be immediately freed from the entangle or strangle.
point they are no longer affected.
Strangle: If the attacker rolls the number indicated or higher on
An entangled target cannot attack, cast spells, or move.
the dice, before modifiers, and the attack hits the target after modifiers, then the target of the attack must make an immediate saving
throw vs. death ray with the listed penalty or be paralysed and die
after 1d6+2 rounds of strangulation. Should the target be freed
from strangulation, they will remain paralysed for 2d6 rounds.
If the attacker does not roll the required numbers but still hits the
target, the target is affected as though the weapon were an entangling weapon with the same saving throw penalty.
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Weapon Abilities

The various weapon abilities listed on the previous tables are described below.
Ac Bonus: When using the weapon, a character gains the listed
armour class bonus against the given number of incoming attacks
each round. For example, an entry of “–2 vs 3” means that the
wielder of the weapon gains a –2 bonus to their armour class against
three incoming attacks.
The character can decide which attacks to use the bonus against so
they can save the bonus for use against a tougher opponent who is
attacking later in the round rather than having to use them against
a weak opponent who happens to be attacking first. However, the
character must announce which attacks they wish to use the bonus
against before attacks are rolled.
These armour class bonuses must be used against attacks coming
from opponents of the relevant type, regardless of what type of
opponent the character is attacking.

one weapon has run out of attacks that it can give a bonus against.
Each bonus can be used for either value and attacker type in the pair.
Charge: When a weapon with the charge ability is used after the
wielder’s mount has charged 20’ or more in the round, the weapon
does double the normal amount of damage.
Deflect: If a number is listed for this ability, the wielder of the
weapon can attempt to deflect a number of incoming attacks equal
to this number by making a saving throw vs. death ray against
each of them.
A successful saving throw means that the attack is deflected and
the character takes no damage.
The character can decide which attacks to try to deflect, so they
can save the attempts for use against a tougher opponent who is
attacking later in the round rather than having to use them against
a weak opponent who happens to be attacking first.
However, the character must announce which attacks they wish to
try to deflect against before attacks are rolled.

For example, a character who is skilled with a normal sword gets
a –2 ac bonus against one attack from an armed opponent per When a character uses two weapons in combat, the deflection atround, even if the character is actually attacking an unarmed op- tempts given by each weapon do not stack. The character gets to
ponent.
use a number of attempts equal to the higher number granted by
either of the weapons.
When a character uses two weapons in combat, they get whichever
ac bonus is most beneficial against each incoming attack. The Deflect Penalty: Weapons that have the deflect penalty ability
bonuses do not stack. To work this out, compare the number of are hard to deflect because of their flexible nature. Any attempts
attacks each set of bonuses works against, and pair them up until to deflect attacks with one of these weapons is made at the listed
penalty for the wielders proficiency level.
Example: Black Leaf is wielding a normal sword in her main hand
and a buckler in her oﬀ hand. She has skilled proficiency with the
sword and basic proficiency with the shield. The sword gives her –2
ac vs 1 attack by an armed opponent. The shield gives her –1 ac
vs 2 attacks by any opponents.
Pairing these up, we get:
A first bonus that is +2 if the attack is armed (from the sword) or +1
if the attack is either armed or unarmed (from the shield).
A second bonus that is +1 if the attack is either armed or unarmed
(from the shield – there were no more sword bonuses to pair up
with this one).
Therefore, each round, Black Leaf can receive a –2 ac bonus against
an armed attack (her first bonus) and a –1 ac bonus against any
attack (her second bonus) or she can receive a –1 ac bonus against
an unarmed attack (her first bonus) and a –1 ac bonus against any
attack (her second bonus).
In either case, the first bonus does not necessarily have to be used
against the first incoming attack. She can choose which bonus is
applied to which attack when the attacks are declared.

Delay: When the wielder of a weapon with the delay ability hits
an opponent with it, the opponent must make a saving throw vs.
paralysis or automatically lose initiative in the following round.
Some ranged weapons can only delay opponents at listed ranges.
Disarm: The wielder of a weapon with the disarm ability can
choose to try to disarm their opponent instead of attacking for
damage. The character’s player must announce that a disarm attempt is being made before rolling any dice for the attack. If the
attack hits then the target of the attack must make a dexterity check
(see Chapter 5 – Ability Checks & Skills) with the listed penalty
to their effective dexterity or drop their weapon.
Double Damage: If the wielder of the weapon rolls the number
indicated or higher on the dice, before modifiers, and the attack
hits the target after modifiers, then the attack does double the
normal amount of damage.
Entangle: Any target that the weapon hits may become delayed,
slowed or entangled depending on their hit dice or level compared
to the proficiency level of the weapon wielder. See Table 6–72 for
details. The target must make a saving throw vs. death ray with a
penalty based on the proficiency of the wielder when first hit in
order to avoid the effect. If this fails, the target is affected but may
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Table 6–80: Entangling Weapons
Level or Hit Dice of Target

Saving Throw Bonus

None/basic/skilled

Expert/master

Grand Master

Up to 1

+0

Entangled

Entangled

Entangled

1+ to 3

+1

Entangled

Entangled

Entangled

3+ to 6

+2

Slow

Entangled

Entangled

6+ to 9

+3

Slow

Slow

Entangled

9+ to 12

+4

Delay

Slow

Slow

12+ to 16

+5

Delay

Delay

Slow

16+ or More

+5

Delay

Delay

Delay

Table 6–81: Knockout Weapons
Level or Hit Dice of Target

Saving Throw Bonus

Basic/skilled

Expert/master

Grand Master

Up to 1

+0

K/o

K/o

K/o

1+ to 3

+1

K/o

K/o

K/o

3+ to 6

+2

Stun

K/o

K/o

6+ to 9

+3

Stun

Stun

K/o

9+ to 12

+4

Delay

Stun

Stun

12+ to 16

+5

Delay

Delay

Stun

16+ or More

+5

Delay

Delay

Delay

repeat the saving throw each round until they make it, at which
point they are no longer affected.

the effect. If this fails, the target is affected as normal by the delay,
stun or knock out.

An entangled target cannot attack, cast spells, or move.

An enemy who is knocked out will be unconscious for 1d100
rounds before waking up.

Hook: The wielder of a weapon with the hook ability can choose to
try to hook their opponent and trip them instead of attacking for
damage. The character’s player must announce that a hook attempt
is being made before rolling any dice for the attack. If the attack
hits, the weapon causes only minimum damage and the target must
make a saving throw vs. paralysis or fall prone.

Missile Range: The three numbers given are the short/medium/
long ranges of the missiles that the weapon shoots.
Off-hand: A weapon with this ability does not suffer the normal
to-hit and proficiency penalties when used in the wielder’s off hand.

Hurl Range: A weapon with a hurl range is one that is not normally
thrown, but with great skill and effort can be hurled at an opponent
at the short/medium/long ranges shown.

Set: The wielder of this weapon may brace it against a charging foe.
The wielder automatically gains initiative over the charging foe, and
if they hit then they do double normal damage.

Such hurling of weapons uses the character’s strength modifier
rather than their dexterity modifier. Because such weapons are not
aerodynamic and do not fly well, opponents who are not surprised
by the attack may make a saving throw vs. death ray in order to
take half damage.

Skewer: If the weapon hits an opponent with the listed number
of hit dice (or levels) or less, the opponent may be skewered if the
attacker so chooses.

However, the first time in each fight that an opponent has the
weapon thrown at them, they must roll for surprise at normal
chances due to the unexpected nature of the attack.
Knockout: Any target that the weapon hits may become delayed,
stunned or knocked out depending on their hit dice or level compared to the proficiency level of the weapon wielder. See table 6–80
for details.
The target must make a saving throw vs. death ray with a penalty
based on the proficiency of the wielder when hit in order to avoid

The attacker must let go of the weapon, and it remains caught in
the opponent for 1d4+4 rounds, doing 1d6 damage each round.
If the opponent spends a round removing the weapon, they take
double damage that round but are then free of the weapon.
Strangle: If the wielder of the weapon rolls the number indicated
or higher on the dice, before modifiers, and the attack hits the
target after modifiers, then the target of the attack must make an
immediate saving throw vs. death ray with the listed penalty or
be paralysed and die after 1d6+2 rounds of strangulation. Should
the target be freed from strangulation, they will remain paralysed
for 2d6 rounds.
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If the wielder of the weapon does not roll the required numbers
but still hits the target, the target is affected as though the weapon
were an entangling weapon with the same saving throw penalty.
Stun: A weapon with the stun ability will stun any opponent it hits
that is approximately the same size as the wielder of the weapon (or
smaller) unless they make a saving throw vs. death ray.
Some ranged weapons can only stun opponents at listed ranges.

A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty
to armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws. A stunned
character can make a saving throw vs. death ray each round to
shake off the stun.
Throw Range: The three numbers given are the short/medium/long
ranges of the missiles that the weapon can be thrown.
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M

any characters in Dark Dungeons can use spells. Humans Each spell casting character is limited in the number of spells they
are the most versatile spell casters. They can become magic- can prepare each day. When first able to cast spells they will probusers, clerics, druids or mountebanks and learn to cast ably be limited to only preparing a single 1st level spell per day,
many spells per day. Experienced thieves can learn to use magic- but as they get more experienced they will be able to cast more
user scrolls to cast spells with a good chance of success. And even spells and also more powerful spells. See Chapter 4 – Creating
fighters can – if they take chivalric vows – start casting low level a Character for exactly how many spells of each level a character
clerical or druidic spells.
gets based on their class.

Many non-human races use spells too. Some creatures have natural
(or magical) abilities that work like spells, but many of the intelligent races (humanoid or otherwise) can have shamans or sorcerers who cast spells like clerics and magic-users, although doing so
through innate ability rather than formal training they lack the
versatility of human spell casters.
The demi-human races are somewhat unusual, in that they have
no clerical or shaman spell casters, and with the exception of
elves – who can cast spells just like human magic-users, indeed it
was from elves that humans learned this type of magic – have no
magic-users or sorcerers either.

Shamans get the same number of spells as clerics of the same level,
and sorcerers get the same number of spells as magic-users of the
same level.

Acquiring Spells

Spell casting characters acquire spells in different ways.
Clerics: Clerics (and fighters who have taken chivalric vows) always
have access to all clerical spells of levels that they can cast. As part
of the new cleric’s rite of investiture (the details of which will vary
from religion to religion and may be full of pomp and ceremony
or be a quiet personal affair) their patron immortal magically alters
the cleric’s life force so that it will accept spells from that immortal.

All these major types of spell caster (clerics, druids, magic-users,
mountebanks, shamans, sorcerers) share a common basis for spell This is a permanent alteration, and costs the immortal some of its
casting, as detailed in this chapter.
own life force; so it is not done lightly. The cleric now has access
to all their clerical spells, providing nothing untoward happens to
the immortal who grants them the spells. That sort of thing rarely
All spells have a level. This is a measure of how powerful the spell happens, but it is not unheard of.
is and how difficult it is to prepare. Spells of the same level are
roughly similar in terms of power level, and are interchangeable Since the change done to the cleric has a permanent effect, the cleric
when it comes to spell preparation, providing the caster has access will continue to gain spells even if they split from their church into
heresy or even give up their religion altogether. However, dependto each spell.
ing on the attitude of the church towards this, it may result in the
Cleric and druid spells range in level from 1–7. Magic-user and cleric being denounced or even hunted down and killed.
elf spells range in level from 1–9. Shamans and sorcerers can only
In extreme cases it is possible for the immortal to personally visit
cast spells from levels 1–6.
the offending cleric and remove their clerical powers in the same

Spell Levels
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Table 7–1: Cleric Spells by Level
1)

1st Level Spells
Cure Light Wounds (r) (cm/pa)

2nd Level Spells
Bless (r) (pu/co)

3rd Level Spells
Continual Light (r) (cr/de)

2)

Detect Evil (tr)

Find Traps (tr)

Cure Blindness (cm)

3)

Detect Magic (tr)

Hold Person (r) (in/vi)

Cure Disease (r) (pu/co)

4)

Light (r) (cr/de)

Know Alignment (r) (tr/dt)

Growth of Animal (vi)

5)

Protection from Evil (an)

Resist Fire (in)

Locate Object (tr)

6)

Purify Food and Water (pu)

Silence 15’ Radius (de)

Remove Curse (r) (ho/dr)

7)

Remove Fear (r) (ho/dr)

Snake Charm (sy)

Speak with Dead (in)

8)

Resist Cold (vi)

Speak with Animal (sy)

Striking (vi)

4th Level Spells

5th Level Spells

6th Level Spells

1)

Animate Dead (in)

Commune

Animate Objects (vi)

2)

Create Water (cr)

Create Food (cr)

Barrier (r) (cr/de)

3)

Cure Serious Wounds (r) (cm/pa)

Cure Critical Wounds (r) (cm/pa)

Create Normal Animals (cr)

4)

Dispel Magic (in)

Dispel Evil (an)

Cureall (cm)

5)

Neutralise Poison (r) (pu/co)

Insect Plague (sy)

Find the Path (tr)

6)

Protection from Evil 10’ Radius (an)

Quest (r) (dr/ho)

Speak with Monsters (r) (sy/an)

7)

Speak with Plants (sy)

Raise Dead (r) (vi/in)

Wind Walker (sy)

8)

Sticks to Snakes (vi)

Truesight (tr)

Word of Recall (ho)

7th Level Spells
1)

Earthquake (co)

2)

Holy Word (an)

3)

Raise Dead Fully (r) (vi/in)

4)

Restore (r) (pu/co)

5)

Survival (ho)

6)

Travel (vi)

7)

Wish

8)

Wizardry (sy)
an = antipathy, cm = comfort, co = corruption, cr = creation, de = destruction, dr = despair,
dt = deceit, ho = hope, in = inertia, pa = pain, pu = purity, sy = sympathy, tr = truth, vi = vitality

way that they granted them. However, since this also costs the
immortal some of its life force in just the same way that providing
the clerical powers in the first place did, it is not done by any but
the most forgiving immortals. Less forgiving immortals will either
ignore the offending cleric and leave them for their worshippers to
deal with or simply kill them outright.
Forsaking one’s church can be a dangerous business.
Druids: Druids get their spells from nature itself. Like clerics, they
have access to all druidic spells they can cast, but unlike clerics this
access cannot be blocked – since nature itself is never in a situation
where it is unable to grant spells.

A starting magic-user or elf begins with a free spell book, which
contains the Read Magic spell and one other first level spell of
their choice.
A spell book is a very personal item, and the spells written in it are
scribed using an arcane symbolism unique to the individual spell
caster. Each caster needs their own spell book in order to prepare
spells, and no caster can prepare spells from anyone else’s spell book.
Although each magic-user or elf is dependent on their spell book
to be able to prepare spells, their knowledge of spells does not
rely on their book. If they lose their book for any reason or it gets
destroyed, they can – given time and effort – make a replacement
of it by writing down all the spells that they know.

Magic-users & Elves: Magic-users and elves do not automatically acquire spells. Each spell they wish to learn must be formally However, because of the personal connection to the book, each
studied and recorded in a spell book. Each spell book can contain magic-user or elf can only have one set of spell books in existence
up to 100 levels of spells, so a powerful magic-user may need up at a time.
to 6 spell books to hold all their spells.
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Table 7–2: Druid Spells by Level
1)

1st Level Spells
Cure Light Wounds (r)

2nd Level Spells
Bless (r)

3rd Level Spells
Call Lightning

2)

Detect Danger

Find Traps

Continual Light (r)

3)

Detect Evil

Heat Metal

Cure Blindness

4)

Detect Magic

Hold Person (r)

Cure Disease (r)

5)

Faerie Fire

Know Alignment (r)

Growth of Animal

6)

Light (r)

Obscure

Hold Animal

7)

Locate

Produce Fire

Locate Object

8)

Predict Weather

Resist Fire

Protection from Poison

9)

Protection from Evil

Silence 15’ Radius

Remove Curse (r)

10)

Purify Food and Water

Snake Charm

Speak with Dead

11)

Remove Fear

Speak with Animal

Striking

12)

Resist Cold

Warp Wood

Water Breathing

4th Level Spells

5th Level Spells

6th Level Spells

1)

Animate Dead

Anti-Plant Shell

Animate Objects

2)

Control Temperature 10’ Radius

Commune

Anti-Animal Shell

3)

Create Water

Control Winds

Barrier (r)

4)

Cure Serious Wounds (r)

Create Food

Create Normal Animals

5)

Dispel Magic

Cure Critical Wounds (r)

Cureall

6)

Neutralise Poison (r)

Dispel Evil

Find the Path

7)

Plant Door

Dissolve (r)

Speak with Monsters (r)

8)

Protection from Evil 10’ Radius

Insect Plague

Summon Weather

9)

Protection from Lightning

Pass Plant

Transport Through Plants

10)

Speak with Plants

Quest (r)

Turn Wood

11)

Sticks to Snakes

Raise Dead (r)

Wind Walker

12)

Summon Animals

Truesight

Word of Recall

7th Level Spells
1)

Creeping Doom

2)

Earthquake

3)

Holy Word

4)

Metal to Wood

5)

Raise Dead Fully (r)

6)

Restore (r)

7)

Summon Elemental

8)

Survival

9)

Travel

10)

Weather Control

11)

Wish

12)

Wizardry

Writing a spell into a new spell book makes the old copy obsolete
and useless; so it is not possible to keep a spare set around just in
case.
In order to acquire mastery of a new spell so that it can be written
into their spell book the magic-user or elf needs two things. Firstly
they need time to practise the spell. Secondly they need a source

containing the spell. This source can be another magic-user or elf
willing to teach the spell to them, or it can be another magic-user’s
spell book or even a spell scroll. Although a magic-user or elf cannot use another caster’s spell book to prepare spells, casting a Read
Magic spell on it will allow them to read its contents and use it as
a research tool in order to learn the spells themselves.
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Table 7–3: Shaman Spells by Level
1st Level Spells

2nd Level Spells

3rd Level Spells

1)

Cure Light Wounds (r)

Bless (r)

Continual Light (r)

2)

Detect Magic

Hold Person (r)

Cure Blindness

3)

Light (r)

Snake Charm

Cure Disease (r)

4)

Protection from Evil

Speak with Animal

Remove Curse (r)

4th Level Spells

5th Level Spells

6th Level Spells

1)

Cure Serious Wounds (r)

Create Food

Cureall

2)

Dispel Magic

Cure Critical Wounds (r)

Find the Path

3)

Neutralise Poison (r)

Dispel Evil

Speak with Monsters (r)

4)

Speak with Plants

Insect Plague

Word of Recall

It is far easier (and usually cheaper) to be taught spells than to
research them, although if no teacher is available then research is
always an option for a desperate magic-user or elf.

Developer Commentary

In the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, magic-users and
elves learned new spells by acquiring spell books or scrolls containing spells they did not already know, and copying them from there.

how to prepare a new spell that they weren’t previously able to
prepare.

Spell Domains & Types

Clerics: Clerical magic is based on fourteen divine principles or
domains. These are arranged in seven pairs of opposing principles,
as follows:
Creation &
Truth &
Sympathy &
Hope &
Vitality &
Purity &
Comfort &

This caused a problem in adventures, since the spell book of an enemy
magic-user would be worth a fortune and easily the most valuable
piece of loot gained.
Not only that, but it meant that magic-users and elves acquired new
spells far too easily. Every time the Game Master placed an antagonist
spell caster, they would have to choose the spells for that caster very
carefully because every spell in the caster’s book would be one that
player magic-users would be able to copy once the caster was defeated.
When writing Dark Dungeons, I replaced this rule with my own
house rule (one of the few proper house rules that I put in the game)
whereby learning new spells used the same rules as learning new
weapon feats.

Destruction
Deceit
Antipathy
Despair
Inertia
Corruption
Pain

Each clerical spell belongs to one of the fourteen domains, and if
the spell is reversible then its reversed form belongs to the opposite
domain to the normal form.
Each immortal is associated with between one and three of these
domains (although never with a pair of opposed domains), and
clerics invested by that immortal will consider those domains to
be favoured.

This served two purposes. Firstly it freed up antagonist spell casters
to have any spell the Game Master wants them to have without
worrying that the players will recover those spells from their spell
book; and secondly it gave spell casters something to spend money
on and something to do during down-time while other characters
were learning more weapon feats.

The domains opposite to those of the cleric’s patron are considered
to be opposed. When preparing spells, clerics may prepare spells
from favoured domains as if those spells were one level lower (with
a minimum of level 1), but must prepare spells from opposed
domains as if those spells were one level higher (with a maximum
of level 7).

Shamans: Shamans are granted their spells either by an immortal
or by nature, depending on the individual shaman and their race
and religion. Therefore they follow exactly the same rules as either
clerics or druids.

Chevaliers: Although chevaliers get their spells from patron immortals just like clerics do, their weaker link to their patron means
that the patron’s association with particular spheres is less prominent.

Sorcerers: Sorcerers are able to use magic via a natural talent. Al- Chevaliers do not have favoured or opposed domains prepare all
though they prepare spells in the same way as magic-users – and spells of a given level with equal ease regardless of the domain of
all sorcerer spells are also magic-user spells – they are able to do those spells.
so without the aid of spell books or any kind of formal training.
However, many chevaliers make a point of avoiding casting spells
A sorcerer’s spell casting is simply intuitive. Every so often, as they from domains that their patron is opposed to anyway, on principle.
get more experienced, they will simply gain an insight and “know”
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Table 7–4: Magic-user and Elf Spells by Level
1)

1st Level Spells
Analyse (en)

2nd Level Spells
Continual Light (r) (en)

3rd Level Spells
Clairvoyance (sp)

2)

Charm Person (sp)

Detect Evil (sp)

Create Air (ma)

3)

Detect Magic (en)

Detect Invisible (ma)

Dispel Magic (ep)

4)

Floating Disc (ma)

Entangle (ma)

Fireball (en)

5)

Hold Portal (ep)

ESP (r) (sp)

Fly (ma)

6)

Light (r) (en)

Invisibility (ep)

Haste (r) (en)

7)

Magic Missile (ma)

Knock (ep)

Hold Person (r) (sp)

8)

Protection from Evil (sp)

Levitate (en)

Infravision (en)

9)

Read Languages (sp)

Locate Object (ma)

Invisibility 10’ Radius (ep)

10)

Read Magic (sp)

Mirror Image (ep)

Lightning Bolt (en)

11)

Shield (ma)

Phantasmal Force (en)

Protection from Evil 10’ Radius (sp)

12)

Sleep (ep)

Web (ma)

Protection from Normal Missiles (ep)

13)

Ventriloquism (ep)

Wizard Lock (ep)

Water Breathing (ep)

4th Level Spells

5th Level Spells

6th Level Spells

1)

Charm Monster (sp)

Animate Dead (en)

Anti-Magic Shell (en)

2)

Clothform (ma)

Cloudkill (ep)

Death Spell (sp)

3)

Confusion (ep)

Conjure Elemental (en)

Disintegrate (en)

4)

Dimension Door (en)

Contact Outer Plane (sp)

Geas (r) (sp)

5)

Growth of Plants (r) (ma)

Dissolve (r) (ma)

Invisible Stalker (sp)

6)

Hallucinatory Terrain (ep)

Feeblemind (sp)

Lower Water (ma)

7)

Ice Storm / Wall of Ice (en)

Hold Monster (r) (sp)

Move Earth (ma)

8)

Massmorph (ep)

Magic Jar (sp)

Projected Image (en)

9)

Polymorph Other (ma)

Passwall (ep)

Reincarnation (sp)

10)

Polymorph Self (ma)

Telekinesis (en)

Stone to Flesh (r) (ep)

11)

Remove Curse (r) (sp)

Teleport (en)

Stoneform (ma)

12)

Wall of Fire (en)

Wall of Stone (ma)

Wall of Iron (ma)

13)

Wizard Eye (sp)

Woodform (ma)

Weather Control (ep)

7th Level Spells

8th Level Spells

9th Level Spells

1)

Charm Plant (sp)

Clone (sp)

Contingency (en)

2)

Create Normal Monsters (ma)

Create Magical Monsters (ma)

Create Any Monster (ma)

3)

Delayed Blast Fireball (en)

Dance (sp)

Cureall (sp)

4)

Ironform (ma)

Explosive Cloud (ep)

Gate (r) (sp)

5)

Lore (sp)

Force Field (en)

Immunity (ep)

6)

Magic Door (r) (ep)

Mass Charm (r) (sp)

Maze (sp)

7)

Mass Invisibility (r) (ep)

Mind Barrier (r) (sp)

Meteor Swarm (en)

8)

Power Word Stun (en)

Permanence (en)

Power Word Kill (en)

9)

Reverse Gravity (ep)

Polymorph Any Object (ma)

Prismatic Wall (ep)

10)

Statue (ma)

Power Word Blind (ma)

Shapechange (ma)

11)

Summon Object (ep)

Steelform (ma)

Survival (ma)

12)

Sword (en)

Symbol (ep)

Timestop (ep)

13)

Teleport any Object (en)

Travel (ep)

Wish

en = energy, ep = entropy, ma = matter, sp = spirit
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Table 7–5: Sorcerer Spells by Level
1st Level Spells

2nd Level Spells

3rd Level Spells

1)

Detect Magic

Continual Light (r)

Clairvoyance

2)

Light (r)

Detect Evil

Dispel Magic

3)

Protection from Evil

Detect Invisible

Fireball

4)

Read Languages

Invisibility

Fly

5)

Read Magic

Levitate

Lightning Bolt

6)

Sleep

Web

Water Breathing

4th Level Spells

5th Level Spells

6th Level Spells

Charm Monster

Animate Dead

Death Spell

1)
2)

Growth of Plants (r)

Cloudkill

Move Earth

3)

Ice Storm / Wall of Ice

Dissolve (r)

Projected Image

4)

Massmorph

Hold Monster (r)

Reincarnation

5)

Remove Curse (r)

Passwall

Stone to Flesh (r)

6)

Wall of Fire

Wall of Stone

Wall of Iron

Druids: Because druids get their spells directly from nature and
have no connection with any immortal patron, they do not have
favoured or opposed domains. They can prepare all spells of a given
level with equal ease.
Magic-users & Elves: Although each magic-user spell is different,
they can be split into four distinct types based upon the way they
are cast and the aspects of the world that they manipulate.
Much like clerical domains, these types are in opposed pairs:
Energy & Entropy
Matter & Spirit

level lower (with a minimum of level 1), but must treat spells of
their opposed type as if those spells were one level higher (with a
maximum of level 9).
Mountebanks: The weaker magic of mountebanks means that
they cannot specialise in a specific type of spell. Spells of all types
are equally hard for them to cast.
Shamans: Because shamans can get their spells either from a patron
immortal or from nature, they are treated as either clerics or druids.
It is simplest to assume that they do not have favoured or opposed
domains and that they cast all spell with equal ease.

While many magic-users and elves take a general approach to magic,
some specialise in one of the four types.

However, if your campaign includes a specific immortal patron for
a race then their shamans may use that immortal’s favoured and
opposed domains.

This specialisation is a result of being apprenticed to a specialist
of the same type, so while a player may freely choose the type of
specialisation (if any) that their character has, the character themselves may or may not have had a choice.

Sorcerers: The lack of formal magical training for sorcerers means
that although they are able to cast spells as well as magic-users or
elves, they do not specialise in particular types of spell. Sorcerers
cast all spells at their default level.

The four types of specialists are generally known by different names,
based on their area of speciality:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Developer Commentary

The original edition of Dark Dungeons (and the original game that
it emulates) do not have spell domains and types. These are a house
rule that I have been using in my own games since the early ‘90s.

Conjurers are energy specialists.
Enchanters are spirit specialists.
Thaumaturges are matter specialists.
Warlocks are entropy specialists.
Wizards are unspecialised magic-users.

The type of spell that a magic-user or elf specialises in is known
as their favoured type, and the opposite type to the one that they
specialise in is known as their opposed type.
When both learning and preparing spells, magic-users and elves
may treat spells of their favoured type as if those spells were one
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The idea was originally inspired by the specialist magic-users and
clerical domains that I’d heard existed in the advanced version of
the original game, but (not possessing that advanced version at the
time, only having had it briefly described to me by someone who
had played it) I created my own mechanical implementation of the
idea rather than copying the one that the advanced version used.
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Preparing Spells

Spells are complicated affairs involving powerful magical energies,
and cannot simply be cast on a whim.

Before a spell can be cast, it must be prepared by the caster. When
preparing a spell, a caster gathers the magical energy and shapes
it into the spell that they wish to cast, leaving it primed and ready
to be used.
Then at the time of casting the spell caster says the final words and
makes the final gestures, which set the parameters for the spell
effect and release the energy.
This final release of the spell’s energy is known as casting the spell.
On a typical day, and adventuring spell caster will prepare all the
spells they can first thing in the morning after waking up, and then
cast them at various times during the day – often in the middle
of combat.
Since each extra spell that is prepared adds more magical energy
to the caster’s control, and higher level spells require more precise
control than lower level ones; the number of spells a caster can
have prepared at one time is limited by their experience level, as
listed in the various tables in Chapter 4 – Creating a Character.
Once a spell has been prepared, it will not fade away. Prepared spells
can be kept primed for days or even weeks at a time before being
cast; although a caster can dissipate the magical energy of a spell
at any time in order to free up the spell slot that it was taking up.

Reversible Spells

Some spells are reversible. This means that the spell can be cast in
one of two ways, usually with the opposite effect. For example, a
Raise Dead spell is normally cast to bring someone back from the
dead, but it can be reversed and cast as Finger of Death in order
to kill someone.
Clerics, druids and shamans always prepare their spells in their
normal form, and can choose to either use them in that form or
reverse them at the time of casting. Although any cleric can cast
any clerical spell, some religions may discourage or even prohibit
the reversal of some spells.
A reversible spell in a cleric’s favoured domain will be in an opposed
domain when reversed, and vice versa.
In this case, if the cleric has two choices.
Firstly, they may prepare the spell in a spell slot one level lower
than normal (with a minimum of first) as with any other favoured
domain spell. In this case, they may only cast the favoured form of
the spell (whether that is the “normal” form or the reversed form).
Alternatively, they may prepare the spell in a spell slot one level
higher than normal (with a maximum of seventh) as with any other
opposed domain spell. In this case they may choose to cast either
form of the spell at the time of casting.
Example: Elfstar has vitality as a favoured domain, and therefore
has inertia as an opposed domain.

Preparing spells requires a clear head, and must be done directly
after a good night’s sleep, and before any strenuous or stressful
activity has happened.

Because Hold Person is an inertia spell, Elfstar prepares it as if it
were third level rather than second level, and it takes a third level
spell slot if she prepares it in such a way, she can choose to cast either
the normal (Hold Person) or reversed (Free Person) form of the spell
at the time of casting.

The character must then spend an hour performing meditation
and rites (involving their spell book if they use one) in relatively
quiet surroundings.

However, because it is a reversible spell, the reversed form is a vitality
spell. Elfstar can prepare the spell in a first level spell slot, but if she
does this she must cast the reversed (Free Person) form of the spell
and cannot cast the normal (Hold Person) form.

Preparing spells is possible in the bustle of a campsite or shared
room, and the caster can wave away interruptions without disturbing their preparation, but preparation is not possible in a crowded
marketplace or in the middle of a fight.

Similarly, Raise Dead is a vitality spell so Elfstar can prepare it as
if it were fourth level rather than fifth level. However, if she does
this then she must cast the normal (Raise Dead) version of the spell
rather than the reversed (Finger of Death) form.

At the end of the hour, any spare spell slots the character has that
don’t already contain prepared spells can be filled with the character’s choice of spells from those that they know (of the appropriate
level).
If the caster already has a prepared spell in a particular spell slot
then its magical energy may be harmlessly dissipated in order to
make room for a new spell.
If a spell caster expects to cast a spell twice during a day, they must
prepare it twice, taking up two slots of the appropriate level.

If she chose to prepare the spell in a sixth level spell slot, she would be
able to cast either the normal (Raise Dead) or the reversed (Finger
of Death) form of the spell.
Magic-users, elves and sorcerers must decide at the time of preparation whether they wish to prepare the normal or reversed form of
the spell. Although they can, of course, prepare both forms of the
same spell if they have two or more spell slots of an appropriate level.
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Magic-user spells that are reversible retain their type in their re- In cases where the multiple castings of the same spell could apply
versed form. Therefore a specialist magic-user can prepare either a to the target without conflict (such as having two active Quest
normal or reversed form of a favoured spell in a spell slot one level spells at the same time, or being simultaneously charmed by two
lower than normal (with a minimum of first level) and must prepare different casters and believing both of them to be friends) both
either a normal or reversed form of an opposed spell in a spell slot spells stays active.
one level higher than normal (with a maximum of ninth level).

Alphabetical Spell List

Casting Spells

Unless the spell description explicitly says otherwise, any spell can
be cast in a character’s turn in combat as a normal action.
However, casting a spell requires precise gestures and speaking.
Therefore a spell caster must have at least one hand free and must
be able to speak in order to be able to cast a spell.
If you wish to cast a spell, you must announce what spell you are
casting at the beginning of the round before initiative is rolled. If
you then take any damage before your initiative, your spell casting
will be disrupted and you will lose the prepared spell but it will
dissipate without effect.

Analyse

Energy
Magic-User 1, Elf 1
Target: one magic item
Range: special (see below)
Duration: instant
To use an Analyse spell, the caster must imitate using the item. This
includes wearing armour (which won’t disrupt this spell), wielding
weapons, wetting one’s lips with a potion, and so on.
Any curses or other ill effects of the item may affect the caster.

When casting a spell that targets creatures or objects other than
yourself, you must be able to see those targets. However, you can
hit unseen or invisible targets with area effect spells even if you can’t
see them (and even if you don’t know they are there).

The caster then has a chance equal to 15% plus 5% per level to
identify one magical property of the item and how to activate it
(or that the item has no more unrevealed magical properties). If
an item has more than one magical property, then the one that is
revealed will be one that the caster does not already know about.

Some spells, such as Cause Light Wounds (the reverse form of Cure
Light Wounds) require the caster to make a successful melee attack
in order to touch the target in order for the spell to work.

The caster does find out command words or other instructions
needed to activate the power(s) that are discovered on the item, but
does not discover how many charges each power has.

This attack does not require a separate action in combat – it can
be performed as part of the cast spell action.
The attack must be done with bare hands and does not use the
unarmed strikes weapon feats. Touching someone with a spell is
very different from striking someone in melee.
However, if the attack misses the spell is not wasted. The spell that
the caster was attacking with will stay “primed” for ten minutes or
until they cast another spell. Therefore the caster can try repeatedly
to touch the same (or a different) target. These additional attempts
to touch a target each require an attack action.

Saving Throws

Most spells that have an effect on others allow their targets to roll
a saving throw in order to lessen or negate the effect. Unless the
specific spell description mentions otherwise, all such saving throws
are vs. spells. If a spell does not mention giving a saving throw, then
none should be given.

Conflicting Spells

When different spells are cast on the same target, each of the spells
has its normal effect for its duration. However, multiple castings of
the same spell (or spells that are the same except in terms of area
of effect – such as Protection from Evil and Protection from Evil 10’
Radius) do not stack. The target gets the effect only once.

Animate Dead

Energy, Inertia
Cleric 4, Druid 4, Magic-User 5, Elf 5, Sorcerer 5
Target: one or more corpses
Range: 60’
Duration: permanent
When this spell is cast, a number of dead bodies or skeletons within
range will be animated and will become zombies or skeletons respectively.
A created skeleton will have the same number of hit dice as the race
of the original creature had (not including extra hit dice gained
from class levels). A created zombie will have one more hit dice
than the original creature had (not including extra hit dice gained
from class levels).
Therefore, a human or demi-human skeleton will always have 1
hit die, and a human or demi-human zombie will always have 2
hit dice.
Each casting of the spell will create a total number of hit dice of undead equal to the caster’s level, starting with those nearest the caster.
See Chapter 18 – Monsters for more details about skeletons
and zombies.
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The animated undead will mindlessly obey the commands of the
caster, and there is no limit to the total number of undead that the
caster can create and control using multiple castings of this spell.

Anti-Magic Shell

Energy
Magic-User 6, Elf 6
Target: caster
The zombies and skeletons created by this spell can be turned or Range: personal
destroyed normally. Unless the caster of this spell is an immortal, Duration: 2 hours
they are also vulnerable the Dispel Magic spell.
When this spell is cast, it creates an invisible shell around the
caster that prevents the passage of magic in either direction. For
Animate Objects
the duration of the spell, the caster cannot be affected by any spell
Vitality
or other magical effect except those that they cast themselves; but
Cleric 6, Druid 6
also cannot affect anything other than themselves with their magic;
Target: one or more objects
since magic cannot pass through the shell in either direction.
Range: 60’
Duration: 1 hour
The shell cannot be bypassed by any other magic except a Wish
This spell will animate a number of non-magical objects, giving spell, which can be used to destroy it.
them the capability of movement and causing them to mindlessly
obey the caster’s commands, including being made to attack oppo- The caster can cancel the shell at any time before the duration has
nents. Each casting of the spell will animate one large object (such expired, but if they do so then they can’t put it back without castas a bed or tree), two medium objects (such as a table or chest), ing this spell again.
four small objects (such as chairs), or eight tiny objects (such as
candlesticks). Two objects of a size smaller can be substitutes for Anti-Pant Shell
one object of any given size – for example a single casting can ani- Druid 5
mate a medium table, two small chairs and four tiny candlesticks. Target: caster
Range: personal
This spell can be used to animate normally static plants, even if they Duration: 1 rnd/level
are alive; but cannot be used to animate or control the movement This spell prevents any plants from coming within 1” of the caster’s
of normally mobile creatures unless they are dead.
body, and therefore prevents plant-like monsters from physically
attacking the caster. This protection also prevents the caster from
A dead body animated by this spell is not undead and uses the physically attacking plants or plant-like monsters for the duration.
statistics of an animated object of the appropriate size and not
those of a zombie.
Since the protection is only against the plants themselves, it does
not prevent such things as plants shooting spores at the caster.
See Chapter 18 – Monsters for details and abilities of animated Similarly, it does not prevent the caster from using missile weapons
objects of different sizes.
or spells against plants – unless those spells have a touch range.
While using this spell, the caster can push their way through thorny
Anti-Animal Shell
and tangled undergrowth without danger, leaving a trail that othDruid 6
ers can follow.
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 10 mins/level
Barrier (r)
This spell prevents any animals from coming within 1” of the cast- Creation/Destruction
er’s body, and therefore prevents them from physically attacking Cleric 6, Druid 6
the caster. This protection also prevents the caster from physically Target: 15’ radius ring
attacking animals for the duration.
Range: 60’
Duration: 2 hours
Since the protection is only against the animals themselves, it does When this spell is cast, a ring shaped wall of spinning and whirling
not prevent such things as animals throwing things at the caster hammers appears up to 15’ in radius and up to 30’ tall.
or spitting at the caster. Similarly, it does not prevent the caster
from using missile weapons or spells against animals – unless those The barrier must be created where there is room for it – it cannot
spells have a touch range.
be created on top of creatures or objects. Once it is in place, any
creature passing through it takes 7d10 damage from the hammers.
Reverse: Remove Barrier will destroy the effect created by any one
of the following spells: Barrier, Clothform, Wall of Ice, Wall of Fire,
Wall of Stone, Woodform.
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Bless (r)

Purity/corruption
Cleric 2, Druid 2, Shaman 2
Target: all allies in a 20’ radius
Range: 60’
Duration: 1 hour
When this spell is cast, all friendly creatures in the area of effect gain
a +1 bonus to attack, damage, and morale rolls for the duration,
providing they are not already engaged in combat.
Reverse: Blight gives each enemy in the area a –1 penalty to attack,
damage and morale rolls for the duration providing they are not
already in combat. Each of these enemies may make a saving throw
vs. spells to avoid the effect.

19 Int =
20 Int =
21–29 Int =
30+ Int =

save every 3 hours
save every hour
save every 10 minutes
save every round

If the caster behaves in an overtly hostile manner to the charmed
target, such as attacking it or ordering others to attack it, then the
charm is broken.
If an immortal is charmed using this spell, they may make a save
every 10 minutes even if they have less than 21 Int.

Charm Person

Spirit
Magic-User 1, Elf 1
Call Lightning
Target: one or more humanoids
Druid 3
Range: 120’
Target: one or more 10’ radius bolts
Duration: special
Range: 360’
When this spell is cast, one humanoid creature will imagine the
Duration: 10 mins/level
caster to be their best friend, and treat them accordingly. It does
This spell can only be used outside when there is stormy weather. not make them fanatically loyal and will not make them attack
Once per 10 minutes (60 rounds) the caster may direct the storm their other friends.
to strike the area of their choosing (within range) with lightning.
All creatures within 10’ of the strike take 8d6 points of electrical This spell works on any living humanoid, but not on undead or
damage, but can make a saving throw vs. spells to take half damage. non-living creatures such as golems and not on non-humanoid
creatures. The target gets a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.

Charm Monster

Spirit
Magic-User 4, Elf 4, Sorcerer 4
Target: one or more creatures
Range: 120’
Duration: special
When this spell is cast, one or more creatures will imagine the
caster to be their best friend, and treat them accordingly. It does
not make them fanatically loyal and will not make them attack
their other friends.

If the caster behaves in an overtly hostile manner to the charmed
target, such as attacking it or ordering others to attack it, then the
charm is broken.
If the target fails its saving throw, then they get another one periodically to throw off the charm effect. The frequency of the saving
throw is based on the target’s intelligence:
0 Int =
1 Int =
2 Int =
3 Int =
4–5 Int =
6–8 Int =
9–12 Int =
13–15 Int =
16–17 Int =
18 Int =
19 Int =
20 Int =
21–29 Int =
30+ Int =

This spell works on any living creature, but not on undead or nonliving creatures such as golems.
If cast on creatures with 3 hit dice or fewer, it will affect 3d6 targets,
otherwise it will affect only a single target. In either case, all targets
get a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.
If a target fails its saving throw, then it gets another one periodically
to throw off the charm effect. The frequency of the saving throw
is based on the creature’s intelligence:
0 Int =
1 Int =
2 Int =
3 Int =
4–5 Int =
6–8 Int =
9–12 Int =
13–15 Int =
16–17 Int =
18 Int =

save every 120 days
save every 90 days
save every 60 days
save every 45 days
save every 30 days
save every 15 days
save every 7 days
save every 3 days
save every 24 hours
save every 8 hours

save every 120 days
save every 90 days
save every 60 days
save every 45 days
save every 30 days
save every 15 days
save every 7 days
save every 3 days
save every 24 hours
save every 8 hours
save every 3 hours
save every hour
save every 10 minutes
save every round

If an immortal is charmed using this spell, they may make a save
every 10 minutes even if they have less than 21 Int.
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Charm Plant

Spirit
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: one or more plants
Range: 120’
Duration: special
When this spell is cast, one plant or plant-like creature will imagine
the caster to be their best friend, and treat them accordingly. In the
case of plant-like creatures, it does not make them fanatically loyal
and will not make them attack their other friends.

The creatures affected by this spell do not get a saving throw and
are not aware that they are affected by it. The sight is temporarily
blocked if the creature goes out of range or there is more than two
feet or rock (or a thin coating of lead) between the creature and
the caster.

Clone

Spirit
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: one creature
Range: 10’
This spell will affect one tree or plant-like creature, six medium sized Duration: permanent
bushes, or 24 smaller plants. If the target is a plant-like creature This spell is cast on a piece of flesh that has been taken from a
such as a treant, it gets a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect. single living or dead creature (but not a non-living or undead one).
Normal plants get no save.
The caster must place the flesh in a vat of alchemical reagents and
Normal plants affected by this spell will understand the commands let it slowly grow into a copy of the original creature.
of the caster and mindlessly carry them out, such as entangling or
attacking creatures that come near them.
The difficulty (and effect) of making a clone depends on the type
of creature cloned.
On normal plants, the effect lasts for 6 months.
Human or Demi-human: The process takes a week per level of the
If an intelligent plant-like target fails its saving throw, then it gets target, and each such week costs 5,000gp in reagents and compoanother one periodically to throw off the charm effect. The fre- nents. The piece of flesh used must be at least one pound in weight.
quency of the saving throw is based on the target’s intelligence:
When the clone is fully grown, it wakes up and has the memories,
0 Int = save every 120 days
personality and abilities (including level) that the original had at
1 Int = save every 90 days
the time the flesh was taken. Note that if the target is alive then
2 Int = save every 60 days
they will have gained more memories – and possibly more experience – since that time. The clone will not have these.
3 Int = save every 45 days
4–5 Int = save every 30 days
If the original is still alive when the clone wakes up (or if the original
6–8 Int = save every 15 days
is raised from the dead after this time) and is on the same plane
9–12 Int = save every 7 days
(and within the same celestial sphere, if on the prime material plane)
13–15 Int = save every 3 days
as the clone, a mind link is immediately established between the
16–17 Int = save every 24 hours
two of them. They are both aware of each other’s existence and
18 Int = save every 8 hours
emotions. Further, any damage taken by one of them is also taken
19 Int = save every 3 hours
by the other, although the other can make a saving throw vs. spells
20 Int = save every hour
to only take half damage.
21–29 Int = save every 10 minutes
30+ Int = save every round
The clone will also immediately become obsessed with destroying
If the caster behaves in an overtly hostile manner to a charmed their original, even at the cost of their own life.
plant-like creature, such as attacking it or ordering others to attack
This mind link remains even if the original and clone are separated
it, then the charm is broken.
onto different planes or celestial spheres, but if either one dies then
Clairvoyance
it will be cancelled. The clone cannot be raised or reincarnated, but
Spirit
if the original was the one that died then raising or resurrecting
Magic-User 3, Elf 3, Sorcerer 3
them will cause the mind-link to re-establish itself.
Target: one creature at a time
Range: 60’
After the pair have been mind-linked for a number of days equal to
Duration: 2 hours
the level of the caster of the clone spell, and both are still alive, the
This spell allows the caster to see through the eyes of any one crea- clone will become completely insane. The original will permanently
ture within range. Once the spell is cast, it takes 10 minutes to lose a point of intelligence and a point of wisdom when this hapstart seeing through the eyes of a creature, but then once the con- pens, and has a 5% chance (not cumulative) per day of also going
nection is established, the caster can change to a different creature insane. Once both are insane, they will both die a week later. The
(within range of the caster and within sight of the current creature) clone cannot be raised or reincarnated, and the original can only
instantly. The caster can keep changing creatures until the spell be raised by a Wish spell.
duration runs out.
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A human or demi-human can only have one clone at a time. Any
attempt to make a second clone will fail. However, if the original
is dead, the clone is effectively an independent being, and can be
cloned (or raised) itself. Should the original be raised, all clones
will be mind-linked as above.
If a clone is made of the preserved flesh of a person who has become
an immortal, it will retain the personality that the immortal had
during their mortal life, but not their abilities or memories. Instead
it will be a 1st level character of the immortal’s old class with no
memories (and no knowledge that they are connected with the
immortal in any way).
Other Creatures: If the clone is made from another living creature
other than a human or demi-human, the process takes a week per
hit die of the target, and each such week costs 500gp in reagents and
components. The piece of flesh used must be at least one percent
of the weight of the original creature.
Once the clone wakes up, it will unfailingly obey the commands of
its creator, and the caster can mentally command the clone when
within 10’ of it.

If the caster chooses to leave one or more ends of the cloth unfinished, with loose thread hanging from it, then a second casting
of this spell can add to the existing cloth at that edge rather than
creating a separate piece.
The cloth comes out of the caster’s hands when created and falls in
a heap on the floor. The caster cannot use this spell to create cloth
over targets’ heads or create cloth attached to (or tying) anything.

Cloudkill

Entropy
Magic-User 5, Elf 5, Sorcerer 5
Target: 15’ radius
Range: 1’
Duration: 1 hour
This spell creates a 15’ radius and 20’ tall cloud of poisonous gas,
the closest edge of which must be within 1’ of the caster. The gas is
dense enough to be visible, but does not block sight. If cast within
an enclosed space, the cloud may be smaller than the dimensions
above. It will not expand to fill the same volume.

The cloud moves in a straight line away from the caster at a rate
of 20’ per round, although it is also affected by winds. It is heavier
The clone will begin with only 50% of the physical abilities (hit than air, so will sink through holes or into pits, and will go around
points, damage caused by attacks, strength, size) of the original rather than over obstacles. If the cloud moves into thick vegetation
creature, and will have a 50% chance to possess each special abil- it will dissipate.
ity (except spell like abilities) that the original creature possessed.
The poisonous nature of the cloud means that all living (but not
Each week after waking, the clone continues to grow. The physical undead or non-living) creatures within it take 1 point of damage
abilities of the clone increase by a further 5%, and it can re-roll for per round. Living creatures with fewer than 5 hit dice must also
any special abilities (including spell like abilities) that it has not yet make a saving throw vs. poison each round or be killed.
acquired, until 8 weeks have passed (at which time it will have 90%
of the physical attributes of the original and will have had 8 chances Commune
to re-roll for special abilities). At this point it stops growing.
Cleric 5, Druid 5
Target: caster
The clone does not have any special connection to the original crea- Range: personal
ture, although it does count as an enchanted creature for purposes Duration: 30 minutes
of Protection from Evil and Dispel Evil spells, and can be destroyed This spell can be cast only once per week. The caster uses it to ask
by a Dispel Magic spell (with normal chances of failure against the three questions of their patron immortal that can be answered
Clone spell).
with a “yes” or a “no”. The immortal will answer these questions
to the best of their ability, which will almost always be sufficient
Clothform
to answer correctly. The immortal may lie if they have a reason to
Matter
mislead the caster, and on very rare occasions may be forced to
Magic-User 4, Elf 4
answer “unknown”.
Target: none
Range: touch
If the immortal is more than 10 planar boundaries away from
the caster, or is in a different celestial sphere, this spell will fail to
Damage: instant
When this spell is cast, it creates a single piece of un-worked and contact them.
un-dyed linen up to 30’x30’ in size.
If this spell is cast on one particular day of the year (which will
If the caster makes a dexterity check (with an appropriate craft vary from religion to religion), the caster will get to ask 6 questions
skill) then the cloth can be created in a more finished form, such instead of the usual 3.
as with seams or twisted into 60’ of rope. The Game Master must
decide on any penalties to the caster’s effective dexterity based on When cast by an immortal, this spell allows a full telepathic conthe complexity of what is desired.
versation with another immortal of their choice (providing that
immortal is no more than 10 planes away and is in the same celestial sphere) rather than just a limited number of yes/no questions
The cloth is non-magical once created, and cannot be dispelled.
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Confusion

Entropy
Magic-User 4, Elf 4
Target: 3d6 creatures in a 30’ radius
Range: 120’
Duration: 12 rounds
When this spell is cast, 3d6 creatures within 30’ of the target point
of the spell, starting with the closest, will be both confused and
enraged, wishing to lash out at enemies but being unable to determine who those enemies are. Creatures with 2 hit dice or fewer
will be automatically affected, but creatures with more than 2 hit
dice may make a saving throw vs. spells each round to shake off
the effect. Creatures who leave the area automatically shake off the
effect, and new creatures who enter the area are unaffected.
Confused creatures must roll 2d6 each round to see how they are
affected:

Contact Outer Plane

Spirit
Magic-User 5, Elf 5
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: special
This spell contacts an immortal or other powerful entity on another
plane and asks it questions. It can only be cast once per month.
It is a risky procedure, since the immortal is under no obligation
to the caster and may not appreciate being disturbed. The caster
may not get accurate answers and may be driven insane by the
mental contact.
The caster must choose which plane to direct their questions
to – further planes allow more questions but also increase the
chance of insanity, as shown in Table 7–6. The chance of insanity
must be checked first before any questions are asked.

◊ 2–5 – attack the caster’s party
◊ 6–8 – do nothing but shout and scream
◊ 9–12 – attack the creature’s own party

Table 7–6: Contact Outer Plane

Conjure Elemental

Energy
Magic-User 5, Elf 5
Target: none
Range: 240’
Duration: concentration
When this spell is cast, a 16 hit dice elemental (see Chapter 18 –
Monsters for statistics) will appear within 240’ of the caster.
If this spell is cast more than once during the same day, a different
type of elemental must be summoned each time.

Distance /
number of
Questions

Chance Of...
Correct

False

Insanity

1/3

25%

75%

5%

2/4

30%

70%

10%

3/5

35%

65%

15%

4/6

40%

60%

20%

5/7

50%

50%

25%

6/8

60%

40%

30%

7/9

70%

30%

35%

8/10

80%

20%

40%

9/11

90%

10%

45%

10/12
95%
5%
50%
While the caster controls the elemental, they can make it do anything it is capable of doing, including fighting to the death on the
caster’s behalf. The caster can also send the controlled elemental For each level of the caster above level 20, the chance of insanity
home.
is reduced by 5%. If the caster is driven insane, no questions are
answered and in will take a number of weeks equal to the number
The caster must concentrate to keep controlling the elemental, and of questions asked for them to recover.
cannot fight or cast other spells or move at more than half normal
speed. If the caster’s concentration is broken, either because they If the caster is not driven insane, they may ask a number of quesdid one of those things or they take damage, then the control is tions equal to the distance to the plane contacted plus two, with the
broken.
listed chance of each question being answered correctly. Incorrect
answers may be because the immortal does not know the answer,
Once the control is broken, it cannot be re-established. The el- or may be simply because the immortal is unhappy about being
emental will try to kill the caster who summoned it, but will not contacted and is lying to the caster.
commit suicide doing so. If it looks to be a hopeless fight the
elemental will flee instead.
When cast by an immortal, this spell allows a full telepathic conversation with another immortal of their choice (providing that
A summoned elemental is blocked by a Protection from Evil, and immortal is no more than 10 planes away and is in the same celestial
can be sent home by a Dispel Magic or a Dispel Evil.
sphere) rather than just a limited number of questions, and the
caster has no chance of going insane.
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Contingency

Energy
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: one creature, object or place
Range: touch
Duration: special
When this spell is cast, the caster also casts a second spell at the
same time. The second spell must be 4th level or lower, and must
not be a spell that causes damage.
The second spell does not go off immediately. Instead, the caster
describes a situation upon which the second spell will activate, and
the spell remains dormant until that time.

on will not block out the light. However, any amount of lead or 6”
of stone will block the area.
If this spell is cast on a creature’s eyes, that creature must make a
saving throw vs. spells or be blinded until the spell is cancelled.
See Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving for details about how different types of natural and magical light and darkness interact.
Reverse: Continual Darkness causes the area within 30’ of the target point to be absolutely dark, with not even the heat vision of
some demi-humans or the dark vision of some monsters able to
penetrate it.

If the contingent spell has parameters that need to be decided at This spell creates ambient darkness rather than darkness radiated
the time of casting, they must be decided at the time the Contin- from a centre point, so covering the object that the spell was cast
gency is set.
on will not block the darkness. However, any amount of lead or 6”
of stone will block the area.
When the situation comes about, the spell triggers automatically
and immediately. This may interrupt the action that caused the If this spell is cast on a creature’s eyes, that creature must make a
Contingency to apply.
saving throw vs. spells or be blinded until the spell is cancelled.
A Contingency will last until discharged, and each creature or object
can only have a single Contingency active on it at any time. Casting
a second Contingency dissipates the first. A waiting Contingency
cannot be dispelled, but if the contingent spell has a duration it
can be dispelled normally once it has activated.
Example: Aloysius casts a Contingency on himself with a Dimension Door spell setting the following condition: “if I am about to be
dealt a blow that would knock me unconscious, Dimension Door
me one hundred feet to the left of my position, or to the nearest open
space to that point.”
Some weeks later he is bitten by a large dragon. The Game Master
rolls the damage for the attack, and it would knock him unconscious.
The Contingency kicks in and he is teleported away before taking
the damage.

Continual Light (r)

Energy, Creation/Destruction
Cleric 3, Druid 3, Shaman 3, Magic-User 2, Elf 2, Sorcerer 2
Target: 30’ radius
Range: 120’
Duration: permanent
When this spell is cast, the area within 30’ of the target point is lit
with light as bright as daylight on an overcast day.
This area will continue to be lit until it is dispelled.
The caster can choose to either cast this spell in a location, in which
case it will stay in that location, or cast it on an object – in which
case it will move as the object moves.
This spell creates ambient light throughout the area, not a light
source in the centre of the area. There are no shadows in the area
covered by this spell, and covering the object that the spell is centred

See Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving for details about how different types of natural and magical light and darkness interact.

Control Temperature 10’ Radius

Druid 4
Target: 10’ radius
Range: personal
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell allows the caster to alter the air temperature within 10’
of themselves.
The spell will protect the caster and all around them from hot or
cold environments, but will not protect them from fire sources or
hot or cold items.
The caster can change the ambient temperature by concentrating
for a round, and can vary that temperature from –5 to 40 degrees
Celsius (23 to 104 Fahrenheit).

Control Winds

Druid 5
Target: 10’ radius/level
Range: personal
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell lets the caster completely control the speed and direction
of wind within the area, from dead calm to gale force.
Changing the wind is slow and it can take up to 10 minutes to
change from one extreme to another.
If cast at an air elemental or other creature made of air, the creature
can resist the spell by making a saving throw vs. spells. If this saving
throw fails, the caster can completely control the creature for the
duration of the spell – or even choose to kill it outright.
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construct cannot be destroyed by a Dispel Magic, although it is still
Create Air
Matter
affected by Protection from Evil, Dispel Evil and Anti-Magic Shell.
Magic-User 3, Elf 3
If this spell is cast by an immortal, the caster may choose to let
Target: 8,000 cubic feet or one creature or object
Range: touch
the monsters remain in existence after the spell runs out, although
Duration: 1 hour/level
if they do so the monsters will no longer be under their control.
This spell can be cast in a static area of up to 8,000 cubic feet
(20’x20’x20’ or the equivalent) in order to fill that area with breath- Create Food
able air for the duration.
Creation
Cleric 5, Druid 5, Shaman 5
It can also be cast on an enclosed object, from a small one such Target: none
as a helmet to one as large as 20’x20’x20’ such as the interior of Range: 10’
a ship’s hold in order to fill that object with constantly refreshing Duration: permanent
air for the duration even if the object moves around. If the object Each time this spell is cast, it creates enough food to feed up to 36
is not airtight then the air will constantly leak out and be replaced. humans or demi-humans. If mounts such as horses are fed using
this spell, each one eats food equivalent to 2 humans.
Finally, it can be cast on a creature to surround the creature in a
thin skin-like bubble of breathable air for the duration, even if the For every caster level above 10, 36 extra people can be fed by this
creature moves.
spell, although the caster can produce less food if desired.
In this last case, a creature that flies using wings can use that air
around it to fly even if there is no other air, so it can fly through
an airless void or even the luminiferous aether. This bubble will
maintain its integrity underwater or in such a void.

The food created by this spell is similar to a bland and almost
tasteless porridge, but is highly nutritious. However, it will spoil
after 24 hours.

In any of these cases, although the spell provides air where there
may be none, it doesn’t stop poison from mixing with that air – so
it provides no protection from Cloudkill spells or the poisonous
breath of some monsters.

Matter
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: none
Range: 60’
Duration: 20 minutes
This spell causes monsters to temporarily appear and obey the
caster’s commands for the duration, before disappearing.

Create Any Monster

Matter
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: none
Range: 90’
Duration: 30 minutes
This spell causes monsters to temporarily appear and obey the
caster’s commands for the duration, before disappearing.
Any type of mortal (not exalted) creature can be created except
for humans and demi-humans, and the creatures will be typical
for their species. Creatures of only one species can be created per
casting.
The total number of hit dice of creatures that can be created at once
is equal to the caster’s level, and if the creatures are humanoid then
they appear with normal (non-magical) equipment that disappears
when they do.

Create Magical Monsters

Any type of creature that has up to two special abilities (up to two
asterisks on its hit-dice) can be created except for humans and
demi-humans, and the creatures will be typical for their species.
Creatures of only one species can be created per casting.
The total number of hit dice of creatures that can be created at once
is equal to the caster’s level, and if the creatures are humanoid then
they appear with normal (non-magical) equipment that disappears
when they do.
Monsters created by this spell are considered to be enchanted for
purposes of the Protection from Evil, Dispel Evil and Anti-Magic
Shell spells, and they can be dispelled by a Dispel Magic with normal
chances of success.

This spell can also be used to create a construct with up to two
special abilities (up to two asterisks on its hit-dice). See Chapter 18 – Monsters for details of different types of construct and
Chapter 21 – Game Master Advice for how to create them.
When used to create a construct, the duration of the spell is permanent, and the construct cannot be destroyed by a Dispel Magic,
This spell can also be used to create a construct. See Chapter 18 – although it is still affected by Protection from Evil, Dispel Evil and
Monsters for details of different types of construct and Chap- Anti-Magic Shell.
ter 21 – Game Master Advice for how to create them. When used
to create a construct, the duration of the spell is permanent, and the
Monsters created by this spell are considered to be enchanted for
purposes of the Protection from Evil, Dispel Evil and Anti-Magic
Shell spells, and they can be dispelled by a Dispel Magic with normal
chances of success.
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If this spell is cast by an immortal, the caster may choose to let
the monsters remain in existence after the spell runs out, although
if they do so the monsters will no longer be under their control.

Create Normal Animals

Creation
Cleric 6, Druid 6
Target: none
Range: 30’
Duration: 2 hours
This spell causes animals to temporarily appear and obey the caster’s
commands for the duration, before disappearing.

This spell can also be used to create a construct with no special
abilities (no asterisks on its hit-dice). See Chapter 18 – Monsters
for details of different types of construct and Chapter 21 – Game
Master Advice for how to create them.
When used to create a construct, the duration of the spell is permanent, and the construct cannot be destroyed by a Dispel Magic,
although it is still affected by Protection from Evil, Dispel Evil and
Anti-Magic Shell.
If this spell is cast by an immortal, the caster may choose to let
the monsters remain in existence after the spell runs out, although
if they do so the monsters will no longer be under their control.

The spell will create one large animal (rhinoceros, elephant, etc.),
three medium sized animals (tiger, bear, horse, etc.), or six small Create Water
animals (wolf, cat, monkey, etc.) and the creatures will be typical Creation
for their species.
Cleric 4, Druid 4
Target: none
The caster can decide on the number and size of creature that they Range: 10’
wish to create, but not on the actual species. Only one species of Duration: 1 hour
animal will appear per casting, and the animals will be typical for When this spell is cast, a magical spring will appear from the ground
their species.
or a wall and flow for an hour.
Animals created by this spell are considered to be enchanted for
purposes of the Protection from Evil, Dispel Evil and Anti-Magic
Shell spells, and they can be dispelled by a Dispel Magic with normal
chances of success.
If this spell is cast by an immortal, the caster may choose to let the
animals remain in existence after the spell runs out, although if they
do so the animals will no longer be under their control.

Create Normal Monsters

Matter
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: none
Range: 30’
Duration: 10 minutes
This spell causes monsters to temporarily appear and obey the
caster’s commands for the duration, before disappearing.

The spring will provide enough water for 36 humans or demihumans (50 gallons or enough water to fill a 10’x10’x2’ pool)
before drying up. If mounts such as horses are being watered, each
one will take the same water as 2 humans. For each level of the
caster above 8th, enough water for an additional 36 humans will
flow through.
The caster can stop the spring at any time before the duration has
expired, although this will not make the existing water disappear.

Creeping Doom

Druid 7
Target: 10’ to 30’ radius
Range: 120’
Duration: 1 rnd/level
This spell summons a swarm of hundreds of thousands of crawling
insects and spiders. The swarm can vary from having a 10’ radius
to a 30’ radius, and the caster can move the swarm up to 20’ per
round and also alter the radius on a round by round basis.

Any type of creature that has no special abilities (no asterisks on
its hit-dice) can be created except for humans and demi-humans,
and the creatures will be typical for their species. Creatures of only The swarm is initially capable of doing 1,000 points of damage
one species can be created per casting.
per round, which must be split as evenly as possible between all
creatures in the area of the swarm; although no individual creature
The total number of hit dice of creatures that can be created at once can be dealt more than 100 damage, so if there are fewer than 10
is equal to the caster’s level, and if the creatures are humanoid then creatures in the area then some of the potential damage will be
they appear with normal (non-magical) equipment that disappears wasted. The insects cannot damage creatures that can be hit only
when they do.
by magical weapons.
Monsters created by this spell are considered to be enchanted for
purposes of the Protection from Evil, Dispel Evil and Anti-Magic
Shell spells, and they can be dispelled by a Dispel Magic with normal
chances of success.

Normal attacks will slay many dozens of insects, with each point of
damage reducing the damage potential of the swarm on a 1-for–1
basis, so if an attack deals 50 damage then the swarm will only be
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capable of doing 950 points of damage from then on. Area effect at- This spell will only cure lycanthropy if cast by a caster of 11th
tacks, such as a Fireball spell, do double damage against the swarm. level or higher.
A Protection from Evil spell won’t keep the insects out, but a Dispel
Magic will work against the swarm with normal chances of success.

Cure Blindness

Reverse: Cause Disease causes the target to contract a non-contagious disease that gives them a –2 to attack rolls, stops magical
healing working on them, and causes natural healing to take twice
as long. The target may make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid
the effect.

Comfort
Cleric 3, Druid 3, Shaman 3
Target: one creature
This magical disease can only be cured by a Cure Disease spell, and
Range: touch
if not cured it will prove fatal in 2d12 days.
Duration: permanent
This spell cures both mundane blindness and magical blindness Cure Light Wounds (r)
caused by Light and Darkness spells (and their continual versions). Comfort/Pain
The only form of blindness it will not normally cure is that caused Cleric 1, Druid 1, Shaman 1
by a Curse. This spell can only cure blindness caused by a Curse Target: one living creature
when it is cast by an immortal.
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
Cure Critical Wounds (r)
This spell cures one living (not undead or non-living) creature
Comfort/Pain
of 1d6+1 points of damage. The caster can cure themselves with
Cleric 5, Druid 5, Shaman 5
this spell.
Target: one living creature
Range: touch
Alternately, the spell can be used to cure paralysis (except that
Duration: permanent
caused by a Hold Person or Hold Monster spell), although if it does
This spell cures one living (not undead or non-living) creature so then no damage will be cured at the same time.
of 3d6+3 points of damage. The caster can cure themselves with
this spell.
Reverse: Cause Light Wounds inflicts 1d6+1 damage to a touched
living (not undead or non-living) target. The target gets no saving
Reverse: Cause Critical Wounds inflicts 3d6+3 damage to a touched throw against the damage, but the caster must make a normal atliving (not undead or non-living) target. The target gets no saving tack roll to touch an unwilling target.
throw against the damage, but the caster must make a normal attack roll to touch an unwilling target.
Cure Serious Wounds (r)
Comfort/Pain
Cure Disease (r)
Cleric 4, Druid 4, Shaman 4
Purity/corruption
Target: one living creature
Cleric 3, Druid 3, Shaman 3
Range: touch
Target: one living creature
Duration: permanent
Range: 30’
This spell cures one living (not undead or non-living) creature
Duration: permanent
of 2d6+2 points of damage. The caster can cure themselves with
This spell will cure any living (not undead or non-living) creature this spell.
of a single disease. It will cure any mundane disease, and will even
cure magical diseases such as mummy rot and kill disease-like Reverse: Cause Serious Wounds inflicts 2d6+2 damage to a touched
monsters such as green slime.
living (not undead or non-living) target. The target gets no saving
throw against the damage, but the caster must make a normal attack roll to touch an unwilling target.

Cureall

Comfort
Cleric 6, Druid 6, Shaman 6, Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: one living creature
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell will cure nearly all damage from a living (not undead or
non-living) target, leaving them with only 1d6 damage – although
if the target is already healthier than that it won’t damage them.
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Alternatively, the spell can be used as a Remove Curse, Cure Disease
or Cure Blindness spell, or it can be used to cure a Feeblemind spell.
However, it will only cure one thing per casting.
If cast on someone who has recently been brought back to life by
a Raise Dead spell, it will eliminate the rest period and bring the
target back to full strength immediately.

Dance

Spirit
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: one creature
Range: touch
Duration: special
When this spell is cast, the caster must touch a single target by
making a successful attack roll. The target gets no saving throw,
and is forced to dance wildly for three or more rounds.
While dancing, the target is unable to attack, move quicker than
a walk, or use spells or spell like abilities. The target also has a –4
penalty to all saving throws and a +4 penalty to armour class until
they stop dancing.
The duration of the spell is based on the caster’s level:
18th–20th =
21st–24th =
25th–28th =
29th–32nd =
33rd–36th =

3 rounds
4 rounds
5 rounds
6 rounds
7 rounds

An immortal target of this spell may make a saving throw each
round to stop dancing.

Death Spell

Spirit
Magic-User 6, Elf 6, Sorcerer 6
Target: one or more creatures in a 30’ radius
Range: 240’
Duration: instant
This spell sucks the life out of all creatures within a 30’ radius of
the target point of the spell.
Roll 4d8 to see how many hit dice worth of creatures are slain by
the effect.
Go through all the living (not undead or non-living) creatures
in the area with fewer than 8 hit dice or levels, starting with the
weakest.
If there are enough hit dice left from the roll, that creature is slain
unless they can make a saving throw vs. death ray and their hit dice
are taken from the running total (whether they make or fail the
save). Once there are no more creatures left with fewer (or equal)
hit dice to the number of hit dice left over, the spell stops.

Example: Aloysius casts a Death Spell at a mixed bunch of opponents. There are ten goblins with one hit die each, three wolves
with 2 hit dice each, and a giant with 9 hit dice along with his 5
hit dice hellhound pet.
Aloysius’s player rolls 4d8 and gets a total of 19. The ten goblins are
the weakest creatures, so they are all aﬀected, taking 1 hit dice each
from the total (even though two of them make their saving throws
and survive) leaving 9 left. The three wolves take 2 hit dice from
the total each, leaving 3 more left. This is not enough to kill the 5
hit dice hellhound, so it is left alive. The giant is unharmed since
even if there were no other creatures, it has 8 or more hit dice and
is too powerful for the spell to kill.
Creatures with no hit points (vermin, insects, small plants, etc.)
are instantly slain with no saving throw, and do not count towards
this total.

Delayed Blast Fireball

Energy
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: 20’ radius
Range: 240’
Duration: 0–60 rounds
When this spell is cast, the caster chooses a length of delay, from 0
to 60 rounds. After this delay, a small ruby-like gem then shoots
out to the target location, waits for the specified number of rounds,
and explodes into a ball of fire.
The explosion does 1d6 points of damage per caster level (to a
maximum of 20d6 unless the caster is an immortal) to all within
a 20’ radius. Creatures within that radius can make a saving throw
vs. spells to take half damage.
During the time between the casting of this spell and the explosion,
the gem can be moved by normal means (carried, thrown, dropped,
etc.) but it is immune to all magical attempts to move it (Teleport,
Telekinesis, etc.)
Nothing can delay the gem’s explosion at the appointed time or
make it explode before its time is up except a Wish spell. However,
a Dispel Magic has normal chances to destroy the gem and thus
prevent the explosion.

Detect Danger

Druid 1
Target: 5’/level
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour or 1/2 hour
This spell allows the caster to detect the presence of danger. If cast
outdoors, it lasts for an hour, but if cast indoors then it only lasts
for half an hour.
During that time, the caster can concentrate on a square foot of
ground or wall, human-sized creature, or a chest sized object for
a full round and know whether it is immediately dangerous, potentially dangerous, or benign (from the caster’s point of view).
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Objects larger than those mentioned above can be examined, but
will take correspondingly more time.

Detect Evil

Spirit, Truth
Cleric 1, Druid 1, Magic-User 2, Elf 2, Sorcerer 2
Target: 120’ radius
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour
This spell allows the caster to see a glow around any creature or
intelligent object within range that wishes them harm.

Disintegrate

Entropy
Magic-User 6, Elf 6
Target: one creature or object
Range: 60’
Duration: instant
This spell destroys a single creature or a single non-magical object,
leaving only a trace of fine silvery dust. If targeted on a creature, that
creature may make a saving throw vs. death ray to avoid the effect.

Dispel Evil

Antipathy
The caster does not know exactly what harm the creature is intend- Cleric 5, Druid 5, Shaman 5
ing or what they are capable of, merely that the intent is there.
Target: one or more creatures
Range: 30’
Detect Invisible
Duration: 10 minutes
Magic-User 2, Elf 2, Sorcerer 2
When cast, the caster can choose to make this spell affects any
Target: 10’ radius/level
enchanted, summoned, controlled, animated, charmed or cursed
Range: personal
creatures within range, or target it at a single such creature or object.
Duration: 1 hour
This spell allows the caster to see all invisible creatures and objects Each targeted creature must make a saving throw vs. spells (if a
within range. Invisible creatures do not get a saving throw against single creature is targeted it saves at –2) or take the following effect:
this effect.
◊ Animated: creature is no longer animated.
◊ Summoned: creature is banished to where it was summoned
Detect Magic
from.
Truth
◊ Cursed: the curse is removed from the creature.
Cleric 1, Druid 1, Shaman 1, Magic-User 1, Elf 1, Sorcerer 1
◊ Charmed: the charm is removed from the creature.
Target: 60’ radius
◊ Controlled: the control is removed from the creature.
Range: personal
Duration: 20 minutes
This spell allows the caster to see a glow around any magical creature, Even if the creature makes its saving throw, it must still flee for the
object and place within range. Magical creatures do not get a saving duration of the spell. If the caster moves before the duration is up,
the spell is ended early.
throw against this effect.
The glow only extends a couple of inches around the magical object,
so if it is in a container or behind another object then some or all
of the glow may not be visible.

Dimension Door

In the case of objects, the spell will remove any curse from the
object, but only if the object is specifically targeted by the spell.

Dispel Magic

Inertia
Energy
Cleric 4, Druid 4, Shaman 4, Magic-User 3, Elf 3, Sorcerer 3
Magic-User 4, Elf 4
Target: all spells in 10’ radius
Target: one creature
Range: 120’
Range: 10’
Duration: permanent
Duration: instant
When this spell is cast, it has a chance of cancelling all ongoing
This spell will teleport either the caster or a single creature within 10’ spell effects that are wholly or partly within a 10’ radius of the
a distance of up to 360’ from its current location.
target point of the spell.
If the caster cannot see the destination then it must be described
in terms of direction and distance.
If the destination is occupied by solid matter, the spell fails and
the target does not move.

Spells cast by casters of equal or lower level to the caster of the
dispel are automatically cancelled. Spells cast by higher level casters have a 5% chance per level of difference of resisting the dispel.

An unwilling target may make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid
being teleported by the spell.
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This spell will not destroy magic items unless cast by an immortal, Entangle
although it will cancel spell effects that were created by magic items. Matter
Even if cast by an immortal, this spell will not destroy an artefact. Magic-User 2, Elf 2
Target: one rope or vine
For purposes of this spell, immortals are considered to be casters of Range: 30’
twice their hit dice, rather than casters of their level. For example, Duration: 1 rnd/level
a first level immortal with 15 hit dice dispels other spells as if they This spell animates a single rope or vine that can be up to 50’ long
were a 30th level caster, and has their spells dispelled as if they plus 5’ per level of the caster.
were a 30th level caster.
The rope cannot be ordered to attack, but it can be ordered to loop
Dissolve (r)
or tie around something, to knot or unknot itself, or to neatly
Matter
coil up.
Druid 5, Magic-User 5, Elf 5, Sorcerer 5
Target: 3,000 square feet of ground
Using a combination of these commands, the rope can be used for
Range: 240’
climbing or for capturing enemies. The rope cannot stretch itself
Duration: 3d6 days
out, it can only grasp things within 1’ of it – so it must be thrown
This spell turns an area of up to 3,000 square feet of soil or natural by hand at the thing it is commanded to loop or tie around.
rock (not constructions or worked rock) into a slurry of mud.
If the rope is thrown at a creature and commanded to tie it, the
The area can be shaped how the caster desires, but all of it must be creature gets a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the rope.
within the range of the spell.
The mud is too thin to walk on properly and too thick to swim
through. Creatures attempting to wade through it can only move
at 10% of their normal speed.

ESP (r)

Spirit
Magic-User 2, Elf 2
Target: one creature at a time
Range: 60’
The mud will dry out naturally in 3d6 days.
Duration: 2 hours
This spell allows the caster to hear and understand the thoughts of
Reverse: Harden will change 3,000 square feet of mud, up to 10’ any living creature within range, regardless of language.
deep, into solid rock permanently.
The caster must concentrate for six rounds. If there is more than
Any creature standing in the mud must make a saving throw vs. one creature in the same direction, it takes the caster an additional
spells to avoid being trapped by the solidifying mud.
six rounds to filter the thoughts of a single creature out of the
cacophony.

Earthquake

Corruption
Cleric 7, Druid 7
Target: 60’+5’/level diameter
Range: 360’
Duration: 10 minutes
This spell causes a powerful but localised earthquake. It will destroy
small buildings and damage large ones, and may cause rockslides.

The spell is blocked by two feet of stone or any thickness of lead,
and each individual targeted can make a saving throw vs. spells to
block out the ESP.

Each creature in the area has a 1 in 6 chance of being in danger of
being engulfed in a crack in the ground. The creature must make
a saving throw vs. death ray in order to stop themselves falling in
and being crushed for 1d100+100 damage per round.

Entropy
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: 15’ radius
Range: 1’
Duration: 1 hour
This spell creates a 15’ radius and 20’ tall cloud of poisonous gas,
the closest edge of which must be within 1’ of the caster. The gas is
dense enough to be visible, but does not block sight. If cast within
an enclosed space, the cloud may be smaller than the dimensions
above. It will not expand to fill the same volume.

Reverse: Mindmask makes the caster or a touched creature immune
to all forms of mind reading for the duration.

Explosive Cloud
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From the outside, the cloud is indistinguishable from that created
by a Cloudkill spell.

Find the Path

Truth
The cloud is poisonous, and each round all within it must make a Cleric 6, Druid 6, Shaman 6
saving throw vs. spells or be paralysed for that round. Additionally, Target: caster
the cloud contains sparkling lights visible only to those within it. Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour + 10 mins/level
These lights are small explosions that do 1 point of damage per This spell mentally guides the caster to a specific place. The caster
two caster levels to each creature within the cloud. This damage is subconsciously able to take the correct route, and even know
will affect any creature, even those immune to fire, gas and poison, the location of secret doors and know passwords. The caster is
and there is no saving throw against it.
not conscious of any of this knowledge, however, and is therefore
unable to remember it after the spell’s duration runs out or communicate it to others.
Faerie Fire
Druid 1
Once the spell runs out, the caster will remember the vague direcTarget: one or more creatures
tion to the goal, but that is all.
Range: 60’
Duration: 1 rnd/level
This spell causes one or more creatures or objects within the area to The spell must be used to direct the caster to a fixed location that the
glow with flickering greenish flames as if on fire. The fire is bright caster has either visited before or had described in detail. It cannot
enough to make the targets glow in the dark, but not bright enough be used to simply find the current location of an object. It will only
find a path that does not involve crossing planar boundaries. If there
to use as a light source.
is no such path, then the caster will know this after casting the spell.
The caster can outline one human sized target or the equivalent
per 5 levels.
Find Traps
Truth
All attacks against outlined creatures gain a +2 bonus to hit.
Cleric 2, Druid 2
Target: 30’ radius
Feeblemind
Range: personal
Spirit
Duration: 20 minutes
Magic-User 5, Elf 5
This spell causes the caster to see a glow around any mechanical or
Target: one spell-using creature
magical traps that are within 30’ of them.
Range: 240’
Duration: permanent
It does not give any indication about the type of trap or the trigThis spell blasts the mind of the target, who must be a spell caster. gering mechanism, and cannot find natural hazards or ambushes.
The target must make a saving throw vs. spells (with a penalty of –4
to the roll unless the target is an immortal) or be made helpless,
unable to think clearly and unable to cast spells. The victim’s intelligence is reduced to a score of 2.
The effect is permanent, although it can be removed by a Dispel
Magic (with the normal chance of success) or by a Cureall spell.
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Fireball

Energy
Magic-User 3, Elf 3, Sorcerer 3
Target: 20’ radius
Range: 240’
Duration: instant
This spell creates a small ball of flame that shoots out to the target
point and then explodes into a 20’ radius ball of fire.

The Force Field does not need to be supported, its edges are not
sharp, and it is completely immobile – only a Wish spell can move
a Force Field.
No physical or magical force except those noted above can destroy
or pass through a Force Field, although a Teleport or Dimension
Door spell will bypass it. Creatures enclosed within a Force Field
are magically preserved, and will not starve or suffocate.

The fire does 1d6 damage per caster level (to a maximum of 20d6, This spell can be made permanent with a Permanence spell, and if
unless the caster is an immortal) to each creature in the area. Crea- this happens then the Permanence can still be dispelled even though
tures that make a saving throw vs. spells take only half damage.
the Force Field cannot be. If the Permanence is dispelled after the
normal duration of the Force Field has expired then the Force Field
Floating Disc
will immediately disappear.
Matter
Magic-User 1, Elf 1
A Force Field cast by a mortal can be destroyed by an immortal’s
Target: none
attacks (treat it as having an armour class of –10 and 50 hit points).
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour
A Force Field cast by an immortal cannot be broken by Disintegrate
This spell creates a small flying platform of force, about the size and or Wish spells cast by mortals, and cannot be penetrated by mortal
shape of a round shield. The platform is invisible to all but the caster Teleport, Gate, or Dimension Door spells.
and hovers at the height of the caster’s waist. The platform follows
the caster around, never getting more than 6’ away from them.
Gate (r)
Spirit
The platform can support 500lbs of weight.
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: one extraplanar being
The platform has no edges and cannot be used as a weapon in any Range: 30’
way, since it has no physical existence other than to support weight. Duration: special
This spell opens a one-way rift between two planes, even those
Fly
attached to two different celestial spheres.
Matter
Magic-User 3, Elf 3, Sorcerer 3
Normally, the caster must specify the target plane and the name
Target: one creature
of a creature on that plane.
Range: touch
Duration: 10 mins/level+1d6x10 mins
If the creature is on the named plane, then the spell opens a oneThis spell allows the target to fly at 120’ per round by concentrating. way physical portal between the caster’s current location and the
creature’s location allowing the creature to step through to the caster
If the target stops concentrating they will hover in place.
(but not vice versa). If the creature is not on the named plane then
the spell fails. If the creature is an immortal, it can refuse to allow
Force Field
the Gate to open.
Energy
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
However, the spell can also be cast through the open end of an
Target: none
open one-way Gate, targeting the other end of the Gate rather than
Range: 120’
a specific creature. In this case, the caster does not need to specify
Duration: 1 hour
This spell creates an impossibly hard field of force that cannot be (or even know) where the other end of the Gate is located. If cast
in this manner, the Gate becomes two-way and creatures can pass
dispelled and can only be broken by a Disintegrate or Wish spell.
through in either direction.
The Force Field must be a simple smooth shape – either a flat plane
of up to 5,000 square feet, a sphere or hemisphere of up to 20’ The open end of a one-way Gate appears misty and is opaque.
radius, or a rectangular box with a surface area of up to 5,000 The closed end of a one-way Gate is invisible, although detectable
with a Detect Magic spell. A two-way Gate can be seen through in
square feet.
either direction. If the either end of the Gate is an outer plane then
Regardless of shape, it must always be created in an empty area. It the Gate only stays open for 10 minutes. Otherwise it stays open
cannot be created inside any object or creature to cut them in half. for 1d10 x 100 minutes.
However, the edges of the Force Field will conform to the shape of
surrounding material such as walls.
Any creature can step through the open end of a Gate, and there is
a base 10% chance of a random inhabitant of the far plane (modi-
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fied by the location that the Gate is opened to) noticing the open
Gate and investigating it.
It costs an immortal 50pp to step through a Gate. This makes
summoning one for frivolous reasons a risky proposition at best.
Reverse: Close Gate closes a Gate to another plane, whether one
made by this spell or a natural planar rift.

Developer Commentary

Growth of Animal

Vitality
Cleric 3, Druid 3
Target: one animal
Range: 120’
Duration: 2 hours
This spell causes one animal to grow to double its normal size, giving it twice its normal strength and making it do twice its normal
damage in combat. The animal may also carry twice its normal load.

Growth of Plants (r)

The Gate spell here (which is the same as the one in the original
edition of Dark Dungeons) is diﬀerent from the one in the original
game that these rules emulate.
Rather than emulating that version of the spell, it emulates the
modified version of the spell that was introduced into that game by
the supplement that detailed immortals and their magic.

Geas (r)

Spirit
Magic-User 6, Elf 6
Target: one creature
Range: 30’
Duration: special
This spell forces the target to either perform a specific action or
refrain from performing a specific action.
The target may make a saving throw vs. spells to escape the effect.

Matter
Magic-User 4, Elf 4, Sorcerer 4
Target: 3,000 square feet of undergrowth
Range: 120’
Duration: permanent
This spell causes all undergrowth (grasses, brambles, vines etc.)
within a 3,000 square foot area of whatever shape the caster desires
to become thickly overgrown. This growth makes the area impassable to creatures smaller than giant sized.
The effect can be removed by a Dispel Magic or by the reverse of
this spell.
Reverse: Shrink Plants reverses this spell or makes a similar area
of naturally overgrown plants shrink and shrivel making the area
easily passable.

Hallucinatory Terrain

Entropy
The action must be something that is possible, and can’t be some- Magic-User 4, Elf 4
thing suicidal – for example you can’t Geas someone into jumping Target: one terrain feature up to 480’ diameter
off a cliff or Geas someone into never eating.
Range: touch
Duration: special
The target must perform (or refrain from performing) the action, This spell masks a terrain feature (either indoors or outdoors) and
but they are not mind controlled in any way, and they are fully makes it look like a different feature. For example a pit could be
aware that they may only be performing the action or refraining made to look like solid floor or a small hill could be made to look
from it in order to avoid the consequences of this spell.
like a patch of swamp.
If the target goes against the Geas, they receive a Curse, as if by the The illusion last until it is touched by an intelligent creature.
reversed form of the Remove Curse spell. Neither this curse nor the
Geas itself can be dispelled or removed via a Remove Curse spell, Haste (r)
although a Dispel Evil will remove it. The curse will not lift until Energy
the Geas is fulfilled (or, in the case of geases against performing Magic-User 3, Elf 3
actions, a week has passed without the action being performed).
Target: 24 creatures in a 30’ radius
Range: 240’
This spell cannot affect an immortal, even if cast by another im- Duration: 30 minutes
mortal.
This spell speeds up creatures in a 30’ radius of the target point.
Up to 24 creatures can be affected.
Reverse: Remove Geas will remove an unwanted Geas, although for
each level the caster of the Geas is above the caster of the Remove Hasted creatures move and act at twice normal speed, although
Geas there is a 5% chance of failure.
spell casting (whether innate or through items) is not sped up. See
Chapter 10 – Combat for details about how Haste affects combat.
This spell has no effect on immortals.
Reverse: Slow slows creatures in the area rather than hasting them.
Affected creatures move and act at half normal speed, although spell
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casting (whether innate or through items) is not slowed down. See
Chapter 10 – Combat for details about how Slow affects combat.

Heat Metal

Druid 2
Target: one metal object
Range: 30’
Duration: 7 rounds
This spell heats one metal object to red hot over the course of 4
rounds. The object then takes a further three rounds to cool.

Hold Person (r)

Spirit, Inertia/Vitality
Cleric 2, Druid 2, Shaman 2, Magic-User 3, Elf 3
Target: one to four humanoids
Range: 180’
Duration: 90 minutes
This spell will paralyse up to four living humanoid creatures (not
undead or non-living creatures) for the duration.

It can be cast at a single target, in which case the target may save vs.
spells at a –2 penalty to avoid the effect; or at a group, in which case
Any metal object of up to half a pound per caster level can be af- it will affect 4 of them each of which may save vs. spells without
fected by this spell.
penalty to avoid the effect.

The metal is not damaged by the heating and cooling, although
if the metal forms part of an object that also has wood or leather
then the non-metal parts of the object may be scorched unless the
object is magical.

Reverse: Free Person removes the paralysis caused by this spell. It
will also remove the paralysis effect of an immortal’s aura, but only
when cast by an immortal.

Hold Portal

If the object is being held or worn by a creature, the creature will Entropy
take 1 damage on the first round, 2 on the second, 4 on the third, 8 Magic-User 1, Elf 1
on the fourth, 4 on the fifth, 2 on the sixth, and 1 on the seventh. Target: one door, chest or gate
Range: 10’
The holder of the item gets no saving throw, although creatures will Duration: 2d6x10 minutes
usually drop the item before the duration is up. The holder cannot This spell will hold a single portal or door closed by magical means.
cast spells while holding a hot item.
The portal can only be forced open by creatures who have at least
three hit dice more than the caster or opened with a Knock spell,
although in either case if the portal is allowed to close it will conHold Animal
tinue to be held for the duration of the spell.
Druid 3
Target: one or more animals
Immortals can always open doors held by a mortal’s casting of this
Range: 180’
spell, even if they have fewer hit dice.
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell will paralyse several animals for the duration.
It will affect 1 hit dice of animal per level of the caster, although
each animal gets a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.

Hold Monster (r)

Spirit
Magic-User 5, Elf 5, Sorcerer 5
Target: one to four creatures
Range: 120’
Duration: 1 hour + 10 min/level
This spell will paralyse up to four living creatures (not undead or
non-living creatures) for the duration.
It can be cast at a single target, in which case the target may save
vs. spells at a –2 penalty to avoid the effect; or at a group, in which
case it will affect 1d4 of them each of which may save vs. spells
without penalty to avoid the effect.
Reverse: Free Monster removes the paralysis caused by either this
spell or a Hold Person spell. It will also remove the paralysis effect
of an immortal’s aura, but only when cast by an immortal.

Holy Word

Antipathy
Cleric 7, Druid 7
Target: all creatures in range
Range: 40’
Duration: instant
This spell affects all creatures within 40’ of the caster. The exact
effect varies depending on the creature’s level or hit dice, and only
allies of the caster (and any creature of 13 or more hit dice) may
make saving throws vs. spells to avoid the effect:
up to 5 hd =
6–8 hd =
9–12 hd =
13+ hd =

Ice Storm / Wall of Ice

killed
stunned for 2d10x10 mins
stunned for 1d10 rounds
deafened for 1d6x10 mins

Energy
Magic-User 4, Elf 4, Sorcerer 4
Target: special
Range: 120’
Duration: instant or 2 hours
This spell can be cast in one of two ways, and the caster can decide
which way to use it at the time of casting.
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The first way to use the spell is to create a 10’ radius Ice Storm. The insects do no damage, but will drive away any creature of less
This ice storm does 1d6 cold damage per caster level (maximum than 3 hit dice with their stinging and biting. There is no saving
of 20d6) to every creature in the area. Each creature can make a throw against this effect.
saving throw vs. spells to take half damage.
The insect swarm can be moved up to 20’ per round by the caster,
Fire based creatures have a –4 penalty to their saving throws, but and lasts until the caster stops concentrating.
cold based creatures are immune to the spell.
The second way to use the spell is to create a vertical Wall of Ice of
up to 1,200 square feet. The wall is not transparent, and must be
created in unoccupied space on ground that will support it.
The wall will melt in two hours, but can be broken before that
time by creatures of 5 hit dice or more. However, such creatures
take 1d6 cold damage while doing so (fire based creatures take 2d6,
cold based creatures take none).

Immunity

Entropy
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: one creature
Range: touch
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell gives the creature touched complete immunity to spells
of 3rd level or less, and spells of 5th level or less only have half
normal effect (halve whatever quantifiable effects they have, such
as damage, duration, penalties, etc.)
The spell also grants immunity to all missiles and all non-magical
weapons.
The target can drop the Immunity temporarily by concentrating, if
they wish to be affected by a beneficial spell.

Infravision

Energy
Magic-User 3, Elf 3
Target: one living creature
Range: touch
Duration: 1 day
This spell gives a living (not undead or non-living) creature the
infravision ability normally possessed by dwarves and elves.

Invisibility

Entropy
Magic-User 2, Elf 2, Sorcerer 2
Target: one creature or object
Range: 240’
Duration: special
This spell makes a single creature or object invisible.
If cast on a creature, the creature’s clothing and equipment also
become invisible.
Any item the creature drops will become visible, but items the
creature picks up will not become invisible.
The creature will become visible again if it attacks another creature
or if it casts a spell. Otherwise the invisibility is permanent.
If the spell is cast on an object, the object remains invisible until
touched by an intelligent creature.

Invisibility 10’ Radius

Entropy
Magic-User 3, Elf 3
Target: one creature
Range: 120’
Duration: special
This spell makes all creatures in a 10’ radius around the target
invisible.
The creatures’ clothing and equipment also become invisible. Any
item any creature drops will become visible, but items that one of
the creatures pick up will not become invisible.
Any creature that strays more than 10’ from the target creature
also becomes visible, and re-entering that radius does not make
the creature become visible again.

When the creature is in the dark (and only then – normal light
overloads the creature’s infravision and prevents it from working) Any creature will become visible again if it attacks another creature
they can use their infravision to navigate and even to fight. However, or if it casts a spell. Otherwise the invisibility is permanent.
infravision doesn’t allow the creature to see pictures and writing
unless they are carved into the surface that the creature is looking at. Invisible Stalker
Spirit
Insect Plague
Magic-User 6, Elf 6
Sympathy
Target: none
Cleric 5, Druid 5, Shaman 5
Range: personal
Target: none
Duration: special
Range: 480’
This spell summons an invisible stalker (see Chapter 18 – MonDuration: concentration
sters for details).
This spell summons a 30’ radius swarm of insects which obscures
vision in the area.
The caster must specify one task for the stalker to perform, and
the stalker will attempt to perform that task even at the cost of its
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own life until either the task becomes impossible or a year and a
day have passed. In either case, the spell then ends.

Ironform

Matter
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: none
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a sheet of iron up to 2” thick and up to 500
square feet in area. The sheet can be created flat or can be created
pre-shaped. The iron does not appear instantly, but takes time to
form, ranging from a single round for a simple sheet of iron to two
hours to create something with a precise specification.
Whatever the complexity of the shape, the iron must form a single
piece with no moving parts. However, the caster can create the iron
in a “rough” form, which can then have the Ironform spell cast on it
again in order to either add to the object or reshape it. If the caster
does create the iron in rough form, then this spell is cast once again
to “set” the iron in its final form so that other casters can’t cast this
spell on it in order to modify it.
Note that whatever shape the sheet takes, it is always a maximum
of 2” thick – so that if it is formed into a statue, for example, the
statue would be hollow.

It is important to note that the attitudes of different immortals (and
what they approve and disapprove of ) will vary. This spell does not
measure things against any objective standard of morality (whether
or not one exists in your campaign world).
When cast by an immortal, this spell tells the immortal whether
they would consider the target to be “good”, “neutral” or “evil”.

Reverse: Confuse Alignment lets the caster give a false reading to
any attempts to use the normal form of this spell on a touched
creature for 10 minutes per level of the caster. The caster must
Once created, the iron is real and cannot be dispelled, and it will choose whether the creature will detect as “good”, “neutral” or
last until it is physically or magically destroyed.
“evil” at the time of casting.

Knock

Developer Commentary

Entropy
Magic-User 2, Elf 2
Target: one lock
Range: 60’
Duration: special
This spell will temporarily unlock any lock, or open a door that
is closed by a Hold Portal or Wizard Lock spell. If the door was
locked by mundane means then it remains unlocked until physically locked again, but if it is held shut by magical means then it
will re-fasten once closed.

In the original edition of Dark Dungeons, and in the original game
that it emulates, alignment was an objective label that every creature
had, based on their behaviour and/or outlook.
Of course, since people are more complex than that, this causes no
end of arguments as to what behaviour is or is not compatible with
which alignment.
For Darker Dungeons (and this edition of Dark Dungeons), i’ve
dropped alignment from the game entirely – as I have in my house
rules for the original game. Consequently, the Know Alignment spell
needed re-writing to be more subjective.

This spell will even unbar a door that is barred on the other side,
although if the door is both barred and locked then it will take
two castings to remove both.

Know Alignment (r)

Truth/Deceit
Cleric 2, Druid 2
Target: one creature or item
Range: 10’
Duration: instant
This spell allows the caster to discern whether a single creature or
item within 10’ would be considered to be “good”, “neutral” or “evil”
by the moral standards of their patron immortal (or how natural
it is in the case of druids). However, it does not give the specific
reason why they would view the target in that light.

Levitate

Energy
Magic-User 2, Elf 2, Sorcerer 2
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour + 10 mins/level
This spell allows the caster to rise into the air supported by magic.
The caster can rise or lower themselves at a rate of 20’ per round,
but the spell does not let the caster move horizontally.
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The caster can move horizontally via other means while under the
influence of this spell, such as by pulling themselves along a rope
or crawling on the underside of a ceiling.

Light (r)

Energy, Creation/Destruction
Cleric 1, Druid 1, Shaman 1, Magic-User 1, Elf 1, Sorcerer 1
Target: 15’ radius
Range: 120’
Duration: 1 hour + 10 mins/level
When this spell is cast, the area within 15’ of the target point is lit
with light as bright as torchlight.

Locate

Druid 1
Target: one animal or plant
Range: 120’
Duration: 1 hour
This spell lets the caster know the direction and distance to all
instances of a particular animal or plant (chosen at time of casting)
that fall within range. Animals detected by this spell do not get a
saving throw. It will not locate animals or plants that are not on
the same plane as the caster.

Locate Object

Matter, Truth
The caster can choose to either cast this spell in a location, in which Cleric 3, Druid 3, Magic-User 2, Elf 2
case it will stay in that location, or cast it on an object – in which Target: one object
case it will move as the object moves.
Range: 120’
Duration: 1 hour
This spell creates a central light source that radiates light through- This spell lets the caster know the direction (but not distance) to
out the area, so there are shadows in the area covered by this spell, the closest instance of a particular type of object (chosen at time of
and covering the object that the spell is centred on will block out casting) that falls within range. The description of the object can
the light.
be as vague or detailed as the caster chooses, although the object
must be described rather than named.
If this spell is cast on a creature’s eyes, that creature must make a
saving throw vs. spells or be blinded for the duration of the spell. This spell will not detect living creatures, and the object must be
on the same plane as the caster.
See Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving for details about how different types of natural and magical light and darkness interact.
Lore
Spirit
Reverse: Darkness causes the area within 15’ of the target point to Magic-User 7, Elf 7
be absolutely dark, although the infravision of some demi-humans Target: caster
or the dark vision of some monsters is able to penetrate it.
Range: personal
Duration: instant
This spell creates a central source that radiates darkness rather, so This spell allows the caster to meditate on an item, place or person
covering the object that the spell was cast on will block the darkness. and gain knowledge about them. The meditation can take a long
If this spell is cast on a creature’s eyes, that creature must make a time, so can be split between multiple castings of this spell.
saving throw vs. spells or be blinded for the duration of the spell.
If the spell is cast with respect to an item that the caster has to
See Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving for details about how differ- hand, it will take 1d4x10 minutes of meditation to receive the
ent types of natural and magical light and darkness interact.
information. At the end of that time, the caster learns the name
of the item if it has one, the details of one of the item’s magical
powers and how to activate that power (and how many charges it
Lightning Bolt
has, if applicable).
Energy
Magic-User 3, Elf 3, Sorcerer 3
The caster does not learn whether or not the item has any additional
Target: 60’x5’ bolt
powers, and must cast this spell again to find out.
Range: 180’
Duration: instant
This spell creates a bolt of lightning that strikes creatures in the area If the spell is cast with respect to a place, an object that is not
for 1d6 damage per caster level (to a maximum of 20d6 unless the present, or a person; then the spell takes 1d100 days of meditation
caster is an immortal). Each creature hit may make a saving throw for the caster to learn about the subject, and the exact information
learned is up to the Game Master’s discretion.
vs. spells to take half damage.
The caster may start the Lightning Bolt up to 180’ away from themselves, and the 60’ area of effect is then measured directly away from
the caster in the same direction. If the bolt hits a wall, door, or
other solid obstacle before it reaches a length of 60’, it will doubleback and return directly towards the caster. Creatures in a doubled
portion of the bolt do not take double damage.
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Lower Water

Matter
Magic-User 6, Elf 6
Target: 10,000 square feet of water
Range: 240’
Duration: 100 minutes
This spell causes an area of water to be reduced to half its normal
depth. If cast on part of a larger body of water, it will create a trench
in the water’s surface and will hold back the sides for the duration.

The caster may attempt to possess any creature within a range
of 120’ of the jar. The target must make a saving throw vs. spells to
prevent this possession, and if the saving throw succeeds the caster
may not try to possess that target again for 10 minutes – although
they may try to possess a different target immediately.
If the caster successfully possesses the target, the caster’s life force
moves into the target’s body, and the target’s life force is forced
into the jar.

Any boat or ship caught in such a trench will take 1d12+20 points The caster can use the target’s body, and its natural physical abilities;
of hull damage when the water rushes back at the end of the dura- but cannot use the target’s special or magical abilities, and can cast
tion, and all items on deck (including people if they fail saving neither their own spells nor the target’s spells.
throws vs. spells) will be swept off the ship.
If the target’s body is killed while the caster is in it, the target dies
Magic Door (r)
and the caster’s life-force returns to the jar.
Entropy
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
If the jar is destroyed while the caster’s life-force is in it, the caster
Target: one flat surface
is killed.
Range: 10’
Duration: 7 uses
If the jar is destroyed while the target’s life-force is in it, the target
This spell creates a magical doorway in a solid non-living surface is killed and the caster is trapped in the target’s body until death.
such as a wall or a floor. Behind the doorway is an invisible passage up to 10’ long with a similar door at the other end. The caster If the caster’s own body is killed while the caster is either in the
can see both door and passage and can pass through the passage 7 jar or in a target’s body, there is no immediate effect but the caster
times before both disappear.
can no longer return to their body and must either stay in the jar
or possess other bodies.
The door and passage are completely undetectable by normal means,
although they will show up on a Detect Magic spell. The only way A Protection from Evil spell will stop the caster from possessing a
to destroy the passage (without destroying the wall that it runs potential target, and a Dispel Evil spell will force the caster back
through) is to use a Dispel Magic spell.
into the jar.
Reverse: Magic Lock seals any one door, chest lid, gate, archway, or
other portal up to 10’x10’ in size with an invisible barrier.
The barrier doesn’t prevent the door (if there is one) from being
opened, but it prevents passage through the portal by any but the
caster. Once the caster has passed through the portal 7 times, the
spell ends and the barrier disappears.
The barrier can be removed by either a Dispel Magic or Disintegrate
spell.

Magic Jar

Spirit
Magic-User 5, Elf 5
Target: one object
Range: 30’
Duration: special
This spell takes the caster’s life-force and places it in one object
within range (the object does not have to be an actual jar).
The caster’s body falls into a deep trance while their life-force is
missing, and appears dead to all but a detailed examination. The
caster’s body does not need air or sustenance while their life-force
is in the jar, so the caster can stay in the jar indefinitely.

Immortal bodies cannot be possessed by use of this spell, and if an
immortal tries to possess a mortal body, the body is destroyed as
if by a Disintegrate spell.

Magic Missile

Matter
Magic-User 1, Elf 1
Target: one or more creatures
Range: 150’
Duration: 1 hour
This spell creates one or more glowing missiles in the form of arrows that appear in the air around the caster and follow the caster’s
movements, hovering in position.
When the caster commands, each missile will launch itself at a
single target that is visible to the caster (if the caster is firing more
than one missile then they may be aimed at different targets) and
automatically hit for 1d6+1 damage, with no saving throw allowed.
For each 5 levels the caster has above 1st, two more missiles are
created (i.e. 3 missiles at 6th level, 5 missiles at 11th level, 7 missiles
at 16th level, 9 missiles at 21st level, 11 missiles at 26th level, 13
missiles at 31st level, 15 missiles at 36th level).
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The arrows are intangible until used, and cannot be touched or
destroyed except by a Dispel Magic spell. Arrows that are not used
within an hour of casting disappear.
Releasing pre-created arrows takes an action in combat, and the
caster cannot release more missiles at once than they can create in
a single casting of this spell. The caster may release arrows immediately on casting using the same action that was used to cast the spell.

Mass Charm (r)

Spirit
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: one or more creatures
Range: 120’
Duration: special
When this spell is cast, one or more creatures will imagine the
caster to be their best friend, and treat them accordingly. It does
not make them fanatically loyal and will not make them attack
their other friends.
If a target fails its saving throw, then it gets another one periodically
to throw off the charm effect. The frequency of the saving throw
is based on the creature’s intelligence:
0 Int =
1 Int =
2 Int =
3 Int =
4–5 Int =
6–8 Int =
9–12 Int =
13–15 Int =
16–17 Int =
18 Int =
19 Int =
20 Int =
21–29 Int =
30+ Int =

save every 120 days
save every 90 days
save every 60 days
save every 45 days
save every 30 days
save every 15 days
save every 7 days
save every 3 days
save every 24 hours
save every 8 hours
save every 3 hours
save every hour
save every 10 minutes
save every round

This spell works on any living creature, but not on undead or nonliving creatures such as golems. The spell will affect a total of 30
hit dice or levels of creatures, and all targets get a saving throw vs.
spells at a penalty of –2 to avoid the effect. Creatures who make
the saving throw still count towards the 30 hit dice limit.
Reverse: Remove Charm removes all charm effects in a 10’ radius
with no chance of failure, and also prevents any object or creature
within that radius from creating charm effects for 10 minutes.

Mass Invisibility (r)

Entropy
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: one or more creatures
Range: 240’
Duration: special
This spell makes all creatures in a 30’ radius around the target point
of the spell invisible. The creatures’ clothing and equipment also
become invisible. Any item any creature drops will become visible,
but items that one of the creatures pick up will not become invisible.
Any creature will become visible again if it attacks another creature
or if it casts a spell. Otherwise the invisibility is permanent.
Reverse: Appear causes all invisible creatures and objects within
a 10’ radius of the target point of the spell to become visible and be
unable to become invisible again for 10 minutes. Ethereal creatures
are unaffected by this spell.

Massmorph

Entropy
Magic-User 4, Elf 4, Sorcerer 4
Target: 120’ radius
Range: 240’
Duration: special
This spell creates an illusion that makes up to 100 human sized
creatures within a 120’ radius of the target point appear to be trees.
Creatures that are larger than human sized may count as more than
one towards this 100 creature total, for example horses count as
If the caster does something to break the charm against one target, two people each.
such as attacking it, then other targets who see the incident get an
immediate saving throw to break their charm too.
The illusion is effective against creatures both outside and passing
through the area, and is not broken by movement of the illusion-
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covered creatures within the area. If creatures covered by the illusion
leave the area or attack or cast spells then the illusion ends for those
individual creatures (even if they return to the area), but continues
to affect those that remain.
The spell lasts until none of the targeted creatures are still covered
or until it is dispelled, although the caster can cancel it early if
they desire.

Maze

Spirit
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: 1 creature
Range: 60’
Duration: varies
This spell transports the target to an indestructible maze within
a temporarily created outer planar space unless they can make a
saving throw vs. spells.

The meteors automatically hit their targets (no attack roll or saving
throw allowed) doing physical damage, and then explode for fire
damage. All in the radius of the fire damage (including the target
struck) can make saving throws vs. spells to take half damage from
the explosion.
Each meteor must be aimed at a different target, although if the
targets are close together then some or all of them may take damage
from multiple explosions, which do stack with each other.
The caster can choose to shoot either four meteors that each do 8d6
physical damage (no save) to their targets plus 8d6 fire damage
(save for half ) in their explosions or eight meteors that each do 4d6
physical damage (no save) to their targets plus 4d6 fire damage
(save for half ) in their explosions.

Mind Barrier (r)

Spirit
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
After the target has negotiated their way out of the Maze, they re- Target: one creature
appear in the exact location that they left (or as near to it as possible Range: 10’
without appearing inside a solid object) and the outer planar space Duration: 1 hour/level
collapses into nothingness.
This spell makes the target immune to the ESP and Clairvoyance
spells, and any type of magical scrying or information gathering
The length of time taken to escape the Maze is based on the crea- spell.
ture’s intelligence:
This includes protecting the target from being the subject of Lore
up to 8 Int = 1d6x10 mins
and Locate spells and protects the target from having their location
9 Int to 12 Int = 2d20 rounds
discovered via the use of a Summon Object spell.
13 Int to 17 Int = 2d4 rounds
18+ Int = 1d4 rounds
The target also gets a +8 bonus to all saving throws against mindaffecting attacks such as Charm and Feeblemind spells and abilities,
illusions and phantasms that require saving throws, etc.
Metal to Wood
Druid 7
However, it does not grant a saving throw against abilities that do
Target: one metal item
not normally grant one. Neither does it protect the target from
Range: 120’
spells that indirectly reveal information about them, such as Holy
Duration: permanent
This spell changes a single metal item weighing up to 5 pounds per Word.
level of the caster into wood.
Reverse: Open Mind causes the victim to get a –8 penalty to all
If the metal is magical then this spell has only a 10% chance of saving throws against mind-affecting attacks such as Charm and
Feeblemind spells and abilities, illusions and phantasms that require
working, otherwise it automatically works.
saving throws, etc.
The item becomes normal non-magical wood, and this spell cannot
be dispelled. Armour affected by this spell becomes useless and The target gets no saving throw against Open Mind, but the caster
must make a melee attack to touch the target.
metal weapons become non-magical clubs.

Meteor Swarm

Energy
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: special
Range: 240’
Duration: instant
This spell creates a number of flaming meteors that streak out from
the caster’s fingertips and strike enemies, before each explodes into
a 20’ radius fire ball.

Mirror Image

Entropy
Magic-User 2, Elf 2
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour
This spell creates 1d4 duplicate images of the caster which follow
the caster’s every move and shift into and through each other.
It is impossible to tell which is the real caster and which are the
images.
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Every time the caster is hit by an attack that requires an attack roll, The mist has no effect other than to completely obscure vision
the attack will instead strike an image, destroying it. The caster within it including the infravision of some demi-humans. Only
takes no damage or other effect from the attack. Attacks and other the caster and creatures able to see invisible things can see through
effects that cause damage automatically (without an attack roll), the mist.
such as falling or the Magic Missile spell, affect the caster normally
without destroying any images.
Pass Plant
Druid 5
Any attack that affects everything in an area, such as a Fireball spell Target: caster
or a dragon’s breath, will destroy all remaining images and the caster Range: special
will be affected normally by the attack.
Duration: instant
This spell allows the caster to step inside a tree that is large enough
Move Earth
to enclose them and instantly step out of another tree of the same
Matter
kind some distance away. The maximum distance that can be telMagic-User 6, Elf 6, Sorcerer 6
eported using this spell depends on the type of tree:
Target: special
Range: 240’
oak = 1,800’
Duration: 1 hour
ash, elm, linden = 1,080’
This spell allows the caster to cause soil, clay or sand – but not
other deciduous = 900’
rock – to move horizontally or vertically in order to build a rampart
evergreen = 720’
or hill or to dig a hole or trench.
The caster can move soil at a rate of 60’ per turn, and will usually
be able to dig to a depth of 240’ before reaching solid rock.
Soil can only be dug and pushed around with this spell. It cannot
be made into structures that won’t support themselves.
When the duration expires, the soil stays where it is, although wind
and rain may make it settle over the course of time.

Neutralise Poison (r)

Purity/corruption
Cleric 4, Druid 4, Shaman 4
Target: one creature, object or container
Range: touch
Duration: instant
This spell will make the poison in and on one creature, object or
container harmless.
The spell affects all poisons present at the time of casting, but does
not cure damage. However, if a creature has been killed by poison
and this spell is cast within 10 rounds of the creature’s death then
it will revive the creature.
Reverse: Create Poison will either poison a creature touched by
the caster (requiring a melee attack), killing it unless it can make
a saving throw vs. poison, or poison the contents of a container so
that anyone who drinks or eats those contents will be killed unless
they can make a saving throw vs. poison.

Obscure

Druid 2
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell creates a cold, dense cloud of mist around the caster, 1’
high per level of the caster and 10’ radius per level of the caster.

Passwall

Entropy
Magic-User 5, Elf 5, Sorcerer 5
Target: one wall, ceiling or floor
Range: 30’
Duration: 30 minutes
This spell opens a tunnel through a stone wall, ceiling or floor by
making the stone disappear. The tunnel is 5’ wide and tall, and 10’
long.
At the end of the duration, the stone re-appears and the tunnel
closes. Anyone caught in it when that happens must make a saving
throw vs. spells or be trapped in the re-appearing stone and killed.
Those who make their saving throws are ejected from the closest
end of the tunnel.

Permanence

Energy
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: special
Range: 10’
Duration: permanent
This spell causes another spell to become permanent in duration.
The two spells must be cast together (the Permanence spell cannot be
cast on a spell that has already been cast and is currently still active).
The following spells can be made permanent using this spell:
◊ Anti-Magic Shell
◊ Cloudkill
◊ Confusion
◊ Create Air
◊ Create Normal Monsters
◊ Detect Evil
◊ Detect Invisible
◊ Detect Magic
◊ ESP
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◊ Floating Disc
◊ Fly
◊ Force Field
◊ Hold Person
◊ Hold Portal
◊ Infravision
◊ Levitate
◊ Light
◊ Lower Water
◊ Mirror Image
◊ Move Earth
◊ Phantasmal Force
◊ Polymorph Self
◊ Projected Image
◊ Protection from Normal Missiles
◊ Protection from Evil
◊ Protection from Evil 10’ Radius
◊ Read Languages
◊ Read Magic
◊ Shield
◊ Statue
◊ Sword
◊ Telekinesis
◊ Wall of Fire
◊ Wall of Ice
◊ Water Breathing
◊ Web

A living creature can have up to two Permanence spells active at
on it one time. If a third one is cast on the same creature than all
three immediately fail.

Phantasmal Force

Energy
Magic-User 2, Elf 2
Target: 10’ radius
Range: 240’
Duration: concentration
This spell creates a visual illusion within the area of effect that
disappears when touched or when the caster stops concentrating.
The illusion can alter the appearance of everything within the area,
and create images where there is nothing. The images can be mobile or static.
Any illusionary creatures created by this spell are armour class 9,
and disappear if they take any damage.
If an illusion is of something which attacks a target, the attack is
made as if the caster was making it. If that illusionary attack would
damage the target, the target may make a saving throw vs. spells.
If the saving throw succeeds, the target realises that the attack is
illusionary and the attack has no effect.

If cast by an immortal, this spell can also make the following spells
permanent:
◊ Explosive Cloud
◊ Gate
◊ Polymorph Any Object
◊ Power Word Blind
◊ Prismatic Wall
◊ Shapechange
◊ Survival
◊ Timestop
◊ Travel

If the target fails the saving throw, they take damage as normal from
the attack (assuming it is something they would expect to damage
them) but such damage is illusionary and fades away in 1d4x10
minutes. Such illusionary damage cannot kill the target. At the
most it can knock them unconscious until it fades.
Since attacking a target with an illusion usually involves the illusion
touching the target, this will normally end the illusion.

Plant Door

Druid 4
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell causes the caster to be completely intangible to plants.
The Permanence spell only makes the natural duration of the above The caster can walk through dense undergrowth and even step
spells permanent. Spells that can be partially or fully cancelled be- through living trees (or hide inside them).
fore their duration has expired by particular situations (e.g. Mirror
Image ending because all the images have been struck, Phantasmal The spell only works on living plants, not dead wood; and although
Force or project image ending because the illusion has been touched, the effect includes the caster’s equipment, it doesn’t include other
or Protection from Evil partially ending because the caster has at- creatures carried by the caster.
tacked a target of the spell) will be still partially or fully cancelled
When the duration ends, flexible plants will be bent around the
if that situation occurs.
caster to give them room as they reappear, and solid plants such as
This spell can be dispelled by a Dispel Magic spell, and this will trees will gently push the caster out.
cause the spell that it is sustaining to immediately end – even if
that spell cannot normally be dispelled.
Any area or non-living object can only have one Permanence spell
active at a time. If a second one is cast on the same area or object
then both immediately fail.
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Polymorph Any Object

Matter
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: one object or creature
Range: 240’
Duration: special
This spell will change any object or creature into another type of
object or mortal (not exalted) creature. If cast at a large object, it
will only change a 10’x10’x10’ section of the object.
If the spell is cast at a creature, the creature may make a saving
throw vs. spells at a –4 penalty to avoid the effect.
The duration of the spell depends on the degree of change between
the old and new forms as indicated in Table 7–7.
Regardless of the duration, the change can be dispelled with a
Dispel Magic spell.
This spell cannot affect a creature’s hit points, and only works on
creatures with no more than 2 hit dice per level of the caster.

The target is given all special abilities of the new form, including
thinking and behaving as the new form. It cannot create a duplicate
of a specific individual, only a generic individual of the desired race
or monster species; and if something is polymorphed into a human
or demi-human then it will not have class levels.
If an immortal is polymorphed by this spell, they change in outward
form only. They retain their mind (and their aura), and do not get
the special abilities of the new form. However, they can return to
their normal form at any time.

Polymorph Self

Matter
Magic-User 4, Elf 4
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour + 10 mins/level
This spell allows the caster to change their shape into that of another
race or mortal (not exalted) species.

The target is given all special abilities of the new form, including
thinking and behaving as the new form.

The caster can only change into a form that has no more hit dice
than the caster’s normal form. The caster cannot take the form of
a specific individual, only a generic individual of the desired race
or species.

It cannot create a duplicate of a specific individual, only a generic
individual of the desired race or monster species; and if something
is polymorphed into a human or demi-human then it will not
have class levels.

The caster’s basic statistics (armour class, hit points, attack rolls, and
saving throws) do not change, and the caster does not get special
or magical abilities of the new form (such as the breath of a dragon
or hellhound, or the regeneration ability of a troll).

Table 7–7: Polymorph Any Object Durations

The caster does get the basic physical characteristics and physical
attacks of the new form (such as a dragon’s flight and a hellhound’s
bite). The caster cannot cast spells while polymorphed.

Polymorphed Object Type

Original
Object Type

Animal

Plant

Non-living

Animal

Permanent

1 hour/level

10 mins/level

Plant

1 hour/level

Permanent

1 hour/level

Non-living

10 mins/level

1 hour/level

Permanent

If the caster is killed while polymorphed, this spell ends and they
revert back to their normal shape. It also ends if dispelled.
An immortal under the effect of this spell retains their aura.

Polymorph Other

Matter
Magic-User 4, Elf 4
Target: one living creature
Range: 60’
Duration: permanent
This spell changes a living (not undead or non-living) creature into
a different type of living mortal (not exalted) creature.

Power Word Blind

Energy
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: one creature
Range: 120’
Duration: special
This spell blinds the targeted creature with no saving throw allowed.

Creatures with 40 or fewer hit points are blinded for 1d4 days.
The target creature type must have no more than twice the num- Creatures with 41–80 hit points are blinded for 2d4 hours. Creaber of hit dice that the original creature has, and the creature’s hit tures with 81+ hit points are unaffected by the spell.
points do not change.
The target of this spell can make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid
the effect.
The change can be dispelled by a Dispel Magic spell.
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Power Word Kill
Once the wall is in place, only the caster may move through it
Energy
without effect, and the wall may not be moved by any force – not
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
even a Wish spell.
Target: one or more living creatures
Range: 120’
The wall must be created where there is room for it. If there are
Duration: instant
creatures or objects blocking the wall then it will form around them
This spell can be cast on either a single living (not undead or non- without affecting them.
living) creature or a group of creatures.
Each magical barrier is a different colour, starting with violet – the
If cast on a single creature with 60 or fewer hit points the creature barrier closest to the caster – and ending with red.
dies. If cast on a single creature with 61–100 hit points the creature
is stunned for 1d4x10 minutes. Creatures with 101+ hit points are Any creature trying to pass through the barrier will be affected by
unaffected by the spell.
each layer in turn as they move through. A creature with an AntiMagic Shell spell active (including the caster) cannot pass through
If cast on a group of up to five creatures, any of them with 20 or the barriers but cannot be affected by them either.
fewer hit points will die, but any with 21+ hit points will be unaffected by the spell.
Each barrier has a different effect, and can only be destroyed in
a specific way or by a Wish spell, which will destroy the nearest
The target or targets of this do not get a saving throw unless they three barriers to the caster. In either case, only the barrier closest to
are magic-users or can cast magic-user spells. Even if they can cast the creature trying to destroy it can be destroyed. A barrier in the
such spells, they must make a saving throw vs. spells at a penalty middle of the wall cannot be destroyed even in the listed manner
of –4 in order to avoid the effects of this spell.
while there is another barrier between it and the creature trying
to destroy it.
Power Word Stun

Energy
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: one creature
Range: 120’
Duration: special
This spell stuns the targeted creature with no saving throw.

The barriers extend into the ethereal plane and have their full effect
there as well as on the material plane.

Creatures with 35 or fewer hit points are stunned for 2d6x10
minutes. Creatures with 36–70 hit points are stunned for 1d6x10
minutes. Creatures with 71+ hit points are unaffected by the spell.

Orange: This barrier inflicts 24 points of damage (no save allowed)
to any creature that crosses it. It blocks all non-magical missiles,
and can only be destroyed by taking (any amount of ) magical
lightning damage.

Red: This barrier inflicts 12 points of damage (no save allowed) to
any creature that crosses it. It blocks all magical missiles, and can
only be destroyed by taking (any amount of ) magical cold damage.

Predict Weather

Druid 1
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: instant
This spell lets the caster know exactly what the weather will be like
for the next 12 hours, over a range of 1 mile per level of the caster.

Prismatic Wall

Entropy
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: special
Range: special
Duration: 1 hour
This spell creates seven magical barriers, each a quarter of an inch
apart, that between them form a two-inch thick magical wall.
The wall can either be created as a 10’ radius sphere around the
caster or as a vertical wall of up to 500 square feet within 60’ of
the caster.

Yellow: This barrier inflicts 48 points of damage (no save allowed)
to any creature that crosses it. It blocks all breath weapons, and
can only be destroyed by a Magic Missile spell.
Green: This barrier kills any creature that crosses it unless they
can make a saving throw vs. spells. It blocks all forms of magical
detection, and can only be destroyed by a Passwall spell.
Blue: This barrier turns any creature that crosses it to stone unless they can make a saving throw vs. petrification. It blocks all
poisons, gasses and gaze attacks, and can only be destroyed by a
Disintegrate spell.
Indigo: This barrier transports any creature that touches it to a random outer plane unless they can make a saving throw vs. spells. It
blocks all matter, and can only be destroyed by a Dispel Magic spell.
Violet: This barrier knocks any creature that crosses it unconscious
and sends them permanently insane, unless they make a saving
throw vs. spells (only one saving throw is needed to avoid both
effects at once). The insanity can only be cured by a Cureall spell
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or a Wish spell. It blocks all magic, and can only be destroyed by
a Continual Light spell.

Produce Fire

If the caster attacks a creature that is being blocked by this spell
from touching them, that individual creature is no longer blocked.
The to-hit penalty still applies to the creature, however.

Druid 2
Protection from Evil 10’ Radius
Target: caster
Spirit, Antipathy
Range: personal
Cleric 4, Druid 4, Magic-User 3, Elf 3
Duration: 20 mins/level
Target: 10’ radius
This spell causes a small ball of flame to appear in the caster’s hand. Range: personal
The flame sheds light as a torch, and does not burn the caster.
Duration: 2 hours
This spell creates a 10’ radius barrier around the caster’s body that
The caster can cause the flame to disappear or reappear by concen- protects all within it from various creatures.
trating for a round at any time during the duration of the spell.
No creature that is magically summoned, controlled, charmed
The fire can be thrown up to 30’ by the caster and will set fire to or possessed can touch those within the barrier. Neither can any
particularly flammable objects that it hits or do 1d4 damage to a creature that can only be hit by magical weapons. Such creatures
creature.
can still throw or shoot things at those within.
In either case, the flame will then disappear, although the caster can
make it reappear again (back in their hand) as normal.

Projected Image

Energy
Magic-User 6, Elf 6, Sorcerer 6
Target: special
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour
This spell causes an illusionary duplicate of the caster to appear
within 240’ of the real caster.

Additionally, all attacks against creatures within the barrier are at
a –1 penalty to hit and those creatures get a +1 bonus to all saving
throws while inside.
If anyone within the barrier attacks a creature that is being blocked
by this spell from touching them, that individual creature is no
longer blocked from touching anyone inside the barrier. The to-hit
penalty still applies to the creature, however.

Protection from Lightning

Druid 4
Target: one creature
For the duration of the spell, the caster can control the image’s Range: touch
actions by concentrating (the caster can have the image walk as Duration: 10 mins/level
they walk) and any spells cast by the caster will appear to be cast by This spell protects the target from lightning damage. The spell will
the image – although the caster must be able to see the targets of stop a total of 1 die of damage (of whatever die type the attack uses)
the spell as normal, the caster cannot see through the image’s eyes. per level of the caster from attacks. In the case of dragon breath,
each hit dice of the dragon counts as a damage die.
The duplicate is armour class 9, but will not be affected by spells
or missile attacks. It will disappear if touched.
Dice that are stopped by this spell are removed before rolling the
damage.

Protection from Evil

Spirit, Antipathy
Cleric 1, Druid 1, Shaman 1, Magic-User 1, Elf 1, Sorcerer 1
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 2 hours
This spell creates a barrier an inch away from the caster’s body that
protects the caster from various creatures.
No creature that is magically summoned, controlled, charmed or
possessed can touch the caster.
Neither can any creature that can only be hit by magical weapons.
Such creatures can still throw or shoot things at the caster.

Protection from Normal Missiles

Entropy
Magic-User 3, Elf 3
Target: one creature
Range: 30’
Duration: 2 hours
This spell stops all small non-magical missiles (arrows, bolts, sling
stones, thrown weapons, etc.) from striking the target creature.
Large missiles such as those from siege weaponry and magical missiles are not blocked by this spell.

Additionally, all attacks against the caster are at a –1 penalty to hit
and the caster gets a +1 bonus to all saving throws for the duration
of this spell.
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Protection from Poison

Druid 3
Target: one creature
Range: touch
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell makes the target completely immune to all non-magical
poisons, and magical poison spells such as the Cloudkill spell. It
also gives the target a +4 bonus to all saving throws against the
poisonous breath weapons that some creatures possess.

Purify Food and Water

Purity
Cleric 1, Druid 1
Target: special
Range: 10’
Duration: permanent
This spell will purify spoiled or poisoned food and drink.

If the body has been dead for more than four days per level of the
caster above 7th then this spell will not work.
The body must be reasonably whole for this spell to work, and
severed or missing body parts will still be missing afterwards, possibly leading to disability.

It will affect enough fresh food to feed a dozen people, or enough
preserved food (making it fresh again) for one person, or enough
water for six people.
The spell will purify muddy or otherwise dirty water by settling
out the sediment, but will have no effect on water-based creatures.

Quest (r)

Raise Dead (r)

Vitality/Inertia
Cleric 5, Druid 5
Target: one human or demi-human
Range: 120’
Duration: permanent
This spell raises the body of a human or demi-human from the dead.

Despair/Hope
Cleric 5, Druid 5
Target: one living creature
Range: 30’
Duration: special
This spell forces the target to perform a specific action. The target
may make a saving throw vs. spells to escape the effect.

The target returns to life in a weakened state that lasts until they
have had two weeks of bed rest, being unable to move faster than
a walk and unable to attack or cast spells or use class abilities.
Additionally, the target has only 1 hit point and cannot be cured
further until they have rested for the two weeks.
A Cureall spell can be used to remove the two week rest period, but
will not do this and also cure the target at the same time.
If a Raise Dead spell is cast on an undead creature with 9 or fewer
hit dice, the creature must make a saving throw vs. spells or be
destroyed. Vampires are not destroyed by this spell, but forced
into gaseous form and forced to retreat to their coffins until the
following night.
If Raise Dead is cast on an undead creature with more than 9 hit
dice, the creature takes 3d10 damage, although it can make a saving
throw vs. spells to take only half damage.

The action must be something that is possible, and can’t be some- When a character becomes an immortal, this spell will not bring
thing suicidal – for example you can’t Quest someone into jumping their former mortal body back to life.
off a cliff.
Reverse: Finger of Death will kill any one living creature within 60’
The target must perform the action, but they are not mind con- unless it can make a saving throw vs. spells. Undead targeted by a
trolled in any way, and they are fully aware that they may only be Finger of Death spell are cured of 3d10 damage.
performing the action in order to avoid the consequences of this
spell.
Raise Dead Fully (r)
Vitality/Inertia
If the target goes against the quest, they receive a Curse, as if by the Cleric 7, Druid 7
reversed form of the Remove Curse spell. Neither this curse nor the Target: one dead creature
Quest itself can be dispelled or removed via a Remove Curse spell, Range: 60’
although a Dispel Evil will remove it. The curse will not lift until Duration: permanent
the quest is fulfilled.
This spell raises the body of any formerly living creature from the
dead.
This spell cannot affect an immortal, even if cast by another immortal.
If the body has been dead for more than four months per level of
the caster above 16th then this spell will not work.
Reverse: Remove Quest will remove an unwanted Quest, although
for each level the caster of the Quest is above the caster of the If the body has been dismembered, eaten or otherwise damaged,
Remove Quest there is a 5% chance of failure.
then only a small piece of it – a lock of hair or a sliver of bone – is
needed to cast this spell, and the whole body will re-form around
that piece. The piece must have been recovered from the body
after death.
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If the target is a human or demi-human, they are raised back up
to full health and can immediately use abilities and spells with no
rest period required.
If the target is not a human or demi-human, they return to life
in a weakened state that lasts until they have had two weeks of
bed rest, being unable to move faster than a walk and unable to
attack or cast spells or use class abilities. Additionally, the target
has only 1 hit point and cannot be cured further until they have
rested for the two weeks.
A Cureall spell can be used to remove the two week rest period, but
will not do this and also cure the target at the same time.
If a Raise Dead Fully spell is cast on an undead creature with 7 or
fewer hit dice, the creature is destroyed with no saving throw.
If a Raise Dead Fully spell is cast on an undead creature with 8–14
hit dice, the creature must make a saving throw vs. spells with a –4
penalty or be destroyed.

Read Languages

Spirit
Magic-User 1, Elf 1, Sorcerer 1
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 20 minutes
This spell lets the caster read (but not speak or write) any nonmagical written language or code.

Read Magic

Spirit
Magic-User 1, Elf 1, Sorcerer 1
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 10 minutes
This spell lets the caster read magical runes and writings. Once a
particular magical inscription has been read by this spell, the caster
can re-read it at any time without needing to cast this spell again.
The most common use of this spell is to read magical scrolls.

If Raise Dead Fully is cast on an undead creature with 15+ hit dice, Reincarnation
the creature takes 6d10 damage, although it can make a saving Spirit
throw vs. spells to take only half damage.
Magic-User 6, Elf 6, Sorcerer 6
Target: one dead creature
When a character becomes an immortal, this spell will not bring Range: 10’
their former mortal body back to life.
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a new body – not necessarily of the same speReverse: Obliterate will kill any one living creature.
cies – to house the life-force of a dead creature. There is no limit
on how long the creature can have been dead for, but the caster
If an Obliterate spell is cast on a living creature with 7 or fewer hit must have part of the creature’s body to cast this spell. If the body
dice or levels, the creature is killed with no saving throw.
has been dismembered, eaten or otherwise damaged, then only a
small piece of it – a lock of hair or a sliver of bone – is needed to
If an Obliterate spell is cast on a living creature with 8–14 hit dice cast this spell, and the new body will re-form around that piece.
or levels, the creature must make a saving throw vs. spells with The piece must have been recovered from the body after death.
a –4 penalty or be killed.
A human who comes back in a human body has the same class
If Obliterate is cast on a living creature with 15+ hit dice or levels, and level as before they died. A demi-human who comes back
the creature takes 6d10 damage, although it can make a saving in a human body has the same experience points as before they
throw vs. spells to take only half damage.
died, and will be the class that is closest to their racial class (elf =
magic-user, dwarf = fighter, halfling or lupine = fighter or thief at
If Obliterate is cast on an undead creature, it will cure nearly all the player’s choice).
damage from the target, leaving them with only 1d6 damage – although if the target is already healthier than that it won’t damage A human or demi-human who comes back in a demi-human body
has the same experience points as before they died, but now has
them.
the racial class that corresponds to their new race.
Alternatively, the spell can be used on an undead creature as a Remove Curse, Cure Disease or Cure Blindness spell, or it can be used A humanoid that comes back in a human or demi-human body
to cure an undead creature of a Feeblemind spell. However, it will will be a normal commoner without a class or levels. A human
or demi-human that comes back in a humanoid body will be a
only cure one thing per casting.
normal member of that race and unable to gain further experience.
When a creature is reincarnated, roll 1d8, and consult the list below:
1 to 2 =
3 to 5 =
6 to 7 =
8=
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A “close” race is one that is similar in both form and outlook to the
original race. For example, humans and demi-humans are close to
each other, and goblins and hobgoblins are close to each other – but
a human is not close to a goblin.
A “distant” race is one that is similar in either form or outlook, but
not both, to the original race. For example humans and kobolds
are distant from each other, as are elves and treants.
A “very distant” race is one that is similar in neither form nor
outlook, for example humans and badgers.
In any case, the exact race or species must be determined by the
Game Master.
When a character becomes an immortal, this spell will not bring
their former mortal body back to life.

Remove Curse (r)

Spirit, Hope/Despair
Cleric 3, Druid 3, Shaman 3, Magic-User 4, Elf 4, Sorcerer 4
Target: one creature or item
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell removes a curse from a creature or item. Some very
powerful curses may not be removable with this spell.

that do not normally allow saving throws, with a bonus on the
saving throw equal to the caster’s level.
Remove Fear can be cast on a target who is already afraid, and will
either remove or allow an immediate saving throw against the fear as
above. This spell will also remove the terror effect of an immortal’s
aura, but only when cast by an immortal.
Reverse: Cause Fear can be cast on any living creature within 120’
and will make it flee in terror for 20 minutes unless it can make
a saving throw vs. spells. If the target is cornered, they will cower
and fight only to defend themselves.

Resist Cold

Vitality
Cleric 1, Druid 1
Target: 30’ radius
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour
This spell protects all creatures in the area from frostbite in freezing
temperatures, gives each creature a +2 bonus to saving throws made
against cold based attacks, and reduces all magical cold damage by
one point per die of damage (to a minimum of 1 damage per die).
In the case of dragon breath, each hit dice of the dragon counts
as a damage die.

Resist Fire

Reverse: Curse gives the target a curse unless they can make a sav- Vitality
ing throw vs. spells.
Cleric 2, Druid 2
Target: one creature
The exact nature of the curse is up to the caster, although the fol- Range: 30’
lowing are typical effects.
Duration: 20 minutes
This spell protects the target from being burned by natural fires,
◊ Something that produces up to a –4 penalty to attacks (e.g. Blind- gives them a +2 bonus to saving throws made against fire based
ness)
attacks, and reduces all magical fire damage by one point per die
of damage (to a minimum of 1 damage per die). In the case of
◊ Something that produces up to a –2 penalty on saving throws dragon breath, each hit dice of the dragon counts as a damage die.
(such as a susceptibility to poison)
◊ Something that produces up to a –2 penalty to social interactions
(such as smelling like a corpse)
◊ Something that causes a halving of a single ability score (such
as withering of a limb).
Using the Curse spell to inflict effects other than things in this list
require the Game Master’s permission.

Remove Fear (r)

Hope/Despair
Cleric 1, Druid 1
Target: one living creature
Range: touch
Duration: 20 minutes
This spell makes the touched creature resist fear effects. Any fear
effect that allows a saving throw will automatically be resisted by
the target. The target is also allowed a saving throw against effects

Restore (r)

Purity/corruption
Cleric 7, Druid 7
Target: one creature
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell restores one level that has been drained from the target
by an Energy Drain spell or an energy draining creature. The target
is restored to the exact experience total that they had before they
were energy drained. If the target has already gained more experience than that since the Energy Drain then this spell does not add
extra experience. Restore can also be used to remove a magical aging
effect from a creature, restoring them to their normal age (plus any
time that has passed since the magical aging happened). It will not
remove natural aging.
Unless the caster of this spell is an immortal, they temporarily lose
a level when casting this spell as if they had been energy drained
themselves. However, this level is recovered after 2d20 days of rest.
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Reverse: Energy Drain drains a single level from the target, who
the caster must touch (make a normal attack), but who gets no
saving throw.

Shield

Matter
Magic-User 1, Elf 1
Target: caster
If an immortal casts Energy Drain at another immortal, the target Range: personal
must make a saving throw vs. power or lose 5pp. Immortals can- Duration: 20 minutes
not lose levels due to Energy Drain, even if they have no power This spell creates a magical barrier an inch away from the caster’s
points left.
body that shields the caster from harm.

Reverse Gravity
While this spell is in effect, the caster has an armour class of 2
Entropy
against missile attacks and an armour class of 4 against all other
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
attacks rather than their normal armour class of 9.
Target: 30’ radius
Range: 90’
This spell also grants the caster a saving throw vs. spells each time
Duration: 2 seconds
they would be hit by the missile from a Magic Missile spell. If the
This spell reverses the pull of gravity on all creatures within a 15’ saving throw fails, the missile hits the caster normally. If the savradius of the target point. The creatures will fall upwards for the ing throw succeeds, the missile is blocked, but this spell is ends
duration of the spell, falling a maximum of 65’. Then, at the end immediately.
of the spell’s duration, they will fall back to the floor again.
When cast by an immortal, this spell gives the caster a –4 ac bonus
There is no saving throw against this spell.
against missile attacks and a –2 ac bonus against other attacks.
Creatures who hit obstacles on either the upwards or downwards
fall take 1d6 damage per 10’ fallen.

Shapechange

Matter
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell allows the caster to change their shape into that of other
races or mortal (not exalted) species. The caster can change shape
as often as they like during the spell’s duration, with each change
taking a round.
The caster cannot take the form of a specific individual, only a
generic individual of the desired race or species. The caster’s basic
statistics (armour class, attack rolls, number of attacks) change,
although the caster’s hit points and saving throws do not.
The caster does get the special abilities of the new form (such as the
breath of a dragon or hellhound, and the regeneration ability of a
troll). This applies to flaws of the form as well as benefits.
The caster cannot cast spells while shapechanged, unless in the form
of a bipedal humanoid.
In any case, the caster can only cast their own spells, not spells that
are innate to the form (such as a dryad’s innate Charm Person spell).
If the caster is killed while shapechanged, this spell ends and they
revert back to their normal shape. It also ends if dispelled.
A shapechanged caster cannot pass through a Protection from Evil
spell or an Anti-Magic Shell spell.

Silence 15’ Radius

Destruction
Cleric 2, Druid 2
Target: 15’ radius
Range: 180’
Duration: 2 hours
This spell makes it impossible for any noise to be produced in the
targeted area. However, noises from outside the area can still be
heard from within it.
The spell can be cast at an area, in which case the effect is static until
the duration ends or it is dispelled, or it can be cast at a creature, in
which case the creature must make a saving throw vs. spells. If the
saving throw fails, the spell moves with the creature. If the saving
throw succeeds, the spell still works centred on the creature’s current position; but does not move with the creature.

Sleep

Spirit
Magic-User 1, Elf 1, Sorcerer 1
Target: creatures in a 20’ radius
Range: 240’
Duration: 4d4 x 10 minutes
This spell puts one or more creatures to sleep. Roll 2d8 to see how
many hit dice worth of creatures are slept by the effect.
Go through all the living (not undead or non-living) creatures
in the area with fewer than 5 hit dice or levels, starting with the
closest to the target point of the spell. If there are enough hit dice
left from the roll, that creature is slept with no saving throw and
their hit dice are taken from the running total. Once there are no
more creatures left with fewer (or equal) hit dice to the number of
hit dice left over, the spell stops.

A shapechanged immortal retains their aura, and can cast spells
regardless of form.
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Falling to the ground when slept by this spell will not wake the The spirit of the deceased will always reply in a language known to
target up, and neither will noise. Targets will awaken if kicked, the caster, and must answer the questions truthfully, but a hostile
shaken or otherwise physically disturbed.
spirit may equivocate and mislead if it chooses providing it does
not directly lie.
Sleeping creatures are considered to be helpless opponents (see
Chapter 10 – Combat for details).
The spirit will only have knowledge of things that it experienced
when it was alive.

Snake Charm

Sympathy
Cleric 2, Druid 2, Shaman 2
Target: one or more snakes
Range: 60’
Duration: special
This spell charms 1 hit dice of snakes per level of the caster, with
no saving throw allowed.
The affected snakes will rise up and sway, and will not attack any
creature unless they are attacked themselves.
If this spell is cast on snakes that are attacking the caster, it lasts
for 1d4+1 rounds. If cast on snakes that are not attacking the caster,
it lasts for 10 minutes + 1d4 x 10 minutes.
After the spell duration has ended, the snakes return to their normal
behaviour.

Speak with Animal

Sympathy
Cleric 2, Druid 2, Shaman 2
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 1 hour
This spell lets the caster communicate with a single species of animal for the duration. The species named must be a normal type of
animal, not a magical or intelligent type. The communication is
limited by the intelligence of the animal being communicated with.

Speak with Dead

Inertia
Cleric 3, Druid 3
Target: one corpse
Range: 10’
Duration: 1 rnd/level
This spell lets the caster ask three questions to a dead body.
The spirit of the deceased will is summoned and must answer the
questions, although it cannot interact in any other way unless it is
already an undead creature such as a ghost or spectre.
The caster must possess a part of the corpse, such as a lock of hair
or a piece of bone. The age of the corpse that can be spoken with
by use of this spell depends on the level of the caster:
6th–7th =
8th–14th =
15th–20th =
21st+ =

4 days
4 months
4 years
unlimited

Speak with Monsters (r)

Sympathy/Antipathy
Cleric 6, Druid 6, Shaman 6
Target: 30’ radius
Range: personal
Duration: 1 rnd/level
This spell lets the caster communicate with any creature for the
duration.
The depth of communication is limited by the intelligence of the
creature being communicated with, although even unintelligent
creatures which do not normally communicate can do so in a
rudimentary fashion if this spell is used.
Reverse: Babble causes one target within 60’ of the caster to be
completely unable to communicate with other creatures for 10
minutes per caster level, unless they can make a saving throw vs.
spells with a –2 penalty.
Any attempt to communicate with others – including hand signals,
telepathy and writing will be garbled.
The target can still cast spells, but is unable to use magic items that
require command words to activate them.

Speak with Plants

Sympathy
Cleric 4, Druid 4, Shaman 4
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 30 minutes
This spell allows the caster to talk to plants, which will respond as
if they were intelligent.
Normal plants will be friendly to the caster, and are able to move
slowly while under the influence of this spell in order to obey
simple commands from the caster, such as picking something up
or leaning out of the way of a path.
The spell also allows the caster to talk to plant-like monsters, although it does not influence them.

Statue

Matter
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: personal
Range: caster
Duration: 20 mins/level
This spell allows the caster to transform to or from a statue as often as they like during the duration. Each transformation takes a
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round. The caster can even turn back to normal after having been
petrified by a monster’s attack or a spell, providing this spell was
already active when the petrification happened.

obey the caster, and then turn back to sticks when either the duration ends or they are killed.

While in stone form, the caster cannot move or cast spells (but can
continue to concentrate on spells already cast). The caster is armour
class –4, and cannot be hurt by non-magical weapons or by cold
or fire attacks. The caster does not need to breathe while in statue
form and is immune to poison, drowning, and gas-based attacks.

Entropy
Magic-User 6, Elf 6, Sorcerer 6
Target: one creature or object
Range: 120’
Duration: permanent
This spell turns any one stone object (or a 10’x10’x10’ section of
stone wall) to flesh. If the stone object is a petrified creature or part
of one, then the creature will be restored by this spell (although
they may immediately die if there are parts missing).

When this spell is active but the caster is in normal form, the caster
gets a +5 bonus on initiative rolls if their action for the round is
to turn to statue form.

Steelform

Matter
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: none
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a sheet of high quality steel up to 2” thick and
up to 500 square feet in area. The sheet can be created flat or can
be created pre-shaped.
The steel does not appear instantly, but takes time to form, ranging
from a single round for a simple sheet of steel to two hours to create
something with a precise specification, such as a sword.
Whatever the complexity of the shape, the steel must form a single
piece with no moving parts.
However, the caster can create the steel in a “rough” form, which
can then have the Steelform spell cast on it again in order to either
add to the object or reshape it.

Stone to Flesh (r)

If the stone object is not a petrified creature or part of one, then
it turns into a gelatinous mass of shapeless skin, fat and dead flesh
with tufts of coarse hair and the occasional eye. The lump of flesh
has no proper internal structure or bones, and cannot support its
own weight. It cannot be raised or reincarnated, since it has never
had a life-force.
The meat is edible, although it smells and tastes foul.
Reverse: Flesh to Stone will permanently turn one living creature
(including all equipment carried) into stone unless the target makes
a saving throw vs. petrification.
If an immortal is petrified by this spell, it only lasts for one round
per hit dice the immortal has, and the target remains fully aware
of their surroundings while petrified. An immortal whose manifest
form is petrified can still switch to spirit form.

Stoneform

Matter
Magic-User 6, Elf 6
If the caster does create the steel in rough form, then this spell is Target: none
cast once again to “set” the steel in its final form so that other cast- Range: touch
ers can’t cast this spell on it in order to modify it.
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a mass of stone up to 1,000 cubic feet in area. The
Note that whatever shape the sheet takes, it is always a maximum mass can be arranged in any manner the caster desires.
of 2” thick – so that if it is formed into a statue, for example, the
statue would be hollow.
The stone does not appear instantly, but takes time to form, ranging
from a single round for a simple stone wall to two hours to create
Once created, the steel is real and cannot be dispelled, and it will something with a precise specification, such as a statue.
last until it is physically or magically destroyed.
The stone created by this spell can be as soft as chalk or as hard
as granite, but cannot be a precious or semi-precious stone. The
Sticks to Snakes
exception to this is that the spell can create clear (or tinted) lead
Vitality
crystal of a fine enough quality to be used for windows.
Cleric 4, Druid 4
Target: up to 16 sticks
Whatever the complexity of the shape, the stone must form a single
Range: 120’
piece with no moving parts. However, the caster can create the
Duration: 1 hour
stone in a “rough” form, which can then have the Stoneform spell
This spell turns a number of normal sticks into snakes.
cast on it again in order to either add to the object or reshape it.
If the caster does create the stone in rough form, then this spell
Roll 2d8. That many sticks in range turn into small snakes.
is cast once again to “set” the stone in its final form so that other
Each snake has an equal chance to be a pit viper or a racer (see casters can’t cast this spell on it in order to modify it.
Chapter 18 – Monsters for details of these snakes). The snakes
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Note that whatever shape the stone takes, it cannot be created in
the space where another object exists and must be created on a
surface that can support its weight.
Once created, the stone is real and cannot be dispelled, and it will
last until it is physically or magically destroyed.

Striking

Vitality
Cleric 3, Druid 3
Target: one weapon
Range: 30’
Duration: 10 minutes
This spell temporarily enchants a weapon to do extra damage. It
can only be cast on hand-held weapons or missile weapons, not
on the natural weaponry of a creature.

this spell is cast more than once during the same day, a different
type of elemental must be summoned each time.
While the caster controls the elemental, they can make it do anything it is capable of doing, including fighting to the death on the
caster’s behalf. The caster can also send the controlled elemental
home.
The caster does not need to concentrate to keep controlling the
elemental.
A summoned elemental is blocked by a Protection from Evil, and
can be sent home by a Dispel Magic or a Dispel Evil.

Summon Object

Entropy
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Until the duration ends, the weapon does an extra 1d6 damage to Target: one object in caster’s home
anything it hits, and can hit creatures that are only hit by magi- Range: infinite
cal weapons (although it does not grant the weapon any magical Duration: instant
bonuses to hit).
This spell summons a non-living object weighing 50 pounds or
less from the caster’s home to their hand, no matter how great the
distance even if the caster is on another plane, but providing the
Summon Animals
caster is in the same celestial sphere as their home. The object must
Druid 4
be no bigger than a staff or small chest.
Target: special
Range: 360’
The caster must know the exact location of the item, and must be
Duration: 30 minutes
This spell summons one or more animals within range. It only familiar with it.
affects normal, non-magical animals, and not normal insects and
The item must also have been prepared beforehand by sprinkling
arthropods.
it with a special powder that costs 1,000 gold pieces per item. The
The caster may specify a particular species or group of animals powder evaporates as part of the preparation process, and does
(but not individual named animals) or may summon any animals not affect the item in any way once the preparation is complete.
in range.
If the item is a container of some sort, it will appear without its
The minimum number of animals that arrive will be none – if contents – even if those contents have been independently prepared.
there are no animals within range – and the maximum number of
animals is a number whose hit dice are equal to the caster’s level. If another creature has taken the object from where the caster
Tiny animals (such as mice, songbirds, frogs, rabbits etc.) count as placed it, the object will not be summoned – but the caster will
know roughly where the object is and who has it.
a tenth of a hit dice each.
When the animals arrive, they will understand the caster’s instruc- If an immortal casts this spell while in a mortal form, it will not
tions and help the caster in any way they can, although if they are summon objects from the home of the immortal’s manifest form.
attacked by anything they will not fight to the death but will flee
instead – although if the caster is already in combat when the ani- Summon Weather
mals arrive, they will fight to help the caster unless badly injured. Druid 6
Target: one weather phenomenon
When deciding which animals answer the summons, animals that Range: 5+ miles
the caster can see will be affected first, even if they are currently Duration: 1 hour/level
hostile to the caster.
This spell summons a weather phenomenon within range that the
caster is aware of (either by being able to see it or knowing about
Summon Elemental
it through a Predict Weather spell or other form or scrying) to the
Druid 7
caster’s current location.
Target: none
Range: 240’
The weather phenomenon must be within 5 miles, plus a mile for
Duration: 1 hour
every caster level above 15th.
When this spell is cast, a 16 hit dice elemental (see Chapter 18 –
Monsters for statistics) will appear within 240’ of the caster. If
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Particularly powerful weather conditions such as hurricanes, torna- Merely seeing the rune is not enough to make it work, but reading
does, etc. Can only be summoned by a caster of 21st level or higher. the rune aloud will also trigger it with no saving throw.

Survival

A character using the Read Magic spell can read a rune safely in order
to identify which type of rune it is without triggering it.

Matter, Hope
Cleric 7, Druid 7, Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: one creature
Range: touch
Duration: 1 hour / level
This spell protects the target from harmful environments.

A Symbol can be triggered any number of times, and will remain
active until dispelled.

The target is completely protected from normal heat and cold, and
can survive without air, food, water or sleep.

If placed on an object, the Symbol must be exposed for it to work.
A Symbol will not work if it is covered over and hidden.
Symbol Of Death: Kills any creature with 75 hit points or fewer.
Creatures with more than 75 hit points are unaffected.

This spell does not protect the target against attacks of any kind,
only the natural environment. It does protect completely from the Symbol Of Discord: Confuses the creature permanently, as if the
environment of other planes, and even the luminiferous aether.
Confusion spell had been cast upon them. The confusion can be
cured by a Cureall spell or a Wish spell.

Sword

Energy
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
Target: none
Range: 30’
Duration: 1 rnd/level
This spell creates a glowing sword made from magical force next
to the caster.
The caster can make the sword attack any creature within 30’ by
concentrating. The sword flies to the target and attacks.
If the caster stops concentrating, the sword stops attacking, but
remains in existence and returns to the caster’s side, following
them for the duration.
The sword attacks twice per round, making attacks at the caster’s
base attack bonus for 1d10 damage. The sword has no magical
bonuses to its attack rolls, but can hit any target.
The sword cannot be physically damaged in any way, but may be
dispelled.

Symbol

Entropy
Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: special
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a glowing magical rune that can be traced either
on an object or surface or even traced in the air.

Symbol Of Fear: Causes the target to flee for 30 rounds.
Symbol Of Insanity: Causes the victim to be driven permanently
insane and unable to cast spells. The insanity can only be cured by
a Cureall spell or a Wish spell.
Symbol Of Sleep: Sends the creature into a magical sleep
for 1d10+10 hours, which they cannot be woken from unless the
sleep is dispelled.
Symbol Of Stunning: Stuns any creature with 150 or fewer hit
points for 2d6x10 minutes.
Immortals are immune to the effects of Symbol spells, even if cast
by other immortals.

Telekinesis

Energy
Magic-User 5, Elf 5
Target: one object or creature
Range: 120’
Duration: 6 rounds
This spell lets the caster move an object or creature weighing up
to 20 pounds per level of the caster by concentrating on it.
The object can be moved at a speed of 20’ per round.
If the target is a creature, it can avoid the effect by making a saving
throw vs. spells.

If the target is an object being held by a creature, such as a weapon
in the creature’s hand, the creature can make a saving throw vs.
spells with a –2 penalty in order to keep hold of the object – but
if the caster is high enough level to move the weight of both the
Any creature that passes through a rune in the air, or touches the object and creature together, this will result in the creature being
object on which the rune is placed, is affected by the rune imme- dragged along with the object unless they let go.
diately with no saving throw allowed.
If the target is an object being carried (but not held) by a creature,
such as a weapon in the creature’s scabbard, the creature can make

The rune can have one of six different effects, chosen at the time
of casting.
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a saving throw vs. spells with a –5 penalty in order to keep hold
of the object.

Teleport Any Object

Teleport

The caster can use this spell to transport themselves, and if doing
so there is no chance of error.

Energy
Magic-User 7, Elf 7
However if the caster is high enough level to move the weight of Target: one object or creature
both the object and creature together, this will result in the creature Range: touch
being dragged along with the object unless they let go.
Duration: instant
This spell instantly transports one creature or object that weighs up
If the target is an object being worn by a creature, such as a back- to 50 pounds per level of the caster to another place on the same
pack, it cannot be moved unless the caster is high enough level to plane and within the same celestial sphere. The spell can be used to
move the weight of both the object and creature together, this will transport a 10’x10’x10’ section of rock such as from a wall or floor,
result in the creature being dragged along with the object.
but cannot be used in this way to transport only part of a creature.
Energy
Magic-User 5, Elf 5
Target: one living creature
Range: 10’
Duration: instant
This spell instantly transports a living (not undead or non-living)
creature to another place on the same plane and within the same
celestial sphere. The caster can use this spell to transport themselves.

The destination can be any distance from the target’s current location, but it cannot be a place occupied by a solid object and must
be a place with a solid ground or floor.
If the target is unwilling to be teleported, or unwilling to have
an object that they are holding or carrying teleported, they may
make a saving throw vs. spells with a –2 penalty to avoid the effect.

The destination can be any distance from the target’s current location, but it cannot be a place occupied by a solid object and must Unless the caster is teleporting themselves, there is a chance that
a Teleport spell will result in the target appearing too high or too
be a place with a solid ground or floor.
low. A character appearing in solid matter (usually because they
If the target is unwilling to be teleported, they may make a saving appeared to low) is instantly killed.
throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.
The chance of failure depends on how familiar the caster is with
There is a chance that a Teleport spell will result in the target ap- the destination:
pearing too high or too low. A character appearing in solid matter
Very Familiar: The caster can see the destination or the caster has
(usually because they appeared to low) is instantly killed.
spent several weeks there. Roll 1d100:
The chance of failure depends on how familiar the caster is with
the destination:
01–95 = on target
96–99 = 1d10x10’ too high
Very Familiar: The caster can see the destination or the caster has
00 = 1d10x10’ too low
spent several weeks there. Roll 1d100:
Familiar: The caster has spent more than a day at the destination,
01–95 = on target
or has spent several weeks scrying on the destination. Roll 1d100:
96–99 = 1d10x10’ too high
00 = 1d10x10’ too low
01–80 = on target
81–90 = 1d10x10’ too high
Familiar: The caster has spent more than a day at the destination,
91–00 = 1d10x10’ too low
or has spent several weeks scrying on the destination. Roll 1d100:
Unfamiliar: The caster has been to the location but spent less than
01–80 = on target
a day there, or the caster is currently scrying the location but has
81–90 = 1d10x10’ too high
not studied it. Roll 1d100:
91–00 = 1d10x10’ too low
01–50 = on target
Unfamiliar: The caster has been to the location but spent less than
51–75 = 1d10x10’ too high
a day there, or the caster is currently scrying the location but has
76–00 = 1d10x10’ too low
not studied it. Roll 1d100:
01–50 = on target
51–75 = 1d10x10’ too high
76–00 = 1d10x10’ too low
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Timestop

Entropy
Magic-User 9, Elf 9
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: 1d4+1 rounds
This spell speeds up the caster so much that from their perspective
time seems to have stopped.
From the caster’s point of view, time has effectively stopped, and
they have 1d4+1 rounds during which everything else is frozen.
The extra rounds that a caster has during this spell are not affected
by Haste and Slow effects that the caster might be under. The caster
always gets the normal one action per round.
During the spell, the caster is still harmed by magical fire, cold,
gas, poison and so on; but not by their non-magical equivalents.
The caster can move freely through air and water during the
Timestop, but cannot affect creatures or normal objects (other than
those the caster was carrying when the spell was cast) in any way.
The caster can cast other spells during the Timestop. Those of instant
duration such as a Fireball spell will have no effect on anything
other than the caster, and those with a non-instant duration will
not come into effect until the Timestop runs out.

The caster can take up to two creatures with them, providing each
creature is small enough to fit into the plants and each creature
is willing.
This spell can only be cast once per day.

Travel

Entropy, Vitality
Cleric 7, Druid 7, Magic-User 8, Elf 8
Target: special
Range: personal
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell allows the caster, to travel quickly, even from plane to
plane.
The caster can fly at a rate of 120’ per round, and can enter another
plane (adjacent to the caster’s current plane) by concentrating for a
round. The caster can only enter one plane per 10 minutes.
The caster can also use this spell to open up a hole in a celestial
shell in order to travel from a celestial sphere to the luminiferous
aether or vice versa. The hole is 100’ in diameter, and lasts for 10
minutes before closing. Not even a Wish spell can hold such a hole
open for longer.
The caster can also turn to smoke, and fly at double the normal
rate (240’ per round).

The caster cannot pass through a Protection from Evil or an Anti- While in smoke form the caster cannot use items or cast spells,
but cannot be hurt by non-magical means. Also, while in smoke
Magic Shell during the Timestop.
form, the caster cannot pass through a Protection from Evil spell
Immortals within 50’ of the caster when the spell is cast (or whom or an Anti-Magic Shell.
the caster approaches within 50’ during the spell’s duration) are
sped up alongside the caster and can interact with the caster and The caster can bring up to one other creature with them for each
five levels. All passengers must be touching the caster at all times,
each other normally until they are no longer within 50’.
and the caster controls the direction and form of travel. Unwilling
passengers may make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.
Transport Through Plants
Druid 6
The caster must travel with all passengers, they cannot send pasTarget: caster and up to two others
sengers on while remaining behind.
Range: touch
Duration: instant
This spell allows the caster to magically enter a plant large enough When an immortal is travelling under the effect of this spell, it
to hold them within range that is and emerge from a similar plant costs them 5pp to cross a planar boundary, or 10pp if the planes
either side of the boundary are both outer planes. Opening a hole
at their chosen destination.
in a celestial sphere costs an immortal 100pp.
The caster can either specify an exact plant that they wish to emerge
from, or specify a general location; in which case they will emerge Truesight
from a random plant at that location.
Truth
Cleric 5, Druid 5
There is no limit to the distance that can be travelled using this Target: caster
spell, although both plants must be alive and both plants must be Range: personal
on the same plane and within the same celestial sphere.
Duration: 10 mins + 1 rnd/level
This spell allows the caster to see all ethereal, hidden and invisible
If either plant is dead, or if there is no plant large enough to hold things within 120’. The caster also sees the true form of any disthe caster at the specified location, the spell fails.
guised, polymorphed and shapechanged creatures.
Finally, the caster can tell the level or hit dice of any creature by
looking at them.
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Turn Wood

Druid 6
Target: special
Range: 360’
Duration: 10 mins/level
This spell creates an invisible force field 120’ wide and 60’ tall
anywhere within 30’ of the caster.
The field moves away from the caster at 10’ a round until it reaches
a maximum distance of 360’ from the caster. The caster can stop
the movement of the field at a shorter distance, but if they do so
they cannot re-start it again.
The field pushes all wood and wooden objects, including those held
by creatures but excluding those securely fastened down, away. The
objects aren’t harmed by the pushing – if pushed against a wall they
won’t be damaged – but can’t be moved back through the field and
are therefore probably unusable.
The caster can cancel the spell at any time, or it can be dispelled.
Otherwise, the force field remains until the end of the duration.

Ventriloquism

Entropy
Magic-User 1, Elf 1
Target: one object or location
Range: 60’
Duration: 20 minutes
This spell allows the caster to make the sound of their voice come
from the targeted object or location rather than from their own
mouth.
The caster can still cast spells normally while this spell is in effect.

Wall of Fire

Wall of Iron

Matter
Magic-User 6, Elf 6, Sorcerer 6
Target: special
Range: 120’
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a wall of solid iron, up to 500 square feet in area
and 2’ thick. The entire wall must be within 120’ of the caster.
The wall cannot be created in the space occupied by creatures or
objects, and it must rest on the ground or similar support.
The wall is magical and lasts until it is dispelled, disintegrated or
physically destroyed.
If the wall is toppled over, it will cause 10d10 damage to those it
lands on, and then it crumbles to rust coloured dust and disappears. Any iron chipped or hacked off the wall also crumbles to
rust coloured dust and disappears.

Wall of Stone

Matter
Magic-User 5, Elf 5, Sorcerer 5
Target: special
Range: 60’
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a wall of solid stone, up to 500 square feet in
area and 2’ thick. The entire wall must be within 60’ of the caster.
The wall cannot be created in the space occupied by creatures or
objects, and it must rest on the ground or similar support. The wall
is magical and lasts until it is dispelled, disintegrated or physically
destroyed.
If the wall is toppled over, it will cause 10d10 damage to those
it lands on, and then it crumbles to sand. Any stone chipped or
hacked off the wall also crumbles to sand and disappears.

Energy
Magic-User 4, Elf 4, Sorcerer 4
Target: special
Warp Wood
Range: 60’
Druid 2
Duration: concentration
Target: one or more wooden weapons
This spell creates a vertical Wall of Fire of any shape with a total Range: 240’
area of up to 1,200 square feet. The entire wall must be within 60’ Duration: permanent
of the caster. The wall cannot be created in the space occupied by This spell causes one or more wooden weapons within range to
creatures or objects.
bend and twist and become unusable.
The wall blocks sight, and lasts as long as the caster concentrates.
The wall cannot be pushed through by creatures with less than 4
hit dice or levels. Creatures with 4 or more hit dice or levels can
push through the wall but take 1d6 damage while doing so (cold
based creatures and undead take double damage). Pushing through
does break the wall or leave a hole in it.

The spell will affect one arrow per level of the caster. Spears, javelins or magical wands count as two arrows each, and clubs, bows,
axe or mace shafts, or staffs count as four arrows each. Weapons
wielded by creatures will be unaffected if their holders make a saving throw vs. spells. Weapons merely carried by creatures get no
such saving throw.
Magic items have a 10% chance per magical plus (rolled independently of the saving throw, if any) to be unaffected.
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Water Breathing

Entropy
Druid 3, Magic-User 3, Elf 3, Sorcerer 3
Target: one creature
Range: 30’
Duration: 1 day
This spell lets the target creature breathe both water and air for
its duration and switch between the two automatically even if
unconscious. It does not affect movement in any way.

To break through or out of the web takes 2d4x10 minutes for
creatures of human strength. Creatures with giant strength (21+)
can break through or out in two rounds, and creatures with ogre
strength (18+) can break through or out in four rounds.
The web is highly flammable and if touched by a flame it will burn
away in two rounds doing 1d6 damage to all creatures within it.

Wind Walker

Sympathy
Cleric 6, Druid 6
Entropy
Target: none
Druid 7, Magic-User 6, Elf 6
Range: 60’
Target: 720’ radius around caster
Duration: 1 day/level
Range: personal
This spell summons a wind walker (a type of monster – see ChapDuration: concentration
ter 18 – Monsters for details) and gives it a specific task. When
This spell allows the caster to control the weather in the surround- the wind walker arrives, the caster must describe a creature or object
ing area. The spell only works outdoors, and lasts as long as the (and can optionally describe its location to make the walker’s task
caster concentrates.
easier and more likely to succeed).

Weather Control

The caster may make any of the following conditions, and can
change the conditions by one minute of concentration:
◊ Clear: this nullifies any existing weather conditions, and has no
special effect of its own.
◊ Fog: reduces visibility to 20’ and halves the movement rate of
all creatures.

The wind walker will then search for the object or creature and do
its best (fighting to the death if necessary) to return it to the caster.
It will not be distracted from this task except to defend itself.
However, if the duration of the spell runs out before the walker
has returned with the item then the walker will drop the item (if
it already has it) and return immediately to the caster and attempt
to slay them unless the caster was an immortal.

◊ Gales: halves the movement rate of all creatures, and makes Wish
missile fire and flying impossible. Gales also speed up the move- Cleric 7, Druid 7, Magic-User 9, Elf 9
ment of sailing ships by 50%. In a desert, sandstorms reduce Target: varies
visibility to 20’.
Range: varies
Duration: varies
◊ Heatwave: halves the movement rate of all creatures and after 30 This particularly powerful spell can only be cast by a 36th level
minutes dries up rain, mud and snow.
caster with 18 or higher in their spell casting ability score (intelligence for magic-users and elves; wisdom for clerics and druids).
◊ Rain: gives a –2 penalty to attack rolls with missile weapons.
After 30 minutes, the ground turns muddy and non-flying move- The caster speaks a wish out loud and the universe itself – a power
ment is halved.
beyond even the immortals, although immortals are certainly capable of casting this spell – will rearrange matters to make the wish
◊ Snow: visibility is reduced to 20’ and all non-flying creatures come true within limits.
have their movement halved. After 30 minutes, standing water
and slow rivers and streams freeze. When the snow thaws, the If the wish is overly powerful, then it may be only partially granted
ground turns muddy and non-flying movement is halved.
or may be granted in a way that fits the caster’s literal wording but
goes against the caster’s intent.
◊ Tornado: treat as a 12 hit dice air elemental (see Chapter 18 –
Monsters for statistics) under the caster’s control.
However, usage of this spell should not be allowed to degenerate
into a contest between the player and the Game Master where the
player tries to make the wording of the wish as airtight as possible
Web
in order to achieve an effect that the Game Master would otherwise
Matter
not allow and the Game Master tries their best to find loopholes
Magic-User 2, Elf 2, Sorcerer 2
in the wording that they can use to mess up the player’s intent.
Target: 10’x10’x10’ cube
Range: 10’
Instead, if the Game Master is not happy with the wording of the
Duration: 8 hours
This spell creates a mass of sticky web in the area, blocking the area wish because the effect is too powerful they should simply say that
from movement and trapping all those within it. Creatures caught it does not work, and explain what it is about it that they think
is too powerful.
in the web can still defend themselves but cannot move.
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The exact limits of this spell are left to the Game Master’s discretion,
although some default limitations and examples are given below:
◊ A wish can duplicate the effects of any other magic-user spell
of 8th level or lower, or any other cleric or druid spell of 6th
level or lower.
◊ A wish cannot give experience points or levels.

Wizard Lock

Entropy
Magic-User 2, Elf 2
Target: one portal or other lock
Range: 10’
Duration: permanent
This spell magically holds closed any door, gate or other portal; or
magically holds locked any lock.

◊ A wish can gain the caster treasure, goods or magic items worth The caster can open the door at any time, but otherwise the door
up to 50,000gp, but at the cost of an equal number of experi- can only be forced open by creatures with at least three more levels
ence points.
or hit dice than the caster or by a Knock spell. In either case, the
door re-locks as soon as it is allowed to close, and this spell resumes
◊ A wish cannot hurt or kill another creature (unless it is dupli- until dispelled.
cating a lower level spell that might have that effect), but can
inconvenience them such as by transporting them away.
An immortal can always open a door that is being held closed by
a mortal’s casting of this spell.
◊ A wish can change the species or race of an intelligent creature as
if it had been killed and raised by the Reincarnation spell, with Wizardry
the caster choosing the new race. An unwilling target of this can Sympathy
make a saving throw vs. spells at a –4 penalty to avoid this effect. Cleric 7, Druid 7
Target: one magical item
◊ Multiple wishes can permanently raise an ability score by one Range: personal
point, up to a maximum of 18. It takes a number of wishes equal Duration: 10 minutes
to the new value of the ability score, and they must all be cast This spell allows the caster to use one magic item that is normally
within a week by the same caster.
useable only by magic-users or elves (e.g. A wand or staff), or read
one scroll containing a magic-user spell of up to third level.
Some other spells, items or abilities specifically say that their effects
can be altered by a wish or that their effects cannot be altered by a If used to read a scroll, the scroll (but not others with the same
wish. Those effects override the limitations and permitted usages spell) is considered “known” to the caster, who can use it at a later
listed here.
time after this spell has run out. The caster is treated as if they are
a magic-user of the minimum level needed to cast the spell on
When cast by an immortal, this spell costs the immortal 100,000 the scroll.
experience points, and this spell cannot be used to increase an
immortal’s ability scores.
Woodform
Matter
Wizard Eye
Magic-User 5, Elf 5
Spirit
Target: none
Magic-User 4, Elf 4
Range: touch
Target: one invisible eye
Duration: permanent
Range: 240’
This spell creates a mass of wood up to 1,000 cubic feet in area. The
Duration: 1 hour
mass can be arranged in any manner the caster desires.
This spell creates an invisible magical eye the size of a human eye.
It can see as well as a human and has the infravision ability of a The wood does not appear instantly, but takes time to form, rangdemi-human.
ing from a single round for a simple wooden wall to two hours to
create something with a precise specification, such as a staircase.
The caster can see through and/or move the eye (40’ per round) by
concentrating, although it remains in existence for the duration Whatever the complexity of the shape, the wood must form a
even while the caster is not concentrating; returning to the caster’s single piece with no moving parts. However, the caster can create
the wood in a “rough” form, which can then have the Woodform
side and following them.
spell cast on it again in order to either add to the object or reshape
it. If the caster does create the wood in rough form, then this spell
is cast once again to “set” the wood in its final form so that other
casters can’t cast this spell on it in order to modify it.
Note that whatever shape the wood takes, it cannot be created in
the space where another object exists and must be created on a
surface that can support its weight.
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Once created, the wood is real and cannot be dispelled, and it will
last until it is physically or magically destroyed.

Word of Recall

Hope
Cleric 6, Druid 6, Shaman 6
Target: caster
Range: personal
Duration: instant
This spell instantly teleports the caster and their equipment (but
no other creatures) back to the caster’s home, providing the caster
is on the same plane and within the same celestial sphere.

The caster must have a permanent home for this spell to work,
and must have a private bedroom or meditation chamber within
that home.
The caster automatically wins initiative in the round that they cast
this spell, although it cannot be cast in a surprise round.
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T

hey say that money makes the world go around, and that
applies to the Dark Dungeons world just as much as it applies to the real world. Trade and commerce are the back- Obviously, characters can only carry so much while moving around
bone of civilisation, and even brave adventurers will need to buy and fighting. However, trying to account for every last item that
things – from food to armour to ships or even siege artillery.
is picked up or dropped during an adventure and adjusting movement rates accordingly would be far too fiddly and time-consuming
to be fun.
The actual type of money that people use, in terms of the names
and denominations of coins, will vary from campaign setting to Therefore, Dark Dungeons assumes that the bulky armour someone
campaign setting and probably from country to country within is wearing will generally count more towards slowing them down
an individual campaign setting.
than whatever equipment they are using, and simply bases the
movement rate of all characters on the armour they are wearing.
However, for simplicity’s sake and consistency’s sake, the Dark Unarmoured characters can move at a speed of 40’ per round; see
Dungeons rules assume a simple gold standard. The standard coin Table 8–3 for the movement rates of armoured characters.
that most prices are measured in is the gold piece (usually abbreviated to simply gp). The value of a gold piece is – quite literally – its If it really matters how much a person can carry (for example to
weight in gold, rather than any artificial economic value. Complex determine how much gold they can carry out of a dragon’s lair
economic factors such as exchange rates are assumed not to exist. and how much they have to leave behind) a good rule of thumb is
that a person can carry approximately their own weight in items
A gold piece is a large (by real-world standards) gold coin approxi- and treasure without being unduly weighed down, and can stagger
mately 3cm in diameter and 1/3cm in thickness. This amount of slowly while carrying twice that.
gold weighs 1.6 ounces, or 1/10 of a pound. Therefore a pound of
Developer Commentary
gold is worth 10gp, and 10gp weighs a pound in weight.
In the original edition of Dark Dungeons (and in the original
Other coins are made from a similar weight of different met- game that Dark Dungeons emulates), the amount of weight that
characters were carrying was tracked down to the level of individual
als – namely copper, silver, electrum (a natural alloy of gold and
coins – and movement speeds were based on the exact amount that
silver) and platinum. The relative rarity of these metals gives the
was being carried.
different coins their different values relative to gold.

Encumbrance

Money

1 cp (copper piece) =
1 sp (silver piece) =
1 ep (electrum piece) =
1 pp (platinum piece) =

In my opinion, this level of detail was too great and required far too
much bookkeeping, so in Darker Dungeons I replaced it with the
simpler system above in which you simply look at the armour that
a character is wearing (which was always the largest contributing
factor to their encumbrance anyway) to determine their movement
speed.

1/100 gp
1/10 gp
1/2 gp
5 gp

Starting Money

Newly created first level characters start with a set of peasant clothes,
and with 3d6x10gp to spend on other items.

A newly created magic-user or elf character will also start with a
spell book containing Read Magic and one other first level spell.
If a character is introduced in the middle of a campaign (to replace
a dead character) then the Game Master should give the character
money and equipment – including magic items – in line with the
amount that the rest of the party have.

Mundane Items

Arrows: Arrows are the ammunition used by bows. The same type
of arrows are used in both long and short bows. Arrows are often
broken in use. At the end of a combat, a character will only be
able to recover half (round down) of the arrows fired during that
combat. The rest are either lost or unusable.
Backpack: A leather or canvas backpack with shoulder straps for
carrying things while leaving the hands free.

If you’re creating a whole party from scratch at higher level so you
have no “rest of the party” with which to compare, you will need to Belt: A sturdy leather belt.
assign an arbitrary amount of wealth based on the experience total
that at which the characters will be starting. With the assumption Bolts: Bolts are the ammunition used by crossbows. The same
that in the average campaign around 80% of a character’s accumu- bolts are usable in either heavy or light crossbows. Bolts are often
lated experience will come from treasure and the assumption that broken in use. At the end of a combat, a character will only be able
a character will lose/spend around 25% of their treasure over time to recover half (round down) of the bolts fired during that combat.
keeping the rest in the form of accumulated wealth, this would The rest are either lost or unusable.
mean that a reasonable amount of starting wealth for characters
starting above first level would be 60% of their starting experience Boots (plain): Simple yet sturdy hard leather boots for walking
(i.e. 600gp per 1,000xp).
or riding in.
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Table 8–1: Mundane Items
Item

Weight

Cost

20 Arrows

1lb

5gp

2 Arrows (silver)

0.1lb

10gp

Backpack (holds 400cn)

2lb

5gp

Belt

0.5lb

2sp

30 Bolts

1lb

10gp

3 Bolts (silver)

0.1lb

15gp

Boots (plain)

1lb

2gp

Boots (fancy)

1.5lb

5gp

20 Bullets

0.4lb

2gp

5 Bullets (silver)

0.1lb

25gp

Cloak (short)

1lb

5sp

Cloak (long)

1.5lb

1gp

Clothes (peasant)

2lb

5sp

Clothes (merchant)

2lb

5gp

Clothes (noble)

2lb

20gp

Clothes (royal)

3lb

50+gp

5 Darts

8lb

1gp

Grappling Hook

1lb

25gp

Hammer (small)

0.3lb

2gp

Hat

0.1lb

2sp

Holy Symbol

0.1lb

25gp

Holy Water (small Vial)

0.5lb

25gp

Iron Spike

3lb

1sp

Lantern

0.5lb

1gp

Mirror (steel)

1lb

5gp

Oil (flask)

0.6lb

2gp

30 Pellets

0.1lb

1gp

5 Pellets (silver)

10lb

25gp

Pole (10’)

0.2lb

1gp

Purse (holds 50cn)

0.5lb

5sp

Quiver

7lb

1gp

Rations (1 Week’s, Dried)

20lb

15gp

Rations (1 Week’s, Fresh)

1lb

5gp

Red Powder (flask)

5lb

5gp

Rope (50’)

0.1lb

1gp

Sack (holds 200cn)

0.5lb

1gp

Sack (holds 600cn)

2.5lb

2gp

Spell Book

20lb

25gp

Tent

1lb

20gp

Thieves’ Tools

0.5lb

25gp

Tinder Box

2lb

3gp

Torch

0.5lb

2sp

Waterskin (empty)

3lb

1gp

Waterskin (full, 1 Day’s)

30cn

1gp

Boots (fancy): Ornate boots, possibly with fold-down tops or designs and patterns
on the leather.
Bullets: Bullets are the ammunition used by guns. The same bullets are usable in
either pistols or smoothbores. Bullets are not recoverable after they have been fired.
Those that have not been lost will have been deformed beyond use.
Cloak (short): A waist length weatherproof outer garment.
Cloak (long): A knee or ankle length weatherproof outer garment.
Clothes (peasant): Simple clothes that a peasant or manual labourer (or even
slave) would wear.
Clothes (merchant): High quality clothes that a middle-class artisan or merchant
would wear.
Clothes (noble): Fancy clothing that a minor noble or other rich person would wear.
Clothes (royal): Extravagant and ostentatious clothing fit for a king or even an
emperor.
Grappling Hook: A large iron hook that is tied to the end of a rope and then
swung over a target such as a wall or tree branch. The hooks catch on the target
and support the weight of someone climbing the rope.
Hammer (small): A working hammer, for hammering nails, spikes or tent pegs.
Hat: A weatherproof hat made out of waxed linen.
Holy Symbol: This is a small symbol, usually metal, that represents an icon of the
character’s religion. Most clerics carry holy symbols, although they can operate
without one.
Holy Water (small vial): Water that has been especially prepared by a cleric or
other priest. It is used in some religious ceremonies and can damage some undead
monsters.
Iron Spike: A 9” long iron nail. These find a multitude of uses, from wedging
doors open (or shut) or to use as tent pegs. They are most useful if accompanied
by a hammer for driving them into hard surfaces.
Lantern: An oil fired lamp that gives of light within a 30’ radius. A single flask of
oil will last 4 hours.
Mirror (steel): Useful for personal grooming, and also for seeing around corners
or fighting creatures without looking at them directly. Fighting in such a manner
gives a –2 penalty to attack rolls.
Oil (flask): Fine grade lantern oil. If a burning wick is inserted, it can also make
an emergency missile weapon, doing 1d8 damage to all within a 5’ radius, with
a chance to also set them alight (see Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving for the
dangers of being set alight).
Pellets: Pellets are the ammunition used by slings. Pellets are easy to lose in use. At
the end of a combat, a character will only be able to recover half (round down) of
the pellets fired during that combat. The rest are lost.
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Pole (10’): A stout wooden pole often used to probe ahead or to
prod suspicious looking piles of refuse.

Rope (50’): A strong hemp or silk rope that can support approximately three people and their equipment.

Purse: A small leather or cloth purse or pouch that ties to a belt.

Sack (small): A canvas sack for either carrying in one hand or
loading onto a horse or other beast of burden. Small enough to
be tied around a belt.

Quiver: A leather container that holds 20 arrows or crossbow bolts.
Rations (1 Week’s, Dried): Enough dried, smoked, or otherwise
preserved food to feed a person for a week. The preservation means
that this food will last for two months before going bad.
Rations (1 Week’s, Fresh): Enough fresh food to feed a person for
a week. The food will go bad after a week.

Sack (large): A canvas sack for either carrying in two hands or
loading onto a horse or other beast of burden.
Spell Book: A large book for a magic-user or elf to write their spells
into. A spell book contains 100 pages, and can hold up to 100
levels worth of spells.

Red Powder (flask): Red powder is a naturally occurring magical Tent: A waxed canvas tent with wooden poles. Although heavy,
substance with unusual properties. In large quantities such as in a such tents are invaluable when travelling through inclement weathbarrel it is perfectly safe, but in small quantities it becomes danger- er and cold nights.
ously flammable or even explosive.
Thieves’ Tools: A variety of lockpicks, needles, wire, pliers, etc. A
Although it is normally found in large underground deposits with thief cannot pick locks or disarm traps without a set of these tools.
the consistency of talc or other soft rock, it is normally ground up
(in a water bath to stop it igniting) and then sold in powdered form. Tinder Box: A set of fire making equipment in a water resistant
box. Starting a fire with a tinder box takes 1d3 rounds.
Water temporarily suppresses the explosive properties of red powder,
but does not spoil it – it is usable again once it has dried sufficiently. Torch: A 1’ to 2’ length of wood dipped in pitch or tallow. A torch
gives off light in a 30’ radius and burns for one hour. If used in
Red powder is normally used to power guns; a single flask is enough combat, a torch has the same statistics (and uses the same weapons
to power 100 gun shots or a single cannon shot. However, in an feats) as a club.
emergency a full flask can also have a wick or fuse stuck in it and
lit, and then be hurled as a grenade like weapon. In this case it will Waterskin: A waterskin is a flexible bladder that can hold up to
explode for 2d6 damage to all within 10’. Targets that can make a two pints of water or other liquid, enough for a person for one day.
saving throw vs. breath weapon take only half damage.
Because of red powder’s unusual self-stabilising property, multiple
flasks cannot be combined in order to make bigger explosions.

Developer Commentary

Red powder is my own invention, being designed so that I could
have the “flintlock fantasy” aesthetic of characters wielding magic
and guns without having to deal with the problems that realistic
gunpowder would introduce.
By giving red powder the properties that it has, I avoid the issues
of characters needing to keep powder dry and of characters using
large amounts of gunpowder to collapse dungeons or blow holes in
castle walls.
While these properties don’t really need justification – red powder
can simply be some magical substance placed by the gods – I’ve
always had it in my mind that red powder is some kind of residue
of luminiferous aether that is deposited on worlds when they are
created in a celestial sphere.
Having said that, I’ve gone out of my way to make it so that you
can simply ignore the existence of red powder and the firearms that
use it if you don’t like the idea of having guns in your fantasy and
doing so won’t aﬀect any other part of the game.

Weapons

In all cases, refer to Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for full details of
the weapon. Note that shields are listed along with weapons, since
they are used along with weapons and proficiency with them is
increased by the use of weapon feats.

Axe, Battle: A battle axe is a two handed axe 2’–4’ in length, usually
with a double blade or a spike on the reverse of the blade.
Axe, Hand: A hand axe is a one handed axe 1’–2’ in length, usually
with a single blade. A hand axe is often thrown while its owner
rushes towards melee range.
Blackjack: A blackjack, also known as a cosh, is a small leather
club usually filled with sand.
Blackjacks are too soft to do significant damage, but are very useful for temporarily knocking people unconscious without doing
permanent damage.
Bolas: A bolas is a set of weights (usually three) on the ends of connected ropes 3’–4’ in length. The bolas is whirled around and then
thrown at the opponent in order to entangle or even strangle them.
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Table 8–2: Weapons
Item

Weight

Cost

Axe, Battle

6lb

7gp

Axe, Hand

3lb

4gp

Blackjack

0.5lb

5gp

Bolas

0.5lb

5gp

Bow, Long

3lb

40gp

Bow, Short

2lb

25gp

Cestus

1lb

5gp

Club

5lb

3gp

Crossbow, Heavy

8lb

50gp

Crossbow, Light

5lb

30gp

Dagger

1lb

3gp

Flail

6lb

12gp

Halberd

15lb

7gp

Hammer, Throwing

2.5lb

4gp

Hammer, War

5lb

5gp

Javelin

2lb

1gp

Lance

18lb

10gp

Mace

3lb

5gp

Morning Star

4lb

8gp

Net

4lb

4gp

Pike

8lb

3gp

Pistol

2lb

250gp

Poleaxe

12lb

5gp

Shield, Buckler

2lb

6gp

Shield, Normal

5lb

10gp

Shield, Tower

12lb

15gp

Sling

2lb

2gp

Smoothbore

7.5lb

150gp

Spear

3lb

3gp

Staff

4lb

5gp

Sword, Bastard

8lb

15gp

Sword, Normal

6lb

10gp

Sword, Short

3lb

7gp

Sword, Two-handed

10lb

15gp

Trident

2.5lb

5gp

Whip

10lb

10gp

Bow, Long: A long bow is a 4’–6’ bow, either made from a single piece of wood
or a composite of different woods. A long bow requires both hands to fire. Bows
require the use of arrows as ammunition.
Bow, Short: A short bow is a 3’–4’ bow, either made from a single piece of wood
or a composite of different woods. A short bow requires both hands to fire. Bows
require the use of arrows as ammunition.
Cestus: A cestus is a spiked or bladed metal band that may either be worn around
the hand or built into a gauntlet. Although only a small weapon, it can be used
without incurring off-hand penalties.
Club: A club is a blunt weapon, often crudely made and little more than a roughly
shaped piece of wood, that can be used in one hand. Some war clubs are more
carefully crafted and weighted or are decorated to distinguish them from their
more crude counterparts. The in-game statistics are the same for both types of club.
Crossbow, Heavy: A heavy crossbow is a large two-handed missile weapon. It has
powerful metal arms and a string that is pulled back using a crank. Crossbows
require the use of bolts as ammunition.
Crossbow, Light: A light crossbow is a medium sized missile weapon, although it
still needs two hands to wield. It has powerful metal arms and a string that is pulled
back using a lever. Crossbows require the use of bolts as ammunition.
Dagger: A dagger is a short light blade which is 18” long or less. Daggers are
popular because their small size makes them easy to conceal and they can be either
thrown or used in melee.
Flail: A flail is a large two-handed melee weapon consisting of a 2’ to 3’ wooden
shaft with two or three 2’ chains attached to the end. Each chain is tipped with a
spiked weight.
Halberd: A halberd is a large pole-arm 6’ to 8’ in length, the head of which has a
long spike with an axe blade on one side and a hook on the reverse side.
Hammer, Throwing: A throwing hammer is a one handed hammer from 18” to 2’
in length that is weighted for throwing. Despite the name, it can also be used in
melee.
Hammer, War: A war hammer is a large one handed hammer, usually 2’ to 3’ in
length. The head of a war hammer is often symmetrical to aid in balance.
Javelin: A javelin is a light one-handed throwing spear. Although primarily used
as a thrown weapon, it can also be used in melee.
Lance: A lance is an extremely long spear, 9’ to 12’ long. It is too unwieldy to use
on foot, and can only be used when mounted – in which case it can be used in
one hand despite its length.
Mace: A mace is a one handed melee weapon consisting of a 2’–3’ long shaft with
a heavy metal head. The head can be smooth (round or pear shaped), can contain
flanges or studs, or can even be sculpted into the shape of a fist or skull or other
roundish object.
Morning Star: A morning star is a one handed melee weapon consisting of a 1’
to 2’ shaft with an 18” to 2’ chain attached to the end. The other end of the chain
holds a spiked weight.
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Net: Nets designed for use in combat are generally 6’ to 9’ in diameter, and usually have small weights around their edge to hold
them open when they are flung. This arrangement lets them be
thrown one-handed if held in their centre. Nets do no damage to
opponents in combat, but are excellent defensive weapons.

Sword, Normal: A normal sword is a one-handed sword with
a straight or curved blade 2’ to 3’ long. This category of sword
encompasses a variety of different styles of sword, ranging from
scimitars to broadswords and even rapiers.

Pike: A pike is an extremely long spear, 7’ to 15’ long. It can only
be wielded using two hands.

Sword, Short: A short sword is a sword with a straight 18” to 2’
blade. Primarily used as a stabbing rather than slashing weapon,
this small blade can be used in one hand.

Pistol: A pistol is a short gun, 9” to 12” long. It can be fired using
only one hand, but needs both hands to reload. Pistols require both
bullets as ammunition and red powder to fire them.

Sword, Two-handed: A two-handed sword, sometimes known as
a greatsword, is a large and heavy sword with a 4’ to 5’ blade. It is
always used in two hands.

Poleaxe: A poleaxe consists of an axe blade (usually single sided, but
occasionally double sided) with a 6’ to 8’ long shaft. It is wielded
in both hands like a large two-handed axe.

Trident: A trident is a short (4’ to 6’) spear which is split at the end
into three tines, like a fork. Each tine is usually barbed. A trident
is used in one hand either in melee or as a thrown weapon, and is
often used as a fishing spear, since the barbs on the points can lift
Shield, Buckler: A buckler is a small, light shield around 12” to 18” the fish out of the water when the trident is withdrawn.
in diameter that is held in the fist and actively used for parrying
blows. Although it can be used to attack at high levels of skill, at Whip: A whip is a woven leather cord from 5’ to 15’ in length that
lower proficiency levels it is merely used for its defensive properties. is used in one hand. Whips do little damage, and are more often
used for corporal punishment than for serious combat.
Shield, Normal: A normal shield is a medium sized shield around 2’
to 3’ in diameter, although it can come in a variety of shapes. It is
held in the fist and used for deflecting blows. Although it can be Armour is toughened clothing made out of leather or metal that
used to attack at high levels of skill, at lower proficiency levels it is protects its wearer. In game terms, this reduces the armour class
merely used for its defensive properties.
of the character wearing it from the default value of 9 to a better
(i.e. Lower) value. This value may be further adjusted by dexterity
Shield, Tower: A tower shield is a large, oblong or rectangular or magical factors.
shield around 2’ wide and up to 5’ tall. Too big to be held in the
fist, it is worn strapped to the arm and is used to passively block Although armour is made from a variety of pieces – from vambraces
blows. Although it can be used to attack at high levels of skill, at and greaves through to helmets and gauntlets – armour in Dark
lower proficiency levels it is merely used for its defensive properties. Dungeons is assumed to come in sets. Two sets of chain mail are
considered to be the same, even if one consists of a chain shirt, chain
Sling: A sling is a long (4’ to 6’) leather cord with a pouch half trews and a coif whereas the other consists of a chain hauberk with
way along. The wielder straps one end of the cord around their leather vambraces and a steel helmet.
wrist and holds the other end in the same hand. They then place a
lead pellet in the pouch and swing the cord over their head. At the Since most people making armour – and especially those making
mid-point of the swing, they let go of the loose end, which releases magical armour – will be doing so for customers of different races,
the pellet. Slings normally require pellets as ammunition, although most armour is made with straps and so forth that can adjust it to
they can be used with stones taken from the ground, albeit with fit wearers of differing size.
a –1 penalty on to-hit and damage rolls.
Therefore all humans and demi-humans can wear the same armour.
Smoothbore: A smoothbore is a long gun, 3’ to 5’ long. It requires Similarly, most humanoids of approximately the same human to
two hands to both fire and reload. Smoothbores require both bullets halfling size range can also wear the same armour.
as ammunition and red powder to fire them.
Banded Mail: This is a suit primarily composed of chain mail with
Spear: A spear is a 5’ to 7’ long shaft with a stabbing blade on the horizontal metal strips fastened into the mail. Banded mail gives a
end. Despite its length, a spear is a well-balanced weapon and can character an armour class of 4. It doesn’t quite have the protection
of plate mail, but is cheaper and lighter.
either be used in melee one-handed or thrown.

Armour

Staff: A staff is one of the simplest of weapons. It consists of just a
length of wood 5’ to 7’ in length, which is wielded in two hands.
Sword, Bastard: A bastard sword, also known as a longsword,
is a sword with a long (3’ to 4’) narrow blade that is used either
one-handed or two-handed. The same weapon proficiency covers
both forms of usage.

Chain Mail: This is a suit primarily composed of small metal rings
that are linked together to form a flexible protective material. Chain
mail gives a character an armour class of 5.
Leather Armour: This is a suit primarily composed of leather plates
and strips. The leather is often boiled in wax to harden it. Leather
armour gives an armour class of 7, and because it is made from
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Table 8–3: Armour
Item

Armour Class

Weight

Cost

Movement Rate

Notes

Leather Armour

7

20lb

20gp

30’

Useable by druids, mountebanks, and thieves

Scale Mail

6

30lb

30gp

30’

Chain Mail

5

40lb

40gp

30’

Banded Mail

4

45lb

50gp

20’

Plate Mail

3

50lb

60gp

20’

Suit Armour

0

75lb

250gp

20’

natural materials it can be worn by druids. It is also light and quiet
enough to be worn by thieves.

See description

the listed speed while doing so. Flying creatures cannot fly when
overloaded in this manner.

Plate Mail: This is a suit primarily composed of large metal
plates – the largest being the breastplate – linked together with
chain mail. Plate mail gives a character an armour class of 3.

Animals pulling vehicles use the carrying capacity of the cart or
wagon rather than their own capacity, and cannot be loaded whilst
hitched to a vehicle in this manner. When pulling a vehicle, an
animal moves at its normal speed when the vehicle is carrying up
It is the best armour that can be bought second hand or looted, to its capacity and at half speed when the vehicle is carrying up to
since suit armour must be custom made.
twice its capacity.
Scale Mail: This is a suit primarily composed of leather plates that
have metal scales or studs sewn onto them for added protection.
Scale mail gives a character an armour class of 6.
Suit Armour: This is a suit primarily composed of overlapping
metal plates, with chain mail underneath.
Also known as jousting plate, suit armour must be specially made
to fit its owner – and is often worn by nobility as a status symbol
as much as for protection.
However, it does provide more protection than any other (nonmagical) armour. Suit armour gives a character an armour class of 0,
and also reduces all damage done to the character by area effect
attacks (such as Fireball spells and dragon’s breath) by one point per
die of damage. If the suit armour is magical, it reduces such damage by an additional point per two points of enhancement bonus.

Banded Barding: This is a suit primarily composed of chain mail
with horizontal metal strips fastened into the mail. Banded barding
gives an animal an armour class of 4, unless the animal’s armour
class is already better than 4.
Camel: Camels are normally only found in desert or semi-desert
environments where horses don’t fare well.
Cart: A medium sized two-wheeled vehicle pulled by one or more
horses. A cart is designed for carrying cargo, and may optionally
have a seat for a driver. If there is no seat, the horse must be led.
Chain Barding: This is a suit primarily composed of small metal
rings that are linked together to form a flexible protective material.
Chain barding gives an animal an armour class of 5, unless the
animal’s armour class is already better than 5.

Donkey: Donkeys are rarely ridden, but they make a cheap – if
Unfortunately, since suit armour is designed for tourney use and somewhat stubborn and wilful – pack animal.
parades where the wearer spends their time on horseback, it is very
bulky and noisy when worn on foot. When on foot, someone wear- Elephant: Elephants are normally only found in hotter climates,
ing suit armour can be heard moving up to 120’ away, negating although they can be found in any terrain from jungle to desert.
any chance of surprise; and only has a 1 in 6 chance per round of Although popular as beasts of burden because of their immense
being able to stand unaided if knocked prone.
strength, elephants are not popular as simple mounts because they
consume so much more food than something smaller like a horse.

Land Transport

Whether trekking across a desert, riding from city to city, or driving
a caravan of wagons filled with a dragon’s hoard, adventurers often
need land transport other than walking.
Pretty much all land transport is powered by animals, and the vast
majority of these animals are horses and mules, ranging from the
smallest pony to the largest draft horse.
The speeds listed in Table 8–4 – pack and riding animals are for
the animals when carrying a load up to their listed carrying capacity.
Animals can carry twice the listed load, but can only move at half

Field Barding: This is a suit primarily composed of large metal
plates linked together with chain mail. The plates are heavier and
more numerous than normal plate barding. Field barding gives an
animal an armour class of 2, unless the animal’s armour class is
already better than 2.
Griffon: Griffons are not normally tameable, nor can they be bred
reliably in captivity. Because of this, they are unavailable to purchase. However, statistics are included here in case a character
(player or non-player) has somehow managed to befriend one and
acquire it as a mount.
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Table 8–4: Pack and Riding Animals
Item

Carrying Capacity

Speed

Cost

Camel

300lb

50’/rnd

100gp

Donkey

200lb

30’/rnd

20gp

Elephant

1,200lb

40’/rnd

500gp

Griffon

350lb

40’/rnd (fly 120’)

*

Hippogriff

300lb

60’/rnd (fly 120’)

*

Horse (draft)

450lb

30’/rnd

40gp

Horse (riding)

300lb

80’/rnd

75gp

Horse (war)

400lb

40’/rnd

250gp

Manticore

350lb

40’/rnd (fly 60’)

*

Mule

300lb

40’/rnd

30gp

Pegasus

300lb

80’/rnd (fly 160’)

*

Pony

200lb

70’/rnd

35gp

Unicorn

200lb

80’/rnd

*

* these creatures cannot normally be bought as mounts, but may have been individually befriended and/or trained by a character.
Table 8–5: Land Transport Equipment
Item

Carrying Capacity

Weight

Cost

Saddle and Tack

20lb

30lb

25gp

Saddle Bags

80lb

10lb

5gp

Trap (1 donkey/mule/pony)

200lb

–

50gp

Cart (1 horse or 2 mules/ponies)

400lb

–

100gp

Cart (2 horses or 4 mules/ponies)

800lb

–

100gp

Wagon (2 Horses)

1,500lb

–

200gp

Wagon (4 Horses)

2,500lb

–

200gp

Weight

Cost

Table 8–6: Barding
Item

Armour Class

Leather Barding

7

25lb

40gp

Scale Barding

6

40lb

75gp

Chain Barding

5

60lb

150gp

Banded Barding

4

150lb

400gp

Plate Barding

3

300lb

500gp

Field Barding

2

400lb

600gp

Joust Barding

0

500lb

700gp

Hippogriff: Hippogriffs are not normally tameable, nor can they
be bred reliably in captivity. Because of this, they are unavailable to
purchase. However, statistics are included here in case a character
(player or non-player) has somehow managed to befriend one and
acquire it as a mount.
Horse (draft): A large powerful horse that sacrifices speed for
strength and can carry heavy loads over long distances.
Horse (riding): A typical horse, fast and light but easily spooked
and not suitable for combat situations.

Horse (war): A large horse specially trained to not panic in combat
situations.
Joust Barding: This is a suit primarily composed of overlapping
metal plates that completely protect the front of the animal, to
protect it from injury in jousting competitions. The plates are even
heavier than field barding. Joust barding gives an animal an armour
class of 0, unless the animal’s armour class is already better than 0.
Leather Barding: This is a suit primarily composed of leather plates
and strips. The leather is often boiled in wax to harden it. Leather
armour gives an animal an armour class of 7, unless the animal’s
armour class is already better than 7.
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Manticore: Manticores are not normally tameable, nor can they
be bred reliably in captivity. Because of this, they are unavailable to
purchase. However, statistics are included here in case a character
(player or non-player) has somehow managed to befriend one and
acquire it as a mount.

Sea Transport

Mule: A cross between a donkey and a horse, combining the best
features of both. It is larger and stronger than a donkey, but smarter
than a horse.

If characters are travelling along an established route, they can
book passage on an existing ship. If not, they may need to buy a
ship and hire crew to sail it.

For long distance travel, it is much more efficient to travel by boat
than by land – and depending on the destination, land travel may
not be possible.

Pegasus: Pegasi are not normally tameable, nor can they be bred All ships and boats need skilled crew to sail them, and some also
reliably in captivity. Because of this, they are unavailable to pur- need unskilled rowers. If more than 5 crew are needed one of them
chase. However, statistics are included here in case a character must be a captain, and if more than 15 crew are needed one of them
(player or non-player) has somehow managed to befriend one and must be a captain and one of them must be a first mate.
acquire it as a mount.
Crew (and troops, if mentioned in the description) do not count
Plate Barding: This is a suit primarily composed of large metal towards a ship’s carrying capacity.
plates linked together with chain mail. Plate barding gives an animal an armour class of 3, unless the animal’s armour class is already Barque: A barque is a three masted ocean going ship 100’–150’
better than 3.
long and 25’–30’ wide, with a draft of 10’–12’. There are raised
decks at the fore and aft, and the ship can be fitted with up to two
Pony: A small light horse that is cheaper to feed and easier to care light catapults or cannons.
for than other breeds of horse, but lacks their strength.
In addition to its crew, a barque may house 50 troops.
Saddle and Tack: A saddle, blanket, bridle and reins – everything
needed to ride a horse safely. It is possible to ride a horse bareback Canoe, River: A canoe is a small boat 15’ long and 3’ wide with a 1’
without these items, but any Dex checks made to control the horse draft. A canoe is normally made of waxed canvas or hides stretched
will be made at a –3 to effective dexterity.
over a wooden frame, and has one or two seats.
The 20lb carrying capacity of a saddle and tack does not refer to
the weight of the rider, but to the weight that can be carried in the
bags and pouches that come with it.

Canoes are designed for use in rivers and swamps, and can easily
be carried across land. A canoe weighs 100lb if carried – but two
people can share the weight.

Saddle Bags: Saddle bags are long pairs of sacks sewn together at Canoe, Sea: A sea canoe is a small boat 15’ long and 3’ wide with
the top with a length of material. They are slung over a horse’s sad- a 1’ draft, with one or two floats held out either side for stability.
dle so that one bag hangs down either side of the horse distributing A sea canoe is normally made of waxed canvas or hides stretched
the weight evenly.
over a wooden frame, and has one or two seats. Sea canoes are
designed for use in coastal waters, and can be carried across land.
Scale Barding: This is a suit primarily composed of leather plates
that have metal scales or studs sewn onto them for added protec- A sea canoe weighs 300lb when carried – but two to four people
tion. Scale barding gives an animal an armour class of 6, unless the can share the weight.
animal’s armour class is already better than 6.
Galley: A galley is an ocean-going ship 60’–100’ long and 10’–15’
Trap: A small two-wheeled vehicle with two seats, that is pulled wide with a 2’–3’ draft. Because of its small draft, it can travel along
by a single pony, mule or donkey. Although a trap can be used for rivers as long as they are wide enough for it.
transporting cargo, it is primarily designed as a means of personal
The listed speed is for the galley under sail. If becalmed, it can be
transport.
rowed at 18mi/day. A galley has a single line of rowers.
Unicorn: Unicorns are not normally tameable, nor can they be
bred reliably in captivity. Because of this, they are unavailable to A galley can be fitted with a light ship’s ram (at a cost of 3,000gp)
purchase. However, statistics are included here in case a character and up to two light catapults or cannons.
(player or non-player) has somehow managed to befriend one and
In addition to its crew, and rowers it will normally house 20 troops.
acquire it as a mount.
Wagon: A large four-wheeled vehicle, pulled by a team of horses. Longship: A longship is a single masted boat 60’–80’ long and 10’–
Wagons are mostly used for cargo transport, although some travel- 15’ wide, with a 2’–3’ draft. It is designed for troop transport along
rivers and coasts. The 75 crew normally act as both rowers and
ling people live in them as an alternative to tents.
troops when necessary.
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Table 8–7: Ships and Boats
Item

Weight**

Capacity

Minimum Crew

Move per Day

Cost

Barque

400 tons

2,000lb

20 crew

90 miles

20,000gp

Canoe, River

100lb

600lb

1 crew

18 miles

50gp

Canoe, Sea

300lb

600lb

1 crew

18 miles

100gp

Galley*

50 tons

1,000lb

10 crew, 60 row

90 miles

10,000gp

Longship*

30 tons

1,500lb

75 crew

90 miles

15,000gp

Passage, Average

–

600lb

–

–

1sp/5 miles

Passage, Basic

–

150lb

–

–

1sp/20 miles

Passage, Luxury

–

1,500lb

–

–

1sp/mile

Passage, Skysailing

–

1,500lb

–

–

1gp/mile

Quinquireme

120 tons

6,000lb

30 crew, 300 row

72 miles

60,000gp

Raft, Professional

500lb

1,000lb

–

12 miles

100gp

Raft, Scavenged

500lb

500lb

–

12 miles

–

River Barge*

10 tons

4,000lb

2 crew, 8 row

36 miles

4,000gp

Rowing Boat*

5,00lb

100lb

–

18 miles

1,000gp

Sail of Skysailing

50lb

100 tons

1 spell caster

Varies

200,000gp

Skiff*

5 tons

2,000lb

1 crew

72 miles

3,000gp

Sloop*

70 tons

500lb

10 crew

72 miles

5,000gp

Trireme*

80 tons

3,000lb

20 crew, 180 row

72 miles

30,000gp

Troopship

400 tons

3,000lb

20 crew

54 miles

30,000gp

* these ships may be equipped with a sail of skysailing
** 1 ton = 2,000lb
The listed speed is for the longship under sail. If becalmed, it can
be rowed at 18mi/day.
Passage, Average: Average passage includes a small shared cabin
that can hold up to 100lb of luggage plus the character, basic meals,
and an additional 500lb of hold space.
Passage, Basic: Basic passage includes a bunk in a shared hold with
space for 50lb of luggage plus the character, no meals unless the
character brings their own food or pays for ship’s food separately,
and 100lb of hold space.
Passage, Luxury: Luxury passage includes a spacious private cabin
that can store up to 500lb of luggage plus the character, excellent
meals, and an additional 1,000lb of hold space.
Passage, Skysailing: Skysailing passage is passage on a ship
equipped with a sail of skysailing which enables it to fly at great
speed. This price is for atmospheric travel only. Voidspeed travel
is charged at 100gp/day in addition to the mileage to the edge of
the atmosphere.

A quinquirime includes a heavy ship’s ram and fore and aft towers.
It can be fitted with up to three light catapults or cannons. In addition to its crew, it will normally house 75 troops.
Raft: A raft is a flat platform 10’ long and 10’ wide, with a 3”–6”
draft. A raft is the most basic of vessels, and is normally limited
to swamps, lakes and slow moving rivers. Up to 12 rafts can be
lashed together to make a single larger raft with proportionally
higher carrying capacity.
River Barge: A river barge is a flat-bottomed sail-less boat 20’–30’
long and 10’ wide with a 2’–3’ draft. It is normally used for carrying cargo up and down slow moving rivers.
Rowing Boat: A rowing boat is a small sail-less boat 20’ long
and 4’–5’ wide, with a 1’–2’ draft. Rowing boats are often stored
on larger ships and used to transport people to and from shore or,
in an emergency, used as lifeboats. Each rowing boat stored in this
manner takes up 500lb of its parent ship’s capacity.

Quinquirime: A quinquirime is an ocean-going ship 120’–150’
long and 20’–30’ wide with a 4’–6’ draft. Because of its width, it
cannot usually travel along rivers.

Sail of Skysailing: A sail of skysailing is a magical sail made chiefly
from the silk of phase spiders. Sails of skysailing can be attached to
most boats and ships that weigh 100 tons or less, although some
very small boats such as rafts and canoes are unsuitable as they
have nowhere to fasten it.

The listed speed is for the quinquirime under sail. If becalmed, it
can be rowed at 12mi/day by five tiers of rowers.

When fitted to a new ship for the first time, the sail must be left
in place for a week in order to attune to that ship. During that
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time, the sail of skysailing slowly changes shape to fit the rigging
of the ship.

The listed costs assume that the building is being built as an outpost
in a remote but not inaccessible region. If a building is being built
in an inaccessible region, double the costs – and if a building is
being built in a heavily settled region halve the costs.

Once the attunement has taken place, the sails can be hoist (on
that individual ship) or stowed repeatedly without losing the attunement. However, a sail of skysailing can only be attuned to one Often a building – particularly one with an unusual purpose such
ship at a time, and cannot be used on a different ship – not even as a temple – will require features of custom size, for example larger
one of the same design – without being re-attuned.
doors than normal.
See Chapter 12 – Into the Wider World for detailed rules on
using sails of skysailing to fly a ship.

The prices of these features should be based on the standard prices
for similar features and increased or decreased proportionally.

Skiff: A skiff is a single masted boat 15’–45’ long and 5’–15’ wide
with a 3’–8’ draft. It is designed for lakes and coastal waters, and
can sometimes be too deep keeled for river use.

Arrow Slit: A narrow window designed to let defenders shoot out
whilst not exposing them to returning fire.

Skiffs are commonly used as fishing boats.

Barbican: A pair of 30’ tall x 20’ wide towers flanking a 20’ square
gatehouse built as a single unit. Price includes iron portcullis.

Sloop: A sloop is a one or two masted ocean going ship 60’–80’
long and 20’–30’ wide, with a draft of 5’–8’. There may be a raised
deck at the aft.

Battlement (100’): 100’ of crenelated wall with a parapet behind
it. The price only includes the crenulations and parapet, not the
wall that the battlement is on.

In addition to its crew, a sloop may house 25 troops.

Building, Stone: A two story stone building, such as a large stone
house, stables, or an inn.

Trireme: A trireme is an ocean-going ship 120’–150’ long and 15’–
20’ wide with a 3’ draft. Because of its small draft, it can travel
along rivers as long as they are wide enough for it.

Building, Wood: A two story wooden building, such as a large
wooden house, stables, or an inn.

The listed speed is for the trireme under sail. If becalmed, it can be
rowed at 18mi/day by three tiers of rowers.

Door (secret): A door that is disguised and hidden so that it will
not be noticed unless searched for.

A trireme can be fitted with a heavy ship’s ram (at a cost of 10,000gp)
and up to two light catapults or cannons. In addition to its crew, it
will normally house 50 troops.

Door, Exterior (iron/stone): A heavy exterior double-door, 7’
tall by 6’ wide.

Troopship: A troopship is a three masted ocean going ship 100’–
150’ long and 25’–30’ wide, with a draft of 10’–12’. The hull is the
same as that of a large sailing ship, but the ship has been converted
to carry the maximum number of troops.

Door, Interior (iron/stone): A heavy internal door, 7’ tall and 3’
wide.
Door, Interior (reinforced): A wooden internal door reinforced
with iron bands, 7’ tall and 3’ wide.

A troopship often has large fold-down doors on its sides so that
troops – often including cavalry – can rapidly exit.

Door, Interior (wood): A standard wooden internal door, 7’ tall
and 3’ wide.

In addition to its crew, a troopship will normally house 100 troops.

Drawbridge: A 10’ wide, 20’ long reinforced wooden bridge that
can be raised or lowered.

Buildings & Dungeons

When characters get to higher levels, they may wish to settle down. Dungeon Corridor: A 10’ x 10’ x 10’ section dug out from rock.
Whether taking over and repairing an existing structure, or starting The cost is multiplied by the depth of the dungeon (in multiples
from scratch; building work is expensive.
of 50’), for example digging a 10’ x 10’ x 10’ section at a depth
of 150’ will cost triple the listed price: 1,500gp.
The prices for buildings all include the cost of the unskilled and
semi-skilled labour that does the building, but do not include the Floor, Flagstone: A 10’ x 10’ section of floor covered in flagstones.
cost of skilled architects and engineers.
Floor, Tile: A 10’ x 10’ section of floor covered in tiles.
Buildings take one day per 500gp (or part of 500gp) total cost,
and need one engineer on site to oversee the building process Floor, Wood: A 10’ x 10’ floor covered in polished fitted wood.
per 100,000gp (or part of 100,000gp) total cost.
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Table 8–8: Buildings

Moat, Filled: 100’ length of 10’ deep, 20’ wide canal.

Item

Cost

Arrow Slit

10gp

Barbican

37,000gp

Battlement (100’)

500gp

Building, Stone

3,000gp

Building, Wood

1,500gp

Door (secret)

Cost x5

Door, Exterior (iron/stone)

100gp

Door, Interior (iron/stone)

50gp

Door, Interior (reinforced)

20gp

Door, Interior (wood)

10gp

Drawbridge

250gp

Dungeon Corridor

500gp

Floor, Flagstone

100gp

Floor, Tile

100gp

Floor, Wood

40gp

Gate, Wooden

1,000gp

Gatehouse

6,500gp

Keep, Square

75,000gp

Laboratory

100,000gp

Moat, Filled

800gp

Moat, Unfilled

400gp

Shifting Wall

1,000gp

Shutters (window)

5gp

Staircase, Stone

60gp

Staircase, Wood

20gp

Tower, Bastion

9,000gp

Tower, Round Large

30,000gp

Tower, Round Small

15,000gp

Trap Door

Cost x2

Wall, Castle

5,000gp

Wall, Wood

1,000gp

Window, Barred

20gp

Window, Open

10gp

Moat, Unfilled: 100’ length of 10’ deep, 20’ wide ditch.
Shifting Wall: A 10’ x 10’ wall which has a counterbalance and
mechanism for moving it.
Shutters (window): Window shutters that provide little military
defence, but protect against bad weather.
Staircase, Stone: A stone staircase 3’ wide with a 10’ ascent.
Staircase, Wood: A wooden staircase 3’ wide with a 10’ ascent.
Tower, Bastion: A half-circle tower, 30’ tall and 30’ diameter.
Tower, Round Large: A 30’ tall, 30’ diameter round tower.
Tower, Round Small: A 30’ tall, 20’ diameter round tower.
Trap Door: A 5’ x 5’ section of false floor with an opening mechanism that allows it to drop anyone standing on it through a hole
in the floor.
Wall, Castle: 100’ length of 20’ tall and 5’ thick reinforced stone
wall, with a walkway and battlements on the top.
Wall, Wood: 100’ length of 20’ tall and 5’ thick reinforced wooden
wall, with a walkway on the top.
Window, Barred: A 3’ x 1’ window with bars to prevent ingress
and egress.
Window, Open: A 3’ x 1’ open window.

Developer Commentary

The above prices are great for when a player wants to design their
own castle or dungeon and fully kit it out. However, many players
just want to be able to buy a “small castle” or fund the building of
a “standard temple to thor” or similar.

Gate, Wooden: A 20’ tall by 10’ wide wooden gate, reinforced and
barred, suitable for putting in a stockade wall.
Gatehouse: A 30’ high building 20’x20’ in area. Price includes
iron portcullis.
Keep, Square: A heavily reinforced stone building 80’ tall and 60’
x 60’ in area.
Laboratory: A room full of magical equipment that allows its
owner (providing that owner is a spell caster) to create magic items.
Laboratories are very personal things, and a spell caster can only
use a laboratory that they created and stocked themselves.

In such situations, consult the section on public works in CHAPTER 13
- SETTLING DOWN. This section is a new addition to the game and is
designed to allow players whose characters have settled down to rule
a dominion to have strategic buildings built that will help defend
the dominion without needing them to design those buildings room
by room and door by door.
Of course, if you do want to design your own castle, you can do
things the other way around. Design the building and work out its
cost using the rules here and then compare the function and cost/size
of the building to those in the public works rules to work out what
eﬀect it should have on the confidence level of the populace and on
any mass combat that might occur.
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Services

Whether looking for hired help to take out
a goblin’s lair, or looking for crew to accompany you on a sea voyage, or looking
for people to manage your estates, or even
looking for a cleric to raise your friend;
adventurers need the services of others.
Employees of the characters come in three
types – hirelings, mercenaries and specialists.

Hirelings

Hirelings are adventurers (or would-be
adventurers) willing to temporarily join
a party for a mission.

Although hirelings travel with – and adventure with – a party, they are not equal
party members. They view the party as
employers rather than companions, and
may desert or even rebel against their employers if maltreated or exposed to excessive danger. See Chapter 10 – Combat
for details of morale.
Since parties are prone to argument and
internal disagreements, hirelings are normally employed by – and follow the orders
of – a single designated “party leader”.
This will normally be the party member
with the highest charisma. That character can retain a number of loyal hirelings
equal to four plus their charisma modifier.

Table 8–9: Hirelings
Class and Level
Commoner

Cost per Mission*
50gp

Class and Level
Fighter (3rd)

Cost per Mission*
800gp

Cleric (1st)

150gp

Fighter (4th)

1,600gp

Cleric (2nd)

300gp

Fighter (5th)

3,200gp

Cleric (3rd)

600gp

Halfling (1st)

200gp

Cleric (4th)

1,200gp

Halfling (2nd)

400gp

Cleric (5th)

2,500gp

Halfling (3rd)

800gp

Clockwork (1st)

220gp

Halfling (4th)

1,600gp

Clockwork (2nd)

440gp

Halfling (5th)

3,200gp

Clockwork (3rd)

880gp

Lupine (1st)

200gp

Clockwork (4th)

1,700gp

Lupine (2nd)

400gp

Clockwork (5th)

3,500gp

Lupine (3rd)

800gp

Druid (1st)

150gp

Lupine (4th)

1,600gp

Druid (2nd)

300gp

Lupine (5th)

3,200gp

Druid (3rd)

600gp

Magic-user (1st)

400gp

Druid (4th)

1,200gp

Magic-user (2nd)

800gp

Druid (5th)

2,500gp

Magic-user (3rd)

1,600gp

Dwarf (1st)

220gp

Magic-user (4th)

3,200gp

Dwarf (2nd)

440gp

Magic-user (5th)

6,400gp

Dwarf (3rd)

880gp

Mountebank (1st)

120gp

Dwarf (4th)

1,700gp

Mountebank (2nd)

240gp

Dwarf (5th)

3,500gp

Mountebank (3rd)

480gp

Elf (1st)

250gp

Mountebank (4th)

960gp

Elf (2nd)

500gp

Mountebank (5th)

2,000gp

Elf (3rd)

1,000gp

Thief (1st)

120gp

Elf (4th)

2,000gp

Thief (2nd)

240gp

Elf (5th)

4,000gp

Thief (3rd)

480gp

Fighter (1st)

200gp

Thief (4th)

960gp

Fighter (2nd)
400gp
Thief (5th)
2,000gp
Hirelings will not normally obey suicidal
orders or allow themselves to be used as
*or per month of wilderness exploration
“trap detectors” or “cannon fodder”. They
are there to help out in fights and to help in transporting supplies On the other hand there is both a cost consideration and also the
and loot, not to act as monster fodder.
consideration that particularly competent adventurers are likely to
be interested in adventuring on their own rather than seeking emExample: A party whose leader is fifth level wishes to employ some
ployment with an existing group, since that is much more lucrative.
hirelings to accompany them on a mission to drive out an orc encampment that has been raiding in the local area. Since the party
Although exact details may vary depending on the campaign world,
leader is fifth level, hirelings of up to 2nd level will be available.
a useful rule of thumb is that hirelings that are available will range
from commoners to adventurers of half the level of the party leader
A 2nd level thief needs a total of 2,400xp to reach 3rd level, (rounded down, but with a minimum of first level and a maximum
that 2nd level thief would demand payment of a tenth of that in
of fifth level).
gold – i.e. 240gp. A 2nd level magic-user, on the other hand, would
need 5,000xp to reach 3rd level, that 2nd level magic-user would
They can be hired for a single adventure for a cost in gold of a tenth
demand payment of a tenth of that in gold – i.e. 500gp.
of the experience that a character of their class would need for the
level above theirs (or 50gp for a commoner), or for an extended
expedition into the wilderness for that cost per month. The party
Getting the right hirelings can be a tricky business. On the one are expected to provide whatever equipment or mounts are needed
hand a party will want to hire competent help who are likely to by the hirelings, and they will expect half payment in advance.
survive the adventure and prove useful.
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Table 8–10: Mercenaries
Mercenary Type

Human

Clockwork

Archer

15gp/season

Cavalry, Heavy

60gp/season

Dwarf

Elf

Goblin

Orc

–

30gp/season

6gp/season

9gp/season

–

–

–

–

Cavalry, Light

30gp/season

–

60gp/season

–

–

Cavalry, Medium

45gp/season

–

–

–

–

Crossbowman

12gp/season

18gp/season

18gp/season

–

–

6gp/season

Footman, Heavy

9gp/season

15gp/season

15gp/season

18gp/season

–

45sp/season

Footman, Light

6gp/season

–

12gp/season

15sp/season

3gp/season

Horse Archer

45gp/season

–

90gp/season

–

–

Longbowman

30gp/season

–

60gp/season

–

–

Militia

3gp/season

–

–

–

–

Pony Crossbowman

–

45gp/season

–

–

–

Wolf Rider

–

–

–

15gp/season

–

45gp/season

Hirelings do not normally expect a share of treasure or magic items
over and above their pay, although if given (or promised) such a
share then their morale will be higher. Hirelings who are given
magic items to test will expect to be allowed to keep those magic
items as payment for the dangers involved in testing them.

Footman, Light: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed
with swords and shields and wearing leather armour.

Mercenaries

Longbowman: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed with
longbows and swords and wearing chain mail armour.

If characters need an entire army, rather than just a few helpers,
they can hire mercenaries. Mercenaries are trained troops that will
work and fight for pay. The cost for mercenaries of different types
are listed in Table 8–10. The listed costs are for peacetime guarding
and patrolling duties. For active war-time duties, double all costs.

Horse Archer: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed with
short bows, riding normal horses.

Militia: Commoners armed with spears.
Pony Crossbowman: First level dwarves armed with crossbows
and riding ponies.

When hiring mercenaries, they are assumed to come with captains
and other leaders as part of the cost. Mercenaries provide their Wolf Rider: Goblins armed with spears and wearing leather armour,
own equipment when first hired, but if garrisoned for an extended riding dire wolves.
period their employer is expected to provide armourers and blacksmiths to repair and maintain their equipment.
Specialists
Sometimes a character will need the help of a different kind of
Archer: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed with short specialist. Maybe they need an engineer to oversee the building of
bows and swords and wearing leather armour.
a large castle, maybe they need a scribe to write their memoires, or
maybe they just need a cleric to raise a dead party member.
Cavalry, Heavy: First level fighters armed with swords and lances
and wearing plate armour, riding war horses in plate barding.
All of these situations require the character to employ a skilled
specialist of some kind or another.
Cavalry, Light: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed with
lances and wearing leather armour, riding war horses in leather Specialists will not expose themselves to danger, and will not acbarding.
company characters on adventures.
Cavalry, Medium: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed
with lances and wearing chain mail armour, riding war horses in
chain barding.
Crossbowman: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed with
heavy crossbows and wearing chain mail armour.
Footman, Heavy: First level fighters (or racial equivalent) armed
with swords and shields and wearing chain mail armour.

The costs for different types of specialists are listed in Table 8–11.
Any specialist not on this table (for example a leatherworker or a
scribe) should be assumed to have a cost of 5gp/month if skilled
or 2gp/month if unskilled.
Animal Trainer: An animal trainer domesticates and trains unusual animals. An animal trainer is not required for horses, mules,
donkeys or dogs, but other animals can only be taught “tricks” by
an animal trainer, who can handle up to six creatures of the same
species at a time. The length of time needed to train an animal will
depend on the animal type, but a month is average.
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Castellan: A castellan is usually a fighter (or racial equivalent class)
of 5th to 9th level, and is in overall charge of the military aspects
of a stronghold.

Table 8–11: Specialists
Specialist Type

Cost per Season

Animal Trainer

1,500gp

Armourer

300gp

Artillerist

2,250gp

Bailiff

15gp

Blacksmith

75gp

Castellan

6,000gp

Chamberlain

15gp

Chaplain

1,500gp

Chemist

3,000gp

Chief Magistrate

6,000gp

Engineer

2,250gp

Equerry

15gp

Guard Captain

12,000gp

Herald

1,200gp

Magist

9,000gp

Marshal

15gp

Provost

15gp

Reeve

1,500gp

Rower

6gp

Sage

6,000gp

Sailor

30gp

Seneschal

12,000gp

Sheriff

15gp

Ship’s Captain

750gp

Ship’s Nagivator

450gp

Spellcaster for Single Spell

Special

Steward

3,000gp

Warden

15gp

Chamberlain: A chamberlain is in charge of cleaning and cooking
staff in a stronghold.
Chaplain: A chaplain is a cleric who works full-time at a stronghold
looking after the chapel and performing religious services. Unlike
clerics who work in independent temples around a dominion, the
chaplain is salaried rather than living on donations and tithes.
Chemist: A chemist is a non-spell-caster who studies alchemy, and
may make potions like a magic-user, but takes twice the time and
cost to do so.
Chief Magistrate: A chief magistrate is in charge of justice within
the dominion of a stronghold, and oversees the common magistrates and sheriffs.
Engineer: An engineer oversees the design and construction of
buildings, roads, bridges, and other large scale structures. One
engineer is needed per 100,000gp cost of a building project.
Equerry: An equerry is in charge of the stables, and is a specialised
form of bailiff.
Guard Captain: A guard captain is usually a fighter (or racial
equivalent) of 8th level or higher, and is in charge of both the rulers
personal guard and the guarding of the stronghold.
Herald: A herald is in charge of making announcements, and also
in charge of maintaining up to date news about (and coats of arms
of ) the rulers of nearby dominions. A herald also acts as an advisor
on matters of etiquette.
Magist: A magist is a magic-user (or racial equivalent class) of 9th
level or higher who acts as an advisor on magical affairs.

Armourer: An armourer makes and repairs armour. One armourer
is needed per 50 troops, whether the troops are conscripted or
mercenaries.
Artillerist: An artillerist is usually a fighter (or racial equivalent
class) of 3rd to 5th level, who is in charge of the placement, maintenance and operation of siege weapons.
Bailiff: A bailiff is an official who looks after part or all of a castle,
and makes sure that that part of the stronghold is in good repair.
Blacksmith: A blacksmith extracts pure iron from iron ore and
makes steel.
Sometimes a blacksmith will also make simple metal goods; other
times the blacksmith will simply make ingots of metal that other
craftsmen will use.

Marshal: A marshal is a fighter (or racial equivalent class) who is
in charge of recruiting and training troops.
Provost: A provost collects taxes.
Reeve: A reeve is in charge of book-keeping and accounts within
a stronghold.
Rower: A rower is an unskilled seaman who rows in a galley.
Sage: A sage is an advisor who specialises in history and lore.
Sailor: A sailor is skilled at operating and maintaining ships and
boats.
Seneschal: A seneschal, sometimes called a vizier, is a ruler by
proxy who speaks for the actual ruler of the dominion when the
ruler is absent or when the ruler does not wish to bother with a
particular matter.
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Sheriff: A sheriff is responsible for law enforcement in an area of
dominion.
Ship’s Captain: A ship’s captain is in charge of the wellbeing of a
ship and its crew.
Ship’s Navigator: A ship’s navigator is in charge of ensuring a ship
follows the correct course and getting it back on course if there
have been problems.
Spellcaster for Single Spell: Sometimes a character doesn’t need
to employ a spellcaster over a long term. They simply need a single
spell cast, whether it is to identify a magic item or to raise a dead
companion back to life.
The issues involved in this vary depending on the type of caster.
Clerics vary from religion to religion. While some secretive cults
will simply refuse to cast spells for outsiders (or will only do so
if paid in a similar manner to magic-users), the clerics of most
mainstream religions are dedicated to good works and spreading
the popularity of their religion. As such, they will generally cast
spells for free, especially if it is for something they consider to be
a good cause.
However, the problem is availability rather than cost – particularly
for healing (and raising) clerical spells or others that would compete
for the same spell slots. There may be a waiting list for such spells,
as locals also need them. A few clerics may accept a bribe to push
adventurers to the front of the queue, but most will not since their
own lay members and followers come first.
When trying to get a spell cast by a mainstream cleric, roll 1d8 and
consult the list below:
◊ 0 or Less = there is no cleric who can (or is willing to) cast the
spell at this time.
◊ 1–2 = there is a long queue of people wanting the spell. It will
be available after 3d6 days.
◊ 3–4 = there is a queue of people wanting the spell. It will be
available after 1d6 days.
◊ 5–6 = spell is used up or not learned, but will be available the
following day.
◊ 7 or More = spell is available immediately.
Most of the time, the size of the temple or chapel will not affect
the roll, since larger temples have more (and higher level) clerics
but also serve greater numbers of lay worshippers.
However, if there is a particular reason for a high level cleric to be
in a small temple, the roll should get a +1 bonus; and if there is a
particular reason for a large temple to have a shortage of high level
clerics then the roll should get a –1 penalty.
Similarly, if the desired spell is 2nd level or lower the roll should
get a +1 bonus and if the desired spell is 5th level or higher the
roll should get a –1 penalty with an additional –1 penalty if the
spell is 7th level.

Magic-users and elves, on the other hand, tend to set artificially
high prices in order to not be constantly disturbed with petty
requests. Generally, this will be a cost of 10gp/caster level for each
consultation (whether that results in a spell being cast or not).
Druids set similar prices, but will generally be interested in an
equivalent value of goods, since they have little use for money.

Developer Commentary

As someone who comes from a country with nationalised healthcare,
the idea that clerics would charge extortionate rates for healing
spells is alien to me.
Since there is a general setting conceit that temples are funded by
tithes, the casting of clerical spells is considered to be “part of the
service” that those tithes pay for, along with weddings, funerals, coming of age ceremonies, and other blessings and services.
When this is combined with the other great assumption of the setting – that most nobility is medium to high level characters with
adventuring experience – it results in a world where even the poorest
of peasants has access to healing spells and similar.
Obviously, this has a large eﬀect on the world. The basic quality of
life is much better than it would be in a “realistic” (i.e. Magic-free)
setting, since there is much less disease and far fewer people killed
or given long-term injury by accident.
Not all the setting implications are positive, however. With the prospect of being healed or possibly even raised afterwards, people are
much more willing to fight for what they believe in and conflicts are
much more likely to turn to violence than in the real world.
Steward: A steward is in charge of household affairs at a stronghold,
including housekeeping, maintaining food supplies, and so forth.
Warden: A warden is a military advisor subordinate to the castellan
and is responsible for the defences of a particular area within the
dominion or stronghold.

Siege Weaponry

Siege weaponry is, naturally enough, used when besieging a stronghold. However, it can also be used defensively firing from the
stronghold itself or even used in naval warfare. Full rules for siege
combat are found in Chapter 14 – War!
Ballista: A ballista is a large crossbow mounted on a sturdy platform. It fires bolts that are the size of spears. It is most commonly
used to shoot into formations of troops, as the spears are of little
use against fortifications. A ballista on wheels can be pulled by a
single horse, mule or pony.
Battering Ram: A large heavy post or log that is usually used to
break down wooden walls or doors.

If it is mounted inside a belfry or gallery sled, it only needs half
the normal crew.
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Item

Weight

Artillerists

Other Crew

Range

Damage

Fire Rate

Ac

Hit Points

Cost

Ammo Cost

Table 8–12: Siege Weaponry

Ballista

600lb

–

4

100/200/300

1d10+6

1/2 rnds

4

9

75gp

2,000gp/wk

Battering Ram

300lb

–

10

–

1d6+8

1/2 rnds

–4

50

100gp

–

Belfry

25,000lb

–

–

–

–

–

0

75

750gp

–

–

Bore

300lb

–

10

1d6+14

1/2 rnds

–4

50

150gp

–

Cannon

1,000lb

2

3

250/350/450 1d10+10

1/3 rnds

–4

75

1,000gp

12,000gp/wk

Catapult, Heavy

1,800lb

1

7

250/325/400* 1d10+10

1/6 rnds

0

27

250gp

6,000gp/wk

Catapult, Light

1,200lb

1

5

200/250/300* 1d8+8

1/5 rnds

4

18

150gp

4,000gp/wk

Gallery Shed

800lb

–

8

–

–

–

4

40

300gp

–

Hoist

1,200lb

–

6

–

–

–

4

15

150gp

–

Ladder

90lb

–

2

–

–

–

4

3

3gp

–

Mantlet

480lb

–

–

–

–

–

0

16

16gp

–

Light Ship’s Ram

–

–

–

–

3d8**

–

–

–

3,000gp

–

Heavy Ship’s Ram

–

–

–

–

6d6**

–

–

–

10,000gp

–

Timber Fort

720lb

–

–

–

–

–

0

32

32gp

–

Trebuchet

2,400lb

1

11

1/6 rnds

0

50

400gp

8,000gp/wk

250/400/500* 1d12+13

*catapults and trebuchets have a minimum range of 150’

**ship’s rams do full damage against other ships.

Belfry: A portable tower 30’ tall with a drawbridge at the top and
a door at the bottom, connected by an internal staircase. The belfry
is pushed up to the walls of a fortification and then the drawbridge
is lowered so that it rests on top of those walls.

ram or bore. A gallery shed provides troops inside it with a –12
bonus to armour class.

Bore: A bore is a large drill hung from chains like a battering ram.
It is pushed against the side of a fortification and used to drill into
the side of it, weakening it.

Ladder: This is simply a 30’ long normal ladder that is put up
against the wall of a fortification and climbed. Since it is vulnerable
to being dislodged or broken, it is normally only used for either
stealth attacks or secondary attacks while most defenders are busy
trying to fight off belfries and hoists.

Hoist: A hoist is a small platform fastened to a 30’ tall pole which
rests on a mobile base. It is pushed towards the wall of a fortificaTroops climb the stairs and cross the drawbridge onto the fortifica- tion, and then elite troops stand on the platform while the crew
tion walls. A belfry needs to be pulled by a team of four horses or pull it to the top of the pole by means of a rope and pulley system.
pushed by 20 humans. A belfry provides troops inside it with a –8 Although it does not offer the protection that a belfry does, it is
both cheaper and far more portable.
bonus to armour class.

Cannon: A cannon is basically an oversized gun on wheels that
shoots large iron balls rather than bullets. Although lighter than
catapults and trebuchets and requiring fewer untrained crew; cannons are expensive to make, require more trained crew, and require
a steady supply of red powder to work.
Catapult: A catapult consists of a frame containing a wooden pole
with a basket or bowl on the end that is pulled back under tension
and then quickly released so that it springs forward within the
frame hurling whatever was put in the bowl towards the enemy.
A light catapult can be towed by a single horse, and a heavy catapult
can be towed by a pair of horses.
Gallery Shed: A gallery shed is a wooden frame with side walls
and a roof but no end walls. It is used to either give cover to troops,
allowing them to get close to a fortification, or to house a battering

Mantlet: A mantlet is an 8’ long 4’ high wooden palisade on wheels
that up to five troops can use to shield themselves from missile fire
as they advance towards a fortification.
A mantlet provides troops behind it with a –4 bonus to armour class.
Ship’s Ram: A ship’s ram is like a battering ram, except fastened to
the front of a ship below the water line, offset to either side. The
ship attacks by ramming its target with a glancing blow, so that
the ship’s itself doesn’t get significantly damaged by impacting the
enemy vessel with force, but the ram scrapes along the enemy’s hull
as the two ships pass. Ship’s rams do full damage to other ships.
Timber Fort: A timber fort is a number of 8’ long and 5’ high
sections of wooden palisade that can be carried on a wagon and
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quickly deployed in the field on order to provide cover from mis- Trebuchet: A trebuchet is a long pole with a sling on one end and
siles. Once deployed, it cannot be moved with any great speed. A a heavy weight on the other. The whole thing is mounted on a
timber fort provides troops inside or behind it with a –8 bonus wheeled frame. The pole is pulled down so that the sling is down
to armour class.
to the ground and can be loaded, then it is released – at which
time the weight forces the pole to swing and the sling to fire the
ammunition in the direction of the enemy.
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Chapter 9 - Dungeon Delving
he dungeon – whether an actual dungeon beneath a stronghold, an ancient tomb, or a more natural cave system – is
the heart of the Dark Dungeons experience.

Dungeon delving is the most straightforward type of adventuring. The sort of dungeons that low level parties explore tend to
be relatively enclosed environments that can often be explored a
room at a time.

Time & Movement

When exploring dungeons, time is simply measured in straightforward hours and minutes, as opposed to combat rounds which
last 10 seconds each. Characters in dungeons are assumed to be
moving slowly and carefully, keeping a look out for danger, and
therefore move at a much slower rate than in combat.

The movement speeds of characters are normally measured in feet
per round. When exploring a dungeon, characters normally move
at three times their normal movement speed per ten minutes.
Example: Elfstar is encumbered by her armour and weapons and
has a movement speed of 30’/round. When exploring a dungeon, she
will move at 90’ per ten minutes. Aloysius is unencumbered and has
a movement speed of 40’ per round. When exploring a dungeon he
will move at 120’ per ten minutes.
When moving over familiar routes, characters can move at full
combat rates.
Generally, it is not necessary to switch from general timekeeping to
round-by-round timekeeping for simple actions such as someone
casting a spell or picking a lock. However, when an encounter happens and it looks like a fight is about to break out then you should
start counting off time round by round.

Special Movement

Characters who are climbing or swimming move at half their normal speed (usually 20’/round).
Additionally, a character’s armour is counted three times when
determining their swimming speed. Any character whose speed is
reduced to zero or less by this extra encumbrance cannot swim at
any significant speed but can keep afloat with effort. If a character’s
speed is reduced all the way to “cannot move”, then they cannot
even keep their head above water without aid.

Light & Darkness

Light levels in a dungeon will vary tremendously. If the dungeon
is inhabited, it may also be lit; but since many creatures can see in
the dark, this is not always the case.

Similarly, adventurers are likely to bring their own light sources
with them. Sometimes adventurers or dungeon denizens may also
have magical light sources or even sources of magical darkness.
These all interact in the following hierarchy:

Normal Darkness: This is the default state in the absence of any
natural or magical light. Humans can’t see in this darkness, although creatures with either the infravision or darkvision abilities
can use them to see.
Normal Light: Light from non-magical sources (e.g. Torches, lanterns or natural daylight) trumps normal darkness and overrides
it. Creatures with the infravision or darkvision abilities cannot use
those abilities in normal light that is stronger than moonlight, but
can see normally. A normal light is blocked by opaque objects and
casts shadows behind such objects.
Light Spells: The Light spell creates a central light source (that
hovers in the air or that moves with an object).
That light source radiates magical light that is blocked by opaque
objects. Creatures with the infravision or darkvision abilities cannot use those abilities in the magical light, but can see normally.
Magical light from a Light spell trumps both normal light and
normal darkness except where blocked.
Any location within the area of one or more Light spells and also
one or more Darkness spells is either lit or darkened depending on
which spell it is closest to the centre point of (excluding spells whose
centre points are obscured from the location by opaque cover).
In the simplest case – of an overlapping Light spell and Darkness
spell with nothing to obscure either of them – this will result in
a straight line between the two with everything on one side light
and everything on the other side dark.
Darkness Spells: The reversed form of the Light spell creates a
central source of darkness that hovers in the air or that moves with
an object). That source radiates magical darkness that is blocked
by opaque objects. Creatures with the infravision or darkvision
abilities can use those abilities in the magical darkness, but normal
vision is useless.
Magical darkness from a Darkness spell trumps both normal light
and normal darkness except where blocked.
Any location within the area of one or more Light spells and also
one or more Darkness spells is either lit or darkened depending on
which spell it is closest to the centre point of (excluding spells whose
centre points are obscured from the location by opaque cover).
In the simplest case – of an overlapping Light spell and Darkness
spell with nothing to obscure either of them – this will result in
a straight line between the two with everything on one side light
and everything on the other side dark.
Continual Light: The Continual Light spell creates an area of ambient light centred on a point (that hovers in the air or that moves
with an object).
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The area of effect is completely lit, regardless of opaque objects, In the simplest case – of an overlapping Continual Light spell and
leaving no shadows (although any amount of lead or 6” of stone Continual Darkness spell – this will result in a straight line between
will block the effect). Creatures with the infravision or darkvision the two with everything on one side light and everything on the
abilities cannot use those abilities in the magical light, but can other side dark.
see normally.
Magical light from a Continual Light spell trumps both normal light
and normal darkness and also magical light and magical darkness
from a Light or Darkness spell.
Any location within the area of one or more Continual Light spells
and also one or more Continual Darkness spells is either lit or
darkened depending on which spell it is closest to the centre point
of (regardless of the presence of opaque cover).
In the simplest case – of an overlapping Continual Light spell and
Continual Darkness spell – this will result in a straight line between
the two with everything on one side light and everything on the
other side dark.
Continual Darkness: The reversed form of the Continual Light
spell creates an area of ambient darkness centred on a point (that
hovers in the air or that moves with an object). The area of effect
is completely dark, regardless of opaque objects (although any
amount of lead or 6” of stone will block the effect). Creatures with
the infravision or darkvision abilities cannot use those abilities in
the magical darkness, and normal vision is also useless.

Developer Commentary

This hierarchy of levels of light and darkness, as well as the diﬀerent
ways that Light and Continual Light work (the first being a point
light source and the second being a region of ambient light) are my
own invention. The original game that Dark Dungeons emulates
left the interaction between magical light and darkness somewhat
ambiguous.
Also, the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates divided up
non-combat time into a series of ten-minute “turns”. This was an
unnecessary hold-over from its roots in wargaming, and only served
to confuse people between the similar terms “turn” and “round”.
Dark dungeons simply drops the entire concept of “turns” and noncombat times are simply described in minutes.

Noticing Things

Some characters have the ability to spot details that others can’t.
The stonelore ability of dwarves, for example, lets them notice
newly built construction, gently sloping floors, traps involving
shifting walls or blocks of stone, and secret doors involving moving stone walls.

Magical darkness from a Continual Darkness spell trumps both
normal light and normal darkness and also magical light and magi- Players do not need to specify that they are using these abilities on
cal darkness from a Light or Darkness spell.
every single patch of wall or corridor.
Any location within the area of one or more Continual Light spells
and also one or more Continual Darkness spells is either lit or
darkened depending on which spell it is closest to the centre point
of (regardless of the presence of opaque cover).

If their characters are moving at the normal cautious exploration
pace, then this includes characters who have these abilities using
them, and the Game Master should automatically roll for such
abilities when the character comes within 20’ of something that
could be detected by them.
However, such abilities cannot be used if characters are in combat,
running, or otherwise not moving carefully.
Any character can listen for faint sounds echoing through the
dungeon. This is usually done at closed doors, in an attempt to
determine what – if anything – is on the other side of the door.
Characters listening at doors (or down corridors) must stand away
from the rest of the party and even then the party must be being
quiet. It is not possible to listen while there is conversation or
combat going on.
To see if a character other than a thief hears a noise, the Game
Master rolls 1d6. If the character is human (other than a thief ),
they hear a noise if a 1 was rolled. If the character is demi-human,
they hear a noise if a 1–2 was rolled.
To see if a thief character hears a noise, the Game Master makes
a standard check using the thief ’s hear noise ability as the check
bonus.
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In any case, the Game Master should not distinguish between rolls
that failed and rolls that succeeded but in situations where there
was no noise to hear.

Doors

With the exception of the most basic natural cave lair, almost every
dungeon contains doors of one type or another separating areas.
Most dungeon doors are made of wood. In well maintained and
occupied dungeons, they are likely to be in a good state of repair
and may or may not be locked, but in old dungeons and tombs,
they may be swollen with seeping damp or otherwise stuck. In
some cases they may have even be magically locked.
The difficulty of opening a door depends on its state. Obviously
there may be individual situations in some dungeons that are different – such as metal or stone doors – but usually they fall into
one of the following categories.
Normal Door: Characters can simply push or pull this door open
and walk through.

that shift out of the way when a lever is pulled, fireplaces or bookshelves that rotate, or simply wooden doors that match the wooden
panelled walls of a room.
Unless the secret door consists of a shifting stone wall (in which
case a dwarf has a chance to notice it when simply walking past), a
secret door will not be seen by characters unless they either specifically search for it or they accidentally trigger its opening method.
Searching for a secret door takes 10 minutes per 10’ section of wall
searched, and each character searching must roll 1d6. Any character
who rolls a 6 (or any elf who rolls a 5–6) finds the door. Note that
if characters split up to search a room more efficiently, only one is
likely to search the location of the secret door.
One-way Door: Some doors may be opened freely from one side
but are magically locked from the other, thus allowing access in
one direction only.

Traps

Traps are a common hazard in dungeons, and always a danger to
adventurers.

The chances of the characters surprising (or being surprised by)
whatever is at the other side of the door are normal. See Chap- The most common types of trap are often the simplest – pits with
ter 10 – Combat for details on surprise.
fragile covers that will give way when someone walks over them;
poison needles in locks so that someone trying to pick the lock
Stuck Door: A door that has become stuck must be shoulder- will prick themselves on them; blades or spears that are rigged to
barged open. One character may attempt this per round, and must shoot out of the wall when a flagstone is stepped on; and so on.
roll a strength check in order to do so.
Generally, adventurers will have no chance to accidentally notice
If the first attempt is not successful, then whatever is at the other these traps – although some individual traps that are crude or badly
side of the door will be alerted by the noise and has no chance of made may offer a chance. Traps must instead usually be detected
being surprised. See Chapter 10 – Combat for details on surprise. by magical means or by the find traps ability of thieves and lupines.
Locked Door: A locked door may be barged open in the same way
that a stuck door can be, although the strength check is made with
a –4 penalty to effective strength.
Alternatively, a thief can attempt to pick the lock. Each thief is only
allowed one attempt to pick each lock, and if this fails they must
either give up or try again when they have improved their open
locks ability. However, a failed attempt to pick a lock will not alert
creatures on the other side of the door.
Barred Door: A door that is heavily barred may be barged open in
the same way as a stuck door, although the strength check is made
with a –8 penalty to effective strength. A thief cannot use their open
locks ability to open a barred door unless there is a mechanism for
lifting the bar from the front of the door.
Magically Locked Door: A magically locked door cannot be
physically forced open. The magic must be bypassed or dispelled
in some way (the exact details will vary depending on the specific
magic used).

With the exception of large traps involving moving walls – which
may be noticed by a dwarf ’s stonelore ability as the dwarf merely
passes them – traps must be actively searched for. A thief or lupine
does not get to roll for their find traps ability by just walking past
an area that happens to contain a trap.
Searching a 10’x10’ area for traps takes 10 minutes, just like searching for secret doors, and thief or lupine characters can search for
both types of thing at the same time.
When a trap is found, adventurers generally have three options.
They can try to get past the trap without setting it off. They can
try to set off the trap without getting hurt by it. Or they can try
to disarm it. Only a thief or lupine has the ability to disarm traps.
If the attempt to disarm the trap fails, the trap is set off – although
the thief or lupine will usually not get hurt by it, depending on the
way the trap works. Should the trap be one that can be triggered
more than once without needing to be manually reset, the thief or
lupine may attempt to disarm it a second time.

Secret Door: A secret door is a door that is camouflaged so that
it does not appear to be a door. Typical secret doors include walls
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Example: Black Leaf discovers a trap door rigged to open under
the weight of a person and deposit them in a pit. She tries to remove
the trap, and fails. The trap door swings open. Although she was not
standing on it and therefore hasn’t fallen in, it is now open revealing
a 10’ wide pit that the party must work out how to cross.

Example: The inn that Elfstar is staying in has caught fire. The
first thing that Elfstar knows about this is when she is awoken by
a burning beam crashing through the ceiling of her room onto her
bed. In the first round, Elfstar is woken, but takes no damage since
the beam missed her.

Later, the party are walking up some stairs when oeric steps on a
trapped step and a blade scythes out catching him on the leg. While
Elfstar heals his wound, Black Leaf attempts to remove the trap so
that it won’t go oﬀ again and hurt anyone else. Not having a good
day, she fails again. The blades scythe once more, but she is not
standing on the trapped step so they do not hit her.

In the second round, Elfstar takes 1d6 points of damage from being
in the burning bed.

Eventually, the party come to a treasure vault containing a pedestal
on which sits a golden chalice. Black Leaf discovers that the pedestal is trapped and if the chalice is removed then some gas or liquid
will be squirted out of it. She tries to remove the trap and fails yet
again. Poisonous gas is ejected from the pedestal and fills the room.
Unfortunately, since this fills the whole room leaving nowhere safe
to stand, it will aﬀect Black Leaf.

Environmental Damage

Whether falling down pits, being squirted with burning oil, or being trapped in a room that is slowly filling with water; characters can
be subject to a variety of harmful environments in a dungeon – not
all of which are the result of traps!
Listed below are a number of common ways that characters can be
hurt by the environment:
Falling: Falling in an uncontrolled manner does 1d6 damage
per 10’ fallen. If a character has deliberately jumped down rather
than simply fallen down, they may make a jumping check as if
making a high jump from a standing start. Whatever height they
get on the jumping check is subtracted from the height of the fall
before damage is rolled.
Fire: Being hit with a burning torch will do 1d4 damage.
A natural fire the size of a camp fire will do 1d6 damage per round
and each round after the first it has a 5% chance per point of total
damage done of igniting the target’s hair and/or clothing.
Being in a fiercely burning building will do 2d6 damage per round
and each round after the first after the first it has a 5% chance
per point of total damage done of igniting the target’s hair and/
or clothing.

She rolls a 4, so takes 4 damage, but doesn’t need to roll for her
clothing igniting since this is the first round in which she is in the
fire. Luckily, Elfstar has unused spells left over from the previous day,
and casts Resist Fire on herself. This will prevent her from taking
any more damage from non-magical fire sources.
In the third round, Elfstar again takes 1d6 points of damage from
being in the burning bed. She rolls a 2, but resists the damage because
of her Resist Fire spell. Since this is now the second round that she has
been in the fire, she has to roll to see if her clothing ignites. The fire
has done a total of 6 damage to her, so her nightshirt has a 6x5%
= 30% chance of igniting. She rolls a 16, and her nightshirt goes
up in flames. Elfstar quickly leaves the burning bed.
In the fourth round, Elfstar is no longer in the burning bed, but her
nightshirt is on fire, doing 1d4 damage.
She rolls a 4, but doesn’t mind because her Resist Fire spell is still
keeping her safe.
Elfstar now has a dilemma! does she try to put out the burning
nightdress, taking time? does she throw modesty to the wind and
simply rip it oﬀ while running to rescue the other patrons of the inn
from the fire? or does she try to rescue the other patrons of the inn
while still on fire herself?
Drowning and Suffocating: Characters who suddenly find themselves unexpectedly unable to breathe (because they’re being choked
or because they’ve suddenly been fallen into deep water, for example) can hold their breath for a number of rounds equal to half
their constitution score. If the character expects the situation and
makes an effort to take deep breaths and hold their breath before
entering it, they can hold their breath for a number of rounds equal
to their full constitution score.
Once the character can no longer hold their breath, they will start
gasping uncontrollably and/or drowning; and will be at a –5 penalty to all activities (and be unable to cast spells) for 1d6 rounds.

Burning oil, such as a flask of lamp oil that has been lit and thrown,
will do 1d8 damage and also has a 5% chance per point of damage
done of igniting the target’s hair and/or clothing.

Finally, the character will fall unconscious for a further 2d6 rounds
before dying. If the character is brought to somewhere where they
can breathe during this time, they can be revived by a successful
healing check, or by any magical curing spell (Cure Light Wounds,
Characters whose hair and/or clothing has been ignited will con- Cure Serious Wounds, Cure Critical Wounds or Cureall).
tinue to burn for 1d6 rounds doing 1d4 damage per round, unless
the they have some way of putting out the flames, such as smother- If a magical curing spell is cast on the character at any time before
ing them or dousing them with water.
death but without removing them from the situation in which they
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cannot breathe, it will bring them back to the start of the suffocation or drowning process, as if they had just taken a deep breath.

Table 9–1: Reaction Rolls

Wandering Monsters

The adventuring party may not be the only people (or creatures)
wandering around the dungeon. Some of the monsters that live in
the dungeon will almost certainly move from place to place, and
there may be other creatures or other adventurers that have also
entered the dungeon for reasons of their own; whether looking for
food, shelter or to loot the place.

1d20 Roll

Reaction

1–2

Hostile

3–8

Aggressive

9–17

Cautious

18–19

Neutral

20

Friendly

When two groups meet suddenly, for example if the party open
a door or come round a corner and are suddenly faced with confronted with one or more monsters, then the first thing that should
happen is that the game should switch from general timekeeping
The Game Master may decide that particular dungeons (or par- to round-by-round timekeeping, and the Game Master and playticular areas within a dungeon) are more or less likely places for ers should roll for surprise (see Chapter 10 – Combat for details
adventuring parties to find wandering monsters; and may therefore of surprise).
alter the chance and frequency in those areas.
When the monsters have their first action, the Game Master should
The default frequency for wandering monsters in a dungeon setting determine what their reaction is to meeting the player characters.
is for the Game Master to roll 1d6 every twenty minutes of game
time (not real time).
If the monsters act before the player characters have acted because
they surprised the players or won initiative, the Game Master will
If the Game Master rolls a 1, then the party will encounter a group either know in advance how the monsters will react based on their
of wandering monsters.
personalities and the situation, or can consult Table 9–1. The
results of Table 9–1 are explained in the following paragraphs.
The Game Master may have a pre-prepared list of what monsters
(and how many) may be wandering around the dungeon. If not, ◊ Hostile: the monsters will immediately attack, flee or surrender;
roll on the wandering monster tables in this chapter (Table 9–2
depending on their numbers and strength compared to the apto Table 9–7).
parent numbers and strength of the party.
These creatures that may be found wandering around the dungeon
are referred to as “wandering monsters”.

The wandering monster tables are arranged by the estimated dif- ◊ Aggressive: the monsters will not immediately attack, but will
ficulty of the encounters, and the numbers of monsters encountered
threaten the party – either verbally or with growls and body
are tailored for this difficulty rather than necessarily matching the
language. If the reaction needs to be re-rolled because the party
normal numbers that the monsters are found in.
try to parley, the re-roll will take a –4 penalty.
The choice of which difficulty level to use should be based on the
subjective difficulty of the dungeon itself.

◊ Cautious: the monsters will not immediately attack, but will
react with suspicion and may verbally challenge the party. They
will ready themselves in case the party attack.

A good guideline is to match the difficulty to the level of characters
that the dungeon was designed for. In any case, these tables are ◊ Neutral: the monsters will not attack, and will react in a neutral
generic and although they can produce a wide variety of monsters,
manner; ignoring the party or greeting them in a gruff or formal
they can also produce wildly unrealistic results; indicating monsters
(but not overly friendly) manner. They will take precautions in
that have no place in the current dungeon.
case of attack by the party, but not in a threatening manner. If
the reaction needs to be re-rolled because the party try to parley,
Game masters are advised to use these tables only when they have
the re-roll will have a +4 bonus.
not made a custom table for their dungeon, and to re-roll results
that don’t “fit” the current dungeon.
◊ Friendly: the monsters will greet the party in a friendly manner.

Encounters

The party may respond to the monster’s reaction by attempting
As the characters move around the dungeon, they will need to to parley, or the party may act before the monsters and attempt
overcome natural obstacles, but will also meet the various dun- to parley.
geon denizens and need to deal with them. This will often result
in combat, but could also result in diplomacy, trade, or the two When the monsters get a turn, the Game Master will either know
parties simply ignoring each other.
how they will react based on the players’ actions, or can roll on
Table 9–1 again with whatever bonus or penalty came from the
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Table 9–2: Wandering Dungeon Monsters (difficulty 1)
1d20 Roll

Monster

1

Beetle (giant fire)

Number
Encountered
1d6

2

Centipede (giant)

Table 9–3: Wandering Dungeon Monsters (difficulty 2)
1d20 Roll

Monster

Number
Encountered

1

Beetle (giant bombard)

1d6

1d6

2

Cthonic worm

1

Ghoul

1d4

3

Ghoul

1d2

3

4

Goblin

1d6

4

Gnoll

1d4

5

Human (bandit)

1d6

5

Goblin

2d4

6–9

Human (commoner)

1d3

6

Grey ooze

1

10

Kobold

2d6

7

Hobgoblin

1d6

11

Lizard (giant gecko)

1d2

8–10

Human (commoner)

1d3

12

Locust (giant)

1d6

11

Lizard (giant draco)

1

13

Npc party

1 party

12

Lizard man

1d6

14

Orc

1d6

13

Neanderthal

2d4

15

Skeleton

1d10

14

Npc party

1 party

16

Snake (racer)

1d2

15

Orc

1d10

16

Skeleton

2d6

17

Spider (crab spider)

1d2

18

Stirge

1d8

17

Snake (pit viper)

2d6

19

Troglodyte

1d3

18

Spider (black widow)

1

20

Zombie

1d3

19

Troglodyte

1d6

20

Zombie

1d6

Table 9–4: Wandering Dungeon Monsters (difficulty 3)

Table 9–5: Wandering Dungeon Monsters (difficulty 4–5)

1d20 Roll

Monster

Number
Encountered

1d20 Roll

Monster

1

Ape (cave)

1d4

1

Blink dog

Number
Encountered
1d4

2

Beetle (giant tiger)

1d4

2

Bugbear

1d6+4

3

Bugbear

1d6

3

Caecilian (giant)

1

Cockatrice

1d2

4

Cthonic worm

1d3

4

5

Doppelganger

1d2

5

Gargoyle

1d4+1

6

Gargoyle

1d3

6

Giant (hill)

1

7

Gelatinous cube

1

7

Harpy

1d4+1

8

Ghast

1d4

8

Hellhound (1d3+2 hd)

1d4

Hydra (5-headed)

1

9

Harpy

1d3

9

10–11

Human (commoner)

1d3

10

Medusa

1d2

12

Golem (clay)

1d4

11

Mournwolf

1

13

Medusa

1

12

Mummy

1d3

14

Npc party

1 party

13

Npc party

1 party

15

Ochre jelly

1

14

Ochre jelly

1

16

Ogre

1d3

15

Rhagodessa (giant)

1d3

17

Shadow

1d4

16

Rust monster

1d2

18

Spider (tarantella)

1

17

Scorpion (giant)

1d3

19

Wererat

1d6

18

Troll

1d2

20

Wight

1d3

19

Werewolf

1d4

20

Wraith

1d2
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Table 9–6: Wandering Dungeon Monsters (difficulty 6–7)
1d20 Roll

Monster

1

Basilisk

Number
Encountered
1d3

2

Caecilian (giant)

1d4

3

Cockatrice

1d3

4

Giant (hill)

1d2

5

Giant (stone)

1d2

6

Hellhound (5–7 hd)

1d4

7

Hydra (6–8 headed)

1

8

Manticore

1

9

Minotaur

1d4

10

Mummy

1d4

11

Npc party

1 party

12

Ochre jelly

1

13

Ogre

2d4

14

Rust monster

1d3+1

15

Spectre

1d3

16

Spider (tarantella)

1d3

17

Salamander (flame)

1d2

18

Troll

1d4+1

19

Vampire

1

20

Weretiger

1d3

Table 9–7: Wandering Dungeon Monsters
(difficulty 8–10)

original roll and an additional bonus or penalty based on the charisma modifier of the party leader or spokesperson.

1d20 Roll

Monster

1

Basilisk

Number
Encountered
1d6

2

Black pudding

1

3

Chimera

1

4

Construct*

1

5

Dragon*

1d2

6–7

Giant*

1d6

8

Golem*

1d4+1

9

Hydra (7–12 headed)

1

10

Npc party

1 party

11

Phantom (apparition)

1

12

Purple worm

1

13

Rust monster

1d4+1

14

Salamander*

1d4

15

Snake*

1d4+1

16

Spectre

1d3

17

Spider*

1d4+1

18

Vampire

1d2

19–20

Werebear

1d6+1

the characters would prevent them getting lost far better than the
verbal memory of the players remembering the Game Master’s
descriptions will prevent them getting lost.

If the players with to provoke the monsters into a hostile reaction,
treat any charisma bonus that the party leader has as if it were a The players’ map should not be considered an in-character item that
penalty of equal size.
can be lost or destroyed. It is an out of character prop to remind
the players of what their characters can remember.
If the result of these opening reactions (whether role played or
rolled for) is that the party and the monsters end up talking, tradDeveloper Commentary
ing or otherwise acting in a non-hostile manner towards each other, Most roleplaying groups that play the sort of fantasy games where
then the game can switch back to general timekeeping.
dungeon delving is a thing will expect someone to map the dungeon
If the result is that a fight or chase breaks out, then the game should
stay in round-by-round timekeeping, and the combat should be
resolved using the rules in Chapter 10 – Combat.

Mapping

When in dungeons, it is common for one player to draw a map
as the party progresses. The Game Master should encourage this,
and should help the players to draw such a map quickly and accurately. Remember that while the players are limited to whatever
description the Game Master gives them, the actual characters can
see all around them.

as they explore it. Dark dungeons is no exception, although it has
always struck me that the players’ map and the players’ senses of where
their characters are tend to be at the mercy of how well the Game
Master is able to describe their surroundings.

The rule about the map being an out-of-character item rather than
something that the characters themselves are drawing, as well as the
suggestion that the Game Master should help the players make sure
that the map is accurate, are attempts to overcome any discrepancy
between what the characters would see and what the players have
had described to them.

While it is somewhat unrealistic for the Game Master to give exact
dimensions for rooms and corridors, it is nonetheless good practice, because it helps to offset the fact that the spatial memory of
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W

hen a fight breaks out, or is about to break out, between
two groups of characters or monsters, timekeeping in
the game switches to round-by-round timekeeping and
the rules in this chapter are followed.

and the party are aware of the presence of the monsters, the party
cannot be surprised.

In some very unusual situations, it is possible that one particular
member of a group may not be surprised while the rest of the group
Although in reality combat is fluid with actions happening simul- are. If that is the case, the unsurprised member will be able to act in
taneously, in Dark Dungeons the action is split into a number of the first round but other members of that group will not be able to.
discrete rounds during which each combatant (usually) gets one
action. Within the round, the action of each combatant is handled
one at a time, in order of their initiative.
Each combat round is a period of ten seconds. During this time,
each combatant will normally perform a single action and possibly
also move. The round is split up into three phases, which are always
When two groups suddenly encounter each other, one or both performed in order:
sides may be surprised.
◊ Statements of intent
Assuming there are no special circumstances, each group rolls 1d6. ◊ Initiative roll
If that group rolls a 1 or 2, the group is surprised and may not act ◊ Actions (in initiative order)
in the first round of combat.
When all phases have been performed, a new round starts with
If both groups are surprised or neither group is surprised, then the first phase again. This continues until there is no more combat
round-by-round time simply starts as normal.
or round-by-round action (such as chasing fleeing combatants)
happening.
If one group is surprised and the other group is not, the group
that is not surprised gets a single round in which to act before the
other group can act.
At the start of each round, each player must announce what their
characters are intending to do in the round, and the Game Master
A group that gains the advantage of surprise in this way does not announces what the monsters will do.
need to use it to attack the other side. They can use it to parley or
even to get a head start when fleeing.
The statement of intent phase is split into three segments, which
proceed in order.
In some circumstances, one side or the other might not need to
roll for surprise. For example, if a party just spent three rounds ◊ Firstly, players may announce what actions their characters will
trying to break a door down, the monsters at the other side of the
be doing this round, if they wish their characters to do such acdoor cannot be surprised. Similarly, if a thief has scouted ahead
tions urgently. If a player announces their character’s action at

The Combat Round

Surprise

Statement of Intent
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this time, their character is assumed to be pressing on with that
action quickly, and the player will get a +2 bonus on their initiative roll this round. However, the disadvantage of announcing
at this time is that their intent is obvious to their enemies who
may decide how to respond accordingly.
◊ Secondly, the Game Master announces what actions the monsters
will be doing this round, taking into account the fact that the
monsters will be aware of the intentions of the players that have
already announced such intentions.
◊ Thirdly, players who wish their characters to be fighting in a more
cautious manner must announce what their characters will be
doing this round. They have the advantage of not declaring (or
deciding) until after they know what the monsters are doing, but
pay for this hesitancy by having a –2 penalty on their initiative
roll this round.
When announcing their actions, people must specify whether they
are going to attack (including target and whether a special attack
such as a smash will be used), run (including intended destination), cast a spell (including which spell and which targets), or do
another action.

Developer Commentary

This explicit “statement of intent” phase is something that was supposed to be in the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates,
but due to an editing error the rules for it failed to make it into
the published game. However, the idea of urgent actions declaring
first and getting a bonus to the initiative roll while cautious actions
declare last and get a penalty to the initiative roll is my own.
The reason for this rule is that otherwise all combatants would need
to decide on their intended actions simultaneously without knowing
what anyone else is intending to do, and doing this fairly in a manner in which the person who declares their intent last has the chance
to change their mind after hearing the declarations of others would
require onerous logistics such as writing down actions in secret and
simultaneously revealing them or similar fiddly mechanics.
By letting the players decide how to balance the advantage of going
first against the disadvantage of signalling their characters’ actions to
the opponents, we bypass the need for having a complex mechanism
to ensure that simultaneous decision and revealing is fair.

Initiative

Once everyone has announced their actions for the round, everyone
rolls for initiative, in order to see who manages to complete their
actions first.

◊ A player who waited to see what the monsters were doing before
declaring a statement of intent gets a –2.
◊ Halflings get +2.
◊ All characters add their dexterity modifier to the initiative roll.
◊ Some spells (e.g. Statue) give bonuses or penalties to the initiative roll.
◊ Some monsters get a bonus or penalty to their initiative roll.
In some cases, an item or ability will specifically indicate that a
character or monster will either automatically win initiative or
automatically lose initiative.
If there is only one combatant using such an ability in a round,
then the effect is straightforward. The combatant does not need to
roll for initiative, and instead automatically wins or automatically
loses depending on the ability.
If there is more than one combatant who “automatically wins”
initiative then all those combatants will act before everyone else,
but they should roll initiative normally in order to determine the
order in which they go in relation to each other.
Similarly, if there is more than one combatant who “automatically
loses” initiative then all those combatants will act after everyone
else, but they should roll initiative normally in order to determine
the order in which they go in relation to each other.
When two or more combatants roll the same initiative total, their
actions should take place simultaneously with the results of both
actions being resolved after both actions have taken place. Common sense should prevail here, although if both make attacks on
each other, then it should be possible for both to kill each other
simultaneously.
When rolling for initiative, the players should each roll individually
for their characters. The Game Master should roll once per type of
monster that the players are fighting, and roll separately for leaders
and/or other special monsters.

Actions

The following actions are commonly used by combatants during
Dark Dungeons combat. The list is not exhaustive, as unusual
situations may require unusual actions to be performed, such as
breaking down a door.
In these cases, extrapolate from the listed actions in order to determine when the action can be done, how it affects initiative, and
whether a character can also move in the same round.

Activate Magic Item: A combatant who declares that they are
activating a magic item (such as a wand or scroll) must declare
which item they are activating, which of the item’s powers they
The basic roll for initiative is 1d20, although there are various situ- wish to use, and who the targets are (if any).
ations or abilities that can modify this roll:
Only some magic items need to be activated in this way. See Chap◊ A player who declared a statement of intent before the monsters ter 19 – Treasure for more details about magic items.
did gets +2.
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Example: Elfstar and Aloysius are fighting some zombies. Elfstar
has already turned as many as she can, and Aloysius has run out of
spells, so they are both resorting to melee attacks.
At the beginning of the round, Debbie knows that zombies are slow
and always lose initiative. Therefore during the statement of intent
phase she waits to see what the zombies are doing – knowing that
even with the –2 penalty to initiative rolls Elfstar will still act
before they do.
Andy, on the other hand, knows that Aloysius’s staﬀ is a two handed
weapon, and therefore also always loses initiative; so he is going to
have to roll against the zombies. Wanting to finish oﬀ the zombie
that is attacking him before it gets another blow, he declares during
the first part of the statement of intent phase that Aloysius is hitting
that zombie with his staﬀ. Because andy declared before the zombies,
Aloysius will get a +2 bonus to his initiative roll against them.
The Game Master then gives the statement of intent for the zombies.
The one that is attacking Aloysius will continue to attack him, and
the two that are attacking Elfstar will continue to attack her. The
final zombie – which is too far away to attack anyone – will use its
full movement to close to melee range with Aloysius.
Debbie now gives her statement of intent for Elfstar, which is to
make a melee attack on one of the zombies.
Initiative is rolled. Debbie doesn’t bother rolling because everyone
except for her automatically loses initiative, so she automatically
acts first.
Andy and the Game Master both roll 1d20. Andy rolls a 14,
which – with his +2 bonus for making an early statement of intent – gives him an initiative of 16. The Game Master rolls a 12
for the zombies.
Then everyone takes their actions: Elfstar first, then Aloysius, then the
zombies. Andy hopes that going before the zombie that is attacking
him will give him the chance to kill it before it attacks.
The combatant is considered to be in the process of activating the
item from the start of the round until their action is resolved. If they
take any damage before their turn (because someone who beat their
initiative attacked them, for example) the activation is disrupted.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may not use them during a round
in which they have declared an activate magic item action without voluntarily (and immediately) allowing the activation to be
disrupted if it is not yet complete.
If the activation is disrupted, the item still counts as having been
used. Depending on the item and power being activated, this may
result in charges or ‘per day’ usages being used up, or even the
destruction of the item if it was a single use item such as a scroll.

A combatant may abandon their activation action entirely (for
example if their chosen target is no longer valid or if the activation
got disrupted) but may not otherwise change the target, item or
power during their action.
Attack: A combatant who declares that they are making an attack
(whether in melee, by throwing something, or by firing a missile
weapon) must declare who they are attacking during the statement
of intent phase.
A combatant who declares that they are attacking with a two handed melee weapon automatically loses initiative.
A combatant who is attacking can move their normal per-round
movement distance (40’ for an unencumbered character) before
making the attack, but may not move after the attack.
Normally a combatant can make only a single attack per attack action, but some combatants are capable of making multiple attacks.
These multiple attacks occur as part of the same action and on the
same initiative, and the combatant cannot move between attacks.
If a combatant has multiple attacks, then they must declare the
target for each attack during the statement of intent phase.
If any of the attacks are disarm attacks, this must also be declared
during the statement of intent phase.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may use them at any time during a
round in which they have declared an attack action.
When taking their action, the combatant must move toward and
attack the target(s) that they declared attacks on. They cannot
change targets during the round, although they can simply abandon
either the movement or the attack or both, and simply not make
one or the other if they choose.

Example: During the statement of intent phase, Marcie declares
that Black Leaf is going to stab the goblin that is guarding the door.
The Game Master declares that the goblin is going to try to run away.
When initiative is rolled, Marcie rolls a 1 for Black Leaf and the
Game Master rolls a 15 for the goblin. Even with Black Leaf ’s
initiative bonuses for her high dexterity and for declaring first, the
lucky goblin still beats her initiative roll and acts before her.
On the goblin’s action, it runs away from Black Leaf as fast as it
can – which is at three times its normal per-round movement speed
(i.e. 3 x 30’ = 90’), shouting for reinforcements to come and help
fight the adventurers.
On Black Leaf ’s turn, she can move a normal move (40’) towards
the goblin and attack. She cannot reach the goblin with this move,
but decides to make it anyway. Since she is not within melee range,
she cannot make her melee attack so must abandon it.
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If a combatant abandons the attack, they may not change their
action.
Cast Spell: A combatant who declares that they are casting a spell
must declare which spell they are casting and who the targets are
(if any).
The magical special abilities of monsters are considered spells for
this purpose, even if they do not exactly match the description of
a standard spell.
In order to cast a spell, a caster must be able to speak and must
have at least one hand free to gesture.
The caster is considered to be in the process of casting the spell
from the start of the round until their action is resolved. If they
take any damage before their turn (because someone who beat their
initiative attacked them, for example) the spell casting is disrupted.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may not use them during a round
in which they have declared a cast spell action without voluntarily
(and immediately) allowing their spell to be disrupted if casting
is not yet complete.
If the spell is disrupted, the spell slot is still used up.
A caster may abandon their spell casting action entirely (for example
if their chosen target is no longer valid or if the spell got disrupted)
but may not otherwise change the target or spell during their action.
Charge: A character can only charge if they are using a weapon
with that ability and if they are mounted.
A combatant who declares that they are making a charge must
declare the target during the statement of intent phase.

A combatant who is concentrating may move up to half their normal per-round movement speed during their action (usually 20’
for an unencumbered character).
The concentration is assumed to last for the entire round, so if
the combatant who is concentrating takes any damage during the
round they will lose their concentration and the effect that requires
concentration to maintain will end.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may not use them during a round in
which they have declared a concentrate action without voluntarily
(and immediately) allowing their concentration to be disrupted.
A combatant whose concentration has been disrupted before their
action may still make their declared movement.
Fighting Withdrawal: This action may only be declared if the
combatant is in melee at the start of the round.
This is similar to a normal attack action in that the character can
move their normal per-round movement rate (usually 40’ for an
unencumbered character) and then make one or more attacks.
However, instead of being committed to attacking their target, and
moving if necessary to reach the target; the combatant is instead
committed to moving away from their target.
If the target acts before the character doing the fighting withdrawal,
the withdrawing character gets their full defences against any attacks the target might do.
If the target acts after the character doing the fighting withdrawal,
and follows them in order to attack them, the withdrawing character interrupts the attacking character after movement but before
their attack in order to make their own attack.

The character moves up to their mount’s normal per-round move- If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
ment speed, and makes a single attack against their target the end from their weapon feats, they may use them at any time during a
of the movement.
round in which they have declared a fighting withdrawal action.
If the attack hits, it does double the normal damage.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may use them at any time during a
round in which they have declared a charge action.

Parry: The parry action is only available to some characters who
get it as a class option.
A character who is using the parry action can move up to their normal per-round movement speed (usually 40’ for an unencumbered
character), but cannot make any attacks.

Concentrate: Some spells or other effects require ongoing concentration.
During the entire round (both before and after the character’s
initiative), all melee and throwing attacks – but not missile atA combatant who declares that they are concentrating to maintain tacks – made against the character are made with a –4 penalty on
an effect must declare what the effect is that they are concentrating their attack rolls.
on, and if the effect is one that can be changed or moved by concentration they must also declare how they are changing or moving If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
it. If the combatant also wishes to move in the round that they are from their weapon feats, they may use them at any time during a
concentrating, they must also declare where they are moving to.
round in which they have declared a parry action.
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Run: A combatant using the run action can move up to three
times their normal per-round movement speed (usually 120’ for
an unencumbered character).

wish to use, and who the targets are (if any). If the combatant also
wishes to move in the round that they are using the item, they must
also declare where they are moving to.

The combatant must declare where they are running to during the
statement of intent phase – although this may be towards a moving
target such as towards another combatant.

Only some magic items can be used without activation in this way.
See Chapter 19 – Treasure for more details about magic items.

A character who chooses the run action may not change where they
are running to, but may stop running at any time short of their
intended destination.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may not use them during a round
in which they have declared a run action.
Set Spear: A character can only set a spear if they are using a
weapon with that ability.

A combatant who is using a non-activatable item can move their
normal per-round movement distance (40’ for an unencumbered
character) before using the item, but may not move after using it.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may use them at any time during a
round in which they use a non-activatable item.
When taking their action, the combatant cannot change targets
during the round, although they can simply abandon either the
movement or the usage or both, and simply not make one or the
other if they choose.

A combatant who declares that they are setting a spear against possible charges does not need to specify targets.
If a combatant abandons the attack, they may not change their
action.
The character braces their weapon against the ground for the whole
round, and waits for incoming attacks.
When a combatant makes an attack, their base chance to hit an
If, at any point during the round, the combatant is attacked by opponent is determined by adding the defender’s armour class to
someone using the charge action, they may interrupt the charging the attacker’s attack bonus. Either of these may be modified by such
character’s action after movement but before their attack in order things as spells, magical items, and high ability scores. The total of
to make their own attack.
these used as the bonus for a standard check.

Attack Rolls

If this attack hits the charging opponent, it does double damage,
the effects of which are resolved before the charging opponent
gets their attack.

If the attacker is a character, their attack bonus is based on their
class and level. See Chapter 4 – Creating a Character for details
on level based character abilities.

If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may not use them during a round
in which they have declared a set spear action.

If the attacker is a monster, their attack bonus is based on their hit
dice. See Chapter 18 – Monsters for details on monster hit dice.

Smash: The smash action is only available to some characters who
get it as a class option.

Example: A 3rd level fighter has a base attack bonus of +2, and
has a +3 bonus to hit from various sources. They are attacking a
target that is armour class 6. Therefore the fighter’s to-hit value
is 2+3+6 = 11. If the fighter rolls 8 or less on their to-hit roll they
will miss their target since 11+8 is less than the 20 that they need.
If the fighter rolls 9 or higher on their to-hit roll they will hit their
target since 11+9=20.

A character who declares that they are making a smash action must
declare the target during the statement of intent phase.
A character performing a smash action always loses initiative.

On the character’s action, they make a single melee attack against
their target with a –5 penalty to hit. If the attack hits, the combat- To determine if an attack hits, take the total bonus and add a roll
ant may add their strength score to the damage done by the attack, of 1d20 to it. As with any other check, if the total of the bonus
plus roll is greater than or equal to 20, then the attack hits; othas well as adding their strength bonus as normal.
erwise it misses.
If the character has any deflect abilities or armour class bonuses
from their weapon feats, they may not use them during a round However, attack rolls have a couple of differences from normal
in which they have declared a smash action.
checks:
Use Non-activatable Item: A combatant who declares that they
are using a non-activatable item (such as a ring or potion) must
declare which item they are using, which of the item’s powers they

◊ Rolling a 1 on the d20 before modifiers (called a “natural 1”) is always a miss, regardless whether the total is greater than 20 or not.
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◊ Rolling a 20 on the d20 before modifiers (called a “natural 20”) is
always a hit regardless whether the total is greater than 20 or not.
Example: A 1 hit dice creature has an attack bonus of +1, and is
attacking a target that is armour class –8. The monster has no other
bonuses to hit. Therefore the monster has a to-hit value of –7. If the
monster rolls a 19 or less then it will miss its target since –7+19
is less than 20. If the monster rolls a 20 then it will hit its target
since although –7+20 is also less than 20, a natural 20 always hits.
Example: A 36th level fighter has a base attack bonus of +23, and
a +13 bonus to hit from various sources. When attacking a target
that is armour class –1, the fighter has a to-hit value of 23+13–1
= 35. If the fighter rolls a 1 on their to-hit roll they will miss their
target since a natural 1 always misses.
If the fighter rolls 2 or higher on their to-hit roll they will hit their
target since 2+35>20. Since the to-hit value is more than 20 even
before adding the d20 roll, the fighter will do extra damage on a
hit. Specifically, since it is 15 more, the fighter will do +8 damage
on a hit.

Attribute Modifier: An attacker adds their relevant attribute modifier (whether a bonus or penalty) to attack rolls. Strength is the
relevant ability for melee attacks and attacks using hurled melee
weapons. Dexterity is the relevant ability for other thrown weapon
attacks and missile weapon attacks.
Cover: If the target of a missile, thrown or hurled attack is partially
or wholly hidden behind an object (e.g. A parapet or a table, or
is behind an arrow slit), the attacker gets a penalty as shown on
Cover Soft cover is cover that blocks sight of the
Table 10–2 – Cover.
target but will allow attacks through (such as smoke or a curtain).
Hard cover is cover that will block both sight and attacks (such as
a wall or an overturned table).
Haste/slow: an attacker gains a +2 bonus to hit for every level of
speed (either because they are hasted or their target is slowed) that
they have above their target’s speed. Similarly, an attacker gains
a –2 penalty to his for every level of speed they have below their
target’s speed.

Developer Commentary

In the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, as well as in the
very first printing of Dark Dungeons (the one with the red logo - the
more common gold logo version is the second printing) attacking
worked rather diﬀerently.
Instead of using a simple formula to work out whether you hit your
opponent or not, there was a big (it took up two full pages) table on
which you looked up your attack strength – which was not a numeric
bonus – and your opponent’s armour class and it told you what you
needed to roll on the dice, and then any modifiers you had aﬀected
the dice roll itself. In fact, in the original game there were separate
tables for each type of character and for monsters.
The second printing of Dark Dungeons simplified this into the system
we see here, where your attack strength is treated as a number, with
most modifiers pre-added, and you add your opponent’s armour
classs to this number before rolling and trying to reach a fixed value.
The simplified system is mathematically identical to the original one
in 99% of cases, and much easier to use.
In fact, it was this simplified system that led to the writing of Darker
Dungeons – which, like this game, used the simplified system for
almost all rolls.
If the bonus for the check is already greater than 20 before adding
the d20 roll, the attack will do extra damage if it hits. Each two
points (round odd points up) that the to-hit value exceeds 20 by
means that the attack will do 1 extra point of damage.

Attack Modifiers

hit their target by giving a bonus to the to-hit value. Some, such
as the target being invisible, will make it more difficult for the
attacker to hit them.

Various factors will affect the to-hit roll of an attack. Some, such
as the attacker having weapon feats, will make it easier for them to

Magical Weapons: Magical weapons can give an attacker a bonus
(or very occasionally a penalty in the case of cursed items) on their
to-hit rolls. In the case of magical missile weapons, the bonuses on
the weapon and the ammunition stack.
Off Hand: If a combatant is using a weapon in their off hand and
that weapon does not have the “off hand” ability, all attacks with
that weapon have a –4 penalty on to-hit rolls, and the combatant
is treated for all purposes as having one fewer weapon feat with
that weapon than they actually have.
Range: If a ranged attack is made at short range for the weapon,
the attacker has a +1 bonus to hit with the attack. If it is made at
long range, the attacker has a –1 penalty to hit with the attack. See
chapter 6: Weapon feats for weapon ranges.
Smash Attacks: Smash attacks get a –5 penalty on their to-hit rolls.
Sneak Attacks: When a thief attacks a target who is unaware of
them gets a +4 bonus to hit. This stacks with the normal +2 bonus
for the attack being unseen.
Note that the target must be completely unaware of the thief ’s presence. It is not enough for the thief to be simply behind their target,
the thief must also have made a move silently check or otherwise
be unknown to the target.
Thieves can only make sneak attacks with melee weapons or with
missile, thrown or hurled weapons at short range.
If the thief makes multiple attacks in the same action, all such
attacks get the +4 bonus.
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Table 10–1: Cover
Type of Cover

To-hit Modifier

Soft Cover Up to Knees

–1

Soft Cover Up to Waist

–2

Looking Around or
Through Soft Cover

–3

Fully Behind Soft Cover

–4

Hard Cover Up to Knees

–2

Hard Cover Up to Waist

–4

Looking Around or
Through Hard Cover

–6

Fully Behind Hard Cover

Can’t attack

Weapon Feats: Some weapons, particularly shields, give their wielders bonuses to armour class at higher proficiency levels.
These bonuses may work against all attacks or may only work
against certain types of attack.
The armour class bonuses from high proficiency with a weapon
cannot be used in rounds during which the character is performing the run, set spear or smash actions, and it can only be used in
rounds during which the character is performing a activate magic
item, cast spell or concentrate action if the character’s action has
already been disrupted or if the character is willing to immediately
disrupt their action by using the armour class bonus.

Unseen Attacks: If an attacker attacks from above or behind their
target, or is invisible, or otherwise can’t be directly seen by the
target in a combat situation; the attacker gets a +2 bonus to hit.
Unseen Target: If a target is not visible to the attacker for any
reason, the attacker has a –4 penalty to hit with melee attacks, and
cannot attack with ranged attacks.
Weapon Feats: The level of weapon proficiency that an attacker
has with the weapon they are using will give anywhere from a +0
bonus to a +8 bonus to hit with the attack. See chapter 6: Weapon
feats for details about the bonuses given to different weapons at
different levels of proficiency.

Missile Weapons in Melee

If a character is in melee with other combatants when their action
occurs, they cannot use a missile weapon.

Thrown and hurled weapons may still be used in this situation.

Haste & Slow

Characters can be hasted or slowed by the Haste and Slow spell,
and also by other similar effects.

Multiple versions of the same hasting or slowing effect do not stack,
but different effects (e.g. A Haste spell and a potion of speed) do
stack, to a maximum of double effect.

Armour Class Modifiers

The effects of haste and slow on a character are as follows:

The armour class of an unarmoured character will normally be 9.
That is the default value for an average person. Monsters often have
better (i.e. lower) armour classes than that because of their tough
hides, better-than-human agility, or a combination of the two.

Double-slowed: The character moves at a quarter of normal speed,
and makes attacks at a quarter of their normal rate. They also automatically lose initiative (or no longer automatically win initiative
if they would otherwise do so).

That armour class will be modified either upwards (making the
character easier to hit) or downwards (making the character harder
to hit) by various things.

Slowed: The character moves at half normal speed and makes attacks at half their normal rate. They also get a –2 penalty on their
initiative rolls.

Armour: Characters who are wearing armour will have a better
armour class than 9. This ranges from ac 7 when wearing leather
armour to ac 0 when wearing suit armour.

Hasted: The character moves at double normal speed and makes
attacks at double their normal rate. They also get a +2 bonus on
their initiative rolls.

Only one set of armour may be worn at a time, and adding or
removing a helmet does not change the armour class granted by
armour.

Double-hasted: The character moves at four times normal speed,
and makes attacks at four times their normal rate. They also automatically win initiative (or no longer automatically lose initiative
if they would otherwise do so).

Monsters who wear armour get either their normal armour class or
the armour class granted by the armour they are wearing, whichever
is better.
Dexterity Modifier: A character must subtract their dexterity
modifier from their armour class (not add it). Characters with
high dexterity are harder to hit.

Magical actions, such as using magical devices or casting spells are
not affected by haste and slow, and always take the normal time
to perform. However, the character still gets the initiative bonus
or penalty; and if the magical action is one that also allows movement in the same round, that movement is affected normally by
the haste or slow.

Small: Because of their small size, halflings get a –2 bonus to ar- Characters may find that they a making half an attack per round or
mour class against attacks from creatures larger than human sized. one and a half attacks per round when slowed. In these cases, the
character’s “half ” attack is made every other round.
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Remember that characters gain +2 on attack rolls for every level When a monster attacks, the amount of damage it does with each
of speed they are faster than their opponent by, or –2 on attack attack will be listed in the monster’s description.
rolls for every level of speed they are slower than their opponent by.
The amount of damage done by an attack may be changed by
various things
When a character wields a weapon in either hand, they make one
extra attack with their off-hand weapon in addition to however Hurled Weapons: A weapon with a hurl range is one that is not
many attacks they get with their primary weapon.
normally thrown, but with great skill and effort can be hurled at
an opponent.
If the weapon being used in the off hand does not have the “offhand” ability, then the attacker is treated as having one fewer Because such weapons are not aerodynamic and do not fly well,
weapon feat with the weapon for all purposes, and there is an opponents who are not surprised by the attack may make a saving
additional –4 penalty to hit.
throw vs. death ray in order to take half damage. However, the
first time in each fight that an opponent has the weapon thrown
The additional off hand attack is not modified by the number of at them, they must roll for surprise at normal chances due to the
attacks gained at high level and is not affected by haste or slow unexpected nature of the attack.
conditions.
Magical Weapons: Magical weapons can give an attacker a bonus
Example: Oeric is a 25th level fighter and is fighting a creature that
(or very occasionally a penalty in the case of cursed items) to their
he only needs to roll a 2 to hit, and so he normally gets three attacks
damage rolls. In the case of magical missile weapons, the bonuses
per round. He is wielding a normal sword in his main hand and
on the weapon and the ammunition stack.
a dagger in his oﬀ hand. He is a grand master with both weapons.
Smash Attacks: When a character makes a smash attack, they add
He is also hasted.
their strength score to the amount of damage they do, in addition
to adding their strength modifier as normal.
Each round, oeric gets 6 attacks with his sword (3 per round doubled
for the Haste spell) plus a single attack with his dagger. The sword
Sneak Attacks: When a thief makes an attack that is not only
attacks are done at grand master level, and the dagger attack is done
unseen but is against a target that does not know the location of
at master level with an additional –4 penalty to hit.
the thief (this will normally require a successful move silently check
to be made by the thief ’s player), the thief does double damage
with that attack.

Two Weapon Fighting

Damage

When an attack hits, it will usually do damage to its target, reducing the target’s hit points.
When player characters hit with attacks, the amount of damage
that they do is based on their level of proficiency with the weapon
that they are using (see Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for details).

Thieves can only make sneak attacks with melee weapons or with
missile, thrown or hurled weapons at close range.
If a thief makes a sneak attack with a hurled weapon, the target is
automatically considered to be surprised by the attack and cannot
make a saving throw vs. death ray in order to take half damage,
even if the thief has hurled a weapon at them previously in the fight.
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If the thief makes multiple attacks in the same action, all such attacks have their damage doubled.
Strength modifier: if a character makes a melee, hurled or thrown
attack, they must add their strength modifier to the damage that
the attack does.
Characters do not add their strength modifier to attacks made
with missile weapons.

Effects of Damage

A combatant who has at least one hit point left can fight on without
penalty. When a combatant has no hit points left, they are knocked
unconscious and may die.
There is no such thing as “negative” hit points. A character either
has hit points left or has run out.

Helpless Targets

A target who is completely helpless because they are paralysed,
sleeping or unconscious may be given a coup de grace with any
edged weapon.
This will immediately knock them unconscious (if they weren’t
already) and make them start dying as if they had run out of hit
points, but will not actually cause them to lose any hit points.

Dying & Death

When a character runs out of hit points, they fall unconscious and
can take no more actions. At the end of the round in which they
fell unconscious, the character must make a saving throw vs. death
ray in order to stay alive. If the saving throw fails, the character dies.

The saving throw must be repeated at the end of each subsequent
round until either the character dies or they either have their
Hit points are not a direct representation of physical toughness. wounds tended by a character who successfully uses the first aid
They are rather an abstract representation of the ability of a com- skill on them or are given magical healing. However, each saving
batant to fight on.
throw after the first gets a cumulative –1 penalty.
Hit points are a mixture of pain, fatigue, luck, and fighting skill.,
and losing hit points represents a wearing down of all these to the
point where a combatant is in danger of being killed by the next
blow. Until that point, however, characters taking damage are assumed to be using their fighting skill and luck to avoid direct hits
from their opponents, taking only light scratches, bruises and nicks
from attacks at the most; and the hit points they are losing represent
that extreme effort taking its toll on the character.
Example: In the hands of a moderately proficient user, a normal
sword will do 1d8 damage to someone who is hit by it. That has a
better than 50% chance of incapacitating a commoner, resulting
in them being knocked unconscious by the blow and probably starting to bleed to death. Clearly the commoner has taken a nasty stab
wound from the sword that they are unlikely to recover from, perhaps
a chest wound resulting in a punctured lung or something similar.
However, if a 10th level character is “hit” by that same sword blow,
the 1d8 damage will have no chance of killing them and will only
take away a small proportion of their total hit points.
This does not mean that the 10th level character is somehow able to
be stabbed in the chest repeatedly and not be killed by such wounds.
That would be ridiculous.
Clearly the character managed to deflect or dodge the blow that
would have killed a lesser combatant, and rather than the sword
stabbing them in the chest it merely scratched them as they twisted to
desperately avoid the worst of the blow. It’s left them a little shaken
and fatigued, but they’ll be able to continue fighting for a while yet.
If a few more sword blows hit the fighter, taking them down to only a
handful of hit points left, then they are clearly exhausted; so battered
and worn down that they may be unable to parry or dodge any more
such blows and the next one may hit them squarely and kill them.

Example: Gretchen and Elfstar are fighting a giant. Unfortunately,
Gretchen only has 7 hit points left, and the giant hits her for 21
damage.
Gretchen now has 0 hit points (the extra damage is ignored) and
falls unconscious.
At the end of the round, Gretchen must roll a saving throw vs. death
ray. She makes the roll and survives the round.
The following round, Elfstar is stuck, unable to tend to her friend
because of the giant. Instead she attacks the giant and hurts it badly.
At the end of the round, Gretchen rolls a second saving throw vs.
death ray, this time at a –1 penalty. She makes this one too.
In the third round, Elfstar again attacks the giant, and manages
to kill it.
At the end of this round, Gretchen makes her third saving throw
with a –2 penalty this time. Again, she makes it.
The fight with the giant is now over, but since Gretchen is in danger
of bleeding to death, the Game Master continues to use round-byround timekeeping.
In the fourth round, Elfstar doesn’t want to risk trying to bandage
Gretchen’s wounds in case she fails the first aid check, instead she
casts a Cure Light Wounds spell on Gretchen.
Debbie, Elfstar’s player, rolls 1d6+1 for the spell, and gets a 4.
Gretchen is healed back up to 4 hit points, and does not need to
make any more saving throws to avoid dying.
Now that the immediate danger is over, Gretchen and Elfstar start
to bandage their wounds.
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Table 10–3: Simple Building/structure Combat Ratings
Type of Structure

Armour Class vs. Missile

Armour Class vs. Melee

Structure Points

Simple Wooden Building

–4

6

40

Simple Stone Building

–4

6

60

Reinforced Wooden Stockade
Wall

–4

6

300

Barred Wooden Palisade
Gate

–8

2

100

Reinforced Stone Castle Wall

–4

6

500

Reinforced Iron Door

–10

2

35

Iron Portcullis

–4

6

150

Wooden Ship

See chapter 12

See chapter 12

See chapter 12

Structures in Combat

Sometimes combat will not just involve creatures, but will also
involve structures such as buildings and/or ships taking damage.

This may be incidental to the fight, or one or both sides in the fight
may be deliberately targeting structures.
While a full siege is dealt with in Chapter 14 – War! the following
rules can be used when there is a simple attack; such as a tribe of
goblins using a battering ram to break down a town gate, or two
ships exchanging cannon fire.

In the case of monsters, each monster listing in Chapter 18 –
Monsters has a base morale score. In the case of hirelings employed by PCs, their base morale score will be eleven plus the
charisma modifier of the designated party leader. See Table 3–1 for
charisma bonuses and Chapter 8 – Equipping for Adventure
for more information on employing hirelings.
When a fight appears to be going against an individual or a group,
the Game Master may make a morale check for them.
A morale check is a standard check made using the morale score
of the individual or group as the check bonus.

Attacking a structure is just the same as attacking a creature – the
attacker rolls a to-hit roll based on their attack bonus and the
structure’s armour class.

If the check succeeds then they will continue to fight, but if it fails
then they will either flee, surrender, or attempt to halt the fight
and parley.

However, damage is handled differently, since structures are much
tougher than creatures but don’t get fatigued.

Characters with extremely high charisma modifiers may provide
their followers with such a high base morale score that they will
never fail a morale check even with extreme situational penalties.

Normal hand held weapons (including hand held missile weapons)
do no damage to structures. While it’s possible to totally destroy
a wooden building with an axe, it’s simply not possible to do it
during the course of a few combat rounds.

Morale checks should be made at the beginning of the statement
of intent phase of combat, before the monsters or NPCs decide
on their action for the round.

Attacks from ogre sized or larger creatures, siege weapons and magic
spells do affect structures.

The exact times when a morale check is needed may vary from fight
to fight, but can include such times as:

Wooden structures lose 1 structure point for each 2 hit points of
damage done by such attacks, although creatures which eat wood
do full damage.

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Stone structures lose 1 structure point for each 5 points of damage
done by such attacks, although creatures who can burrow through
rock do full damage.

Morale

Although players will always decide whether to stand and fight or
to retreat when a fight seems to be going against them, sometimes
the Game Master needs to quickly determine whether an NPC or
a monster will run or fight.

◊
◊
◊
◊

Opponents start a fight when the group does not wish to fight.
Opponents display vastly superior magic or fighting ability.
Half the group is slain or incapacitated.
Members of the group have already fled.
The group’s leader is slain or incapacitated.
Opponents kill a significant number of the group in a single
round.
Opponents display willingness to escalate the fight (killing in a
fight that was previously non-lethal).
Reinforcements arrive to shore up the opponents’ numbers.
An individual is badly wounded (less than half hit points).
Opponents make an offer to accept a surrender.

Although there are many possible situations listed above that might
require morale checks, such checks should not be overused. Crea-
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tures should not be checking morale more than two or three times
in a fight at the most.
The Game Master should also bear in mind what happens after
death in their campaign setting. If the existence of life after death
or some other form of continued consciousness is a known fact
in the setting rather than a mere matter of faith then intelligent
creatures will be more likely to fight to the death than to surrender
to possible maltreatment or torture. Similarly, intelligent creatures
who have good reason to think that they will be raised from the
dead by their employers or priests will be more inclined to fight
to the death.

◊ The expectation that the enemy will slay incapacitated prisoners
if victorious.
◊ The expectation that the enemy will torture prisoners if victorious.
◊ The expectation that the enemy will be merciful if victorious.
◊ The knowledge that if the combatant is incapacitated but their
side wins the fight they will be healed.
◊ The fear of being executed (or worse) for cowardice if they run.
◊ A creature is fighting for reasons of desperation (e.g. Extreme
hunger or maddening pain).
◊ A previous offer to surrender has not been accepted.
When an individual or group fails a morale check, it is up to the
Game Master how they behave.

The above factors should be taken into account and should give situational modifiers to the morale checks made by intelligent creatures. In the case of unintelligent creatures, this will almost always involve
a fighting retreat. Intelligent creatures may retreat or it may try to
Other factors that may give situational modifiers to morale checks stop the fight by either surrendering or otherwise parleying with
the attacking force.
for intelligent and/or unintelligent creatures include:
◊ Fighting with no escape route.
◊ Fighting to defend one’s home or lair.
◊ Fighting to defend loved ones or innocents.

In extreme cases where intelligent creatures think that escape is
likely to be impossible and that the consequences of losing the
fight and surviving would be worse than death, it may even include
suicide.
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dventuring is dangerous business. Characters can be hurt or
killed in combat or by traps, or maybe an even worse fate
can befall them and they may have their life drained or they
may be turned to stone.

Whatever happens, characters can usually get better. They can heal
from even the most grievous wounds given time, and magic can
heal what time cannot.
Additionally, the experience gained by characters when adventuring
makes them better at what they do. Characters who gain enough
experience increase in level and gain new abilities as well as getting
physically tougher.

Healing Damage

There are three things that will heal the normal damage (i.e. Lost
hit points) that a character suffers: time, first aid, and magic.
Time: All characters heal one hit point per day if active, or two
hit points per day if resting. If the characters are adventuring over
an extended period, this healing should take place each morning
when the characters wake up.

Bringing the Dead Back

What happens to a character’s soul or life force after death will
depend on the individual campaign world that the Game Master
has set up.
However, the game assumes that death is not the end, and that it is
possible to bring people back, providing they are willing – someone
who is happy in their afterlife may not wish to be returned to life,
and cannot be forced back to life even using a Wish spell.
For any of these spells to work, the recipient must actually still be
dead. If the recipient has been reincarnated or otherwise reborn
(whether through magic or as a natural part of the way the campaign world works) then no magic will bring the old body back
to life.
See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for full details of these
individual spells.
Raise Dead: This is the most limited spell. The spell only works
on mostly intact corpses of humans or demi-humans that are days
or a few weeks old at the most.

First Aid: If a character is injured, someone can use the first aid
skill to heal 1d3 points of damage. The skill can only be success- The recipient will also need two weeks of bed rest to recover from
fully used once per injury (a whole fight’s worth of damage counts the ordeal. On the other hand, the spell is the easiest to acquire.
as a single injury for this purpose – there is no need to track each
separate attack individually). Additionally, each character can only Raise Dead Fully: Although a much higher level spell and therefore
much more difficult to acquire, this spell is the most flexible when
attempt first aid once per injury whether successful or not.
it comes to the state of the body.
Magic: There are many spells that will heal damage. There is no
limit to how many may be cast on an individual, other than the The body can be anywhere up to a few years old, and does not need
number that are available. Some magic items, such as healing po- to be intact – the caster needs only a small portion (although that
tions, can also heal damage to characters.
portion must have been taken from the body after death).

Preventing Dying

Characters who have run out of hit points must make a saving
throw vs. death each round (with a cumulative –1 penalty per
round) to avoid dying.
See Chapter 10 – Combat for more detailed rules about dying.

This process can be stopped by one of the following ways:
First Aid: A successful use of the first aid skill will stabilise a character and prevent them from dying. This use of the skill can be
tried multiple times until it succeeds or until the character dies,
although only one person can apply first aid to a character at once.

Reincarnation: This spell has the advantage that it is the only way
of bringing back someone who has been dead for decades or more,
although a body part is still needed.
The problem with the Reincarnation spell is that even if the species
and gender of the new body match the old one, it will still look
different and will not be visibly recognisable as the same person.
This can be very upsetting to family and friends, and to the recipient’s own self-image.

Restoring the Petrified

Some creatures, and some magical effects, are capable of turning
a person to stone.

Using the first aid skill in this way does not count as having used it
to heal the character’s injuries, and it can still be used independently
on the same character for that purpose.

People who have been petrified in this manner are not dead, and
therefore cannot be raised or resurrected. However, they are not
conscious and will not age.

Magical Healing: Any amount of magical healing (whether from
a spell or from a magic item) will immediately and automatically
prevent the character from dying in addition to healing the normal
amount of hit points for the spell or item.

The only way to restore someone who has been petrified is to use
the Stone to Flesh spell.
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◊ Income from the sale of magic items.

Restoring Life Energy

Many undead have the ability to drain the energy from the living.
This is represented in the game by the loss of experience points and
consequent levels. It is a particularly feared ability, since it will not
heal on its own and there are few ways to protect against it.
If someone has had their energy drained and survived the process,
the only way to restore their lost energy is via the Restore spell.
However, this spell is very taxing for the caster, giving them a similar
(albeit temporary) condition.
However, in the absence of an available cure, further adventuring
will enable a character to overcome their drained energy by the
simple method of re-gaining the experience that has been lost.

Developer Commentary

In the first edition of Dark Dungeons, I added a house rule that a
dead person who was raised using a Raise Dead (or similar) spell
would be automatically restored to their former level.
I now consider that this house rule was a mistake, as it made the
Restore spell redundant and resulted in the weird situation of people
killing themselves to be raised in order to cure themselves, so I have
removed the rule from this new edition.

Gaining Experience

As characters adventure, they gain experience and get better at what
they do. This is measured in experience points (often abbreviated to
xp). Characters are awarded experience points in various situations,
and these get added to the character’s experience point total. With
the exception of being caught by an Energy Drain attack, experience
points are never deducted from a character’s total.

In other cases, experience may or may not be awarded for money
gained at the discretion of the Game Master.
Note that experience points gained for treasure are individual in
nature. If an adventuring party finds treasure collectively, experience is gained by each party member separately based on how much
they individually receive when the money is shared out (which
may or may not be equal to the amount that other party members
receive, depending on how the party decides to share out treasure
and magic items).
Monsters: The party collectively gain experience for every monster
that is defeated over the course of an adventure. This does not
necessarily mean that the monsters have to be killed. Driving off a
monster or forcing it to surrender still counts as defeating it.
Monsters can sometimes be evaded, or successfully dealt with diplomatically, avoiding a fight altogether; or sometimes they can be
“defeated” in other ways such as by the party solving a riddle that
the monster poses.
Only monsters that were a potential threat to the party should
be worth experience for defeating. The party should not be given
experience for “defeating” the high priestess of the local temple just
because they persuaded her to heal a party member, for example.
See Chapter 18 – Monsters for details of how many experience
points each monster is worth.

Unless the adventure is some kind of special solo side quest for
an individual character, experience gained for defeating monsters
should be shared equally between all party members even if not all
took an equal part in the fight (or even if not all party members
There are a variety of things that characters can be given experi- were present and conscious for every fight).
ence points for:
It is usually most convenient to give experience for monsters in a
Treasure: By far the most experience that a character normally gets single lump sum at the end of an encounter or series of encounters
is by gaining treasure. Gaining treasure earns a character experience that take place within a single day of game time.
at a straightforward 1gp = 1xp rate. Treasure from the following
sources should always gain the character experience:
Achieving Plot Goals: If the party are taking part in an ongoing
plot, they may be given bonus experience for achieving goals that
◊ Treasure found while adventuring.
move the plot towards conclusion, at the Game Master’s discretion.
◊ Money paid as “rewards” or other payment for missions or adventures.
Other: At the Game Master’s discretion, characters can be given
◊ Money stolen from monsters or NPCs (usually by thief char- other miscellaneous experience point awards for such things as good
acters).
roleplaying, humour, or even being the only person to remember to
◊ Monthly income from a dominion.
bring dice! Whether or not this type of miscellaneous award is used
◊ Income from the sale of gems, jewellery and other valuable items (and how often) will depend heavily on the tone of the campaign.
and goods (except magic items) found while adventuring.
The following sources of income should never gain a character
experience:
◊ Money given to the character by (or stolen from) other party
members.
◊ Income from plying a mundane trade.

Gaining Levels

Every character class has experience totals needed for each level of
experience from 1 to 36 listed in their class table in Chapter 4 –
Creating a Character. When a character gains enough experience points such that their experience total is equal to or higher
than that needed for the next level, their level will increase.
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The level increase will not happen immediately (such as in the
middle of a fight, for example). It will happen the next time the
character rests for the night and has chance to dwell on the experiences of the day.

Example: Gretchen currently has a basic level of expertise with a
mace, and has recently gone up a level and gained a weapon feat.
She wishes to use this feat to increase her level of expertise with
maces to skilled.

The following morning, the character will have all the abilities of
their newly acquired level; including extra hit points and possibly
extra spells per day.

She hunts for a teacher, and finds a variety in the city, charging
diﬀerent prices based on their own skill level.

Weapon feats are not automatically gained, only the empty weapon
feat slots are gained. In order to fill those available slots, characters
must train separately.
Similarly, although all spell casters gain extra spells per day, magicusers and elves do not automatically learn new spells when increasing in level. Any new daily spell slots for spell levels in which the
magic-user or elf does not actually know any spells are useless until
the character learns at least one spell of that level.

Learning Weapon Feats

As characters rise in level, they gain new weapon feats. These feats
are not gained immediately upon increasing in level. Instead, the
character must undergo training in order to spend the feat or feats.
Each weapon feat is spent to increase the level of expertise that the
character has with a particular weapon. See Chapter 6 – Weapon
Feats for details of the effects of expertise on different weapons.
When a character wishes to spend a weapon feat in order to increase
their level of expertise with a weapon, they must find a trainer.
Ideally this trainer will have a higher level of expertise than the
character does, but it is possible – providing the character has at
least basic skill with the weapon – for the character to train with
their peer.
Once the character has found a suitable trainer, they must start
their training. The length of time that the training must take is
listed on Table 11–1 – learning Weapon Feats, along with the
weekly cost of the training if the trainer is an NPC.

Deciding that economy is best, Gretchen goes for a relatively cheap
trainer – a skilled mace trainer who charges 250gp/week.
Going from basic expertise to skilled expertise will take two weeks of
training, and will (with this trainer) have a 50% chance of success.
She spends 250gp for the first week of training, and at the end of
the week her player rolls for success – and gets a 79, which fails.
Gretchen’s trainer takes her to one side and confides in her that
it’s going to take more than the initial two weeks for her to get the
hang of the new techniques, and asks her if she wants to continue
the training.
Gretchen decides to complete the training, so pays another 250gp
and completes week 2. She now has a +10% bonus next time she
tries to lean skilled proficiency with maces.
When the training is finished, Gretchen signs up for another two
weeks of training with the same teacher, consoling herself that although the training is taking longer than expected, at least four weeks
with this trainer isn’t costing her any more than two weeks with a
more expensive trainer would have.
At the end of the first week of this new set of training, Gretchen’s
player rolls again, and gets a 54. This would normally be a failure
since the chance of success is 50%, but the +10% bonus for the
completing the previous training turns it into a success.
At the end of the second week – her fourth week in total – Gretchen
becomes skilled with maces, after having spent a total of 1,000gp
and four weeks training.

Table 11–1 also shows the chance of the training being successful.
This check is made half way through the training, at which point
In this case, Gretchen re-did the training immediately after the first
it will be apparent to the trainer whether the student is progress- unsuccessful attempt, but even if she had waited weeks or months
ing or not. Unscrupulous trainers may keep quiet and keep taking
between attempts she would still have got the +10% bonus on the
money from the student for the rest of the duration anyway, but
second roll because she completed the first attempt.
most trainers will warn the student that the training isn’t working
out and give them the choice of continuing the training until the
end or abandoning it at that half way mark (and therefore saving
the money they would have paid for the second half of the training. Magic-users, mountebanks, and elves do not automatically learn
new spells as they rise in level. Instead they must seek out teachers
In either case, the weapon feat is only considered to have been used who can teach them new spells in much the same way as seeking
if the training was successful.
out trainers to teach weapon feats.

Learning New Spells

If the training was not successful, the character gets a +10% cumu- Depending on the campaign world, there may be organised wizard’s
lative bonus on all future training for the same level of expertise guilds or magical universities that teach magic, or characters may
in the same weapon.
have to seek out individual teachers.
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Table 11–1: Learning Weapon Feats
Expertise of Trainer

Desired
Expertise

Time Needed

Basic

Basic

Skilled

Expert

Master

Grand Master

(100gp/week)

(250gp/week)

(500gp/week)

(750gp/week)

(1,000gp/week)

1 week

60%

80%

95%

99%

99%

Skilled

2 weeks

1%

50%

70%

90%

95%

Expert

4 weeks

–

1%

40%

60%

80%

Master

8 weeks

–

–

1%

30%

50%

Grand Master

12 weeks

–

–

–

1%

20%

Table 11–2 Learning New Spells
Spell
Level

Time
Needed

1–2

1 week

3–4

Level of Teacher
0

1–4

5–8

9–14

15–20

21+

(50gp/week)
1%*

(100gp/week)
60%

(250gp/week)
80%

(500gp/week)
95%

(750gp/week)
99%

(1,000gp/week)
99%

2 weeks

1%*

50%

70%

90%

95%

5–6

4 weeks

–

1%*

40%

60%

80%

7–8

8 weeks

–

–

1%*

30%

50%

9

12 weeks

–

–

–

1%*

20%

* a teacher of this level cannot teach the spell. This is the chance for individual research done without a teacher
The Game Master should be careful not to make it too hard for However, the teacher does not need to be the same class as the
magic-users and elves to find suitable teachers; since the game as- student. Elves, magic-users and mountebanks can all teach each
sumes that the cost in terms of money and time is enough on its other (although the weak magic of mountebanks makes them poor
own to balance the utility of having more spells.
teachers).
The teacher must know, and be able to cast, the spell that the
student is trying to learn; and the student must be high enough
level to cast the spell.

Once the character has found a suitable teacher, they must start
their study. The length of time that the study must take is listed
on Table 11–2 – learning new Spells, along with the weekly
cost of the study if the trainer is an NPC.

Developer Commentary

Note that students who have specialised in a particular type of spell
treat the spell as if one level lower when trying to learn it, and treat
spells of the opposing type to their speciality as if one level higher,
just like when preparing such spells.

I never liked this, for two reasons. Firstly it meant that captured
enemy spell books were by far the most valuable treasure that could
be found, and secondly it meant that as a Game Master I could never
give an enemy spell caster a spell that the players didn’t have without
either them gaining it from the enemy’s spell book after deafeating
them or me contriving some reason why the enemy wouldn’t have
their spell book (despite the fact that player character with spell books
are never without them).

Table 11–2 also shows the chance of the study being successful.
This check is made half way through the study, at which point it will
be apparent to the teacher whether the student is progressing or not.

In the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, spells were
learned simply by copying them from spell books or scrolls, with no
study requirement.

By making spells be something that has to be researched, enemy
spell books are still vaguely useful (they can be used if no teacher is
available) but they aren’t essential. Most player character spell users
will learn their spells from universities or guilds rather than finding them,, and this re-inforces the academic feel of such characters.

Unscrupulous teachers may keep quiet and keep taking money from
the student for the rest of the duration anyway, but most teachers
will warn the student that the study isn’t working out and give them
the choice of continuing the study until the end or abandoning it
at that half way mark (and therefore saving the money they would
have paid for the second half of the study).
If the studying was not successful, the character gets a +10% cumulative bonus on all future study (or research) for the same spell.
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Spell Research

Unlike weapon training, it is possible for a magic-user, mountebank,
or elf to do their own research in order to learn a spell if there is
no teacher available.
In order to do such research, the magic-user or elf must have access to either a scroll of the spell or someone else’s spell book that
contains the spell.
In the case of individual research, the chance of success is based on
the amount of money that the researcher is prepared to spend per
week on research materials and laboratory usage.
However, the maximum that a researcher can spend is the equivalent of a teacher of one level group lower than the researcher’s
actual level.
Unlike study with a teacher, characters doing research do not roll
for their success until after the whole research period has finished,
however if their research fails they still get the +10% cumulative
bonus on future research or study of the same spell.

Example: Aloysius is a 16th level magic-user who does not know
the 3rd level spell Create Air. Unfortunately, the small town that
he is in does not have any magic-users other than himself, and he
can’t leave the town for any extended period since he has sworn an
oath to stay there and protect it for the rest of the season – so there
is no-one to learn the spell from.
He does own a spell book containing the spell though. One that he
once looted from a lich’s tomb and kept.
Since he has no teacher, he must try to research the spell on his own.
The spell is 3rd level, so Aloysius must spend at least 100gp/week
on his research in order to have a chance of learning it, and can
spend up to a maximum of 500gp/week on research, since that is
the equivalent of a level 9–14 teacher – one level group lower than
his own 16th level.
Since he knows that he’s going to be in town for a while, he decides
that there’s no point throwing excess money at the issue, so he decides
to spend the more modest 250gp/week on his research.
Researching a 3rd level spell at 250gp per week is exactly the same
as being taught the 3rd level spell by a teacher of level 5–8 – it will
take two weeks, cost 250gp per week, and have a 50% chance of
success. However, this chance of success is rolled at the end of the two
week period, rather than in the middle of it.
Aloysius spends the two weeks and the 500gp, and at the end of that
period his player rolls a 17. Aloysius now knows the Create Air spell
and can add it to his spell book.
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nce adventurers have got some experience under their belts
and they are practised in their chosen professions, they are
likely to start venturing further afield from the civilised
areas that they started in.

O

Overland Movement

Sometimes this is due to increased bravery. Sometimes it is due
to the lure of more lucrative opportunities. Sometimes it is from
sheer necessity as some task requires a long journey.

Riding horses are the most common mount, but in desert environments camels may be more suitable – and characters with a lot to
carry may prefer wagons or other vehicles.

Characters travelling overland normally do so either on foot or on
mounts of some kind.

Regardless of the motivation, travelling and exploring in the wil- The distance that a group can move in a day is based on the movederness away from civilised areas is a dangerous undertaking. Mer- ment speed of the slowest member of the group.
chants and pilgrims who need to travel long distances tend to do
so in well-guarded caravans; and villages and farms don’t expand On open terrain, a group or individual can move 60% of their
too far from the safety of strongholds.
per-round movement speed in miles.

Maps & Hexes

Just like dungeons, wilderness is usually mapped out in advance
by the Game Master. How much of this map is known by the
adventurers (and in how much detail) will vary from campaign to
campaign. However, it is important that the Game Master has a
reasonably accurate idea of where the adventurers are even if they
don’t know themselves.

Although maps given to players (to represent the maps that their
characters have access to) may be anywhere from scratching and
doodles to fully fledged works of art, the master maps that a Game
Master uses are often drawn on hex-paper.
Drawing maps on hex-paper makes it easier to keep scale consistent
from map to map, and also makes it easier to track the adventurers’
movement.
The most common scale for such hex-maps is 8 miles per hex for
maps of individual areas or countries, and 24 miles per hex for
larger scale maps of continents and empires.

For example, the movement rate of an unencumbered human is
normally 40’ per round.
Therefore, an unencumbered human can travel 24 miles per day
on open terrain.
Difficult terrain such as desert, forest, hills, broken ground; or difficult weather conditions such as snow or heavy rain reduces this
movement speed by a third, to 40% of their per-round movement
speed in miles.
For example, the movement rate of an unencumbered human is
normally 40’ per round. Therefore, an unencumbered human can
travel 16 miles per day on difficult terrain.
Extreme terrain such as mountains, jungle, swamp or glaciers reduces the open terrain movement speed by half, to 30% of their
per-round movement rate in miles.
Finally, paved roads increase movement speed by a half, to 90% of
their per-round movement rate in miles, except in snow conditions;
and established but unpaved trails increase movement speed by a

Table 12–1: Overland Movement (miles)
Per-day Movement Rate

Road
Trail

Open Terrain

Broken Ground
Desert
Forest
Hills
Mud
Snow

10’

9 miles

6 miles

4 miles

Per-round
Movement Rate

Glaciers
Jungle
Mountain
Swamp
3 miles

20’

18 miles

12 miles

8 miles

6 miles

30’ (e.g. Draft Horse)

27 miles

18 miles

12 miles

9 miles

40’ (e.g. Human)

36 miles

24 miles

16 miles

12 miles

50’ (e.g. Camel)

45 miles

30 miles

20 miles

15 miles

60’

54 miles

36 miles

24 miles

18 miles

70’ (e.g. Pony)

63 miles

42 miles

28 miles

21 miles

80’ (e.g. Riding Horse)

72 miles

48 miles

32 miles

24 miles
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Table 12–2 Overland Movement (8-mile Hexes)
Per-day Movement Rate (approximate)
Per-round
Movement Rate

10’

Road
Trail

Open Terrain

1 hex

1 hex

Broken Ground
Desert
Forest
Hills
Mud
Snow
0.5 hexes

Glaciers
Jungle
Mountain
Swamp
0.5 hexes

20’

2 hexes

1.5 hexes

1 hex

1 hex

30’ (e.g. Draft Horse)

3.5 hexes

2.5 hexes

1.5 hexes

1 hex

40’ (e.g. Human)

4.5 hexes

3 hexes

2 hexes

1.5 hexes

50’ (e.g. Camel)

5.5 hexes

4 hexes

2.5 hexes

2 hexes

60’

7 hexes

4.5 hexes

3 hexes

2.5 hexes

70’ (e.g. Pony)

8 hexes

5.5 hexes

3.5 hexes

2.5 hexes

80’ (e.g. Riding Horse)

9 hexes

6 hexes

4 hexes

3 hexes

half, to 90% of their per-round movement rate in miles, except in
snow or heavy rain conditions.
Table 12–1 shows the movement rates (in miles per day) on each
type of terrain for creatures with base speeds ranging from 10’/
round to 80’/round; and Table 12–2 shows the approximate movement rates in standard 8-mile hexes (rounded to the nearest half
hex) for the same creatures.
It is important to remember that the movement rates shown in
those tables are for completely unencumbered people and are therefore unlikely to be reached by actual travellers.
Armoured humans will typically move at a speed of 20’ rather
than 40’, and unarmoured humans carrying packs containing food
and gear will typically move at a speed of 30’ rather than 40’.
Similarly, although rider-less horses can move at 80’, a horse with
a saddle and rider will typically move at a speed of only 40’.
See Chapter 8 – Equipping for Adventure for more details on
how encumbrance affects movement rates.

Mixed Terrain

Someone travelling on a mix of terrain during the same day travels
at a rate governed by the majority of the terrain that they travelled
across.

Example: Black Leaf is leaving town in possession of a treasure
map that she has found. The map shows a site to the north of a
mountain pass.
According to the Game Master’s hex map, the place that is marked
on Black Leaf ’s map as the point at which to leave the road and
start heading north is two and a half hexes away from the town.
With Black Leaf ’s normal movement rate of 40’ per round, she can
travel 4.5 hexes per day along the mountain pass (a road), and 1.5
hexes per day in the mountains. Since she is travelling two and a
half hexes on the road before turning oﬀ, the majority of her day’s
journey will be on the road and she therefore travels at her road
speed – 4.5 hexes per day.
However, this would take her along 2.5 hexes of road, followed by 2
hexes of mountains. In a whole day she can only travel across 1.5
hexes of mountains, so her movement in the mountain hexes is
limited to this value.
Therefore at the end of the first day, she has travelled along two and a
half hexes of road and one and a half hexes of mountain, and camps
for the night half way through the second mountain hex.

Fatigue

Creatures that are travelling long distances must rest for a full day
for every six days that they travel.

The sole exception to this (and this only happens in very rare circumstances) is that this method can sometimes result in someone Failure to do so results in a cumulative –1 penalty to to-hit and
travelling across more of a particular terrain type in a partial day damage rolls due to long term fatigue per six days (or part of six
than they normally could in a whole day, because they spent the days) of continuous travel after the initial six.
majority of the day travelling on a much less difficult terrain.
This penalty is reduced by 1 for each full day of rest taken.
In this rare case, the person’s travel distance over the more difficult
terrain is limited to the amount they could normally travel on that
terrain in a whole day.
It is difficult to get lost following a road or established trail, but
when travelling through the wilderness away from such easy guides
it is remarkably easy to get lost.

Getting Lost
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Example: Elfstar and Black Leaf are travelling to the capital. Unfortunately they have no horses, so they are travelling on foot.
Although Black Leaf is relatively unencumbered, Elfstar’s armour
means that she moves at only 30’ per round.
The city is 240 miles away, and the Game Master is not using a
hex map.
Given Elfstar’s movement rate, they pair can travel 27 miles per day.
After six days of travelling, they have walked a total of 162 miles.
They now have a choice. They still have 78 miles to go, and at their
walking speed this will take them another three days to walk.
They can press on, completing the whole journey in 9 days, but
fatiguing themselves with a –1 penalty; or they can rest for a day
before continuing. This will make the journey last an extra day, but
they will not be fatigued when they arrive.

The players should not be informed that their characters have become lost, and the Game Master should do their best to describe
directions as if the characters were actually going the way they
think they’re going.
Once lost, the leader of the group still makes a navigating check
each day. If they keep failing the checks, they will continue to travel
the way they were travelling the previous day without realising
their error (and the Game Master must roll again to see if they
veer further off course).
Once the party leader succeeds in their daily navigating check,
they will realise that they are travelling in the wrong direction (and
which direction they are actually travelling in) and – if they were
intending to travel to a specific location rather than just exploring – which direction their destination now lies in.
Example: Aloysius is travelling through the desert by camel. He has
a wisdom of 9, and possesses no navigating skill.
Unfortunately, his local guide has died; and he is trying to find his
way back to the oasis by himself. He knows that it is south of his
current location.

Black Leaf ’s suggestion of a third option – stealing a couple of horses
and getting there in a day without fatigue (because they only walked
for six days and the horses only walked for one day) is vetoed by
Elfstar. But she does agree to see if there are any horses for sale.
Each day that a party travels in wilderness without roads or trails,
the party member who is leading the group (which may be an
NPC guide of some kind) must make a wisdom check using their
navigating skill. The Game Master should give modifiers to the roll
for things like prominent landmarks or the character living locally
and having local knowledge of the area.
If the player makes the roll, they are confident of their location and
the party goes in the direction that they intend to go.

On the first day, andy (Aloysius’s player) rolls a navigating check and
fails. Aloysius is, unsurprisingly, not entirely sure that he is heading
in the right direction.
The Game Master secretly rolls a d6 to see if he gets lost, and a second
d6 to see the direction that he will get turned in if he does get lost.
The first d6 is a 1, which means that Aloysius will be lost, and the
second d6 is a 4, which means that he will actually spend the day
travelling south west, thinking he is travelling south.

If the player fails the roll, the Game Master should secretly roll 1d6.

After travelling what he thinks is south for the whole day, Aloysius
camps for the night.

◊ If the party are in open terrain, then they will get lost on a roll
of 1.

On the second day, he tries a navigating check again, and fails again.

◊ If the party are in swamp, desert or jungle, then they will get
lost on a roll of 1–3.

The Game Master rolls the two d6s again, and this time the first one
comes up with a 5. So Aloysius doesn’t get turned around and carries
on travelling south west (although he – and andy – still thinks he
is travelling south).

◊ If the party are in other terrain, then they will get lost on a roll
of 1–2.
If the party becomes lost, the players should not be informed of this.
Instead, the Game Master should roll again to see which direction
the party end up going in (it is better for the Game Master to always
make this roll, even if it is not necessary – that way the players don’t
know whether or not their characters are lost).
If the second roll is 1–3, the party accidentally travel 60° (one hex
side if using a hex map) to the left of their intended direction. If
the second roll is 4–6, the party accidentally travel 60° (one hex
side if using a hex map) to the right of their intended direction.

After a second day of travelling south west, Aloysius makes another
navigating check on the third morning.
This time he succeeds, and realises that he is travelling south west
instead of south. Unfortunately he doesn’t know how long he has been
going in the wrong direction for. However, he does recognise some
landmarks and realises that he needs to head east from his current
location in order to reach the oasis.
Cursing his lack of direction sense, and hoping he doesn’t get lost
again, he turns around and heads east.
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Table 12–3: Waterborne Movement & Hull Strength
Ship Type

Movement Rate*

Armour Class

Structure Points

60’

8

20–40

11 hexes

150’

8

60–90

18 miles

2 hexes

60’

9

5–10

18 miles

2 hexes

60’

9

5–10

Galley

18/90 miles

2/11 hexes

90’/150’

8

80–100

Longship

18/90 miles

2/11 hexes

90’/150’

8

60–80

Quinquirime

12/72 miles

1.5/9 hexes

60’/120’

7

120–150

Raft, Professional

12 miles

1.5 hexes

30’

9

5–10

Raft, Scavenged

12 miles

1.5 hexes

30’

9

3–5

Rowing Boat

18 miles

2 hexes

30’

9

10–20

Skiff

72 miles

9 hexes

120’

8

20–40

Sloop

72 miles

9 hexes

120’

7

120–180

Trireme

18/72 miles

2/9 hexes

90’/120’

7

100–120

54 miles

7 hexes

90’

7

160–220

Miles/day

8-mile Hexes/day

Feet/round

River Barge

36 miles

4.5 hexes

Barque

90 miles

Canoe, River
Canoe, Sea

Troopship

* when two movement rates are given, the first is for rowing and the second is for sailing.
In either case, if the party member leading the foraging or hunting
(which may be an NPC guide) succeeds in either a tracking check
Although wise adventurers carry supplies with them, they some- or a nature lore check (they may choose which check to make, but
times prefer to – or need to – supplement their carried food with cannot attempt both), twice as much food is gathered that day.
fresh food, whether hunted or foraged.
It is important to remember that if a party hunts while stationary
Characters who are travelling can gather food while on the move. in order to provide themselves with a food supply that they can
carry with them for use while on the move, such unpreserved food
If the party move at only 2/3 of their normal per-day movement supplies will only last a week before becoming inedible.
rate, they can gather (from hunting and foraging) half of their
day’s food at the same time, meaning they only need to use half of Parties who remain stationary cannot count a day spent gathering
a day’s carried food supply each day.
food as a day spent resting for the sake of avoiding or reducing
fatigue.
If the party chooses to remain stationary, they can gather (from
hunting and foraging) a whole day’s food, and don’t need to use At the Game Master’s discretion, some unusual locations might
any of their carried supplies.
have an abundance or a dearth of food supplies, so foraging may
be more or less effective in those locations.

Foraging

Waterborne Movement

Taking to the seas can be an efficient way of travelling long distances.
However, it is not without risk.
Table 12–3 shows the movement rates of various types of ship.
Some ships, such as galleys and longships, are given two movement
rates because they can either sail or be rowed.
Rowing is much harder work than walking over long distances, so
all row powered ships and boats have smaller per-day movement
rates than their per-round movement rates would otherwise indicate. However, this reduced speed takes into account rower fatigue,
so rowed ships and boats do not need to stop every six days for
their crew to recover.
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Wind & Storms

Sailing ships need wind to be able to travel, and are surprisingly
adept at travelling even upwind by tacking.

For the purposes of Dark Dungeons, it is not necessary to track
the exact wind direction and speed under normal circumstances.
The sailing speeds of the various ships are averaged.
However, there are two wind conditions that can affect ships. They
can become becalmed, or they can be lost in storms.

chance of it breaking up on rocks and sinking and a 25% chance
of it being able to find a safe haven such as a port or a natural bay.

Lost At Sea

When travelling across the sea, ships can get lost just as land travellers can get lost.
Any day that a ship starts out of sight of land (normally this will
be any time it starts a day more than 8 miles, or 1 hex, from land)
there is a chance for it to become lost.

Each day that the party are out at sea (but not when they are sailing on inland lakes or rivers), the Game Master should roll 2d6.

The procedure is the same as for overland travel. The ship’s navigator (which may be a PC or an NPC) rolls a navigating check, and
if successful the ship is on course.

◊ If the Game Master rolls a 2, then there is no wind, and ships
will become becalmed.

If the player fails the roll, the Game Master should secretly roll 1d6.
The party will get lost on a roll of 1–2.

◊ If the Game Master rolls a 12, there is a storm that day.

If the party becomes lost, the players should not be informed of
this. Instead, the Game Master should roll again to see which direction the party end up going in (it is better for the Game Master
to always make this roll, even if it is not necessary – that way the
players don’t know whether or not their characters are lost).

◊ Any other result has no effect on sea travel.

Becalmed

When there is no wind, ships with sails cannot use them to move.
Any such ship must either have the crew row, or must stay where
it is for the day.
Ships with both sails and oars, such as galleys and longships, may
still move by rowing while becalmed.

If the second roll is 1–3, the party accidentally travel 60° (one hex
side if using a hex map) to the left of their intended direction. If
the second roll is 4–6, the party accidentally travel 60° (one hex
side if using a hex map) to the right of their intended direction.

Storms

The players should not be informed that their characters have become lost, and the Game Master should do their best to describe
directions as if the characters were actually going the way they
think they’re going.

When the dice indicate that there is a storm, the first thing that the
Game Master must do is to determine the wind direction randomly.

Once lost, the leader of the group still makes a navigating check
each day. If they keep failing the checks, they will continue to travel
the way they were travelling the previous day without realising
their error (and the Game Master must roll again to see if they
veer further off course).

Storms are very dangerous to ships at sea. They can destroy even
the largest ship unless the ship can “run before the storm”.

If the ship has working sails, the captain must decide whether to
run before the storm or to try to weather it. The former is by far
the safest option unless the wind is blowing the ship towards land.
If the ship runs before the storm, it moves at triple its normal daily
movement rate in the direction of the wind.

Once the party leader succeeds in their daily navigating check,
they will realise that they are travelling in the wrong direction (and
which direction they are actually travelling in), and – if they were
intending to travel to a specific location rather than just exploring – which direction their destination now lies in.

If this does not bring it up against a coastline then the ship is safe.
However, if the ship is blown onto the coast when running before
a storm then there is a 75% chance of it breaking up on rocks and
sinking and a 25% chance of it being able to find a safe haven such When the crew of two ships wish to fight, they can do so in three
as a port or a natural bay.
ways.

Ship to Ship Combat

If the ship’s captain chooses to take down the sails and weather the
storm, of if the ship does not have sails, then the ship will move half
of its normal daily movement rate in the direction of the wind, and
will have an 80% chance of breaking up in the storm and sinking.
If the ship does not break up, and this movement does not bring it
up against a coastline, then the ship is safe. However, if the ship is
blown onto the coast when weathering a storm then there is a 75%

Firstly, if their ship is equipped with catapults or cannons, it can
keep its distance from the enemy and try to sink it or drive it away.
Secondly, if the ship has ship’s rams attached, it can try to ram the
enemy ship in order to sink it.
And finally, the ship can pull up alongside the enemy and grapple it,
so that the crew can cross between the ships and fight hand to hand.
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All of this combat is done using the normal combat rules found
in Chapter 10 – Combat. The captain of each ship declares what
action the ship will perform, and the ships act in initiative order.

Boarding Actions

that all terrain is considered to be “road” for purposes of converting
per-round movement speeds into daily movement speeds; with the
exception of heavy rain and snow, which still reduce daily movement rates as normal.

If two ships pull alongside each other, (within 50’) either because When travelling on a flying mount or magical device, characters
one is in the process of ramming the other or because the captains have no chance of getting lost. However, characters on flying
wish to grapple and board, then either crew can attempt to grap- mounts and devices are still subject to fatigue if they travel for
ple the other ship.
more than six days without taking a rest day.
If both crews wish to grapple, then it is automatically successful. If
only one crew wishes to grapple, then the other crew can roll 1d6;
and on a 1–4, they manage to repel the grapple attempt by cutting
and casting free the grappling hooks and lines.
If the grapple is successful, both ships are pulled tight together and
crew can pass from one to the other in order to fight hand-to-hand.

Character on flying mounts or devices cannot gather food while
on the move.

Skysailing

Ships that are equipped with a sail of skysailing can fly at incredible
speeds through the air. However, in order to do this they must be
powered by a spell caster.

Any character crossing between the two ships has difficulty ma- If a non-spell user takes the wheel of ship that has a sail of skysailnoeuvring due to having to climb over rails and ropes, and takes ing, it acts in all ways as a normal ship. However, if a spell user (i.e.
a +2 penalty to armour class and a –2 penalty to all attacks during A magic-user, elf, cleric, druid, mountebank, shaman, or sorcerer)
the round in which they cross.
takes the wheel, they may concentrate for a round in order to
activate the sails.

Damage to Ships

Ships that are damaged lose 10% of their speed for every 10% of
their structure points that they have lost.

For the rest of the day, that spell user may - while at the wheel make the ship fly and control its course and speed.

Rowed ships also lose 10% of their speed for every 10% of their
rowers that are missing.

Activating the sails drains the spell user of all spells they currently
had prepared for the day, as if those spells had been cast.

Once a ship has lost three quarters of its structure points, it is dead
in the water and can no longer sail under its own power.

The speed of the ship is determined by the effective level of the spell
user who is controlling it. This effective level is based on the actual
level of the spell caster (halved in the case of mountebanks), but
reduced by three for each spell they have cast during the day prior
to activating the sail, to a minimum of first level. See Table 12–4
to see the flying speed of the ship based on the spell user’s effective level.

When a ship has lost all of its structure points, it sinks over the
course of the next 1d10 rounds.

Repairing Ships

Makeshift repairs can repair up to half the damage that a ship has
taken while at sea, providing there are at least five crew assigned to
repair duty; with one structure point being repaired per ten minutes.
Multiple five-person crews can repair a ship simultaneously.

These jury rigged repairs will only last for 6d6 days before coming
irreparably apart.
To permanently and fully repair a ship it must either be docked or
magic must be used.

Airborne Movement

There are a variety of ways that characters can travel by air. They
may have mounts that can fly, such as pegasi, hippogriffs or even
dragons. They may have magical flying devices such as brooms of
flying or flying carpets. Or they may have a flying ship equipped
with a sail of skysailing.

Mounts & Devices

Travelling by riding a flying mount or magical device uses the same
movement rules as overland movement. The only difference being
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Table 12–4: Skysailing Speeds
Effective Spell Caster
Level*

Manoeuvring Speed

1

Cruising Speed
Feet per Round

Miles per Day

8-mile Hexes per Day

20’/round

400’/round

400 miles

50 hexes

2

20’/round

400’/round

400 miles

50 hexes

3

20’/round

400’/round

400 miles

50 hexes

4

20’/round

400’/round

400 miles

50 hexes

5

20’/round

400’/round

400 miles

50 hexes

6

40’/round

800’/round

800 miles

100 hexes

7

40’/round

800’/round

800 miles

100 hexes

8

40’/round

800’/round

800 miles

100 hexes

9

60’/round

1,200’/round

1,200 miles

150 hexes

10

60’/round

1,200’/round

1,200 miles

150 hexes

11

60’/round

1,200’/round

1,200 miles

150 hexes

12

60’/round

1,200’/round

1,200 miles

150 hexes

13

80’/round

1,600’/round

1,600 miles

200 hexes

14

80’/round

1,600’/round

1,600 miles

200 hexes

15

80’/round

1,600’/round

1,600 miles

200 hexes

16

80’/round

1,600’/round

1,600 miles

200 hexes

17

100’/round

2,000’/round

2,000 miles

250 hexes

18

100’/round

2,000’/round

2,000 miles

250 hexes

19

100’/round

2,000’/round

2,000 miles

250 hexes

20

120’/round

2,400’/round

2,400 miles

300 hexes

21

120’/round

2,400’/round

2,400 miles

300 hexes

22

120’/round

2,400’/round

2,400 miles

300 hexes

23

120’/round

2,400’/round

2,400 miles

300 hexes

24

140’/round

2,800’/round

2,800 miles

350 hexes

25

140’/round

2,800’/round

2,800 miles

350 hexes

26

140’/round

2,800’/round

2,800 miles

350 hexes

27

160’/round

3,200’/round

3,200 miles

400 hexes

28

160’/round

3,200’/round

3,200 miles

400 hexes

29

160’/round

3,200’/round

3,200 miles

400 hexes

30

160’/round

3,200’/round

3,200 miles

400 hexes

31

180’/round

3,600’/round

3,600 miles

450 hexes

32

180’/round

3,600’/round

3,600 miles

450 hexes

33

180’/round

3,600’/round

3,600 miles

450 hexes

34

180’/round

3,600’/round

3,600 miles

450 hexes

35

200’/round

4,000’/round

4,000 miles

500 hexes

36

200’/round

4,000’/round

4,000 miles

500 hexes

*see text for reductions to effective spell caster level
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Table 12–5: Wilderness Encounter Chances
Terrain

Take Off & Landing

Chance of Encounter (1d12)
Day

Night

Barren Lands

1–4

1–2

City

1–4

1–2

Clear

1–2

1

Desert

1–4

1–2

Flying (any Terrain)

1–4

1–2

Forest

1–4

1–2

Grasslands

1–2

1

Hills

1–4

1–2

Jungle

1–6

1–3

Mountains

1–6

1–3

Ocean

1–4

1–2

River

1–4

1–2

Settled

1–2

1

Swamp

1–6

1–3

The incredible flight speeds of ships equipped with a sail of skysailing can only be maintained in a roughly straight line, and are
therefore only usually used at high altitude. When travelling at a
low altitude, or taking off and landing, ships must drop to manoeuvring speed. This is much slower, but allows the ship to make
significant heading changes and to do fine manoeuvres in order to
land in a harbour or dry-dock.
A ship can be flown at cruising speed at low altitude, but doing so
is often suicidally dangerous.
Switching from manoeuvring speed to cruising speed (or vice versa)
takes 1d8 rounds of concentration.
A ship equipped with a sail of skysailing can land and take off normally on water, or from a specially constructed frame resembling
a dry-dock where ships are built. Taking off in either situation
requires 1d8 rounds of concentration in order to start the ship
moving.

The spell user must remain at the wheel of the ship for the dura- If a ship is forced to land in a controlled manner on normal ground,
tion of the flight. Leaving for more than 10 minutes stops the it will not be damaged, but it will roll onto its side. It will not be
ship, and it starts sinking to the ground at a rate of 50’ per round able to take off again unless it is righted and held upright for the
duration of the take-off.
(5’ per second).
If this causes the ship to crash in water deep enough to hold it then
it will be fine (assuming it is not damaged beyond seaworthiness,
of course). If it lands on the ground it will take damage equal
to 1d100% of its structure points.
Control of the ship may be regained by any spell user who spends a
round re-activating the ship. Remember, however, that the original
spell user will have used all their spells the first time they controlled
it, so if they re-establish control they will be effectively first level.
A single spell user can fly a ship for 8 hours without a problem (and
the daily movement rates in Table 12–4 are based on an 8-hour
travelling day). The spell caster can pull a ‘double shift’ at the wheel,
lasting for up to 16 hours, but for the second 8-hour shift they
only have an effective level of one; and they will not regain spells
the following morning, but must rest for a full day before they can
regain spells or re-activate the sail.
Although the speed and heading of the ship are controlled by the
spell user at the wheel, the ship still needs a full complement of
crew to be controlled. Without a full complement of crew, the
spell user at the wheel can make the ship rise and hover in place,
but cannot make it fly in a straight line. Any attempt at horizontal
movement will be at the mercy of the winds.
However, ships such as galleys that are normally supplemented by
rowers do need them while flying. They do, however, need them
if the land on water and wish to sail normally.

Leaving the Planet

Ships equipped with sails of skysailing have no upper altitude limit.
Providing they have an adequate air supply, they may leave the
planet completely and fly through space at speeds dwarfing even the
fastest air speed to get to other planets and moons – or even leave
the celestial sphere completely and fly through the luminiferous
aether to other spheres.
See Chapter 15 – Out of this World for detailed rules about
flying outside the atmosphere.

Skysailing Combat

Because of the speed of skysailing, combats and encounters are rare
when a ship is flying at cruising speed.
Most natural creatures can’t keep up with one, and the speeds mean
that two ships won’t even be in missile range of each other for a
whole round before zooming off in different directions.
However, a ship that is travelling at manoeuvring speed is much
more vulnerable to – and capable of – attack.
Flying ships in combat are treated just like normal ships in combat,
and can grapple, board and ram each other.
Like normal ships they lose 10% of their speed for each 10% of
their structure points that are missing, and when they have lost 75%
of their structure points they are reduced to manoeuvring speed.

When a ship has lost 100% of its structure points, it can no longer
fly and will fall to the ground.
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Table 12–6: Wilderness Encounters
1d8 Roll

Barren
Mountains
Hills

City

Clear
Grassland

Desert

Jungle

1

Animal

Human

Animal

Animal

Animal

2

Dragon

Human

Animal

Animal

Animal

3

Dragon

Human

Dragon

Dragon

Dragon

4

Flyer

Human

Flyer

Flyer

Flyer

5

Human

Human

Human

Human

Human

6

Humanoid

Human

Humanoid

Human

Humanoid

7

Humanoid

Humanoid

Insect

Humanoid

Insect

8

Unusual

Undead

Unusual

Undead

Insect

1d8 Roll

Ocean

River

Settled

Swamp

Woods

1

Dragon

Animal

Animal

Dragon

Animal

2

Flyer

Dragon

Animal

Flyer

Animal

3

Human

Flyer

Castle*

Human

Dragon

4

Swimmer

Human

Dragon

Humanoid

Flyer

5

Swimmer

Humanoid

Flyer

Insect

Human

6

Swimmer

Insect

Human

Swimmer

Humanoid

7

Swimmer

Swimmer

Human

Undead

Insect

8

Swimmer

Swimmer

Humanoid

Undead

Unusual

*see Text for Details of Castle Encounters

Wilderness Encounters

Unlike dungeon situations, where there tend to be fixed structures
with fixed creatures living in them, adventuring in the wilderness
is a lot more random.

The number of creatures encountered is not given on the encounter
tables. Instead it is found in the monster descriptions in Chapter 10 – Monsters.
In the monster descriptions in that chapter, two numbers are given
for each monster – a lair group and a wandering group.

While there may be particular fixed locations that the Game Master has marked on their map as being the lairs of monsters or the The Game Master is free to select whether the party have come
territories of particular races; most of the time it is not feasible to across a wandering group of the monsters or whether they have
work this out in advance for every square mile of the country or come across the monsters’ lair. When selecting this, the Game
even planet that the players might want to explore.
Master should take into account both the party’s current activity
(exploring, travelling along a well-worn road, or stationary) and
In the same way that characters may encounter wandering monsters what type of lair the monsters are likely to have.
in dungeons (see Chapter 9 – Dungeon Delving for details),
they may also encounter wandering monsters. The Game Master If the Game Master wishes, they can replace these tables with tables
should check twice per 24-hour period; once during the day and specific to the areas of their own worlds – for example a particular
once during the night. The chance of an encounter occurring is mountain range might not contain kobolds, but might be known
based on the type of terrain that the party is travelling through, to contain lots of orcs. A replacement table could be made for that
and can be found on Table 12–5.
mountain range with the “kobold” entries swapped for additional
“orc” entries.
If the party is travelling through terrain that fits more than one
category (e.g. Wooded hills), or is travelling through more than
one type of terrain during the day, then the Game Master should The “settled” column of Table 12–6 has an entry labelled “castle”.
pick whichever type is most suitable.
Unlike the other entries on that table, this entry does not link to
another table.
Once the type of encounter has been determined, the exact encounter can either be determined by the Game Master’s wishes or If the Game Master already has a detailed map of the area, and there
rolled randomly using 1d12 on the relevant table.
is no such castle, then this entry should be re-rolled. Otherwise,
it means that the party has arrived at a castle or other stronghold.

Castles
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Table 12–7: Animals
1d12 Roll

Barren

Clear

Desert

Grassland

Hills

1

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

2

Ape (cave)

Ape (rock baboon)

Animal (herd)

Ape (rock baboon)

Ape (cave)

3

Ape (rock baboon)

Boar

Camel

Boar

Ape (rock baboon)

4

Ape (snow)

Cat (lion)

Camel

Cat (lion)

Ape (snow)

5

Bear (cave)

Donkey

Cat (lion)

Donkey

Bear (cave)

6

Bear (grizzly)

Elephant

Cat (lion)

Elephant

Bear (grizzly)

7

Cat (mountain lion)

Ferret (giant)

Lizard (giant gecko)

Ferret (giant)

Cat (mountain lion)

8

Mule

Ferret (giant)

Lizard
(giant tuatara)

Ferret (giant)

Mule

9

Snake (pit viper)

Horse (riding)

Snake (pit viper)

Horse (riding)

Snake (pit viper)

10

Snake (rattler)

Lizard (giant draco)

Snake (rattler)

Lizard (giant draco)

Snake (rattler)

11

Wolf (dire)

Snake (pit viper)

Spider (black widow)

Snake (pit viper)

Wolf (dire)

12

Wolf (normal)

Snake (rattler)

Spider (tarantella)

Snake (rattler)

Wolf (normal)

1d12 Roll

Jungle

Mountains

River

Settled

Woods

1

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

Animal (herd)

2

Boar

Ape (cave)

Boar

Animal (herd)

Boar

3

Cat (panther)

Ape (rock baboon)

Cat (panther)

Boar

Cat (panther)

4

Lizard (giant draco)

Ape (snow)

Cat (tiger)

Cat (tiger)

Cat (tiger)

5

Lizard (giant gecko)

Bear (cave)

Crab (giant)

Ferret (giant)

Lizard (giant gecko)

6

Lizard
(giant horned)

Bear (grizzly)

Crocodile

Horse (riding)

Lizard (giant draco)

7

Rat (giant)

Cat (mountain lion)

Crocodile (large)

Rat (giant)

Lizard (giant tuatara)

8

Shrew (giant)

Mule

Fish (giant rockfish)

Shrew (giant)

Snake (pit viper)

9

Snake (pit viper)

Snake (pit viper)

Leech (giant)

Snake (racer)

Spider (crab spider)

10

Snake (rock python)

Snake (rattler)

Rat (giant)

Snake (pit viper)

Unicorn

11

Snake
(spitting cobra)

Wolf (dire)

Shrew (giant)

Spider (tarantella)

Wolf

12

Spider (crab spider)

Wolf (normal)

Toad (giant)

Wolf

Wolf (dire)

To generate a random castle, first roll 1d20 to see who the owner
of the castle is:
1–3 =
4=
5=
6–11 =
12 =
13 =
14–16 =
17–18 =
19–20 =

cleric
dwarf
elf
fighter
halfling
lupine
magic-user
mountebank
thief

This owner will be a level 1d20+8 character of that class.
1–2 = fanatically loyal
3–5 = reasonably loyal
6 = disloyal

The Game Master should also roll 1d6, to determine what allegiance
the castle’s owner has to the rulers of the country:
Obviously, this allegiance will not usually be openly displayed to
a passing adventuring party.

Encounter Balance

The encounters listed on the following pages vary tremendously in
strength, ranging from simple kobolds to mighty dragon queens.
Some encounters may be very easy for the party to overcome, and
others may well be nigh impossible to overcome in any way other
than the party simply hiding or fleeing from the creature(s) that
they have encountered.
This variation is an essential part of the game – it is dangerous out
in the wilderness and low level parties venture away from settled
areas at their own risk – and therefore the Game Master shouldn’t
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Table 12–8: Humans
1d12 Roll

Clear

Desert

Grassland

Hill

Jungle

1

Adventurer

Adventurer

Adventurer

Adventurer

Adventurer

2

Bandit

Cleric

Bandit

Bandit

Adventurer

3

Bandit

Dervish

Bandit

Berserker

Bandit

4

Berserker

Dervish

Berserker

Berserker

Berserker

5

Brigand

Fighter

Brigand

Brigand

Brigand

6

Cleric

Magic-user

Cleric

Cleric

Brigand

7

Fighter

Merchant

Fighter

Fighter

Brigand

8

Magic-user

Noble

Magic-user

Magic-user

Cleric

9

Merchant

Nomad

Merchant

Merchant

Fighter

10

Merchant

Nomad

Merchant

Neanderthal

Magic-user

11

Noble

Nomad

Noble

Neanderthal

Merchant

12

Nomad

Nomad

Nomad

Neanderthal

Neanderthal

1d12 Roll

Ocean

River

Settled

Swamp

Woods

1

Adventurer

Adventurer

Acolyte

Adventurer

Adventurer

2

Buccaneer

Bandit

Adventurer

Adventurer

Bandit

3

Buccaneer

Buccaneer

Bandit

Bandit

Bandit

4

Merchant

Buccaneer

Bandit

Bandit

Berserker

5

Merchant

Buccaneer

Cleric

Berserker

Brigand

6

Merchant

Cleric

Fighter

Brigand

Brigand

7

Merchant

Cleric

Magic-user

Cleric

Cleric

8

Merchant

Fighter

Merchant

Fighter

Druid

9

Pirate

Magic-user

Noble

Magic-user

Druid

10

Pirate

Merchant

Npc party

Merchant

Fighter

11

Pirate

Merchant

Trader

Npc party

Magic-user

12

Pirate

Npc party

Veteran

Trader

Merchant
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Table 12–9: Humanoids
Desert

Grassland

Bugbear

City
Settled
Dwarf

Giant (fire)

Bugbear

Giant (frost)

Elf

Elf

Goblin

Elf

1d12 Roll

Barren

Clear

1

Dwarf

2
3

Giant (hill)

Giant (hill)

Giant (hill)

Goblin

Giant (hill)

4

Giant (stone)

Gnoll

Gnome

Hobgoblin

Gnoll

5

Giant (storm)

Goblin

Goblin

Hobgoblin

Gnoll

6

Gnome

Halfling

Halfling

Ogre

Halfling

7

Goblin

Hobgoblin

Hobgoblin

Ogre

Lupine

8

Kobold

Lupine

Lupine

Ogre

Lupine

9

Kobold

Ogre

Ogre

Orc

Ogre

10

Orc

Orc

Orc

Orc

Orc

11

Troglodyte

Pixie

Pixie

Pixie

Pixie

12

Troll

Troll

Sprite

Sprite

Troll

1d12 Roll

Hill
Mountain

Jungle

River

Swamp

Woods

1

Dwarf

Bugbear

Bugbear

Gnoll

Bugbear

2

Giant (frost)

Cyclops

Elf

Goblin

Cyclops

3

Giant (hill)

Elf

Gnoll

Hobgoblin

Dryad

4

Giant (stone)

Giant (fire)

Hobgoblin

Lizard man

Elf

5

Giant (storm)

Giant (hill)

Lizard man

Lizard man

Elf

6

Gnome

Gnoll

Lizard man

Lizard man

Giant (hill)

7

Goblin

Goblin

Nixie

Nixie

Goblin

8

Kobold

Lizard man

Ogre

Ogre

Hobgoblin

9

Kobold

Ogre

Orc

Orc

Lupine

10

Orc

Orc

Orc

Troglodyte

Ogre

11

Troglodyte

Troglodyte

Sprite

Troll

Orc

12

Troll

Troll

Troll

Troll

Troll

feel that they have to re-roll encounters that are unsuitable for the
party’s level.

On the other hand, it is important for the Game Master to be fair
to the players. There’s no fun in a low level party leaving town and
getting eaten by a dragon on the first night.

The players should not get the feeling that the world is “levelling up”
as they do, and that the Game Master is simply selecting monsters The Game Master should therefore ensure that overwhelming fights
of an appropriate difficulty.
can be avoided, whether that is through the party spotting the encounter before it spots them and hiding or avoiding it, or whether
it is through the encounter not necessarily being hostile.
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Table 12–10: Other Wilderness Encounters
1d12 Roll
1

Dragons
Chimera

Flyers (mountain)
Bee (giant)

Flyers (desert)
Gargoyle

Flyers (other)
Bee (giant)

Insects
Ant (giant)

2

Dragon (black)

Gargoyle

Gargoyle

Cockatrice

Bee (giant)

3

Dragon (blue)

Griffon

Griffon

Gargoyle

Beetle (giant
bombard)

4

Dragon (gold)

Harpy

Harpy

Griffon

Beetle (giant fire)

5

Dragon (green)

Hippogriff

Insect swarm

Hippogriff

Beetle (giant tiger)

6

Dragon (red)

Insect swarm

Lizard (giant draco)

Lizard (giant draco)

Insect swarm

7

Dragon (white)

Manticore

Manticore

Pegasus

Rhagodessa (giant)

8

Dragon queen (any)

Pegasus

Manticore

Pixie

Robber fly (giant)

9

Hydra

Robber fly (giant)

Manticore

Robber fly (giant)

Scorpion (giant)

10

Hydra

Roc (small)

Roc (small)

Roc (small)

Spider
(black widow)

11

Wyvern

Roc (large)

Roc (large)

Sprite

Spider (crab spider)

12

Wyvern

Roc (giant)

Roc (giant)

Stirge

Spider (tarantella)

1d12 Roll

Swimmers
(river/lake)

Swimmers (ocean)

Swimmers (swamp)

Undead

Unusual

1

Crab (giant)

Giant (storm)

Crab (giant)

Ghoul

Basilisk

2

Crocodile

Hydra (sea)

Crocodile

Ghoul

Blink dog

3

Crocodile (large)

Hydra (sea)

Crocodile

Ghast

Centaur

4

Fish (giant bass)

Hydra (sea)

Crocodile (large)

Mummy

Gorgon

5

Fish (giant sturgeon)

Merman

Crocodile (large)

Skeleton

Medusa

6

Leech (giant)

Snake (sea)

Leech (giant)

Skeleton

Mournwolf

7

Leech (giant)

Snake (sea)

Leech (giant)

Spectre

Treant

8

Lizard man

Snake (sea)

Leech (giant)

Wight

Werebear

9

Lizard man

Snake (sea)

Lizard man

Wraith

Wereboar

10

Merman

Termite
(giant water)

Lizard man

Vampire

Wererat

11

Nixie

Termite
(giant water)

Termite
(giant water)

Zombie

Weretiger

12

Termite
(giant water)

Termite
(giant water)

Termite
(giant water)

Zombie

Werewolf
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hen characters have come to the attention of the rulers
of their land, usually by performing the sort of deeds
that only heroes can manage, they may be granted titles
of nobility and land grants.

Viscount is therefore the highest possible title for (non-royal) nobility who are yet to prove themselves as war leaders.

The title “lord (name)” is used for male viscounts, and “lady (name)”
is used for female viscounts. Male viscounts are addressed as “your
This will vary from campaign to campaign depending on the pref- lordship” and female viscounts are addressed as “your ladyship”.
erences of the players and the Game Master. As a rough guideline, it should happen when the party are somewhere between 9th Count: A viscount who conquers a third dominion belonging
and 15th level – although some groups or some individual players to one of their ruler’s enemies and adds it to their ruler’s country
may wish their characters to continue the life of a travelling adven- will be granted the title of count. A count will therefore rule at
turer rather than taking on the responsibility of ruling.
least three dominions, at least one of which was won by military
conquest.
The area of land ruled by a noble (whether a player character or
otherwise) is called a dominion. This applies whether or not the Note that the “enemy” may not necessarily be a human counnoble is given their title by a ruler or the noble strikes out on their try – but a distinction is made between the military capture of
own and simply claims land and assumes a title. A single dominion a domain formerly ruled by an organised goblin nation, and the
consists of a stronghold and all the surrounding land that is ruled annexing by an adventuring party of terrain formerly populated
from and protected by the stronghold. If a ruler had more than one by a few sparse orc tribes, for example. The dominions ruled by a
stronghold (except for when one is simply a garrison) then each count are collectively referred to as a county.
one and its land is considered a separate dominion.
Like a viscount, a count may delegate the rule of some or all of their
dominions to barons, and may remain at court. A count may grant
Although there may be local and cultural variations specific to parts the title of baron, although etiquette demands that this is normally
of the campaign setting, this chapter assumes that the following not done without at least checking with the king or queen first.
titles of nobility are in use (in ascending order of rank).
The title “count (name) of (county)” is used for male counts, and
Knight: A knight is the lowest title of nobility. A grant of knight- the title “countess (name) of (county)” is used for female counts.
hood does not come with a dominion, and a knight does not nor- Male counts are addressed as “your lordship” and female counts
mally rule such land. The children of nobles of all non-royal blood are referred to as “your ladyship”.
are normally knighted as a matter of course when they come of age,
Marquis: A count who continues to add dominions to their ruler’s
receiving a greater title when (or if ) they gain their inheritance.
lands (either by conquest or expansion into unclaimed land) may be
The title “knight” applies to both sexes, although it is not used in given the title of marquis. Although a marquis has greater station
and influence at court than a “mere” count, there is little practical
the name of the noble.
difference between the two.
Instead, male knights are referred to as “sir (name)” and female
knights are referred to as “dame (name)”. Male knights are ad- The title “the marquis of (county)” is used for male marquises and
the title “the marquise of (county)” is used for female marquises.
dressed as “sir” and female knights are addressed as “ma’am”.
Male marquises are addressed as “your lordship” and female marBaron: A grant of baroncy comes with a single dominion. It is the quises are addressed as “your ladyship”.
lowest form of landed nobility, and may be granted by a count or
higher. A baron is granted a single domain, which is called a barony. Duke: The highest rank of non-royal nobility is the duke. The
title of duke is granted to marquises who have served their ruler
The title “baron (name)” is used for male barons, and “baroness well and continued to add dominions to their rule. The collected
(name)” is used for female barons. Male barons are addressed as dominions of a duke are referred to as a “duchy”. It is rare (but not
“your lordship”, and female barons are addressed as “your ladyship”. unheard of ) for a duke to actually reside in one of the strongholds
in their duchy.
Viscount: If a baron is granted a second dominion, or conquers a
second dominion belonging to their ruler’s enemy and adds it to Dukes normally stay at court except in times of war or emergency.
their ruler’s country, they will likely be granted the title of viscount. A duke may grant any lesser title (assuming the candidate has
This title and all higher titles may only be granted by a duke or achieved the necessary status), although etiquette demands that
higher. The viscount may rule directly from one of the strongholds the king or queen be informed before such grants happen.
and allow an allied baron to rule the other, or may remain at court
The title “the duke of (duchy)” is used for male dukes, and “the
and allow allied barons to rule both their dominions.
duchess of (duchy)” is used for female dukes. Both male and female
A viscount who is granted more dominions by their ruler or who dukes are addressed as “your grace”.
gains them by expanding into unclaimed land remains a viscount.

Titles of Nobility
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Archduke: The title of archduke is given to members of the royal
family who are also dukes.

Being a crown prince is a risky business, since there are often many
other potential heirs keen to see one fail or die, as well as foreign
powers keen to cause internal strife.

Some archdukes may by minor royalty who were originally granted
baronies and have genuinely worked to gain their dominions, but The title “crown prince (name) is used for male princes, and “crown
others may be princes or other high ranking royals who have been princess (name)” is used for female princes, although occasionally
granted archdukedoms for reasons of nepotism rather than ability. (depending on the rules of succession in the country in question)
only princes of one sex will be eligible to be crown princes. Both
While archdukes appointed via royal fiat do technically have the male and female crown princes are addressed as “your royal highstatus and responsibility that their position entails, they are often ness”.
not taken seriously and are side-lined when it comes to important
councils of war and so forth. However, it can be dangerous to Imperial Prince: An imperial prince is a prince who is the heir to
underestimate them completely. After all, they are close relatives an empire. An imperial prince is almost always a prince by birth.
of the king or queen, and do have their ears; as well as an array of Only if an emperor or empress is childless would it be possible
lesser nobles (and their armies) at their disposal.
to adopt someone as an imperial prince without causing outright
rebellion amongst nobility.
It is possible (although rare) for someone to first become a duke
and then be adopted into the royal family to become an archduke. Like crown princes, imperial princes tend to be active nobles. BeOn very rare occasions, this will happen to an enemy duke who cause of their future responsibilities they tend to have the most
“defects” from their former ruler bringing their lands with them. preparation – and are therefore the most likely to work their way
Such defections cause much political turbulence, and can often up from baroncy rather than just have higher titles awarded to them.
be the start of major wars.
Being an imperial prince is even more dangerous than being a
The title “the duke of (duchy)” is used for male archdukes, and “the crown prince, since there are often many more interested parties
duchess of (duchy)” is used for female archdukes. Both male and keen to see one fail or die.
female archdukes are addressed as “your grace”.
The title “imperial prince (name) is used for male princes, and
Prince: A prince is the child of a king or queen (or emperor), or “imperial princess (name)” is used for female princes, although
the child of a crown prince or imperial prince. This may be by occasionally (depending on the rules of succession in the empire
birth, or it may be by adoption – such as the adoption that turns in question) only princes of one sex will be eligible to be imperial
a duke into an archduke.
princes. Both male and female imperial princes are addressed as
“your imperial highness”.
A prince will always be at least a baron, although in many cases
their title is a technicality and no actual domains are ruled. How- King: A king is the ruler of an entire country. The title is passed
ever, many rulers encourage their offspring to go out and actively down in an hereditary manner, and therefore the only way to
rule – partly to keep them occupied and reduce internecine squab- become a king (if one is not already heir to a throne) is to declare
bling, and partly to “toughen them up” and get them used to yourself the king of an area and get away with it by having enough
responsibility.
military and political support.
A prince may not appoint lesser nobles unless entitled to do so
by their own rank of nobility. The collective dominion held by a
prince is called a principality.

In some countries, being the spouse of a king or queen makes one
a king or queen yourself. This depends upon the rules of succession
for the country in question.

The title “prince (name) is used for male princes, and “princess
(name)” is used for female princes. Both male and female princes
are addressed as “your highness”.

In theory, a king has absolute power over their country. In practice,
however, the king is reliant on the income and military might
provided by their nobles; and it therefore is a foolish king indeed
that does not take advice from those nobles.

Crown Prince: A crown prince is a prince who is the heir to the
throne. A crown prince is almost always a prince by birth. Only if a The title “king (name)” is used for male kings, and the tile “queen
king or queen is childless would it be possible to adopt someone as (name)” is used for female kings. Both male and female kings are
crown prince without causing outright rebellion amongst nobility. addressed as “your majesty”.
Although it would seem that crown princes would be the most
pampered of princes, the opposite is true. Because of their future
responsibilities they tend to have the most preparation – and are
therefore the most likely to work their way up from baroncy rather
than just having higher titles awarded to them.

Emperor: An emperor is the king of a country that has taken over
(and had surrender to it) one or more other countries; but rather
than simply expand to cover the whole area, the countries that
have been taken over are allowed to remain autonomous (although
sometimes their kings are deposed and replaced with more friendly
kings). These countries become client countries as part of a larger
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empire, and the king of the country that is doing the taking over
becomes the emperor of the entire empire.
The heirs of an emperor will take on the title of emperor themselves
without necessarily taking over more countries than the founder
of the empire did.

area of wilderness and proclaim themselves the ruler of it using
whatever title they feel like. Depending on the location they choose
and the title they adopt, this may be met with anything from indifference to derision to downright hostility by other local rulers.

While it may be attractive to not have a ruler to pay salt tax to, the
independent dominion runs the constant risk of invasion – not
The kings of the client countries mostly run their states as before, only by monsters (since it has no allies to back it up) but also by
although they may have policies dictated by the emperor – par- neighbouring countries who may wish to add the land to their own.
ticularly foreign policies, and they may have to pay a yearly tribute
to the emperor.
While some lucky independents – usually those in the most isolated areas away from other states – are able to grow from a single
Depending on the size of the tribute and the policies imposed, the stronghold to a whole country, the vast majority soon become part
empire may be seen as a useful and benevolent thing to have (espe- of a neighbouring country; either by being taken over militarily
cially if it brings peace between previously antagonistic countries or by the political expedient of the independent ruler accepting a
that have now become client states), or it may be seen as an oppres- title of nobility from the royalty of a nearby country and swearing
sive force that the client countries would overthrow if they could. allegiance to that country in order to avoid a war they cannot win.
In many cases, client countries lose control of their armies and find
them replaced by a single “imperial army” which is paid by – and
loyal to – the empire.
Empires have a tendency to be too big to be stable, and rarely last
more than three or four generations before disintegrating; although
the disintegration often causes utter chaos and anarchy and the former kingdoms that made up the empire rarely survive the break up.
The title “emperor (name)” is used for male emperors, and “empress (name)” is used for female emperors. Both male and female
emperors are addressed as “your imperial majesty”.

Rogue States

Of course, it is entirely possible for player character (or non-player
character) to ignore this whole hierarchy and simply claim some

Developer Commentary

There is a major setting assumption entwined in the above descriptions of ranks of nobility, and that is the assumption that in a world
as dangerous as the average game world there is a need for rulers
to be experienced and knowledgeable. A ruler who is only in their
position because of an accident of birth is likely to fall prey to any
number of assassins, doppelgangers, curses, vampires, and other forces
that would strip them of their will or life.
Because of this, there is a need for rulers to be toughened and worldly
wise. In game terms, this is represented by them needing to be at
least 9th level in an adventuring class before they’d be considered
competent to rule.
This has a major eﬀect on the setting. Not only does it mean that
the nobles and rulers that an adventurer encounters will be high
level, but it also means that adventuring is an established means
of social mobility.
Nobles act as patrons to low level adventurers, giving them tasks and
monitoring their carreers looking for those who show potential to be
brought into the nobility themselves. Similarly, adventurers develop
relationships with potential patrons in the hope of future position.

And, of course, some simply disappear; struck by plague or famine
or worse.
However, claiming wilderness and declaring oneself to be an independent ruler is always an option for a particularly desperate or
adventurous character who wishes to own a dominion without
having to impress someone else enough to grant them one.

Building a Stronghold

No dominion can survive without a stronghold of some sort. The
stronghold provides not only an administrative centre for the dominion, but also a secure place to store the dominion’s wealth and
to retreat to in times of war.

The area of land covered by a dominion is measured in fiefs. A
single fief is an area of about 12 miles radius. If using hex maps,
this translates to a single 24-mile hex that contains the stronghold,
or a cluster of nine 8-mile hexes.
Usually, a dominion will consist of a single fief, with the stronghold
roughly in the centre so that no point is too far away for easy access.
A large stronghold with several external troop garrisons can increase
the effective dominion to anything up to seven fiefs (one containing the stronghold and another six surrounding it). However,
the increased travel time needed for either troops to get from the
stronghold to an outlying village or for the villagers from that village trying to seek refuge in the stronghold limits the maximum
size of the dominion to no larger than this.
If someone wishes to clear out more land and enlarge their dominion beyond this size then they must build another stronghold to
protect the newly cleared land – and this then becomes the centre
of a second dominion.
Before a stronghold can be built, the surrounding area must first
be cleared of monsters that would threaten the builders. This job
is ideally suited to adventuring parties.
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Mountains fiefs with over 1,000 families become settled only if
populated by dwarves, and forest and jungle fiefs with over 1,000
families become settled only if populated by elves.
This has two effects. Firstly, settled terrain uses different columns
on wilderness encounter tables than other terrain types (see Chapter 12 – into the wilderness for details about wilderness encounters). Secondly, the change to settled terrain may change the
civilisation level of the fief, with a corresponding increase in the
maximum number of families that the fief can contain.
The change in civilisation level of the fief may have a knock-on effect on other nearby fiefs, since they may now be within 72 miles
(three 24-mile hexes or nine 8-mile hexes) of a civilised fief.
Any fief that loses enough population that it no longer has 1,000
families also loses its settled type, and reverts back to its normal
terrain type. Again, this may have a knock-on effect on other fiefs;
which may no longer be within 72 miles of a civilised fief, and
therefore may drop in civilisation level themselves.

Once the area is clear, the stronghold itself can be designed and
built. The building costs (in both money and time) for the different
components of a stronghold are listed in Chapter 8 – Equipping
for Adventure.

Terrain & Resources

In order to determine the resources available to a dominion, the
terrain of each fief must be determined.
If you are using 24-mile hexes, this is straightforward, as a single
map hex will equal a single fief. If you are using 8-mile hexes or
maps without hexes then you will have to classify each fief according to its predominant terrain type.

Each fief is classified as either civilised, borderlands or wilderness,
according to Table 13–1, depending on the terrain type of the fief
and how close it is to a major city or to other civilised fiefs. Note
that the other civilised fiefs don’t necessarily need to belong to the
same dominion or even the same country, as long as there are trade
links between them and the fief in question (which will usually be
the case, barring embargoes).
This civilisation level of the fief determines both the number of
families that will be attracted to settle the area when the stronghold
is built and also the maximum number of families that the fief can
support. See Table 13–2 for details.

Settled Terrain

Any clear, forest, grasslands, hills or woods fief that is has over 1,000
families living in it is considered to be of terrain type settled rather
than its basic terrain type.

Example: One of lady Gretchen’s dominions consists of a castle and
its fief. The entire area is mountains, and is well away from other
civilised lands. When the castle is first built, the fief is therefore at
the wilderness level of civilisation.
After a few years, the population of her fief grows to 1,033 families.
Because lady Gretchen’s people are primarily dwarves, that fief is
now considered to be settled rather than mountains, and therefore
becomes borderlands and can support a higher population.
Another of lady Gretchen’s dominions is in the hills closer to the
rest of the kingdom. It is also not within 144 miles of a city or
within 72 miles of a civilised fief, but two of the fiefs adjacent to it
are within 72 miles of a civilised fief.
Those two fiefs (which belong to allied barons) are therefore considered to be borderland hills and lady Gretchen’s fief is considered to
be wilderness hills.
After a few years, one of the adjacent borderlands fiefs reaches 1,014
families. It is now considered to be settled terrain rather than hills.
This changes the civilisation level of the fief to civilised. This change
in civilisation level means that lady Gretchen’s fief is now within 72
miles of a civilised fief, and its civilisation level is now upgraded
from wilderness to borderlands accordingly.
Should this cause the maximum population of a fief to drop below its current population, the population of that fief will reduce
by 20% per season until it is no longer unsupportable.

Material Resources

Each fief of the dominion will produce between one and four resources that may be exploited to generate income for the dominion,
determined by rolling a d10 and consulting the following list:
1 = one resource
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Table 13–1: Dominion Fief Classification
Terrain Type

Within 144 Miles of a City

More Than 144 Miles from a
City But Within 72 Miles of
a Civilised Fief

Not Near a City or Civilised
Fief

Barren Lands

Borderlands

Wilderness

Wilderness

Clear*

Civilised

Borderlands

Wilderness

Desert

Borderlands****

Wilderness

Wilderness

Forest**

Civilised

Borderlands

Wilderness

Grasslands*

Civilised

Borderlands

Wilderness

Hills*

Civilised

Borderlands

Wilderness

Jungle**

Borderlands

Wilderness

Wilderness

Mountains***

Borderlands

Wilderness

Wilderness

Ocean

Wilderness

Wilderness

Wilderness

Settled

Civilised

Civilised

Borderlands

Swamp

Borderlands

Wilderness

Wilderness

Woods*

Civilised

Borderlands

Wilderness

*fiefs of this type can become settled if populated by anyone
**fiefs of this type can become settled if populated by elves
***fiefs of this type can become settled if populated by dwarves
****fiefs containing oases are considered to be civilised
2–7 = two resources
8–9 = three resources
10 = four resources

Example: When lady Gretchen was granted her land and built her
castle, the Game Master rolled for resources for the fief. He rolled
that the fief had three resources: Two mineral and a vegetable.

Although the actual resources available can be very varied, for game
purposes they are simply split into three categories: animal, vegetable and mineral.
For each resource found, roll 1d10 to see which type it is:

Jim discussed what those three resources could be with the Game
Master, and between them they decided that there was a silver seam
that could be mined, a source of granite that could be quarried,
and – because the mountain fief is in a warm region and on the
edge of the mountain range – olive groves in the valleys and foothills.

1–3 = animal
4–8 = vegetable
9–10 = mineral

To be specific, the population change and the economy (the income and expenditure for the dominion) are handled on a seasonal
basis, and the level of satisfaction – or unrest – of the populace is
The Game Master or players may wish to go into further detail usually handled on a yearly basis but may need to be checked in
about exactly what types of resources these are; for example a min- exceptional circumstances.
eral resource could be a gold seam or a source of strong stone for
building or a source of fine clay or any one of dozens of other
types of mineral.
Each game season, the ruler of the dominion, along with the Game
Master, needs to check the economy and tally up the income and
This detail may enhance role playing, particularly if the players like expenditure for the season.
doing trade negotiations, but it does not affect the dominion rules.

Seasonal Economy Check

In the example above, although gold is far more expensive than
building stone, there will also be far less of it and the relative income
for a gold mine or a quarry in a fief will be similar.

Ruling a Dominion

In Dark Dungeons, ruling of a dominion takes place in the timescale of seasons and years, dropping down to a day-to-day basis
only during unusual situations.

Developer Commentary

The original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, as well as the
original edition of Dark Dungeons, tracks dominions on a monthly
basis rather than a seasonal basis.
It is changed to a seasonal basis in this edition of Dark Dungeons
for the simple reason that it cuts down on the amount of work that
the players need to do. Obviously, the numbers have been adjusted so
that the new seasonal changes match the old monthly changes when
it comes to total income and population growth per year.
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Table 13–2: Civilisation Levels
Level

Settling Families

Max Families

Wilderness

1d10x10

1,500

Borderlands

2d6x100

3,000

Civilised

1d10x500

6,000

Population Change

Each season, the number of families in each fief of the dominion
will change due to a variety of factors. Usually, this will be an
increase due to new settlers joining the fief. Rather than try to
account for each individual factor, Dark Dungeons abstracts the
whole population change for the season into a single check.

At the beginning of each season, roll 2d4 plus an extra d4 per
thousand families in the fief. Multiply the dice total by 10, and
that is the number of extra families that join the fief.

Income

Seasonal income comes from four sources:

◊
◊
◊
◊

Resource income
Service income
Poll tax
Salt tax

Example: When lady Gretchen builds her castle, the fief is wilderness. Therefore it attracts 1d10x10 families as settlers. Jim rolls a 7,
so 70 families settle the fief.
After a season, Jim checks the fief for population growth. There are
fewer than 1,000 families, so there is an increase of 2d4x10 families.
Jim rolls 5 on his 2d4, so an additional 50 families join his fief for
a total of 120 families.
Resources: Each fief of the dominion will have between 1 and 4
types of resource in it. These resources provide income for the
dominion ruler.

Service: Each family in the dominion brings in the equivalent of
income worth 25gp per season in service, such as building works,
growing food, tending animals, and so forth. Unlike other sources
of income, this is not actually received by the ruler of the dominion as money. However, it can be used to offset expenses such as
holidays, tithes, salt tax, and the paying of armies (mercenary or
otherwise). Any service income that is not used is wasted and
cannot be stored.

Developer Commentary

The original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, as well as the
original edition of Dark Dungeons, made you assign each family
in the fief to an exact resource that they would work to exploit in
some kind of stalinist planned economy, with penalties for leaving
resources un-exploited and penalties for having too many families
engaged in mining. It then had diﬀerent resources providing diﬀerent amounts of income.
The problem with this was threefold. Firstly it was too controlling in
terms of the dominion ruler micromanaging the lives of their populace instead of letting them (and market forces) dictate what jobs the
workers would do. Secondly there was a single obviously optimum
solution (in terms of maximum income for minimum penalties)
for each particular combination of resources with no random factor involved, so it wasn’t interesting to do. And thirdly splitting the
families up and working out the income involved a large amount
of number crunching.
For these three reasons, this edition of Dark Dungeons vastly simplifies resource income by simply having you roll for an overall income
per family. The end result is (on average) around the same amount
of income that you would have got from the complex system, but
without all the work.
Poll Tax: Each family in the dominion normally pays 3gp per
season in poll tax. This is actual money-in-the-coffers tax paid in
coinage.

The ruler of the dominion can set the tax rate higher or lower if
they desire. For each extra 1gp that is paid per family, there is a –10
Theoretically, different resources will provide different revenue penalty to the dominion’s confidence rating per year. For each 1gp
streams, and these will vary seasonally as well as varying depend- less that is paid per family, there is a +5 bonus to the dominion’s
ing on fluctuations in supply and demand. In practice, it is neither confidence rating per year.
desirable nor feasible to track this kind of minutiae, since it would
bog the game down into an exercise in accounting.
Additionally, when the ruler increases the tax rate, this gives an
instant –25 penalty to the dominion’s confidence rating and forces
The variance in resource income each season is represented by roll- an immediate confidence check. Similarly, decreasing the tax rate
ing 3d4. The result is the amount (in gp) of resource income that gives an instant +10 bonus to the dominion’s confidence rating.
is gained per family that is working in the fief. Multiply the result
by the total number of families in the fief to work out the total Salt Tax: If the ruler of the dominion has other nobles who have
resource income for the season.
sworn fealty to them, they are given 20% of the total income of
each lesser noble’s dominion. This income is normally paid in the
Any fief that brings in a seasonal resource income of 15,000gp form of services, and therefore doesn’t actually arrive as coinage.
or more will attract corruption, black markets and bandits. Un- However, like other service income it can be used to offset expendiless that fief contains the stronghold from which the dominion is ture. Like service income, this income cannot be stored, and must
ruled, 1d10x10% of the potential resource income will be lost to be used or wasted.
such forces.
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Expenditure

Castle Staff and Maintenance: With the exception of recruiting
armies, which must be accounted for, the cost of castle staff and
routine maintenance is assumed to already be covered by the service
income of the dominion.
Example: After a couple of years of growth, lady Gretchen has 447
families living in the fief.
Jim is calculating the seasonal income for the fief.
The resource income for the fief is therefore (3d4) x 447. Jim rolls
a 6 on his 3d4, and therefore gets 6x447 = 2,682gp.

Failure to provide the full amount of tithes results in the churches
(and possibly the gods or immortals associated with them, depending on the setting) being angered, and they make their anger known
to the populace.
The net result of this is that any year in which tithes are not paid
in full gives a –50 penalty to the dominion’s confidence rating.
If tithes are short-changed for more than one year in a row, there is
a 25% chance each year that an extra “disaster” event will happen
that year as the immortals show their displeasure. If such an event
is going to happen, it will be preceded by omens and prophetic
dreams.

Lady Gretchen has not set taxes higher or lower than the standard 3gp/family, so in poll tax she receives (3x447) = 1,341gp.

Salt Tax: In just the same way that the dominion may receive salt
tax from subservient dominions, it must also pay twenty percent
of its gross income (income before any expenditure has been taken
out) to the noble or royal that the ruler of the dominion has sworn
fealty to.

Therefore, for this fief, lady Gretchen receives a total of 4,023gp in
cash and 11,175gp in services that can oﬀset expenditure.

Salt tax may be paid with either service income or money, or a
combination of the two.

The Game Master then instructs Jim to add 1,920gp of extra service
income for the salt tax paid to lady Gretchen by the baron who looks
after her second dominion.

Festivals and Holidays: Some days during the year are declared
as festivals or holidays. These may have been declared by the ruler
of the country, or by one of the major religions of the country, or
the ruler of the dominion may declare their own.

The service income of the fief is simply ten times the population,
which is (25x447) = 11,175gp.

However, extraordinary expenses such as rebuilding works in the The overall cost of a holiday is 5gp per family. This represents both
wake of a siege or a monster attack must be paid for out of the the expenditure for celebrations and also the lost income because
ruler’s pocket. Service income may be used to pay for these expenses. people are not working. This cost may be paid with either service
income or money, or a combination of the two.
Troops: Whether a full time standing army, a “special forces” unit
of adventurers, or a group of mercenaries; troops must be paid for. If the holiday was a religious one declared by the temples, its cost
can be recouped from the tithes paid to the church.
Armies and mercenaries can be paid for with service income, based
on their costs in Chapter 8 – Equipping for Adventure, but Similarly, if the holiday was a national one declared by the ruler
adventurers usually only work for cold hard cash.
of the country, its cost can be recouped from the salt tax paid to
that ruler.
In times of dire need, a peasant militia can be formed from the
local populace.
However, if the cost of the holiday is too great to be covered by the
tithes or salt tax (or if the holiday was declared by the dominion
Up to 10% of the families in an area can provide “poor” ranked ruler rather than by a higher power) the dominion ruler must pay
peasant militia (providing an average of 2.5 troops per family). the remaining cost themselves.
A further 10% of the families in an area can provide “untrained”
ranked peasant militia (providing an average of 2.5 troops per Under normal circumstances, there will be two religious festivals
family).
per season (not necessarily the same two each season), and the
populace will expect these to be held regularly.
If either are called up, the families providing militia will not produce income of any type during the seasons in which the militia Each time a regular holiday or festival that the populace are expectis active.
ing is cancelled, a –5 penalty is applied to the dominion’s confidence rating, and an immediate confidence check must be made.
Tithes: One tenth of all gross income (income before any expenditure has been taken out) must be given in tithes to the various Each time an extraordinary holiday or festival day is announced, a
churches and temples that are followed throughout the dominion. +2 bonus is applied to the dominion’s confidence rating.
Tithes may be paid with either service income or money, or a
combination of the two.

Entertaining Visitors: Etiquette demands that visiting nobles and
royalty are entertained according to their station.
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The following costs apply whenever a noble (and their retinue)
are visiting:
knight =
baron =
viscount =
count =
marquis =
duke =
archduke =
prince =
king =
emperor =

no extra cost
100gp/day
150gp/day
300gp/day
400gp/day
600gp/day
700gp/day
as nobility + 100gp/day
1,000gp/day
1,500gp/day

Example: Lady Gretchen has a total income from her dominion for
the season (including salt tax from her second dominion) of 4,023gp
in cash, and 13,095gp worth of services.
Firstly, she takes 30% of that out (20% in salt tax to the queen
and 10% in tithes to the church). She ends up paying 2,619gp to
the queen and 1,310gp to the church for a total of 3,929gp.
The 3,929gp is all paid out of service income, leaving her with:
13,095–3,929 = 9,166gp left.
There was a religious festival for two days during the month. Since
the population of her dominion is 447 families, this costs her:

Experience for Income

When calculating the amount of experience the ruler of a dominion
gets from their seasonal income, there are two rules that must be
applied.
Firstly, only cash income (i.e. Resources and poll tax) provide experience points. Service income and income from salt tax of lesser
nobles does not provide experience points.
Secondly, experience points are derived from the gross income of
cash (income before any expenditure has been taken out). Even
if all the income is spent due to heavy expenditure and the ruler
ends up making a net loss, they will still receive full experience.
Example: Lady Gretchen received 4,023gp in cash and 13,095gp
of services this month. She gets experience for all of the cash even
though she had to spend some of it, but does not get money for the
services. Lady Gretchen therefore gains 4,023xp this month.

447x10 = 4,470gp
Since these were religious festival days, she can use tithes to help
fund them. She should be paying 1,310gp in tithes, so that leaves:
4,470–1,310 = 3,160gp to pay.
She pays the 3,160gp out of her remaining service income, leaving
her with:
9,166–3,160 = 6,006gp left
Out of this 6,006gp, she pays for her standing army consisting of 300
heavy dwarven infantry (costing 15gp each per season) and 100
dwarven crossbowmen (costing 18gp each per season).
These troops cost her:
(300x15)+(100x18) = 6,300gp

Public Works

Each season, any spare service income that would otherwise be
wasted can be used to start (or continue) building a public work
such as a keep, temple or castle. The ruler of the dominion may
supplement the service income being used to build the public work
with their own money in order to finish a public work more quickly.

Additionally, if the ruler of the dominion (or an acquaintance) is
a spell caster with access to the stone shape, Stoneform, Woodform
and/or Wall of Stone spells and is willing to cast those spells regularly for free, they may double all building progress (both service
and cash). Hiring an outside spell caster to cast those spells does
not double progress, since it is assumed to cost a similar amount
of cash for the long term hiring of the spell caster as that which
would be otherwise saved.

She can pay 6,006gp of this wage bill using services, leaving her:
6,300–6,006 = 294gp to pay
She pays the 294gp out of her 4,023gp cash income, leaving her:
4,023–294 = 3,729gp
Having balanced her finances for the season, lady Gretchen discovers that she has managed to pay most of her expenses out of service
income, but she considers cutting back on troop numbers, since she’s
having to dip into real cash in order to pay them.
She keeps the remaining 3,729gp cash and puts it in her coﬀers.

When a public work is first started, the fiefdom gets an immediate
confidence boost. This boost is then given a second time when the An existing keep can be upgraded into a small castle, and either
public work is finished. If the building of a public work is aban- of those can be upgraded into a large castle. In each of these cases,
doned (i.e. A season passes without any progress being made on it) the cost and confidence boost is found by taking the difference
then the confidence immediately drops by an amount equal to the between that of the existing structure and that of the new structure.
boost given for starting the project. The confidence boosts and other
effects of public works are shown in Table 13–3 – public works.
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Table 13–3: Public Works
Building

Cost

Confidence
Boost

Fortified Manor House

6,000gp

+0

A quarter fewer casualties when defending in battle

Temple

25,000gp

+30

25% disaster avoidance

Mage’s Tower

150,000gp

+0

Half casualties when defending in battle; includes a laboratory

Other Effects

Keep

75,000gp

+20

Half casualties and x2 troop multiplier when defending in battle

Small Castle

150,000gp

+40

Half casualties and x3 troop multiplier when defending in battle

Large Castle

250,000gp

+50

Half casualties and x4 troop multiplier when defending in battle

Developer Commentary

Neither the first edition of Dark Dungeons nor the original game
that it emulates have the concept of public works. They are a new
addition in this game.
The idea is to provide a simple way for players to manage the
building of fortified structures that doesn’t require them to use the
full rules in CHAPTER 8 - EQUIPPING FOR ADVENTURE to design a
building from sxratch.

It is important to remember that although the confidence rating
may change frequently, the confidence level only changes when a
confidence check is made – even if the rating moves into a different
range between checks.

Yearly Confidence Check

At the beginning of each year, the Game Master checks the current confidence rating on Table 13–3 in order to determine the
confidence level of the dominion.

This confidence check may also be required as a result of certain
actions by the dominion ruler (e.g. When an expected holiday is
cancelled) or as a result of a disaster striking the dominion.

Confidence Level

Each dominion has a confidence rating. This is a number that represents the general state of content (or discontent!) of the populace. Descriptions of the various confidence levels and their effects on
the dominion are given below:
There is a single confidence rating for the whole dominion – different fiefs do not have separate ratings.
Turbulent (49 or Less): 95% of families will form a peasant militia
(providing an average of 2.5 troops per family).
When a dominion is first established, the initial confidence rating
is set to the sum of the ability scores of the ruler plus 150 plus an No income of any kind may be collected, except by force.
additional d100 roll.
A –10 penalty is applied to the confidence rating.
In addition to the confidence rating, a dominion also has a confidence level. The confidence level is based on the rating, and pe- The confidence rating cannot rise above 100 until the ruler of the
riodically a “confidence check” is made. Whenever a confidence dominion is removed.
check needs to be made, look up the current confidence rating on
Table 13–4 and this will indicate the new confidence level.
All trade caravans and travelling officials will be attacked by bandits.

Table 13–4: Confidence Levels
Confidence Rating

Confidence Level

49 or Less

Turbulent

50 to 99

Belligerent

100 to 149

Rebellious

150 to 199

Defiant

200 to 229

Unsteady

230 to 269

Average

270 to 299

Steady

300 to 349

Healthy

350 to 399

Prosperous

400 to 449

Thriving

450 or Higher

Ideal

Any of the dominion ruler’s troops that move or deploy within the
dominion will be attacked by peasant militia, deserters, bandits or
enemy agents.
One or more enemy states will provide the peasant militia with
military support.
Belligerent (50–99): In each fief that has fewer troops than one
half of the number of families, half the families will form a peasant
militia (providing an average of 2.5 troops per family).
No poll tax can be collected.
A quarter of normal service income can be collected in areas without a peasant militia, but none can be collected in areas with a
peasant militia.
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A quarter of normal resource income can be collected in areas
without a peasant militia, but none can be collected in areas with
a peasant militia.
A –10 penalty is applied to the confidence rating.
All trade caravans and travelling officials will be attacked by bandits.
Any of the dominion ruler’s troops that move or deploy within the
dominion will be attacked by peasant militia, deserters, bandits or
enemy agents.
There is a 50% chance that an enemy state will provide the peasant
militia with military support.
Rebellious (100–149): In each fief that has fewer troops than one
third of the number of families, half the families will form a peasant
militia (providing an average of 2.5 troops per family). However,
these militia will not attack unless provoked.
No poll tax can be collected.
A third of normal service income can be collected in areas without
a peasant militia, but only a quarter can be collected in areas with
a peasant militia.
A third of normal resource income can be collected in areas without
a peasant militia, but only a quarter can be collected in areas with
a peasant militia.

militia (providing an average of 2.5 troops per family). However,
these militia will not attack unless provoked.
No poll tax can be collected.
A half of normal service income can be collected in areas without
a peasant militia, but only a third can be collected in areas with a
peasant militia.
A half of normal resource income can be collected in areas without
a peasant militia, but only a third can be collected in areas with a
peasant militia.
Unsteady (200–229): There is a 20% chance that a –10 penalty
will apply to the confidence rating.
Average (230–269): The dominion is running smoothly. There are
no special conditions or effects.
Steady (270–299): There is a 25% chance per agent that enemy
agents working in the dominion will be exposed.
Healthy (300–349): All income is 10% greater than normal.
There is a 25% chance per agent that enemy agents working in the
dominion will be exposed.
Prosperous (350–399): All income is 10% greater than normal.

A –10 penalty is applied to the confidence rating.

There is a 25% chance per agent that enemy agents working in the
dominion will be exposed.

Defiant (150–199): In each fief that has fewer troops than one
third of the number of families, half the families will form a peasant

If a random check indicates that a disaster will occur during the
coming year, there is a 25% chance that it will not happen.
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Table 13–4: Dominion Events
D100 Roll

Event type

01–05

Major positive event

06–20

Minor positive event

25–40

Neutral event

41–75

Minor negative event

76–95

Major negative event

96–00

Disaster

players’ decisions have a real impact on the way their dominions
prosper or struggle.
Types of event and their effects are listed below:
Major Positive Event: A major positive event will benefit the
dominion greatly. It may result in a bonus to the confidence rating
of up to +25, up to a doubling of income for a season, a population increase of up to +25%, or some combination of the above.
Depending on the nature of the event, the ruler may need to get
involved personally in order to get the best results – but there
should be some positive results even if the ruler does nothing.

Thriving (400–449): All income is 10% greater than normal.
There is a 50% chance per agent that enemy agents working in the
dominion will be exposed.
If a random check indicates that a disaster will occur during the
coming year, there is a 25% chance that it will not happen.
Ideal (450 or Higher): All income is 10% greater than normal.
There is a 75% chance per agent that enemy agents working in the
dominion will be exposed.
If a random check indicates that a disaster will occur during the
coming year, there is a 25% chance that it will not happen.
A +25 bonus is applied to the confidence rating.
The confidence rating cannot drop below 400 before the next confidence check.

Events

Each year, 1d4 random events will happen in the dominion. Due
to the huge variety of events that can occur, it is not possible to
list them here. However, they can be roughly classified into types
of event.
For each event that occurs, roll on Table 13–4 to determine the
type of event.

Although this table is random, the Game Master should be fair to
the players and should not let players’ dominions be wiped out by
a few bad rolls which indicate disaster after disaster.
If the dice seem to be against the players, then the Game Master
should introduce plot elements or potential adventures into the
game that can mitigate the worst situations.
Similarly, if the dice are favouring the players and they are getting
bored just raking in the money every season without challenge, the
Game Master should introduce plot elements or adventures that
can cause additional problems.
However, in either case the Game Master should be careful not to
railroad the players and make them feel that the status quo is being
forcibly maintained. The Game Master should make sure that the

Examples: new resource type found, ancient treasure found, an
immortal decides to become the patron of the dominion, a clan
of demi-human refugees joins the dominion.
Minor Positive Event: A minor positive event will benefit the
dominion, or at the very least not harm it. It may result in a bonus
to the confidence rating of up to +15, up to 50% extra income for
a season, a population increase of up to +15%, or some combination of the above. The ruler may need to get involved personally in
order to get the benefits – but there should be no negative results
even if the ruler does nothing.
Examples: a new trade route is proposed, a hostile tribe of humanoids moves away from the dominion, passing adventurers clear out
local bandits without needing to be hired to do so, a druid moves
into the area.
Neutral Event: A neutral event may benefit the dominion or harm
it, depending on how it is dealt with.
It may result in a change to the confidence rating of up to +/–10,
up to 25% extra or less income for a season, a population change
of up to +/–10%, or some combination of the above.
Whether the event works out positively or negatively should depend
on how the ruler handles it.
Examples: a vip visitor arrives unexpectedly, comets or other omens
are seen in the sky, heresy is discovered in a local church, a local
tribe of humanoids is displaced by a different tribe.
Minor Negative Event: A minor positive event will harm the dominion, or at the very least not benefit it. It may result in a penalty
to the confidence rating of up to +15, up to 50% less income for
a season, a population decrease of up to –15%, or some combination of the above. The ruler may need to get involved personally
in order to avoid the harm – but there should be no significant
positive results no matter how well the ruler handles the situation.
Examples: bandits start raiding, an official is assassinated, low level
wandering monsters arrive in the area, a disease breaks out.
Major Negative Event: A major negative event will harm the dominion greatly. It may result in a penalty to the confidence rating
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of up to –25, up to 75% less income for a season, a population
decrease of up to –25%, or some combination of the above.

Disaster: A disaster event will harm the dominion greatly in a
similar way to a major negative event. It may result in a penalty to
the confidence rating of up to –25, up to 75% less income for a
Depending on the nature of the event, the ruler may need to get season, a population decrease of up to –25%, or some combination
involved personally in order to get the least bad results – but there of the above. It will also result in an immediate confidence check.
should be some negative results no matter how well the ruler han- Depending on the nature of the event, the ruler may need to get
dles the situation.
involved personally in order to get the least bad results – but there
should be seriously negative results no matter how well the ruler
Examples: one of the fief ’s resources runs out, an epidemic strikes, handles the situation.
a high level wandering monster enters the dominion, agitants foment rebellion against the ruler, a major fire breaks out.
Examples: an extremely high level monster attacks the dominion,
plague strikes, a hurricane, tornado or avalanche sweeps the dominion, an earthquake strikes, an immortal smites the dominion.
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here are times when relations between two factions have
broken down to the point where war is the only answer.
Such a war could be between the armies of rival dominions,
or between the collected armies of rival countries. It could even
be between two other humanoid races. Whoever the sides are, the
result is one or more battles between armies.

◊ Do at least 20% of the army have magical abilities (breath weapon, poison, regeneration, gaze attacks, etc.)?
◊ Does 100% of the army have magical abilities (breath weapon,
poison, regeneration, gaze attacks, etc.)?
◊ Are at least 5% of the army spell casters?
◊ Are at least 20% of the army spell casters?

Rank

The combat system described in Chapter 10 – Combat is designed
for small numbers of combatants. For large battles with hundreds The rank of an army is a measure of how skilled it is. This counts
or even thousands of combatants on either side, the system would for both how skilled each individual creature in the army is and
be completely unworkable due to the amount of time and book- also how well practised the army is at fighting as a unit. There are
keeping involved.
eight named ranks: untrained, poor, below average, fair, average,
good, excellent, and elite. For the standing armies of fiefdoms it
Therefore this chapter presents rules for battles between armies. is based on how much is spent hiring and maintaining the army.
The battle system in this chapter is not designed for detailed simu- For monsters, it is based on their hit dice, as shown in Table 14–1.
lation of a battle with the complexity of a war game, and lots of Note that special abilities and asterisks are not counted here, becardboard chits or counters (representing squads or units) being cause they will be taken into account separately in the capability
moved around the battlefield. Such simulations are slow and rely score and battle rating.
on the tactical skill of the players.
Table 4–1: Army Ranks
Instead, each clash between two armies is resolved in a single roll.
Cost
Hit Dice
Rank
(hired Armies)
(monsters)

Armies

Armies have their effectiveness in battle represented by two scores:
their size and their battle rating. The size of an army is simply
the number of creatures it contains. The battle rating of the army
is a measure of how good at fighting (on average) each creature
in the army is. Note that these two measures are independent of
each other – an army does not get a bonus to its battle rating for
being large.
Calculating the size of an army is trivial – it’s simply the number
of creatures in it. Calculating the battle rating of an army is done
by working out two values: the army’s capability score and its
rank – and then looking them up on a table.

Less than 1

Untrained

1

Poor

x½

1+ to 2

Below average

x¾

2+ to 3

Fair

x1

3+ to 5

Average

x1½

5+ to 7

Good

x2

7+ to 9

Excellent

x3

9+ and higher

Elite

Developer Commentary

Capability Score

The capability score of an army is a measure of what the creatures
within the army are capable of doing. There are fourteen tests
that you apply to the army measuring different capabilities that
it might have and it gains a point of capability score for each test
that applies. Therefore the capability score of an army is always a
value from 0–14. The fourteen tests are:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

x¼
x⅓

Are at least 20% of the army mounted?
Are at least 50% of the army mounted?
Can at least 1% of the army fly?
Can at least 20% of the army fly?
Is the average movement rate of the army at least 35’ per round?
Do at least 20% of the army have missile weapons?
Do at least 20% of the army have missile weapons with a range
of at least 100’?
◊ Do at least 50% of the troops have an armour class of 4 or lower?
◊ Do at least 50% of the troops have attacks capable of doing 8+
damage per round?
◊ Do at least 1% of the army have magical abilities (breath weapon,
poison, regeneration, gaze attacks, etc.)?

In the original game that Dark Dungeons emulates, calculating army
rank required a large number of factors, which the Game Master
was unlikely to have for armies not controlled by players.
The first edition of Dark Dungeons simplified this tremendously,
but still required you to track how long each army had been training together and it was still overly complex to add recruits to an
existing army.
This edition of Dark Dungeons swaps the experience-based rank
for a cost-based rank, which makes everything much easier from a
game point of view.
From an in-character point of view, think of it as the extra cost not
only paying for better training and equipment but also providing
better pay which will attract a higher calibre of recruits.
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Battle Rating

To find the battle rating of the army, look up the army’s rank and
capability score on the Table 14–2.

should be somewhere between half a mile and a mile across. An
area can only hold one army, and armies attack by invading the
area occupied by another army.

Battles

Battle Turns

When armies are going to clash in a location, you should prepare a Time during a battle is measures in battle turns. Each battle turn
rough map of that location split into areas. This can be done using is much longer than a combat round. It can last anywhere from
hexes or it can be done by simply dividing the location into rough half an hour to two hours depending on the battle. At the start of
geographical regions (e.g. “the woods”, “the west side of the village”, each battle turn, all armies that are adjacent to an enemy army are
“the fields north of the bridge”, “the hill”, and so forth). Each area considered to be engaged with that enemy army.
Table 14–2: Battle Ratings
Capability

Untrained

Poor

Below
Average

Fair

Average

Good

Excellent

Elite

0

2

6

9

12

15

18

22

28

1

2

7

10

13

17

20

24

31

2

2

7

11

14

18

22

26

34

3

3

8

12

16

20

23

29

36

4

3

8

13

17

21

25

31

39

5

3

9

14

18

23

27

33

42

6

3

10

14

19

24

29

35

45

7

3

10

15

20

26

31

37

48

8

4

11

16

22

27

32

40

50

9

4

11

17

23

29

34

42

53

10

4

12

18

24

30

36

44

56

11

4

13

19

25

32

38

46

59

12

4

13

20

26

33

40

48

62

13

5

14

21

28

35

41

51

64

14

5

14

22

29

36

43

53

67
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When armies clash during a battle turn, the clash is resolved by
calculating a battlefield bonus for each army based on three factors:

Table 14–3: Battlefield Bonus for Relative Size
Outnumbering

Battlefield Bonus

◊ The tactics that each army is using.
◊ The relative size of each army.
◊ Miscellaneous situational factors.

More than 50:1

+32

More than 40:1

+30

More than 30:1

+28

How well each army does in the clash is then determined by adding
their battlefield bonus to their battle rating, and adding a d20. The
army that gets the highest total “wins” the clash.

More than 20:1

+26

Moving

More than 15:1

+24

More than 10:1

+22

More than 8:1

+20

Armies are resolved in order from the smallest to the largest. If an
army is not engaged, it may move up to two areas, but must end its
movement if it becomes adjacent to an enemy army after moving
its first area. Armies can’t move through other armies.

More than 7:1

+18

More than 6:1

+16

Splitting and Merging

During its movement an army can split into two or more smaller
armies of the same type which can move in different ways. Each
of the smaller armies must comprise of at least 20% of the troops
in the army that is splitting. An army that is engaged may split in
this manner, but at least one of the smaller armies into which it
splits must be left behind. Similarly, two armies comprised of the
same type of troop can merge into a single larger army by simply
moving into the same area.

More than 5:1

+14

More than 4:1

+12

More than 3:1

+9

More than 2:1

+6

More than 1.5:1

+3

1.5:1 or Less

+0

Situational Factors

Finally, each side gets additional battlefield bonuses as follows:

◊ +2 if the army is in their home territory.
◊ +2 if the army have beaten this enemy before.
Once all armies have moved, each army that is engaged with an- ◊ +2 if the rank of the army is at least two higher than that of
other army (i.e. all armies that are adjacent to at least one enemy
their enemy.
army) must fight all armies with which it is engaged. If an army is ◊ +6 if ambushing an enemy while the enemy is unprepared.
engaged with more than one enemy army, it must temporarily split ◊ –2 if any allied force has routed.
into enough smaller armies to fight each of them individually. As ◊ +4 if the battle is at night and the entire army has darkvision.
with movement, the split may not result in any armies with a size ◊ +4 if attacking or defending from higher ground or a town.
smaller than 20% of the whole army (unless the army is totally ◊ –4 for mounted troops in mountains, woods, or at a stronghold.
surrounded and is engaged with more than five opponents at once!) ◊ –4 for combat in difficult terrain unless at least half the army
can fly.
This temporary split last only for the duration of the fight, and at ◊ +2 if the army is defending.
the start of the next battle turn the smaller armies (if they are still ◊ +10 if defending a bridge, narrow pass, or gorge.
◊ +8 if defending and the attacker must cross deep water.
in the same area) will re-join to form a single army once more.
◊ +6 if the army has more (by value) siege weaponry than its enemy does.
Combat Merges
When two armies are merged into a single one (or when a group ◊ +5 if at least 10% of the army is resistant to at least 80% of the
enemy’s attacks.
of new recruits are added to an existing army to increase its size),
◊ +5 if the whole army is resistant to at least 80% of the enemy’s
the rank of the combined army is calculated as follows:
attacks.
◊ +10 if the whole army is immune to at least 80% of the enemy’s
◊ Start with the higher of the ranks of the two armies.
attacks.
◊ For each 20% of the combined army that comes from the less ◊ –2 if the army has medium fatigue.
◊ –6 if the army has severe fatigue.
good troops, reduce the rank by one level.

Combat Splits

◊ The rank can never be reduced below the lower of the ranks of
the two armies.
Remember that if the two armies have different capabilities you
may need to re-calculate the capability score of the combined army
as well.

Relative Size

In each fight, the larger of the two armies in the fight gets a battlefield bonus based upon the ratio of their size to their opponent’s
size as shown in Table 14–3:
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Table 14–4: Tactics Comparison
Your Tactic

Enemy
Advances

Enemy
Charges

Enemy
Envelops

Enemy
Holds

Enemy
Lures

Enemy
Withdraws

Advance

+10%
Casualties

–4
Battlefield
Bonus

+10%
Casualties

–

+10%
Casualties

+2
Battlefield
Bonus

Charge

+20%
Casualties

+20%
Casualties

+2
Battlefield
Bonus

+20%
Casualties

+20%
Casualties

+4
Battlefield
Bonus

Envelop

–2
Battlefield
Bonus

+10%
Casualties

–

+4
Battlefield
Bonus

–10%
Casualties

+2
Battlefield
Bonus

Hold

–10%
Casualties

–5
Battlefield
Bonus

+20%
Casualties

No
Combat

–10%
Casualties

No
Combat

Lure

+2
Battlefield
Bonus

+4
Battlefield
Bonus

–4
Battlefield
Bonus

–4
Battlefield
Bonus

–

–10%
Casualties

Withdraw

+20%
Casualties

+30%
Casualties

–10%
Casualties

No
Combat

–10%
Casualties

No
Combat

Note that if an army is defending a stronghold (a fortified manor
house, keep or castle) it may apply a multiplier to its troops before
looking on this table based on the type of stronghold it is defending.

Tactics

The commander of each army that is engaged must choose a tactic
that the army will use against its enemy. All tactics for all armies are
chosen in secret and revealed simultaneously (it’s best to do this by
writing them on paper and revealing the papers simultaneously).
The six possible tactics are:
Advance: The army tries to advance in a controlled manner into its
enemy’s area, staying in formation if it has one. Although effective
against withdrawing or holding armies, armies using this tactic
can find themselves suffering if the enemy tries to envelop them
or lure them into a trap. However, overall it is still one of the less
risky tactics. This is a type of attack.

Charge: This is an all-out attack, charging the enemy and attempting to punch through the front ranks to attack the more vulnerable
troops. It is great for punching a hole through troops that are trying to envelop you or for running down troops that are trying to
withdraw, but it can be a costly tactic in terms of casualties. This
is a type of attack.
Envelop: The army tries to surround the enemy and attack from
all sides. It is particularly effective against enemies who are holding position, but leaves the attacking army vulnerable to direct
counterattacks and charges. This is a type of attack.
Hold: The army tries to hold position (and formation if they have
one), letting the enemy come to them and engaging them when
they do. This tactic is a good defence against a normal advance or
an attempt to lure the armies into a trap, but it is easily enveloped
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Table 14–5: Battle Results
Difference
0

Winner
Casualties
10%

Movement
None

Loser
Fatigue
None

Casualties
10%

Movement
None

Fatigue
None

1

0%

None

None

10%

Retreat

None

2–3

0%

None

None

20%

Retreat

None

4–5

10%

None

None

20%

Retreat

Medium

6–7

10%

None

None

30%

Retreat

Medium

8

20%

Retreat

Medium

40%

Retreat

Severe

9–10*

0%

None

None

30%

Retreat

Severe

11–13

20%

Advance

Medium

50%

Retreat

Severe

14–16

30%

Advance

Medium

60%

Retreat

Severe

17–18

10%

Advance

None

50%

Retreat

Severe

19–20

0%

Advance

None

30%

Breach

Rout

21–30

10%

Advance

None

70%

Breach

Rout

31+

10%

Advance

None

100%

Breach

Rout

* maximum result possible if the winner chose a defensive tactic.
and can be counterproductive when the enemy tries to charge the
holding army. This is a type of defence.
Lure: The army tries to lure the enemy into making costly lunges
and flanking manoeuvres, before attacking those troops committed
to such manoeuvres. This tactic is effective against attacking troops
and can be devastating against troops that are trying to charge you;
but is very weak against armies that are reluctant to engage directly,
such as those trying to hold position or withdraw from combat
completely. This is a type of defence.
Withdraw: This is simply an attempt to leave the area with as little
fighting as possible. It is a risky manoeuvre against enemies which
are attacking, but can often avoid a fight completely if the enemy
is holding position. This is a type of defence.
An army that is using the advance, charge or envelop tactic is
considered to be attacking. An army that is using the hold, lure or
withdraw tactic is considered to be defending. This might mean
that in a given clash both armies may be attacking, both may be
defending, or one may be attacking and one may be defending.
Once all tactics have been revealed, the tactics of each pair of armies
that are engaged are compared on Table 14–4 (note that both
armies look on the table to get their respective bonus or penalty
based on their chosen tactic; you don’t just look once for the pair):

Resolving the Clash

The commander of each army rolls the following:
◊ Battle rating + battlefield bonus (from tactics, numbers and
situation) + d20

Whichever army gets the higher total is the winner. Subtract the
loser’s score from the winner’s score and look up the results on the
Table 14–5 – battle results.
The number of casualties each side suffers may be modified by the
tactic they are using, and further modified if they are defending
a stronghold.
Movement is based on the areas in which the armies were at the
start of the fight:
None: The army finishes the fight where it started. If the army
chose the “withdraw” tactic, this result is treated as a “retreat” result.
Retreat: The army must retreat to an adjacent empty area (one not
containing another army) of their choice. If there is no available
adjacent empty area (or if the army is defending a stronghold) then
the army stays where it is.
Advance: The army advances into the area vacated by the losing
army. If the losing army was unable to retreat, this result is treated
as a “none” result.
Breach: If the army is defending a stronghold, the stronghold’s
defences have been breached and it will provide no further bonuses
until it is mended. Otherwise treat this as a “retreat” result.
Fatigue: Medium or severe fatigue has no immediate effect, but
gives a penalty of future battles held in the same day. A rout result
means that the army ceases to exist, with its individual members
either fleeing or surrendering, unless it is defending a stronghold.
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he mundane world with its castles, cities and forests is not
the sum total of existence. While it may seem so to the
average commoner, seasoned adventurers know that there
are a multitude of other places out there, from other planets to
alternate realities.

High level adventurers will likely have fought or dealt with creatures
from such places, and may well – with the right magic – visit those
places themselves.

forever. The solar system is inside a giant sphere known as a celestial
sphere. The celestial sphere is hundreds of millions of miles across,
capable of fitting the orbits of all the planets inside it.
The celestial sphere appears to be made of a dark, smoky crystal or
glass that is completely impervious to any physical force. Dotted
about the sphere are huge transparent “windows” which let in light.

These windows are visible from the surface of the planets inside the
sphere as stars. These windows, however, are just as impervious as
This chapter is reliant on Game Master’s discretion more than most. the rest of the sphere.
Things like the number of planets orbiting the sun and the number
of outer planes (both of which are described in this chapter) are Huge though it is, the sphere is not the only nearby “place”. There
very dependent on the campaign setting, and therefore this chapter are also parallel realities called planes.
must be necessarily vague about such things.
The normal world is often called the prime plane, since it is the
only one which is infinite in size, and it is the plane on which all
Developer Commentary
others are anchored, directly or indirectly.
Because of the restrictions of the open game license, the first edition
of Dark Dungeons was not able to emulate the setting of the game
it was based on, only the mechanics. However, I couldn’t simply not
provide a cosmology for the game because the presence of immortals
demanded one (immortals interact with the cosmology on a regular
basis), so I had to provide my own.

Rather than come up with one from scratch, I decided to take inspiration from the cosmology of a popular supplement for the second
edition of the original game instead - one with celestial spheres and
magical flying ships.
The cosmology presented in this chapter (and the accompanying
skysailing rules) are based on that supplement, but adapted to fit
the mechanics of this game. They are also designed to be modular in
that you can drop the celestial spheres and space travel and still use
the planar cosmology if it’s not to your taste and you can similarly
drop the skysailing if you don’t like having that in your game.
Dropping the planar cosmology is trickier because if you don’t have
an alternative to replace it with you’ll struggle to do high level and
immortal level play.

Overview

The planet that adventurers live on is just that – a planet. It flies
through the void as it orbits the sun. Like many planets, it’s basically
a big rock surrounded by air and a bit of water. At least, that’s the
assumption that these rules make. Individual game masters can set
campaigns on very different planets if they want to.
Of course, the adventurers do not live on the only planet out there.
Dark dungeons assumes that there are a few planets orbiting the
sun. This being a magical world and not our real world, some of
these planets are almost always inhabitable (although not always
inhabited).
The whole solar system sits in the void – an empty nothingness
much like our real-world space – but the void does not stretch

The other planes are split into two categories – inner planes and
outer planes.
The inner planes are truly parallel to the prime plane, or at least to
the celestial sphere. Each inner plane is exactly the same size as the
sphere, and has a sun and planets in the exact same positions and
orbits as those in the prime plane sphere. There are five of these
inner planes – four elemental planes (fire, earth, air and water) and
an ethereal plane. These planes have a one-to-one correspondence
with the prime plane in that every point on the prime plane has a
corresponding point on each of the five inner planes. If you travel
from the prime plane to the elemental plane of water, then sail 20
miles, and then travel back to the prime plane; you’ll end up 20
miles from where you started.
Outer planes, on the other hand, are different. These planes are
created by immortals, and can be as varied as their creators’ whims
dictate.
One thing they have in common, however, is that each one has a
single point where it is “anchored” onto another plane (often the
prime plane, but theoretically any plane will do). The anchor point
is the only point with a fixed correspondence to the plane that it
is anchored to. If you travel to an outer plane at the anchor point
and then walk, fly or sail 20 miles, you simply won’t be able to
travel back without either returning to the anchor point or using
magic such as a Gate spell.
And that is not all...
The celestial sphere itself can be penetrated with powerful magic.
Outside the sphere is a strange glowing substance, if substance is the
right word, called the luminiferous aether. Sail or fly through this
for long enough and you’ll encounter other celestial spheres – each
of which will contain its own unique set of planets and will have
its own inner and outer planes attached.
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However, all planes are attached to the prime plane inside celestial
spheres. In the luminiferous aether there are no other planes.
The rest of this chapter looks at these different locations and phenomena, how to survive in them, and how to travel to and through
them.

The Void

The void is the empty space between worlds. As the name suggests,
it is completely empty, not even containing air.

Gravity

There is no gravity in the void away from large masses, so any
unsecured object will simply drift randomly. Because of the lack
of air, creatures with wings will find it impossible to fly; although
magical flight still works.
Any mass in the void, from the smallest pebble to the largest planet
or sun will have its own gravity. However, unlike our world this
gravity does not always pull in the direction of the centre of the
mass and is not directly proportional to the mass of the mass(es)
involved.
Instead, the strength of the gravity around an object or group of
objects is always the same; the distance over which that gravity acts
is limited and based on the size of the object or group of objects;
and the direction of the gravity is based on the shape of the object.
Strength: The strength of gravity is always simply the normal
strength of gravity that is found on the real-world earth. Within the
gravity envelope of a planet, big or small, things fall just as expected.

Example: The Game Master has decided that the campaign is
primarily set on a planet the size of earth – a spherical planet of
approximately 8,000 miles diameter. In theory, the gravity envelope
of this planet would therefore also be spherical and stretch 8,000
miles in every direction. However, gravity envelopes cannot be more
than 50 miles deep, so instead it spherical and stretches 50 miles
in every direction.
The party are travelling through the void in the black swan – a
skiﬀ that has been equipped with sails of skysailing. The black swan
is 45’ long, 15’ wide and 8’ tall. The gravity envelope of this ship is
therefore an area 135’ long, 45’ wide and 24’ tall. In theory, there
is a thin bit of the envelope that sticks up in the middle where the
mast of the ship sticks up, but practically that can be ignored for
most purposes.
towards a point in the centre of the object. This means that it is
possible to walk all round the sphere without falling off.
If the object responsible for the gravity field is roughly cylindrical,
then throughout the gravity field gravity pulls towards the central
line of the cylinder. This means that it is possible to walk all around
the cylinder without falling off, but it is possible to fall off either
end of the cylinder. Anyone doing so would oscillate back and forth
until they settled next to the end of the cylinder lined up with the
mid-point. The gravity envelope would prevent them from “falling”
further, but there would be nothing to stop them drifting away in
a direction perpendicular to the cylinder’s end.

If the object responsible for the gravity envelope is roughly flat,
such as a ship, then throughout the gravity envelope gravity pulls
Distance: The distance away from an object to which its grav- towards a plane that cuts through the middle of the object. This
ity extends is based on the width of the object in the direction means that it is possible to walk around on the upper deck(s) of
in which the distance is being measured. That’s less complicated the ship without falling off, and it is also possible to walk around
than it sounds. Basically it means that the gravity envelope for an on the underneath of the ship’s hull without falling off. However,
object stretches as far above the object as the object is tall, as far to it is still possible to fall off the side of the ship, and someone doing
either side of the object as the object is wide, and as far in front of so would oscillate back and forth until they settled next to the side
and behind the object as the object is deep. The gravity envelope of the ship lined up with the mid plane of the ship. The gravity
is therefore the same shape as the object but three times the size envelope would prevent them from “falling” further, but there
(and 27 times the volume).
would be nothing to stop them drifting either along or away from
the ship whilst staying on that same plane.
However, there is a limit to the size of the gravity envelope produced
by an object. The envelope will never be more than fifty miles deep In the case of large objects with unusual shapes, these may have
no matter how large the width of the object is.
different gravity directions at the Game Master’s discretion. For
example a large hollow sphere might have gravity pointing towards
Direction: The direction of gravity within a gravity envelope is the middle of its thickness, meaning that the inside and outside
determined by the shape of the object that is responsible for the of the sphere can both be walked on; or a large doughnut shaped
envelope. Each gravity envelope will have a consistent direction of object might have gravity pointing to a ring through its centre, so
gravity throughout, and if the shape of the object responsible for that it can be walked around without falling off.
the envelope changes there may be a sudden flip from one gravity
direction to another. Different parts of the gravity envelope will If in doubt, use the direction of gravity that seems the most sensible
never have different directions.
and convenient.
The three most common directions are point, plane and line gravity.
If the object responsible for the gravity field is roughly spherical,
such as a planet, then throughout the gravity field gravity pulls

In any case, when a small object enters the gravity envelope of a
larger object, the smaller object takes on the gravity envelope of
the larger object.
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Example: The black swan, like most ships, is roughly flat; so its
gravity points in the direction of its central plane. People can stand
on both its deck and the underneath of its hull without falling oﬀ.
When the ship approaches a planet in order to land, it will take
on the gravity envelope of the planet. The safest way for Aloysius to
manage this transition without everyone falling oﬀ is to manoeuvre
the ship so that its hull is facing the planet. That way gravity will
still be pointing “down” through the hull and people on the decks
will not fall oﬀ.

Air and Breathing

The void itself contains no air of any kind. However, the objects
within the void will normally be surrounded by an envelope of
air that clings to them because of their gravity envelope. The air
envelope is generally the same size as the gravity envelope.
Unfortunately for travellers, the air around a creature or object will
go “bad” and become unbreathable if it is not replenished regularly.
Large planets don’t have this problem – partly because of the sheer
size of the air envelope around them and partly because they have
whole ecosystems constantly replenishing the air.
Air quality is divided into three levels of quality: fresh, fouled, and
dead.
◊ Fresh Air: fresh air is healthy and normal. Creatures can survive
and operate in it without problem.
◊ Foul Air: foul air is unhealthy, humid and smells bad. Creatures
can survive in it, but will often be short of breath and take a –2
penalty to all actions that require rolls.

size of the object and many other factors; it is best abstracted by the
following (particularly for ships equipped with sails of skysailing):
For each ton of weight of the object, it’s air envelope will last one
person 120 days. Horses and large creatures use the same amount
of air as two people (or even more in the case of extremely large
creatures).
Example: The party travelling in the black swan consists of four
people. The ship weighs 5 tons (it’s a skiﬀ), and can thus support 5
x 120 = 600 person-days. Therefore it will take 600 / 4 = 150 days
for the air to become fouled and a further 150 days for the air to
become dead. The ship cannot safely travel for more than 300 days
(with this crew) before landing on a planet to refresh its air supply.
The Create Air spell always maintains fresh air within its area of
effect for the duration of the spell, but once the duration runs out,
the air returns to its former fouled or dead state.
A person under the effects of a Survival spell does not suffer the
effects of foul or dead air for the duration of the spell.

Movement & Travel

Getting to the void is easy. It can be done by simply flying up for
long enough to reach the edge of the planet’s air & gravity envelope.

However, assuming that the campaign is set on an earth sized planet,
this envelope will be 50 miles deep; so while creatures flying under
their own power may be able to fly that distance they are unlikely
to fly that high by accident.

Ships equipped with sails of skysailing can easily fly such distances.
◊ Dead Air: dead air can no longer support creatures at all. Crea- However, they cannot necessarily fly at full cruising speed since
tures trapped in dead air will suffocate to the point of uncon- they are fighting gravity all the way. It takes a ship a full hour to
sciousness over the course of 2d6 rounds and then die in an- reach the edge of the gravity envelope regardless of the effective
other 1d4 minutes. Before unconsciousness sets in, creatures in level of the pilot.
dead air take a –4 penalty to all actions that require rolls.
While doing such a take-off or landing, the ship can do other naviA character who is about to knowingly enter an area of dead air can gation at the same time. It can travel around the planet at normal
hold their breath for a number of rounds equal to their constitution cruising speed while ascending or descending.
before symptoms start.
Once outside of a gravity envelope, any form of magical flight will
The exact time it takes for a creature to foul its own air envelope work as normal, although winged flight will not unless the creato the point where it drops a level in quality (if drifting in the ture’s description specifically says that it can fly through the void.
void) depends on a multitude of factors and variables; and is best Winged creatures that do fly high enough to reach the edge of the
abstracted to a roll of 2d10x10 minutes. Larger creatures take gravity and air envelopes will be able to feel that they have reached
more air with them, but also use more air; so the result is the same. the edge and non-intelligent ones will instinctively go no higher.
Once in the void, the main difficulty with travelling through it is
that the distances are so immense. The distance from one planet
to another may be anywhere from 36 million miles to 3.5 billion
miles or more; and the radius of a celestial sphere can be up to 7
billion miles. Getting from planet to planet is therefore only posIn the case of people on a rock or on a ship, the object that they sible with magic designed for that purpose. Normal magical flying
are on will provide a much bigger air envelope, so it will last much effects or items are far too slow to even attempt the journey. Even a
longer before becoming foul. Although the amount of air in the en- simple trip to a planet’s moon is likely to be at least 200,000 miles.
velope would be most accurately determined by the exact shape and

Undead, constructs, golems, and immortals (unless they in mortal
form) do not foul the air that they carry around, since they do
not need to breathe, and they also take no penalties for being in
fouled or dead air.
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Ships equipped with sails of skysailing are one of the few commonly
found magical effects designed for such long distance travel.

In either case, the radius of the sphere will always be at least twice
the radius at which the outermost planet orbits.

The speeds listed for such ships in Chapter 12 – Into the Wider
World are the speeds within a gravity envelope. Once a skysailing
ship has escaped the gravity envelopes of nearby planets and is in
the open void, it can accelerate to voidspeed. Unlike the speeds
achieved in atmosphere, voidspeed is not dependent on the effective level of the pilot of the ship. It is fixed at 100 million miles per
standard 8-hour travel day. As with air travel, the pilot of the ship
can do a “double shift” if the need arises. See Chapter 12 – Into
the Wider World for more details.

Example: If the campaign was set on a planet like earth (third
planet of nine from the sun, if we include pluto), the radius of the celestial sphere should be at least twice the radius at which pluto orbits.

This immense voidspeed can only be maintained in a straight line.
Any need to manoeuvre will cause the ship to drop to normal air
speed. Similarly, entering the gravity envelope of another object
will cause the ship to drop to normal air speed.

Pluto orbits at a radius of 3.6 billion miles from the sun, so therefore the sphere would have a radius of at least 7.2 billion miles. At
standard voidspeed, it would take a ship 72 days to reach the edge
on average.
Obviously, if you wanted travel to the edge of the celestial sphere to
be quicker and easier, you would place fewer planets in your setting
or put them closer together.

Dotted around the sphere are glowing points of light that can be
seen as stars from the various planets in the sphere. These are a
No encounters are normally had in the void, since the distances and part of the sphere, and cannot be moved or damaged in any way.
speeds involved are so huge that the odds of two ships actually com- However, they are useful for navigation, and provide a dim light
ing close enough to even detect each other are astronomically low. in the absence of a sun.

When travelling from planet to planet, it is not necessary to cal- Astronomical Bodies
culate the exact orbits of each planet in order to find out the exact The astronomical bodies – planets and sun(s) – in the sphere can
distance between them. Instead, simply use a standard “average” be loosely categorised into four types, corresponding to the four
distance between each planet.
states of matter:
Example: Aloysius is piloting the black swan home after visiting
another planet. The two planets are the same distance apart as the
earth and mars – about 50 million miles.
Aloysius flies the black swan straight towards home at voidspeed,
and arrives at the edge of the gravity envelope (50 miles above the
surface) in 4 hours. He then manoeuvres the ship so that its hull
is facing the planet, and lowers it into the atmosphere. The time
taken to descend through atmosphere is always 1 hour, so it takes a
further hour to bring the black swan down to within a few hundred
feet of the ground.
While descending, Aloysius checks on his maps to see whereabouts
on the planet he is, and then sets oﬀ at cruising speed to get to the
skyport of his choice. When he has both arrived and finished descending (whichever takes longer) he will switch to manoeuvring speed
in order to land carefully.

The Celestial Sphere

Although incredibly huge, the void is not endless. It is bounded by
a shell of crystalline material called the celestial sphere.

The sphere is impervious to any physical or magical damage, even
from immortals.
Assuming your campaign world is not terribly unusual, the sphere
will contain either a sun in the centre with a number of planets
orbiting it, or a central planet that is orbited by a sun and one or
more other moons and planets.

Gaseous Body: A gaseous body is a gas planet. The body of the
planet is made of air or some similar gas, and it is not usually possible to tell where the air envelope stops and the planet itself starts.
A gaseous body may have a small core at the centre, composed
of debris that has accumulated there, but generally it is entirely
composed of air. A gaseous planet usually has extremely violent
weather patterns.
Solid Body: A solid body is a solid planet like our own earth. It
will be primarily composed of rock, and have a normal atmosphere.
Dark dungeons assumes that the campaign is set on a solid body.
Radiating Body: A radiating body is a sun. There is usually one
per sphere, and it is often in the centre. A sun provides light for
the whole sphere; without a sun the sphere is dark and lit only by
the stars. However, a sun is not necessary to provide heat in the
void. A sphere without a sun will be cold enough to freeze water,
but will still be warm enough to survive in.
If the gravity and air envelope of a radiating body is entered, treat
it as if on the elemental plane of fire, with the exception that there
is no ground. The planet is usually fire all the way to the centre,
since any debris that would accumulate there will typically burn up.
Liquid Body: A liquid planet is basically a large blob of water or
a similar liquid, forming a planet that is entirely sea. It may have
a small core made of debris, and may also have small islands of
floating debris, possibly even with settlers or refugees living on
them. The atmosphere of a water planet is normal.
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In a sphere without a sun, a liquid planet will be a frozen ball of
ice and snow rather than liquid water.

The Inner Planes

Inside the celestial sphere, there is not just the mundane world
(known as the prime plane). There are also parallel worlds that take
up the same space as the mundane world. Such parallel worlds are
called planes, and the five that always take up the same space as
the inside of a sphere are referred to as the inner planes. Each of
them is finite in size and surrounded by the same crystalline sphere.

There is an exact mapping between the inner planes and the prime
plane, in that each inner plane has its own copies of the astronomical bodies contained in the prime plane, and these bodies contain
the same rough geographical features (mountain ranges, seas, etc.)
as those on the prime plane. However, artificial structures and
vegetation will not be mirrored.
The correspondence between the planes extends to movement as
well. If someone travels from the prime plane to the ethereal plane,
travels north for a mile, and then returns to the prime plane; they
will arrive one mile north of their starting position.

The Ethereal Plane

The ethereal plane is the plane most often visited by adventurers. It
directly touches the prime plane at all points, which makes travel
relatively easy (for example an adventurer under the influence of
a Travel spell can move between the ethereal and prime planes at
any location).
Everything on the ethereal plane is made from ether, which is a
kind of sticky grey ectoplasm that looks like dense smoke and feels
cold and clammy to the touch. Ether can only exist on the ethereal
plane. If it is brought off that plane onto any other plane it simply
evaporates and vanishes leaving no trace.

Example: Black Leaf is scouting well ahead of the rest of the party
when she triggers a trap. The door to the room she is in slams shut
and spikes protrude from the ceiling, which then starts inexorably
lowering.
After failing to pick the lock on the door, Black Leaf decides that it’s
too risky to wait and see if the rest of the party can rescue her, and she
drinks a potion of ethereality that she has been saving for emergencies.
Black Leaf enters the ethereal plane, and finds herself in what appears
to be the same room with the same descending spiked ceiling, except
that everything is made out of ectoplasm. The ectoplasmic ceiling
continues to descend, following the descent of the real ceiling on the
prime plane, but Black Leaf simply pushes through it unharmed.
Satisfied that she has escaped danger, she wades slowly through the
ectoplasm back to the door. The real door is still locked, but once
again she can push through the ectoplasmic copy of it and emerge
back outside in the corridor.
Black Leaf then returns to the prime plane, and appears unharmed
in the corridor outside the room. To any observers who can’t see
invisible creatures, she would have apparently disappeared when
drinking the potion and then reappeared outside a minute or so later.
Creatures who could see invisible would have been able to see her
shadowy form as she moved around on the ethereal plane.

Air and Breathing

Although there is no actual air or water on the ethereal plane, both
air and water breathers alike can breathe the etheric ectoplasm
with no ill effect.

Movement & Travel

Getting to the ethereal plane usually requires a Travel spell (the
The ethereal plane is constantly lit by a dim light, although visibility ethereal plane is adjacent to the prime plane) or a Gate spell. Howis equivalent to shadowy torchlight. There are no actual shadows, ever, there are certain magic items that provide a specialised form
since the light penetrates the entire plane, but any ability that re- of the Travel spell that allows access to the ethereal plane but no
quires shadows to work will work in the dimly lit ethereal. There other planes.
is no colour in the ethereal plane as the ether is all grey; although
denser ether is more whitish. The only colours that can be seen are Movement in the ethereal plane is tricky at best, since even the
on objects or creatures that have entered the ethereal plane from most solid “ground” still gives. Walking is possible, but can only be
other planes. This often makes such creatures and objects stand done at half speed, since walking on the soft ether is like trudging
out vividly despite the low light.
through loose sand.
While all the inner planes touch the prime plane, the ethereal plane
actually overlaps to some extent. The ether is attracted to matter on
the prime plane, and becomes more dense in the ethereal equivalent
of the location, being least dense where there is void on the prime
plane and most dense where there is metal.
Because of this effect, it is possible to “see” the shapes of things
that are on the prime plane from the ethereal plane by seeing the
patches of dense ether that correspond to them.

However, this softness does have its advantages. It is possible for a
solid being visiting the ethereal plane to push through the ethereal
representations of solid prime plane objects. Pushing through dense
ether in this way reduces movement speed to one quarter of normal.
Flying (both winged and magical) can be done in the ether at normal rates through the less dense ether that corresponds to prime
plain water air or void, and can be done at half speed through the
denser ether that corresponds to solid prime plane matter.
A second consequence of the overlap between the prime plane
and the ethereal plane is that creatures able to see invisible things
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(whether through an innate ability or through a Detect Invisible
spell) can see creatures or objects on the ethereal plane.

The Elemental Planes

noses with scarves or wraps to avoid choking. Even without choking
on the dust, it still cannot be breathed, so travellers need to either
be able to go without air or to have some means of creating air.

In addition to the ethereal plane, there are four elemental planes
touching the prime plane within the celestial sphere. These are the
elemental planes of air, earth, fire and water.

The seas on the elemental plane of earth are composed of a fine
silty sand that behaves much like a liquid. Needless to say, it is just
as inhospitable to air (and water) breathers as the atmosphere is.

As with the ethereal plane, there is a direct mapping between all
points on each of these planes and the corresponding points on
the prime plane.

The sun and other large natural fire sources are composed of shining crystals, which – although they glow brightly – do not give
out appreciable heat.

Each elemental plane contains void just like the prime plane, and The biggest problem for travellers to the elemental plane of earth
contains copies of the same astronomical bodies as the prime plane. is breathing. Other than that, the plane is relatively safe to explore.
However, unlike the prime plane versions of these bodies, all matter
in an elemental plane is composed of only a single element, in dif- Fire: The elemental plane of fire is naturally extremely hot. The
ferent states that simulate the other elements as far as possible. In all ground is made from red hot glowing coals and ash, and the seas
cases however, the elemental version of the void is still simply void. are made of runny lava with swirls of molten metal through it. The
lava is soft enough to swim in (assuming you can take the heat)
Each of these elemental versions of the astronomical bodies has but neither air nor water breathers can breathe it.
the same basic geographic features (mountains, rivers, seas and
so on) as the equivalent prime body; but vegetation and artificial The atmosphere of the elemental plane of fire is comprised entirely
structures are not represented.
of flame. Although the flame will scorch the lungs of any who try
to breathe it, those who are protected from the heat find that it is
actually breathable by air breathers.
Example: Elfstar is standing by her house, which is by a stream in
a forest clearing. She casts a Survival spell followed by a Travel spell
and moves to the elemental plane of water.

When she arrives, she is standing on ice rather than soil, and neither
the house nor the trees are there.
The stream is still there, however, and through the water vapour that
makes up the sky Elfstar can see a brightly shining white sun that
appears to be made of steam.
The elemental equivalents of the other elements are as follows:
Air: The ground is made from soft but solid clouds, which halve
the movement rates of any land based creature. However, these
clouds are solid enough that they can’t simply be pushed through.

The sun and other large natural fire sources are, of course, simply
white hot fire.
At first glance, the elemental plane of fire appears to be the least
hospitable of the elemental planes. However, once the problem
of heat is overcome by some kind of magical protection, it is not
too bad. The atmosphere can be breathed, and the ground is solid.
Water: On the elemental plane of water, the ground is primarily
made of ice and snow. Seas and rivers are made of clear fresh water.
The atmosphere in the elemental plane of water is comprised of
pure water vapour, and air breathing creatures who try to breathe
it will drown. Water breathers can breathe it with no difficulty.

The sun and other large natural fire sources are made from glowing
The atmosphere is clear air, and bodies of water are made from a clouds of steam. These steam clouds are warm to the touch, but
smoky vapour that settles in depressions like liquid. The “liquid nowhere near as hot as real fire.
air” is viscous like water, and will support swimming creatures – although it can be breathed by air breathing creatures (but not water Providing travellers can breathe water, and wrap up well to survive
breathing creatures) without drowning.
the cold, the elemental plane of water is a fairly safe place to explore;
although the constant moisture can make travellers feel incredibly
The sun and other large natural fire sources are made from balls uncomfortable after a while.
of lightning.
The soft nature of the ground and the fact that air breathing creatures cannot drown in the seas and rivers actually makes the elemental plane of air a fairly safe place.

Air and Breathing

On the elemental plane of air, breathing can be done normally,
even in the smoky vapour that passes for liquid in the plane’s seas.

Breathing on the elemental plane of earth requires both a Create
Earth: The ground is, naturally, normal earth and rock. The at- Air spell or the equivalent and also blocking of the nose and mouth
mosphere is made entirely of floating dust motes, which force most with cloth to prevent choking on the dust.
travellers from the prime plane to have to cover their mouths and
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Example: The Game Master has decided that the celestial sphere
in which the campaign is set contains a sun (radiating body), two
normal “earth-like” worlds (solid bodies), a water world (liquid
body) and three gas giant planets (gaseous bodies).

Unlike the elemental planes which mirror the structure of the
prime plane, each outer plane has been deliberately created by
one or more immortals for a reason, and therefore there is no fixed
structure to them.

The corresponding elemental plane of air contains the same seven
astronomical bodies, except that the sun is made of lightning; the
earth-like worlds are made of solid clouds (with atmospheres and
seas); the water world is made of vaporous smoke (also with an
atmosphere); and the gas giants are basically big blobs of air.

Having said that, most outer planes have the same sorts of matter
and rules of gravity and so on as the prime plane. Even immortals
find comfort in familiarity, after all.

On the elemental plane of fire, the same bodies also exist. This time
the sun is much like the prime plane’s sun; the earth-like worlds
are large balls of cinder and coals surrounded with an atmosphere
made of flames; the water world is made of lava and molten metals
and has a similar flaming atmosphere; and the gas giants are simply
large balls of fire.
Trying to breathe in the elemental plane of fire requires a Resist
Fire spell or the equivalent in order to prevent taking 2d6 damage
per round from the heat.
Providing that protection is in place, the fiery atmosphere of the
plane can be breathed without problem.
Breathing in the elemental plane of water requires either a Water
Breathing or Create Air spell or the equivalent. However, either
of those spells will allow breathing both in the water vapour that
makes up the atmosphere and also the seas and rivers of the plane.

Movement & Travel

All four of the elemental planes touch the prime plane at all points,
so a Travel spell can take you from the prime to any one of the
four or vice versa.
Because of the direct mapping between the planes, travelling to one
of them and walking a mile north before returning will return you
to the prime plane one mile north of where you left.
Travelling to the elemental planes while underground is emphatically not recommended, since whatever tunnels have been dug on
the prime plane are highly unlikely to have also been dug on the
elemental planes, and the unwary traveller is likely to appear in
solid rock (or the equivalent) and be instantly killed.
Once on the elemental planes, movement and travel is usually no
different to travelling on the prime plane. The only exception being
that land movement is slowed to half normal rates on the elemental
plane of air due to the soft nature of the ground.

The outer planes do not map exactly to the prime plane. Instead,
there is a single location (with a radius of about 100’ or so) on each
outer plane which is its anchor point. This anchor point maps to
a similar sized region on another plane – which can be any other
plane; prime, inner or outer.
Within that region, Travel spells will work between the outer plane
and the plane that it is attached to, and the usual behaviour of
mapped planes is exhibited (i.e. Travelling from the base plane to
the attached outer plane, walking 50’ to the left, and then returning
to the base plane will bring you to 50’ left of where you started).
Outside of that region, however, Travel spells will not work, and
the only way to move to other planes is via a Gate or the equivalent.
Since outer planes can be anchored onto other outer planes, it is
possible for a whole “tree” of outer planes to end up being attached
to the prime plane in a given location.
Example: After becoming immortals, five characters work together
to create a single plane and anchor it to the prime plane. Each of
them then also moves their home plane so that it is anchored to their
shared plane. Finally, one of the immortals wishes to experiment with
creating new types of undead so she creates another plane in which
she can perform her experiments and anchors it to her home plane.
If someone wanted to travel from the prime plane to the plane where
the experiment is being conducted using a Travel spell, they would
have to first locate the anchor point of the shared plane and then
cross over onto that plane. From there, they would have to explore
that shared plane until they find the anchor point of the immortal’s
home plane, and cross over once again. Finally they would have
to explore the immortal’s home plane until they found the anchor
point of the plane where the experiment is being conducted and
cross over a third time.
If it were one of the other immortals trying to get to the plane from
their own home, they wouldn’t be able to travel directly there either.
They too would have to go to the anchor point of their home plane
and cross over to the shared plane, then find and cross the other two
anchor points from there.

The Outer Planes

Outer planes, sometimes referred to as demi-planes, are small planes
that sit outside the normal prime-ethereal-elemental plane structure.

Each outer plane is unique, although they can be no bigger than the
size of a large planet plus atmosphere, and most are much smaller,
down to the size of a large house or inn.

Much as some immortals may like to hide away, all outer planes
must have an anchor point connecting them to an existing plane,
and “circular” anchors are not possible (i.e. It is not possible to
anchor plane a to a location on plane b, then anchor plane b to a
location on plane c, then anchor plane c to a location on plane a).
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All outer planes must be anchored – directly or indirectly – to the
prime plane or one of the inner planes.
Needless to say, most anchor points are well guarded on one side
or the other, and traffic at those points is either forbidden or monitored carefully.

Since the inner planes are attached within each celestial sphere,
they do not extend out into the luminiferous aether and cannot
be reached from there.
Similarly, no outer plane can be anchored in the luminiferous aether
and no Gate spell will reach it.

However, there are many outer planes that have been abandoned Commune and contact other plane spells cannot be used in the luor simply forgotten. Such forgotten planes may well be unguarded, miniferous aether, and those spells will not contact creatures who
but the things they contain may be dangerous in their own right. are there when cast from within celestial spheres.
Since travelling from adjacent plane to adjacent plane can be time Air & Breathing
consuming and difficult, it is common for an immortal to create Breathing within the luminiferous aether is not possible except for
a permanent Gate between planes that they travel between often. within the air envelope of an object; much as in the void. Similarly,
Gate spells can link any two planes for one-way or two-way travel- the rules for foul air apply.
ling.
However, any living creature that runs out of air in the luminiferThe planes don’t have to be adjacent to one another; they can even ous aether does not suffocate. Instead, the luminiferous aether itself
be anchored to two different celestial spheres. However, Gate spells supports them in some strange way. The creature loses consciousstill go from only a single fixed point on one plane to a single ness and turns to a stone like substance. The creature remains that
fixed point on the other plane. This can be either an advantage or way until they are in an area with breathable air, at which point
a disadvantage, since it is even easier to defend a Gate than it is to they return to normal.
defend an anchor point.
This effect only happens to living creatures. Dead bodies, and undead creatures (as well as non-breathing things like golems) are
The celestial sphere is not the entire universe. Beyond the sphere’s unaffected.
edge lies an expanse of a glowing swirling substance called luminifThe luminiferous aether is also incredibly flammable. Any spark will
erous aether.
immediately burst into a 1’ radius ball of fire doing 1d6 damage. If
The luminiferous aether is chaotic mix of raw elemental matter this catches other items alight, then take the normal damage done
and ether. It has no actual density or substance to it, and perme- by such an object when burning and do three times the damage
ates everything outside the celestial sphere. However, it can only in an area three times the size of the object. For magical fires like
exist outside of a celestial sphere. If a ship with sails of skysailing a Fireball spell, use a similar guideline – although such spells will
goes through the sphere and into the aether, it will take its air and always explode around the caster as they are cast, rather than going
gravity envelopes with it; but the air – while breathable – will off once they reach the desired target point.
be mixed with luminiferous aether. If the ship then re-enters the
celestial sphere, it will bring its air envelope with it but leave the Strangely, the luminiferous aether has the same inhibiting effect on
red powder as large quantities of red powder has on itself. While in
luminiferous aether outside the sphere.
the luminiferous aether, red powder simply will not burn or explode.
Sages and philosophers – after discussion with immortals capable
of creating entire celestial spheres – have concluded that when a Movement & Travel
celestial sphere is created the inside of the celestial sphere becomes Getting to the luminiferous aether is relatively straightforward. It
a region of order where the luminiferous aether cannot exist in its can be reached from any celestial sphere by simply flying to the
raw chaotic state. Instead, within the confines of the sphere, the edge of the sphere and then opening it in some manner.
luminiferous aether is split into its constituent parts – the four elements plus ether – and these parts are sorted into their own planes A Travel spell will open a temporary hole in the crystal of the sphere
leaving the inside of the celestial sphere full of void.
wall that will last long enough to fly a ship through; or for creatures
travelling without a ship, a Dimension Door or Magic Door spell
Whether this is true or not, luminiferous aether does have prop- will allow passage through the crystal of the sphere wall.
erties similar to each of the four elements, and it is true that luminiferous aether can never be brought into a celestial sphere. It Once in the luminiferous aether, travel is handled in a similar mansimply ceases to exist.
ner to in the void. Creatures cannot fly using winged flight, but all
forms of magical flight work as normal.
The luminiferous aether may be infinite in size. At least, no-one has
ever reached any kind of edge to it. It is dotted with innumerable However, the problem of distances is even more pronounced in
celestial spheres, each of which has its own set of astronomical the luminiferous aether than in the void. In fact, because of the
bodies and its own set of inner and outer planes.
immense distances involved, the lack of landmarks, and the fact
that the celestial spheres drift around and do not stay static, dis-

Luminiferous Aether
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tance is a largely meaningless concept for anything other than
short range flight.
For long range travel, simply striking out in a random direction is
completely pointless. It may take years or even centuries of travel
to find another celestial sphere.

Unfortunately, the rivers twist and bend over a period of time;
so while it is possible to map out which spheres are connected to
which other spheres (and whether such connections are single or
bi-directional), it is not possible to map any kind of meaningful
length or distance for a river, since this will change over time (and
by how well the navigator manages to keep to the centre of the
river where the flow is strongest).

However, the celestial spheres are naturally tied together by “rivers”
of flowing luminiferous aether that wind through three dimensional The time taken to travel along a river is therefore wildly unprepaths. These rivers are huge things, around a thousand miles across, dictable. It will take 10d10 days to travel the length of a river at
voidspeed in the direction of its flow, although that may include
and always both start and end at particular spheres.
one or more stops when another gravity mass is encountered such
They may flow in a single direction or flow in both directions with as a particularly large piece of flotsam or another ship.
the two flows twisting around each other.
Travelling against the flow is difficult but not impossible, providBy travelling along a river, a ship flying at voidspeed can both know ing one sticks to the outer edge of the river where the flow is least
that it is travelling towards another sphere and also take advantage strong. Travelling against the flow in this manner makes a journey
from sphere to sphere take five times the normal duration.
of the river’s flow to get there quicker.
As far as anyone knows, there are no “orphan” spheres with no rivers
flowing to them, and there are no “dead end” spheres with rivers
flowing towards them but not away from them.

The Game Master is encouraged to create a “sphere map” for the
region of space around the world on which their campaign starts,
showing what spheres exist, and how they are connected.

The rivers also have a secondary advantage – the flow of the river
will attract debris that would otherwise simply drift randomly. This
is particularly the case for debris and objects that are lost from a
ship that is travelling the river, and means that on well-travelled
rivers a lost object has a much greater chance of being found than
if it were simply drifting through the vast sea of luminiferous aether.

No-one knows how many spheres there are in total. There even be
an infinite number of them. Some immortals have spent centuries
exploring and have never managed to run out of new things to find
and new places to see.
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T

he ultimate goal of many characters is to reach the lofty
heights of immortality. Immortality doesn’t just mean not dying – although immortals are incredibly resilient – it actually
means transcending flesh and transforming into a purely spiritual
being of great power.

Since immortals are so different from mortal characters, and so
much more powerful, an immortal level campaign will be very
different in tone from a mortal level one. Most immortals don’t
simply go out and kill monsters; and they certainly don’t hoard
and spend treasure like mortal adventurers do. Instead, immortal
level campaigns tend to centre on political rivalries, machinations,
and plotting.

What Is an Immortal?

On the one hand, immortals are powerful spiritual beings that can
create entire planes and species and move planets around.
On the other hand, immortals are simply people.

For all their great power, immortals still have the desires, goals and
personalities that they had when they were mortal. Dark dungeons
assumes that all immortals are in fact former mortals, although
since it is normally only possible to become an immortal by being
sponsored by an existing immortal, this raises the question of where
the first immortal(s) came from.

The Game Master and players should take this difference into ac- It is up to the Game Master to decide what the answer to that
count when deciding whether or not to continue a campaign into question is in their campaign. Maybe the first immortals were
the immortal levels. Many players may simply prefer to have their created by true gods (if they exist in the setting). Maybe the first
characters retire and die peacefully as mortals – or maybe use the immortals simply spontaneously appeared. Maybe the first mortals
gaining of immortality as the campaign finale rather than continue were able to become immortals even without sponsors. Or maybe
to play their characters once immortality is reached.
it was something completely different.
Whether you decide to include the immortal levels in your cam- Given that immortals are former mortals who have been given
paign or not, it should be the result of a conscious decision; not great power, what they do with that power (and what they do with
the result of a “lucky” (or unlucky) die roll.
their endless time – since immortals no longer age) is as varied as
mortality itself.
Suddenly finding yourself in an immortal level campaign that you
weren’t prepared for can be bewildering to both the players and the Some explore the universe. Some look after the mortals and proGame Master and is likely to kill the campaign if not prepared for. tect them. Others play with mortals to amuse themselves, or play
Similarly, being all geared up for an immortal level campaign and decadent political games with one another. Others are easily corthen discovering that one or more of the PCs doesn’t make the rupted by the power and enjoy spoiling the plans of their peers
transition because their players rolled badly is equally unsatisfying. and making life hard for mortals.

Developer Commentary

The original game that Dark Dungeons emulates was first released as
a set of five boxed sets, the last of which covered immortals, and then
later released as a single book with a separate immortals supplement.
The immortals rules from both those releases were rather diﬀerent
from each other. Although they shared come common elements, there
were significant diﬀerences in detail that had a large impact on
how immortals work in play - particularly when it comes to their
vulnerabilities and how they can be killed.
The first version of Dark Dungeons had immortals rules that closely
emulated the latter of the two releases of the original game. This
version has rules that are more of a blend between the two diﬀerent sets of the original rules, taking inspiration from both sets and
blending them together.
The other big diﬀerence between this version of Dark Dungeons and
the first version is that this version uses avatars as a standard rule.
Both releases of the original game had avatars as an optional rule,
but the first Dark Dungeons didn’t include it. This version includes
it by default, although if you think it overcomplicates things it’s easy
to house-rule that an immortal can only have one avatar at a time.

The personalities of immortals are as varied as those of mortals; and
even though they have great power, they do not necessarily have
the wisdom that comes with great age. Some may well be as dumb
as a bag of rocks, despite their power.

The Three Forms

The natural form of an immortal is an intangible glowing ball
of light 2’ in diameter. This is referred to as the immortal’s spirit
form. This spirit form has no material needs, and can live forever.
It is also incredibly difficult to harm, being immune to anything
a mortal opponent would be able to throw at it; although it is not
entirely indestructible to the determined efforts of other immortal
level beings.
However, this spirit form is able to affect the world in an extremely
limited manner. Because of this, immortals create physical bodies called vessels and inhabit those as an avatar. An immortal can
inhabit multiple avatars at once and these avatars may be either
made of flesh and blood (usually referred to as a “mortal form”) or
made of pure immortal power (usually referred to as an “embodied
form”). Both types have their own advantages and disadvantages,
and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 17 – Immortals.
When inhabiting one or more avatars as either a mortal form or
embodied form, an immortal is capable of far more than when they
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are in their spirit form alone; but the fact that these avatars are
physical is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it means that
they can interact with the world in a physical manner, but on the
other hand it also means that they are also subject to physical harm.

Appearing in an embodied form avatar and blasting the armies of
their worshippers’ enemies), in most campaign settings there will
be large groups of immortals who “police” the prime plane (or at
least a particular celestial sphere) to prevent this. Experience shows
time and again that unrestricted shows of immortal power on the
Although sturdy, the physical forms of an immortal can be damaged prime plane all too quickly lead to tit-for-tat wars and wholesale
or even destroyed. This does not harm the immortal but it does in- destruction of entire planets.
convenience them, since if an avatar is destroyed the vessel of which
it a physical manifestation is also destroyed the immortal can no For this reason, most immortals restrict their work on the prime
longer use it and must expend more of its power create a new one. plane to a series of churches, mortal forms and agents. Immortals
therefore often show a large interest in high level adventuring parSee Chapter 17 – Immortals for more details on the exact abilities ties, since they make useful agents – willing to risk great danger if
of the three immortal forms.
the prize of potential immortality is dangled in front of them, and
able to do things on the prime plane that the immortal cannot do
themselves because it would be too blatant.
Becoming an immortal is deceptively straightforward. All a character needs to do is to find an immortal who is willing to sponsor Of course, while some immortals may be very open and businessthem and to create them their first embodied vessel. Their sponsor like about a “work for me and I’ll make you an immortal too” deal,
casts the Grant Immortality spell on them and zap! They’re now others couch it in terms of sending the mortals on “quests” or
an immortal.
“tests” in order to determine their “worthiness” to join the ranks
of the immortals.
Of course, it isn’t really that easy.
These quests are not all theatrics, however. They serve three imFirstly, only the strongest of life-forces can become an immortal. portant purposes. Firstly, they test the candidate’s commitment to
A character needs to have at least 3,000,000 experience points to joining immortal society. Secondly, they confirm that the candidate
do this.
is indeed strong enough to survive the transition. And thirdly, they
give the sponsor a chance to get to know the candidate and see them
If the character doesn’t have at least 3,000,000 experience points, in action. Immortality is a long time to spend with someone who
then they simply can’t be made into an immortal. Their life force you don’t get on with, and just because the candidate is capable of
is just not robust enough to survive the transition.
becoming an immortal doesn’t mean the sponsor will necessarily
want to spend the next few millennia with them.
Secondly, the Grant Immortality spell takes energy – and life
force – to cast, and the sponsoring immortal must pay this. It costs Of course, the candidate isn’t necessarily going to be told all this.
the sponsoring immortal 1,000,000 experience points to cast the Usually they’re led to believe that the quests are an integral part of
spell on the prospective new immortal and transform them into the process of becoming immortal, because that’s a good motivator.
an immortal spirit form capable of inhabiting an avatar.
Once the sponsor is satisfied that the candidate is ready for immorOf course, no immortal is going to spend such a large amount of tality, they take the candidate to the outer plane that will serve as
their own experience points on a whim.
their home plane (usually one that the sponsor has just created) and
actually make the transition. The location of the plane is normally
So although becoming an immortal is a very straightforward pro- near that of the sponsor’s own home plane, but once the new imcess, getting strong enough to be able to go through the process mortal is established they will be able to move it should they desire.
and finding an immortal willing to significantly weaken themselves
in order to take you through the process are not so straightforward.

Becoming an Immortal

The reasons why an immortal may be willing to sacrifice some
of their own life force to create another like themselves can be
varied. Some may do it for companionship or even love. Others
may help their own descendants become immortal out of a sense
of familial duty.
Others have more prosaic reasons. They do it to gain immortal
allies, or as a significant reward for mortals who have served their
interests well.
In the case of adventuring parties, this last reason is probably the
most common. Although there is nothing to physically prevent
immortals from acting in a blatant manner on the prime plane (e.g.

Example: Having reached 3,0000,000 experience, Elfstar is now
powerful enough to become an immortal.
Diana, the immortal who Elfstar serves, visits her in a dream. She
tells Elfstar that she has been a loyal servant and that now she is ready
to be rewarded with the real power of being an immortal. However,
because Elfstar is such a prominent member of her church, she can’t
aﬀord to lose her talents straight away.
Diana tells Elfstar that in order to be given her reward, she must
first train up a successor to carry on her good work.
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The transition itself is fairly unremarkable and anticlimactic. Basi- (house sized) outer plane anchored on their own home plane for
cally, the sponsor gifts the candidate with some of their immortal the new immortal and give them their immortality there.
life force, and this destroys the candidate’s body utterly, leaving
them as an immortal in spirit form. As part of the donation of Creating such a tiny plane with the alter reality spell (see Chappower, the sponsor also creates the new immortal’s first exalted ter 17 – Immortals for details) costs only 200,000xp.
vessel. Unlike future exalted vessels that the new immortal might
later create for themselves, which can have the appearance and That way, the new immortal can, once they are more experienced,
powers of their choice, this first exalted form is moulded by the expand and/or alter their home plane or move it to a new location
transitioning immortal’s subconscious. Its appearance and abilities of their choosing.
will conform to their idealised self-image.
An immortal’s home plane is their seat of power. When on their
The whole process, significant and life changing though it is, actu- home plane an immortal is treated as if five levels higher than their
ally only takes a few seconds from start to finish. Sometimes it’s actual level for all purposes other than power reserve.
done with great pomp and circumstance as the culmination of an
elaborate ceremony, and sometimes it’s done in a straightforward
Example: Elfstar has trained up her replacement and is in the
manner and followed by a party. It all depends on the personalities
process of investing her with her new role when Diana, not wanting
of the candidate and sponsor.
to miss the chance to impress her followers, appears in her embodied
form as the investiture rite is finishing.

Worshippers

There is another wrinkle in becoming an immortal – and it is one
that existing immortals don’t like to talk about. Immortals cannot
exist without the worship of free-willed mortals. No-one knows
exactly why this is, but an immortal that goes for over a year without worshippers dies. This is why even in campaigns that have
pantheons of gods, immortals still act as their intercessors. They
need the worship of their god’s followers.
The actual number of worshippers doesn’t matter; even having a
single one is good enough (although most immortals naturally try
to have as many worshippers as possible for safety’s sake).
It also doesn’t matter if the worship is done out of love or fear, as
long as it is done. This is a one-way dependency, in that although
immortals need worshippers to survive, the worshippers get nothing
out of it – at least by default.
Smart immortals know that looking after their worshippers and
helping them with the occasional omen or answered prayer is a
great way to keep them interested.
Likewise, investing clerics who can go around healing and helping
(or terrorising if that’s what you prefer) the populace can gain and
keep large numbers of worshippers.
An immortal without worshippers is fully aware of that state at
all times, so there is no danger of an immortal – not even a new
one – accidentally losing their last worshipper and not noticing
until a year is up and it is too late.

Home Plane

Normally an immortal simply showing up on the prime plane in
embodied form would alarm the other immortals who are watching
the prime plane for direct interference, but Diana has informed
them in advance that she is going to appear to her worshippers in
this way so while they keep watch, they don’t interfere.
Diana blesses Elfstar’s replacement and then wanders through the
assembled crowd of worshippers dispensing healing and advice.
Finally, she takes Elfstar by the hand and returns with her to her
home plane leaving no doubt in the minds of her worshippers that
Elfstar has been invited to join her pantheon.
Once on the home plane that Diana shares with the rest of her
pantheon, Elfstar stays as a guest in Diana’s palace for three days
while Diana explains all about immortality to her.
At the end of that time, Elfstar is ready and has decided that in order
to attract worshippers of her own – and not to compete for them too
much with the rest of Diana’s pantheon – she is going to be an emissary of youth and innocence (which won’t surprise people who knew
her during her life, since she was always chaste). Subconsciously her
first embodied vessel will reflect this way in which she sees herself.
Debbie decides that Elfstar’s embodied form should look like she did
when she was still a young teenager, and decides to give it the powers of call other, detection suite, improved saving throws (vs mental
attacks), and turn undead.

Appearance

The plane on which an immortal is first created is forever afterwards When an immortal creates a new embodied vessel for themselves,
considered to be their home plane. This must be an outer plane. they must decide exactly what that form will look like, and what
It is not possible to bestow immortality on someone on the prime powers it will have.
plane or an inner plane.
However, when an immortal is first created, their subconscious
In some cases where there is an established pantheon of immortals automatically creates their first embodied vessel as an idealised
who share a single home plane, new immortals may also be created version of their mortal body. Similarly, the powers a new immoron that plane. In most cases, however, the sponsor will create a tiny
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tal’s first embodied vessel receives are based on their subconscious Dragon Breath
desires and their personality rather than being consciously chosen. The immortal can spend 50 power points to use the breath weapon
of any of the normal types of dragon or dragon queen, doing damIn practice, the choice for exactly what that first form looks like age equal to their current hit points.
and what powers it has should be given out of character to the immortal’s player, for the same reason that players get to choose the The immortal can only use the breath weapon of each type of
character class of a new mortal character they create even though dragon once per day.
the character themselves may have been apprenticed out and not
had a choice in their career (and certainly not in their race).
If the immortal also has the dragon form power, these breath attacks
may be used in addition to the breath attacks granted by that power.
Since immortals don’t age, and any apparent age has no effect on
their abilities, some immortals subconsciously prefer to look young Dragon Form
and virile as they did (or at least as they imagine they did) in their This power costs two power choices.
youth, while others prefer to look older and more worldly wise.
Many simply continue to appear as they did at the point when The immortal’s embodied form is that of a huge dragon. The imthey became an immortal.
mortal has a movement rate of 60’ on foot or 140’ flying.

Embodied Form Powers

Regardless of its look, an embodied form will have four powers
from the following list. Normally when an immortal creates a new
embodied vessel they can choose which powers to give it. For an
immortal’s first embodied vessel they are subconsciously chosen.

Animal Control

The immortal is able to control animals as if a 36th level druid.

Call Other

The immortal can spend 10 power points in order to make a mental
call for help back to their home plane.
If any other immortals share the same home plane and are on that
plane at the time of the call, there is a chance based on the level
of the calling immortal that one of them (chosen randomly) will
hear the call:
level 1–6 =
level 7–12 =
level 13–18 =
level 19–24 =
level 25–30 =
level 31–36 =

15%
30%
45%
60%
75%
90%

Additionally, the immortal must choose either a single colour or a
mix of two colours for their scales. They can spend 50 power points
to use the breath weapon of a dragon or dragon queen of either of
their colours, doing damage equal to their current hit points. The
immortal can only use the breath weapon twice per day, but each
time may be from the same or a different type of dragon.
If the immortal also has the dragon breath power, these breath
attacks may be used in addition to the breath attacks granted by
that power.

Enhanced Reflexes

This power may be taken more than once.
The immortal gets a +2 bonus on their surprise and initiative rolls.

Extra Attacks

This power may be taken more than once.

The immortal hearing the call will know the identity of the calling
immortal, but not the circumstances in which the call is being
made. They may choose to either ignore the call or to immediately
spend 50 power points to open and step through a temporary Gate
to the calling immortal’s location.

Control Undead

The immortal may speak with all intelligent undead, and may
control undead as if they were a 33+ hit dice undead liege. See
Chapter 18 – Monsters for details about undead lieges.

Detection Suite

The immortal gets nine attacks per round regardless of experience
level. These are two bites for 6d8 damage each; and two claws,
two wing strikes, two kicks and a tail swing, for 2d8 damage each.
Strength bonuses apply to each of these.

The immortal gains all the special detection powers of the elf and
dwarf classes.

The immortal gets one extra attack per round, over and above the
normal number of attacks granted by their level or other powers.

Fighter Options

The immortal can perform the smash and parry actions in combat.

Groan

Once per ten minutes, the immortal can spend 20 power points
to make a horrible noise (although the power is called “groan” the
noise does not actually have to be a groan – it could be a different
type of noise).

All creatures (including other immortals) within 180’ must make a
saving throw. In the case of mortal creatures, this is a saving throw
vs. spells with a –2 penalty.
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In the case of undead creatures, this is a saving throw vs. spells Whenever the immortal must make a saving throw of that type
with no penalty. In the case of immortals, this is a saving throw vs. to avoid taking damage, success means that the immortal only
mental attacks with a +4 bonus.
takes a quarter of the normal damage from the attack, and failure
means that the immortal takes a half of the normal damage from
Any creature that fails the saving throw is paralysed for ten minutes. the attack. If the attack is an all-or-nothing effect rather than an
effect that does damage, then success means that the immortal is
Any creature that makes the saving throw can only move at half completely unaffected by the attack and failure means that the
their normal speed for ten minutes.
immortal takes the full effect.
Multiple groans from different immortals have no additional effect
on a creature already affected by this power.

Height Decrease

The immortal’s embodied form can grow and shrink anywhere from
normal human-sized to as small as three inches tall.
It takes 10 minutes for the immortal to change size, although they
can remain at any given size indefinitely.

If this power is taken more than once, it must apply to a different
saving throw each time.

Increased Damage

This power may be taken more than once.
The immortal increases the damage done by each physical attack
by one die of the type done by the attack. This power does not
increase the damage done by spells cast by the immortal.

Changing size does not affect the immortal’s other abilities or pow- Increased Movement Rate
ers.
This power may be taken more than once.
An immortal may have both the height decrease and height increase
powers.

The immortal moves at double normal speed in all modes of travel
except when flying in at voidspeed in spirit form.

Height Increase

If this power is taken more than once, the multiplier increases by
one for each additional time the power is taken; so an immortal
who has taken this power three times moves at four times their
normal movement speeds.

The immortal’s embodied form can grow and shrink anywhere from
normal human-sized to as large as twenty two feet tall.
It takes 10 minutes for the immortal to change size, although they
can remain at any given size indefinitely. Changing size does not
affect the immortal’s other abilities or powers.
An immortal may have both the height decrease and height increase
powers.

Howl

The immortal may make a terrifying sound (although this power
is called “howl”, the sound does not actually have to be a howl – it
could be a different type of sound).
All creatures (including other immortals) within 180’ must make a
saving throw. In the case of mortal creatures, this is a saving throw
vs. spells with a –2 penalty. In the case of undead creatures, this is
a saving throw vs. spells with no penalty.
In the case of immortals, this is a saving throw vs. mental attacks
with a +4 bonus.
Any creature that fails the saving throw must flee in terror for 3d6
rounds.

Improved Saving Throws

This power may be taken more than once.
The immortal is particularly good at resisting a certain type of effect.
When this power is taken, the player must choose one of the types
of immortal saving throws.

Leech

The immortal may suck the life force out of creatures they touch,
including other immortals. This power must be consciously
used – the immortal won’t accidentally kill people when shaking their hands – and requires a successful attack roll against an
unwilling target.
When used on a mortal creature, the touch will drain three levels
of experience from the victim.
There is no saving throw against this drain, and the victim will not
even notice that the drain has happened unless they can make a
saving throw vs. death ray at a –2 penalty. The immortal using the
attack gains 3d4 hit points from the drained life force.
When used on an immortal, the victim must make a saving throw
vs. power attacks. If the victim fails the saving throw then they
lose 100,000 experience points.
This loss can cause the victim to lose a level, but cannot reduce
them below 3,000,000 experience (i.e. It cannot reduce them below 1st level).
If the victim makes the saving throw then they lose 10 power
points. The immortal using the attack gains 10 power points from
the drained life force.
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If the attacking immortal gains more hit points or power points
than their normal maximum, the excess disappear after ten minutes.

If they succeed they take 3d6 damage and are blinded until cured
by a Neutralise Poison spell cast by an immortal.

Lupine Form

Immortal victims must make a saving throw vs. physical attacks.
If they fail they take 3d6 damage and are blinded for 2d10 rounds
or until they receive a Neutralise Poison spell. If they succeed then
the attack has no effect.

This power costs three power choices.
The immortal has the natural attacks, damage, and special abilities
of a 36th level lupine.

Summon Weapons

Poison

This power may be taken more than once.

The immortal has a poisonous bite or a poisonous stinger. If this
power is taken twice, then the immortal has both.

The immortal must designate one or two weapons as their chosen
weapons when they take this power. Those weapons must be hidden
in a secure place on the immortal’s home plane.

This power can be taken twice.

If the immortal makes a successful attack with either a bite or a
sting, the victim must make a saving throw.
Mortal victims must make a saving throw vs. poison with a –4
penalty. If they fail the saving throw then they die instantly. If
they make the saving throw then they take 6d6 damage and can
do nothing but writhe in agony for a full day, being unable to
even think clearly.

At any time, the immortal can summon one or both weapons to
their hand instantly (this happens during the statement of intent
phase in combat and does not affect initiative or actions).
If either of the weapons is dropped by the immortal, either deliberately or accidentally, then they immediately return to their
hiding place.

If either of the weapons is ever stolen from its hiding place, it may
Immortal victims must make a saving throw vs. physical attacks. not be summoned until it is found and returned to that place.
If they fail the saving throw then they take 6d6 damage and are in
such pain that they cannot speak, fight, cast spells or use powers Swoop
for a full day. Turning to spirit form will ease the pain, but turning The immortal can make a swoop attack while flying. This attack
back to an embodied form will make it return and turning to a is treated as a charge action, even though the immortal is not
mortal form will cause that form to instantly die. If they make the mounted.
saving throw, they are unaffected.
This power can only be used once every three rounds.
If a mortal is slain by the poison (either from failing their saving
throw or from the 6d6 damage), their blood remains poisonous Thief Abilities
enough that it can be used as twelve doses of normal save-or-die The immortal gains the special abilities of a 36th level thief, with
poison; although the poisonous blood will not poison the blood the exception of the backstab ability.
of its victims in turn.

Turn Undead

Snap

The immortal is able to turn undead as if a 36th level cleric.

If the attack hits its target, the target is grabbed and pulled to the
immortal who can then make a normal melee attack against the
victim. If the snap attack was made by surprise, the resulting melee
attack does double damage.

The immortal has the grand master level of expertise with three
types of weapon chosen at the time the power is chosen.

The immortal can stretch out a body part (hair, tongue, arms, tentacles or some other part chosen when the power is chosen) to a Weapon Expertise
distance of 20’ and make an attack with it.
This power may be chosen more than once.

Once the melee attack has been made, the victim is no longer
grappled by the snapping body part.

Spit Poison

The immortal may spit poison into the eyes of any target within 30’.
No attack roll is needed, but the target gets a saving throw.

Favoured Domains

Upon reaching immortality, a character will acquire from one to
three favoured domains for purposes of clerical spell casting, with
the corresponding opposed domains.
See Chapter 7 – Spells and Spell Casting for details of the
clerical domains and how these affect the preparation and casting
of spells.

Mortal victims must make a saving throw vs. poison at a –2 penalty. Whenever the immortal uses the Cast Mortal Magic spell in order
to cast a cleric spell, the number of power points used is based on
If they fail then they die instantly.
the spell’s modified level, adjusted according to whether they are in
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a favoured or opposed domain in the same way as when a mortal
cleric prepares them.
Similarly, when the immortal uses the Invest Cleric spell to create
a mortal cleric, the mortal cleric inherits the same favoured and
opposed domains that the immortal has, and their spell preparation
must also take this into account.
See Chapter 18 – Immortals for more details about the Cast
Mortal Magic and Invest Cleric spells.

Unlike the embodied form powers that an immortal has, they do
not make an in character choice about which domains to favour
and oppose. Instead, their favoured and opposed domains are
dictated by their personality.
In practice, the choice of favoured and opposed domains should
be made by agreement between the Game Master and the player
of the newly immortal character, as should the number of them
(from one to three).
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nce characters become immortals, they no longer have the
character class (or even race) that they had in mortal life.
Immortals, regardless of appearance, are a single class to
themselves with thirty six levels just like any other class.

When a character becomes an immortal, they retain the experience
total that they had in life. This means that a character becoming
an immortal may begin their immortality at a level higher than 1st.
Since the immortal has a completely new body which is fundamentally different to that of a mortal, the player of a new immortal
character should not be surprised if some aspects of their character
appear to have got worse since they became an immortal. For example, a 1st level immortal may have fewer hit points than they had
as a 32nd level fighter. This appearance can be deceptive, however,
since immortals are significantly better than mortals in a number
of ways and this makes direct comparisons of a single ability or
score somewhat misleading.

Lost Souls

A lost soul is an immortal who is trapped in their spirit form and
is unable to create any vessel to use as an avatar because they do
not have enough power to do so. This is a pitiable situation to be
in, since the immortal is effectively impotent. They can wander the
multiverse forever but have almost no means of affecting anything
in their intangible spirit form.
The only escape from this fate of being a perpetually impotent
observer is to somehow gain enough power to be able to create a
vessel once more. Basically, the immortal must earn enough power
to do so from a position where all they can do is advise others.
Of course, given the need for worshippers, it very possible that a
lost soul will lose its last worshipper while powerless. Should this
happen, the lost soul only has a year to gain a new worshipper
before they die, and with no power to help anyone or to invest a
cleric the immortal will find it extremely difficult to do that.

Immortality & Death

Level & Experience

When an immortal dies, they are permanently dead. There is no
way to bring them back, raise them, reincarnate them, or even turn
them into undead. When they’re gone, they’re gone.

However, immortals don’t get experience for the same things that
mortal level characters do. Immortals never gain experience for
gaining treasure, and should only rarely – if ever, at the Game
Master’s discretion – gain experience for killing mortal level monsters. Doing such things are simply not significant to an immortal.

Although the term “immortal” is used for characters, they are not
truly immortal. They can still die.

Consequently, and somewhat ironically, immortals tend to be far
more paranoid about death than they ever were when mortal.

Compared to mortals, immortals need huge numbers of experience
points to increase in level.

Loss of Worshippers

The only experience immortals should get for killing monsters is if
the monsters pose a significant threat to the immortals.

Aura Combat

Spending Experience

All immortals need worshippers. Even those who wish to simply
wander around having a good time rather than meddling in mortal Instead, the vast majority of experience gained by immortals will be
affairs still need at least some worshippers. Theoretically, an im- for achieving plot goals. The Game Master is advised to give such
mortal can survive with only a single worshipper, but most prefer rewards much more frequently in an immortal level campaign than
to have as many worshippers as possible for safety’s sake.
in a mortal level campaign, and to make them large enough that the
characters will advance in level at a rate the group finds reasonable.
If an immortal loses their last worshipper, they will immediately
feel it; it is not possible for an immortal to accidentally lose all their Immortals in their home plane are considered to be five levels higher
worshippers and not notice.
than their actual level, to a maximum of 36th level for purposes of
level-dependent abilities (e.g. Hit points and power reserve). This
An immortal can survive for a year without worship. After that effective level increase does not change the immortal’s experience
point, they die.
total or their power reserve.
The second way that an immortal can die is that it can have the Unlike mortals, immortals have various powers and spells that they
last of its power stripped in aura combat. For this to kill the im- must spend experience points to use. They are literally powering
mortal, it must happen while the immortal is in spirit form on its these abilities by using up their own life force.
home plane. See the section on aura combat later in this chapter
for more details.
If spending experience points in this manner would reduce an
immortal’s level, the immortal cannot spend the experience and
Physical Destruction
cannot use the power or spell.
When an immortal is in its natural spirit form, there is no way to
physically harm it so physical destruction is not an issue. Similarly, The only exception to this is if an immortal is the victim of the
when an immortal is inhabiting one or more avatars physical de- leech power (see Chapter 16 – Questing for Immortality for
struction of those avatars will not harm the immortal. In short, it details). Experience drained by the use of this power may reduce
is not possible to physically destroy an immortal.
an immortal’s level; although the immortal can never be drained
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Table 17–1: Immortal Abilities by Level

Level

Experience

Hit Dice

Hit Points

Base Attack Bonus

Skills

Armour Class

Attacks

Strike to Kill Damage

Weapon Damage

Anti-magic

Power Reserve

Max Ability Score

Improve Ability Cost

Spell Attacks

Physical Attacks

Mental Attacks

Power Attacks

Saving Throws

1

3,000,000

15

75

+12

12

0

2

2d6

–

+9

300

25

100,000

+0

+5

+2

+3

2

3,250,000

16

80

+13

12

0

2

2d6

–

+9

325

25

100,000

+0

+5

+2

+3

3

3,500,000

17

85

+13

12

0

2

2d6

–

+9

350

25

100,000

+0

+5

+2

+3

4

3,750,000

18

90

+14

12

0

2

2d6

–

+9

375

25

100,000

+0

+5

+2

+3

5

4,000,000

19

95

+14

13

0

2

2d6

–

+9

400

25

100,000

+0

+5

+2

+3

6

4,500,000

20

100

+15

13

0

2

2d6

–

+9

450

25

100,000

+0

+5

+2

+3

7

5,000,000

21

110

+15

13

–1

2

2d6

–

+9

500

25

100,000

+0

+6

+3

+4

8

6,000,000

22

120

+16

13

–1

2

2d6

–

+9

600

25

100,000

+0

+6

+3

+4

9

7,000,000

23

130

+16

14

–2

2

2d6

–

+9

700

25

100,000

+1

+7

+4

+5

10

8,000,000

24

140

+17

14

–2

2

2d6

–

+9

800

25

100,000

+1

+7

+4

+5

11

9,000,000

25

150

+17

14

–3

2

2d6

–

+9

900

25

100,000

+2

+8

+5

+6

12

10,000,000

26

160

+18

14

–3

2

2d6

–

+9

1,000

25

100,000

+2

+8

+5

+6

13

12,000,000

27

180

+18

15

–4

3

3d6

+1 die

+11

1,200

50

200,000

+3

+9

+6

+7

14

14,000,000

28

200

+19

15

–4

3

3d6

+1 die

+11

1,400

50

200,000

+3

+9

+6

+7

15

16,000,000

29

220

+19

15

–5

3

3d6

+1 die

+11

1,600

50

200,000

+4

+10

+7

+8

16

18,000,000

30

240

+20

15

–5

3

3d6

+1 die

+11

1,800

50

200,000

+4

+10

+7

+8

17

20,000,000

31

260

+20

16

–6

3

3d6

+1 die

+11

2,000

50

200,000

+5

+11

+8

+9

18

22,000,000

32

280

+21 16

–6

3

3d6

+1 die

+11

2,200

50

200,000

+5

+11

+8

+9

19

25,000,000

33

300

+21 16

–7

3

3d6

+1 die

+13

2,500

75

400,000

+6

+12

+9

+10

20

30,000,000

34

330

+22

16

–7

3

3d6

+1 die

+13

3,000

75

400,000

+6

+12

+9

+10

21

35,000,000

35

360

+22

17

–8

3

3d6

+1 die

+13

3,500

75

400,000

+7

+13

+10

+11

22

40,000,000

36

390

+23

17

–8

3

3d6

+1 die

+13

4,000

75

400,000

+7

+13

+10

+11

23

45,000,000

37

420

+24

17

–9

3

3d6

+1 die

+13

4,500

75

400,000

+8

+14

+11

+12

24

50,000,000

38

450

+25

17

–9

3

3d6

+1 die

+13

5,000

75

400,000

+8

+14

+11

+12

25

55,000,000

39

500

+26

18 –10

4

4d6 +2 dice +15

5,500

100

800,000

+9

+15

+12

+13

26

60,000,000

40

550

+27

18 –10

4

4d6 +2 dice +15

6,000

100

800,000

+10

+15

+12

+13

27

70,000,000

41

600

+28

18 –11

4

4d6 +2 dice +15

7,000

100

800,000

+11

+16

+13

+14

28

80,000,000

42

650

+29

18 –12

4

4d6 +2 dice +15

8,000

100

800,000

+12

+16

+13

+14

29

90,000,000

43

700

+30

19 –13

4

4d6 +2 dice +15

9,000

100

800,000

+13

+17

+14

+15

30 100,000,000

44

750

+31 19 –14

4

4d6 +2 dice +15 10,000 100

800,000

+14

+17

+14

+15

31 110,000,000

45

800

+32

19 –15

4

4d6 +2 dice

+17 11,000 100 1,600,000 +15

+18

+15

+16

32 120,000,000

46

900

+33

19 –16

4

4d6 +2 dice

+17 12,000 100 1,600,000 +15

+18

+15

+16

33 130,000,000

47 1,000 +34

20 –17

4

4d6 +2 dice

+17 13,000 100 1,600,000 +15

+18

+15

+16

34 140,000,000 48 1,250 +35

20 –18

4

4d6 +2 dice

+17 14,000 100 1,600,000 +15

+18

+15

+16

35 150,000,000

49 1,500 +36

20 –19

4

4d6 +2 dice

+17 15,000 100 1,600,000 +15

+18

+15

+16

36 160,000,000 50 2,000 +37

20 –20

4

4d6 +2 dice

+17 16,000 100 1,600,000 +15

+18

+15

+16
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below 3,000,000 experience (i.e. they can never be drained be- One final advantage to mortal-form vessels is that they are useful
low 1st level) even by this means.
if the immortal wishes to visit the prime plane. Immortals are able
to detect the use of immortal level power – including the presence
of immortals who are in spirit form or manifest form - on the
In addition to being able to spend experience points to use powers, prime plane, but they are not able to detect an immortal who is
immortals also have a power reserve based on their level, as shown in a mortal form.
on Table 17–1. This is a pool of points that can be spent on minor
or temporary powers and abilities.
Developer Commentary
Immortals in their natural spirit form are sexless. They have no
Note that an immortal’s power reserve is always based on their
physical body at all and no primary or secondary sex characteristics
actual level. When an immortal is on their home plane and ef- other than possibly the sound of their voice.
fectively five levels higher than normal this does not increase their
power reserve.
However, immortals can take physical forms, and these forms can be
of either physical sex. Most immortals have a preferred gender and
Although immortals don’t get physically tired and require sleep
feel anything from mild discomfort to strong revulsion while in a
(unless they’re in a mortal form, of course) they still get mentally
physical form that has a diﬀerent gender to that of their self-image.
fatigued and require rest in order to regenerate their power points. This is simlar to an “uncanny valley” eﬀect in that taking a physical
An immortal’s power reserve refreshes after a night’s rest, except
form that is a completely diﬀerent body shape or layout to the one
for those power points currently in lesser avatars, and any power
that the immortal is used to does not produce the same discomfort
points left unused are wasted.
that being in a similar-but-not-quite-right form does.

Power Reserve

Skills

First level immortals start with a number of skill points equal to 12
plus their Int bonus, and this increases to a maximum of 20 plus
their Int bonus at 36th level. Skills for immortals work in exactly
the same way as skills for mortals. However, the higher ability scores
of immortals can sometimes make skill and ability checks unnecessary unless there are very large penalties to the effective ability score.

While most physical skills can only be used in a manifest form,
some mental or social skills can also be used in spirit form.
When in a mortal form, the immortal does not have access to
their full range of skills, and only has access to the skills that the
mortal form has.

Vessels, Avatars, and Forms

Although the default form of an immortal is their intangible spirit
form, immortals find it convenient to take on physical forms since
their spirit form is so limited in the ways in which it can interact
with the world. An immortal can’t just take on any physical form
it desires. It must first create a vessel.

There are no game mechanics to represent this. It is left up to individual players how much (if at all) they wish to roleplay it.
While on the subject of sex and the single immortal, it is not possible
for immortals in spirit form to engage in any kind of reproductive
activity since they have no physical presence. Immortals in a manifest
form are capable of physically performing (and enjoying) sexual acts,
but such as their bodies are not made of flesh and blood such acts
never result in pregnancy.
Immortals in a mortal form are able to reproduce just like other mortals, and their oﬀspring will be normal mortals who derive no special
powers or abilities from their immortal parentage (and, indeed, may
be completely unaware that they have immortal parentage).

Greater and Lesser Avatars

An immortal who is in spirit form can spend an action to pour
some or all of their power points into one of their vessels in order
to create a physical form called an avatar. An immortal has two options when doing this. They can either just pour a limited number
of power points into the vessel, in which case the vessel appears
A vessel is a potential physical form that the immortal can inhabit. adjacent to the immortal’s spirit form and becomes a lesser avatar;
When creating a vessel, the immortal may choose whether the vessel or they can choose to also inhabit the vessel with their spirit form,
should be a potential mortal form or a potential manifest form. Ei- in which case the vessel appears around the spirit form, merging
ther type has its own advantages and disadvantages. A mortal-form with it to become a greater avatar.
vessel is cheaper to create than a manifest one, and the resulting
mortal form can travel amongst mortals incognito. However, it has When creating a lesser avatar, an immortal can pour any number
all the needs and vulnerabilities of a normal mortal body; so it is of power points into it, from a single point to all the immortal’s
much more easily damaged or destroyed. A manifest-form vessel currently remaining points (although few will ever pour the last of
is more expensive to create but it is also much sturdier and able to their power points into a lesser avatar because it leaves their spirit
withstand things that would kill a mortal body. It is also necessary form devoid of power points and therefore extremely vulnerable
to be in a manifest form to use most of the immortal level spells. to being killed in aura combat).
However, it is not possible to disguise a manifest form in order
to go incognito. A manifest form is always visibly recognisable as When creating a greater avatar, an immortal automatically pours
being that of an immortal.
all its remaining power points into the avatar as its spirit form
becomes part of the avatar.
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In this way an immortal can exist in multiple places at the same
time. The immortal can have one greater avatar (or spirit form) and
a number of lesser avatars in existence and although these will start
in the same location they can move around independently. However,
this is limited by the number of vessels that the immortal has. An
immortal can only have one avatar in existence at once (whether
greater or lesser) for any given vessel that they have created. If an
immortal wants to have two identical avatars existing at the same
time, they must make two identical vessels.
Avatars of an immortal all have the full intelligence and memories
of the immortal, although they count as having separate minds for
the purposes of anything that might affect minds. An immortal’s
avatars have a constant mental link regardless of where they are
(even if they are on different planes in different celestial spheres)
and they all share each other’s memories. If one avatar is asleep or
unconscious while others are active, upon waking it will remember
everything that has happened to the others even though it wasn’t
conscious at the time.
It is important to remember that whether an avatar is a lesser one
or a greater one is not dependent on how much power points it
has. It only depends on whether or not it is inhabited by the immortal’s spirit form. For example, a first level immortal with 300
power points could pour 200 of those power points into one of
its manifest-form vessels to create a lesser avatar and then pour its
remaining 100 power points into a mortal-form vessel, inhabiting it to transform into a greater avatar. That the lesser avatar is
a powerful manifest form while the greater one is a much weaker
mortal form and the lesser one has more power points than the
greater one is irrelevant. The first avatar is lesser because it only got
some of the immortal’s power points and was therefore created as
a separate body, whereas the second avatar is greater because it was
created around the immortal’s spirit form, which merged with it.
Both lesser and greater avatars have the same physical abilities and
the same access to the immortal’s powers. The only differences
between lesser and greater avatars are in the way that they handle
power points and in what happens if they’re killed.

Lesser Avatars

Example: Elfstar is a first level immortal in spirit form with 350
power points. She pours 200 of her power points into a manifestform vessel in order to create a lesser avatar. The manifest body of
the avatar appears next to her spirit form.
Next she pours her remaining 150 power points into a mortal-form
vessel, choosing to form it around her spirit form and merge with
it. This creates a greater avatar which replaces Elfstar’s spirit form.
During the course of the day, each of Elfstar’s avatars spends 30
power points on various things before deciding to rest for the night
on her home plane.
Elfstar’s lesser avatar has 170 power points at the start of the rest (its
original 200 minus the 30 that it has spent). Even though it is on
Elfstar’s home plane, it does not regain any power points since it is
only a lesser avatar. It finishes the night with the same 170 power
points that it started with.
Elfstar’s greater avatar has 120 power points at the start of the rest
(its original 150 minus the 30 that it has spent). Because Elfstar is
resting for the night, she should theoretically start the following morning with her full complement of 350 power points. However, 170 of
these are still in the lesser avatar, so instead she recovers only the 60
power points that her two avatars spent between them, bringing her
up to 180 power points.

Developer Commentary

The above rules for avatars theoretically allow an immortal player
character to be in hundreds of places at once (assuming they have
made suﬃcient avatars), which sounds like it will be an absolute
nightmare for the Game Master.
However, in practice, (and in playtesting), it’s very unlikely that an
immortal will want to be in more than two or three places at the
same time. In fact the most common scenario is that the immortal
keeps their spirit form at home and sends a single mortal or manifest
form out as a lesser avatar to do things. Only occasionally will an
immortal want to be in more than two places simultaneously.

A lesser avatar has a limited number of power points, given to it
when it is created. These power points will not regenerate. When
a lesser avatar runs out of power points after either spending them
on immortal abilities or losing them in aura combat the avatar
simply winks out of existence. This does not harm the immortal,
and the vessel from which the lesser avatar was created is still available for future use.

If you do find that player characters having multiple avatars is too
much, or that the rules for creating avatars are too complex for
your tastes, simply disallow the creation of lesser avatars. That way
an immortal player character will only ever be in a single place at
once, and the creation of greater avatars can be simplified into the
immortal just shifting forms in place.

The power points that are held by a lesser avatar are unavailable
to the immortal’s greater avatar or spirit form. However, if an
immortal’s lesser avatar is within 5’ of that immortal’s spirit form
or greater avatar, the immortal can spend an action to voluntarily
withdraw all the power points from the lesser avatar, recovering
them for itself. This is an all-or-nothing affair in that the immortal
can’t withdraw only a portion of the power points held in its lesser
avatar. Naturally, withdrawing the power points from a lesser avatar
in this manner causes it to disappear.

A greater avatar is formed when an immortal pours all of their
remaining power points into a vessel, forming it around their spirit
form. The spirit form of the immortal merges into the greater avatar,
inhabiting it. Because this greater avatar is the “true” form of the immortal, it regenerates power points as normal. However, any power
points that the immortal currently has held in lesser avatars won’t
be regenerated until the lesser avatars have used that power points.

Greater Avatars
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As an action, the immortal can withdraw all the power points from
its greater avatar, transforming back into its spirit form. Once again,
this is an all-or-nothing affair. An immortal can’t withdraw only
part of the power points that its greater avatar has.

physical presence. This lack of physical presence also means that
the immortal does not have a gravity or air envelope when in the
void or in the luminiferous aether.

Finally, while in spirit form an immortal can speak and understand
When a greater avatar runs out of power points, either by spending any language, and can speak telepathically with any creature. The
it all on immortal abilities or losing it as a result of aura combat, immortal can also control the dreams of all dreaming mortal creathe immortal automatically transforms back to their spirit form ture sleeping within 180’ of the immortal’s spirit form, and can
and can’t create another greater avatar until they have regained do this to mortals on the prime plane while the spirit form of the
some power points. If the last power points were lost due to aura immortal is on the ethereal plane.
combat rather than voluntarily spent, the immortal’s spirit form
is also sent back to their home plane. In either case, the immortal
is unharmed and the vessel from which the avatar was created is When in a mortal form, the immortal as no special abilities. An
still available for future use.
immortal in a mortal form simply is mortal for all intents and
purposes. The immortal cannot use any immortal level spells, but
can use normal mortal magic if the mortal form is able to do so.
Immortals have a variety of special abilities. Unless specified otherwise, the following abilities can be used only when the immortal The immortal in mortal form is still able to use aura combat.
is in a manifest form.
No magical detection – not even the ESP spell or other forms of
In either a mortal form or their spirit form, the immortal only has telepathy – can detect that the mortal form is anything other than
a subset of these abilities, as detailed below.
a normal mortal.

Mortal Form

Forms & Abilities

Spirit Form

When in their natural spirit form, an immortal is insubstantial and
can travel freely through any mundane substance or any substance
created by mortal level magic. This also means that the spirit form
cannot interact with the mundane world in any way. For example,
it cannot pick objects up or attack creatures.

Any equipment that was created as part of the mortal form vanishes
when the immortal withdraws power from the mortal form and
the form itself vanishes. Mundane items carried by the mortal form
do not disappear in this manner.

Manifest Form

When in a manifest form, immortals are at their most powerful.
The spirit form is also completely immune to any form of damage, The manifest form is tough and durable (although not invulnerattack, or magic, with the exception of aura combat and the im- able) and is far more capable of interacting with the world than
mortal spells Probe, Probe Shield and Detect Immortal Power.
the spirit form.
The spirit form is always translucent and it glows gently (with a
strength anywhere from a candle to a campfire) and cannot be
made to appear invisible or solid, but the immortal may change
the shape of their spirit form at will between:
◊ A 2’ diameter ball of light
◊ A transparent version of one of their manifest forms
◊ A glowing version of the holy symbol used by their religion

The manifest forms of an immortal are always based on their current
level (including the effective five level bonus if the manifest form is
currently on the immortal’s home plane). If the immortal increases
or decreases in level, the manifest forms increase or decrease with
it. An immortal does not need to re-create a manifest form at a
higher level to gain the benefits of a level increase.

Hit Dice & Hit Points

An immortal in spirit form may not use any immortal level spells
with the exception of the Detect Immortal Power, Probe, and Probe
Shield spells, although it may engage in aura combat as normal.

Manifest forms have a number of hit dice based on their level (see
Table 17–1). However, the immortal’s hit points are based directly
on their level rather than on their hit dice. An immortal does not
get to add their Con bonus to this hit point total.

An immortal in spirit form may not use the Cast Mortal Magic spell
to cast mortal level magic, with the exception of movement and
travel spells such as Teleport, Travel, Dimension Door and so forth.

Manifest forms heal quicker than mortals do. An immortal in a
manifest form regains 1d4 hit points per day, or 1d8 hit points
per day if resting.

Without using such spells, an immortal in spirit form can fly at 240’ Attack Bonus & Weapon Feats
per round while paying attention to their surroundings. If the im- As with mortal characters, an immortal character in a manifest
mortal is in a hurry and not worried about noticing details around form has a base attack bonus based on their level.
them, they can fly at 24 miles per round or even voidspeed.
Manifest forms have basic proficiency with all weapons and attacks,
Immortals in spirit form do not need to eat, drink or breathe; and have no restrictions on the weapons that they are allowed to
in fact they are incapable of doing these things as they have no use. Immortals do not normally gain extra weapon feats, but may
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have higher proficiency levels in some weapons because they have
chosen the weapon expertise power as part of their manifest form.

Armour Class & Defences

mortal level Force Field spell. However, it does not stretch to the
mundane non-magical creations of such spells. An immortal cannot
see or walk through a Wall of Stone cast by a mortal.

The armour class of an immortal in a manifest form works just
like that of a mortal creature, and it is modified by Dex bonus in
exactly the same manner.

Additionally, immortals in manifest form have partial immunity
to mortal level magic cast by other immortals. See Chapter 18 –
Monsters for full details on how anti-magic works.

However, the armour class of a manifest form is not modified by
armour and shields that are worn unless they are magical; in which
case only the magical bonuses apply, not the base armour class
normally granted by the armour.

Even if a spell cast by an immortal level caster using Cast Mortal
Magic gets through the immortal’s anti-magic, the immortal may
still make a saving throw versus that spell where applicable. If the
spell is mind-affecting, the immortal may make a saving throw vs.
mental attacks, otherwise the immortal makes a saving throw vs.
spell attacks.

In addition to their armour class, immortals in manifest form have
further defences against mundane damage.
In the case of physical damage done by mortals, immortals in a
manifest form are only hurt by +5 weapons or better. Even then,
the immortal takes only minimum damage from each attack. If a
mortal attacks an immortal with a smash attack (see Chapter 10 –
Combat for details), the mortal does not add their entire strength
to the damage done – they only add their strength bonus instead.

Other Immunities

Immortals in manifest form are immune to disease, aging (including magical aging), mortal level poison, and mundane environmental effects such as fire, cold, lightning and so on.
Immortals are not immune to immortal level poisons.

However, even such powerful venoms will be delayed for a number
Physical attacks from other immortal level creatures do full damage of rounds equal to the immortal’s constitution bonus before taking
to an immortal in manifest form, unless the immortal can make a effect; hopefully giving the immortal chance to cast a Neutralise
saving throw vs. physical attacks. If this saving throw is successful, Poison or similar before it is too late.
the immortal only takes half damage from the attack.
While in a manifest form, immortals do not need to breathe, eat or
drink – although they can do all three for pleasure if they choose.
Attacks & Damage
Immortals who are in a manifest form may make more than one
attack per round, as shown on Table 17–1.
Movement
An immortal in a manifest form can walk or swim at 50’ per round.
Like lupines, immortals may strike to kill in unarmed combat with
their natural attacks in order to do more damage instead of hav- Immortals can also naturally fly at 120’ per round when in a maniing the chance to stun or knock out opponents. The strike to kill fest form, regardless of whether or not that form has wings.
damage done by immortals is listed on Table 17–1.

Senses and Communication

As with lupines, they must choose whether to strike to kill or to While in a manifest form an immortal can speak and understand
stun during the statement of intent at the beginning of a round. any language, and can speak telepathically with any creature.
Unlike lupines, immortals are not necessarily striking with teeth or
claws. They may make killing attacks with fists, horns, tail swipes, Immortals in a manifest form possess infravision similar to that of
or whatever features their manifest form has.
dwarves and elves, although they do not possess the other enhanced
senses of those races unless they chose their manifest form to have
Additionally, immortals of 13th level and higher do additional the detection suite power.
damage when striking with weapons. This damage is based on the
type of damage normally done by the weapon at the immortal’s
Developer Commentary
level of expertise with that weapon, and this increased damage does
In the first edition of Dark Dungeons, and the original game that
apply to unarmed strikes to stun, but does not apply to unarmed
Dark Dungeons emulates, the manifest form of an immortal was
strikes to kill.
the “default” form and the spirit form was an alternate form into
which the immortal could transform if it wanted to.

Anti-Magic

Immortals in a manifest form are completely immune to all mortal level magic cast by mortals, including such magical effects as
dragon breath from mortal level dragons and Energy Drain from
mortal level undead.

This immunity stretches to the magical creations of existing mortal
level spells. For example an immortal can walk straight through a

This new edition of Dark Dungeons makes the spirit form the default
form for two reasons. Firstly, it emphasises that the immortal has
undergone a change to a higher form of being rather than having
just got tougher; and secondly having the spirit form as the default
form works better with the rules for avatars (which were very vague
in the original game and which i’ve made more explicit here).
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Aura

Immortals radiate an aura of immense power when in their spirit
form or in a manifest form. This aura is always visible, and under
normal circumstances it unmistakably marks the immortal as being
an immortal but has no other effect.

Aura Combat

Immortals in any form are able to fight by directly attacking opponents using their aura. This can be done even when the immortal
is in a mortal avatar that does not normally have a visible aura.
These attacks manifest as intangible arcs of light emitted from the
attacker’s aura that coalesce into glowing shapes that form around
This aura is too powerful to be completely extinguished or hidden, the target. An immortal can attack any creature that they can pereven if the immortal becomes invisible, but it can be suppressed ceive and that is on the same plane as the attacker. The perception
to a low enough level to make communication with mortals easy doesn’t have to be physical, it can be through magical scrying.
or flared up to affect mortals in a number of ways.
Attacking in this way can be done once per round, as an action. It
Aura Flares
requires no movement or verbal component, and can therefore be
Once per round (as an action), an immortal in manifest form can done even when the immortal is incapacitated or even paralysed.
cause their aura to flare up. This will affect a number of mortal
creatures equal to the immortal’s Int and Wis bonuses added to- An immortal in any form instinctively knows when it is being
gether; providing all the targets are within 60’ of the immortal. attacked in aura combat and may react to this attack by simultaneMortal creatures with no mind (such as unintelligent undead) are ously make a counter-attack. This counter-attack is made on the
affected by these aura attacks.
attacker’s turn and does not count as the defender’s action. Like
the attack itself, it requires no movement or verbal component
The immortal must decide whether the desired effect of the aura and can therefore be done when the immortal is incapacitated or
is terror, awe, or beauty.
paralyzed. The immortal that is counter-attacking does not need
to be able to perceive their attacker, since the counter-attack tracks
Terror: Each target will flee in terror for 30 minutes unless they back along the path of the original attack.
can make a saving throw vs. spells. If the target is cornered, they
An immortal can only initiate one aura combat attack per round,
will cower and fight only to defend themselves.
but it can counter-attack against any number of incoming attacks
Awe: Each target will stand paralysed for 30 minutes unless they providing they have the spare power points to do so.
can make a saving throw vs. spells.

Mechanics of Aura Combat

Beauty: Each target will consider the immortal to be their best There are five types of attack that can be used in aura combat, each
friend, and treat them accordingly. It does not make them fanati- of which has its own special effect if it is successful. When an attack
cally loyal and will not make them attack their other friends.
is made, the attacker and the target (who is counter-attacking) each
secretly choose one of the attack types and select how much power
All targets get a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.
points to power it with, with a minimum of 10 power points and
a maximum of 500 power points.
If a target fails its saving throw, then it gets another one periodically
to throw off the beauty effect. The frequency of the saving throw The attack types are then compared to see which wins. Each of the
is based on the creature’s intelligence:
attack types has two other types that it automatically beats, and two
other types that it loses against. If the attack and counter-attack
0 Int = save every 240 days
are both of the same type, then the stronger of the two (the one
1 Int = save every 180 days
powered by the most power points) wins. In the unlikely event
2 Int = save every 120 days
that the attack and counter-attack are not only the same type but
3 Int = save every 90 days
if the target of the initial attack does not counter-attack, either
4–5 Int = save every 60 days
because it is mortal and therefore not able to do so; it does not
have enough power points to do so; or it chooses not to, then the
6–8 Int = save every 30 days
attack automatically “wins”.
9–12 Int = save every 14 days
13–15 Int = save every 6 days
Each combatant pays the power points to power their attack, and
16–17 Int = save every 48 hours
the combatant whose attack was beaten by their opponent’s attack
18 Int = save every 16 hours
loses additional power points equal to twice the amount that pow19 Int = save every 6 hours
ered the winning attack. If the loser can make a saving throw vs.
20 Int = save every 2 hours
power attacks, they lose only half of these additional power points.
21–29 Int = save every 20 minutes
30+ Int = save every 2 rounds
In addition to the loss of power points, the loser also takes an adIf the immortal behaves in an overtly hostile manner to the target ditional effect based on the type of attack that they were beaten by.
that is charmed by their beauty, such as attacking it or ordering Note that all these effects will even affect an immortal in spirit form.
others to attack it, then the charm is broken.
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Because aura attacks are designed to work on other creatures with
power points, they are less effective on mortal creatures that do not
possess them. If a mortal target of an attack makes a saving throw
vs. death ray, they are unaffected by the attack.

by any means, mundane or magical, it moves with you; and you
are considered to be blinded.

However, until the end of your next turn any incoming aura attack
of any type (including the one that you are responding to, if any)
Types of Attack
is automatically blocked, even if they are techniques that would
Bind: The attacker wraps and ties their opponent with chains of normally beat shroud when it is used as an attack. The attacker only
energy. If you lose to a bind attack, you are paralyzed until the end pays 5 power points instead of the full cost of the attack, and you
of your next action (remember that both attacking and counter- lose only 10 power points per incoming attack keeping the shield
attacking in aura combat can still be done while you are paralysed, strengthened. If you can make a saving throw vs. power attacks,
even though normal actions and movement can’t be done). A bind you lose only 5 power points. You do not suffer the additional efattack automatically wins against a shroud or thrust, but loses fects of the attacks, even if they are of types that would normally
against a dispel or pin.
automatically beat a shroud, but you can neither counter-attack
against them nor make attacks yourself until the end of the round
Dispel: The attacker probes their opponent with tendrils of en- when your shroud ends.
ergy that disrupt magic. If you lose to a dispel attack, the attacker
becomes aware of what spells you currently have active upon you, Lack of Power Points
and may choose any one of them to be dispelled (no roll required). Normally, the loser in a round of aura combat loses power points.
Additionally, you are unable to cast spells (either mortal or im- However, sometimes the loser will lose the last of their power points
mortal level spells) until the end of your next turn. A dispel attack or not have any to lose. The effects of this depend on the nature
automatically wins against a bind or shroud, but loses against a of the loser.
pin or thrust.
Mortals: Mortal creatures have no power points to lose, and therePin: The attacker uses spikes of energy to pin their opponent in fore can’t counter-attack against aura attacks and always lose against
place. If you lose to a pin attack, you may not change your location. them. When a mortal creature should lose power points as the result
You may still move around in place and take actions as normal, but of aura combat (remember, mortal creatures can make a saving
you may neither move from your current location nor be moved throw vs. death ray to be unaffected by an aura attack), it loses an
from it by any physical or magical means. This includes teleporta- equal number of hit points instead. If the mortal creature loses all
tion and planar or movement. You may make a saving throw vs. its hit points, it starts dying, just as if its hit points had been lost
power attacks at the end of each round to escape the pin. A pin in physical combat.
attack automatically wins against a bind or dispel, but loses against
a shroud or a thrust.
Exalted Creatures: If an exalted creature loses the last of its power
points, any remaining loss is carried over to its hit points as if it were
Shroud: The attacker surrounds their opponent in a cocoon of mortal. Further attacks will treat it as if it were a mortal creature
energy. If you lose to a shroud attack, all your senses (sight, hearing, until it has had chance to recover some power points.
smell, magical detection) are blocked until the end of the round. If
you attempt to move out of the cocoon by any means, mundane Avatars: When an immortal is using a vessel as an avatar, and that
or magical, it moves with you. Note that you are still aware of any avatar loses the last of its power points due to an aura attack, the
incoming aura combat attacks and are still able to counter-attack vessel disappears in the same manner as when the immortal runs
in response to them. A shroud attack automatically wins against a out of power points voluntarily. If the avatar was a lesser one, then
there is no further effect. If the avatar was a greater one, then the
pin or a thrust, but loses against a bind or a dispel.
immortal’s spirit form is sent back to their home plane if it is not
Thrust: The attacker uses a hand or fist formed of energy to push already there.
their opponent. If you lose to a thrust attack you are pushed 60’ in
a straight line in a direction of your attacker’s choosing. A thrust Immortals in Spirit Form: When an immortal in spirit form runs
attack automatically wins against a dispel or a pin, but loses against out of power points due to an aura attack they are sent back to
their home plane. If they are already on their home plane when
a bind or a shroud.
this happens, they die. This is the only way that an immortal can
be truly killed, other than dying from lack of worshippers, and
Shroud as a Defence
It is possible to use the shroud technique on yourself in order to immortals who suffer this fate are irrevocably dead and gone. There
protect yourself from aura attacks. You can do this on your turn is no power in the multiverse, mortal or immortal, that can bring
instead of making an aura attack, or you can do it as a response back an immortal once they have been killed.
to an incoming attack instead of making a counter-attack. Using
shroud on yourself costs the minimum of 10 power points, and Aura Combat and Magic
means that you suffer the effects of being shrouded – that is, all your Aura combat is not magic; it is the direct manipulation of the
senses (sight, hearing, smell, magical detection) are blocked until immortal’s life force. Because of this, the effects of aura combat
the end of the round; if you attempt to move out of the cocoon (for example the chains binding someone after a bind attack) can’t
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be dispelled or disrupted by anti-magic. Similarly, immortals are
capable of using aura combat even in anti-magic areas.

Immortal Level Spells

With the exception of Probe, Probe Shield, and Detect Immortal
Power, which can be cast by an immortal in spirit form, these spells
may only be cast by immortals while in a manifest form. Immortals
in spirit form can also cast Cast Mortal Magic, but only to cast
mortal level movement spells, not any other spells.
These spells are not stored in spell books and it is not possible to
write these spells onto scrolls or make magic items that duplicate
their effects.
Immortal level spells can be either lesser or greater. Lesser spells
generally have temporary effects and cost the immortal power
points to cast; whereas greater spells generally have permanent
effects and cost the immortal experience points to cast.
All immortals can cast all of these spells, and there is no need to
prepare them in advance.
There is no limit to how often an immortal can cast any of these
spells other than their cost in experience and power points.
None of these spells can be dispelled by either mortal or immortal
casters.

Bestow (r)

Greater immortal spell
Cost: 50,000xp per ability bestowed
Range: 60’
Duration: permanent
The Bestow spell grants one or more permanent abilities to a mortal
creature.

being cast (remember that the level of some mortal level spells
will be adjusted up or down based on the favoured and opposed
domains of the caster).
Casting this spell is done at the same time as casting the mortal
level spell that it accompanies, and the immortal level spells Reduce
Saving Throw and Increase Spell Duration can also be cast at the
same time to enhance the mortal level spell.
Some mortal level spells have additional or altered effects when
cast by an immortal using this spell. If this is the case, this will be
indicated in the descriptions of those spells in Chapter 7 – Spells
and Spell Casting.
Unlike mortal magic cast by mortals (or immortals in a mortal
form), spells cast using Cast Mortal Magic can affect an immortal
in a manifest form.
However, even if a spell cast by an immortal level caster using Cast
Mortal Magic gets through the immortal’s anti-magic, the target
immortal may still make a saving throw versus that spell where
applicable. If the spell is mind-affecting, the immortal may make
a saving throw vs. mental attacks, otherwise the immortal makes
a saving throw vs. spell attacks.
Unlike most immortal level spells, this spell can be cast by an immortal in spirit form. However, when cast by an immortal in spirit
form it can only be used to cast the following movement spells, and
(with the exception of Gate) the immortal must target themselves
with the spell cast:

◊ Dimension Door
◊ Gate
◊ Pass Plant
◊ Teleport
◊ Teleport any Object
An ability can be either a +1 bonus to an ability score or the equiva- ◊ Transport Through Plants
lent of a mortal spell between 1st and 7th level having been cast on ◊ Travel
the mortal and made permanent by a Permanence spell.
◊ Word of Recall
However, unlike an actual Permanence spell, this bestows the power
on the mortal as an innate ability which cannot be dispelled.
Reverse: Diminish removes one or more abilities from a mortal
creature. An ability can be one granted by this spell or an innate
ability such as infravision, or it can result in a –1 penalty to one
of the mortal’s ability scores.

The mortal gets a saving throw vs. spells with a –2 penalty in order
to avoid the effects of a Diminish spell.

Cast Mortal Magic

Lesser immortal spell
Cost: 1pp per level of the mortal spell
Range: self
Duration: instant
This spell allows the caster to cast any single mortal level spell from
any class. It has a cost of 2pp per level of the mortal level spell

Conceal Magical Nature

Lesser immortal spell
Cost: 10pp
Range: 60’
Duration: one year, or until item used
This spell will cause a single magical object (including an artifact)
to fail to show up on Detect Magic, Detect Evil, Know Alignment,
and Truesight spells.
This concealment of the item’s magical nature will last for one year
or until the item is used; at which point this spell is cancelled and
the item’s magical nature will become apparent once more.
This spell does not work on living creatures, and multiple castings
are not cumulative in duration.
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Create Artifact

Greater immortal spell
Cost: varies
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell creates an artifact – an extremely powerful magical item.
See Chapter 20 – Artifacts for more details about the creation
and use of artifacts.

Create Manifest-Form Vessel

Greater immortal spell
Cost: 1,000,000xp
Range: self
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a new manifest-form vessel for the caster that can
be used as an avatar.
The new manifest form can have any combination of four manifest
form powers, and will look as the caster wishes.
See Chapter 16 – Questing for Immortality for details on
manifest form powers.
An immortal can have as many manifest-form vessels as they like,
and may use any one of them as an avatar, but may only have one
avatar of each vessel at any given time.

The caster may cast Create Mundane Object in conjunction with
this spell in order to create clothing and equipment for their new
mortal form. Any equipment created in this manner will appear
on the mortal form when the caster inhabits it as an avatar and will
disappear when the caster withdraws power and the avatar vanishes.
An immortal can have as many mortal forms as they like, and may
use any one of them as an avatar, but may only have one avatar of
each vessel at one time.

Create Mundane Object

Greater immortal spell
Cost: 1xp per 1gp value of the object
Range: 10’
Duration: permanent
This spell creates a mundane object out of nothingness. It can create any non-magical object or any magic item; but cannot create
artifacts.
This spell can create complex items such as buildings complete
with fixtures and fittings, providing the immortal pays for the total
value of the object.
If the immortal chooses, they can make temporary items that
disappear after either 24 hours or when the immortal switches
out of manifest form whichever comes sooner. Temporary items
do not cost experience points to create, but cost 1 power point
per 10,000gp of value created (rounded up).

Normally, like most other immortal level spells, this spell can only
be cast by an immortal in a manifest form. However, if an immortal Create Species
is left with no manifest-form vessels because they have all been Greater immortal spell
killed and they have become a lost soul, they can cast this spell Cost: varies
while in spirit form – but only to re-create the original manifest- Range: 10’
form vessel that they acquired when they first became an immortal. Duration: permanent
Each casting of this spell creates a single creature, which may be
Create Mortal-form Vessel
intelligent.
Greater immortal spell
Cost: 50,000xp
The creature created does not have to be from an existing species or
Range: caster
race; the immortal can simply invent a new species by casting this
Duration: permanent
spell, and if they cast the spell repeatedly to create the same type of
This spell creates a new mortal-form vessel for the caster.
creature they can create a breeding population of this new species.
The new mortal form can be of any race, class or monster species It is up to the Game Master (and the actions of the immortal in
(other than an exalted monster species); but its abilities are limited protecting, teaching and guiding their new species) to determine
to those that a normal member of that race, class or monster spe- whether the new species will thrive or die out. This is how many
cies would have.
of the humanoid species in the world started.
The caster chooses whether the mortal form will age as a normal
member of its species or whether it will remain the same age. The
former is more realistic if the form is going to be used repeatedly
to interact with the same mortals, but has the disadvantage that it
will eventually become so old that it “dies” of old age and can no
longer be used to create an avatar.
The caster can, of course, simply create a new mortal form that
is identical to a previous one in order to give the appearance of
restored youth to an aged one or give the appearance that a dead
one has been raised.

The immortal has no direct control over creatures created by this
spell, but they will usually be grateful for existence and worship
the immortal.
This spell costs the immortal 100,000 experience points to cast, plus
an additional 100,000 experience points for each special ability of
the creature created.
At the Game Master’s discretion, having a high number of hit dice
may count as one or more special abilities in its own right.
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Intelligent creatures created by this spell cannot take on human When cast on a mortal with fewer than 3,000,000 experience points,
character classes, but can potentially become sorcerers or shamans. this spell will fail. If the mortal has at least 3,000,000 experience
points then casting this spell on them will make them become an
The player and Game Master may optionally create a custom racial immortal with the same number of experience points that they
character class for the new species, similar to the racial character had as a mortal; and whose home plane is the plane on which this
classes that exist for clockworks, dwarves, elves, lupines, and hal- spell was cast on them.
flings.
As part of the process of becoming immortal, the target of this spell
Detect Immortal Power
will create for themselves a manifest-form vessel that they can use as
Lesser immortal spell
an avatar. The appearance and powers of this vessel will be guided by
Cost: 10pp
the subconscious of the target rather than being consciously chosen
Range: one astronomical body on the prime plane
(although if the target is a player character then the player should
Duration: 1 day
be given choice of what their character’s subconscious creates).
This spell will scan one astronomical body (on the prime plane only)
for immortal activity. A particularly large or complex astronomical See Chapter 16 – Questing for Immortality for details on
body may require more than one Detect Immortal Power spell to manifest form powers.
cover it, at the Game Master’s discretion.

Grant Power

Each round that an immortal is on the planet in manifest form, Greater immortal spell
there is a 5% cumulative chance that this spell will detect their pres- Cost: varies
ence. If the immortal in manifest form uses immortal level spells Range: touch
then this becomes a 10% cumulative chance per round. There is Duration: permanent
also a 1% cumulative chance per round that this spell will detect This spell allows the immortal so simply give away experience points.
the active use of an artifact, either by a mortal or by an immortal.
The immortal can spend any number of experience points when
The use of aura combat will not be detected by this spell, but an casting this spell (providing they can afford to spend them without
aura flare will always be detected.
losing a level).
The spell will not reveal the identity of the immortal, or even
whether it was triggered by an immortal or an artifact, but it will
reveal the location that the immortal power was detected at.
In most campaign settings, the major planets where the campaign
takes place will normally have some kind of rules set up by the
most powerful immortals that prohibit direct immortal activity
except for particular prescribed activities (such as investing clerics
or sending omens to worshippers).
This is for the safety of those living on the planet, because it is
relatively simple for a dispute between immortals to destroy huge
areas of civilisation. Of course, not all immortals will obey such
rules, so there is often a council of high level immortals on “guard
duty” using this spell to monitor events and prepared to step in
and stop any unauthorised direct meddling.
This spell will not detect immortals in spirit form, nor will it detect
immortals in mortal form.

The target of the spell will gain the same number of experience
points that the immortal has spent.
The experience can be given to a mortal, or it can be given to another immortal who has fewer experience points than the caster.
However, it cannot give enough experience points to bring the
target’s experience total higher than the caster’s.

Hear Prayers

Lesser immortal spell
Cost: 5pp
Range: everywhere
Duration: 30 minutes
This spell allows the immortal to hear all prayers that were made
to them over the previous day.
It does not grant the immortal any special ability to answer those
prayers, but most immortals are aware that the occasional intervention is a great way to keep worshippers loyal.

Unlike most immortal level spells, this spell can be cast by an im- This spell is also an ideal way for an immortal to keep up to date on
mortal who is in spirit form.
the actions of their agents and minions – assuming those minions
report those actions in prayer.

Grant Immortality

Greater immortal spell
Cost: 1,000,000xp
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell transforms the target, who must be a willing mortal, into
an immortal.
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Immortal Eye

Lesser immortal spell
Cost: 5pp
Range: anywhere
Duration: 1 hour
This spell allows the immortal to create an invisible magical eye
in any location that they have previously visited, whether on the
same plane or a different plane. The eye is detectable by a Detect
Magic spell cast in its location, but is will not show up on a Detect
Immortal Power spell directed at the location.

Invest Cleric (r)

Greater immortal spell
Cost: 50,000xp
Range: touch
Duration: permanent
This spell will either turn a willing human mortal into a cleric of the
caster or a willing non-human mortal into a shaman of the caster.
In the case of a human cleric, the cleric will inherit the immortal’s
favoured and opposed domains.

If the target already has a character class then this class is lost and
The caster can move the eye at a speed of 240’ per round by con- replaced with the cleric class (but the character’s experience total
centrating, and when they stop concentrating the eye will remain remains unchanged).
in place. At the end of the spell’s duration, the caster can spend an
additional 5 power points in order to extend it for another hour. The mortal neither gains nor loses experience, so a normal commoner will become a first level cleric with no experience points
Improve Ability
but an experience adventurer may become a higher level cleric
Greater immortal spell
with the same amount of experience points that they had in their
Cost: see Table 17–1
previous class.
Range: caster
Duration: permanent
Reverse: Excommunicate cleric removes the clerical or shaman class
This spell permanently improves one of the ability scores of the from a mortal worshipper of the caster.
caster. The score is improved in all manifest forms (and in the case
The target of the spell immediately loses their cleric class and beof mental ability scores, also in spirit form).
comes a fighter with the same amount of experience points that
The cost to improve an ability score and the maximum value to they had in the cleric class.
which an ability score can be raised depend on the caster’s level,
There is no saving throw against this excommunication, but it can
and can be found on Table 17–1.
only be used on clerics or shamans who are worshippers of the
caster. It cannot be used to neutralise the clerics or shamans of rivals.
Increase Spell Duration
Lesser immortal spell
Cost: 1pp per increase
Probe
Range: Lesser immortal spell
Duration: Cost: 5pp
This spell is cast at the same time as the caster casts Cast Mortal Range: 720’
Magic in order to cast a mortal level spell.
Duration: instant
This spell informs the caster of the level, hit dice, power points,
For each power point spent on this spell, the mortal level spell hit points, and anti-magic of the creature (which, of course, will
will have its duration extended by an amount equal to its normal also inform the caster indirectly whether the creature is mortal or
duration.
immortal).
If the caster spends 1pp on this spell, for example, the mortal spell it The spell can be cast on any creature, including another immortal,
is cast with will have its duration doubled. If the caster spends 2pp, and gives the caster information about that creature. There is no
the mortal spell it is cast with will have its duration tripled. If the saving throw against the spell, and anti-magic does not apply.
caster spends 3pp, the mortal spell it is cast with will have its duration quadrupled. And so forth.
The spell will also inform the caster of the name of the target, although this additional information can be blocked by the target’s
Both this spell and the Reduce Saving Throw spell can be cast at the anti-magic or by the target making a saving throw (vs spells at
same time on the same mortal level spell.
a –2 penalty in the case of mortals, or vs. mental attacks in the
case of immortals).
This spell cannot be cast with other immortal level spells.
When cast at an immortal who is in a mortal form, this spell only
reveals the details (including name) of that mortal form, not the
details and name of the immortal.
When cast on an immortal who is in a manifest form, this spell
will reveal whether the manifest form is a greater or lesser avatar.
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Unlike most immortal level spells, this spell may be both cast by
or target an immortal who is in spirit form.

caster’s choosing either around the centre of the crystal sphere or
around an existing body in the sphere.

Probe Shield

It is possible to create a stationary body in the exact centre of a
sphere with this spell.

Lesser immortal spell
Cost: 5pp
Range: caster
Duration: 10 minutes
This spell makes the caster immune to the Probe spell. Anyone
casting the Probe spell at the caster during the duration of this
spell will only detect that the Probe Shield is active and will get no
other information – although they may infer from the presence of
the Probe Shield that the caster is an immortal.

When a body is created using this spell, four equivalent bodies are
also created in the four elemental planes and an ethereal copy of
the body is created in the ethereal plane. See Chapter 15 – Out
of this World for details on how the elemental and ethereal
planes work.
The orbit of the body created must not take it more than half way
from the centre of the sphere to its edge.

Unlike most immortal level spells, this spell can be cast by immortals in spirit form.
When created, a body will have no plant or animal life, although
such life can be taken there. It will, however, be created with an
Reduce Saving Throw
air and gravity envelope of its own.
Lesser immortal spell
Cost: 1pp per –1 penalty per target
When an immortal uses this spell to create a body, they will become
Range: aware of the danger of the body colliding with other bodies, and
Duration: therefore no immortal will accidentally cause such a collision by
This spell is cast at the same time as the caster casts a mortal level using this spell. However, a malicious immortal could use this spell
spell.
to deliberately set up a collision if they desired.
For each power point spent on this spell, one mortal target of the
mortal level spell will get a –1 penalty on its saving throw against
the spell.

The bodies created by this spell will normally be spherical, but the
caster may create them in other shapes such as rings or flat discs
if they desire.

If the caster spends 5pp on this spell, for example, a single mortal The cost to create a body depends on the diameter of the body in
could be given a –5 penalty. If the caster spends 15pp, a single miles:
mortal could be given a –15 penalty or one mortal could be given
a –10 penalty and a second one given a –5 penalty, or fifteen morasteroid (50mi) = 50,000xp
tals could be given a –1 penalty each. And so forth.
small moon (500mi) = 100,000xp
large moon (1,000mi) = 200,000xp
Both this spell and the Increase Spell Duration spell can be cast at
small planet (2,000mi) = 400,000xp
the same time on the same mortal level spell.
medium planet (4,000mi) = 600,000xp
large planet (10,000mi) = 800,000xp
This spell cannot be cast with other immortal level spells, and cansmall sun (100,000mi) = 1,200,000xp
not penalise the saving throws of immortal level creatures.
large sun (500,000mi) = 1,400,000xp
unusual shape = +200,000xp

Shape Reality

Greater immortal spell
Cost: varies
Range: special
Duration: permanent
This spell allows the immortal to reshape reality. The spell can be
used to create or move astronomical bodies, planes or even crystal
spheres. A group of immortals can cast this spell together, sharing
the experience cost of the casting equally between them.
Create a Body: This spell can be used to create an astronomical
body of any size. The body must be created on the prime plane
within a crystal sphere.
The body can be of any of the four basic types (gaseous body, solid
body, radiating body, liquid body), and will take on an orbit of the

Move a Body: The spell can also be used to move an existing
astronomical body. Moving an existing body has the same rules
as creating one – the body must be moved to an orbit around the
centre of the sphere or around an existing body, and the immortal
cannot accidentally create a situation where two bodies will collide.
The elemental and ethereal equivalents of the body are moved
with it.
This spell cannot move a body out of the crystal sphere that contains
it. Nor can it move a body out of the prime plane.
The cost to move a body depends on its diameter in miles:
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large moon (1,000mi)
small planet (2,000mi)
medium planet (4,000mi)
large planet (10,000mi)
small sun (100,000mi)
large sun (500,000mi)

= 40,000xp
= 80,000xp
= 120,000xp
= 160,000xp
= 240,000xp
= 280,000xp

The plane will always be roughly spherical, and the geographic edge
of the plane is similar to the crystal of a celestial sphere, except
that it is not possible for anything to move through the crystal
in any way.
The cost to create an outer plane depends on the size of the plane:

Create a Celestial Sphere: An immortal with enough experience
to spend can use this spell to create an empty celestial sphere. The
immortal must be in the luminiferous aether to use this function
of the spell.
There is no chance of the new sphere colliding with an existing
sphere, since the spheres will repel each other.

dwelling
town
island/asteroid
continent/moon
planet

= 200,000xp
= 300,000xp
= 400,000xp
= 800,000xp
= 1,600,000xp

The caster can choose the (initial) contents of the plane from any
of the possibilities that can be chosen when altering an outer plane.

The newly created sphere can be from 3–9 billion miles in radius,
and will be full of void and contain no astronomical bodies, al- However, regardless of the options chosen, outer planes never conthough it will have stars embedded in it. However, creating the tain void. They are always full of atmosphere.
sphere will also create a matching set of inner planes (elemental
planes of air, earth, fire and water; and an ethereal plane).
A newly created plane will not contain any plant or animal life.
If the immortal is not in an existing river of aether when they cast Move an Outer Plane: If an immortal is at the anchor point of
this spell, a bi-directional river will spontaneously form to connect an outer plane, they can cast this spell to move that anchor point.
the new sphere to the nearest other sphere, and there is a 25% This is only possible if the plane is not the home plane of an unchance that a bi-directional river will also form to connect the new willing immortal.
sphere to another “nearby” sphere at the Game Master’s discretion.
When the immortal casts this spell, the anchor point of the plane
If the immortal is in an existing river of aether connecting two is folded up into a glowing sphere about the size of a grapefruit in
existing spheres when they cast this spell, roll 1d8 and interpret the immortal’s hand.
the results as follows:
The immortal then moves to the location that they wish to move
◊ 1–4 = bi-directional rivers form to both existing spheres. The old the anchor point to, and lets go of it. The anchor point of the outer
river between the existing spheres still exists.
plane is then fixed in the new location.
◊ 5–6 = single direction rivers form to one of the existing spheres
and from the other (chosen randomly). The old river between
the existing spheres still exists.

If the immortal’s manifest form disappears for any reason (running out of power, being killed), the anchor point is immediately
dropped in the current location.

◊ 7 = a bi-directional river forms to one of the existing spheres
(chosen randomly). The old river between the existing spheres
still exists.

The anchor point can be carried through a Gate, and can be transferred to another plane via the Travel spell or a similar ability. However, it cannot be carried directly (or indirectly) into the luminiferous aether. Attempting to do so will cause the spell to fail and the
anchor point of the plane to revert to its previous location.

◊ 8 = the existing river is split into two rivers, each of which keeps
the direction of flow that it had before the sphere was created. It
is no longer possible to travel directly between the two existing
spheres without going via the new sphere.
Creating a celestial sphere costs 6,400,000 experience points.
Create an Outer Plane: An immortal who is inside a celestial
sphere (or inside any of the inner or outer planes attached to that
sphere) can use this spell to create a new outer plane.

Similarly, it is not possible to use this spell create a “loop” of outer
planes by taking the anchor point into the plane that is being
moved or into any plane that is anchored (directly or indirectly)
onto that plane. Attempting this will also cause the spell to fail
and the anchor point of the plane to return to its previous location.

While the anchor point of the plane is being carried, it cannot be
crossed using Travel spells or similar abilities. Gates to and from
the plane being moved remain fully functional, and Travel spells
The new plane will be anchored at the immortal’s current location. can still be used to pass between the plane being moved and planes
If this location is on an orbiting astronomical body, the anchor that are anchored to it.
point of the plane will stay is position relative to the rotation and
movement of the body. See Chapter 15 – Out of this World The cost to move the anchor point of an outer plane depends on
for more details on outer planes and their anchor points.
the size of the plane:
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dwelling
town
island/asteroid
continent/moon
planet

Transform

= 50,000xp
= 75,000xp
= 100,000xp
= 200,000xp
= 400,000xp

Greater immortal spell
Cost: 50,000xp
Range: 60’
Duration: permanent
This spell changes the form of a mortal creature in a similar manner
Alter an Outer Plane: An immortal can also use this spell to alter to a Polymorph Other spell. However, the change is non-magical
the characteristics of an existing outer plane. The plane must be ei- and therefore cannot be detected by a Detect Magic spell or undone
ther the immortal’s home plane or a plane that the immortal created. by a Dispel Magic spell.
If the plane is also the home plane of another immortal, that im- Once the change has happened, the target is a normal non-magical
mortal must be willing for the alteration to take place.
creature of the appropriate type. However, a Probe spell cast at the
target will reveal their “true” pre-transform identity as well as their
Each casting of the spell can alter one of the following facets of post-transform identity.
the plane:
The caster decides whether the target keeps their old mind; has their
The basic conditions and matter can be altered to match either the mind changed along with their body but keeps their memories;
prime plane or one of the elemental planes.
or has their mind changed along with their body and has their
memories replaced with fake ones suitable for the new body. If the
The magical laws of the plane can be changed to one of the follow- memories of the target are suppressed, the caster may optionally
ing selections: all magic works; all mortal-level spells are considered set a command word that will restore them.
to be x levels higher than normal; mortal level magic only works
when cast by immortals using the Cast Mortal Magic spell; only The target may make a saving throw vs. spells with a –2 penalty to
immortal level spells work; no magic works.
avoid the effect, although a willing target does not need to make
this saving throw.
The appearance of the plane and the native matter within it can be
altered (e.g. Pink sky, or everything appears to be made of wood). This spell can be used to change the race and/or class of a mortal,
and it can also be used to lower the amount of experience that they
The type of “body” on the plane can be changed to any one of the have. It cannot raise the experience that the target has unless the
following types: air body, earth body, fire body, water body.
spell is being used to restore them to their prior form.
The matter in the plane can be changed to any one of the follow- If this spell is cast on someone who has already been transformed
ing types: a single round astronomical body in the centre of the by a previous application of this spell, the caster can choose to
plane; a set of tiny flat astronomical bodies floating in the plane; a revert the target back to their original form without necessarily
hemispherical astronomical body filling half of the plane.
knowing what that form is.
The gravity on the plane can be changed to any one of the following
types: pulling in a constant “down” direction; pulling towards the
centre of the plane; pulling towards each body the plane contains
as if those bodies were in the void.
Note that changing the properties of an inhabited plane can be very
dangerous to those inhabitants. Also, no matter how restricted the
magic is on a plane, immortals in spirit form from can always use
their equivalent of the Travel spell to exit the plane at its anchor
point, and the Shape Reality spell can still be used to change the
restriction on magic.
The cost to alter a single facet of a plane depends on the size of
the plane:
dwelling
town
island/asteroid
continent/moon
planet

= 5,000xp
= 7,500xp
= 10,000xp
= 20,000xp
= 40,000xp
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Chapter 18 - Monsters

he Dark Dungeons world is full of a variety of creatures, from
the harmless to the terrifying. Collectively these creatures
are referred to as monsters, even though some of them are
mundane animals or even people.

Lair Group

This contains a number range which shows how many monsters of
this type typically live together in a shared lair or home. In the case
of civilised creatures, this indicates the size of a typical village or
camp, not the size of a whole city. This number range is followed
Similarly, just because a creature is referred to as a monster, it doesn’t by a letter in parentheses, which indicates the type of treasure (see
necessarily mean that the creature will be hostile to the player char- Chapter 19 – Treasure) that the group has in total in their lair,
acters. Monsters can also be allies or friends, or merely neutral or in addition to any treasure that might be carried by individuals.
disinterested parties which may be negotiated with.

Move

Within this chapter, monsters are described in alphabetical order, This shows the movement per round of the monster. If the monster
described in a standard format.
has unusual forms of movement, such as being able to fly or swim,
these will also be listed.

Monster Format

Each monster description contains a stat block containing some
or all of the following entries:

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Type:
Habitat:
Wandering Group:
Lair Group:
Move:
Armour Class:
Hit Dice:
Attack Bonus:
Attacks:
Weapon Expertise:
Power Reserve:
vs. Death/Poion:
vs. Wand:
vs. Paralyse/Petrify:
vs. Dragon Breath:
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell:
Intelligence:
XP value:

Armour Class

This shows the armour class of the monster. If there is an asterisk
next to the armour class value then the monster has immunities
to some attacks. See the monster description for details of such
immunities.

Hit Dice

This shows the number of dice to roll in order to calculate the
monster’s hit points. It may include a modifier, which should be
added to the hit point total.
For example “3+1” indicates that the monster has 3d8+1 hit dice.
This value is followed by a second number in parentheses which
indicates the average hit points that a monster of this type will
have. The hit dice total may be followed by one or more asterisks.
Each asterisk indicates that the monster has a special ability that
makes it tougher than a normal monster with the same number
of hit dice. Monsters with asterisks are worth more experience
points than normal.

Type

This contains one or more keywords that describe the monster’s
basic type; such as “animal”, “undead” and so forth. Some of these
keywords are merely descriptive, but many of them are relevant
when it comes to the way certain spells or items work.
For example, a Protection from Evil spell keeps out any creatures
with the enchanted keyword.

If you are inventing your own monsters or modifying monsters
then you will need to judge which special abilities of the monster
are worth asterisks. Generally only special abilities that give the
monster an offensive bonus in combat are worth asterisks, with a
rough guideline to power being that each two spell levels that a
creature can cast or each two levels of weapon expertise that it has
is worth an asterisk and each special ability such as Energy Drain
or paralysis is also worth an asterisk.

Attack Bonus

This shows the attack bonus that the monster uses for its attacks.
Habitat
This may be followed by a modifier, which is the normal to-hit
This contains one or more habitats where the monster can be found, modifier that the monster gets on attacks. For example “+3 {+2}”
along with the monster’s rarity in each of those habitats.
indicates that the monster attacks using attack bonus +3 and has
a +2 bonus on its to-hit rolls from weapon expertise.

Wandering Group

This contains a number range which shows how many monsters The attack bonus of a monster is based on its hit dice. It has already
of this type are typically encountered when wandering away from been calculated for all the listed monsters, but if you are inventing
their lair or home. This number range is followed by a letter in a new monster or modifying a monster then look up the monster’s
parentheses, which indicates the type of treasure (see Chapter 19 – hit dice on Table 18–1 in order to find out its attack bonus.
Treasure) that each individual is likely to be carrying with them.
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Attacks

This shows the number and type of attacks that the monster gets
each round.

Monsters can only spend their power points on the things listed
in their description. Unless listed, they cannot spend their power
points on immortal level spells.

Unless a monster description says otherwise, all attacks are resolved Saving Throws
on the monster’s initiative, and multiple attacks may be split be- These show the monster’s chances to make saving throws of each
tween valid targets.
of the five different types.
Each attack will be followed by a number range in parentheses. This
number range indicates the damage done by that attack.

Weapon Expertise

The monsters listed here have their saving throw chances pre-calculated. When inventing your own monsters or modifying monsters,
the saving throw chances of intelligent humanoid monsters should
normally be the same as those of a character of the most suitable
class to match the monster’s abilities and of a level equal to the
number of hit dice the monster has.

Some monsters use weapons, and they can have levels of expertise
in those weapons, just like player characters who have bought
weapon feats. The bonuses that a monster gets for its weapon expertise are listed {in brackets} as part of its normal listing. These Other monsters should usually have saving throw chances that
bonuses are based on the monster using its listed weapon against are the same as those of a fighter with a level equal to half the
armed opponents.
monster’s hit dice.

If you wish to use a monster with weapon expertise but change the
type of weapon it is using, then you can swap the bonuses for the
equivalent bonuses for having the same level of weapon expertise
but with the new weapon.
If you are inventing your own monsters or modifying monsters
then weapon using monsters should be given a maximum level of
expertise based on their hit dice,:
up to 2+hd
3 to 5+hd
6 to 8+hd
9 to 10+hd
11hd and up

Power Reserve

Some very powerful monsters have the same four types of saving
throw as immortals, rather than the normal five types. (see Chapter 17 – the Immortals for details about immortal defences.)
Just like immortals, these monsters are immune to poison, disease,
Energy Drain, aging, and magic cast by mortals, and can make
saving throws vs. physical attacks to take half damage from physical attacks.
However, unlike immortals they do not take minimum damage
from mortal level physical attacks and are not immune to physical attacks from mortals using less than +5 weapons unless their
description specifically says that they do.

= basic
= skilled
= expert
= master
= grandmaster

Intelligence

Some very powerful monsters have a power reserve like immortals
do (see Chapter 17 – Immortals for details about power reserve
and power points).

This shows the average intelligence of this type of monster. In the
case of sapient monsters, the intelligence of individuals will vary
from this average; but in the case of non-sapient monsters this is
a fixed score.
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Table 18–1: Base Monster Abilities (continued)

Hit Dice

Attack
Bonus

Base
Experience

Experience
per *

Hit Dice

Attack
Bonus

Base
Experience

Experience
per *

<1

+1

5

1

35+ to 36

+23

6,250

5,750

1

+1

10

3

36+ to 37

+24

6,500

6,000

1+

+2

15

4

37+ to 38

+25

6,750

6,250

2

+2

20

5

38+ to 39

+26

7,000

6,500

2+

+3

25

10

39+ to 40

+27

7,250

6,750

3

+3

35

15

40+ to 41

+28

7,500

7,000

3+

+4

50

25

41+ to 42

+29

7,750

7,250

4

+4

75

50

42+ to 43

+30

8,000

7,500

4+

+5

125

75

43+ to 44

+31

8,250

7,750

5

+5

175

125

44+ to 45

+32

8,500

8,000

5+

+6

225

175

45+ to 46

+33

8,750

8,250

6

+6

275

225

46+ to 47

+34

9,000

8,500

6+

+7

350

300

47+ to 48

+35

9,250

8,750

7

+7

450

400

48+ to 49

+36

9,500

9,000

7+

+8

550

475

49+ to 50

+37

9,750

9,250

8

+8

650

550

50+ to 51

+38

10,000

9,500

8+

+9

775

625

51+ to 52

+38

10,250

9,750

9

+9

900

700

52+ to 53

+39

10,500

10,000

9+ to 10

+10

1,000

750

53+ to 54

+39

10,750

10,250

10+ to 11

+10

1,100

800

54+ to 55

+40

11,000

10,500

11+ to 12

+11

1,250

875

55+ to 56

+40

11,250

10,750

12+ to 13

+11

1,350

950

56+ to 57

+41

11,500

11,000

13+ to 14

+12

1,500

1,000

57+ to 58

+41

11,750

11,250

14+ to 15

+12

1,650

1,050

58+ to 59

+42

12,000

11,500

15+ to 16

+13

1,850

1,100

59+ to 60

+42

12,250

11,750

16+ to 17

+13

2,000

1,150

60+ to 61

+43

12,500

12,000

17+ to 18

+14

2,125

1,350

61+ to 62

+43

12,750

12,250

18+ to 19

+14

2,250

1,550

62+ to 63

+43

13,000

12,500

19+ to 20

+15

2,375

1,800

63+ to 64

+43

13,250

12,750

20+ to 21

+15

2,500

2,000

64+ to 65

+43

13,500

13,000

21+ to 22

+16

2,750

2,250

65+ to 66

+44

13,750

13,250

22+ to 23

+16

3,000

2,500

66+ to 67

+44

14,000

13,500

23+ to 24

+17

3,250

2,750

67+ to 68

+44

14,250

13,750

24+ to 25

+17

3,500

3,000

68+ to 69

+44

14,500

14,000

25+ to 26

+18

3,750

3,250

69+ to 70

+44

14,750

14,250

26+ to 27

+18

3,500

3,500

70+ to 71

+45

15,000

14,500

27+ to 28

+19

3,750

3,750

71+ to 72

+45

15,250

14,750

28+ To29

+19

4,500

4,000

72+ to 73

+45

15,500

15,000

29+ to 30

+20

4,750

4,250

73+ to 74

+45

15,750

15,250

30+ to 31

+20

5,000

4,500

74+ to 75

+45

16,000

15,500

31+ to 32

+21

5,250

4,750

75+ to 76

+46

16,250

15,750

32+ to 33

+21

5,500

5,000

76+ to 77

+46

16,500

16,000

33+ to 34

+22

5,750

5,250

77+ to 78

+46

16,750

16,250

34+ to 35

+22

6,000

5,500

78+ to 79

+46

17,000

16,500
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Table 18–1: Base Monster Abilities (continued)

The monsters listed in this chapter already have experience values
pre-calculated. If you are inventing your own monsters or modifying monsters then look up the monster’s hit dice on Table 18–1
in order to find out its experience value.

Hit Dice

Attack
Bonus

Base
Experience

Experience
per *

79+ to 80

+46

17,250

16,750

80+ to 81

+47

17,500

17,000

80+ to 82

+47

17,750

17,250

82+ to 83

+47

18,000

17,500

83+ to 84

+47

18,250

17,750

84+ to 85

+47

18,500

18,000

85+ to 86

+47

18,750

18,250

86+ to 87

+47

19,000

18,500

Some monsters have special or unusual abilities that need more
detailed description than that which is provided in their individual
monster text. Further details of these abilities are described in this
section:

87+ to 88

+47

19,250

18,750

88+ to 89

+47

19,500

19,000

Anti-Magic

89+ to 90

+47

19,750

19,250

90+ to 91

+48

20,000

19,500

91+ to 92

+48

20,250

19,750

92+ to 93

+48

20,500

20,000

93+ to 94

+48

20,750

20,250

94+ to 95

+48

21,000

20,500

95+ to 96

+48

21,250

20,750

96+ to 97

+48

21,500

21,000

97+ to 98

+48

21,750

21,250

98+ to 99

+48

22,000

21,500

99+ to 100

+48

22,250

21,750

100+ to 101

+49

22,500

22,000

101+ to 102

+49

22,750

22,250

102+ to 103

+49

23,000

22,500

103+ to 104

+49

23,250

22,750

104+ to 105

+49

23,500

23,000

105+ to 106

+49

23,750

23,250

106+ to 107

+49

24,000

23,500

107+ to 108

+49

24,250

23,750

108+ to 109

+49

24,500

24,000

109+ to 110

+49

24,750

24,250

> 110

+49

25,000

24,500

For each hit dice over 110, simply add 250 xp plus another 250
xp per * to the monster’s experience value.

Special Abilities

Some creatures have an anti-magic ability listed, either as a personal
ability or occasionally as an area effect ability.

Anti-magic is usually listed with bonus (e.g. “+11 anti-magic”).
In cases where it is not, assume that it is automatically successful.
In an anti-magic area, all existing magic has a chance of not working. Each magical effect that is brought into the area causes a check
to be made using the anti-magic bonus. If this check is successful
(remember – anti-magic with no listed bonus is automatically successful) then the magical effect is temporarily suppressed while in
the area and ceases to work. Existing magic with a duration still
has its duration counted while in the area, even if it is not working.
Existing magic brought into an anti-magic area and suppressed
will resume functionality (assuming its duration has not run out)
once it leaves the area.
Example: Oeric, using a +2 sword of flaming and under the influence of a potion of flying, is attacking a floating horror. The horror
turns its anti-magic ray in his direction.
Since the anti-magic ray of a floating horror is not given a check
bonus, it is assumed to be automatically successful and no check is
made. Oeric’s +3 sword of flaming goes out, and is now a normal
sword. Similarly, oeric falls to the ground as his potion of flying is
suppressed.

Non-sapient monsters can have an intelligence score of up to 5 if
they are particularly good at problem solving – although this doesn’t
mean that they are the intellectual equals of sapient creatures with
a similar score.

Xp Value

This shows the amount of experience points that a party should get
shared between them for defeating a monster of this type. Note
that defeating does not necessarily mean that the monster must be
killed. See Chapter 11 – Getting Better for more details about
gaining experience from defeating monsters.

Two rounds later, the floating horror looks away. Oeric’s sword immediately bursts into flame again and regains its +2 bonus, and
oeric can now fly again. The two rounds that he spent unable to fly
still count towards the duration of his potion.
Additionally, while in an anti-magic area, any spell cast or any
magical ability used will also fail to work if the check for the area
is successful. In this case, the spell or ability will not suddenly kick
in after the area is left, and the spell or ability does count as having
been used for purposes of charges or uses-per-day.
If the anti-magic is a personal ability rather than an area effect, it
is simpler.
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The creature with the ability simply has that percentage chance
of being unaffected by the magic. The magic will still function
normally other than not affecting the creature.

Such spell immunity not only covers the listed spells when cast by
a spell caster, but also similar abilities from items or monsters that
mimic those spells.

Example: Aloysius casts a Fireball spell from an artefact that he
owns at a marilith and the trolls that are accompanying her. Because
the Fireball is from an artefact, it gets past the marilith’s immunity
to mortal level magic. However, her anti-magic still applies.

A creature with spell immunity can voluntarily lower it in order
to allow beneficial spells to affect them, but it is an all-or-nothing
lowering of the immunity and while it is lowered, any spell or spell
like effect that it normally covers is allowed through.

The marilith has a +4 anti-magic bonus against immortal level
magic, so the Game Master rolls for the Fireball and gets a 17.
Since 17+4 is 21, the anti-magic check succeeds.
The Fireball goes oﬀ as normal, hurting all the trolls. However, the
marilith stands in the middle of it totally unaﬀected by the magic
and totally undamaged.

Energy Drain

Some creatures, mostly undead, have the Energy Drain ability.

Anyone hit by an Energy Drain immediately loses one level or hit
die.
In the case of characters, the character’s experience total is lowered
to the mid-point of the previous level (e.g. A 7th level character is
lowered to an experience total mid-way between level 6 and level 7).
For all purposes, the creature is considered to now have the lower
level or hit dice.
The character or monster’s attack bonus and saving throws are
reduced to those of the lower level, as are the number of spells that
the character can prepare. If the character has now more prepared
spells than they should have, the excess are lost. However, it is not
necessary to reduce the hit points, skills, or weapon feats that a
character has. Characters do not “forget” these abilities.
When a character regains lost experience levels, they only regain
the things that were lost. They do not gain extra hit points, skills
or weapon feats.

Exalted

Immortals normally only take minimum damage from mortal level
physical attacks and are immune to magic cast by mortals.

Developer Commentary

The “exalted” type, immortal-style saving throws, and power reserve
have proved to be somewhat confusing for people in the first edition
of Dark Dungeons, as attested by various questions I have received
from players, so some clarification is in order.
The exalted type means that a monster’s physical attacks can hurt
immortals. It does *not* mean that it takes minimum damage from
physical attacks from mortals and neither does it mean that it has
immunity to mortal magic.
Immortal-style saving throws mean that a monster is immune to
mortal magic unless cast via the Cast Mortal Magic immortal-level
spell and that they may make saving throws vs. physical attacks to
take half damage from physical attacks. It does *not* mean that they
take minimum damage from physical attacks from mortals.
A power reserve means that a monster has power points and can use
them in aura combat and possibly also to power certain immortal
spells or powers (which will be listed in the monster’s description).
It does *not* mean that they can create avatars.
These three are separate abilities, and a given monster can have
any combination of them or none of them. A monter having one
of these three abilities does not automatically mean that it also has
the other two.

Undead Lieges

With the exception of mindless skeletons and zombies, undead
creatures can control lesser undead creatures.
An undead with three or more hit dice can try to take control of
lesser undead in the same way that clerics can try to turn undead.
Normally, an undead creature can only try to take control of a lesser
undead if it has at least twice as many hit dice (or levels in the case
of a lich) as the lesser undead.

Exalted monsters (monsters with the exalted keyword) are not immortal themselves, but may affect immortals with spells and with Table 18–2 gives the bonus when making a standard check in
order to control the lesser undead based on the hit dice of the
magic as if they are immortal.
liege. If the check succeeds then the liege has successfully taken
However, immortals may still use their anti-magic against spells control of the lesser undead. Unlike a cleric turning undead, this
cast by exalted monsters, and may still save vs. physical attacks to control is permanent until broken by an outside force or until the
liege is destroyed.
take half damage from their physical attacks.

Spell Immunity

Some monsters are immune to low level spells, for example a lich
is immune to spells of level 3 or lower.

Undead lieges that can cast spells add +4 to their rolls, and if the
lesser undead is already the minion of a different undead liege,
then the liege will immediately recognise this and will get a –8
penalty to the roll.
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Table 18–2: Controlling Undead by Liege Hit Dice
Zombie

Ghoul

Wight

Wraith

Mummy

Spectre

Vampire

Phantom

Haunt

Spirit

+5

+2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

+11

+5

+2

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

7–8

+18

+16

+11

+5

+2

–

–

–

–

–

–

9–10

C

+18

+16

+11

+5

+2

–

–

–

–

–

11–13

C

C

+18

+16

+11

+5

+2

–

–

–

–

Skeleton
+11
+16

Hit Dice
3–4
5–6

14–16

C

C

C

+18

+16

+11

+5

+2

–

–

–

17–19

C

C

C

C

+18

+16

+11

+5

–

–

–

20–23

C

C

C

C

C

+18

+16

+11

+2

–

–

24–27

C

C

C

C

C

C

+18

+16

+5

+2

–

28–32

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

+18

+11

+5

+2

33+

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

+16

+11

+5

If Table 18–2 shows a ‘c’ rather than a number, then taking control
is automatically successful.
There are two exceptions to this rule.

It can also see and hear through any of its
minions’ senses by concentrating. If the
liege desires, it can totally control the actions of its minions (no saving throw is allowed) to the extent of forcing them to kill
themselves.
This link and control only extends as far as
the direct minions of a liege. In the example
above with the lich and the spectre, the lich
could see through the eyes of the spectre
and control it, but cannot see through the
eyes of the skeletons or control them. The
closest it can manage is to command the
spectre to relay commands to the skeletons.

Monster Leaders

Many humanoid monsters live in tribes or
clans, and are led by their strongest members.

These particularly powerful chieftains (and their bodyguards and
enforcers) should be given one to three more hit dice than the listed
value for the monster type.

Firstly, any undead that creates creatures similar to itself by draining
the life from victims (e.g. A spectre or a vampire) can automatically
take control of those new undead as soon as they rise, even though
they have more than half the number of hit dice that the liege has.

Remember that when giving monsters extra hit dice in this way,
this will change their attack bonus and may change the level of
proficiency that they have with their chosen weapons.

Secondly, if an undead creature has the power to summon other
undead, the summoned undead are automatically controlled by
the liege, even if they have more than half its hit dice.

Some monsters are capable of spell casting by becoming either
shamans or sorcerers. In these cases, the individual monster descriptions will say what level of spell casting such monsters can achieve.

Shamans & Sorcerers

In any of these situations, an undead liege may only control lesser The levels given are the maximum levels that the monster type can
undead with a total number of hit dice less than or equal to double achieve, and not all sorcerers or shamans will be that level.
its own hit dice or level. However, an undead liege can release previously controlled minions in order to make room for the new ones. Shamans and sorcerers are tougher than their normal counterparts.
For each level of shaman or sorcerer casting ability, the monster
Undead that are the minions of a liege can themselves be lieges gains two additional hit points. These extra hit points can take the
with minions of their own. For example, a lich could be a liege monster over the normal maximum for its hit dice.
with a spectre minion, and the spectre itself could be the liege of
a number of skeleton minions.
The extra hit dice do not increase the attack bonus of the monster,
nor do they give it extra proficiency with their chosen weapons.
An undead liege has a telepathic link to all of its minions and can
talk to them at will.
See Chapter 7 – Spells & Spell Casting for details of shaman
and sorcerer spells and how they acquire and cast them.
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Adamant

Angel

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
		construct
Habitat: extraplanar (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 0’
Armour Class: –15*
Hit Dice: 100********
		(1,000hp)
Attack Bonus: +48
Attacks: nil
Power Reserve: 5,000
vs. Spell Attack: +8
vs. Physical Attack: +14
vs. Mental Attack:: see below
vs. Power Attack:: +12
Intelligence: 20 (see below)
Morale: +19
XP Value: 196,775

An adamant is a type of construct created
by immortals to imprison other immortals
or similarly powerful entities. Adamants
do not breed, and are always created for
a purpose.

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: extraplanar (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (see below)
Lair Group: 1d2 (nil)
Move: 40’ (fly 120’)
Armour Class: –6* {–4 vs 3}
Hit Dice: 20****** (90hp)
Attack Bonus: +15 {+8}
Attacks: sword {2d6+8}
Weapon Expertise: grand master
		{deflect x3}
		{disarm at –4}
		{hurl 5/10/15}
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 16
Morale: +18
XP Value: 13,175

Adamants can use the Cast Mortal Magic
spell, and can use aura combat, but have
no other way of using power points (see
Chapter 17 – Immortals for details about
power reserve and power points).

If a mortal comes to the attention of an
immortal patron, but dies without reaching immortality themselves, their patron
may make them into an angel, a powerful
creature of order and peace.

An adamant usually looks like a cell, sar- As constructs, they are immune to all mind Angels serve as the emissaries and servants
cophagus or other prison made of what affecting spells even if cast by immortals, of their patron, and also work to slay their
appears to be black volcanic glass, the and they do not naturally heal – although patron’s enemies, although such tasks are
exact shape and size of an adamant is they can cure themselves using magic.
given sparingly since sending an angel to
up to the immortal who creates it, but
kill the followers of a rival immortal pretty
it must be somewhere between 5’x5’x5’ Normally, an adamant will use power attack much escalates any disagreement between
and 100’x100’x100’. An adamant is not on its prisoner immediately the prisoner the immortals into outright war.
sapient, and can only react instinctively to regains any power points, in order to prefulfil its purpose – although it will attempt vent its prisoner from assuming spirit form Angels are always winged humanoids, and
to fulfil the spirit of its purpose rather than or from using any immortal level magic of they appear as the original mortal did in the
the exact letter.
prime of their life.
their own.
Usually this purpose will be to prevent a
particular being from escaping from it and
prevent any other beings from rescuing its
prisoner. An adamant will react to threats
intelligently, but will not normally respond
lethally; trying to stop rather than kill.

Angels are immune to all spells of 4th level
or lower, and are immune to fire and poison.

Like immortals, adamants are immune
to mortal level magic and take minimum
damage from physical attacks from mortals. They also make saving throws against
attacks as immortals do (see Chapter 17 –
Immortals for details about immortal defences).

Once per day, an angel can fire a bolt of
peace, which is the same size and shape as
a Lightning Bolt spell, and which causes all
creatures hit by it to be incapable of violence or malice for 2d6x10 minutes (no saving throw allowed).

Angels can cast spells as a 12th level cleric,
and in addition they can cast the Teleport
spell at will.
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Animal (Herd)

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d10 (nil)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: butt (1d4+1)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +7
XP Value: 20

Angels are usually provided with magical
swords by their patrons, and regardless of
the type of sword that they wield they can
make them burst into flame once per day.
This lasts for 30 minutes, and increases the
sword’s damage to 4d8.

Animated Object (L)
Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 0
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 5 (23hp)
Attack Bonus: see below
Attacks: bash (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 175

Herd animals, ranging from sheep and goats Animated objects are objects that have been
to elks and bison, exist in most parts of the brought to life by the 6th level Animate
world. They are normally found in extended Objects spell.
family groups and small herds, but occasionally a lone male will be found wander- Animated objects have no intelligence, and
ing on its own.
mindlessly perform whatever task their creator sets them to.
Animal herds are not normally aggressive
and will usually run from any perceived When fighting, an animated object uses the
danger, although some of the larger types same attack bonus as their creator.
may be provoked into circling defensively
and protecting their young against the attacks of potential predators.
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Animated Object (M)

Animated Object (S)

Animated Object (T)

Animated objects are objects that have been
brought to life by the 6th level Animate
Objects spell.

Animated objects are objects that have been
brought to life by the 6th level Animate
Objects spell.

Animated objects are objects that have been
brought to life by the 6th level Animate
Objects spell.

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 0
Lair Group: 2 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 3 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: special
Attacks: bash (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 35

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 0
Lair Group: 4 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 8
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: special
Attacks: bash (1d4) &
		bash (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 15

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 0
Lair Group: 8 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 10
Hit Dice: ½ (3hp)
Attack Bonus: special
Attacks: bash (1d2)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 5

Animated objects have no intelligence, and Animated objects have no intelligence, and Animated objects have no intelligence, and
mindlessly perform whatever task their crea- mindlessly perform whatever task their crea- mindlessly perform whatever task their creator sets them to.
tor sets them to.
tor sets them to.
When fighting, an animated object uses the
same attack bonus as their creator.

When fighting, an animated object uses the
same attack bonus as their creator.
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When fighting, an animated object uses the
same attack bonus as their creator.
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Ant (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: underground (rare)
		desert (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (u)
Lair Group: 14d6 (see below)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +11 or 12
XP Value: 125

Ape (Cave)

Type: animal
Habitat: underground (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 4 (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4)
		-or		rock (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 75

Ape (Rock Baboon)

Type: animal
Habitat: hills (common)
		grassland (common)
Wandering Group: 2d6 (u)
Lair Group: 5d6
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: club (1d6) &
		bite (1d3)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 20

Giant ants are large black ants, about 5’–7’ Cave apes are large gorilla-like apes that Rock baboons are large omnivorous apes.
long. Unlike their smaller cousins who live have lived underground for generations, They are far more aggressive than most other
in colonies of thousands, giant ants live in and have lost their colouring – leaving them apes, and are also more intelligent – alcolonies of about 14d6 individuals, 10d6 white with pink eyes.
though their use of tools is limited to pickof which will be out gathering food at any
ing up branches for use as rudimentary
given time and the remaining 4d6 will be They are generally peaceful creatures, con- clubs.
guarding the nest.
tent to scavenge for fungus and mushrooms,
and will flee from any strangers unless the Rock baboons will go out of their way to
The morale of giant ants that are scavenging strangers approach their lair.
scare off anyone intruding into their terriis 7, but when defending the nest and the
tory, and won’t hesitate to resort to violence
(non-combatant) queen, their morale is 12 Cave apes will noisily threaten any who if intruders don’t leave quickly enough.
and they will fight to the death without any come too close to their lair, and if the
self-preservation instinct.
threats fail they will throw rocks at the intruders until they either leave or get close
Giant ants are nocturnal omnivores, al- enough to fight in melee.
though they will not normally attack live
prey unless they outnumber it greatly. They Cave apes are considerably less intelligent
prefer to scavenge corpses and vegetable than the gorillas they descended from, almatter.
though they are often tamed by neanderthals and used as pets and guards.
For some reason, giant ants are sometimes
attracted to shiny objects, and they will grab
them and return them to their lair. They are
even known to sometimes dig gold, and
there is a 30% chance that their lair will
contain 1d10x1,000gp worth of gold nuggets.
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Ape (Snow)

Type: animal
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d6 (k)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 3+1 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: club (1d6) &
		hug (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +11
XP Value: 50

Athach

Type: giant
Habitat: woods (rare)
		mountain (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (i)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 0
Hit Dice: 14* (63hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: bash (2d12) &
		bash (2d12) &
		bash (2d12) &
		bite (2d10 +
		poison)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 8
Morale: +11
XP Value: 2,500

Basilisk

Type: monster
Habitat: underground (rare)
		woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (f )
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 6+1** (28hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: bite (1d10) &
		gaze (petrify)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 950

An athach is an 18’ tall hideously deformed A basilisk is an 8’–12’ long snake with a
giant with three arms, their third arm pro- crown like crest on its head. Often called
truding from their chests.
the “king of snakes”, it is feared for its
Their fur makes them extremely difficult
deadly gaze.
to spot in snowy terrain, allowing them to Athachs are rather stupid and very bad temsurprise opponents on a 1–4.
pered, and will normally kill and eat anyone The bite of a basilisk is not poisonous, but
they meet who does not give them gems any creature meeting its gaze must make
Although sapient, snow apes have no spo- and jewellery. Athach families are violent a saving throw vs. petrify or be turned to
ken language, communicating only by sign affairs, and only the strongest and meanest stone.
language. They have no material culture, children survive into adulthood – whereliving out in the open and using no tools upon they almost always end up killing their The gaze of a basilisk must be direct, seeing
more advanced than a club.
aging and weakening parents.
its reflection is not enough to have a chance
of being turned to stone. However, a basiSnow apes are very kind and caring to their Athachs normally attack by simply bashing lisk is not immune to its own gaze attack,
own species, but violently xenophobic to all their opponents with whatever comes to and if presented with a mirror, there is a 1
other species. They only consider creatures hand (rocks, tree stumps, and so on) and in 6 chance per round that it will see its
that can communicate with them to be biting with their poisonous tusks. Anyone reflection and must make the saving throw
intelligent, dismissing the speech of other bitten by an athach must make a saving to avoid petrifying itself. This is the only
humanoid races as just “animal noises”.
throw vs. poison or be helpless for 1d6 x 10 circumstance in which its gaze is effective
minutes.
through a mirror.
Snow apes are very strong, and if one succeeds with a hug attack, it will hold on to
Any character surprised by a basilisk autoits victim automatically doing 2d6 damage
matically meets its gaze and must make the
per round.
saving throw, and in combat each character attacking the basilisk without actively
avoiding the gaze must also make the saving
throw each round.
Snow apes are a (barely) sapient species of
ape with long white fur.

Characters trying to fight the basilisk blindfolded or otherwise averting their gaze will
not be affected but must attack with a –4
penalty to hit and the basilisk gets a +2
bonus against characters using such tactics.
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Bat

Bat (Giant)

Bats are normally inoffensive and will not
attack anything larger than a small insect.

Giant bats can be as tall as a human and can
grow up to a 25’ wingspan.

Type: animal
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d100 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d100 (nil)
Move: 3’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 1/4 (1hp)
Attack Bonus: +0
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +9
XP Value: 5

A character using a mirror to attack in melee
(the mirror takes one hand, so the character
cannot use an off-hand weapon or a shield
at the same time) takes only a –2 penalty
to hit and the basilisk gets no bonus against
them.
Basilisks are not normally aggressive, eating
only small animals which they must hunt
by taking them by surprise in order to avoid
accidentally turning them to stone.

However, when either panicking or controlled by another creature, a flock of bats
can be very confusing as they fly around
an opponent.
Any character with ten or more bats attacking them will be bewildered and suffer
a –2 penalty on both to-hit rolls and saving
throws. Additionally, a bewildered character
may not cast spells.
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Type: animal
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d10 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d10 (nil)
Move: 10’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 20
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Bat (Giant, Vampire)

Bear (Black)

Bear (Cave)

Giant vampire bats are similar to other giant
bats except that they have a paralysing bite
which allows them to drink blood.

Black bears are about 6’ tall and live in forests where they survive on an omnivorous
diet, particularly favouring fish.

Cave bears are large and particularly aggressive bears that can be 15’ tall when standing.

Anyone bitten by a giant vampire bat must
make a saving throw vs. paralysis or be
paralysed for 1d10 rounds. Giant vampire
bats can drain blood (for 1d4 damage per
round) from paralysed creatures, but will
only start to do so when all their opponents
are paralysed in this manner.

They are inquisitive creatures and will often
raid camps looking for food.

Type: animal
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d10 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d10 (nil)
Move: 10’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d4 + paralyse)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 25

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (u)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 4 (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d3) &
		claw (1d3) &
		bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 75

If a black bear hits with both claw attacks,
it will hug the victim for an additional 2d8
damage.

Creatures slain by a giant vampire bat must
make a saving throw vs. spells or return as
an undead 24 hours later. The type of undead should be determined by rolling 1d6
and consulting the following list:
1–3 = zombie
4–5 = ghoul
6 = wight
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Type: animal
Habitat: underground (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (v)
Lair Group: 1d2 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 7 (28hp)
Attack Bonus: +7
Attacks: claw (2d4) &
		claw (2d4) &
		bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 450

Unlike most bears they are exclusively carnivorous, and are active hunters.
If a cave bear hits with both claw attacks, it
will hug the victim for an additional 2d8
damage.
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Bear (Grizzly)

Type: animal
Habitat: hills (common)
		woods (common)
Wandering Group: 1 (u)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 8
Hit Dice: 5 (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: claw (1d8) &
		claw (1d8) &
		bite (1d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +17
XP Value: 175

Bear (Polar)

Type: animal
Habitat: arctic (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (u)
Lair Group: 1d2 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 6 (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: claw (1d6) &
		claw (1d6) &
		bite (1d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 275

Bee (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: hills (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 5d6 (see below)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: ½* (3hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: sting (1d3+poison)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +16 (see below)
XP Value: 6

Grizzly bears are large (up to 9’ tall) brown Polar bears are white furred carnivorous Giant bees are large insects, up to 1’ long.
bears, commonly found in forested areas. bears that can reach 11’ tall.
They are normally peaceful when out colThey have a widely varied omnivorous diet,
lecting pollen and fruit, and will ignore
preferring fruit and fish; although they will Their normal diet consists of fish and seals, creatures that do not molest them, fightalso hunt small animals.
and they encounter humanoids rarely ing only in self-defence.
enough that they have no fear of them and
They won’t attack humanoids for food, al- see them as another source of food.
However, any creature that comes withthough they are notoriously short tempered
in 30’ of their hive will be attacked by every
and territorial, and will chase and fight
bee in the hive and the colony will fight to
those who come too near, particularly in
the death.
the spring after the females emerge from
When a giant bee stings an opponent, the
hibernation and give birth. The ferocity of
opponent must make a saving throw vs.
mother grizzly bears protecting their cubs
is legendary.
poison or die. However, the attacking bee
is always killed by the attack, as the stinger
comes loose and sticks in the wound.
A character with a giant bee sting in them
continues to lose one hit point per round
until they spend an action removing the
stinger, although they need not make further saving throws vs. poison after the initial
sting.
The hive will contain a non-combatant
queen bee, and her 1d4+2 drones, each of
which has 1 hit dice (5hp, 13xp).
A giant bee hive will contain about two
pints of honey, which can be distilled down
into a single potion of healing.
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Beetle (Bombard)

Type: animal
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d6 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d6) &
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +13
XP Value: 25

Beetle (Fire)

Type: animal
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d6 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 1+2 (7hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +11
XP Value: 15

Giant bombard beetles are 3’ long beetles
that live underground and eat detritus.

Giant fire beetles are 2’–3’ in length, and
have glowing red spots above their eyes that
give off normal (non-magical) light within
When surprised or attacked, a giant bom- a 10’ radius, about the strength of a single
bard beetle will respond by squirting a hot candle.
acid at a foe within 5’ (it can only do this
once per combat, and will do so at the ear- If removed, the glands will continue to glow
liest opportunity). This acid is not enough for 1d6 days before fading.
to cause significant damage, but it is highly
irritant and causes the target to take a –2
penalty to attack rolls and ability checks
for the next 24 hours or until the victim is
cured by a Cure Light Wounds spell.
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Beetle (Tiger)

Type: animal
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 3+1 (15hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +16
XP Value: 50

Giant tiger beetles are 4’ long black beetles
with large (2’ long) mandibles that they use
to bite prey.
They will not normally attack creatures
larger than themselves unless they are either
cornered or starving.
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Black Pudding

Blackball

A black pudding is a large dark coloured
ooze anywhere from 5’ to 30’ across. Black
puddings have no intelligence or instinct
other than to absorb and digest anything
they can get to. They will always attack and
fight to the death, and do such unintelligent
things as moving straight through fire to
get to an opponent rather than avoiding it.

Blackballs may be the most enigmatic and
powerful of creatures, and even immortals
are afraid of them. Or they may not be
creatures at all. No-one knows for certain.

Type: ooze
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1 (see below)
Lair Group: 1 (see below)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 6*
Hit Dice: 10* (45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: touch (3d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 1,750

Despite their size, black puddings can
squeeze their bulk through holes as small
as an inch in diameter (although doing so
will be very slow, taking 10 minutes. Their
corrosive slime can also corrode through a
wood or metal object the size of a normal
door in 10 minutes, but cannot eat through
stone.

Type: extraplanar
		exalted
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 10’
Armour Class: 9*
Hit Dice: see below
Attack Bonus: +28
Attacks: touch
		(see below)
vs. Death/Poison: +18
vs. Wand: +18
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +18
vs. Dragon Breath: +18
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +18
Intelligence: see below
Morale: +19
XP Value: 7,500

A blackball is a 5’ diameter featureless flying
sphere that is pure black in colour (no light
is reflected from it).
Anything a blackball touches simply disappears utterly (no saving throw) leaving
absolutely no trace, although this ability
appears to be at least somewhat controlled,
since a blackball can travel through air or
water without destroying them.

Blackballs can spend centuries or even
millennia simply sitting motionless in one
Black puddings can move along walls or place. Then for no explicable reason one
ceilings as easily as floors.
may suddenly start moving – eating its way
through rock and metal and even Force Field
Black puddings are very resilient, and fire spells without slowing down. It will travel
is the only thing that can kill them. Oth- for miles, and even cross planes through
er attacks will simply break the pudding gates or natural boundaries, until it gets
into 2hd chunks that do only 1d8 damage. to a specific creature or object; and then it
These smaller puddings cannot be further destroys that target and lays dormant again.
damaged apart from by fire.
Although their behaviour while moving apBlack puddings do not carry treasure, but pears to be intelligent, no-one has ever been
the area around them may contain indigest- able to communicate meaningfully with a
ible gemstones (the only remains of those blackball, and no magic is able to read (or
that have been eaten by the pudding).
even detect) its mind.
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Blackballs are utterly immune to everything
and cannot be controlled or harmed in any
way except that they are subject to the Teleport spell.
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Blink Dog

Type: monster
Habitat: clear (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6+3 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +9
XP Value: 125

Boar

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 3* (13hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: tusk (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 50

Blink dogs are intelligent wild dogs with the Boars are the larger wild relatives of pigs.
ability to teleport from place to place. They They are notoriously bad tempered and
are smaller than wolves, and more jackal- territorial, and will often attack even large
like in appearance.
opponents at the slightest provocation.
Blink dogs have their own language, but A boar can do a charge action in combat.
unfortunately their mouths are shaped If it charges for 20’ or more it does double
wrongly for speaking humanoid tongues, damage on its attack, but is vulnerable to
although they often understand them. people doing set spear actions.
Blink dogs are friendly towards humans
and demi-humans, and will often live near
rural villages for mutual benefit.
Although blink dogs can teleport at will,
their teleports (or “blinks”) are only short
range (40’ at the most). They will instinctively avoid teleporting into objects. In
combat, their preferred tactic is teleport
up to a victim, bite them, and then immediately teleport 1d4x10’ away.
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Boar (Great)

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 7* (32hp)
Attack Bonus: +7
Attacks: tusk (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,750

Great boars look and behave like their normal cousins, except that they can stand 8’
at the shoulder.
Like a normal boar, a great boar can do a
charge action in combat. If it charges for 20’
or more it does double damage on its attack, but is vulnerable to people doing set
spear actions.
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Bugbear

Type: humanoid
Habitat: hills (common)
		woods (common)
Wandering Group: 2d8 (p+q)
Lair Group: 5d4 (b)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 3+1 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +5 {+2}
Attacks: spear {1d6+2}+1
Weapon Expertise: skilled
		{set vs. charge}
		{throw
		range 20/40/60}
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +16
XP Value: 50

Caecilian (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: grassland (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (b)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 6* (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +16
XP Value: 500

Bugbears are large and strong creatures re- Much like their smaller cousins, caecilians
lated to goblins.
are carnivorous amphibians that burrow
into damp soil and earth and hunt by amThey stand about 8’ tall and have brown bushing smaller creatures that walk over
furred bodies, with round orange heads that them.
look remarkably like carved pumpkins.
Giant caecilians grow to about 30’ long,
Despite this appearance, they are stealthy and can swallow whole any creature human
and surprise opponents on a 1–3.
sized or smaller that they bite if they roll an
unmodified 19 or 20 and the attack hits.
Bugbears are not the smartest of humanoids, Swallowed creatures take 1d8 damage per
and their technology is limited to simple round until they or the caecilian are killed.
spears and knives. They live as hunters, and
will often raid farms for livestock. Sometimes bugbears will live with goblins as
hired muscle, although they rarely lead goblin tribes as the goblins can out-think them.
The most intelligent bugbears can become
shamans (up to level 6) or sorcerers (up to
level 4).
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Camel

Type: animal
Habitat: desert (common)
Wandering Group: nil (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1) &
		kick (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 20

Camels are large domesticated beasts of
burden that are well adapted for desert environments.
Camels have one or two distinctive “humps”
on their back which are full of fat deposits.
These humps can allow the camel for travel
for long periods without needing to eat or
drink.
Camels are commonly used by desert tribes
for meat, milk and transport.
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Cat (Lion)

Cat (Mountain Lion)

Cat (Panther)

Type: animal
Habitat: grassland
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (u)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 5 (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: claw (1d4+1) &
		claw (1d4+1) &
		bite (1d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 175

Type: animal
Habitat: mountains
		(common)
		underground (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (u)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 3+2 (16hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d3) &
		claw (1d3) &
		bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 50

Type: animal
Habitat: jungle (common)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (u)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 70’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 4 (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 75

Lions are big cats up to 8’ long that live in
small family groups called prides.

Mountain lions, also known as pumas or
cougars, are smaller and less muscled than
their plains dwelling cousins, although they
reach similar lengths.

Panthers are dark furred cats, about 6’
long. They are agile, quick and lithe, and
are excellent climbers. A favourite hunting
strategy is to hide in a tree and leap down
knocking prey to the ground.

Male lions have a distinctive mane, and are
relatively inactive. Although they are very
territorial towards other male lions, they
will often ignore non-lion creatures unless
threatened.
Female lions are active hunters, and work
well together. Some will lie in ambush while
others chase potential prey towards them.

Mountain lions hunt alone, and will aggressively attack human sized creatures only Panthers hunt either alone or as a mated
if cornered or starving. However, they are pair.
inquisitive creatures who love to explore
(including cave systems) and are easily at- Unlike many other cats, they are also strong
tracted to camp sites by the smell of cook- swimmers, and will readily chase prey into
water.
ing food.
Mountain lions are often trained by dwarves
and fulfil the roles that guard and hunting
dogs fill for humanoid species that live in
lowlands.
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Cat (Sabretooth)

Type: animal
Habitat: grasslands
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (v)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 8 (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: claw (1d8) &
		claw (1d8) &
		bite (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +17
XP Value: 650

Cat (Tiger)

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (common)
Wandering Group: 1 (u)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 6 (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: claw (1d6) &
		claw (1d6) &
		bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 275

Catoblepas

Type: monster
Habitat: swamp
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (c)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 7*
Hit Dice: 7** (32hp)
Attack Bonus: +7
Attacks: tail (1d6) &
gaze (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 1,250

Sabretooth tigers are normally found only Tigers are heavily built cats up to 8’ long. A catoblepas is a horrible beast about the
in “lost world” areas. They are very large They are easily recognised for their distinc- size of a hippopotamus, but with a long
and strong cats (up to 12’ long) with over- tive orange and black striped markings.
neck and tail. Its head is boar shaped, alsized canine teeth, which give them their
though its tusks are small and not useful
These markings provide remarkably effec- in combat.
name.
tive camouflage in wooded surroundings,
The fangs of the sabretooth tiger are present causing the tiger to surprise their opponents Catoblepes are generally peaceful creatures
in both sexes, and are used for hunting.
on a 1–4 on 1d6.
that live in swamps and eat all kinds of poisonous plants. They are slow moving and
Sabretooth tigers are built for strength Unlike other cats, tigers are keen swimmers. rather ungainly, and would rather simply
rather than speed, and their usual hunting
be left alone than seek out fights; but if
tactic is to stalk their prey and leap at it
threatened they will attack in self-defence
from ambush. They will not usually bother
by lashing with their long tails.
to chase fleeing prey unless it is obviously
injured or weak.
The catoblepas’ most dangerous weapon is
its gaze. Anyone who a catoblepas gazes at
must make a saving throw vs. death ray or
be slain instantly. Unlike the gaze of a basilisk or medusa, it doesn’t matter whether the
victim has their eyes closed or is facing away
from the catoblepas – it is the catoblepas
gazing at the victim that causes the death,
not the other way around.
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Centaur

Type: monster
Habitat: woods (common)
		clear (common)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d10 (a)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 5 {–1 vs 1}
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4 {+1}
Attacks: hoof (1d6) &
		hoof (1d6) or
		bow {1d8+1}
Weapon Expertise: skilled
		{delay s/m}
		{missile range
		90/150/220}
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 125
Luckily for most victims, the catoblepas’ Centaurs have the body and legs of a horse,
heavy head and weak neck mean that it only with a human torso (plus head and arms)
has a 1 in 4 chance per round of being able rising up where the neck would be. They
to successfully gaze at a single target. How- are as intelligent as normal humans, and
ever, if a catoblepas gains surprise in combat, primarily live in woods and forests.
then it will always have the opportunity to
A clan of centaurs will often ally with elves
use its gaze during the surprise round.
or with human druids, although they can
Catoblepes are immune to all poisons, en- produce spell casters of their own.
ergy drains, death rays, and all attacks and
spells that cause an instant death, including Centaurs can reach 8th level as either shaDisintegrate spells and the gaze attacks of mans or sorcerers.
other catoblepes.
Centaurs will occasionally trade with human villages outside of their woods, but are
very reluctant to allow humans to encroach
on what they see as their lands.

Centipede (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (rare)
		underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 9
Hit Dice: 1/2* (3hp)
Attack Bonus: +0
Attacks: bite (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +7
vs. Wand: +6
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +5
vs. Dragon Breath: +4
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +3
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +11
XP Value: 6

Giant centipedes are larger cousins of normal centipedes that can reach 1’ in length.
They have a segmented body with many
pairs of legs, and a pair of large mandibles
with which they can deliver a poisonous
bite.
Giant centipedes normally hide in crevices
or rotten wood and wait for small animals
to come within reach; then they lunge and
deliver a poisonous bite to the intruding
animal.
Although giant centipede poison is strong
enough to kill a rat or similar sized creature,
it will not kill a person. However, it will
cause sickness.
Anyone bitten by a giant centipede must
make a saving throw vs. poison or be sickened for 10 days, during which time they
can only move at half normal speed and
cannot perform any other action.
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Chimera

Cockatrice

Construct (Blood)

Type: monster
Habitat: mountains
		(very rare)
		hills (very rare)
		barren (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (f )
Move: 40’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 9** (41hp)
Attack Bonus: +9
Attacks: claw (1d3) &
		claw (1d3) &
		butt (2d4) &
		bite (1d10) &
		bite (3d4) &
		breath (3d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +16
XP Value: 2,300

Type: monster
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (d)
Move: 30’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 5** (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: beak
		(1d6+special)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 425

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 9*
Hit Dice: 8* (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: hug
		(2d6 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +19
XP Value: 1,200

A chimera, as the name implies, appears to
be a strange combination of other beasts.

A cockatrice is a magical creature that looks
like a drab grey cockerel with a snake’s tail.

Chimerae have the rear body of a goat, the
front body of a lion, the wings and tail of
a dragon, and three heads – goat, lion and
dragon.

A cockatrice is normally peaceful, and is
content to scavenge bits of detritus and
plant material and be left alone.

A construct is an artificial creature created
by a high level spell caster. Constructs differ from golems in that golems are made
from a single piece of material whereas
constructs are made from material from
multiple sources.

However, should it be attacked it has a very A blood construct is a human sized and
Chimerae are extremely territorial, and will powerful defence mechanism. Any living shaped form made entirely from the blood
aggressively chase intruders away from their (non-plant) creature that touches or is of many creatures held together by magical
lair. Their dragon head is capable of breath- touched by a cockatrice must make a sav- enchantments. Although it is made from
ing fire three times per day in a cone 50’ ing throw vs. petrify or be turned to stone. the blood of dead creatures, it is not an
long and 10’ wide at the end.
undead.
Creatures attacking the cockatrice using
Although sapient, chimerae are not terribly natural weapons (including adventurers Blood constructs can only be damaged by
smart, and can often be tricked or bullied using unarmed attacks) must make a sav- magical weapons, and they are immune to
into working for a more powerful creature. ing throw each time they hit, and anyone sleep, charm, and hold spells, and to all
successfully hit by the cockatrice’s attack gasses.
must also make a saving throw.
A blood construct attacks by trying to
smother its victim. Once it hits, it continues to do 2d6 damage per round without
needing to hit again.
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Construct (Clockwork)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 2* {–2 vs 2}
Hit Dice: 6** (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6 {+4}
Attacks: sword {2d8} &
		sword {2d8} &
		sword {2d8} &
		sword {2d8}
Weapon Expertise: skilled
		{deflect x2}
		{disarm at –1}
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +19
XP Value: 725

Construct (Crystal)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 6*
Hit Dice: 10* (45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: claw (2d6) &
		claw (2d6) &
		bite (2d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +19
XP Value: 1,750

Construct (Forge)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 20** (90hp)
Attack Bonus: +15
Attacks: hammer fist
		(3d10) &
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +19
XP Value: 5,975

A construct is an artificial creature created A construct is an artificial creature created A construct is an artificial creature created
by a high level spell caster. Constructs dif- by a high level spell caster. Constructs dif- by a high level spell caster. Constructs differ from golems in that golems are made fer from golems in that golems are made fer from golems in that golems are made
from a single piece of material whereas from a single piece of material whereas from a single piece of material whereas
constructs are made from material from constructs are made from material from constructs are made from material from
multiple sources.
multiple sources.
multiple sources.
Clockwork constructs are humanoid figures Crystal constructs are made from a vari- A forge construct is a huge (18’ tall) humanmade from a mass of whirring and clicking ety of crystals magically fused and welded oid with a red-hot skin of riveted iron plates
cogs and mechanisms. They have four arms, together, and are usually used as guards. and a fiery inside. Its two hands are formed
each of which wields a weapon with cold They are normally constructed in the form into a hammer and tongs, and if given a
precision.
of huge (7’ tall) crystalline wolves or lions. supply of metal it can make weapons and
armour autonomously by opening its chest
Clockwork constructs normally wield a Crystal constructs can see invisible creatures cavity and using itself as a forge.
sword in each hand, but some may have within 60’ and are excellent trackers.
other weapons; either 2 two-handed or 4
Anyone hit by a forge construct takes an
one-handed weapons. Whatever the weap- Crystal constructs can only be damaged extra 1d10 fire damage from the heat inside
on combination, they are part of the con- by magical weapons, and they are immune it, and anyone who hits a forge construct
struct’s form, so it cannot be disarmed; but to sleep, charm, and hold spells, and to all with an edged weapon must make a saving
neither can it throw or hurl the weapons.
gasses.
throw vs. death ray or take 2d6 fire damage
from the fire and molten metal that spurts
Clockwork constructs can only be damaged
from the wound.
by magical weapons, and they are immune
to sleep, charm, and hold spells, and to all
Forge constructs can only be damaged by
gasses.
magical weapons, and they are immune to
sleep, charm, and hold spells, and to all gasses. Forge constructs are also immune to
fire-based attacks.
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Construct (Manikin)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 3* {–2 vs 3}
Hit Dice: 6** (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6 {+4}
Attacks: staff {1d8+2}
Weapon Expertise: expert
		{deflect x2}
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +19
XP Value: 725

Construct (Scarecrow) Crab (Giant)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7*
Hit Dice: 2+2 (11hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: fist (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +19
XP Value: 35

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (rare)
		river (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 3 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: claw (2d6) &
		claw (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 35

A construct is an artificial creature created A construct is an artificial creature created Giant crabs are large versions of normal
by a high level spell caster. Constructs dif- by a high level spell caster. Constructs dif- crabs, up to 8’ in diameter.
fer from golems in that golems are made fer from golems in that golems are made
from a single piece of material whereas from a single piece of material whereas Unlike normal crabs, giant crabs are actively
constructs are made from material from constructs are made from material from carnivorous and will attack most things
multiple sources.
multiple sources.
smaller than them that they encounter.
A manikin construct is a large (8’ tall) hu- A scarecrow construct is an animated humanoid figure made of jointed wooden man sized figure comprised of a set of
pieces, similar to a string-less puppet.
clothes (usually with a sack for a head)
stuffed with straw. Their creators usually
Although not truly intelligent, manikin put heavy weights in their gloves, which
constructs can speak and can be instructed gives them an unbalanced comical lurching
to perform specific actions or say specific gait, but packs more power behind their
phrases in response to other phrases. This wildly swinging punches.
ability allows them to be used as messengers
or guards for password protected doors.
Unfortunately, their stiff movement gives
them a –1 penalty to initiative, and their
Manikin constructs can only be damaged straw burns easily giving them a –2 penalty
by magical weapons, and they are immune to all saving throws against fire-based atto sleep, charm, and hold spells, and to all tacks and causing them to take +1 point of
gasses.
fire damage per die in the attack.
Scarecrow constructs can only be damaged
by magical weapons, and they are immune
to sleep, charm, and hold spells, and to all
gasses.
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Giant crabs are normally aquatic, but can
survive on land for up to half an hour before having to return to the water.
Giant crabs do not swim but walk along the
bottom of the water.
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Crocodile

Type: animal
Habitat: river (common)
		swamp (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 30’ (swim: 30’)
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 20

Crocodile (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: swamp
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 30’ (swim: 30’)
Armour Class: 1
Hit Dice: 15 (68hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: bite (3d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,350

Crocodiles are reptiles up to 10’ long that
live in rivers and swamps. They are air
breathers, and usually float on the surface
with their nostrils exposed.

Crocodile (Large)

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (rare)
		river (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 30’ (swim 30’)
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 6 (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: bite (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 275

Giant crocodiles are similar to their nor- Large crocodiles tend to be found in salt
mal cousins, but grow to almost 50’ long water rather than fresh water. Unlike their
and are normally only found in “lost world” freshwater kin they can grow up to 20’ long.
areas.
Crocodiles come onto land to sun themCrocodiles come onto land to sun them- Crocodiles come onto land to sun them- selves, and to lay their eggs, although they
selves, and to lay their eggs, although they selves, and to lay their eggs, although they are less agile on land and do their hunting
are less agile on land and do their hunting are less agile on land and do their hunting in the water, where they are particularly atin the water, where they are particularly at- in the water, where they are particularly at- tracted to the smell of blood and by seeing
tracted to the smell of blood and by seeing tracted to the smell of blood and by seeing creatures thrash around.
creatures thrash around.
creatures thrash around.
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Cthonic Worm

Cyclops

Type: monster
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (b)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 3+1* (15hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: 8 x tentacle
		(special) or
		bite (1 point)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +16
XP Value: 75

Type: giant
Habitat: hils (rare)
		mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e + 5,000gp)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 13* (65hp)
Attack Bonus: +9
Attacks: club (3d10)
Weapon Expertise: basic
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +16
XP Value: 2,300

A cthonic worm is a hideous creature that A cthonic worm will not try to eat paralysed A cyclops is a giant, usually round 18’ tall,
looks like a cross between a worm and a victims while there are still mobile ones ac- with a single eye in the centre of its forehead.
squid. Its 9’ long worm-like body is thick tively fighting it.
at the front and tapers off towards the rear.
Despite their great power, cyclopes are very
The front of the creature has no visible senslow-witted and peaceful creatures who are
sory organs, only a beak-like mouth surcontent to herd goats and sheep and be left
rounded by a ring of 5’ long slime-covered
alone by others. They are quick to anger,
tentacles.
however, and if provoked they are likely to
attack with huge clubs (with which they
Despite the lack of visible sensory organs,
have nothing more than basic mastery) or
cthonic worms do have eyes under their
by throwing rocks.
skin and use normal vision to detect their
prey.
Cyclopes can throw rocks with a range of
(60/130/200) feet, for 3d6 damage.
Cthonic worms will eat anything organic,
and will normally attack victims with their
All attacks by cyclopes take a –2 penalty due
tentacles attempting to paralyse them with
to their poor depth perception.
their poisonous slime.
Cyclopes can become shamans of up to 4th
Anyone hit by a tentacle must make a
level, and (incredibly rarely) sorcerers of up
saving throw vs. paralyse or be paralysed
to 2nd level.
for 2d5x10 minutes. The beak of a cthonic
worm is weak, and will not be used for attack except in emergencies (for example in
self-defence against creatures immune to
paralysis) or to eat paralysed victims.
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Demon (Balor)

Demon (Glabrezu)

Demon (Hezrou)

Demons are incredibly powerful creatures
created by immortals from the souls of
mortals as agents of chaos and destruction.
All demons are immune to magic cast by
mortals and have anti-magic of +4 against
magic cast by immortals.

Demons are incredibly powerful creatures
created by immortals from the souls of
mortals as agents of chaos and destruction.
All demons are immune to magic cast by
mortals and have anti-magic of +4 against
magic cast by immortals.

Demons are incredibly powerful creatures
created by immortals from the souls of
mortals as agents of chaos and destruction.
All demons are immune to magic cast by
mortals and have anti-magic of +4 against
magic cast by immortals.

Balors stand 12’ tall, and have horned heads A glabrezu is a 9’ tall humanoid with a
and leathery wings. They always use a two- horned wolf ’s head and two pairs of arms.
handed sword of slicing +5 (which they can The lower pair are normal, but the upper
wield in one hand) and a whip of draining pair are oversized and end in large pincers.
+5. Balors can only be hit by +2 or better
weapons.
Glabrezu can spend their power points
on the Cast Mortal Magic spell, and have
Balors can spend their power points on the the call other, control undead, enhanced
Cast Mortal Magic spell, and have the call reflexes, and howl powers. They may also
other, enhanced reflexes, howl, and sum- use aura attacks.
mon weapons powers. They may also use
Glabrezu can be hit only by silvered or
aura attacks.
magical weapons.
Balors are highly charismatic, will rarely
attack by surprise even if given the chance, Glabrezu delight in fire magics and burning
and prefer to see their opponents acknowl- things. When dealing with mortals, they
edge their superiority and surrender with- prefer bribery to outright threats; often giving riches in exchange for service to their
out a fight.
(often un-named) patron.

Hezrou are large (7’ tall) humanoid toads.
They prefer to use undead as minions and
agents wherever possible, and will usually
act through such agents rather than in person where possible.

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d2 (g)
Move: 20’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 25**********
		(113hp)
Attack Bonus: +17+5 {+6}
Attacks: sword {3d6+2}+5
		whip {1d3+3}+5
Weapon Expertise: grand master
		{deflect x3}
		{entangle at –4}
		{stun}
Power Reserve: 300
vs. Spell Attack: +0
vs. Physical Attack: +5
vs. Mental Attack: +2
vs. Power Attack: +3
Intelligence: 30
Morale: +16
XP Value: 33,500

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (e)
Move: 60’ (fly: 20’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 16**********
		(72hp)
Attack Bonus: +13
Attacks: pincer (2d6) &
		pincer (2d6) &
		horn (1d8) &
		horn (1d8) &
		bite (1d6)
Power Reserve: 200
vs. Spell Attack: +0
vs. Physical Attack: +5
vs. Mental Attack: +2
vs. Power Attack: +3
Intelligence: 25
Morale: +16
XP Value: 12,850
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Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3
Move: 60’ (fly 20’)
Armour Class: 0
Hit Dice: 13**********
		(59hp)
Attack Bonus: +11
Attacks: claw (1d3) &
		claw (1d3) &
		bite (2d8+2)
Power Reserve: 100
vs. Spell Attack: +0
vs. Physical Attack: +5
vs. Mental Attack: +2
vs. Power Attack: +3
Intelligence: 20
Morale: +16
XP Value: 10,850

Hezrou can spend their power points on the
Cast Mortal Magic spell, and have the call
other, control undead, enhanced reflexes,
and snap powers. They may also use aura
attacks.
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Demon (Marilith)

Demon (Nalfeshnee)

Demons are incredibly powerful creatures
created by immortals from the souls of
mortals as agents of chaos and destruction.
All demons are immune to magic cast by
mortals and have anti-magic of +4 against
magic cast by immortals.

Demons are incredibly powerful creatures
created by immortals from the souls of
mortals as agents of chaos and destruction.
All demons are immune to magic cast by
mortals and have anti-magic of +4 against
magic cast by immortals.

Mariliths have a six-armed female human
body on top of a 15’ snake tail, and are hit
only by magical weapons.

A nalfeshnee is a large (10’ tall) and bulky
creature with the body and arms of a powerful ape and goat-like legs with hoofed feet.
Their heads are like those of boars, but with
bat like ears. Nalfeshnee have feathered
wings on their back that look ridiculously
small for their size.

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d2 (f )
Move: 40’ (fly: 50’)
Armour Class: 0* {–4 vs 3}
Hit Dice: 22**********
		(99hp)
Attack Bonus: +16 {+8}
Attacks: sword {2d8+8}
		sword {2d8+8}
		sword {2d8+8}
		sword {2d8+8}
		sword {2d8+8}
		sword {2d8+8}
		tail (2d8)
Weapon Expertise: grand master
		{deflect x3}
		{disarm at –4}
		{hurl range
		5/10/15}
Power Reserve: 300
vs. Spell Attack: +0
vs. Physical Attack: +5
vs. Mental Attack: +2
vs. Power Attack: +3
Intelligence: 28
Morale: +16
XP Value: 25,250

Mariliths can spend their power points
on the Cast Mortal Magic spell, and have
the call other, control undead, enhanced
reflexes, and spit poison powers. They may
also use aura attacks.

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (e)
Move: 30’ (fly: 40’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 19**********
		(86hp)
Attack Bonus: +14
Attacks: claw (1d8) &
		claw (1d8) &
		bite (2d4+poison)
Power Reserve: 200
vs. Spell Attack: +0
vs. Physical Attack: +5
vs. Mental Attack: +2
vs. Power Attack: +3
Intelligence: 26
Morale: +16
XP Value: 17,750

Nalfeshnee are hit only by magical weapons.

Mariliths relish combat more than any oth- Nalfeshnee can spend their power points
er type of demon, and respect those – even on the Cast Mortal Magic spell, and have
enemies – who fight well.
the call other, control undead, enhanced
reflexes, and groan powers. They may also
use aura attacks.
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Nalfeshnee like to give the impression that
they are dumb thugs, taking advantage of
their brutish appearance to hide their intellect and scheming nature.
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Demon (Succubus)

Demon (Vrock)

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (i x 2)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 10**********
		(45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: none
Power Reserve: 100
vs. Spell Attack: +0
vs. Physical Attack: +5
vs. Mental Attack: +2
vs. Power Attack: +3
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +16
XP Value: 8,500

Demons are incredibly powerful creatures
created by immortals from the souls of
mortals as agents of chaos and destruction.
All demons are immune to magic cast by
mortals and have anti-magic of +4 against
magic cast by immortals.
The least monstrous of the demons, succubi
appear to be attractive humans of either sex
with wings and vestigial horns. They are
only hit by +2 weapons or better.
Succubi can spend their power points
on the Cast Mortal Magic spell, and have
the call other, control undead, enhanced
reflexes, and leech powers. They may also
use aura attacks.

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (b)
Move: 40’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 0
Hit Dice: 10**********
		(45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		talon (1d8) &
		talon (1d8) &
		beak (1d6)
Power Reserve: 100
vs. Spell Attack: +0
vs. Physical Attack: +5
vs. Mental Attack: +2
vs. Power Attack: +3
Intelligence: 16
Morale: +16
XP Value: 8,500

Succubi are master seducers, and usually Demons are incredibly powerful creatures
charm their way into getting what they created by immortals from the souls of
want. They avoid combat, relying on their mortals as agents of chaos and destruction.
leech power and on spells if pressed; but All demons are immune to magic cast by
would much rather talk their way out of a mortals and have anti-magic of +4 against
potential fight. Because of their great charm magic cast by immortals.
and charisma, succubi prefer to handle issues directly rather than rely on agents, and Vrock are tall (8’) yet scrawny humanoids
are thus the most commonly encountered with vulture heads, feet and wings.
type of demon.
Vrocks can spend their power points on the
Cast Mortal Magic spell, and have the call
other, control undead, enhanced reflexes,
and swoop powers. They may also use aura
attacks.
Vrocks are the least powerful and the least
subtle of all the demons. They tend to get
bored easily by plotting and scheming and
prefer to simply fly around having fun – although since “having fun” includes killing
people, this doesn’t make them much less
dangerous than other demons.
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Dinosaur (L Aquatic)
Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (u+v)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 16 (72hp)
Attack Bonus: +13
Attacks: bite (3d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 2,000

Other demons often consider vrocks to be Although the term “dinosaur” is rather
a liability for drawing too much attention, specific, these statistics can be used for any
but are happy to deploy them when such large prehistoric creature likely to be found
attention will be a suitable diversion from in a “lost world” area.
their real plans.
In this case, these statistics are for a large
aquatic creature such as a plesiosaur or
mosasaur.
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Dinosaur (S Aquatic)

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d8 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 4 (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 75

Although the term “dinosaur” is rather
specific, these statistics can be used for any
large prehistoric creature likely to be found
in a “lost world” area.
In this case, these statistics are for a (relatively) small aquatic creature such as an
ichthyosaur.
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Dinosaur (L Carn)

Dinosaur (S Carn)

Dinosaur (L Herb)

Although the term “dinosaur” is rather
specific, these statistics can be used for any
large prehistoric creature likely to be found
in a “lost world” area.

Although the term “dinosaur” is rather
specific, these statistics can be used for any
large prehistoric creature likely to be found
in a “lost world” area.

Although the term “dinosaur” is rather
specific, these statistics can be used for any
large prehistoric creature likely to be found
in a “lost world” area.

In this case, these statistics are for a large
carnivorous land creature such as a tyrannosaur or a spinosaur.

In this case, these statistics are for a (rela- In this case, these statistics are for a large
tively) small carnivorous land creature such herbivorous land creature such as a sauroas a deinonychus or a dimetrodon.
pod.

Type: animal
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (u+v)
Lair Group: 1d2 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 20 (90hp)
Attack Bonus: +15
Attacks: claw (2d6) &
		claw (2d6) &
		bite (5d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 2,375

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d6 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 3 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: claw (1 point) &
		claw (1 point) &
		bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +16
XP Value: 35

Type: animal
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 2d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d10 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 25 (113hp)
Attack Bonus: +17
Attacks: tail (2d8) or
		trample (4d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 3,500

Large herbivorous dinosaurs can make
trample attacks. Treat these attacks as if
doing the charge action.
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Dinosaur (S Herb)

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 2d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d10 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 4 (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: horn (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: 12
vs. Wand: 13
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: 14
vs. Dragon Breath: 15
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: 16
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 75

Djinni (Greater)

Type: monster
Habitat: desert (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’ (fly: 120’)
Armour Class: –2*
Hit Dice: 15** (68hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: fist (3d10) &
		fist (3d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +17
vs. Wand: +17
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +17
vs. Dragon Breath: +16
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +18
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +18
XP Value: 4,800

Djinni (Lesser)

Type: monster
Habitat: desert (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 30’ (fly: 80’)
Armour Class: 5*
Hit Dice: 7+1* (33hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: fist (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +19
XP Value: 1,025

Greater djinn are the rulers of their lesser Djinn are desert dwelling spirits. They apcousins. They appear as 9’ tall blue skinned pear as 6’ tall blue skinned humans. They
humans. They are highly magical, and can are magical creatures, and can only be hurt
only be hurt by +2 weapons or better. De- by magical weapons. Despite being creaspite being magical creatures of chaos, djinn tures of chaos, djinn are normally good
In this case, these statistics are for a (rela- are normally good natured and friendly.
natured and friendly.
tively) small herbivorous land creature such
A greater djinni can transform in a single A djinni can transform over the course of
as a triceratops or ankylosaur.
round into a whirlwind 120’ tall and 10’ in five rounds into a whirlwind 70’ tall and 10’
Small herbivorous dinosaurs can perform diameter at the base. While in this form, the in diameter at the base. While in this form,
charge actions.
greater djinni can move at a rate of 80’, and the greater djinni can move at a rate of 40’,
any creature it engulfs takes 3d12 damage. and any creature it engulfs takes 2d6 damCreatures of less than 5 hit dice must make age. Creatures of less than 2 hit dice must
a saving throw vs. death ray or be slain.
make a saving throw vs. death ray or be
swept aside.
In either form, a greater djinni regenerates 3
hit points per round.
A djinni can cast the following spells (as
a 7th level caster if appropriate):
A greater djinni can cast the following spells
(as a 15th level caster if appropriate):
◊ Create Food 3xday
◊ Woodform or Clothform 3xday
◊ Create Food 3xday
◊ Stoneform or Ironform 3xday
◊ Woodform or Clothform 3xday
◊ Invisibility 3xday
◊ Stoneform or Ironform 3xday
◊ Phantasmal Force 3xday
◊ Invisibility 3xday
◊ Phantasmal Force 3xday
◊ Grant another’s Wish 1xday
◊ Cloudkill 1xday
◊ Weather Control 1xday

Although the term “dinosaur” is rather
specific, these statistics can be used for any
large prehistoric creature likely to be found
in a “lost world” area.
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Dolphin

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
river (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d20 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 3* (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: ram (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 15
Morale: +17
XP Value: 50

Donkey

Type: animal
Habitat: grassland (common)
		desert (common)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d12 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1+1 (6hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: kick (1d3)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +9
XP Value: 15

Doppelganger

Type: monster
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (e)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: “weapon” (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +13
XP Value: 125

Dolphins are sapient aquatic mammals re- Donkeys are hoofed mammals related to Doppelgangers are strange creatures which
lated to whales.
horses. Although smaller and less strong look like skinny hairless, genderless, featurethan horses, they are more intelligent.
less humanoids in their natural shape.
Although aquatic, dolphins still breathe air,
and need to return to the surface every 15 Unfortunately, this intelligence often makes A doppelganger is able to “imprint” on a
minutes to breathe.
them less popular as pack animals, since humanoid target, and then take on the exact
while mostly generally docile they are also shape of that target; mimicking equipment
Dolphins have their own language of clicks very stubborn.
and clothing. The doppelganger becomes
and whistles. Dolphins and humanoids can
single-mindedly obsessed with their target
learn to understand each others’ languages, However, if treated gently, donkeys can be and tries to find a way to kill the target and
but cannot speak them without magical as- more loyal than horses, require less feeding, take over their identity.
sistance because of the differences in mouth handle rough terrain better, and make good
companions.
Doppelgangers seem to have some kind of
shape.
limited telepathic bond with their target
Dolphins can Detect Magic underwater with
once they have imprinted on them, and
a 360’ range.
gain all the target’s memories. Even spells
such as ESP reveal that the doppelganger
Some dolphins can become shamans (of
genuinely believes itself to be the target
up to 10th level) or sorcerers (of up to 8th
rather than an imposter.
level).
Should a doppelganger successfully take
Dolphins are generally friendly to humans
over a target’s identity, it will remain in that
and demi-humans, although their different
identity for 2d6 days before the imprint
culture and environment causes there to be
wears off and it returns to its normal form
little interaction between the two groups
and hides until it sees a new target.
and no trade – something which dolphins
have no concept of.
Doppelgangers are immune to sleep and
charm spells and effects.
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Dragon

Type: dragon
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (varies)
Move: 40’ (fly: 50’)
Armour Class: varies
Hit Dice: varies
Attack Bonus: varies
Attacks: claw (varies) &
		claw (varies) &
		bite (varies)
vs. Death/Poison: varies
vs. Wand: varies
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: varies
vs. Dragon Breath: varies
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: varies
Intelligence: 5 or 15
Morale: +16
XP Value: varies
Dragons are great winged lizards that are
known for their great power, their treasure
hoarding, and for terrorising large areas of
countryside around their lairs.

Dragons of either gender can live for hun- Dragon queens each have an additional
dreds of years, and continue to grow for breath weapon that they can use instead of
most of their life, although even a newly their primary one, although they may still
hatched dragon is still a formidable foe.
only use three breath attacks per day.

In fact, this behaviour is limited to male Dragons come in a variety of colours; black,
dragons which are relatively vicious, bes- blue, green, red and white. All colours of
tial and territorial creatures. Female drag- dragon can interbreed, and the colour of
ons – called dragon queens – are both more children is inherited from the father.
powerful and more intelligent than the
males, although they are also much rarer.
A dragon is able to use a breath weapon
three times per day, each time doing an
Dragon queens are able to change shape at amount of damage equal to the dragon’s
will into human form; are able to talk and current hit points. The shape of the breath
cast spells (in either form); and have more weapon and the type of damage it does devaried breath weapons (which can also be pend on the dragon’s colour.
used in either form). They are still aloof
and arrogant in temperament, but they are Line shaped breath attacks (from black or
also social creatures who enjoy entertaining blue dragons) affect an area 200’ long by 5’
visitors and travelling around exploring hu- wide.
man civilisations.
Cloud shaped breath attacks (from green
Every twenty years, a female dragon enters dragons) affect an area with a 50’ diama six-month long breeding frenzy, during eter and 30’ height in front of the dragon’s
which her mind reverts to a bestial nature mouth. Cone shaped breath attacks (from
comparable to that of a male dragon and red and white dragons) affect a conical
she flies around visiting all the males she area 150’ long and 30’ wide at the end.
can find. At the end of this period, she will
return to her home (and to her normal Any creature in the area of the breath attack
outlook) and lay a clutch of eggs – each of takes full damage unless it can make a savwhich will have a different father – and raise ing throw vs. breath weapon in which case
the young for the first five to ten years of it only takes half damage.
their lives before they leave her lair to find
their own homes.
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Crystal: This breath does normal cold damage, but additionally all unattended nonliving items (as well as those worn or carried
by creatures who failed their saving throws)
in the area of the breath are turned to ice
for a period of one hour.
This ice will not melt, but may be broken or
shattered. Any weapon or armour turned to
ice will shatter when struck if a 1–5 is rolled
on 1d6. Weapons that shatter do minimum
damage and are useless thereafter. Armour
that shatters falls off and becomes useless.
Darkness: This breath does normal acid
damage, but any victim who fails their saving throw is also surrounded by a darkness
spell with a 15’ radius that lasts for 1 round
per hit die of the dragon (or until dispelled).
The dragon can see through this darkness
normally.
Disease: This breath does normal poison
damage, but any target who fails their saving throw against it is also afflicted with a
rotting disease. The target loses 1 hit point
per 10 minutes, and is unaffected by healing
spells until this disease is cured.
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Table 18–3: Dragon Abilities by Age
Damage

Save As

Queen
Magic-user
Level

Treasure

2d8

Fighter 6th

2nd

H

950

1,075

1d6

3d8

Fighter 8th

3rd

H

2,300

2,850

+10

2d4

6d6

Fighter 11th

5th

2xh

3,500

5,100

14***
(63hp)

+12

1d10+1

4d8+4

Fighter 28th

7th

3xh

3,500

5,500

–3

16****
(72hp)

+13

1d10+2

3d8+8

Fighter 36th

10th

3xh

6,250

9,550

Old
(101–200 Years)

–4

18****
(81hp)

+14

1d10+3 3d10+8 Fighter 36th

12th

3xh, i

7,525

11,575

Very Old
(201–400 Years)

–5

20****
(90hp)

+15

1d12+2

4d8+8

Fighter 36th

15th

3xh , 2xi

9,575

16,775

Ancient
(401+ Years)

–6

22****
(99hp)

+16

4d4

6d6+8

Fighter 36th

18th

3xh,2xi

14,000

23,000

Age

Armour
Class

Hit Dice

Attack
Bonus

Claw

Bite

Very Young
(1–5 Years)

3

6**
(27hp)

+6

1d4

Young
(6–15 Years)

1

8**
(36hp)

+8

Sub-adult
(16–25 Years)

–2

11**
(50hp)

Young Adult
(26–50 Years)

–3

Adult
(51–100 Years)

Any non-metal items on a target who failed form for ten minutes per hit dice of the
their saving throw (or any unattended non- breathing dragon. Such vaporised items
metal items breathed on) will rot away and creatures are invisible and are unable
in 1d6x10 minutes unless a Cure Disease to make any noise or affect any solid object.
Living creatures can move at a speed of 20’
spell is used on them.
per round if they concentrate.
Melt: This breath does normal fire damage
but additionally any items carried or worn In any of the above cases, a successful Dispel
by creatures that fail their saving throw (or Magic (with the dragon’s hit dice as the castany unattended items breathed on) will er level) will remove the effect prematurely.
begin to melt or burn. Paper is destroyed
instantly; cloth and leather is destroyed in All dragons are immune to breath weapons
one round; other non-metal items in two of their own type, and automatically make
rounds; metal items in three rounds; and saving throws (if applicable) to any damage
magic items of all types in four rounds (plus of the same basic type as their own breath
one round per point of magical “plus” in weapon.
the case of weapons and armour). Magical
items that bestow fire resistance take twice Any dragon that is flying can perform a
as long to melt. The melting of items can swoop manoeuvre in combat which is idenonly be stopped by cooling them – either tical to a charge manoeuvre except that the
with water or magically.
attack does not have to come at the end of
the move.
Vaporise: This breath does normal lightning damage, but additionally any creatures
that fail their saving throw (or any unattended items breathed on) turn to a gaseous
Table 18–4: Dragon Breath
Dragon Colour

Normal Breath

Queen Breath

Breath Shape

Black

Acid

Darkness

Line

Blue

Lightning

Vaporise

Line

Green

Poison gas

Disease

Cloud

Red

Fire

Melt

Cone

White

Cold

Crystal

Cone
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Dragon Turtle

Dragonian

Dragon turtles are aquatic relations of true
dragons. Although not sapient, they are still
rather cunning and have the dragons’ love
of treasure.

Dragonians are lesser cousins of true drag- Dragonians are lesser cousins of true dragons. They are much smaller than true drag- ons. They are much smaller than true dragons, being only the size of a human, and ons, being only the size of a human, and
stand upright.
stand upright.

A dragon turtle is shaped like a huge sea
turtle, but with the head of a dragon. Three
times per day it can breathe a cloud of scalding steam in a 50’ diameter sphere. This
cloud of steam does damage equal to the
dragon turtle’s current hit point total to all
within it, unless they can make a saving
throw vs. breath weapon in which case they
only take half damage.

Unlike their larger cousins, dragonians have Unlike their larger cousins, dragonians have
no magic use or breath weapon. However, no magic use or breath weapon. However,
they are immune to all magic spells of 4th they are immune to all magic spells of 4th
level or lower. They can voluntarily drop level or lower. They can voluntarily drop
this immunity by concentrating, for exam- this immunity by concentrating, for exple to receive a cure spell.
ample to receive a cure spell. Additionally,
elemental dragonians can only be hit by
Dragonians can change shape at will into an magical weapons.
elf form, and in that form have the abilities
of a 5th level thief.
Elemental dragonians can change shape at
will into an elemental of a particular type,
Dragonians have little interest in human and in that form have the abilities of a 6 hit
and demi-human society, but they are often die elemental of that type.
found interacting with it as servants of true
dragons; especially dragon queens.
Dragonians have little interest in human
and demi-human society, but they are often
found interacting with it as servants of true
dragons; especially dragon queens.

Type: dragon
Habitat: ocean (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (h)
Move: 10’ (swim: 30’)
Armour Class: –2
Hit Dice: 30* (135hp)
Attack Bonus: +20
Attacks: claw (1d8) &
claw (1d8) &
bite (10d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 5
Morale: +17
XP Value: 9,000

Dragon turtles normally live in deep water
amongst the treasure laden wrecks of ships;
occasionally rising up to sink a new ship to
add to their collection.

Type: enchanted
		dragon
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (2xv)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e)
Move: 40’ (fly: 10’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 4*** (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d2) &
		claw (1d2) &
		bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 225
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Dragonian (Elemental)
Type: enchanted
		dragon
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (2xv)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e)
Move: 40’ (fly: 10’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 6**** (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: claw (1d3) &
		claw (1d3) &
		bite (1d8+2)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +10
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,175
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Dragonian (Greater)
Type: enchanted
		dragon
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (2xv)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e)
Move: 40’ (fly: 10’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 5*** (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: claw (1d2) &
		claw (1d2) &
		bite (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 550

Dragonian (Lesser)
Type: enchanted
		dragon
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (2xv)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e)
Move: 40’ (fly: 10’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 3*** (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: claw (1d2) &
		claw (1d2) &
		bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 225

Dryad

Type: humanoid
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (d)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: staff {1d6}
Weapon Expertise: basic
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +9
XP Value: 25

Dragonians are lesser cousins of true drag- Dragonians are lesser cousins of true drag- Dryads are forest spirits who live inside
ons. They are much smaller than true drag- ons. They are much smaller than true drag- trees. Although dryads are technically asexons, being only the size of a human, and ons, being only the size of a human, and ual, they always appear as beautiful females
stand upright.
stand upright.
when they leave their trees.
Unlike their larger cousins, dragonians have Unlike their larger cousins, dragonians have A dryad can merge with or leave her tree at
no magic use or breath weapon. However, no magic use or breath weapon. However, will, and can take others with her. Inside a
they are immune to all magic spells of 4th they are immune to all magic spells of 4th dryad tree is a softly lit extra-dimensional
level or lower. They can voluntarily drop level or lower. They can voluntarily drop space the size of a cottage (usually with
this immunity by concentrating, for exam- this immunity by concentrating, for exam- furniture made of wood and soft leaves).
ple to receive a cure spell.
ple to receive a cure spell.
People inside the tree can see out through
windows, but there is no door and the winGreater dragonians can change shape at will Lesser dragonians can change shape at will dows are not apparent from the outside.
into a dwarf form, and in that form have into a human form, and in that form have
the abilities of a 5th level thief.
the abilities of a 5th level thief.
Dryads are usually peaceful and non-violent
unless severely provoked. Their main deDragonians have little interest in human Dragonians have little interest in human fence is their ability to cast a Charm Person
and demi-human society, but they are often and demi-human society, but they are often spell at will (with a –2 penalty to saving
found interacting with it as servants of true found interacting with it as servants of true throws). They will normally charm attackdragons; especially dragon queens.
dragons; especially dragon queens.
ers and persuade them to go off and do
some deed that will help the dryad’s forest.
Occasionally, a dryad will take a liking to a
mortal and charm them into living in the
tree with them and becoming their servant.
A dryad is inherently bound to her tree, and
can only survive for ten minutes if taken
more than 240’ away from it. Similarly, killing the tree will kill the dryad.
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Dwarf

Type: demi-human
Habitat: mountains (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (q+s)
Lair Group: 5d8 (g)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: hammer (1d6)
Weapon Expertise: basic
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +17
XP Value: 10

Efreeti (Greater)

Type: monster
Habitat: desert (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’ (fly: 120’)
Armour Class: –2*
Hit Dice: 20*** (90hp)
Attack Bonus: +15
Attacks: fist (3d10) &
fist (3d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +18
vs. Wand: +18
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +18
vs. Dragon Breath: +18
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +18
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +18
XP Value: 7,775

Dwarves are slightly shorter than humans Greeter efreet are the rulers of their lessbut are similar in weight due to their stock- er cousins. They appear as muscular and
ier build. Skin and hair colour shows the horned 30’ tall red skinned humans. They
same range as humans, although both male are highly magical, and can only be hurt by
and female dwarves tend to have slightly +2 weapons or better. As magical creatures
more facial and body hair than humans and of chaos, efreet are cruel and domineering.
both sexes usually sport beards.
A greater efreeti can transform in a single
Traditionally, dwarves live in mountainous round into a pillar of flame 30’ tall and 5’ in
areas near humans, where they live under- diameter at the base. While in this form, the
ground and use their mining and metal- greater efreeti ignites all flammable objects
working skills to make goods and tools that within 15’ and does an additional 2d8 fire
they can trade with the humans for food damage with its fist attacks.
and textiles.
In either form, a greater efreeti regenerates 2
Dwarves are an inherently non-magical hit points per round.
race, and possess no magic-users or clerics
of their own – not even being able to pro- A greater efreeti can cast the following spells
duce the lesser shamans that goblins and gi- (as a 20th level caster if appropriate):
ants – their traditional enemies – are able to
field in battle. However, this lack of magical ◊ Create Food 3xday
ability makes dwarves much more resilient ◊ Woodform or Clothform 3xday
◊ Stoneform or Ironform 3xday
and able to resist magical attacks.
◊ Invisibility 3xday
◊ Wall of Fire 3xday
◊ Grant another’s Wish 1xday
◊ Explosive Cloud 1xday
◊ Fireball 1xday
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Efreeti (Lesser)

Type: monster
Habitat: desert (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 30’ (fly: 80’)
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 10* (45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: fist (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +19
XP Value: 1,750

Efreet are desert dwelling spirits. They appear as muscular and horned 12’ tall red
skinned humans. As magical creatures of
chaos, efreet are cruel and domineering.
An efreeti can transform over the course
of five rounds into a pillar of flame 12’ tall
and 5’ in diameter at the base. While in this
form, the efreeti ignites all flammable objects within 5’ and does an additional 1d8
fire damage with its fist attacks.
An efreeti can cast the following spells (as
a 10th level caster if appropriate):
◊ Create Food 3xday
◊ Woodform or Clothform 3xday
◊ Stoneform or Ironform 3xday
◊ Invisibility 3xday
◊ Wall of Fire 3xday
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Eldritch Abomination

Type: exalted
		extraplanar
Habitat: void (very rare)
		aether (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 6 miles (or voidspeed)
Armour Class: –20*
Hit Dice: 150*******
		(675hp)
Attack Bonus: +49
Attacks: 40 x tentacle (1d100)
Power Reserve: 4,500
vs. Spell Attack: 12
vs. Physical Attack: 6
vs. Mental Attack: 9
vs. Power Attack: 8
Intelligence: 100
Morale: +18
XP Value: 202,500

An eldritch abomination is a creature of Although an abomination is capable of Immortals fight an intermittent war with
absolutely staggering size. It is a shifting making 40 attacks per round, it is unable to the eldritch abominations; driving them
horror of up to 25 miles across. Although bring more than 20 attacks to bear against away from populated celestial spheres.
the above statistics list the attack type of a single opponent at once.
Some immortals have tried to communicate
eldritch abominations as being via tentawith eldritch abominations rather than fight
cles, eldritch abominations are remarkably Eldritch abominations come from some them, but report that communication is
varied in appearance and make-up, and other part of the universe, where they seem difficult beyond such simple ideas as “leave
may actually be striking with body parts to fulfil the same role that immortals do in or die” as there is little in terms of a comother than tentacles. For example, some are the local environment. They have all the mon frame of reference to use as a basis for
clouds of smoky gas-like material; others abilities (to create avatars so forth) that im- communication.
appear crystalline or metallic; still others mortals have. The statistics here are for an
appear to be simply patches of colour of an eldritch abomination in a manifest form. It is not known what the home of eldritch
indescribable hue. In truth, eldritch abomi- The mortal forms of eldritch abominations abominations is like. Immortals guess that
nations are simply not made of the same are varied, but tentacles usually play a large they have something similar to celestial
sort of matter that we are, and our senses are part.
spheres (but which splits the luminiferous
only able to approximate their true forms.
aether up in a completely different way to
Eldritch abominations seem to be somehow the ether/air/fire/earth/water split that we
Eldritch abominations are incredibly rare, offended or repulsed by celestial spheres and are used to) and that they maybe even have
and are almost never found within a ce- the matter that comes from them, and will something similar to outer planes – but nolestial sphere. In fact the merest detection often try to destroy such things. However, one has ever returned with reports of seeing
of an eldritch abomination near an inhab- they will usually completely ignore mortal such things.
ited sphere is enough to mobilise all the level creatures that they encounter, as such
immortals into action to try to defeat it or small fry are completely below their notice
drive it away.
(to the extent of simply ploughing through
a ship and destroying it rather than moving
Eldritch abominations can spend their out of the way).
power points on all immortal level spells.
However, some mad souls have very occaAs exalted creatures they are immune to sionally been known to make contact with
mortal level magic, and require +5 or bet- an eldritch abomination and get themselves
ter weapons to be hit. Additionally they made into clerics in exchange for promises
have a 99% anti-magic against immortal to aid the abomination in destroying the
level magic.
cleric’s world.
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Elemental

Type: enchanted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: varies
Armour Class: varies
Hit Dice: varies
Attack Bonus: varies
Attacks: bash (varies)
vs. Death/Poison: varies
vs. Wand: varies
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: varies
vs. Dragon Breath: varies
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: varies
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +17
XP Value: varies

Table 18–5: Elementals by Size
Hit Dice

Armour
Class

Attack
Bonus

Damage

Save As

Xp Value

2 (9hp)

5

+3

1d2

Fighter 2nd

20

4 (18hp)

4

+4

1d4

Fighter 4th

75

6 (27hp)

3

+6

1d6

Fighter 6th

275

8 (36hp)

2

+8

1d8

Fighter 8th

650*

10 (45hp)

1

+10

2d6

Fighter 10th

1,000

12 (54hp)

0

+11

2d8

Fighter 12th

1,250**

14 (63hp)

–1

+12

2d10

Fighter 14th

1,500

16 (72hp)

–2

+13

3d8

Fighter 16th

1,850***

18 (81hp)

–3

+14

3d10

Fighter 18th

2,125

20 (90hp)

–4

+15

4d8

Fighter 20th

2,375

22 (99hp)

–5

+16

5d8

Fighter 22nd

2,750

24 (108hp)

–6

+17

6d8

Fighter 24th

3,250

26 (117hp)

–7

+18

7d8

Fighter 26th

3,750

28 (126hp)

–8

+19

8d8

Fighter 28th

4,250

30 (135hp)

–9

+20

9d8

Fighter 30th

4,750

32 (144hp)

–10

+21

10d8

Fighter 32nd

5,250

40*** (180hp)

–11*

+27

8d12

Fighter 36th

27,500

50*** (225hp)

–12*

+37

9d12

Fighter 36th

37,500

60*** (270hp)

–13*

+42

10d12

Fighter 36th

47,500

70*** (315hp)

–14*

+44

11d12

Fighter 36th

57,500

80*** (360hp)

–15*

+46

12d12

Fighter 36th

67,500

* size of elemental conjured by staff
** size of elemental conjured by device
*** size of elemental conjured by spell
Elementals are sapient creatures made of
elemental matter from one of the elemental
planes. Elementals of all sizes exist on the
elemental planes, but they all have common
statistics.

cannot cross water that is wider than their
height. A fire elemental does an extra 1d8
damage to any cold-based creature.

When an elemental is hit by damage from
a source that it takes double damage from,
it can make a saving throw vs. spells to
only take normal damage instead. AlA water elemental appears as a wave of wa- though elementals of each type are shown
ter 1’ tall per two hit dice and 1’ wide per on Table 18–6 as taking normal damage
An air elemental appears as a whirlwind that hit dice.
from their own element, this applies only
is 2’ tall per hit die and 1’ in diameter per
to magical damage or attacks from other
two hit dice. Any creature of 2 hit dice or Water elementals cannot move more elementals, and does not apply to mundane
less that it hits in combat must make a sav- than 60’ from a body of water. A water el- environmental damage.
ing throw vs. death ray or be swept away. emental does an extra 1d8 damage to any
An air elemental does an extra 1d8 damage creature it hits that is in water.
to any flying creature that it hits.
An earth elemental appears as a humanoid
figure made of soil and gravel that is 1’ tall
per hit die. Earth elementals cannot cross
water that is wider than their height. An
earth elemental does an extra 1d8 damage
to any creature it hits that is on the ground.
A fire elemental appears as a roughly conical
bonfire 1’ tall per hit die and 1’ in diameter at the base per hit die. Fire elementals

Table 18–6: Elementals by Element
Damage

Element

Move

Double

Normal

Minimum

Air

Fly: 120’

Earth

Air, fire

Water

Earth

20’

Fire

Earth, water

Air

Fire

40’

Water

Fire, air

Earth

Water

20’ (swim: 60’)

Air

Water, earth

Fire
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Elephant

Type: animal
Habitat: grassland
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d8 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 9* (41hp)
Attack Bonus: +9
Attacks: tusk (2d4) &
		tusk (2d4) or
		trample (4d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 1,600

Elementals are ruled by massive emperors Elephants are large mammals with prehenof at least 40 hit dice. These rulers are ex- sile trunks.
alted beings that can only be affected by
+4 or better weapons or 6th level or higher While normally peaceful, elephants do not
spells. They are immune to poison, charm hesitate to defend themselves or their young
and hold effects, illusions, and any spell that from potential attack.
would cause instant death.
Although elephants have no listed treasure,
Elemental rulers are twice the size that their the tusks of an adult (of either sex) can be
hit dice would otherwise indicate, and any sold for approximately 1,000gp.
creature hit by one must make a saving
throw vs. death ray or be crushed and killed Elephants are capable of making charge atby the blow.
tacks in combat.
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Elephant (Prehistoric)
Type: animal
Habitat: grassland (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d8 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 15 (68hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: tusk (2d6) &
		tusk (2d6) or
		trample (4d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 1,650

Prehistoric elephants are large elephants
with long woolly hair that are primarily
found in “lost world” areas.
While normally peaceful, prehistoric elephants do not hesitate to defend themselves
or their young from potential attack.
Although prehistoric elephants have no listed treasure, the tusks of an adult (of either
sex) can be sold for approximately 1,500gp.
Prehistoric elephants are capable of making
charge attacks in combat.
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Elf

Type: demi-human
Habitat: woods (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (s+t)
Lair Group: 4d12 (e)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 1/2* (3hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: staff {1d6}
Weapon Expertise: basic
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 13
Morale: +13
XP Value: 6

Face Stealer

Type: monster
Habitat: barren (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: –4
Hit Dice: 10* (45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: touch (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +18
XP Value: 1,750

Elves are more slender and graceful than hu- Face stealers are athletic and acrobatic monmans, but they are approximately the same keys, about the size of a human child.
height. Although elves show a similar range
of skin colours to those of humans in terms Although apparently sapient, they are
of shade, the hue of their skin tends to be completely manic and rarely stop leaping
more yellow-brown than that of humans around and screaming incoherently when
giving them a colouration resembling that in the presence of other sapient creatures.
of wood anywhere from light pine through
to dark ebony. The ears of elves are pointed. Face stealers get their name from their
unique ability to steal the senses (and faElves have no body or facial hair, although cial features) of other humanoids. When
the hair on their heads is luxuriant, and a face stealer touches a humanoid, it will
changes colour throughout their life like steal one of their senses. The relevant feathe colours of leaves change through sea- ture of the face stealer’s face or hands will
sons – starting a light green and slowly dark- change to match that of the victim and the
ening, as the elf matures before changing to victim’s feature will change to that formerly
brown, gold and red in old age.
of the face stealer. If the victim can make a
saving throw vs. spells then the transformaElves are naturally magical creatures, and all tion only lasts for 2d6 rounds, otherwise the
elves are capable of casting at least one 1st transformation will be permanent until the
level spell.
victim receives a Restore spell.

Smell: The face stealer swaps nose with
the victim. The victim can no longer smell.
This makes the victim immune to effects
that rely on smell (such as the effect of foul
odours) but also gives them a –1 penalty
to surprise rolls.

Despite their inherent magic elves are un- The sense stolen will be random, but a face
able to become clerics or shamans.
stealer will not steal a sense and feature that
it already has a (temporary or permanent)
copy of.

Once a face stealer has gained a full set of
senses it will flee combat. Killing the face
stealer has no effect on swapped body parts
and lost senses. A Restore spell will recover
them regardless of whether or not the face
stealer is still alive.

The senses and features that a face stealer
can steal are:
Taste: The face stealer swaps mouth with
the victim. The victim can no longer taste
anything.
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Hearing: The face stealer swaps ears with
the victim. The victim is now deaf.
Touch: The face stealer swaps fingers with
the victim. The victim loses their sense of
touch and their dexterity drops by 4 points.
Sight: The face stealer swaps eyes with the
victim. The victim is now blind.
Sixth Sense: The face stealer swaps skin
colour with the victim. The victim may no
longer use ESP, crystal balls, or telepathy
effects.
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Faerie

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 5d8+20 (nil)
Move: 40’ (fly: 80’)
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 1+1* (6hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: dagger {1d4}
Weapon Expertise: basic
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 13
Morale: +16
XP Value: 19

Ferret (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (common)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d12 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 1+1 (6hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 15

Faeries are 2’ tall, lightly built winged hu- Giant ferrets are slender mammals with
manoids that live in natural places.
brown or creamy fur that reach about 3’
long.
Faeries are naturally invisible, and can easily see other invisible creatures. They can Giant ferrets are inquisitive and friendly
turn into gaseous form (as the potion) at creatures that are generally omnivorous
will, and can create minor weather effects (although they particularly like eating gi(fog, breeze, drizzle, even light snow) in ant rats). However, if not treated well they
a 10’ radius.
rapidly become frustrated and angry, and
this makes them less suitable as companion
Faeries usually prefer to simply fly around animals or pets.
and bask in the sun (despite their invisibility); although they can sometimes be either
helpful or mischievous to strangers as the
mood takes them.
Faeries are often found around small villages where the peasants leave them food
and drink in exchange for their performing small tasks, but they avoid larger towns
and cities.

Fireslime

Type: ooze
Habitat: underground
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 9 (41hp)
Attack Bonus: +9
Attacks: bash (special) &
		bash (special) &
		bash (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 900
Fire slime is a bright red/orange glowing
gelatinous ooze that is incredibly hot.

As it is semi-liquid, it is able to pass through
small cracks and fissures. It can sense movement within 60’ and will mindlessly attack
any creatures it detects.
The fireslime bashes with pseudopodia that
do 4d6 physical damage to creatures struck
plus leave a layer of hot slime on the target.
This layer of slime does 3d6 fire damage per
round for a further 1d4 rounds.
If the fireslime hits a target again before
the previous slime has burnt out then the
fire damage does not stack but the duration
before it burns out does.
Fireslime is immune to fire and to all mental
attacks, but takes double damage from all
cold-based attacks.
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Fish (Giant Bass)

Fish (Giant Stonefish)

Giant bass are common in rivers, although
they are rarely aggressive against creatures
larger than a halfling.

Stonefish are spiked fish that look remark- Giant sturgeons are aggressive fish which
ably like rocks and coral when still. There will attack swimmers.
is a 70% chance of such misidentification.
If a giant sturgeon hits an opponent of huThey hunt by waiting in ambush and then man size or less with a natural roll of 18 or
snapping at other small fish, and will not better, the opponent is swallowed.
attack larger creatures.
Swallowed opponents take 2d6 damage per
However, anyone who stands on the “rock” round, and must make a saving throw vs.
that is actually the stonefish will be auto- death each round to be able to attack the
matically struck by four of the fish’s poison- fish from the inside for that round.
ous spines. Each spine does 1d4 damage
and the victim must make a saving throw
vs. poison or die.

Type: animal
Habitat: river (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +13
XP Value: 20

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 5+5* (28hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: spine
		(1d4 + poison)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +13
XP Value: 400

If pressed and unable to escape, the fish will
actively try to hit a target with one of its
spines at normal to-hit chances.
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Fish (Giant Sturgeon)
Type: animal
Habitat: river (rare)
ocean (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d10 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 0
Hit Dice: 10+2 (47hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: bite (2d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,900
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Floating Horror

Type: monster
Habitat: underground
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (l, n, o)
Move: 10’
Armour Class: special
Hit Dice: 11***** (special)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: bite (2d6) &
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +10
Intelligence: 16
Morale: +19
XP Value: 5,100

A floating horror is a strange creature. It
consists of ten tentacles in a rough ball
shape about the size of a human. Each tentacle ends with lipless mouth, and there is
another beak-like mouth in the centre of
the creature. A floating horror has no visible
eyes or means of locomotion, although it is
able to see and able to levitate and fly. The
flight of a floating horror is not magical,
and is not affected by anti-magic or any
kind of dispel.

The spell-like powers of the lesser mouths
are:
◊ Charm Person
◊ Charm Monster
◊ Sleep
◊ Telekinesis
◊ Flesh to Stone
◊ Disintegrate
◊ Cause Fear
◊ Slow
◊ Cause Serious Wounds
◊ Death Spell

The beak is armour class 2 and has 20 hit
points. Removing all these hit points will
prevent the floating horror from using its
anti-magic but will not kill it.
The tentacles are armour class 7 and have 12
hit points each. Removing all the hit points
from one tentacle will prevent the floating
horror from using that tentacle’s spell like
effect. However, attacks targeting tentacles
will always hit a random tentacle.

Floating horrors are domineering creatures
Area effect attacks will always do damage
who seem to delight in power over others
to the body.
for its own sake. A floating horror can speak Each mouth can project its spell once per
in a multitude of simultaneous voices, but round, although even by twisting its body,
will rarely do so other than to order min- a floating horror can only get a maximum
ions about.
of four mouths to point at any given target
at once. None of the spell effects from the
Although a floating horror can bite with its lesser mouths can affect creatures directly in
main mouth, its main attacks are the rays front of the floating horror, since the antithat it can project from its various mouths. magic ray from its main mouth suppresses
them.
The main mouth projects an anti-magic effect to a range of 60’ in front of the creature. When attacking a floating horror, a characEach of the other mouths on the end of a ter can choose to attack the body, the beak,
tentacle projects a different kind of spell- or a tentacle.
like effect.
The body is armour class 0 and has 50 hit
points. Removing all these hit points will
kill the floating horror.
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Fl. Undead Horror

Type: undead
		monster
Habitat: underground
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (lx2,nx2,ox2)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: special
Hit Dice: 20******* (special)
Attack Bonus: +15
Attacks: bite (2d10) &
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +13
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +11
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +15
Intelligence: 16
Morale: +19
XP Value: 14,975

It is not known how floating horrors be- The lesser mouths of a floating undead hor- The beak is armour class –2 and has 30 hit
come undead, but they can do so – and the ror can project the following effects:
points. Removing all these hit points will
result is even more horrific.
prevent the floating undead horror from
◊ Animate Dead
using its reflection ability but will not kill it.
A floating undead horror can only be hit ◊ Charm Monster
by +2 weapons or better, and is immune to ◊ Continual Darkness
The tentacles are armour class 3 and have 20
all charm, hold, and sleep effects as well as ◊ Death Spell
hit points each. Removing all the hit points
illusions, death rays and poison. A floating ◊ Energy Drain (1 level)
from one tentacle will prevent the floating
undead horror is turned as if a nightshade. ◊ Energy Drain (2 levels)
undead horror from using that tentacle’s
◊ Paralysis (as a ghoul)
spell like effect. However, attacks targeting
A floating undead horror can turn into gase- ◊ Animate object
tentacles will always hit a random tentacle.
ous form at will, in which state it cannot ◊ Dispel Magic
attack or use its spell like abilities but it ◊ Telekinesis
Area effect attacks will always do damage
can only be hurt by magical abilities that
to the body.
affect air.
Each mouth can project its spell once per
round, although even by twisting its body, a
A floating undead horror regenerates 3 floating undead horror can only get a maxihit points per round, and when its body mum of four mouths to point at any given
is reduced to 0 hit points it is forced into target at once. None of the spell effects from
gaseous form until it can rest in complete the lesser mouths can affect creatures didarkness for at least one hour. Any further rectly in front of the floating horror, since
damage done to the floating undead horror the anti-magic ray from its main mouth
during this time (which can only be done suppresses them.
by spells that affect air) will kill it.
When attacking a floating undead horror, a
The main beak of a floating undead horror character can choose to attack the body, the
projects a cone of reflection. Any spell or beak, or a tentacle.
turn undead attempt that is cast within this
cone will be reflected back on its caster.
The body is armour class –4 and has 90 hit
points. Removing all these hit points will
In the case of turn undead attempts, the force the floating undead horror into gaseturning cleric must make a saving throw ous form.
vs. spells or flee in terror for 2d6 rounds.
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Gargoyle

Gelatinous Cube

Ghast

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: ruins (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (c)
Move: 30’ (fly: 50’)
Armour Class: 5*
Hit Dice: 4** (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d3) &
		claw (1d3) &
		bite (1d6) &
		horn (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 5
Morale: +18
XP Value: 175

Type: ooze
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1 (v)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 8*
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: touch
		(2d4 + paralysis)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 125

Type: undead
Habitat: barren (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d10 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 3** (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: claw
		(1d3 + paralyse) &
		claw
		(1d3 + paralyse)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +17
XP Value: 65

Of all the types of construct, gargoyles are
the most intelligent and the most prone to
gaining free will if left without an owner.

A gelatinous cube is exactly what the name
implies, a large blob of transparent oozing
slime. Although not naturally cubic, these
oozes feed by scraping detritus from the
floor, walls and ceiling, and therefore often
end up in a cubic shape as they press into
the corners of a corridor. When filling a
corridor like this, gelatinous cubes are often
hard to see, and surprise opponents on a roll
of 1–4 on a d6.

A ghast is a stronger, quicker and more dangerous version of a ghoul. They are turned
as if they are wights.

Gelatinous cubes are immune to cold and
lightning based attacks.

Ghasts regenerate 1 hit point per round
until slain.

A gargoyle is usually made of stone and
looks like a winged and horned humanoid
figure. Despite their weight, they can fly
clumsily yet quickly.

Ghasts look just like ghouls, and have been
known to lead packs of ghouls due to their
intelligence.

Any ogre-sized or smaller creature touched
Because gargoyles are usually created as
by a ghast must make a saving throw vs. paguards, they are prone to be very territoralysis or be paralysed for 2d4x10 minutes.
rial when rogue, attacking anyone who ap- A gelatinous cube will attack any creatures Elves are immune to this paralysis.
proaches their lair.
it encounters, bashing them with pseudopodia that paralyse anyone hit for 2d4x10 Although ghasts have more intelligence
A gargoyle is immune to sleep and charm minutes unless they can make a saving than ghouls and more memories of when
spells, and can only be hit by magical weap- throw vs. paralysis. The cube will keep at- they were alive, they are still primarily moons.
tacking until either it is dead or all enemies tivated by hunger, and still do not speak.
are dead, and then it will roll over the paraTheir constant hunger compels them to
lysed victims and start digesting them.
kill and eat, although they have been seen
Although unintelligent, a gelatinous cub to show remorse for their actions, and can
will often have bits of indigestible treasure sometimes be found wailing and crying at
embedded in it.
their fate.
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Ghoul

Type: undead
Habitat: barren (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d8 (b)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: claw
		(1d3 + paralyse) &
		claw
		(1d3 + paralyse) &
		bite
		(1d3 +
paralyse)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +16
XP Value: 25
A ghoul is an undead creature that eats carrion and rotten meat. As an undead, they
are immune to sleep and charm spells.
Ghouls look like zombies when standing
still, although they are much more agile, capable of climbing and running at full speed.

Giant (Cloud)

Type: giant
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (e+5,000gp)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4 {–4 vs 3}
Hit Dice: 13*** (59hp)
Attack Bonus: +11 {+8}
Attacks: mace (6d6) or
		rock (3d6)
Weapon Expertise: grand master
		{hurl range:
		10/20/30}
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 16
Morale: +17
XP Value: 4,200

Giant (Fire)

Type: giant
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (e+5,000gp)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4 {–4 vs 3}
Hit Dice: 11+2*** (52hp)
Attack Bonus: +11 {+8}
Attacks: sword (5d6) or
		rock (3d6)
Weapon Expertise: grand master
		{deflect x 3}
		{disarm at –4}
		{hurl range:
		5/10/15}
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +13
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +12
vs. Dragon Breath: +11
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +10
Intelligence: 13
Morale: 19
XP Value: 3,875

Cloud giants are fierce and territorial hu- Fire giants stand 16’ tall and have dark red
manoids 20’ tall with white skin and hair skin and black hair. They live in or near
and keen senses. They live on top of moun- volcanoes, and are immune to fire and fire
tains above the cloud line, and often keep based attacks. Fire giants usually keep hysmall rocs (1d6) or dire wolves (6d6) as pets. dras (1d3) or hellhounds (3d6) as pets.

Cloud giants have keen senses, and are only They can throw rocks (range: 60/130/200)
surprised on a roll of 1 on 1d6. They can at opponents who are outside melee range.
throw rocks (range: 60/130/200) at oppoAny ogre-sized or smaller creature touched nents who are outside melee range.
Fire giants love to fight and make war, usuby a ghoul must make a saving throw vs. paally against their frost giant rivals, but ofralysis or be paralysed for 2d4x10 minutes. Cloud giants tend to be loners, and dislike ten against each other. When not actually
Elves are immune to this paralysis.
being disturbed – although they don’t au- fighting, fire giants show great hospitality,
tomatically attack intruders into their ter- carousing and partying with visitors and
Ghouls have a level of animal cunning ap- ritory they will usually hint strongly that guests.
proximately equal to that of dogs, although such intruders should leave as soon as they
they have only vague memories of their lives are able.
Fire giants are excellent blacksmiths, and
and they cannot speak.
will often trade metal goods – particularly
Cloud giants can be shamans (to 10th level) arms and armour – with their neighbours
A ghoul’s normal hunting tactic is to ignore or sorcerers (to 10th level).
when not at war with them.
paralysed opponents until there are no more
moving ones left, and then kill all the paraFire giants can be shamans (to 8th level) or
lysed victims and leave their corpses to rot
sorcerers (to 6th level).
into an edible state.
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Giant (Frost)

Type: giant
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e+5,000gp)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 10+2** (46hp)
Attack Bonus: +10 {+4}
Attacks: axe (4d6) or
		rock (3d6)
Weapon Expertise: master
		{delay}
		{stun}
		{hurl range:
		–/5/10}
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +16
XP Value: 3,875

Giant (Hill)

Type: giant
Habitat: hills (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e+5,000gp)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4 {–2 vs 2}
Hit Dice: 8* (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8 {+2}
Attacks: club (2d8) or
		rock (3d6)
Weapon Expertise: expert
		{deflect x 1}
		{hurl range:
		–/15/25}
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +13
XP Value: 1,200

Giant (Stone)

Type: giant
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (e+5,000gp)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4 {–2 vs 2}
Hit Dice: 9* (41hp)
Attack Bonus: +9 {+2}
Attacks: club (3d6) or
		rock (3d6)
Weapon Expertise: expert
		{deflect x 1}
		{hurl range:
		–/15/25}
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,600

Frost giants stand 18’ tall and have pale blue Hill giants are 12’ tall, hairy and rather dim Stone giants are 14’ tall and have grey skin
skin and white or yellow hair. They live in witted. They live in roughly made cottages and no hair. They live in cave systems inside
mountains above the snow line and in polar in hills, and tend to wear animal skins and mountains, and often use stalactites as clubs.
regions, and are immune to cold and cold use natural clubs.
They often have cave bears (1d4) as pets.
based attacks. Frost giants usually keep poThey can throw rocks (range: 30/60/100) They can throw rocks (range: 100/200/300)
lar bears (3d6) or wolves (6d6) as pets.
at opponents who are outside melee range. at opponents who are outside melee range.
They can throw rocks (range: 60/130/200)
at opponents who are outside melee range. Hill giants are cantankerous and belligerent, Stone giants are calm and patient, and rarely
and often take to minor banditry or raiding, get involved with outsiders unless provoked.
Frost giants try to be empire builders, since they haven’t the patience for farming They often mine gems, and show surprising
dominating all the other races in their area. and herding.
dexterity for their size when it comes to
Providing visitors show the deference that
cutting and polishing them.
they think is due to them, frost giants are However, they love flattery and tributes
welcoming. They love to show off their pres- (particularly of alcohol); and this will often Stone giants can be shamans (to 8th level)
tige and power.
keep them pacified and away from trouble. or sorcerers (to 6th level).
Frost giants can be shamans (to 8th level)
or sorcerers (to 6th level).

Hill giants can be shamans (to 8th level) or
sorcerers (to 6th level).
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Giant (Storm)

Type: giant
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (e+5,000gp)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 2 {–4 vs 4}
Hit Dice: 15**** (68hp)
Attack Bonus: +12 {+8}
Attacks: staff (8d6) or
rock (3d6)
Weapon Expertise: grand master
{deflect x 4}
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 18
Morale: +17
XP Value: 6,250

Gnoll

Type: humanoid
Habitat: hill (common)
		barren (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (p)
Lair Group: 3d6 (d)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: sword (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +13
XP Value: 20

Storm giants stand an impressive 22’ tall,
and have bronze skin and red or yellow hair.
They live on the highest mountain peaks
and keep griffons (2d4) as pets.

Gnome

Type: humanoid
Habitat: clear (common)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (p)
Lair Group: 5d8 (c)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: hammer (1d6) or
		pistol (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +4
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 11
Morale: +13
XP Value: 10

Gnolls are fierce tribal humanoids with Gnomes are small (3’ to 4’) humanoids disfurred bodies and the heads (and mark- tantly related to dwarves. They look like
ings) of hyenas. Gnolls are constantly hun- small humans with long noses and beards
gry, and will eat almost anything; including but bald heads. Like dwarves, the women
each other.
have beards like the men, and all gnomes
Storm giants can summon a storm, taking
have infravision.
ten minutes for it to form, and if in a storm Gnolls are bullies and respect only strength.
(either a summoned one or a natural one) They practically never trade, taking what- Gnomes are excellent miners, specialising
they can throw lightning bolts once per five ever weapons and livestock they can steal in mining gems and red powder.
rounds. Each lightning bolt does damage instead.
Gnomes are excellent tinkerers and invenequal to the giant’s current hit points, but
anyone who makes a saving throw vs. spells While not the brightest of humanoids, they tors, and love anything mechanical. They
will take only half damage. Storm giants are are smart enough to mostly keep away from are very proud of the fact that guns are a
immune to lightning and lightning damage. civilised areas and to keep their raids of such gnomish invention.
areas to a minimum.
Unlike their dwarven cousins, gnomes are
They can throw rocks (range: 150/300/450)
at opponents who are outside melee range, Some exceptional gnolls can become sha- very magical. They may use any magic
if no lightning is available.
mans (to 6th level) or sorcerers (to 4th level). item (even those normally only usable by a
particular class) and may become shamans
Storm giants are cultured and civilised, and
(to 12th level) or sorcerers (to 12th level).
tend to be friendly to those who visit them
and freely offer advice and wisdom. They
rarely get visitors, due to the inaccessible
locations they live in. Storm giants can
be shamans (to 10th level) or sorcerers
(to 10th level).
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Goblin

Type: humanoid
Habitat: woods (common)
		hills (common)
		mountains
		(common)
Wandering Group: 2d6 (r)
Lair Group: 6d10 (c)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 1–1 (4hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: sword (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +7
vs. Wand: +6
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +5
vs. Dragon Breath: +4
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +3
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +11
XP Value: 5

Golem (Clay)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 3 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bash (1d6) &
		bash (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +18
XP Value: 35

Golem (Iron)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 10’
Armour Class: 2*
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bash (1d8) &
		bash (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +18
XP Value: 125

Goblins are small (3’–4’ tall) green human- Clay golems are enchanted constructs made Iron golems are enchanted constructs made
oids with pointed ears and noses. Their red from a humanoid figure sculpted from clay. from a humanoid figure sculpted from iron
eyes glow softly when there is no light, giv- A stationary clay golem cannot be distin- or steel. A stationary iron golem cannot be
ing them infravision. However, in daylight guished from a terracotta statue.
distinguished from an iron or steel statue.
they have a –1 penalty on all actions because of the brightness. Because of this light As constructs, they are immune to sleep and As constructs, they are immune to sleep and
sensitivity, goblins are nocturnal.
charm spells.
charm spells.
Goblins tend to be cowardly, whiny and
snivelling, and are easily bullied; but will
take every opportunity to be the bullies
themselves.
Goblins can make excellent shamans (to
level 8) and sorcerers (to level 6). These goblin spell casters usually rule a goblin tribe by
exploiting the fear that the rest of the tribe
have of their magic.

Golems are the most commonly encoun- Golems are the most commonly encountered type of construct, and are somewhat tered type of construct, and are somewhat
more intelligent than most other constructs, more intelligent than most other constructs,
and while unable to speak; they are able to and while unable to speak; they are able to
follow more complex orders.
follow more complex orders.
When an iron golem is struck with a nonmagical metal weapon, the attacker must
make a saving throw vs. spells or the weapon will be become stuck in the golem. A
stuck weapon cannot be removed until the
golem is destroyed. Should the golem not
be destroyed, the weapon will be absorbed
into the golem’s body over a period of time.
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Golem (Stone)

Type: enchanted
		construct
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 5* (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: squirt (2d6) &
		squirt (2d6) or
		bash (2d6) &
		bash (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +18
XP Value: 300

Gorgon

Type: monster
Habitat: clear (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 8* (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: horn (2d6) or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +13
XP Value: 1,200

Stone golems are enchanted constructs Gorgons are magical creatures that look like
made from a humanoid figure sculpted bulls with iridescent metal scales. They have
from stone. A stationary stone golem can- a bull-like temperament, normally ignornot be distinguished from a normal stone ing creatures it sees but not hesitating to
statue.
attack anything that looks threatening or
gets too close.
As constructs, they are immune to sleep and
charm spells.
Gorgons may either attack with their horns
(they may do a charge action) or by breathGolems are the most commonly encoun- ing out a cloud of vapour which is 60’ long
tered type of construct, and are somewhat and 10’ wide.
more intelligent than most other constructs,
and while unable to speak; they are able to All those within the cloud must make a savfollow more complex orders.
ing throw vs. breath weapon or be turned
to stone.
A stone golem attacks by squirting magma
from its fingertips at opponents within 20’, Gorgons are immune to their own breath
or simply bashing those that come within weapons and to any other attack which
melee range.
turns its victim to stone.

Green Slime

Type: ooze
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1 (p+s)
Lair Group: 1 (b)
Move: 1’
Armour Class: special*
Hit Dice: 2** (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +11
XP Value: 30

A green slime is an ooze of a virulent green
colour. It can crawl up walls and along ceilings, and will often drop from ceilings in a
surprise attack.
Green slime can be automatically hit by any
attack, although it can only be harmed by
fire and cold attacks. A Cure Disease spell
will kill a green slime with no saving throw.
Green slime is highly caustic, and can dissolve leather or cloth in a single round, or
wood or metal in six rounds.
Green slime attacks by attaching itself to a
victim, and then dissolving its way through
the victim’s clothing or armour until it
reaches the victim’s flesh. Once on the victim’s flesh, it will dissolve the victim in 1d4
rounds turning it into more green slime.
Once a green slime is attached to a victim,
any fire or cold attack done to it will do half
damage to the slime and half damage to the
victim. Attacks with an area of effect (for
example Fireball spells) will do full damage
to both slime and victim.
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Gremlin

Type: monster
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7*
Hit Dice: 1** (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +19
XP Value: 16

Grey Ooze

Type: ooze
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 3’
Armour Class: 8*
Hit Dice: 3* (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 50

Gremlins are small (3’ to 4’) green human- A grey ooze looks like a blob or boulder of
oids that bear a striking resemblance to gob- wet stone until it moves.
lins, although they are rarely found together.
It attacks anything that comes close, trying
Gremlins radiate an aura of chaos with- to engulf its victim.
in 20’. Within that area, anyone who takes
any kind of physical action (e.g. using a If the grey ooze hits, it starts to dissolve the
skill, or casting a spell, or making an attack) victim’s clothing and armour. Non-magical
must make a saving throw vs. spells or have clothing or armour can be dissolved in a
the action fail.
single round, but a grey ooze cannot eat
through magical clothing or armour. If it
Gremlins are mischievous pranksters who finds itself engulfing a victim that it can’t
find the effect of their aura of chaos hilari- digest, it will release the victim and try to
ous.
engulf a different one.
Anyone who tries to attack a gremlin and
fails (whether due to the gremlin’s chaos
aura or not) must re-roll their attack against
themselves. Similarly, anyone trying to cast
a spell on a gremlin who fails is affected by
their own spell.

Once a grey ooze has dissolved its victims
armour or clothing, its acid will do 2d8
points of damage per round to the victim.
Grey oozes are immune to fire or cold damage, but may be harmed by normal weapons.

Gremlins may be shamans (to 4th level) or
sorcerers (to 8th level) although they will
not attack directly with spells except in the
most dire self-defence situations.
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Griffon

Type: monster
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d8 (e)
Move: 40’ (fly: 120’)
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 7 (32hp)
Attack Bonus: +7
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 450

A griffon is a creature with the head, wings
and front claws of a giant eagle, and the
body, back legs and tail of a lion.
Griffons are predators and will eat almost
anything. However, their favourite food is
horse. A griffon – even a tamed one – within 120’ of a horse must make a morale
check. If it fails, it will attack the horse and
try to eat it.
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Hag (Night)

Hag (Sea)

Halfling

Night hags are a cannibalistic humanoids
who appear to be ugly female humans with
warty blue-black skin and black hair.
They live in isolation in small cottages deep
in forests, where they surround themselves
with undead minions. A night hag can cast
spells as a 15th level cleric, and can control
undead as if a 30 hit dice undead liege.

Sea hags are foul humanoids who appear
to be incredibly ugly female humans with
yellow-green skin and green hair. Sea hags
are so disgusting and filth encrusted that
anyone who sees one or who approaches
within 10’ of one must make a saving throw
vs. spells with a –6 penalty to avoid fleeing
in fear for 1d20+5 rounds.

Halflings are a demi-human race, much
shorter and lighter than humans, standing
only 3’ tall. They are of a proportionally
similar build to humans, with the exception
of their feet – which are large and covered
in hair. The soles of halflings’ feet are tough
and resilient, and halflings often travel barefooted.

Type: humanoid
Habitat: woods (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (c)
Move: 50’ (swim: 20’)
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 15***** (68hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: claw
		(1d4 + poison) &
		claw
		(1d4 + poison) or
		spell
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +13
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +12
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +17
XP Value: 6,9000

Type: humanoid
Habitat: ocean (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (g+m)
Move: 40’ (swim: 50’)
Armour Class: 4* {–2 vs 2}
Hit Dice: 8**** (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8 {+4}
Attacks: dagger {2d4} &
		touch (special)
Weapon Expertise: expert
		{double damage
		19–20}
		{throw range
		20/30/45}
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +17
XP Value: 2,850

Night hags are immune to all the special
abilities of undead creatures.

Type: demi-human
Habitat: hills (common)
		clear (common)
Wandering Group: 3d6 (p+s)
Lair Group: 5d8 (b)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1–1 (4hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: sword (1d6) or
		bow (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 11
Morale: +13
XP Value: 5

Sea hags live underwater in coastal area, al- Halflings’ skin tone has a similar range to
though they can come onto the land for up that of humans, as does their hair colour.
to three hours at a time.
Halflings do not grow beards or moustaches,
The claws of a night hag are extremely poibut the sideburns of adult males tend to be
sonous, and anyone struck by one must A sea hag can control undead as if a 16 hit longer than those of humans.
make a saving throw vs. poison with a –4 dice undead liege, and is immune to all
penalty or die.
the special abilities of undead creatures. A Halflings are very gregarious and can be
sea hag can only be hit by silver or magic commonly found living amongst humans
Night hags are incredibly anti-social but weapons.
and other demi-humans. If left to themwill often make a pretence at friendliness
selves, they form small villages in grasslands
in order to trap potential victims.
The touch of a sea hag acts as both an En- and hills where they excel at farming.
ergy Drain of one level and a Cause Disease.
There is no saving throw against either effect. Halfling food production and the halfling
love of cookery and brewing make them
very popular amongst the other races.
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Harpy

Type: monster
Habitat: mountain (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (c)
Move: 20’ (fly: 50’)
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 3* (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +11
XP Value: 50

Haunt (Banshee)

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (e, n, o)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: –3*
Hit Dice: 13**** (59hp)
Attack Bonus: +11
Attacks: touch (special) &
		gaze (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +16
XP Value: 5,150

Harpies look like large eagles with the heads
(and breasts in the case of female harpies)
of beautiful elves.

Haunt (Ghost)

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (e, n, o)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: –2*
Hit Dice: 14**** (63hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: touch (special) &
		gaze (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 13
Morale: +18
XP Value: 5,500

A banshee is an undead spirit that protects A ghost is an undead spirit that tries to fulfil
an outdoor location that it had a connec- a task it left unfinished in life.
tion to in life from all intruders.
A ghost can only be harmed by +2 weapons
The singing of a harpy of either gender acts A banshee can only be harmed by +2 weap- or better, and is immune to all spells except
as a Charm Person spell, and harpies use ons or better, and is immune to all spells those that specifically target evil or undead.
this charm to lure travellers into ambushes. except those that specifically target evil or A ghost can make a saving throw vs. spells to
Any character that makes their saving throw undead. A banshee can make a saving throw avoid a ‘d’ or ‘D’ result when being turned.
against the singing of a harpy is immune to vs. spells to avoid a ‘d’ or ‘D’ result when
that particular harpy’s song for the rest of being turned.
The touch of a ghost ages its target
the encounter.
by 1d4x10 years (no save) and the gaze of
The touch of a banshee ages its target a ghost paralyses its target for 2d4 rounds
Harpies usually nest near mountain paths, by 1d4x10 years (no save) and the gaze of unless the target can make a saving throw
and try to pick off lone travellers. If they a banshee paralyses its target for 2d4 rounds vs. spells.
encounter a large or heavily armed group, unless the target can make a saving throw vs.
they will usually hide or try to use their spells. Three times per day, a banshee can A ghost can use the Magic Jar spell once
charm ability in self-defence.
wail, causing all in 60’ to save vs. death or per ten minutes, and will often use this to
die. A banshee will often wail while out of possess a target and use the target’s body to
Harpies can be shamans (to 6th level) or range as a warning to potential intruders.
fulfil its task, either with or without permissorcerers (to 4th level).
sion of the target.
Banshees can move to the ethereal plane
three times per day, and can leave it at any Ghosts can move to the ethereal plane three
time. They can also secrete a web of ecto- times per day, and can leave it at any time.
plasm tendrils around themselves in a 10’ They can also secrete a web of ectoplasm
radius that takes three rounds to form tendrils around themselves in a 10’ radius
(while taking other actions). Anyone who that takes three rounds to form (while takenters the radius once formed must save vs. ing other actions). Anyone who enters the
spells or be transported to the ethereal plane. radius once formed must save vs. spells or
be transported to the ethereal plane.
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Haunt (Poltergeist)

Hellhound

Hippogriff

A poltergeist is the undead spirit of a dead
child. It is naturally invisible, even when
attacking.

Hellhounds are wolf-like creatures with
reddish-brown fur and glowing red eyes
that can grow to about 5’ tall. They live
in or near volcanoes, and are immune to
non-magical fire.

A hippogriff is a creature with the head,
wings and front claws of a giant eagle, and
the body, back legs and tail of a horse.

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (e, n, o)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: –1*
Hit Dice: 12**** (54hp)
Attack Bonus: +11
Attacks: throw
		(1d4 + special) &
		throw
		(1d4 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +13
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +12
vs. Dragon Breath: +11
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +10
Intelligence: 13
Morale: +18
XP Value: 4,750

A poltergeist can only be harmed by +2
weapons or better, and is immune to all
spells except those that specifically target
evil or undead. A ghost can make a saving
throw vs. spells to avoid a ‘d’ or ‘D’ result
when being turned.

Type: monster
Habitat: mountains (rare)
		underground (rare)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4*
Hit Dice: 3** (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bite (1d6) or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +16
XP Value: 65

Type: monster
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d8 (nil)
Move: 60’ (fly: 120’)
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 3+1 (15hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d6) &
		claw (1d6) &
		bite (1d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +13
XP Value: 50

Hippogriffs are predators and scavengers
that normally take only small live prey or
Despite their appearance as little more than chase other creatures off to steal their kills.
dogs, hellhounds are sapient, and are as in- However, hippogriffs have a fierce hatred of
telligent as humans. Their acute senses allow pegasi and will attack them on sight to drive
them to constantly Detect Invisible.
them away. A hippogriff – even a tamed
one – within 120’ of a pegasus must make
A poltergeist can throw small objects around, A hellhound may breathe fire at a single op- a morale check. If it fails, it will attack the
and any target hit by one of these objects ponent within 10’. This fire breath does 3d6 pegasus and try to kill it or drive it off.
will be aged by 10 years unless they can damage, although the target may make a
make a saving throw vs. spells. A poltergeist saving throw vs. dragon breath to take half
is normally more mischievous than aggres- damage.
sive and will deliberately miss targets with
its thrown objects, although it will react
angrily to any insult or any attempt to get
rid of it and try to kill the offender.
Poltergeists can move to the ethereal plane
three times per day, and can leave it at any
time. They can also secrete a web of ectoplasm tendrils around themselves in a 10’
radius that takes three rounds to form
(while taking other actions). Anyone who
enters the radius once formed must save vs.
spells or be transported to the ethereal plane.
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Hobgoblin

Horse (Draft)

Horse (Pony)

Hobgoblins are larger and stronger cousins
of goblins. They look like goblins, but can
reach 6’ tall and are more muscular.

Draft horses are large horses bred for
strength and stamina rather than speed.
They are normally used to pull carts and
wagons.

Ponies are small horses that are mainly domesticated but also occur in the wild.

Type: humanoid
Habitat: woods (common)
		hills (common)
		mountains
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (q)
Lair Group: 4d6 (d)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 1+1 (6hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: sword (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 15

Their red eyes glow softly when there is
no light, giving them infravision. Unlike
goblins, hobgoblins are at no penalty in
daylight, although they still prefer darkness.

Type: animal
Habitat: settled (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 3 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bite (1d3)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +9
XP Value: 35

Draft horses are a totally domesticated species, and do not occur in the wild.

Hobgoblins do not have their own spell
casters, and this often puts them in a precarious relationship with goblin tribes, as
the hobgoblins are naturally more powerful
than most of the goblins but cannot dominate them completely because they both
fear and need the goblin spell casters.
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Type: animal
Habitat: settled (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 5d10 (nil)
Move: 70’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: kick (1d4) &
		kick (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +9
XP Value: 20

Because of their small size, ponies are popular mounts for halflings and dwarves.
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Horse (Riding)

Type: animal
Habitat: settled (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 10d10 (nil)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: kick (1d4) &
		kick (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 20

Horse (War)

Type: animal
Habitat: settled (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 3 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: kick (1d6) &
		kick (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 20

Riding horses are domesticated horses com- War horses are strong, heavy horses bred
monly used for riding. These statistics can for their courage and willingness to fight.
also be used for wild horses.
They are purely a domesticated breed, and
do not exist in the wild.
War horses can do the charge action in
combat, but cannot attack at the end of it.
However, if a war horse does a charge action then its rider gets the double-damage
benefit.
Anyone using the set spear action against a
charging war horse can choose to either hit
the horse or its rider.
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Human (Bandit)

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (u)
Lair Group: 2d10 (a)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: sword (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 11
Morale: +13
XP Value: 10

The statistics given here are for typical sorts
of robber, brigand pirate and bandit that
might be met. Bandit leaders are likely to
be higher level characters with the same
character classes and abilities that player
characters have.
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Human (Berserker)

Human (Commoner)

Human (Noble)

Berserkers are tribal warriors who are
known for their ferocity in battle.

The statistics given here are for a normal
human with no combat experience, such
as peasants, artists, servants or townsfolk.

These statistics are for a minor non-landed
noble such as a knight. Such a noble will
have extensive combat training, but little
practical experience.

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (p)
Lair Group: 3d10 (b)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1+1* (6hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: axe (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +19
XP Value: 19

Although no more likely to be hostile than
any other human, when involved in a fight
berserkers are overtaken with a frenzy which
causes them to fight to the death, never retreating, surrendering or taking prisoners.

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (p)
Lair Group: 3d20 (u)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 9
Hit Dice: 1–1 (4hp)
Attack Bonus: +0
Attacks: spear (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +7
vs. Wand: +6
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +5
vs. Dragon Breath: +4
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +3
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +9
XP Value: 5

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1 (vx3)
Lair Group: 2d6 (d+b)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 2 {–2 vs 1}
Hit Dice: 5* (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5 {+2}
Attacks: sword {1d12}
Weapon Expertise: skilled
		{deflect x 1}
		{disarm at +0}
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 400

More experienced nobles who are in charge
of fiefdoms and are proven in battle are likely to be at least 9th level characters with
the same character classes and abilities that
player characters have.

While in their frenzied state, berserkers
never need to make morale checks and get
a +4 bonus to all saving throws against fear
effects.
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Human (Veteran)

Hydra

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (u)
Lair Group: 4d10 (a)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: sword (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 11
Morale: +17
XP Value: 20

Type: monster
Habitat: swamp (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (b)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: varies
Attack Bonus: varies
Attacks: varies
vs. Death/Poison: varies
vs. Wand: varies
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: varies
vs. Dragon Breath: varies
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: varies
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +18
XP Value: varies

These statistics can be used for squads of Hydras are huge creatures with 30’ long
soldiers or mercenary companies who have snake-like bodies that split into between 5
seen plenty of real action (as opposed to and 12 necks and heads. See Table 18–7 for
merely training) and are somewhat battle- the statistics of hydras that vary by number
hardened.
of heads.
The leaders of such groups are likely to be
higher level characters, usually fighters, with
the same character classes and abilities that
player characters have.

Number of
Heads

Ice Spider

Type: monster
Habitat: arctic (very rare)
		ocean (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (f )
Move: 20’ (swim: 60’)
Armour Class: 2*
Hit Dice: 7** (31hp)
Attack Bonus: +7
Attacks: claw (1d10) &
		claw (1d10) or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,250
Ice spiders are large intelligent spiders
with 8’ bodies that are entirely made of ice.
Ice spiders are coldly logical creatures that
show no compassion or mercy to others
who get in their way, and seem to have no
imagination.

Each head of a hydra can operate independently, and can make a single bite attack in Ice spiders can only be hit by magical weapons, and are immune to first and second
combat for 1d10 damage.
level spells and all fire based attacks.
Damage to a hydra’s heads is not tracked
independently, but for each 8 damage that An ice spider can cast the following spells
the hydra takes from any source, one head as if a 9th level caster:
will cease to function and no longer be able
◊ Detect Invisible at will
to attack.
◊ Detect Magic at will
Hydras are very territorial and aggressive ◊ Web at will
creatures, and will attack any who approach ◊ Dispel Magic at will
the swamp or lake where they live.
◊ Ice Storm/wall at will
◊ Water to ice (exactly like a Dissolve spell
but substituting solid ice for rock and
slush for mud) three times per day.
Table 18–7: Hydra Abilities by Number of Heads
◊ Ice to water (exactly like a Harden spell
but substituting slush for mud and solid
Hit Dice
Attack Bonus
Save As
Xp
ice for rock) three times per day.

5

5 (23hp)

+5

Fighter 5th

175

6

6 (27hp)

+6

Fighter 6th

275

7

7 (32hp)

+7

Fighter 7th

450

8

8 (36hp)

+8

Fighter 8th

650

9

9 (41hp)

+9

Fighter 9th

900

10

10 (45hp)

+10

Fighter 10th

1,000

11

11 (50hp)

+10

Fighter 11th

1,100

12

12 (54hp)

+11

Fighter 12th

1,250
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Insect Swarm

Invisible Stalker

Iron Urchin

An insect swarm is a multitude of tiny
insects acting as a single creature. Some
insects swarm naturally, but others only
swarm when commanded by the magical
power of another creature.

Invisible stalkers are extraplanar creatures
that are naturally invisible. When viewed
under a Detect Invisible effect, they appear
to be roughly humanoid in shape with a
curiously “melted” appearance.

Iron urchins are strange creatures that live
deep underground. They have the appearance of a central ball 2’ in diameter surrounded on all sides by 3’ spikes, all made
of iron.

Type: animal
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 10’ (fly: 20’)
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: –
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +7
vs. Wand: +6
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +5
vs. Dragon Breath: +4
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +3
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +18
XP Value: 25

Type: enchanted
		extraplanar
Habitat: extraplanar
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 8* (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: bash (4d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 11
Morale: +19
XP Value: 1,200

Type: monster
Habitat: underground
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 10d100 (nil)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 2*
Hit Dice: 9* (41hp)
Attack Bonus: +9
Attacks: spike (1d12) &
		spike (1d12) &
		spike (1d12)
vs. Death/Poison: +17
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +14
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +14
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,600

A swarm fills a 10’x10’x30’ area, and au- Invisible stalkers are often summoned to An iron urchin has no visible sensory organs,
tomatically hits any creature in the area the prime plane to perform tasks. They hate mouth or other features, and feeds by abeach round for 2 points of damage (if the such service, and will often try to go against sorbing mineral nutrients directly from the
creature is ac 5 or better) or 4 damage (if the spirit of their instructions to the detri- earth through its skin. They communicate
the creature is ac 6 or worse). This damage ment of the person summoning them, while solely by telepathy, and are usually friendly
represents many stings and bites.
still being forced to obey the letter of them. to outsiders unless provoked.
Any creature in the area whose action for
the round is either to run from the area or
to swat the insects with a weapon or torch
will take only 1 damage.
Attacking the swarm by swatting insects
with a melee weapon will only do a single point of damage to it. Swarms are not
harmed by missile weapons. Fire and cold
attacks or area effect attacks do full damage
to a swarm.

Invisible stalkers can surprise opponents
on a roll of 1–5 on 1d6, unless those opponents can see invisible creatures.
An invisible stalker remains invisible even
when attacking. See Chapter 8 – Combat
for the effect of invisibility on combat.
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Iron urchins can only be hit by magical
weapons, and are immune to first and second level spells and poison. An iron urchin
can cast the following spells as if a 9th level
caster:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Detect Invisible at will
Detect Magic at will
Haste at will
Dispel Magic at will
Ice Storm/wall at will
Earth to air (exactly like a Dissolve spell
but substituting air for mud) three times
per day.
◊ Air to earth (exactly like a Harden spell
but substituting air for mud) three times
per day.
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Kobold

Type: humanoid
Habitat: hills (common)
		mountains (common)
		underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 4d4 (p)
Lair Group: 6d10 (j)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1/2 (3hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: hammer (1d6–1)
		or
		pistol (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 5
Morale: +16
XP Value: 5

Leech (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: swamp (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 6 (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +17
XP Value: 275

Lich

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (hx4)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: varies
Hit Dice: varies
Attack Bonus: varies
Attacks: touch
		(1d10 + special) or
		weapon (varies) or
		spell
Weapon Expertise: grand master
vs. Death/Poison: varies
vs. Wand: varies
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: varies
vs. Dragon Breath: varies
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: varies
Intelligence: 18+
Morale: +17
XP Value: varies

Kobolds are small (3’ tall) hairless human- Giant leeches are 3’–4’ long parasitic worm- A lich is a human magic-user or cleric who
oids with heads shaped like those of hounds. like creatures that suck blood from prey has used a forbidden arcane ritual to turn
Their skin is soft and dry like that of a snake, larger than themselves.
themselves into an undead creature. Alwith patchy yellowish brown pigmentation.
though theoretically a lich can have any
Kobolds do not have tails.
If a giant leech hits a target, it will hold personality, it is normally only the most
on to that victim and automatically do 1d6 depraved or desperate individuals who are
Kobolds have infravision and keen senses. damage per round until it is killed or its willing to perform the ritual.
Although not too bright in general, kobolds victim dies.
have an innate genius for trap building
A lich will have all the abilities of a magicuser or cleric of level 21 or higher, plus the
Kobolds usually live underground in clans
following:
in well-guarded lairs. They are keen and
gregarious, if unscrupulous and immoral,
A lich’s skeletal form is armour class 0 (unopportunists; easily convinced to work with
less wearing better armour) and is immune
other races on some common scheme.
to charm, sleep, cold, lightning, polymorph,
Feeblemind, and Death Spells. They are also
Kobolds prefer not to fight at all, letting
immune to non-magical weapons and to all
traps do the work for them. If forced to
spells of level 3 or lower.
fight, their preferred method is ambush and
hit-and-run tactics, combining surprising
Any living creature with fewer than 5 hit
bravery with practical self-preservation.
dice will flee in terror (no saving throw)
from a lich for 2d6 rounds.
Kobolds can be shamans (to 6th level) or
sorcerers (to 4th level).
The touch of a lich does 1d10 cold damage
and paralyses any living creature for 1d100
days unless the creature can make a saving
throw vs. paralysis. The paralysis can be removed by a Dispel Magic spell.
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Lizard Man

Type: humanoid
Habitat: river (common)
		swamp (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 6d6 (d)
Move: 20’ (swim: 40’)
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 2+1
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: spear (1d6+1)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +19
XP Value: 25

Lizard (Giant Draco)

Type: animal
Habitat: jungle (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (u)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 40’ (glide: 50’)
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4+2 (20hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: bite (1d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 125

Because liches are so intelligent, the Game Lizard men are humanoid crocodilians, of- Giant draco lizards are 6’ long lizards with
flaps of skin between their front and rear
Master should put thought and preparation ten found in swamps or along rivers.
legs that let them glide through the air.
into their motivations and tactics, in particular the potential for them to have cast Although not particularly evil or intelligent,
the Permanence and Contingency spells on lizard men are cannibalistic and particularly They are carnivorous, and hunt by leapthemselves. A lich will not simply be ran- like to eat any other intelligent humanoid ing out of tall trees and gliding down at
their prey. The initial glide attack should
domly encountered and get into a pointless if given the chance.
be treated as a charge action.
fight where it has a chance of dying.
When swimming, lizard men look just like
A lich can summon undead by concentrat- crocodiles.
ing, although it does not know what type of
undead will turn up. Each time a lich sum- Lizard men live a simple hunter-gatherer
mons undead, roll 1d20 to determine what existence, and have no technology beyond
type of undead arrive in 1d100 rounds:
a basic spear or club. Surprisingly, they don’t
bite in combat. Although they have power1–5 = 2d4 spectres
ful jaws, their shape and stance prevents
6–9 = 1d6 vampires
them from being effective in a fight while
10–12 = 1d3 phantoms
on land.
13–15 = 1d2 ghosts
16 = 1d2 poltergeists
Lizard men often find themselves in uneasy
17 = druj
truces with other races who provide them
18 = revenant
tributes of food (the only thing they value)
19 = nightshade
in order to prevent them raiding.
20 = flt. Undead horror
In addition, a lich will be accompanied by
undead minions that it controls as an undead liege, and often by other servants or
minions. A lich is treated as if it had hit
dice equal to its level for the purposes of
experience value, plus the equivalent of five
asterisks if a cleric, or six if a magic-user.
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Lizard (Giant Gecko)

Lizard (Giant Horned)

Giant geckos are 5’ long carnivorous lizards
that hunt halfling sized or smaller creatures
by climbing up above them and dropping
on them.

Giant horned lizards are 7’ long and can Giant tuatara lizards are heavily built 8’
change colour to match their surroundings, long lizards with lumpy armoured skin.
surprising prey on a 1–5 on 1d6.
They look somewhat like elongated toads.

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (u)
Lair Group: 1d10 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 3+1 (15hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 50

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (u)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 5* (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: bite (2d4) &
		horn (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 300

A horned lizard can shoot its tongue 10’.
Giant geckos can walk on any surface, in- Anyone human-sized or smaller hit by
cluding smooth glass walls and ceiling.
the tongue is immediately pulled into the
horned lizard’s mouth and bitten for 2d4
damage.
Horned lizards favour hunting giant insects,
but will hunt other creatures if hungry.
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Lizard (Giant Tuatara)
Type: animal
Habitat: desert (common)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (v)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 6 (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +9
XP Value: 275

Tuatara have infravision which they use to
hunt at night.
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Locust (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 2d10 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 20’ (jump: 60’)
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 2** (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d2) or
		jump (1d4) or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +7
XP Value: 30

Manta Ray

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: tail
		(1d8 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 125

Giant locusts live underground and eat Manta rays are flat fish up to 7’ long that are
fungus and moulds of all types. They are related to sharks. Their bodies are shaped
immune to poisons and the dissolving at- with distinctive “wings”, with which they
tacks of oozes.
glide along the sea bed.
Although giant locusts can give a nasty When a manta ray settles, it covers itself in
bite, they prefer to flee by jumping away sand until it is completely invisible.
from intruders. Unfortunately, their panicked jumping is 50% likely to be straight A manta ray will normally eat only small
at their targets, in which case they should fish, and ignore large targets. However, if
roll a jump attack against a random target. trodden on, a manta ray will attack with
the poisonous sting on its tail.
If cornered and unable to jump away, a giant locust will make a piercing scream, and Anyone struck by the tail of a manta ray
spit a blob of goo at an attacker within 10’. must make a saving throw vs. paralysis or
be paralysed for 2d4x10 minutes.
If it hits, the goo does no damage, but
the attacker must make a saving throw vs.
poison or be able to do nothing but retch
for 10 minutes due to the smell. Once
the 10 minutes has passed, the victim of
the goo attack is used to the smell, but other
characters coming within 5’ of them are
subject to the same retching unless they
can make a saving throw vs. poison. Giant
locust spittle can be washed off with water.
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Manticore

Type: monster
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (f )
Move: 40’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 6+1* (28hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (2d4) or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +16
XP Value: 650

A manticore is a strange creature with the
body of a lion, the wings of a bat, a human
face, and a spike covered tail. Despite the
human seeming face, manticores are not
sapient.
A manticore has 24 tail spikes, and can shoot
six of them per round (range: 50/100/150),
even when it is flying. Spikes are re-grown
at a rate of two per day.
Manticores are aggressive hunters, and will
attempt to kill and eat even well-armed
groups of travellers.
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Medusa

Merfolk

A medusa appears to be a human with Characters trying to fight the medusa blindsnakes instead of hair. Male medusae are folded or otherwise averting their gaze will
rarely seen, and many people mistakenly not be affected but must attack with a –4
think that the race is entirely female. Al- penalty to hit and the medusa gets a +2
though the faces of medusae are normally bonus against characters using such tactics.
beautiful, their beauty is deceptive and their
gaze can turn people to stone.
A character using a mirror to attack in melee
(the mirror takes one hand, so the character
The bite of a medusa’s snakes is poisonous, cannot use an off-hand weapon or a shield
and anyone bitten must make a saving at the same time) takes only a –2 penalty to
throw vs. poison or die. Additionally, any hit and the medusa gets no bonus against
creature meeting its gaze must make a sav- them.
ing throw vs. petrify or be turned to stone.
Although medusae are feared by other races
The gaze of a medusa must be direct, see- for their gaze, the personalities of individual
ing its reflection is not enough to have a medusae are as varied as those of humans,
chance of being turned to stone. However, although they do have a tendency to be lona medusa is not immune to its own gaze ers and to value their privacy greatly.
attack (although it is immune to the gaze
of other medusae), and if presented with a Medusae can be shamans (to 8th level) or
mirror, there is a 1 in 6 chance per round sorcerers (to 8th level).
that it will see its reflection and must make
the saving throw to avoid petrifying itself.
This is the only circumstance in which its
gaze is effective through a mirror.

Merfolk, usually referred to as mermen and
mermaids, are water breathing humanoids
with a fishlike tail instead of legs. Merfolk
can only stay out of water as long as they
can hold their breaths – which is just like a
normal human holding their breath.

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (v)
Lair Group: 1d4 (f )
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 8
Hit Dice: 4** (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: snakebite
		(1d4 + special) &
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +13
XP Value: 175

Type: humanoid
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d20 (a)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: spear (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +13
XP Value: 10

Any character surprised by a medusa automatically meets its gaze and must make the
saving throw, and in combat each character attacking the medusa without actively
avoiding the gaze must also make the saving
throw each round.
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Merfolk society is similar to human society.
They live in underwater cities and keep domesticated animals.
Merfolk communities often trade with land
based creatures, and are usually on good
terms with human countries.
In theory, any merfolk can be a shaman
(to 8th level) or sorcerer (to 8th level), although their society teaches that shamanism
is an exclusively male role and sorcery is an
exclusively female role. Consequently, most
human contact is with mermaid sorcerers
capable of casting Water Breathing (which
allows them to breathe air).
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Minotaur

Type: humanoid
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 6* (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6 {+2}
Attacks: gore (1d6) &
		bite (1d6) or
		axe {1d8+4}+2
Weapon Expertise: expert
		{delay}
		{hurl –/5/10}
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 5
Morale: +19
XP Value: 500

Mournwolf

Type: monster
Habitat: clear (rare)
woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (d)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 6* (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +13
XP Value: 500

Mujina

Type: monster
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 8** (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8 {+2}
Attacks: sword {2d8+2} &
		sword {2d8+2}
Weapon Expertise: expert
		{stun}
		{deflect x 2}
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,750

Minotaurs are 8’ tall humanoids with the Mournwolves are oversized wolves with a Mujina are a strange humanoid race. They
heads of bulls. They are incredibly aggres- magical ability to howl and wail in a confus- appear similar to humans, except that they
sive and will attack most other creatures ing manner. Mournwolves usually stay with have no features on their heads. Their heads
on sight in an attempt to kill and eat them. their own kind, but occasionally a single are just smooth ovals. However, they can
one will become pack leader of a group of mask this with an illusion that makes their
Minotaurs love to live and hunt in maze- normal wolves.
head look like whatever they like, including
like tunnel systems and are expert at both
a copy of someone else’s face.
finding their way through mazes and While mourning, which can be done in
tracking. Because of this familiarity with combat, all opponents are disoriented by A mujuna can drop its illusion at any time,
labyrinths, they are treated as if having 18 the echoing sound (no saving throw) and and anyone seeing the true blankness of
intelligence for purposes of the Maze spell. all attacks against the mournwolf take a –2 the mujina’s face must run in terror for 1d3
penalty on their to-hit rolls. Additionally, rounds. Creatures with 5 or more hit dice
Although barely sapient, some of the calmer the mournwolf gets a +2 bonus on all sav- may make a saving throw vs. wands to avoid
and more level-headed minotaurs can be- ing throws against any effects cast by diso- this effect.
come shamans (to level 4) or even sorcerers riented foes.
(to level 2).
Mujina are incredibly strong, and can wield
The mourning effect can be blocked by a a two handed weapon in either hand without penalty.
Silence 15’ Radius spell.
For some reason, mournwolves hate blink
dogs and attack them on sight.
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Mujina all have absolutely identical personalities, and no sense of individualism.
They hate all creatures that show diversity of
personality; especially humans, who show
the most diversity of all races.
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Mule

Mummy

Neanderthal

Mules are domestic cross-breeds between
donkeys and horses.

Mummies are re-animated corpses that have
been specially prepared and wrapped so that
they will become undead.

Neanderthals are closely related to humans,
although they are squat and ape-like, with
sloping brows.

Type: animal
Habitat: settled (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d12 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: kick (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 20

They are commonly used as pack animals,
since they combine the strength of a horse
with the stamina and patience of a donkey.
Mules will allow themselves to be led into
underground areas.

Type: undead
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d12 (d)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 3*
Hit Dice: 5+1** (24hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: touch (1d12
		+ special)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +19
XP Value: 575

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d10 (nil)
Lair Group: 4d10 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 8
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: club (1d6+1)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +11
XP Value: 20

Mummies are normally placed as tomb They mostly live in “lost world” areas, where
guardians, but occasionally one or more they have a peaceful hunter gatherer existwill wander from its tomb and wreak hav- ence.
oc – especially if the tomb has already been
Neanderthals fear fire, and have never delooted.
veloped cooking and metalworking skills,
Anyone seeing a mummy must make a sav- although they are expert at making weapons
ing throw vs. paralysis or be paralysed in and tools from hides or stone such as flint.
fear until the mummy is no longer in sight.
Neanderthals often keep cave apes or dire
The touch of a mummy rots flesh, do- wolves as pets.
ing 1d12 damage and causing the victim
to contract mummy rot (no saving throw). Neanderthals can be shamans (to 4th level)
Mummy rot prevents its victim from being or sorcerers (to 2nd level).
healed by mortal level magic, and makes
all natural healing take ten times as long as
normal to occur. It can be cured by a Cure
Disease effect.
Mummies cannot be hurt by non-magical
weapons, and are immune to sleep, charm,
and hold effects. Attacks from sources other
than fire only do half damage to mummies.
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Nightcrawler

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: –4*
Hit Dice: 27***** (122hp)
Attack Bonus: +18
Attacks: bite (2d10
		+ special) &
		sting (2d4
		+ special)
vs. Death/Poison: +16
vs. Wand: +16
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +15
vs. Dragon Breath: +16
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +15
Intelligence: 19
Morale: +19
XP Value: 21,500
Nightcrawlers are a type of nightshade,
incredibly powerful undead. They appear
to be huge rotting maggots or worms 100’
long and 10’ wide that can burrow through
the earth. Despite their bestial appearance,
nightcrawlers are extremely intelligent. Because they know that they are so conspicuous that operating openly would attract the
attention of all the most powerful foes, they
usually remain hidden and work through
their minions as an undead liege. Nightcrawlers desire to completely eradicate the
living and make everyone undead, and work
towards that end, although they do not cooperate well with others in anything other
than a relationship of absolute dominance.

Nightcrawlers can cast the following spells, The bite of a nightcrawler does 2d10 damas if 21st level casters:
age, and the victim must make a saving
throw vs. poison or die. Additionally, if the
◊ Detect Magic (constant)
attack roll is a natural 19–20, a human size
◊ Detect Invisible (constant)
victim will be swallowed whole. Swallowed
◊ Cause Disease (at will)
victims lose one level per round due to an
◊ Charm Person (at will)
Energy Drain unless protected by a Protec◊ Cloudkill (at will)
tion from Evil spell.
◊ Confusion (at will)
◊ Darkness (at will)
The sting of a nightcrawler does 2d4 dam◊ Dispel Magic (at will)
age, and the victim must make a saving
◊ Finger of Death (at will)
throw vs. poison or die. Even if the saving
◊ Haste (at will)
throw is successful, there is a 1 in 8 chance
◊ Hold Person (at will)
that the poison will kill the victim anyway.
◊ Invisibility (at will)
A nightcrawler has a gaze attack that it can
use instead of physically attacking or castAny creature touching a nightcrawler must ing spells, that will magically shrink one
Nightcrawlers are only hit by +3 weapons make a saving throw vs. poison or die. This opponent per round within 60’ down to 1’
or better, and are immune to spells of 5th poison does not travel through weapons, so in height unless that opponent can make
level or lower, charm, hold, illusions, wands, melee attacks with weapons are safe.
a saving throw vs. spells. The nightcrawler
poison, petrification and cold effects. They
gains a +4 bonus to hit that opponent, and
take only half damage from breath weapons. Nightcrawlers emanate a distinctive chilling can swallow it on a 15–20 rather than just
aura within 120’ which spoils all consuma- a 19–20. The shrinking effect is permanent
Nightcrawlers are resistant to being turned, bles (no save), including food, potions, and until dispelled.
and may make a saving throw vs. spells to even holy water. Spoiled consumables are
ignore an attempt to turn them. If the turn not poisonous, but are inedible and useless.
result is a ‘d’, then they may make a second This aura usually prevents the nightcrawler
saving throw to reduce it to a ‘t’.
from surprising opponents.
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Nightwalker

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 50’ (fly: 20’)
Armour Class: –6*
Hit Dice: 23***** (104hp)
Attack Bonus: +16
Attacks: bash (3d10
		+ special) &
		bash (3d10
		+ special)
vs. Death/Poison: +16
vs. Wand: +15
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +15
vs. Dragon Breath: +15
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +14
Intelligence: 19
Morale: +19
XP Value: 15,500
Nightwalkers are a type of nightshade, incredibly powerful undead. They appear to
be 20’ tall rotting giants who never wear
clothes or carry items. Nightwalkers are
extremely intelligent. Because they know
that they are so conspicuous that operating
openly would attract the attention of all
the most powerful foes, they usually remain
hidden and work through their minions
as an undead liege. Nightwalkers desire to
completely eradicate the living and make
everyone undead, and work towards that
end, although they do not co-operate well
with others in anything other than a relationship of absolute dominance.

Nightwalkers can cast the following spells, The blows of a nightwalker do 3d10 damage
as if 21st level casters:
and the target must make a saving throw vs.
poison or die. Additionally, these blows are
◊ Detect Magic (constant)
so powerful that they have a 50% chance of
◊ Detect Invisible (constant)
destroying their foe’s armour or shield. This
◊ Cause Disease (at will)
chance is reduced by 10% per magical “plus”
◊ Charm Person (at will)
of the item. Check for armour being de◊ Cloudkill (at will)
stroyed only if the foe is not using a shield.
◊ Confusion (at will)
◊ Darkness (at will)
A nightwalker has a gaze attack that it can
◊ Dispel Magic (at will)
use instead of physically attacking or cast◊ Finger of Death (at will)
ing spells that will magically curse one op◊ Haste (at will)
ponent per round within 60’ unless that
◊ Hold Person (at will)
opponent can make a saving throw vs. spells.
◊ Invisibility (at will)
A cursed character takes a –4 penalty on
all attack rolls and saving throws, until the
Nightwalkers are only hit by +3 weapons Any creature touching a nightwalker must curse is removed by either a Dispel Evil cast
or better, and are immune to spells of 5th make a saving throw vs. poison or die. This by anyone or a Remove Curse cast by a spell
level or lower, charm, hold, illusions, wands, poison does not travel through weapons, so caster of at least 25th level.
poison, petrification and cold effects. They melee attacks with weapons are safe.
take only half damage from breath weapons.
Nightwalkers emanate a distinctive chilling
Nightwalkers are resistant to being turned, aura within 120’ which spoils all consumaand may make a saving throw vs. spells to bles (no save), including food, potions, and
ignore an attempt to turn them. If the turn even holy water. Spoiled consumables are
result is a ‘d’, then they may make a second not poisonous, but are inedible and useless.
saving throw to reduce it to a ‘t’.
This aura usually prevents the nightwalker
from surprising opponents.
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Nightwing

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 10’ (fly: 80’)
Armour Class: –8*
Hit Dice: 19***** (104hp)
Attack Bonus: +14
Attacks: bite (1d6+6
		+ special)
vs. Death/Poison: +15
vs. Wand: +15
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +14
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +13
Intelligence: 19
Morale: +19
XP Value: 10,000

Nightwings are a type of nightshade, incredibly powerful undead. They appear to
be giant rotting bats with a 50’ wing span.
Nightwings are extremely intelligent. Because they know that they are so conspicuous that operating openly would attract the
attention of all the most powerful foes, they
usually remain hidden and work through
their minions as an undead liege. Nightwings desire to completely eradicate the living and make everyone undead, and work
towards that end, although they do not cooperate well with others in anything other
than a relationship of absolute dominance.

Nightwings can cast the following spells, as
if 21st level casters:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Detect Magic (constant)
Detect Invisible (constant)
Cause Disease (at will)
Charm Person (at will)
Cloudkill (at will)
Confusion (at will)
Darkness (at will)
Dispel Magic (at will)
Finger of Death (at will)
Haste (at will)
Hold Person (at will)
Invisibility (at will)

Nightwings are only hit by +3 weapons
or better, and are immune to spells of 5th Any creature touching a nightwing must
level or lower, charm, hold, illusions, wands, make a saving throw vs. poison or die. This
poison, petrification and cold effects. They poison does not travel through weapons, so
take only half damage from breath weapons. melee attacks with weapons are safe.
Nightwings are resistant to being turned,
and may make a saving throw vs. spells to
ignore an attempt to turn them. If the turn
result is a ‘d’, then they may make a second
saving throw to reduce it to a ‘t’.

Nightwings emanate a distinctive chilling
aura within 120’ which spoils all consumables (no save), including food, potions, and
even holy water. Spoiled consumables are
not poisonous, but are inedible and useless.
This aura usually prevents the nightwing
from surprising opponents.
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The bite of a nightwing does 1d6+6 damage,
and the victim must make a saving throw vs.
poison or die. If the victim survives, they
must also make a saving throw vs. spells or
be polymorphed into a giant bat. Any opponent turned into a bat becomes a loyal servant of the nightwing until the polymorph
is dispelled.
A nightwing has a gaze attack that it can use
instead of physically attacking or casting
spells, that will magically curse one opponent’s weapon, shield or armour per round
within 60’ unless that opponent can make
a saving throw vs. spells. A cursed item temporarily loses one point of magical “plus”,
until the curse is removed by either a Dispel
Evil cast by anyone or a Remove Curse cast
by a spell caster of at least 25th level.
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Nixie

Nuckalavee

Nixies are 3’ tall water spirits that take the
appearance of small human women. They
are bound to their river or lake in the same
way that dryads are bound to their tree, and
can only survive for 10 minutes if taken
more than 240’ away from their water.

A nuckalavee appears similar to a centaur An ochre jelly is an orange-brown amoebawith transparent skin, so that all the mus- like ooze.
cles and organs can be seen. Nuckalavees
are amphibious, and live in coastal waters. Ochre jellies can only be harmed by fire or
cold. Other attacks do no damage but split
Nuckalavees are immune to fire and poison, the ochre jelly into 1d4+1 smaller (2 hit
and regenerate 3 hit points per round until dice, attack bonus +3, 1d6 damage) jellies.
slain.
An ochre jelly can dissolve wood, leather or
A nuckalavee has an aura with a 120’ range cloth in one turn, but cannot eat through
that kills all small insects, birds, rodents, metal.
and other similar creatures with 2 hit points
or less. Within 50’ all creatures must make
a saving throw vs. paralysis or flee in terror
for 2d6 rounds. This saving throw must be
made each round.

Type: humanoid
Habitat: river (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d20 (b)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1* (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: dagger (1d4) or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 13
Morale: +9
XP Value: 13

Ten nixies working together can cast a
Charm Person spell, and they will often use
this to persuade intruders to stay with them
as companions. Nixies can each cast Water
Breathing once per day, and this lasts for 24
hours.
Occasionally, nixies can be shamans (to 6th
level) or sorcerers (to 4th level).

Type: monster
Habitat: ocean (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’ (swim: 120’)
Armour Class: 4*
Hit Dice: 11*** (50hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: claw (3d8
		+ special) &
		claw (3d8
		+ special)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +13
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +12
vs. Dragon Breath: +11
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +10
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +17
XP Value: 3,500

Anyone struck by a nuckalavee must make
a saving throw vs. death ray or die. Additionally, a nuckalavee can breathe a cone of
cold 60’ long and 10’ wide at the end that
does damage equal to its current hit points
(save vs. breath weapons for half damage).
Although not undead themselves, nuckalavee are friendly with undead creatures and
can act as an undead liege.
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Ochre Jelly

Type: ooze
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 10’
Armour Class: 8
Hit Dice: 5* (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: touch (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 300
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Ogre

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (sx10)
Lair Group: 2d6 (sx100 + c)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 5 {–1 vs 2}
Hit Dice: 4+1 (19hp)
Attack Bonus: +5 {+1}
Attacks: club {1d6+1}+2
Weapon Expertise: skilled
		{deflect x 1}
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +17
XP Value: 125

Orc

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (p)
Lair Group: 10d6 (d)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: sword (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +13
XP Value: 10

Owlbear

Type: monster
Habitat: woods (common)
		underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 5
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: claw (1d8) &
		claw (1d8) &
		bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 175

Ogres are 9’ tall heavily built humanoids. Orcs are pig-headed humanoids with pink An owlbear is a large bear-like creature with
the head of an owl.
Ogres are rather dull witted, and will usu- skin.
ally try to bully others to serve them rather
than hunt for themselves. When this does They usually live underground and only Owlbears are bad tempered carnivores, and
not work, they will often work as hired mus- come out at night, since they take a –1 will often attack even when not hungry.
cle for other creatures. For an ogre, knowing penalty to attack rolls in strong daylight.
If an owlbear hits the same opponent with
where the next meal is coming from and
having shiny coins to count are life’s great- Orcs have strong tribal structures, and both claw attacks, it can squeeze for an adtribes often fight each other and raid each ditional 2d8 damage.
est luxuries.
other for slaves. It is not unknown for a
Ogres are not particularly evil or malicious, slave rebellion in an orc community to end
but have no qualms about doing unpleasant up with the previous masters as the new
or immoral tasks if paid to do so. They sim- slaves and the previous slaves forming a new
ply don’t think about what they are doing. tribe. Orcs will also use goblins, kobolds, or
even humans as slaves if they can get them.
Ogres can occasionally be found working
in human settlements, although their ten- Despite their loose social structures, orcs
dency to break things can often mean that are very industrious and can often be found
they are more trouble than they are worth. making weapons and armour for other races.
Orcish designs emphasise simplicity and
Some particularly bright ogres can be sha- efficiency over decoration and art.
mans (to 4th level) or sorcerers (to 2nd
level).
Although orcs sometimes trade with humans, relations are always strained because
of the orcs’ slaving tendencies.
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Pegasus

Type: monster
Habitat: clear (rare)
		hills (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d12 (nil)
Move: 80’ (fly: 160’)
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2+2 (11hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: kick (1d6) &
		kick (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +13
XP Value: 25

Phantom (Apparition)
Type: undead
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (l)
Lair Group: 1 (n, o)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 10*** (45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: claw (1d6+2) &
		claw (1d6+2)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 11
Morale: +17
XP Value: 3,250

Pegasi are winged horses. They are more An apparition is a transparent (but visible)
intelligent than normal horses (although incorporeal undead creature.
not sapient) and cannot be domesticated,
although they may befriend an individual Anyone seeing an apparition within 120’
and allow themselves to be ridden by that must run in fear and be unable to approach
individual.
the apparition any closer than this radius.
Creatures with more than 3 hit dice may
make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid this
effect.
An apparition can only be hit by magical
weapons, and can resist turn attempts. If
an apparition is turned with anything other
than a ‘d’ result, it can make a saving throw
vs. spells to reflect the turn back on the
cleric, who must then save vs. spells or be
paralysed for 2d6 rounds.

Phantom (Shade)

Type: undead
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (l, n, v)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 11*** (49hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: dagger (3d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 3,500

A shade is a transparent (but visible) incorporeal undead creature. A shade always
stays indoors during the day, only venturing outside at night to quickly move from
building to building.
Anyone seeing a shade within 120’ must run
in fear and be unable to approach the shade
any closer than this radius. Creatures with
more than 3 hit dice may make a saving
throw vs. spells to avoid this effect.

A shade can only be hit by magical weapons,
and can resist turn attempts. If an apparition is turned with anything other than a ‘d’
result, it can make a saving throw vs. spells
to reflect the turn back on the cleric, who
must then save vs. spells or be paralysed
An apparition can surround itself with a 20’ for 2d6 rounds.
radius of swirling mist. All who enter the
mist must make a saving throw vs. spells A shade can perform the charge action in
or be paralysed for 12 rounds. The appari- combat. If it does so, it does not make a
tion will usually attack paralysed targets first, normal dagger attack at the end of the
gaining a +4 to hit.
charge, but dashes up to its target’s face
screaming. The target must make a saving
Any human or demi-human killed by an throw vs. death ray or immediately drop
apparition will fade away and become one dead from fear.
in a week (even if raised) unless a Dispel Evil
is cast on them.
A shade normally attacks by charging
through a wall or door, surprising its opponents on a 1–5 on a d6.
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Phantom (Vision)

Phoenix (Greater)

Phoenix (Lesser)

A vision is a composite undead creature,
consisting of the transparent forms of 2d4
creatures.

A greater phoenix is a red-orange eagle like
bird with a 25’ wing span, surrounded by
a halo of fire. Phoenixes are never hostile
unless attacked, but will fight to the death
to defend themselves.

A lesser phoenix is a red-orange eagle like
bird with a 10’ wing span, surrounded by
a halo of fire. Phoenixes are never hostile
unless attacker, but will fight to the death
to defend themselves.

Type: undead
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (l, n, o)
Move: –
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 12*** (54hp)
Attack Bonus: +11
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +10
Intelligence: 9
Morale: +19
XP Value: 3,875

Type: monster
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d2 (vx2)
Move: 50’ (fly: 150’)
Armour Class: –2*
Hit Dice: 18***** (81hp)
Attack Bonus: +14
Attacks: claw (2d6) &
		claw (2d6) &
		bite (4d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +15
vs. Wand: +15
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +14
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +13
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +17
XP Value: 8,875

Anyone seeing a vision within 120’ must
run in fear and be unable to approach the
vision any closer than this radius. Creatures Greater phoenixes can only be hit by +3 or
with more than 3 hit dice may make a sav- better weapons, and are immune to charm
ing throw vs. spells to avoid this effect.
and hold spells and all fire based attacks.
A vision can only be hit by magical weapons, All creatures within 20’ of a greater phoenix
and can resist turn attempts. If an appari- take 6d6 fire damage per round.
tion is turned with anything other than a ‘d’
result, it can make a saving throw vs. spells When a greater phoenix is destroyed, it
to reflect the turn back on the cleric, who explodes into an 18d6 Fireball with a 20’
must then save vs. spells or be paralysed radius. Creatures in the area may save vs.
for 2d6 rounds. If a vision is successfully breath weapon to take half damage, but returned, it disappears for 1d6 hours.
sistances or immunities to fire do not reduce
the damage.
A vision will cry and howl when met. All
within 90’ who hear this must make a sav- The greater phoenix will rise from its own
ing throw vs. spells or collapse in despair ashes one round later, and flee from its atand spend 1d10+10 rounds curled up and tackers if possible.
crying for the lost souls.
There is no way short of a Wish to keep a
The figures of the vision will then attack phoenix dead permanently.
with melee weapons, with each figure attacking independently and able to move 40’
per round but unable to leave the area. A
vision has a single collective set of hit points,
and when these run out all figures are destroyed.
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Type: monster
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d2 (v)
Move: 30’ (fly: 120’)
Armour Class: 2*
Hit Dice: 9***** (81hp)
Attack Bonus: +9
Attacks: claw (1d6) &
		claw (1d6) &
		bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +17
XP Value: 4,400

Lesser phoenixes can only be hit by +3 or
better weapons, and are immune to charm
and hold spells and all fire based attacks.
All creatures within 10’ of a lesser phoenix
take 3d6 fire damage per round.
When a lesser phoenix is destroyed, it explodes into a 9d6 Fireball with a 20’ radius.
Creatures in the area may save vs. breath
weapon to take half damage, but resistances or immunities to fire do not reduce
the damage.
The lesser phoenix will rise from its own
ashes one round later, and flee from its attackers if possible.
There is no way short of a Wish to keep a
phoenix dead permanently.
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Pixie

Type: humanoid
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (r+s)
Lair Group: 4d10 (nil)
Move: 30’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 1*** (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: dagger (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +11
XP Value: 19

Pterosaur (Large)

Type: animal
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d2 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 10 (45hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: bite (3d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,000

Pterosaur (Medium)
Type: animal
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 90’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 5 (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: bite (1d12)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 175

Pixies are 1’ tall elf-like creatures with but- Pterosaurs are flying reptiles found in “lost
terfly wings.
world” areas. They are closely related to
dinosaurs.
They are naturally invisible at all times, even
when attacking, but they can make them- Pterosaurs are carnivorous, and eat mostly
selves visible when they want to.
small animals and fish.

Pterosaurs are flying reptiles found in “lost
world” areas. They are closely related to
dinosaurs.

Pixies are not strong fliers, and can only fly
for half an hour before having to rest.

These statistics are for a pterosaur with a
wingspan of 10’ to 50’.

These statistics are for a pterosaur with a
wingspan of over 50’.

Pixies are generally on friendly terms with
both humans and elves, although they hate
orcs and goblins and do their best to drive
them from their woods.
Pixies can be shamans (to 6th level) or sorcerers (to 4th level).
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Pterosaurs are carnivorous, and eat mostly
small animals and fish.
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Pterosaur (Small)

Purple Worm

Rat

Pterosaurs are flying reptiles found in “lost
world” areas. They are closely related to
dinosaurs.

A purple worm is a huge (100’ long) slimy
worm like creature. Purple worms tunnel
through the earth, and rise to the surface
to feed.

Rats are omnivorous rodents, who are adept
at learning and have a very well developed
direction sense.

Type: animal
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: bite (1d3)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 10

Pterosaurs are carnivorous, and eat mostly
small animals and fish.
These statistics are for a pterosaur with a
wingspan of less than 10’.

Type: monster
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (d)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 15* (68hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: bite (2d8) &
		sting
		(1d8 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +17
XP Value: 2,700

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 5d10 (nil)
Lair Group: 5d10 (l)
Move: 20’ (swim: 10’)
Armour Class: 9
Hit Dice: 1 hit point
Attack Bonus: +0
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +7
vs. Wand: +6
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +5
vs. Dragon Breath: +4
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +3
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +7
XP Value: 2

Normally, rats will not attack large creatures
If a purple worm bites an opponent of hu- unless magically controlled.
man sized or smaller, and its to-hit roll is
at least 4 more than it needs to be to hit, In combat, rats should be split into groups
or is a natural 20, then it will swallow the of 5–10 individuals. Each group will atvictim whole.
tack a single target, and can collectively bite
for 1d6 damage. If enough rats are killed
Swallowed creatures take 3d6 damage per that a group is no longer viable, those rats
round until the purple worm is killed.
will disperse.

Anyone stung by the stinger must make a Rat bites have a 1 in 20 chance of transmitsaving throw vs. poison or die; although ting a disease. If this is the case, the victim is
if the purple worm is encountered under- affected as if by a Cause Disease spell (comground it is likely that it cannot use its plete with saving throw).
stinger in combat as it will not have room
to manoeuvre.
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Rat (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 3d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d10 (nil)
Move: 40’ (swim: 20’)
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1/2 (3hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: bite (1d3)
vs. Death/Poison: +7
vs. Wand: +6
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +5
vs. Dragon Breath: +4
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +3
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 5

Rhagodessa (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (u)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4+2 (20hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: leg (special) &
		bite (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +16
XP Value: 125

Robber Fly (Giant)
Type: animal
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (u)
Lair Group: 2d6 (nil)
Move: 30’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +13
XP Value: 20

Giant rats are 3’ long scavenging rodents. A giant rhagodessa is an arachnid similar to
They are as smart as normal rats, although a spider or scorpion, but the size of a horse.
more aggressive. They will attack human They are nocturnal hunters that will attack
sized creatures if they outnumber them.
any prey smaller than themselves.

A giant robber fly is a 3’ long insect with
yellow and black stripes. Although it closely
resembles a giant bee or wasp, it is not related to those and has no sting.

Giant rat bites have a 1 in 20 chance of
transmitting a disease. If this is the case, the
victim is affected as if by a Cause Disease
spell (complete with saving throw).

Giant robber flies mostly prey on giant bees,
and are immune to the poison of giant bees.

Rhagodessas do not have stings or create
webs, but their front legs end in suckers
for holding prey.
Anyone hit by a leg will be automatically
pulled to the rhagodessa’s mouth and bitten
in the next round.
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When they encounter larger creatures, they
will usually hide. If their hiding place is
disturbed, they will leap out and attack the
intruder, surprising on a 1–4 on 1d6.
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Roc (Giant)

Roc (Large)

Roc (Small)

A roc is a huge eagle-like bird.

A roc is a huge eagle-like bird.

A roc is a huge eagle-like bird.

Rocs are very territorial, and will chase other
large predators out of their areas.

Rocs are very territorial, and will chase other
large predators out of their areas.

Rocs are very territorial, and will chase other
large predators out of their areas.

Type: animal
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (i)
Move: 20’ (fly: 160’)
Armour Class: 0
Hit Dice: 36 (162hp)
Attack Bonus: +23
Attacks: claw (3d6) &
		claw (3d6) &
		bite (8d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +15
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +13
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +12
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +17
XP Value: 6,250

Type: animal
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (i)
Move: 20’ (fly: 160’)
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 12 (54hp)
Attack Bonus: +11
Attacks: claw (1d8) &
		claw (1d8) &
		bite (2d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,250

Type: animal
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d12 (i)
Move: 20’ (fly: 160’)
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 6 (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: claw (1d4+1) &
		claw (1d4+1) &
		bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 275

The statistics here are for a roc with a 50’ The statistics here are for a roc with a 15’– The statistics here are for a roc with less than
wingspan or more.
50’ wingspan.
a 15’ wingspan.
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Rockroach

Type: monster
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (v)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 3+1* (15hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (1d6) &
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 75

Rust Monster

Type: monster
Habitat: underground
		(rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 5* (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: touch (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 300

Rockroaches are squat creatures about 3’ tall
with a hard stony carapace like that of a
horseshoe crab. When motionless they look
exactly like boulders.

Salamander (Flame)

Type: monster
Habitat: mountains
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4+1 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (f )
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 2*
Hit Dice: 8* (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +13
XP Value: 1,200

A rust monster appears like a 5’ tall arma- Fire salamanders are 15’ long bright red amdillo with a long tail and two feathery an- phibians that radiate great heat. Most fire
tennae on its head.
salamanders live in volcanoes and lava just
as normal salamanders live in water.
Rust monsters normally eat rusted metal or
Rockroaches are peaceful creatures that pre- metal ores. They are particularly attracted Flame salamanders radiate a great amount
fer to live in natural caverns near water and to the smell of refined metal, and usually of heat, doing 1d8 points of fire damage to
eat the mosses, fungi and lichens that grow attempt to rust and eat it.
all creatures within 20’.
there. If they are disturbed they will lift up
The antennae of a rust monster will rust any A flame salamander is immune to fire, and
their carapace to reveal glowing eyes.
metal they contact. A successful attack on to non-magic weapons.
Once per round, a rockroach can gaze at a a target with a metal weapon or shield or
target and cause that target to be paralysed wearing metal armour means that one of
for 2d4 rounds unless they can make a sav- those items has been touched and will iming throw vs. paralysis. If the rockroaches mediately crumble to powdered rust. A rust
manage to paralyse all opponents, or the monster will normally try to rust weapons
opponents retreat, the rockroaches will back first, to minimise the danger to itself.
off themselves.
If an item is magical, it has a 10% chance
However, if the opponents continue to at- per magical “plus” of resisting the effect.
tack, rockroaches will defend themselves by
biting and continuing to attempt to para- If well treated and regularly fed, rust monlyse foes. If forced into self-defence like this, sters can be trained to attack only strangers.
rockroaches will not simply leave paralysed Such trained rust monsters are sometimes
kept by tribes or individuals who fear armed
opponents to recover, but will kill them.
attack by others.
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Salamander (Frost)

Type: monster
Habitat: arctic (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (e)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 3*
Hit Dice: 12* (54hp)
Attack Bonus: +11
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +13
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +12
vs. Dragon Breath: +11
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +10
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +16
XP Value: 2,125

Sasquatch

Type: humanoid
Habitat: mountains
		(very rare)
		woods
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d10 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 5* (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: claw (2d4) &
		claw (2d4) or
		boulder (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +9
XP Value: 300

Scorpion (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: desert (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (v)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d10) &
		claw (1d10) &
		sting
		(1d4 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +18
XP Value: 125

Sasquatches are 8’ tall powerfully built ape- Giant scorpions can grow up to 8’ in length,
like humanoids with long fur that changes and are aggressive hunters.
from brown to white depending on the
Frost salamanders live in arctic areas or season.
A giant scorpion hunts by grasping creatures
other intensely cold waters.
in its claws and stinging them. If either claw
Sasquatches are not normally aggressive ex- attack hits an opponent, the giant scorpion
In combat, a frost salamander will rear up cept in self defence, and have been known gets a +2 bonus to hit that same opponent
onto its back two legs and attack with all to rescue lost travellers and guide them to with its stinger.
four front and middle legs.
safety.
Anyone stung by a giant scorpion must
Frost salamanders radiate an intense cold When enraged, a sasquatch will attack with make a saving throw vs. poison or die.
that does 1d8 damage per round to all its claws, and if both claws hit the same
within 20’. Frost salamanders are immune opponent it will hug the opponent for 4d6
to cold attacks and can only be hit by magi- damage.
cal weapons.
Sasquatches can also throw boulders
(range: 50/75/100) for 2d8 damage each.
Frost salamanders are six legged amphibians
that grow to 20’ long.
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Scorpion Man

Type: monster
Habitat: desert (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (v)
Lair Group: 2d10 (j,k,mx2)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 1 {–2 vs 1}
Hit Dice: 8*** (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8 {+4}
Attacks: poleaxe {1d10+6}
& sting
		(1d10 + special)
Weapon Expertise: expert
		{deflect x 1}
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 8
Morale: +17
XP Value: 2,300

Shadow

Type: monster
Habitat: woods (rare)
		underground
		(rare)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d12 (f )
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2+2* (11hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: touch
		(1d4 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +19
XP Value: 35

Shark (Bull)

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d6 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +18
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 25

Scorpion men are xenophobic and isola- Shadows are dark and incorporeal barely Bull sharks are 8’ long brown sharks.
tionist humanoids that live in remote de- sapient creatures that lurk in corners and
serts. They are similar to centaurs, having a cellars.
Bull sharks can make a charge attack, which
human body with arms and head coming
does no damage but forces their opponent
forth from the body of a giant scorpion.
A shadow looks very much like a real shad- to make a saving throw vs. paralysis or be
ow, although it is difficult to see and can stunned for three rounds.
Anyone stung by a scorpion man must surprise opponents on a roll of 1–5 on 1d6.
make a saving throw vs. poison or die. Even
if the saving throw is made, any creature not Anyone touched by a shadow loses 1 point
immune to paralysis or poison will still be of strength. This weakness lasts for an hour.
paralysed for 1d8–1 rounds.
If an opponent is drained to zero strength,
they immediately become a shadow themScorpion men can be shamans (to 13th selves.
level) or sorcerers (to 8th level).
Despite their appearance, shadows are not
undead and cannot be turned.
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Shark (Great White)

Shark (Mako)

Shrieker

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 8 (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: bite (2d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 650

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d6 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 4 (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 75

Great white sharks are among the biggest
of sharks, reaching 30’ long.

Mako sharks are blue-grey sharks that Shriekers are large toadstool-like fungi that
reach 12’ long. They are notoriously unpre- live underground and slowly move around
dictable, attacking or changing opponents looking for detritus to eat.
without apparent reason.
When disturbed by light within 60’ or
movement within 30’, shriekers emit a
piercing scream which lasts for 1d3 rounds.

They are sometimes known to attack small
boats.

Type: plant
Habitat: underground
		(common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 3’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 3 (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 35

The scream of a shrieker will stun animals
of rat size or smaller, which the shrieker will
then engulf and eat.
Because their shrieking unwittingly makes
them into very effective guards, shriekers
are often deliberately cultivated by underground races.
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Skeleton

Type: undead
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 3d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d10 (nil)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1 (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: sword (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +19
XP Value: 10

Skeleton Dragon

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 40’ (fly: 80’)
Armour Class: –3*
Hit Dice: 20***** (90hp)
Attack Bonus: +15
Attacks: claw (2d6) &
		claw (2d6) &
		bite (1d20+10)
		or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +11
vs. Dragon Breath: +10
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +19
XP Value: 11,375

Snake (Pit Viper)

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite
		(1d4 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 25

Animated skeletons are the weakest and A skeleton dragon is the undead form of a Pit vipers are 5’ long greyish green poisonmost basic of undead creatures, and often dragon. Despite its skeletal nature, it can ous snakes. They have pits in their head
work as servants and minions to more pow- still fly and still has a breath weapon.
which grant them infravision.
erful undead or spell casters.
Skeleton dragons can see invisible things Pit vipers are very quick and always win
Although unintelligent, skeletons do have and are immune to sleep, charm, hold and initiative.
basic instincts, and can react to novel situ- all mind affecting spells, as well as fire, cold,
ations.
poison and all gases. They are also immune Anyone bitten by a pit viper must make a
to any spell of less than 5th level, and are saving throw vs. poison or die.
As undead, skeletons are immune to sleep only hit by +3 or better weapons.
and charm effects.
Three times per day, a skeleton dragon can
breathe a 20’x20’x20’ cloud of poisonous
gas. Any within the cloud must make a saving throw vs. poison or die.
Because of their powerful nature, skeleton
dragons cannot be destroyed using a Dispel
Magic spell, and are very resistant to being turned. Skeleton dragons use the spirit
entry on Table 4–2b, and if a cleric gets a
‘d’ result, the skeleton dragon may make a
saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.
If a cleric gets a normal turning result, the
turn effect only lasts for 1d4 rounds before
the skeleton dragon recovers.
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Snake (Racer)

Snake (Rattler)

Snake (Rock Python)

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 20

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1de (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite
		(1d4 + special) &
		bite
		(1d4 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 125

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 5* (22hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: bite
		(1d4 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 300

Racer snakes are 4’ long, but not poisonous,
relying on their fast speed to catch small
prey.

Rattlers are known for their warning displays which involve shaking their tails and
making a distinct rattling sound.

Rock pythons are 30’ long non-poisonous
snakes that squeeze their prey to death.

A racer will bite larger opponents in self- A rattler is very fast and can attack twice
defence, but is not normally aggressive.
per round. Anyone bitten by a rattler must
make a saving throw vs. poison or become
ill and die after 1d6x10 minutes.
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A rock python will attempt to bite its prey,
and if successful, it will coil around the victim and squeeze for 2d4 points of damage.
The snake will then cease biting, and automatically squeeze for 2d4 damage per round
until slain.
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Snake (Sea Snake)

Snake (Spitting Cobra) Spectral Hound

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 3* (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bite (1 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 50

Type: animal
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1* (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: bite
		(1d3 + special) or
		spit (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +11
XP Value: 13

Type: enchanted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: –2
Hit Dice: 5** (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: bite
		(2d6 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +19
XP Value: 425

Sea snakes are 6’ long snakes that live in
the sea and rarely if ever venture onto land.

Spitting cobras are 3’ long grey snakes.

Spectral hounds are ghostly dogs with dark
eyes. Although they may appear similar to
undead, they are from somewhere outside
the known multiverse, possibly the same
place that blackballs are from.

A sea snake will bite a victim – the bite goes
un-noticed 50% of the time – and then
patiently follow it until it dies.
The bite of a sea snake only does a single
point of damage, but injects a poison that
takes 1d4+2x10 minutes to work. If the
victim fails a saving throw vs. poison, they
will fall sick and die over that time period.

If disturbed, they can spit a stream of venom up to 10’ into a target’s eyes. The target
must make a saving throw vs. poison or be
blinded until cured.

Any creature bitten by a spectral hound
The bite of a spitting cobra is also venom- takes 2d6 damage and must make a savous, causing the victim to sicken and die ing throw vs. spells. A failed saving throw
in 1d10x10 minutes unless they can make means that the victim begins to fade away.
a saving throw vs. poison.
This process takes 24 hours, by which point
the victim is completely faded and incorporeal (treat as if having drunk a potion of
gaseous form).
This fading is permanent, although a faded
character is likely to starve to death – being
unable to eat solid food – in only a few days.
The only way to counteract the fading once
it has started is with a Dimension Door spell.
The faded victim can walk through the door
into the real world again.
Spectral hounds may only be hit by magical weapons, and they are immune to fire
and cold.
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Spectre

Type: undead
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (e)
Move: 50’ (fly: 100’)
Armour Class: 2*
Hit Dice: 6** (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: touch (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 8
Morale: +18
XP Value: 725

Sphinx

Type: monster
Habitat: desert (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (e)
Move: 60’ (fly: 120’)
Armour Class: 0*
Hit Dice: 12***** (54hp)
Attack Bonus: +11
Attacks: claw (3d6) &
		claw (3d6) &
		bite (2d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +16
vs. Wand: +15
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +15
vs. Dragon Breath: +15
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +14
Intelligence: 13
Morale: +17
XP Value: 5,625

Spider (Black Widow)

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (u)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 20’ (in web: 40’)
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 3* (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bite
		(2d6 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +13
XP Value: 50

Sphinxes are large winged lions with hu- Giant black widow spiders are 6’ long and
man faces.
are black with a distinctive red hour-glass
shaped marking.
All sphinxes are powerful spell casters: feSpectres can only be hit by magical weap- male sphinxes can cast spells as a 12th level The web of a giant black widow spider
ons, and are immune to sleep, charm, and cleric, and males as a 12th level magic-user. should be treated as if a web spell.
All saving throws made against spells cast
hold spells.
by sphinxes have a –4 penalty.
Anyone bitten by a black widow spider must
Anyone touched by a spectre takes 1d8
make a saving throw vs. poison or die in 10
points of damage and is subject to a double Twice per day, a sphinx can roar instead minutes.
strength Energy Drain that drains them of of attacking. All within 120’ must save vs.
spells with a –4 penalty of flee in terror
two levels (no saving throw).
for 1d6x10 minutes. All within 60’ must
Anyone slain by a spectre will rise the fol- additionally save vs. paralysis or be stunned
lowing night as another spectre unless raised. for 1d6 rounds. All within 10’ must make
both saving throws and also take 6d6 damage and are deafened for 1d10x10 minutes
(no save).
Spectres are incorporeal undead creatures
that appear as translucent humanoid figures
with glowing eyes.

Sphinxes are immune to non-magical weapons and to spells lower than 4th level.
Sphinxes love riddles, puzzles and trivia;
and can often be dissuaded from attacking
by trading them new bits and pieces that
they have not heard before.
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Spider (Crab Spider)

Type: animal
Habitat: underground (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (u)
Lair Group: 1d4 (u)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: bite
		(1d8 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +11
XP Value: 25

Spider (Tarantella)

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d3 (u)
Lair Group: 1d3 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (1d8
+ special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +13
XP Value: 125

Giant crab spiders are 5’ long spiders with
a grey colour that can blend into stone
surfaces.

Spider (Phase)

Type: extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 2d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d6 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 5** (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: bite
		(2d6 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +16
XP Value: 425

Tarantellas are 7’ long hairy spiders resem- Phase spiders are 5’ long intelligent and
bling tarantulas.
magical spiders. They can shift between the
prime plane and the ethereal plane at will.
They do not use webs, but are mobile and
Giant crab spiders don’t build webs, but aggressively hunt.
In combat, a phase spider will appear in
hide in corners and drop or leap out in amthe prime plane immediately after the statebush of prey, surprising on a 1–4 on 1d6. Anyone bitten by a tarantella must make ment of intent phase, and then disappear
a saving throw vs. poison or start to have back to the ethereal plane once it has made
Anyone bitten by a giant crab spider must painful spasms which resemble dancing.
its attack on its initiative. It is therefore only
make a saving throw vs. poison with a +2
vulnerable to attacks from people who both
Anyone seeing this dance must make a sav- beat its initiative and were able to correctly
bonus or die in 1d4x10 minutes.
ing throw vs. spells or join in, dancing in predict where it would appear (possibly by
the same manner.
delaying their statement of intent until after
the spider’s statement of intent).
Dancing characters have a –4 on attack
rolls and give their opponents +4 on their Anyone bitten by a phase spider must save
attack rolls.
vs. poison or die, although the spider can
withhold its venom if it chooses.
The dance can be stopped with a Dispel
Magic spell, or it will wear off in 2d6x10 Phase spiders are as varied in personality as
minutes. However, dancers will drop from humans. They can become shamans (to 9th
exhaustion after 50 minutes of dancing.
level) or sorcerers (to 9th level).
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Spirit (Druj)

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (i, o, v)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: –4*
Hit Dice: 14**** (63hp)
Attack Bonus: +12
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +14
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +13
vs. Dragon Breath: +12
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +11
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +18
XP Value: 5,500
A druj spirit takes the form of an animated
body part; either a skeletal hand, an eye
or a skull.
A druj travels from place to place by night,
as it is powerless during the day.

Once per night, a druj can split itself into
four identical copies. Each of these has the
physical capabilities of the druj, but only
one has the spell casting capabilities.

If the spell casting copy of the druj is slain,
one of the other copies becomes the new
The chilling aura around a druj is enough “master” copy and gains the ability to cast
to spoil consumable items within 30’, in- spells.
cluding food potions and even holy water.
Spoiled goods are no longer edible but are If a druj is turned by a cleric while split, the
not poisonous. Plants and insects in the pieces must immediately rejoin and cannot
area are paralysed (and therefore cannot be split again until the following night.
magically controlled) and will die if in the
aura for more than an hour.
The physical attacks of a druj depend on
what body part it is.
Drujes are only hurt by +2 or better weapons, and are immune to spells below 4th Eye: An eye druj flies about trying to touch
level.
(and therefore poison) targets. In addition
to its touch attack, it may gaze at one opDrujes can use the following spells as if ponent per round within 30’, who must
a 16th level caster:
make a saving throw vs. paralysis or be
paralysed for 1d4x10 minutes. The druj
◊ Detect Invisible (constant)
can automatically touch paralysed oppo◊ Darkness (at will)
nents, although they still get saving throws
◊ Silence 15’ Radius (at will)
against the poison.
◊ Cause Disease (at will)
◊ Animate Dead (at will)
Hand: A hand druj claws at targets for 1d4
◊ Finger of Death (at will)
damage (plus poison). Once it has hit, it
holds on to its victim automatically doing
The touch of a druj is poisonous. Anyone damage equal to the armour class of the
touching one must make a saving throw vs. victim (ignoring dexterity bonus) + 1d4
poison or die.
damage. If the adjusted armour class bonus
is negative, the druj still does 1d4 damage
(plus poison) per round.
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Skull: A skull druj flies at an opponent
causing them to have to make a saving
throw vs. spells or be paralysed with fear
for 2d6 rounds. The skull will then bite
the paralysed target (automatically hitting)
for 2d4 damage (+ poison) each round.
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Spirit (Odic)

Spirit (Revenant)

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (i, o, v)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: special
Armour Class: –4*
Hit Dice: 16**** (72hp)
Attack Bonus: +13
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +15
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +13
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +12
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +19
XP Value: 6,250

Type: undead
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (i, o, v)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: –3*
Hit Dice: 18**** (81hp)
Attack Bonus: +14
Attacks: claw
		(2d4 + special) &
		claw
		(2d4 + special) &
		bite
		(1d4+2 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +15
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +13
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +12
Intelligence: 13
Morale: +17
XP Value: 7,525

An odic spirit travels incorporeally each day, The odic can, however, use the tree’s branchsettling into a plant (preferably a tree) at es to physically attack anyone who comes
night.
close, for 1d12 damage (and the odic’s
poison).
The chilling aura around an odic is enough
to spoil consumable items within 30’, in- Odics can use the following spells as if
cluding food potions and even holy water. a 16th level caster:
Spoiled goods are no longer edible but are
not poisonous. Plants and insects in the ◊ Detect Invisible (constant)
area are paralysed (and therefore cannot be ◊ Darkness (at will)
magically controlled) and will die if in the ◊ Silence 15’ Radius (at will)
aura for more than an hour.
◊ Cause Disease (at will)
◊ Animate Dead (at will)
Odics are only hurt by +2 or better weapons, ◊ Finger of Death (at will)
and are immune to spells below 4th level.
The odic can make up to 6 leaves, needles,
The touch of an odic (or the plant it is pos- flowers, or other plant parts fly at 30’ per
sessing) is poisonous. Anyone touching one round for up to 1 mile from the plant in
must make a saving throw vs. poison or die. search of victims. Each of these can touch
(attack bonus +4) a creature causing it to
When an odic possesses a plant, the plant make a saving throw vs. spells or be enimmediately dies, and radiates a purplish tranced and attempt to reach the odic’s
glow in a 20’ radius. Anyone entering this plant host; suffering a –4 on the saving
glow must make a saving throw vs. spells throw against the plant’s level draining aura.
or be affected by an Energy Drain.
Because of the seemingly innocuous nature
of the plant parts, they surprise victims on
Once an odic has chosen its plant, it can a 1–5 on 1d6.
no longer move until morning; when it will
leave in incorporeal form to find another
plant.

A revenant spirit travels incorporeally each
day, settling into a plant (preferably a tree)
at night.
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The chilling aura around a revenant is
enough to spoil consumable items within 30’, including food potions and even
holy water. Spoiled goods are no longer
edible but are not poisonous. Plants and
insects in the area are paralysed (and therefore cannot be magically controlled) and
will die if in the aura for more than an hour.
Revenants are only hurt by +2 or better
weapons, and are immune to spells below 4th level.
Revenants can use the following spells as if
a 16th level caster:
◊ Detect Invisible (constant)
◊ Darkness (at will)
◊ Silence 15’ Radius (at will)
◊ Cause Disease (at will)
◊ Animate Dead (at will)
◊ Finger of Death (at will)
The touch of a revenant is poisonous. Anyone touching one must make a saving throw
vs. poison or die.
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Sprite

A revenant appears much like a zombie, although it moves much more quickly and
may leap up to 60’ once per 10 minutes.
A revenant attacks by clawing and biting
its victims, and each of its attack causes its
victim to save vs. poison or die.
When first encountered, a revenant will
pretend to be a zombie, and then suddenly
make a surprise leap attack. This attack will
surprise its opponents on a 1–3 on 1d6, and
if the target of the leap is surprised then all
three attacks automatically hit.
Once per night, a revenant can summon 1d4 spectres to its aid. They arrive
within 1d6+2 rounds of being summoned.
Revenants are particularly resistant to being turned. If a cleric gets a ‘d’ result when
turning a revenant, the revenant may make
a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the effect.
If a cleric gets a normal turning result, the
turn effect only lasts for 1d4 rounds before
the revenant recovers.

Stirge

Type: humanoid
Habitat: woods (common)
Wandering Group: 3d6 (s)
Lair Group: 5d8 (nil)
Move: 20’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 1/2 (3hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: special
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 14
Morale: +11
XP Value: 6

Type: monster
Habitat: woods (common)
underground (common)
Wandering Group: 1d10 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d12 (l)
Move: 10’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 1* (5hp)
Attack Bonus: +1
Attacks: bite (1d3)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +16
XP Value: 13

Sprites are 8” tall winged fey, related to
pixies.

Stirges are flying creatures that look like a
cross between a giant mosquito and a crow.
Stirges feed on blood, and attack by attaching themselves to creatures and sucking it
out through their long pointed beak.
Once a stirge’s bite attack has succeeded, it
will remain attached to its victim sucking
blood for 1d3 damage per round.

Sprites are rather shy, but are very curious
and have a keen sense of humour and enjoy
playing practical jokes.
Five sprites working together can cast a
curse spell, although the effects will always
be funny rather than dangerous. The spell
can be removed as normal by a Remove
Curse, or the sprites can remove it at will.
Sprites never fight. If threatened, they will
flee.
Sprites can be very kind and helpful when
not being silly, and will often look after
children who get lost in woods and protect
them from danger.
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Stirges get +2 to hit on their initial attack,
because of their quick diving flight.
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Termite (Giant Water)
Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6+1 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 4 (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +18
XP Value: 75

Toad (Giant)

Type: animal
Habitat: river (common)
underground (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2+2 (11hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bite (1d4+1)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +9
XP Value: 25

Treant

Type: plant
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (c)
Move: 20’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 8* (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: branch (2d6) &
		branch (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 11
Morale: +16
XP Value: 1,200

Giant water termites are around 5’ long, Giant toads are around 4’ long, with mot- A treant is an intelligent and mobile tree,
and appear like normal termites except for tled skin that makes them hard to see in usually about 18’ tall. Its trunk is split into
an elastic abdomen that fills up with water poorly lit situations. In such areas, they two legs with rooty feet.
and then propels them forward by squeez- surprise opponents on a roll of 1–3 on 1d6.
ing a jet out.
Treants care for the trees and animals of
Giant toads can shoot their tongues 15’ their forest, and are allies to most forest
Giant water termites are not normally ag- and anything dwarf sized or smaller hit by creatures.
gressive towards swimmers, but they will the tongue will be dragged into the toads
A treant can animate two normal trees withattack ships or rafts made of wood.
mouth and automatically bitten.
in 60’ to move and fight as treants. The
The bite of a giant water termite does full
treant may choose to change which trees it
damage to ships, piers, and other wooden
is animating each round.
structures.
Treants can only be distinguished from normal trees from distances of less than 90’,
and even then the treant can suprise opponents on a 1–3 on 1d6.
Treants can be shamans (to 12th level).
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Troglodyte

Type: humanoid
Habitat: underground
		(rare)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 5d8 (a)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (1d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 25

Troll

Type: humanoid
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (d)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 4
Hit Dice: 6+3* (30hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: claw (1d6) &
		claw (1d6) &
		bite (1d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 6
Morale: +17
XP Value: 650

Troglodytes are intelligent humanoid am- Trolls are loathsome 8’ tall asexual humanphibians with short tails and crests on their oids made of a gelatinous yellow-green
heads and arms. They live underground slime. The slime is semi-transparent and
near lakes and rivers.
a stone heart can be seen in the middle of
a troll’s chest.
Troglodytes have the ability to change the
colour of their skin to blend into back- Trolls are carnivorous, and love to eat other
grounds, and can surprise opponents intelligent races. Despite their slimy compoon 1–4 on 1d6. Troglodytes can also pro- sition, their claws and teeth are very sharp.
duce a nauseating stench that affects those
within melee range of them. Any creature When trolls are damaged, their slime bodin melee range must make a saving throw ies repair themselves with cuts sealing up
vs. poison or take a –2 penalty to to-hit rolls and even lost limbs being regrown or reuntil they are no longer near a troglodyte. attached. Because of this ability, trolls regenerate 3 hit points per round.
Troglodytes dislike all other races, and will
try to drive out all intruders from their ter- Fire or acid will actually destroy a troll’s
ritory; using diplomacy, then stench, then slime, and damage from these sources canviolence, depending on how persistent the not be regenerated.
intruders are.
Once a troll has run out of hit points, it
will stop regenerating, but is not completely
dead. Over a period of days, the troll’s heart
can produce enough new slime to rebuild
its entire body. Only by burning the troll’s
heart can it be permanently killed.
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Undine

Type: monster
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (nil)
Move: 30’ (swim: 80’)
Armour Class: 4*
Hit Dice: 8*** (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: bash (2d8) or
		constrict (1d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +15
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +13
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +12
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 2,300

An undine is an amorphous creature made
of water. It normally takes the form of a 15’
long snake (on land) or an eel (in the water),
but can form tentacles, hands, and other
features as it wishes. Undines are immune
to non-magical weapons, poisons, spells
of less than 3rd level, and fire attacks. Undines are playful and compassionate creatures, who are easily upset by seeing other
mistreated.
Undines can use the following spells as if
a 9th level caster:
◊ Detect Invisible at will
◊ Detect Magic at will
◊ Web (as the normal spell, but made of ice
and therefore melts rather than burning)
at will
◊ Dispel Magic at will
◊ Ice Storm/Wall of Ice three times per day
An undine normally bashes opponents with
a tentacle for 2d8 damage, and if that hits,
the tentacle will wrap around the opponent
and constrict it for an automatic 1d10 damage per round.
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Unicorn

Type: monster
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (nil)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: kick (1d8) &
		kick (1d8) &
		horn (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +11
XP Value: 125

Vampire

Type: undead
Habitat: any (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (f )
Move: 40’ (fly: 60’)
Armour Class: 2
Hit Dice: 8** (36hp)
Attack Bonus: +8
Attacks: touch
		(1d10 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +12
vs. Wand: +11
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +9
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +8
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +18
XP Value: 1,750

Unicorns appear to be slender horses with
a single horn on their forehead. They are
always beautiful and graceful.

Vampires are undead creatures that drink This touch attack is optional, and the vamthe blood of the living. Of all the undead, pire does not have to use it (if pretending
they are the ones that are most likely to be to still be alive, for example). A vampire can
able to pass for living creatures, since other also cast a Charm Person spell at will, with
Unicorns are shy creatures, and only the than their fangs they do not look different a –2 penalty on the saving throw.
gentlest and most patient of people can win from when they were alive. They are imtheir trust. If a unicorn does come to trust a mune to sleep, charm, and hold spells, and A vampire may summon animals to its
person and let them ride it, at the first sign can only be hit by magic weapons.
aid, but the animals will only respond if
of cruelty or aggression from its companion
within 300’ of the vampire. The animals
(to any creature not just the unicorn itself ), A vampire may take the form of a human, can be either rats, bats or wolves. Giant or
dire wolf, giant bat, or cloud of smoke. Re- dire versions of the above will also answer
the unicorn will leave and never return.
gardless of form, it regenerates 3 hit points the summons.
A unicorn can teleport up to 360’ (with a per round.
rider) once per day.
Vampires need to drink the blood of the
If a vampire is reduced to 0 hit points, it can living, and usually do so to charmed victims.
no longer regenerate and must change to The amount of blood actually drunk is not
smoke form and return to its coffin where enough to cause harm to the victim, and the
it will revert to human form and be uncon- act of drinking does not break the charm.
scious for a full day.
Any human or demi-human killed by a
When in the form of a dire wolf or giant vampire will rise in three days’ time as a
bat, the vampire’s movement, attacks and vampire themselves, unless they have a Disdamage are the same as that of the animal. pel Evil cast on them or they are raised.
In gaseous form, the vampire cannot attack
but can fly and is immune to all weapons. Vampires cannot approach within 10’ of a
strongly presented holy symbol, even from
In human form, a vampire can touch to a non-cleric; although they can attack from
inflict 1d10 points of damage and a double a different angle. They are repulsed by the
strength Energy Drain, causing the target to smell of garlic, and must make a saving
lose two levels.
throw vs. poison to come within 10’ of it.
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Werebear

Type: enchanted
		monster
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 2 (human: 8)
Hit Dice: 6* (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: claw (2d4) &
		claw (2d4) &
		bite (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +11
vs. Wand: +10
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +9
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +7
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +17
XP Value: 500

Vampires must sleep in their coffins during
the day, taking 2d6 damage (that can’t be
regenerated) each time they miss a day. They
cannot cross running water except in their
coffins or over a bridge.
A vampire can be killed by driving a stake
through its heart (not possible in combat,
but possible when the vampire is sleeping
or unconscious in its coffin) or by immersing it in running water for 10 minutes. If a
vampire has no coffin to sleep in, it can be
killed by the 2d6 damage per day reducing
it to 0 hit points.
A vampire that is exposed to direct sunlight
must make a saving throw vs. death ray each
round or turn to ash.

Wereboar

Type: enchanted
		monster
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (c)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 4 (human: 9)
Hit Dice: 4+1* (19hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: gore (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 200

A werebear is a type of lycanthrope – a hu- A wereboar is a type of lycanthrope – a
man who involuntarily changes into an ani- human who involuntarily changes into an
mal form (in this case a bear) during the animal form (in this case a large boar) durfour nights around the full moon.
ing the four nights around the full moon.
Lycanthropy is a magical disease which is Lycanthropy is a magical disease which is
contracted from the bites of existing ly- contracted from the bites of existing lycanthropes. Any human who loses more canthropes. Any human who loses more
than half their hit points to a lycanthrope than half their hit points to a lycanthrope
becomes a lycanthrope of the same type becomes a lycanthrope of the same type
within 2d12 days. Non-humans who con- within 2d12 days. Non-humans who contract the disease are killed by it in the same tract the disease are killed by it in the same
time. Symptoms start to show after half the time. Symptoms start to show after half the
duration, and can only be cured by a Cure duration, and can only be cured by a Cure
Disease cast by an 11th level or higher caster. Disease cast by an 11th level or higher caster.
A werebear can summon 1d2 bears to help
it once per day.

A wereboar can summon 1d2 boars to help
it once per day.

Unlike most lycanthropes, werebears retain
most of their intelligence and personality
while in animal form, and can sometimes
be reasoned with.

Wereboars are very belligerent and aggressive, even in human form. In human form
they act as berserkers.

If both of a werebear’s claws hit the same
target, the werebear can hug the target for
an extra 2d8 damage. While in bear form, a
werebear can only be hit by silver weapons.
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Wereboars are only hurt by silver weapons
while in boar form.
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Wererat

Type: enchanted
		monster
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d8 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d8 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 7 (human: 9)
Hit Dice: 3* (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bite (1d4) or
		sword (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 50

Weretiger

Type: enchanted
		monster
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (c)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 3 (human: 9)
Hit Dice: 5* (23hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: claw (1d6) &
		claw (1d6) &
		bite (2d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +10
vs. Wand: +9
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +8
vs. Dragon Breath: +7
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +6
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +16
XP Value: 300

A wererat is a type of lycanthrope – a hu- A weretiger is a type of lycanthrope – a
man who involuntarily changes into an ani- human who involuntarily changes into an
mal form (in this case a 3’ tall humanoid animal form (in this case a tiger) during the
rat) during the four nights around the full four nights around the full moon.
moon.
Lycanthropy is a magical disease which is
Lycanthropy is a magical disease which is contracted from the bites of existing lycontracted from the bites of existing ly- canthropes. Any human who loses more
canthropes. Any human who loses more than half their hit points to a lycanthrope
than half their hit points to a lycanthrope becomes a lycanthrope of the same type
becomes a lycanthrope of the same type within 2d12 days. Non-humans who conwithin 2d12 days. Non-humans who con- tract the disease are killed by it in the same
tract the disease are killed by it in the same time. Symptoms start to show after half the
time. Symptoms start to show after half the duration, and can only be cured by a Cure
duration, and can only be cured by a Cure Disease cast by an 11th level or higher caster.
Disease cast by an 11th level or higher caster.
A weretiger can summon 1d2 tigers to help
A wererat can summon 3d10 rats to help it once per day.
it once per day.
Weretigers are rather curious and inquisiWererats have full intelligence in rat form, tive while in tiger form, although they are
although their personality changes to that quick to become aggressive if disturbed.
of an amoral scavenger, and can speak in They are excellent at quietly stalking prey,
that form. Only their bite carries the disease, and can ambush opponents surprising on
not their weapons.
a 1–4 on 1d6.
Wererats are only hurt by silver weapons
while in rat form.

Weretigers are only hurt by silver weapons
while in tiger form.
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Werewolf

Type: enchanted
		monster
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (c)
Move: 40’
Armour Class: 5 (human: 9)
Hit Dice: 4* (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw (1d4) &
		claw (1d4) &
		bite (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 10
Morale: +13
XP Value: 300

A werewolf is a type of lycanthrope – a
human who involuntarily changes into an
animal form (in this case a 7’ tall humanoid
wolf ) during the four nights around the
full moon.
Lycanthropy is a magical disease which is
contracted from the bites of existing lycanthropes. Any human who loses more
than half their hit points to a lycanthrope
becomes a lycanthrope of the same type
within 2d12 days. Non-humans who contract the disease are killed by it in the same
time. Symptoms start to show after half the
duration, and can only be cured by a Cure
Disease cast by an 11th level or higher caster.
A werewolf can summon 1d2 wolves to help
it once per day.
Werewolves are the most common lycanthropes, and the most bestial when in animal form. They retain none of their human
intelligence – being unable to even recognise friends and family members – and become psychotic killers.
Werewolves are only hurt by silver weapons
while in wolf form.
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Whale (Killer)

White Hart

Wight

Killer whales are 25’ long seagoing mammals that are shaped like fish and have distinctive black and white markings.
They are very intelligent hunters, and will
often co-operate with other sea creatures
such as merfolk.
Killer whales can swallow creatures of halfling size or smaller whole if they roll a
natural 20 on their to-hit roll. Swallowed
creatures take 1d6 damage per round and
may drown (see Chapter 9 – Dungeon
Delving for drowning rules).

A white hart is a magical beast that looks
like a large (8’ tall) stag that is pure white
in colour.

Wights are undead that look much like they
did in life, but shrivelled and with hollow
eyes.

Type: animal
Habitat: ocean (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 80’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 6 (27hp)
Attack Bonus: +6
Attacks: bite (2d10)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +17
XP Value: 275

Type: monster
Habitat: woods
		(very rare)
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1 (b)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 11** (50hp)
Attack Bonus: +10
Attacks: antler (2d8) or
		special
vs. Death/Poison: +13
vs. Wand: +12
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +10
vs. Dragon Breath: +8
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +9
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +17
XP Value: 2,700

Type: undead
Habitat: barren (common)
Wandering Group: 1d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d8 (b)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 5
Hit Dice: 3* (14hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: touch (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 5
Morale: +19
XP Value: 50

White harts are intelligent guardians of the Wights have little memory of their life, but
woods, and often ally with local druids. may recognise a friend or family member
They can speak most languages.
and temporarily refrain from attacking
them as they are confused by their memoDespite their colour, white harts can blend ries.
into their surroundings while concentrating, effectively becoming invisible. When Wights cannot be hurt by normal weapons,
attacking from this state, white harts sur- only silver or magical ones.
prise their foes on a 1–5 on 1d6.
The touch of a wight does an Energy Drain
Once per day, a white hart can use a breath to the victim, draining a single level. Any
weapon in a 10’10’10 cloud that acts as a humanoid killed by a wight in this manner
Polymorph Other spell to all in the radius will become a wight themselves in 1d4 days
turning them into small woodland animals unless a Dispel Evil is cast on them or they
like squirrels and hedgehogs. The change is are raised.
permanent, unless the targets can make a
saving throw vs. breath weapons in which
case it only lasts 24 hours. Targets cannot
make a saving throw to avoid the effect
completely.
White harts will often be shamans (to level 8) or sorcerers (to level 8).
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Wind Walker

Wolf

Wolf (Dire)

Wind walkers are 10’ tall humanoid clouds
of dense fog. They are rarely encountered
on the prime plane except when they have
been summoned by use of the Wind Walker
spell in order to fetch an object or creature
for the caster.

Wolves are wild cousins of dogs. They are
intelligent carnivores and hunt using pack
tactics.

Dire wolves are larger and more intelligent
cousins of normal wolves that can reach 6’
long.

Type: enchanted
		extraplanar
Habitat: any (very rare)
Wandering Group: 1 (nil)
Lair Group: 0 (nil)
Move: 80’ (fly: 240’)
Armour Class: 0
Hit Dice: 16** (72hp)
Attack Bonus: +13
Attacks: bash (4d8) or
		grab (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +15
vs. Wand: +14
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +14
vs. Dragon Breath: +13
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +12
Intelligence: 12
Morale: +16
XP Value: 4,050

Wind walkers resent being summoned in
this manner, and if given chance will attack
the caster of the spell.

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (common)
Wandering Group: 2d6 (nil)
Lair Group: 3d6 (nil)
Move: 60’
Armour Class: 7
Hit Dice: 2+2 (11hp)
Attack Bonus: +3
Attacks: bite (1d6)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 2
Morale: +13
XP Value: 25

Type: animal
Habitat: woods (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 2d4 (nil)
Move: 50’
Armour Class: 6
Hit Dice: 4+1 (19hp)
Attack Bonus: +5
Attacks: bite (2d4)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 4
Morale: +13
XP Value: 125

Although not domesticated like dogs, They are most commonly found in “lost
wolves are sometimes reared by humanoid world” areas where they hunt in packs like
races as guard or hunting animals.
their smaller cousins, although they are occasionally found outside such areas.
Outside “lost world” areas, dire wolves are
sometimes used by goblins as mounts.

The speed and transparency of wind walkers
makes them surprise foes on a 1–5 on 1d6,
although they will not normally engage in
combat unless their opponents are stopping
them from fulfilling their mission.
A wind walker will only use its grab attack
against a creature that it has been asked to
fetch. If the attack hits, the wind walker
will fly off with the creature back to its summoner. A grabbed creature has a percentage
chance equal to its hit dice or level to escape
the grab each round. Because of this, a wind
walker will normally pummel a persistently
struggling creature into unconsciousness
(pulling its blows in order to not kill it).
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Wraith

Wyvern

Wraiths are incorporeal undead, appearing
as semi-transparent hooded figures with no
visible faces or legs, but with skeletal hands
emerging from their robes.

Wyverns are large (20’ long) winged reptil- Yellow mould is a fungus that grows viruian creatures with two legs and a long neck lently in damp underground environments.
and tail. They vaguely resemble dragons, Each “monster” represents a 10’x10’ area of
and may be mistaken for them when fly- mould, and more than one may be found
ing at a distance, but the two are not related. next to each other.

Type: undead
Habitat: barren (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (e)
Move: 40’ (fly: 80’)
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 4** (18hp)
Attack Bonus: +4
Attacks: claw
		(1d6 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 7
Morale: +18
XP Value: 175

Wraiths can only be hit by silver or magical
weapons, and are immune to sleep, charm
and hold spells.
The claw of a wraith does 1d6 damage and
does an Energy Drain to the target, causing
them to lose one level of experience.
Anyone killed by a wraith will rise as a
wraith themselves the following night unless a Dispel Evil or Raise Dead is cast on
them.

Type: monster
Habitat: mountains (rare)
Wandering Group: 1d2 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d6 (e)
Move: 30’ (fly: 80’)
Armour Class: 3
Hit Dice: 7* (32hp)
Attack Bonus: +7
Attacks: bite (2d8) &
		sting
		(1d6 + special)
vs. Death/Poison: +9
vs. Wand: +8
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +7
vs. Dragon Breath: +6
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +5
Intelligence: 3
Morale: +16
XP Value: 850

Wyverns are carnivorous, and in combat
they use both their bite and the stinger on
their tail, which is flexible enough to reach
around in front of them.
Anyone stung by a wyvern must make a
saving throw vs. poison or die.

Yellow Mould

Type: plant
Habitat: underground
Wandering Group: 0 (nil)
Lair Group: 1d4 (nil)
Move: –
Armour Class: special
Hit Dice: 2* (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: spores (special)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 0
Morale: +19
XP Value: 25

Yellow mould looks like a bright yellow
slimy fibrous growth, with many small
ball shaped fungal pods in it. These pods
are reproductive organs and contain the
spores that yellow mould uses to grow and
colonise new areas.
Yellow mould can only be killed by burning
it. However, if touched by anything (including flame) there is a 50% chance that
the mould will release a cloud of spores in
a 10’x10’x10’ area around itself. Any creature caught in the area will take 1d6 damage
and must make a saving throw vs. death ray
or choke to death in 6 rounds.
A Cure Disease spell will kill the spores in
a person’s throat and lungs, stopping their
choking, but will not kill a fully grown
patch of mould.
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Zombie

Type: undead
Habitat: any (common)
Wandering Group: 2d4 (nil)
Lair Group: 4d6 (nil)
Move: 30’
Armour Class: 8
Hit Dice: 2 (9hp)
Attack Bonus: +2
Attacks: claw (1d8)
vs. Death/Poison: +8
vs. Wand: +7
vs. Paralyse/Petrify: +6
vs. Dragon Breath: +5
vs. Rod/Staff/Spell: +4
Intelligence: 1
Morale: +19
XP Value: 20

Zombies are mindless undead created by an
Animate Dead spell.
Although tougher than skeletons, zombies
are slower and more mindless, following
orders literally with absolutely no sense of
self preservation.
Zombies are slow fighters, and always lose
initiative.
As undead, zombies are immune to sleep,
charm and hold spells, although they can
be hit by normal weapons.
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Chapter 19 - Treasure

hile some adventurers go out and do heroic deeds purely
through a sense of altruism and honour, others do it
for the money. However, even the most pure and noble
adventurer will smile when they discover that the rampaging dragon
that they have just killed happened to have a huge hoard of treasure
which is now theirs for the taking (or re-distributing to the poor if
they’re that way inclined).

Remember that the average value is an indication of the likely
results from the rest of the table, and is not supposed to be given
as well as rolling on the rest of the table.

Items of Value

The treasure table gives three types of valuable item other than
coins: gems, jewellery and special items. When the treasure table
indicates that one or more of these items is present, check each
item in turn to find out its value.

Dragons aren’t the only creatures that have treasure. Most sapient
creatures know the value of gold and silver and use it to trade in
whatever economies they are part of; and many non-sapient crea- If there are many items of the same basic type, they may be checked
tures will collect shiny baubles and things that capture their interest. in batches or small groups to save time.
Even completely mindless creatures may incidentally end up with Gems
treasure – as the inedible stuff their victims were carrying accu- The value of each gem can simply be determined by rolling on
mulates in their lairs.
Table 19–2. The table also gives examples of the types of gem that
are likely to be worth the given value.

Treasure Types

Treasure in Dark Dungeons generally comes in three categories – coins and gems; jewellery; and magic items.
However, not all creatures will possess all those types of treasure in
equal measure. For example a dragon’s hoard will be very different
to the contents of a goblin’s belt pouch.

If the monster whose treasure is being determined has less than 9
hit dice, subtract 10 from the roll, treating results less than 01 as
if they were 01.
In terms of weight and size, each gem is roughly equivalent to a
coin; and therefore it is extremely unlikely that gems will be significant when it comes to weighing a character down.

Dark dungeons handles this by having twenty two treasure types
labelled from ‘A’ to ‘V’. The first fifteen of these (a-o) usually rep- Jewellery
resent large treasure caches found in the lairs of creatures. The To determine the value of a piece of jewellery, roll on Table 19–3a.
other seven (p-v) represent small amounts of treasure carried by If the monster whose treasure is being determined has less than 9
individual creatures.
hit dice, subtract 10 from the roll, treating results less than 01 as
if they were 01.
The monster descriptions in Chapter 18 – Monsters show the
treasure type that each type of creature may have either individu- Once the value of the piece of jewellery has been determined, roll
ally or in its lair.
on Table 19–3b to determine the exact form of the piece.
When checking for a group of monsters, lair treasure should be
checked once for the whole group but individual treasure should
be checked for each monster separately.
In the case of lair treasure, the treasure may not all be in one
place. Some or all of it (especially magic items) may be distributed
amongst the creatures rather than simply in a vault or spoil heap.

In terms of encumbrance, jewellery will vary tremendously. A good
rule of thumb is that common jewellery has negligible weight,
uncommon jewellery weighs about 1lb and rare jewellery weighs
around 5lb to 10lb.

Special Items

Special items are other potentially valuable goods in the possession
of the monsters.

Once you know the treasure type that you are checking, check the
actual contents of the treasure by looking it up on Table 19–1. They may be works of art, rare books, trade goods such as spices or
The table shows the percentage chance of each type of coin being silks, expensive perfumes and incenses, furs, or almost anything else.
present, along with the number of coins of that type that there will
be if they are present.
Since these items can be so varied, it is not possible to create an
exhaustive list or table of possibilities.
Similarly, the table also has columns for gems, jewellery, special
treasures (which are miscellaneous items of value), and magic items. Simply roll 1d100 x 10 to find out the value (in gold pieces) of each
special item, and then decide what that value represents.
For the larger lair treasures, the table also shows the average monetary value gained from the treasure type (excluding magic items) Encumbrance will vary wildly depending on the item. A 500gp
as a guideline for if you are in a hurry and want to simply assign statue may be anywhere from 6” to 6’ tall. Similarly 1,000gp of
a value rather than roll for each type of coin and item separately.
trade goods might be a single sack of rare spices or might be a
whole cart full of fine clothing.
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25%
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(1d2x1,000)

25%
(1d6x1,000)

30%
(1d4x1,000)

15%
(1d12x1,000)

30%
(1d12x1,000)

10%
(2d10x1,000)

–

–

10%
(1d3x1,000)

30%
(1d6x1,000)

–

–

–

–

–

100% (3d6)

–

–

–

10% (1d100)

10% (1d100)

50%
(1d8x1,000)

20%
(1d12x1,000)

10%
(1d8x1,000)

5%
(1d10x1,000)

–

–

25%
(3d8x1,000)

–

25%
(1d4x1,000)

–

–

–

–

–

100% (3d8)

–

–

–

–

10% (1d100)

–

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
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J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

5% (1d100)

–

–

–

100% (2d6)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

10% (1d100)

5% (1d100)

–

100% (2d4)

–

–

–

–

–

5% (1d100)

–

100% (1d6)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

50%
(3d10x1,000)

40%
(2d4x1,000)
–

–

–

10% (1d2)

5% (1d2)

5% (1)

5% (1)

–

–

–

–

–

55% (5d4)

50% (1d4)

–

–

10% (1d2)

5% (1d4)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

45% (2d6)

–

–

–

50% (2d6)

50% (2d6)

25% (1d10)

30%
(1d8x1,000)

–

–

–

25% (3d6)

10% (1d12)

10% (1d10)

30% (1d8)

25% (1d4)

25% (1d6)

50% (6d6)

Jewellery

50% (1d100) 50% (1d4x10)

50%
(1d6x1,000)

50%
(1d4x10,000)

20% (2d12)

10% (1d10)

30% (1d8)

25% (1d4)

25% (1d6)

50% (6d6)

Gems

25%
(5d4x1,000)

30%
(1d3x1,000)

–

–

–

–

25%
(1d2x1,000)

Platinum
Pieces

45%
(1d12x1,000)

25%
(1d8x1,000)

60%
(1d6x1,000)

–

35%
(1d3x1,000)

35%
(2d6x1,000)

Gold Pieces

50%
50%
50%
(1d100x1,000) (1d4x10,000) (1d6x10,000)

–

–

10%
(1d4x1,000)

20%
(1d4x1,000)

30%
(1d6x1,000)

25%
(1d6x1,000)

A

Electrum
Pieces

Silver Pieces

Copper
Pieces

Treasure
Type

Table 19–1: Treasure Types

5% (1)

2% (1)

–

–

–

–

–

10% (1d3)

10% (1d2)

–

–

–

–

5% (1d2)

10% (1d2)

30% (1d3)

20% (1d3)

15% (1d2)

10% (1d2)

5% (1d2)

–

10% (1d2)

Special
Treasure

5% (any 1)

2% (any 1)

–

–

–

–

–

50% (1d4 scrolls)

40% (2d4 potions)

–

–

–

–

15% (any 1)

15% (any 4, 1
potion, 1 scroll)

50,000gp

225gp

250gp

25gp

7,500gp

60,000gp

25,000gp

7,600gp

30% (1 potion, 1
scroll, 3 any but
weapons)
35% (any 4, 1 scroll)

2,500gp

4,000gp

750gp

2,000gp

17,000gp

Average Value

25% (any 3, 1 scroll)

15% (any 2, 1 potion)

10% (any 2)

10% (1 sword, misc
weapon, or armour)

30% (any 3)
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Table 19–2: Gems

Table 19–3a: Jewellery Value

D100*

Value

Examples

D100*

Value

Jewellery Type

01–03

10gp

Agate, quartz, turquoise

01

100

Common

04–10

50gp

Jasper, onyx

02–03

500

Common

11–25

100gp

Amber, amethyst, garnet, jade

04–06

1,000

Common

26–46

500gp

Aquamarine, pearl, topaz

07–10

1,500

Common

47–71

1,000gp

Carbuncle, opal

11–16

2,000

Common

72–90

5,000gp

Emerald, ruby, sapphire

17–24

2,500

Common

91–97

10,000gp

Diamond, jacinth

25–34

3,000

Common

98–00

X2

Flawless or unusually cut gem,
roll again for type

35–45

4,000

Uncommon

46–58

5,000

Uncommon

59–69

7,500

Uncommon

70–78

10,000

Uncommon

79–85

15,000

Rare

86–90

20,000

Rare

91–94

25,000

Rare

* if the monster whose treasure this is has less than 9 hit dice,
subtract 10 from the roll.

Magic Items

Not all treasure has purely monetary value. Many items have potent
magical powers that will aid an adventurer.

When the treasure table indicates that one or more magical items
are present, it may also indicate the type of magical item or items.
If the type of a magic item is not predetermined, roll on Table 19–4
to find out what type of magic item each one is. Unlike gems and
jewellery, magic items should be rolled for individually rather than
in groups.

Remember, for example, that when it comes down to it, the difference between a +1 sword and a +3 sword is fairly insignificant
compared to even a single increase in weapon expertise level.

(c) =
(dr) =
(e) =
(m) =
(n) =
(s) =
(ss) =

clerics only
druids only
elves only
magic-users only
non-spell casters only
spell casters only
one type of spell caster only

These indicators may be combined; for example an item marked
with (c, dr) can be used by clerics or druids.

Rare
Rare

00

50,000

Rare

Table 19–3b: Jewellery Form

However, being too stingy and rejecting any kind of useful item
can be very frustrating for the players.

Many magical items can be used by any character. However, some
may only be used by characters of certain classes. These are marked
as follows:

30,000
40,000

* if the monster whose treasure this is has less than 9 hit dice,
subtract 10 from the roll.

Unlike the gem and jewellery tables, there are no specific guidelines
in the magic item tables for high or low level creatures, except for
weapons and armour. This means that in theory a bunch of goblins
are as likely to have come across a ring of wishes as an angel is. The
Game Master has the option to reject a rolled item if they think
it is too out-of-place or too powerful for the party of adventurers.

Restricted Items

95–97
98–99

1d10

Common

Uncommon

Rare

1

Anklet

Armband

Amulet

2

Beads

Belt

Crown

3

Bracelet

Collar

Diadem

4

Brooch

Earring

Medallion

5

Buckle

Heart

Orb

6

Cameo

Leaf

Ring

7

Chain

Necklace

Scarab

8

Clasp

Pendant

Sceptre

9

Locket

Rabbit’s foot

Talisman

10

Pin

Torc

Tiara

Mountebanks have the ability to use any magic item, regardless of
the above restrictions.

Magic Item Costs

Each magic item is shown with a cost. This will usually be a fixed
cost, but in some cases where there is variation in an item (such as
a spell scroll having different levels of spell or a staff of an element
possibly being attuned to multiple elements) the cost may vary with
the exact item. Similarly, the listed cost for magic items that are
found with a variable number of charges assumes that the item is
fully charged. An item with fewer charges will have a correspondingly lower price. This cost for magic items has four purposes.
Firstly, although the general assumption is that most magic items
will be found during adventuring rather than bought; some groups
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Table 19–5: Potions

Table 19–5: Potions

D100

Potion

Cost

D100

Potion

Cost

01–02

Blending

100gp

54

Freedom

300gp

03–06

Delusion

100gp

55–57

Heroism

300gp

07–12

Healing

100gp

58–59

Invulnerability

300gp

13

Human control

100gp

60–63

Speed

300gp

14–15

Levitation

100gp

64–65

Strength

300gp

16–17

Speech

100gp

66–67

Water breathing

300gp

18

Animal control

200gp

68–70

Antidote

400gp

19–20

Climbing

200gp

71

Dragon control

400gp

21–22

Diminution

200gp

72

Elasticity

400gp

23–24

ESP

200gp

73–75

Gaseous form

400gp

25–27

Fire resistance

200gp

76

Giant control

400gp

28–29

Growth

200gp

77–79

Giant strength

400gp

30–32

Invisibility

200gp

80

Merging

400gp

33–34

Plant control

200gp

81–83

Poison

400gp

35–37

Swimming

200gp

84–86

Polymorph self

400gp

38

Treasure finding

200gp

87

Undead control

400gp

39–40

Agility

300gp

88–89

Dreamspeech

500gp

41–42

Bug repellent

300gp

90

Luck

500gp

43–44

Clairaudience

300gp

91–92

Sight

500gp

45–46

Clairvoyance

300gp

93–95

Super healing

500gp

47–48

Defence

300gp

96

Ethereality

800gp

49–51

Flying

300gp

97–98

Elemental form

900gp

52–53

Fortitude

300gp

99–100

Longevity

5,000gp

prefer campaigns where characters can buy magic items. How this
is implemented will depend on the campaign – ranging from specialist brokers to auctions or even simple shops where items can be
bought. Whether the buying of magic items is possible in a given
campaign setting is up to the Game Master to decide.
Secondly, even if magic items can’t be bought, the nature of adventuring means that characters will end up with cast-off items that
they can’t use or that they no longer need because they’ve found
better. That +1 sword that the party were excited about finding at
second level isn’t much use any more when the party are fifteenth
level and wielding +3 swords of speed. The listed costs can be used
as a guide for how much selling an unwanted magic item can fetch.
As with buying magic items, how easy it is to sell a magic item will
depend on the campaign. The default assumption is that finding
a buyer in a major city will be easy to do, and that an item can be
sold for half of its listed cost.
Thirdly, immortals can use the Create Mundane Item spell to create
items from nothing, and the cost of casting this spell is based on
the value of the item being created. If an immortal creates a magic
item using this spell, the cost of the item can be used to determine
the cost of the spell.
Finally, while the cost of an item is not an exact measure of how
useful it is, it is good as a general guideline when the Game Master

is rolling for treasure. Knowing the value of the items you have just
rolled gives you a broad idea of its general power level and whether
or not it is suitable for the party to find.

Developer Commentary

Neither the first edition of Dark Dungeons nor the original game
that it emulates provided costs for magic items, at least not directly.
The original game did include some generic rules for making magic
items, which included a cost – although these rules were rather fiddly.
You basically needed to get out a calculator each time you wanted
to work out how much a specific magic item cost to make and what
the chance of success of making such an item was for a character
of given level and ablity scores. And there was no guidance about
how to use any of that in terms of how much a generic magic item
should sell for when found (or should cost to buy if the Game Master
allows them to be bought).
For this edition of Dark Dungeons, i’ve pre-calculated a cost for
all the standard magic items on the treasure tables using a slightly
tweaked version of that original cost-to-make calculation. Even if
the Game Master decides that buying and selling magic items isn’t
something that’s possible in their campaign setting (although the
default assumption is that it is) the standard costs will still be useful for immortals creating items and for judging the relative value
of items at a glance when deciding what treasure should be found.
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Potions

A potion is a magical liquid, usually contained in a vial that must
be drunk for its magical effect to take place.
Normally, this involves drinking the entire potion – meaning that
each potion can only be used once.
Unlike most magic items, potions do not need to be identified
with an Analyse spell. A potion can be identified by taking a small
sip – although this does run the risk of it being poison.
Drinking a potion in combat or feeding it to an unconscious person
requires a use non-activatable item action.
Unless otherwise indicated, the magical effect of a potion lasts
for 1 hour + 1d6 x 10 minutes, and (if applicable) will be as if cast
by a 6th level spell caster. The drinker of the potion will have no
advance warning of exactly when it will run out.

Bug Repellent: Any normal or giant bug (an insect, spider, scorpion, centipede, or other arthropod) will completely ignore the
drinker unless magically controlled.
If the bugs have been magically controlled to attack the drinker, the
drinker gets a +4 bonus to any saving throws against the controlling effect that allow the damage done by the insects to be reduced.
Clairaudience: While concentrating, the drinker may listen as if
at any point within 60’ of their current location.
Clairvoyance: While concentrating, the drinker may see as if at
any point within 60’ of their current location.
Climbing: The drinker may walk on walls and ceilings as if a spider.
Defence: This potion only lasts 10 minutes. The drinker gets a
bonus to their armour class based on the power of the potion. To
determine the power of the potion, roll 1d10:

If someone drinks a potion while an existing potion is in effect, they
will become sick and unable to take any actions for 30 minutes (no
save), and neither potion will have its effect.
Potions that allow the drinker to control others require the drinker
to be able to see all controlled creatures and concentrate for the
duration.
Controlled creatures cannot be made to kill themselves. Targeted
creatures may make a saving throw vs. spells in order to avoid being controlled, but the drinker can simply try the control again
the following round.
Agility: The drinker’s dexterity score becomes 18 for the duration
of the potion.
Animal Control: The drinker may control one or more animals
with a total hit dice of 3d6 or less. When the effect of the potion
wears off, the animals will flee.
Antidote: The drinker becomes immune to all poisons of up to a
certain strength for the duration of the potion.
The strength of the potion should be determined by rolling 1d10:
1–4 =
5–7 =
8–9 =
10 =

1–3 =
4–5 =
6–7 =
8–9 =
10 =

Delusion: This potion will have no effect when drunk. However, if
tasted it will falsely give the taster the impression that it is another
type of potion from this list. Multiple tasters will all get the same
impression. An Analyse spell will correctly identify this potion as
one of delusion rather than as the type it tastes like.
Diminution: The drinker shrinks down to 6” in height. While in
this state they cannot hurt creatures larger than 1’ tall with physical
attacks, and have a 90% chance of being able to hide. If this potion is drunk while a potion of growth is in effect, they will simply
cancel each other rather than making the drinker sick.
Dragon Control: The drinker of this potion can control up to
three dragons of sub-adult or younger. The dragons do not get
saving throws, but older dragons are not affected.
Each potion of dragon control will only control one type of dragon.
Roll 1d10 to see which type of dragon is affected:

poison from 3hd creatures
poison from 7hd creatures
poison from 15hd creatures
all poison

Poison from non-creature sources (e.g. a potion of poison) should
be considered to be as if from a 7hd creature.
Blending: The drinker may change colour to blend in with their
surroundings. When hiding, the drinker will have a 90% chance
to go unnoticed unless the viewer can see invisible creatures.

+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

1–2 =
3–4 =
5–6 =
7–8 =
9–10 =

black
blue
green
red
white

The controlled dragons will do anything that is commanded (other
than suicidal commands) although if dragon queens, they are not
capable of casting spells.
When the control ends, the dragons will become hostile to the
drinker and will either flee or attack depending on their impression
of the drinker’s power.
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Dreamspeech: This potion only lasts for 10 minutes. The drinker
can speak to one paralysed, petrified or sleeping creature within 30’
(only one creature can be spoken with per potion) and can hear the
responses of the creature via ESP. The drinker will automatically
understand the language of the target, but the target is under no
compulsion to speak the truth (or even respond at all) if they do
not wish to.
Elasticity: This potion only lasts for 10 minutes. The drinker may
stretch and deform themselves and their equipment to fit through
gaps as small as 1” and reach as far as 30’.
The drinker cannot cast spells or attack while stretched, and items
carried cannot be used or dropped unless they are in normal form.
However, while stretched the drinker only takes half damage from
blunt and bashing attacks.
Elemental Form: This potion only lasts for 10 minutes. For the
duration of the potion, the drinker may transform to an elemental
of a certain type and back. Each transformation takes 1 round.

Freedom: The drinker is immune to paralysis and to all forms of
hold spell or effect.
Gaseous Form: The drinker’s body transforms to a cloud of gas
for up to 1 hour, causing all their equipment and carried items to
fall to the floor.
The drinker keeps control of their body, and can move through
any non-airtight barrier.
While in gaseous form, the drinker cannot attack, but has an armour class of –2 and can only be hit by magical weapons.
Giant Control: The user may control up to four giants of a certain
type, but each one gets a saving throw. The giants will normally
be hostile once control ends. To determine the type of giant affected, roll 1d6:
1=
2=
3=
4=
5=
6=

The drinker’s hit points do not change while in elemental form,
but their other abilities become the same as an elemental with the
same number of hit dice as the drinker’s level.
Roll 1d4 to determine the type of elemental that the potion allows
the drinker to change to:
1=
2=
3=
4=

air
earth
fire
water

ESP: This potion has the same effect at the spell of the same name.
Ethereality: This potion gives the drinker the ability to shift from
the prime plane to the ethereal plane. The drinker may shift at any
time before the potion’s duration runs out, and may then spend up
to 24 hours on the ethereal plane before shifting back.
Once the drinker has shifted to the ethereal plane and back, the
potion’s duration immediately expires.

Giant Strength: The drinker gains the strength of a giant, and
can do double damage with melee weapons or throw rocks
(range: 60/130/200) for 3d6 damage. This potion does not stack
with other strength enhancing items such as gauntlets of ogre power.
Growth: The drinker grows to twice normal size, and be able to do
double damage with melee attacks. If this potion is drunk while
a potion of diminution is in effect, they will simply cancel each
other rather than making the drinker sick.
Healing: This potion will either cure 1d6+1 hit points of damage
to the drinker or cure their paralysis. This potion has an instant
effect, rather than a duration.
Heroism: This potion will not affect a cleric, druid, elf, magic-user
or lupine. However, a commoner, fighter, thief, dwarf or halfling
who drinks it will temporarily gain one or more levels as follows:

Fire Resistance: The drinker becomes immune to normal fire, gains
a +2 bonus on all saving throws against fire or heat based attacks,
and takes –1 point of damage per die (to a minimum of 1 point
per die) from magical fire attacks.
Flying: This potion has the same effect as the spell of the same
name.
Fortitude: The drinker’s constitution score becomes 18 for the
duration of the potion, possibly giving them extra hit points. When
the drinker takes damage, it comes off these extra hit points first.
Damage already taken before the extra hit points were applied
remains unless cured.

cloud
fire
frost
hill
stone
storm

commoner =
1–3 =
4–7 =
8–10 =
11+ =

gains 4 (fighter) levels
gains 3 levels
gains 2 levels
gains 1 level
no effect.

All damage (including energy drains) is taken from the extra levels
and hit points first.
Human Control: The drinker may control up to 6 levels (commoners count as half a level each) of humans, similar to a Charm
Person spell. The targets can only be controlled while within 60’ of
the drinker, and the effect lasts only for the duration of the potion.
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Invisibility: This potion has the same effect as the spell of the
same name.

Super Healing: This potion will either cure 3d6+3 hit points of
damage to the drinker.

Invulnerability: The drinker gains a +2 bonus to armour class and This potion has an instant effect, rather than a duration.
all saving throws for the duration of the potion. If a second potion
of invulnerability is drunk within a week, the only effect is sickness. Swimming: This potion lasts for 8 hours. The drinker floats on
top of water or other liquid, and can’t be weighed down unless
Levitation: This potion has the same effect as the spell of the by over 300lb of weight. Additionally, the drinker can swim at a
same name.
speed of 60’ per round.
Longevity: The drinker immediately becomes 10 years younger. Treasure Finding: When the drinker concentrates, they can deThe effect is an instant one rather than an ongoing one, and there- tect the distance and direction to the largest amount of treasure
fore cannot be dispelled. This potion will not reduce the age of the within 360’. The drinker gains no insight about the nature of the
drinker below 15 years old.
treasure or how to get to it.
Luck: This potion lasts only for 1 hour. The potion makes the
drinker extremely lucky.
The player of the drinking character may choose any one roll that
they make on behalf of the drinking character within the duration
and simply place the dice on the result of their choice rather than
having to actually roll them.

Undead Control: The drinker can control up to 18hd in total of
undead creatures of 9hd or less. The undead will be hostile when
the duration ends.
Water Breathing: This potion lasts for four hours, and has the
same effect as the spell of the same name.

Scrolls & Maps

Merging: This potion allows the drinker to merge other creatures A scroll is a piece of parchment or paper with magical writings on
into their own body. The drinker can merge up to seven other crea- it. The scroll is used by unrolling it and reading aloud the writing.
tures, and both the drinker and the other creatures must be willing. If used in combat, this takes an activate magic item action, and
Creatures simply step “into” the drinker and disappear along with requires there to be enough light to read by.
their items and equipment. While merged with the drinker, the
creatures do not take damage if the drinker is hit, and they cannot Scrolls and maps normally do not need to be identified with an
take any actions other than speaking. The merged creatures can Analyse spell. They can be identified simply by reading them. Howstep “out of ” the drinker at any time.
ever, while a scroll containing spells can be identified as such by
reading, the actual spells themselves may need a Read Magic spell
Plant Control: The drinker may control all mundane plants and to identify them.
all plant-like creatures in a 30’x30’ area up to 60’ away. Mundane
plants may entangle creatures in their area, but cannot otherwise This section also contains maps that may be found in treasure. These
attack.
are not magical, and are not usually used in combat.
Poison: This potion looks like any other, but it is poisonous. Anyone taking even a taste of the potion must save vs. poison or die.
Polymorph Self: This potion has the same effect as the spell of
the same name.

Some scrolls can be used by anyone, but others can only be used
by certain types of character. Scrolls marked with an (s) can only
be used by spell casters.
Communication: This is a pair of matching scrolls. Any message
(of up to 100 words) that is written on one scroll will also appear
on the other, providing they are on the same plane as each other.

Sight: This potion lasts for 10 minutes. While this potion is in
effect, the drinker can temporarily see despite any blindness condiThis scroll can be re-used, but each time the writing is erased and
tions. Additionally, the drinker may see invisible things.
replaced by a different message there is a 5% chance that the magic
Speech: The drinker can understand all languages that they hear, will stop working.
and can respond in those same languages. This potion does not
give the drinker the power to speak a language unless they first Creation: Once per day, the owner of this scroll can draw an item
on it, and then pick up the drawing off the paper and it will become
hear it spoken.
a real item that lasts for 24 hours. The item can be up to 10’x5’x1’
Speed: The drinker may move at double normal speed and attack in size, and cannot weigh more than 500lb or be worth more
twice per round. See Chapter 10: Combat for full details about than 500gp. Magical or living items may not be created.
the effect of haste and speed on combat.
Curse: Anyone who reads this scroll, even only glancing to check
Strength: The drinker’s strength score becomes 18 for the duration what is on it, is immediately cursed with no saving throw allowed.
of the potion.
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Table 19–6: Scrolls & Maps
D100

Scroll or Map

Cost

01–04

Map to normal treasure

–

05–07

Map to magical treasure

–

08–09

Map to combined treasure

–

10

Map to special treasure

–

11–35

Spells (ss)

100gp*

36

Repetition (ss)

200gp*

37–44

Curse

300gp

45

Delay (ss)

300gp*

46–47

Trapping

500gp

48–53

Protection from elementals

600gp

54–61

Protection from lycanthropes

600gp

62–65

Protection from magic

600gp

66–72

Protection from undead

600gp

73–74

Illumination

2,300gp

Illumination: If the writing on this scroll is read out and the scroll
is rolled up tightly, it will burst into flame and act as a torch. It will
burn for a total of 6 hours per day, and the torch flame will not
harm the scroll – although it will set light to other things.
If the scroll is unrolled, the torch flame will immediately go out.
Otherwise, no amount of wind or rain will put it out, although it
will go out if immersed in water.
Mage’s (s): A mage’s scroll may only be used by a spell caster. Once
per day, its user may command it to identify a magical effect. The
name of the effect and the caster level will appear on the scroll.
If the magical effect is a non-standard one, the Game Master
should invent an informative name for it; but should not give a
full description of exactly what the effect does unless it is extremely
straightforward.
Map to Treasure: These non-magical scrolls are simply treasure
maps indicating the location of some kind of treasure.

75–76

Mage’s (s)

2,300gp

77–79

Communication

4,000gp

80–82

Mapping

7,000gp

83–84

Seeing

7,000gp

85–86

Shelter

7,000gp

87–88

Truth

7,000gp

89–91

Equipment

8,100gp

92–93

Questioning

9,300gp

94–96

Spell catching

10,000gp*

97–98

Portals

12,000gp

99–100

Creation

14,000gp

Mapping: Once per day, this scroll may be called upon to draw
its surrounding area.
The scroll will reproduce an accurate map of everything within
a 100’ radius. Each secret door has a 1-in–6 chance of being drawn,
although the presence of some secret doors may be inferred by what
is drawn behind them.

* per total level of spells
For typical curses, check the reversed version of the Remove Curse
spell.
The curse lasts until removed by a Remove Curse spell.

Portals: Twice per day, this scroll can be placed on a wall and commanded to create a Passwall effect like the spell of the same name.
The scroll will then disappear, and the Passwall tunnel will last
for 30 minutes, before the tunnel closes and the scroll re-appears.
Protection from Elementals: This scroll can only be used once.
When read aloud, it produces a 10’ radius zone of protection. Elementals cannot enter the zone, but can use missile and spell attacks
against those inside the zone. The zone lasts for 20 minutes, or
until someone inside the zone attacks an elemental in hand-tohand combat.

Delay (ss): This is a spell scroll containing a single spell. However, Protection from Lycanthropes: This scroll can only be used once.
when the spell is cast from the scroll, the caster may choose to delay When read aloud, it produces a 10’ radius zone of protection. Lycanthropes cannot enter the zone, but can use missile and spell
the effects of the spell anywhere from 0 to 12 rounds.
attacks against those inside the zone. The zone lasts for 60 minutes,
If the caster still has the scroll when the spell goes off, the caster or until someone inside the zone attacks a lycanthrope in handchooses whatever parameters are needed by the spell (e.g. Targets) to-hand combat.
at the time it goes off. If the caster has let go of the scroll when the
spell goes off, it goes off affecting the location of the scroll itself or Protection from Magic: This scroll can only be used once. When
read aloud, it produces a 10’ radius zone of protection. Mortal
the nearest valid targets (within the normal spell range).
level magic (whether from spells or items) cannot enter or leave
Equipment: This scroll has the names of six mundane items writ- the zone. The zone lasts for 60 minutes, and can only be broken
ten on it. When any of the names is read aloud, the name vanishes by a Wish spell.
and the item appears. The item will remain for 24 hours, and then
disappear, with the name reappearing on the scroll at the same time. Protection from Undead: This scroll can only be used once. When
read aloud, it produces a 10’ radius zone of protection. Undead
cannot enter the zone, but can use missile and spell attacks against
No more than three items can be brought forth per day.
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those inside the zone. The zone lasts for 60 minutes, or until someone inside the zone attacks an undead in hand-to-hand combat.

scroll. If this saving throw is successful, the spell does not have its
normal effect, but is caught on the scroll instead.

Questioning: This scroll enables the user to ask questions of in- The scroll can only contain one spell at a time, and once a spell is
animate objects and receive answers. The objects will answer as if in the scroll it works just like a normal spell scroll until the spell
they were living beings with normal human senses. The user can has been cast from it.
ask three questions per day.
Anyone can use the scroll to catch a spell, but casting the caught
This scroll cannot be used to question living beings or magical spell from the scroll has the normal restrictions that a spell scroll
objects.
containing the same spell would have.
Repetition (ss): This scroll appears to be a scroll of spells contain- Spells (ss): A spell scroll will contain one or more spells. Use Taing a single spell. However, ten minutes after the spell is cast from ble 19–7 to determine the exact contents of the scroll.
the scroll, it will cast itself a second time, centred on the scroll or
affecting the nearest valid target (within normal spell range).
Firstly find out which type of spell is on the scroll, then how many
spells, then for each spell roll a random level and randomly deterSeeing: Once per day, this scroll can be commanded to draw the mine which spell of that level is on the scroll.
creatures that are within 100’ of the user within a single direction.
The scroll will draw up to four types of creature, starting with the A spell scroll can be identified as such by simple reading, but the
largest and working its way smaller.
type and identity of the spells on it can only be recognised by casters
of the correct type. Additionally, magic-users and elves will be able
Shelter: This scroll contains a drawing of a 10’ square room with to recognise that the spells on a scroll are magic-user/elf spells but
two beds, a table and two chairs. The table is shown laden with will not be able to read those spells without using a Read Magic spell.
food, and there are swords and shields hung on the wall.
Each spell on the scroll can only be used once, and they may only
Once per day, the scroll can be placed against a vertical surface it be used by characters of a class that can cast the spell (elves, magicwill grow to life-size, and the room can be entered.
users and mountebanks share the same type of scrolls and clerics
and druids share the same type of scrolls with the exception that
Anyone walking into the room disappears and a drawn version of clerics cannot cast druid-only spells).
them appears on the scroll.
If the character is high enough level to cast the spell, the spell will
To people in the scroll, the items in the room are all mundane and automatically work, but if the character is not high enough level to
usable, although none of them can be removed from the room.
cast the spell then there is a 10% chance that the spell will misfire.
Offensive spells that misfire will go off centred on the caster and
The scroll will stay in place for 12 hours, or until it is taken down other spells will simply fizzle and be wasted.
by someone.
Thieves of 10th level an above may decipher spell scrolls containing
If the scroll is taken down, anyone still in the room is trapped inside magic-user/elf spells, but is always considered to be of insufficient
it. The air and food replenish themselves, and the room is a com- level to cast the spell and therefore always has the 10% chance of
fortable – although boring – place to live for an extended period. the spell misfiring.
While the scroll is not in place, the only way out of the room is
via a Wish spell.

Spells cast from scrolls are always treated as having a caster of the
minimum level needed to cast the spell, not as having a caster of
the reader’s level.

Spell Catching: This scroll can be used to catch spells cast at its
user. It can only cast actual spells cast by spell casters or from scrolls.
It can’t catch the spell-like effects produced by items.

When each spell is cast from the scroll it will fade and disappear,
leaving part of the scroll blank.

Roll 1d10 to determine the exact level of spell that the scroll can
catch:

Trapping: This scroll can only be used once. It is placed against a
smooth hard surface, and the writing on it is read out.

1–4 =
5–7 =
8–9 =
10 =

1st–2nd level spells
1st–4th level spells
1st–6th level spells
1st–8th level spells

If it was placed on a floor, it will disappear and be replaced by
a 10’x10’ covered pit 20’ deep with poison spikes.

The user of the scroll must make a saving throw vs. spells with a
+4 bonus when a spell is cast at them in order to catch it in the

If it was placed on a ceiling, it will disappear and be replaced by a
poisoned blade held ready to scythe down.
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Table 19–7a: Spell Scroll Type
D100
01–70

Type of Spells
Magic-user/elf

71–95

Cleric

96–00

Druid

An unwilling subject may make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid
having the answer drawn from them, in which case the scroll will
remain blank, but may not give a false answer.

Wands, Staves & Rods

Wands, staves and rods are magical devices that contain spell-like
enchantments.

Table 19–7b: Spell Scroll Number
D100

Number of Spells

01–50

1

51–83

2

84–00

3

Wands are normally thin sticks around 18” long. They can only be
used by magic-users or elves. A wand will hold 2d10 charges, and
each time it is used one charge will be used up. Once all the charges
are used up, a wand is simply a non-magical stick.
Rods are larger than wands, often 2’–3’ long, and usually made
of metal with some kind of protrusion on the end like a sceptre.
Most rods can be used by anyone. Unlike wands and staves, most
rods do not use charges.

Table 19–7c: Spell Scroll Cleric/druid Spell Level
D100

Spell Level

01–34

1

35–58

2

59–76

3

77–88

4

89–95

5

96–99

6

00

7

Staves are the bigger cousins of wands. They are normally 5’–6’
long, and made of wood. Staves tend to be more versatile and
powerful than wands, although they still use charges. A staff will
have 3d10 charges when found, and each use of the staff may use
one of more of these charges. Staves are often restricted in terms
of who can use them.
A magical staff can be used in melee as if a quarterstaff. However,
unless otherwise noted, it will not give the user a bonus to attack
or damage rolls, although it will still count as a magical weapon
for purposes of whether it can damage certain creatures.

Table 19–7d: Spell Scroll Magic-user/elf Spell Level
D100

Spell Level

01–28

1

29–49

2

50–64

3

65–75

4

76–84

5

85–91

6

92–95

7

96–99

8

00

9

As with wands, when a staff runs out of charges it is just a stick.
This applies even if the staff formally had powers that did not use
charges (such as acting as a magical weapon).
Activating a wand, staff or rod requires the speaking of a command
word and the use of an activate magic item action. The functions
of a wand, staff or rod, and the command words to activate those
functions, can be discovered by an Analyse spell.

If it was placed on a wall, it will be replaced by a dart trap that
fires poisoned darts.

Unless otherwise noted, for purposes of dispelling treat the effects
produced by all wands, staffs and rods to be as if made by a 6th
level caster.

In each case, the trap is non-magical once created, and can be
detected and disarmed with normal chances.

Saving throws against spells and effects created by wands, staves
and rods are always made vs. wands unless the description of the
item says otherwise.

If any of the traps are set off, they will do 2d6 damage to their
victim, plus if the victim fails a saving throw vs. poison then the
victim will be killed.

Wand of Cold (e): Each time a charge is expended, this wand creates a cone of cold, 60’ long and 30’ wide at the end. All creatures
within the cone must take 6d6 damage.

Truth: Once per day, the user of this scroll can ask a question of
any sapient being within 30’.

If they can make a saving throw vs. wands, they take only half
damage.

The complete and true answer to the question (or at least what the
subject thinks is the complete and true answer to the question)
will be read from the subject’s mind via ESP and will appear on
the scroll.

Wand of Enemy Detection (e): Each time a charge is expended, all
creatures with hostile intent towards the user within 60’ will glow
as if on fire. This includes invisible or hidden enemies; in which
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Table 19–8: Wands, Staves & Rods

case the glow may give away their positions. The glow lasts for 10
minutes before fading.
Wand of Fear (e): Each time a charge is expended, this wand creates a cone of fear, 60’ long and 30’ wide at the end. All creatures
within the cone must make a saving throw vs. wands or flee in
terror for 5 minutes.
Wand of Fireballs (e): Each time a charge is expended, this wand
creates a Fireball up to 240’ away. Anyone in the area of effect
takes 6d6 damage. If they can make a saving throw vs. wands they
take only half damage.
Wand of Illusion (e): Each time a charge is expended, this wand
creates a Phantasmal Force as the spell of the same name. The caster
must concentrate to maintain the illusion.
Wand of Lightning Bolts (e): Each time a charge is expended,
this wand creates a Lightning Bolt up to 240’ away and then extending 60’ from that point. Anyone in the path of the lightning
takes 6d6 damage. If they can make a saving throw vs. wands they
take only half damage.
Wand of Magic Detection (e,m): Each time a charge is expended,
all magical items and active spells within a 20’ radius will glow
for 6 rounds (1 minute).
Wand of Metal Detection (e): Each time a charge is expended,
the wand will point towards a type of metal named by the user if
there is at least 100lb (the amount found in 1,000 coins or the
equivalent) of it within 20’.
Wand of Negation (e): Each time a charge is expended, this wand
will cancel the effects of another wand or staff. If the effect that is
being negated is an effect with a duration, it will be negated for
a single round.

D100

Wand, Staff or Rod

Cost

01–02

Rod of cancellation

500gp

03–07

Wand of enemy detection (m)

2,000gp

08–11

Wand of fear (m)

2,000gp

12–16

Wand of magic detection (m)

2,000gp

17–21

Wand of metal detection (m)

2,000gp

22–25

Wand of secret door detection (m)

2,000gp

26–29

Wand of trap detection (m)

2,000gp

30–33

Wand of illusion (m)

4,000gp

34–38

Wand of fireballs (m)

6,000gp

39–43

Wand of lightning bolts (m)

6,000gp

44–47

Wand of negation (m)

6,000gp

48–52

Wand of paralysation (m)

6,000gp

53–55

Snake staff (c, dr)

6,000gp

56–60

Wand of cold (m)

8,000gp

61–65

Wand of polymorphing (m)

8,000gp

66–66

Rod of dominion

8,700gp

67–68

Staff of dispelling

9,000gp

69–71

Staff of striking (s)

9,000gp

72–72

Staff of commanding (s)

12,000gp

73–73

Rod of health (c)

13,000gp

74–75

Staff of harming (c)

15,000gp

76–82

Staff of healing (c)

15,000gp

83–83

Rod of victory

20,000gp

84–85

Staff of withering (c)

24,000gp

86–86

Staff of power (m)

26,000gp

87–88

Rod of inertia (n)

29,000gp

89–91

Staff of an element (m)

33,000gp*

Wand of Paralysation (e): Each time a charge is expended, this
wand creates a cone 60’ long and 30’ wide at the end. All creatures within the cone must make a saving throw vs. wands or be
paralysed for 1 hour.

92–92

Rod of the wyrm

40,000gp

93–93

Staff of wizardry (m)

44,000gp

94–94

Rod of parrying

62,000gp

95–97

Staff of the druids (dr)

63,000gp

Wand of Polymorphing (e): Each time a charge is expended, this
wand produces the effect of either a Polymorph Self on the user
of the wand or a Polymorph Other on a target that the wand is
pointed at. Unwilling targets may make a saving throw vs. wands
to avoid the effect.

98–100

Rod of weaponry (n)

98,000gp

Wand of Secret Door Detection (e): When this wand is activated,
it will point the user towards all secret doors within 20’. This expends one charge per secret door revealed.
Wand of Trap Detection (e): When this wand is activated, it will
point the user towards all traps within 20’. This expends one charge
per trap revealed.
Staff of Commanding (s): This staff can be used by any spell caster.
When the staff is activated and a charge is expended, it allows the

* per element
user to act as if they had drunk a potion of animal control, potion
of human control or potion of plant control. However, unlike
the potions, this gives the user only a single attempt to establish
control per use.
Staff of Dispelling: This staff is usable by any character. When the
staff is used and a charge is expended, it will cast Dispel Magic as if
by a 15th level caster, except with a range of only touch.
The staff can be used to dispel magic items. When it is used against
an item and a charge is expended it will automatically destroy any
potion or scroll; and will cause any other magic item to temporarily
cease working for 1d4 rounds.
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Note that magic weapons and armour still work as mundane weapons and armour even when their magical properties are temporarily
suppressed.
Staff of the Druids (dr): This staff may only be used by druids.
If a druid activates the staff and expends a charge while preparing
their spells for the day, they will be able to prepare an extra spell
of each level that they can cast. Additionally, this staff counts as a
+3 weapon when wielded by a druid.

magical device such as a similar staff or two charges if it was summoned by a spell.
The staff also counts as a +2 staff.
Finally, if the staff is taken to an elemental plane other than that
of the staff’s element, it will immediately explode doing 20 points
of lightning damage plus 1d8 damage per charge remaining to all
creatures within a 60’ radius.

Staff of an Element (e): This staff may only be used by elves. The wielder of the staff gets no saving throw, but other creatures
Roll 1d100 to discover the type of staff:
in the area can make a saving throw vs. spells with a –4 penalty to
take half damage.
01–21 = staff of air
22–42 = staff of earth
Staff of Harming (c, Dr): This staff may only be used by clerics
43–63 = staff of fire
and druids. Whenever a creature is struck by the staff, the wielder
64–84 = staff of water
may expend one charge to inflict an additional 1d6+1 damage to
85–91 = staff of air and water
the creature in addition to the normal damage that the staff does.
92–98 = staff of earth and fire
99–00 = staff of all elements
This use of the staff does not require the normal activate magic item
action, but is done as part of the attack action.
When the wielder of the staff is on the prime plane, the staff confers
the following powers to its wielder:
The wielder of the staff can also activate it as normal to use any of
the following effects as if casting the reverse of the curing spells
+4 to saving throws against attacks based on the staff’s element.
(using up a variable number of charges):
Immunity to attacks by elementals of the staff’s element.

2 charges =
2 charges =
3 charges =
4 charges =

One charge can be expended per day to summon an 8 hit dice
elemental of the staff’s element.
One charge can be expended to cast one of the following spells as
if a 10th level spell caster:
air =
earth =
fire =
water =

Lightning Bolt, Cloudkill
Web, Wall of Stone
Fireball, Wall of Fire
Ice Storm / Wall of Ice

cause blindness
Cause Disease
Cause Serious Wounds
Create Poison

Staff of Healing (c, Dr): This staff can only be used by clerics and
druids. The wielder may activate the staff to cure 1d6+1 damage
to a target. This does not use a charge, but each target can only be
cured once per day by the staff.
The staff can also be activated to cure other things, although this
uses charges as follows:

When the wielder of the staff is on the elemental plane corresponding to the staff’s element, the staff instead has the following powers:
Prevents environmental damage from the plane such as burning
or choking on dust (but does not provide air for the wielder to
breathe).
Allows the wielder to fly and swim at a speed of 40’ per round.
Allows the caster to speak and understand the languages used by
natives of the plane.
Gives the caster a +4 bonus to armour class against natives of the
plane.
Additionally, a summoned elemental of a type not matching the
staff’s element can be dismissed back to its home plane (with no
saving throw) at the cost of one charge if it was summoned by a

1 charge =
1 charge =
2 charges =
2 charges =

Cure Blindness
Cure Disease
Cure Serious Wounds
Neutralise Poison

Staff of Power (e): This staff can only be used by elves. Whenever a
creature is struck by the staff, the wielder may expend one charge to
inflict an additional 2d6 damage to the creature in addition to the
normal damage that the staff does. This does not require the normal
activate magic item action, but is done as part of the attack action.
The wielder of the staff can also activate it as normal and expend
a single charge to use any of the following effects as if casting the
spells as a 6th level caster:
◊
◊
◊
◊
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◊ Telekinesis (up to 240lb)
Snake Staff (c, Dr): This staff can only be used by clerics and
druids. The staff is a +1 weapon.

◊ Passwall
◊ Web
◊ Conjure Elemental

The user may also use the staff as if it were a wand of paralysation.
Whenever a creature is struck by the staff, the wielder may command the staff to turn into a snake and coil around and hold the Additionally, the wielder may choose to break the staff to cause an
target. This does not require the normal activate magic item action, explosion that does 8 points of damage per charge remaining in
but is done as part of the attack action.
the staff to all within 30’. The wielder of the staff gets no saving
throw, but other creatures in the area can make a saving throw vs.
The snake will hold any target that is human-sized or smaller, unless wands to take half damage.
the target can make a saving throw vs. wands to avoid the effect.
The target will be held for 1d4x10 minutes, or until the wielder Rod of Cancellation: This rod may be used by any character, but
orders the snake to release the target.
may only be used once. When activated, it will permanently drain
any magical item (except an artefact) that is touched by it of all
If the snake fails to hold the target, or when the target escapes or power.
is released, the snake will attempt to return to the wielder of the
staff and return to staff form.
The Game Master may require an attack roll to touch a magic
item carried or worn by another creature, normally against armour
Should it be attacked before this happens, it has an armour class class 9.
of 5, 3 hit dice (20 hit points), and moves at 20’ per round. The
snake will neither attack nor attempt to defend itself, being con- If an item with a +5 bonus is being wielded or worn by a creature,
cerned only with returning to its owner.
that creature may make a saving throw vs. wands for their item to
resist the effect. If the item resists, the rod of cancellation is not
Once the snake returns to staff form, any damage it may have expended and may be used again.
taken is healed.
Rod of Dominion: This rod may be used by any character. If the
The staff neither has nor uses charges, but if the snake is killed ruler of a dominion carries it while parading around the dominion,
before it can return to staff form the staff is ruined.
it will give a bonus to the dominion’s confidence rating. This rod
does not have charges, but it can only be used once per year.
Staff of Striking (s): This staff can only be used any spell caster.
Whenever a creature is struck by the staff, the wielder may expend To determine the effect of the rod, roll 1d100 each time it is paraded
one charge to inflict an additional 2d6 damage to the creature in to see what proportion of the population view it, and therefore
addition to the normal damage that the staff does. This does not what bonus it gives:
require the normal activate magic item action, but is done as part
of the attack action.
01–50 = +10
51–75 = +20
Staff of Withering (c, Dr): This staff is usable only by clerics and
76–90 = +30
druids. The wielder of the staff may activate the staff and expend
91–99 = +40
a charge to touch a target and cause the target to make a saving
00 = +50
throw vs. wands or age 10 years. This staff does not work on undead.
Rod of Health (c, Dr): This rod is only usable by clerics and druStaff of Wizardry (e): This staff is only usable by elves. Whenever a ids. The rod functions as a staff of healing, except that none of the
creature is struck by the staff, the wielder may expend one charge to functions use charges. However, the rod can only heal a creature
inflict an additional 2d6 damage to the creature in addition to the once per day regardless of the type of healing bestowed.
normal damage that the staff does. This does not require the normal
activate magic item action, but is done as part of the attack action. Rod of Inertia (n): This unusually long rod is only usable by nonspell casters. It has a blade on its end and is weighted for throwing,
The wielder of the staff can also activate it as normal and expend and can therefore be wielded in combat as if a +3 javelin.
a single charge to use any of the following effects as if casting the
spells as a 6th level caster:
The wielder of the rod may give it a command at any time to stop,
and the rod will instantly become completely immobile, and can◊ Fireball
not be moved by any means short of a Wish spell.
◊ Lightning Bolt
◊ Ice Storm
When the wielder gives a second command, the rod will continue
◊ Continual Light
moving on its original trajectory as if nothing had happened.
◊ Telekinesis (up to 240lb)
◊ Invisibility
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Commanding the rod to stop or start can be done very quickly
and does not require an action in combat. The wielder can, for
example, command the rod to stop while they are falling and then
hang on to the rod.

Rings

Rod of Parrying: This rod may be used by any character. The rod
is heavy and sceptre-like, and can be used in melee as if it were a
+5 mace. When the wielder of the rod declares a parry action, the
rod provides its +5 magical bonus to the wielder’s armour class.
This is in addition to the normal –4 penalty to the attacker’s to-hit
roll caused by the parry action.

A magical ring must be worn on a finger or thumb to operate, and
a character can only wear one magical ring per hand. If a second
ring is put on the same hand as an existing ring, neither ring will
function (with the exception of a ring of weakness).

Rod of Victory: This rod may be used by any character. When the
wielder of the rod commands an army in battle, the rod gives the
army a +25 bonus to their roll for the battle, and prevents them
from losing the battle roll by more than 100 points.

Animal Control: This ring may be used once per turn. It acts
as if the wearer had drunk a potion of animal control with the
exception that the wearer only gets a single attempt to control
creatures per use.

Any loss greater than this is treated as a 100-point loss when determining casualties and post-battle tactical positioning.

Delusion: This ring will appear to function as a different type of
ring if an Analyse spell is used on it. Once the ring is worn, it will
be completely non-functional, but cannot be removed without a
Remove Curse being cast on it.

Rod of Weaponry (n): This rod can be used by any non-spell caster.
Upon command, this rod will extend into a +5 staff or retract back
into rod form.
While in staff form, the wielder may also command the +5 staff to
split into two +2 staves, and each of those may be commanded to
split into two +1 staves.
The staves will not split accidentally, and they can be re-joined by
simply placing them together.
Rod of The Wyrm: This rod may be used by any character.

If the dragon is ever killed, it cannot be raised and cannot be turned
back to rod form.
Magical rings are usually either constant in effect or are activated
by a use non-activatable item action.

Djinn Summoning: Once per week, the wearer of this ring can
summon a djinn, who will serve them for a day. If the djinn is
killed, the ring loses its magical power.
Ear: Three times per day this ring can be removed from its wearer’s
finger and placed against any surface. Until the wearer recovers the
ring, they will be able to hear everything that happens around the
ring as if their ear were in the ring’s location.
Elemental Adaption: To determine the exact type of ring found,
roll 1d100:

The rod has a carved dragon’s head on top, making it look somewhat reminiscent of a hobby-horse. This head will be of a random
colour, rolled on 1d10:
1–2 =
3–4 =
5–6 =
7–8 =
9–10 =

black
blue
green
red
white

01–21 =
22–42 =
43–63 =
64–84 =
85–91 =
92–98 =
99–00 =

air
earth
fire
water
air and water
earth and fire
all elements

The wearer of the ring is protected from environmental hazards
in the elemental plane that matches the elemental alignment of
the ring, and is able to breathe in those planes despite lack of air.

The rod will function as a +5 mace in combat.
When the wielder commands it, the rod will turn into a young
dragon of the same colour as its head. This dragon can only be hit
by magical weapons.
The dragon will serve the wielder of the rod as a messenger, steed
or bodyguard to the best of its ability; and will sacrifice itself for
the wielder if necessary.
The dragon is not healed by being returned to rod form and will
not heal or age naturally, but may be healed as normal by spells
and potions.

Fire Resistance: This ring makes its wearer immune to natural
fire, gives a +2 bonus to all saving throws against magical fire, and
reduces all magical fire damage done to the wearer by one point
per die (to a minimum of one point per die).
Holiness (c, Dr): This ring can only be used by a cleric or druid.
When worn by a cleric or druid, the wearer will be able to prepare
an extra spell of each level from one to three. The ring will not
allow the wearer to learn spells of a level that is too high for them
to learn without it.
If the ring is removed, the extra spells are immediately lost.
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Table 19–9: Rings
D100

Ring

Cost

01–02

Safety

2,000gp

03–04

Truthlessnesss

2,300gp

05–07

Truthfulness

4,700gp

08–11

Truth

5,000gp

12–13

Animal control

5,000gp

14–19

Delusion

5,000gp

20–23

Elemental adaption

5,000gp*

24–29

Fire resistance

5,000gp

30

Human control

5,000gp

31–35

Protection +1

5,000gp

36–38

Life protection

5,400gp

39–42

Quickness

7,000gp

43–45

Remedies

7,000gp

46–47

X-ray vision

8,100gp

48–50

Spell eating

9,300gp

51–55

Invisibility

10,000gp

56–57

Plant control

10,000gp

58–62

Water walking

10,000gp

63–67

Weakness

10,000gp

68–71

Ear

15,000gp

72–74

Seeing

16,000gp

75–77

Holiness (c, dr)

17,000gp

78

Djinn summoning

17,000gp

79–81

Protection +2

20,000gp

82–85

Survival

20,000gp

86–88

Memory (s)

21,000gp

89–90

Spell storing

24,000gp

91–92

Spell turning

25,000gp

93

Regeneration

25,000gp

94–95

Telekinesis

30,000gp

96–97

Protection +3

45,000gp

98

Protection +4

80,000gp

99–100

Wishes

140,000gp

Life Protection: This ring will protect its wielder from 1d6 levels
worth of Energy Drain. If overloaded (for example if it has only a
single level of protection left and the wearer is drained two levels)
then it will successfully protect the caster and then turn to dust. If
it is exactly used up without being overloaded, it will become a ring
of protection +1 once its levels of protection have been used up.
Memory (s): This ring can only be used by a spell caster. Once per
day, the caster may activate it to recover one spell that they have
cast within the previous ten minutes. That spell will be available
for casting again as if freshly prepared.
Plant Control: This ring may be used once per turn. It acts as if the
wearer had drunk a potion of plant control with the exception that
the wearer only gets a single attempt to control creatures per use.
Protection: This ring gives a bonus to its wearers armour class
and to all saving throws equal to its magical bonus. If a character
wears a ring of protection on either hand, only the larger of the
two bonuses applies.
Quickness: Once per day, the wearer of this ring can move and
attack at double speed for ten minutes. See Chapter 10 – Combat
for the effects of haste on combat.
Regeneration: The wearer of this ring will recover 1 hit point per
ten minutes, and can slowly re-grow lost body parts. A limb will
re-grow over the course of a week, whereas a finger or ear would
re-grow over the course of a single day.
This ring will not stop working when the wearer is on 0 hit points,
and will not prevent the wearer from dying. It will also not heal
damage from fire or acid (although will re-grow limbs lost to fire
or acid).
Remedies: Once per day, this ring will duplicate the effect of a Cure
Blindness, Cure Disease, Remove Curse or Neutralise Poison spell as
if cast by a 25th level cleric. The spell can be cast on the wearer or
on a target that the wearer touches.
Safety: This ring acts like a potion of luck except that it has 1d4
charges and uses up a charge each time a die is placed instead of
rolled. Once all the charges have been used up, this ring becomes
non-magical.

* per element
Additionally, if worn by a cleric, the ring gives a +1 bonus to all
rolls to turn undead, both the rolls for success and the rolls for the
number of hit dice of undead creatures turned.
Human Control: This ring may be used once per turn. It acts as if
the wearer had drunk a potion of human control with the exception
that the wearer only gets a single attempt to control people per use.
Invisibility: This ring may only be used once per turn. When
activated it affects the wearer as if they had cast an Invisibility spell
on themselves.

Seeing: Once per day this ring allows the wearer to see as if they
had cast a Truesight spell which lasts 30 minutes.
Spell Eating: This ring appears to Analyse spells to be a ring of spell
turning and operates as one.
However, if the wearer of the ring casts a spell themselves, the ring
immediate “eats” all the remaining prepared spells that the caster
has. The ring can then no longer be removed except by the use of
a Remove Curse cast by a 25th level caster.
Once the curse has been activated, the wearer can prepare new
spells as normal, but will lose them again when they next cast one.
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Spell Storing: This ring will contain 1d6 different spells (deter- Water Walking: This ring allows its wearer to walk on the surface
mined randomly as if spells on a spell scroll) when found. The of any liquid without sinking.
wearer of the ring can cast these spells once each, even if not a
spell caster.
Weakness: 1d6 rounds after this ring is worn, it will immediately
lower its wearer’s strength score to 3. The ring cannot be removed
The spells will always be cast as if by a caster of the minimum level until it has had a Remove Curse spell cast on it.
needed to cast them, even if the wearer of the ring is a caster of
higher level.
Wishes: This ring will grant from one to four wishes (as the Wish
spell) before crumbling into dust. To determine the number of
Each spell can be recharged by having a spell caster cast it directly wishes contained in the ring, roll 1d10:
into the ring. The ring cannot “catch” spells generally cast at the
wearer; the spells must be cast directly at the ring with the purpose
1–4 = 1
of recharging it.
5–7 = 2
8–9 = 3
Spell Turning: Each day, this ring will reflect the first 2d6 spells
10 = 4
(roll each day) cast at the wearer back at their casters. This only
affects actual spells, not the spell-like powers of monsters or magic X-ray Vision: The wearer of this ring can see up to 30’ through
items.
stone or up to 60’ through wood. It cannot be used to see through
metal.
Once it has absorbed as many spells as it can, the ring has no other
powers until the following day.
To use the ring, the wearer must stand still and concentrate, and
can view a 10’x10’ area per use. It takes 10 minutes to scan such
Survival: This ring will contain 1d100+100 charges when found. an area, and the ring can only be used once per hour.
Each charge spent will allow the wearer to go for 24 hours without
food and drink or for 1 hour without breathing.
Amulet of Scrying Protection: This item protects its wearer from
When the ring is down to its last five charges, it will turn black; being scried on via a crystal ball, and makes them immune to all
and when it runs out of charges it will crumble to dust.
types of ESP.

Wondrous Items

Telekinesis: This ring can be activated to produce an effect identi- Bag of Devouring: This bag looks like a normal sack, but any
cal to the Telekinesis spell, capable of moving objects weighing up non-living item placed entirely within it disappears from view and
to 200lb.
weighs nothing while in the bag. It will hold items up to 1,000lb in
weight, providing the items fit wholly within it (i.e. they are 5’x1’x1’
Truth: Three times per day, this ring can be activated to telepathi- or smaller).
cally warn its wearer whether a spoken statement that they have
just heard is true in the opinion of the speaker. Note that there is Items placed within the bag can be found by touch by anyone
a difference between the speaker being untruthful and the speaker reaching into the bag and can be withdrawn.
merely being honestly wrong about something.
However, any item left in the bag for more than two hours will
Truthfulness: This ring appears to be a ring of truth when ex- vanish completely. This will not affect living creatures that are
amined with an Analyse spell, and will work as a ring of truth. stuffed into the bag.
However, once worn it cannot be removed except by a Remove
Curse spell cast by a 26th level caster, and it compels its wearer to Bag of Holding: This bag looks like a normal sack, but any nonliving item placed entirely within it disappears from view and
always speak the truth.
weighs nothing while in the bag. It will hold items up to 1,000lb in
The wearer may not knowingly lie while wearing the ring (but the weight, providing the items fit wholly within it (i.e. they are 5’x1’x1’
or smaller).
ring doesn’t prevent them from accidentally being wrong).
Truthlessnesss: This ring appears to be a ring of truth when ex- Items placed within the bag can be found by touch by anyone
amined with an Analyse spell, and will work as a ring of truth. reaching into the bag and can be withdrawn.
However, once worn it cannot be removed except by a Remove
Curse spell cast by a 26th level caster, and it compels its wearer to Boat, Undersea: This boat can be operated as a fully functional
always speak lies. The wearer may not knowingly make any true skiff. However, when a command word is given, it will dive under
statement while wearing the ring (but the ring does not prevent the water while simultaneously radiating a Water Breathing effect
them from making a statement that is accidentally true if they that protects all passengers who are touching the boat. The pilot of
the boat can control its movement underwater as if on the surface.
genuinely don’t know that it is).
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Table 19–10: Wondrous Items

Table 19–10: Wondrous Items

D100

Wondrous Item

Cost

D100

Wondrous Item

Cost

01–03

Egg of wonder

300gp

61

Stone of earth elementals

9,300gp

04–08

Ointment

300gp

62–63

Bag of devouring

10,000gp

09–11

Quill of copying (s)

2,300gp

64–65

Boots of levitation

10,000gp

12–13

Nail, finger

2,500gp

66–67

Displacer cloak

10,000gp

14–16

Slate of identification (s)

3,000gp

68–69

Gauntlets of ogre power

10,000gp

17–19

Pouch of security

4,700gp

70–72

Muzzle of training

10,000gp

20–21

Scarab of protection

4,800gp

73–74

Talisman of travel (e, m, dr)

12,000gp

22–26

Bag of holding

5,000gp

75–76

Crystal ball (e,m)

15,000gp

27–29

Boots of leaping

5,000gp

77–79

Boat, undersea

15,000gp

30–32

Chime of time

5,000gp

80–81

Broom of flying

15,000gp

33

Drums of panic

5,000gp

82

Flying carpet

15,000gp

34–35

Elven boots

5,000gp

83–84

Medallion of ESP (30’ range)

15,000gp

36–37

Helm of reading

5,000gp

85–87

Wheel of floating

15,000gp

38–40

Lamp of long burning

5,000gp

88

Mirror of life trapping

16,000gp

41–44

Rope of climbing

5,000gp

89

Efreeti bottle

16,000gp

45–47

Wheel, square

5,800gp

90

Crystal ball with clairaudience (e)

17,000gp

48

Horn of blasting

6,000gp

91

Crystal ball with ESP (e)

20,000gp

49–50

Boots of speed

7,000gp

92

Helm of telepathy

20,000gp

51–52

Helm of blindness

7,000gp

93–94

Hurricane lamp

22,000gp

53–55

Nail of pointing

7,000gp

95

Medallion of ESP (90’ range)

23,000gp

56–57

Elven cloak

7,500gp

96–97

Girdle of giant strength

25,000gp

58

Bowl of water elementals

9,300gp

98

Helm of teleportation (e)

25,000gp

59

Brazier of fire elementals

9,300gp

99–100

Amulet of scrying protection

40,000gp

60

Censer of air elementals

9,300gp

Boots of Leaping: The wearer of these boots can make leaps of up
to 10’ vertically and up to 30’ horizontally.
Boots of Levitation: The wearer of these boots may Levitate as
per the spell of the same name. There is no limit to the duration
of the levitation.
Boots of Speed: When travelling overland, the wearer of these
boots travels at the speed of a riding horse. However, the wearer can
only move at this speed for a single day and then must rest for a day.
Bowl of Water Elementals: Once per day, this bowl can be filled
with water and used to cast a Conjure Elemental spell except that
it will only conjure a 12 hit dice water elemental. Conjuring the
elemental takes 10 minutes.
Brazier of Fire Elementals: Once per day, this brazier can be
lit and used to cast a Conjure Elemental spell except that it will
only conjure a 12 hit dice fire elemental. Conjuring the elemental
takes 10 minutes.
Broom of Flying: This broom will carry its owner through the air at
a speed of 80’ per round. The owner of the broom must concentrate
to move, and the broom will hover if the owner stops concentrating.

The broom can also carry a passenger, but in this case its speed is
reduced to 60’ per round.
Censer of Air Elementals: Once per day, this censer can be filled
with incense and used to cast a Conjure Elemental spell except
that it will only conjure a 12 hit dice air elemental. Conjuring the
elemental takes 10 minutes.
Chime of Time: This simple metal chime can be commanded to
keep track of time. It will sound every hour until commanded to
stop, and can be clearly heard within a 60’ radius.
If the chime is in a Silence 15’ Radius spell when it is time to chime,
it will automatically dispel the spell as it chimes.
The chime can also be used like a sand-timer. If commanded, it
will slowly change colour from one end to the other taking exactly
one hour to do so.
Crystal Ball (e,m): A crystal ball is a scrying device that can only
be used by an elf or by a magic-user. The crystal ball can be used
three times per day to see any place or object that they desire; and
a current image of that place or object will appear and last for 10
minutes.
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The clarity of the image will be based on the familiarity that the
user has with the object or area.
Crystal Ball with Clairaudience (e): This works just as a normal
crystal ball, except that by concentrating the user can hear what is
going on at the far end as if through the ears of any living creature
shown in the ball. Only an elf can use this item.
Crystal Ball with ESP (e): This works just as a normal crystal
ball, except that by concentrating the user can read the thoughts
of the main subject of the vision if it is a living creature. Only an
elf can use this item.
Displacer Cloak: This item makes the wearer appear to be 5’ from
their actual position.
This makes all attacks against the wearer take a –2 penalty to their
to-hit rolls, and gives the wearer a +2 bonus to all saving throws vs.
spells, vs. wands, staves and rods, and vs. petrification.

Elven Cloak: This cloak is just like a ring of invisibility except that
its invisibility is not perfect. When the wearer is in the presence of
creatures that might notice them, their faint outline will be seen
if a 1 is rolled on 1d6.
Flying Carpet: This carpet will carry one passenger at a speed
of 100’ per round, two at a speed of 80’ per round, three at a
speed of 60’ per round, four at a speed of 40’ per round, or five at
a speed of 20’ per round.
The owner of the carpet must concentrate to make it move, and
the carpet will hover in place if the owner stops concentrating.
Gauntlets of Ogre Power: The owner of these gauntlets has a
strength of 18 while wearing the gauntlets, but taking them off
return’s the owner’s strength back to its normal value.
Girdle of Giant Strength: Anyone who wears this girdle does
double damage with whatever melee attacks they make.

Drums of Panic: These are a pair of large kettle drums. When
played, they have no effect on creatures within 10’ of them, but
creatures from 10’ to 240’ from them must make a saving throw
vs. spells or flee in terror for 30 minutes.

Helm of Blindness: Anyone wearing this helmet is immediately
made blind. The blindness cannot be cured until the helmet has
been removed, and the helmet cannot be removed without a Remove Curse spell being cast on it.

Efreeti Bottle: This 3’ tall heavy jug contains an efreeti. The stopper may be opened once per day, and the efreeti will come forth
and serve the opener. If the efreeti is slain, the bottle becomes
non-magical.

Helm of Reading: This helmet allows the wearer to read any language or cipher, and allows them to identify magical scrolls. However, it does not allow the wearer to use spell scrolls if they are not
normally able to do so.

The efreeti is reluctant to serve, and will do its best to use loopholes
in the commands that it is given in order to cause harm to the
owner of the bottle.

This helmet is rather delicate, and has a 10% chance of being broken
each time its wearer is struck in combat.

Egg of Wonder: This is a painted hollow eggshell. When dropped
or throw (up to 60’) it will break and an animal will emerge and
grow to full size.
For the next hour, the animal will obey the user of the egg to the
best of its ability; and then it will disappear.
To determine the type of animal that is summoned, roll 1d12:
1=
2=
3=
4=
5=
6=
7=
8=
9=
10 =
11 =
12 =

Helm of Telepathy: The wearer of this helmet can transmit their
thoughts to any creature within 60’. The target creature will understand the thoughts of the wearer despite language differences. The
wearer may also use the ESP spell to read the thoughts of others.
Helm of Teleportation (e): This helm is only usable by elves. The
wearer of the helm may use the Teleport spell as often as they like
to teleport themselves, with the normal chances of failure.
The wearer may also use the helm to teleport another creature
(again, as if casting the spell). However, doing this discharges the
helmet and it can no longer be used for any teleporting until it is
recharged by having a Teleport spell cast into it.

ape (rock baboon)
bat (giant)
bear (black)
bear (grizzly)
boar
cat (mountain lion)
cat (panther)
ferret (giant)
lizard (giant gecko)
lizard (giant draco)
snake (racer)
wolf

Horn of Blasting: This horn can be blown once per ten minutes.
When it is blown, it creates a cone of sound 100’ long and 20’ wide
at the end. Everyone in the area must take 2d6 damage and make
a saving throw vs. spells or be deafened for ten minutes. Buildings
and ships in the area of effect take 1d8 damage.
Hurricane Lamp: When this lamp is opened for the first time in
a day, a hurricane of wind and rain emerge.

Elven Boots: These boots give their wearer a move silently ability
of 75%, like a thief.

Everyone within 30’ of the lamp is knocked to the floor for three
rounds, and must make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid having all
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loose items or items held or carried by them (including weapons, After that first instance, there is a 25% chance each time the perbut not including clothing) is scattered throughout the area.
son tries to go un-noticed that the hand will re-appear. This will
continue to happen until the victim has a Remove Curse spell cast
Once the hurricane has ended, the lamp may be used as a lamp of on them.
long burning, although the hurricane will re-set each day and must
be triggered again before the lamp can be used.
Nail of Pointing: This appears to be a simple 6” iron nail. Once
per day, it can be commanded to point to a mundane (not magical
Lamp of Long Burning: This lamp must be filled with oil and lit or living) object, and for the next ten minutes the nail will point
like any other lantern, but it will burn forever without using any at the closest instance of that type of object (distance is irrelevant).
of the oil that it contains.
Ointment: This creamy white salve is normally found in small jars.
The lamp can be put out and re-lit repeatedly like any other lamp.
To use the ointment, the whole jar must be applied to someone’s
If the lamp is ever completely submerged in water while lit, it will skin. When the ointment is applied in this manner, it will have a
immediately stop working and lose its magical properties.
random effect, rolled on 1d6:
Medallion of ESP: This medallion allows the wearer to use the
ESP spell at will, with a range as given in the item listing (either 30’
or 90’).
However, each time it is used, there is a 1 in 6 chance that instead
of letting its wearer read minds, it will broadcast its all of its wearer’s
thoughts out loud for the next ten minutes.
Mirror of Life Trapping: If the owner of this mirror presents it
to a creature of human size or smaller and activates it, the creature
must make a saving throw vs. spells or be sucked into the mirror,
complete with everything they are wearing and carrying.
The mirror can hold up to 20 creatures, who exist in a state of
suspended animation while in the mirror, not needing food, drink
or air and completely unable to take any actions.
Anyone looking into the mirror can see the reflections of the faces
of all those trapped inside, and can wake any of them up temporarily to talk with them. No special communication powers
are granted, so the viewer and victim need to share a common
language to talk in.

1 = the user gets a +2 bonus to armour
		 class and saving throws for the
		 next ten minutes.
2 = the user is healed 2d6+2 points
		 of damage.
3 = the user must make a saving throw
		 vs poison or die.
4 = the user takes 2d6 points of acid
		damage.
5 = the user is cured of all burn
		 damage, whether magical or
		normal.
6 = the user’s skin turns bright orange
		 for the next 1d4 months.
Pouch of Security: If this large sack is stolen, it will shout “help!
I am being stolen!” in common repeatedly for the next hour. The
sack’s owner can command it to be quiet before the end of the
duration.
Quill of Copying (s): When supplied with 1,000gp worth of rare
inks, any spell user can command this quill to copy a spell scroll
containing one or more spells of a type that they can cast onto a
blank parchment.

If the mirror is broken, all the creatures inside are instantly freed.
However, the only way to free a single creature without breaking
the mirror is to use a Wish spell.
There is a 75% chance that the spells will be copied correctly, creating two identical spell scrolls, and a 25% chance that the quill will
Muzzle of Training: This muzzle will automatically reshape and burst, becoming useless and depositing its ink over both parchresize itself to fit any creature with a mouth. When put on a crea- ments (both ruining the original and failing to make a copy).
ture and locked with a command word, the creature is magically
prevented from biting, talking and casting spells; but it can still Rope of Climbing: On command, this 50’ rope will wriggle along
eat, drink and breathe normally.
the ground like a snake, and even up walls and on ceilings. It can
fasten itself onto any solid protrusion on a surface that it is climbThe owner of the muzzle can unlock it with a second command ing up, and will support up to 1,000lb of weight.
word, but otherwise it is locked with the equivalent of a Wizard
Lock cast by a 15th level caster.
A second command will cause the rope to loosen itself and re-coil.
Nail, Finger: This appears to be a nail of pointing if checked with
an Analyse spell. However, when someone tries to use it as such it
will disappear. The next time that person tries to be unnoticed (by
disguise, invisibility or hiding), an illusion of a large glowing hand
will appear above their head pointing them out.

Scarab of Protection: This charm has 2d6 charges. Each time a
curse is placed on the wearer, it will immediately target the wearer
with a Remove Curse as if by a 36th level caster. Each Remove Curse
uses up one charge.
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Additionally, it will block any Finger of Death or Obliterate spell
(the reverse of the Raise Dead and Raise Dead Fully spells) cast at
the wearer; and this also uses up one charge.
When the scarab has run out of charges, it crumbles to dust.
Slate of Identification (s): This 3’ square framed sheet of slate is
used to identify magic items.

Although these wheels will keep the vehicle above water, they do
not affect whatever animal or animals are pulling the vehicle.
Wheel, Square: This wheel is the size of a wagon or cart wheel, but
is square rather than round.
It cannot be used on normal terrain, but when fitted to a wagon
or cart it will allow the cart to travel over desert or mountain as if
being pulled along a road.

The slate has ten charges per day, and is used by placing it on a horizontal surface and then placing a magic item on it. When activated,
the slate will identify the magic item (if it has enough charges left Magic armour and shields will have a numerical bonus from +1
to do so) and chalk writing will appear on the slate indicating type to +5. This bonus applies to the wearer’s armour class when the
of magic item and what command words it has (if any).
armour or shield is worn.

Armour & Shields

If asked to identify an artefact, the slate will shatter.
However, the slate is incapable of identifying cursed items, even
those that fail to fool an Analyse spell (such as a potion of poison).
If it is asked to identify a cursed item, the slate will identify it as
being a random type of similar but useful item.
The number of charges needed to identify different types of item are:
potion =
scroll =
ammunition =
wand =
staff =
weapon =
armour or shield =
ring or rod =
wondrous item =

2 charges
3 charges
3 charges
4 charges
5 charges
6 charges
7 charges
8 charges
9 charges

In the case of shields, this bonus applies only towards attacks that
the shield normally gives an armour class bonus towards (based
on the wearer’s proficiency level with the shield). It does not apply
to attack rolls or damage done by the shield, although the shield
will still count as a magical weapon for purposes of whether it can
damage certain creatures.
Like other armour class bonuses, the bonus is subtracted from the
armour class of the wearer, not added to it.
The magical bonuses of armour and shields stack with each other
if both are used.
Some magical armour or shields also have additional powers beyond
a simple bonus to armour class. If these powers require activation
in combat, then the wearer must take an activate magic item action.

Stone of Earth Elementals: Once per day, this stone can be buried
in the earth and used to cast a Conjure Elemental spell except that
it will only conjure a 12 hit dice earth elemental. Conjuring the
elemental takes 10 minutes.

When found, a piece of magical armour or a magical shield may
be cursed. The chance of the item being cursed is 10%. If an item
is cursed, this will be revealed by an Analyse spell.
A cursed set of armour or cursed shield will add its bonus to the
wearer’s armour class rather than subtracting it – i.e. it will make
the wearer’s armour class worse. Additionally, the extra property
of cursed armour will not function.

Talisman of Travel (e, M, Dr): This talisman allows the wearer
to cast either a Conjure Elemental or Summon Elemental spell in The wearer of cursed armour or a cursed shield is compelled to
reverse. Instead of the spell summoning an elemental to the caster, always use the item in a combat situation, even though they may
the reversed spell will transport the caster to the elemental plane know that other armour would be better for them. Similarly, if the
cursed item is taken away from them they are compelled to do their
of their choice.
best to retrieve the item – even being prepared to kill friends if the
While the caster continues to wear the talisman, they are protected friends are withholding it.
from environmental damage on the elemental plane, such as chokA Remove Curse spell will break the compulsion, although if the
ing or burning, and can breathe normally.
character wears or uses the item again then the curse will return.
Wheel of Floating: When put on a cart or wagon, this wheel will allow the cart to be pulled on the surface of water rather than sinking. If the Remove Curse spell is cast by a caster of 26th level or higher,
it will remove the curse from the item completely, causing it to act
A single wheel of floating will hold up a vehicle of up to 1,000lb as normal magical suit or armour or shield.
in weight, with every additional wheel of floating adding 500lb
Absorption: If the wearer of this item or shield is struck by an Ento that weight.
ergy Drain, the item will absorb it. The wearer will still take normal
physical damage (if any) from the attack, but will not lose any levels.
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Table 19–11b: Armour or Shield Type
D100
01–13

Armour or Shield
Leather armour

14–22

Scale mail

23–38

Chain mail

39–50

Banded mail

51–64

Plate mail

65–72

Suit armour

73–00

Shield

Gaseous Form: Once per day, the wearer of this armour or shield
may activate it in order to turn into gaseous form for up to one
hour, including all their equipment and carried items. The wearer
keeps control of their body, and can move through any non-airtight
barrier.
While in gaseous form, the wearer cannot attack, but has an armour
class of –2 and can only be hit by magical weapons.
Haste: Once per day, the wearer of this armour or shield may activate it and it will cast a Haste spell on them that lasts for 10 minutes.
Reflection: If any Light or Continual Light spell (or their reverse)
is cast at the wearer of this armour or shield, the spell is reflected
back to the caster.

Table 19–11b: Armour and Shields
D100
01–54

Armour or Shield
+1

Cost
3,000gp

55–56

+1 of shocking

10,000gp

57–74

+2

12,000gp

75

+1 of reflection

13,000gp

76–78

+1 of curing

15,000gp

79

+2 of gaseous form

19,000gp

80–81

+2 of curing

24,000gp

82–89

+3

27,000gp

90–91

+3 of absorption

29,000gp

92

+3 of remove curse

34,000gp

93–96

+4

48,000gp

97

+4 of flying

55,000gp

98

+4 of haste

55,000gp

99

+5

75,000gp

100

+5 of ethereality

89,000gp

Additionally, the wearer of this armour or shield may use it as if
it were a mirror in order to either attempt to reflect the gaze of
a creature with a gaze attack (such as a basilisk) or to fight such
a creature without meeting its gaze (in which case the normal –2
penalty for fighting while using a mirror does not apply).
Remove Curse: This armour or shield will never be cursed when
found. Additionally, it has three charges, and can be activated to
expend a charge in order to cast a Remove Curse on the wearer as
if from a 36th level caster.
Shocking: The wearer of this armour or shield can activate it, causing it to charge with energy. The next creature to attack the wearer
in melee will be hit for 6d6 lightning damage, unless it can make
a saving throw vs. spells to take half damage.

Each time this item absorbs an Energy Drain, it loses one point of
magical “plus” (i.e. after absorbing one Energy Drain the item will
only have a +2 bonus; after absorbing a second it will only have
a +1 bonus).
When the item has absorbed three energy drains it will crumble
to dust.

If the creature striking the wearer is using a melee weapon rather
than striking with natural weaponry then it gets a +4 bonus to the
saving throw.
The armour can be activated and de-activated as often as the wearer
desires, but can only release its charge once per day. Once the
charge has been released, the armour deactivates and cannot be
re-activated until the following day.

Weapons & Ammunition

Curing: Once per day, the wearer of this armour or shield may Magic weapons and ammunition will have a numerical bonus
activate it in order to heal half of the damage that they have cur- from +1 to +5. This bonus applies both to the wearer’s to-hit roll
rently taken.
when using the weapon or ammunition and to the damage done
by the weapon.
Ethereality: Once per day, the wearer of this armour or shield can
activate it in order to move from the prime plane to the ethereal The magical bonuses of missile weapons and their ammunition
plane.
stack with each other if both are used.
Additionally, once per day the wearer of this armour or shield can
activate it in order to move from the ethereal plane to the prime
plane.

Some magical weapons or ammunition also have additional powers beyond a simple bonus to attack and damage. If these powers
require activation in combat, then the wearer must take an activate
magic item action.

Flying: Once per day, the wearer of this armour or shield may
activate it, and it will cast a Fly spell on them that lasts for 2 hours. When a magical weapon or some magical ammunition is found,
roll on the relevant Table 19–12 in order to see exactly what type
of weapon or ammunition it is, and then in order to find out
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Table 19–12a: Missile Weapons & Ammunition Type

Table 19–12c: Miscellaneous Weapon Type

D100
01–30

Type
Arrows

D100
01–09

Type
Axe, battle

31–48

Bullets

10–15

Axe, hand

49–59

Quarrels

16–17

Axe, hand (returning)

60–70

Sling stones

18–20

Blackjack

71–72

Blowgun

21–22

Bolas

73–79

Bow, long

23

Bolas (returning)

80–83

Bow, short

24–28

Club

84–85

Crossbow, heavy

29–40

Dagger

86–87

Crossbow, light

41–43

Dagger (returning)

88–91

Pistol

44–45

Halberd

92–94

Smoothbore

46–55

Hammer, war

95–00

Sling

56–58

Hammer, war (returning)

59–61

Javelin

Table 19–12b: Sword Type
D100
01–65

Type
Normal sword

66–84

Short sword

85–92

Two-handed sword

93–00

Bastard sword

what magical bonuses or other properties it has, either roll on
Table 19–13a if it is ammunition or roll on Table 19–13b if it is
a weapon (including a missile weapon).
When found, a magical weapon (but not magical ammunition)
may be cursed. The chance of the weapon being cursed is 10%. If
an item is cursed, this will be revealed by an Analyse spell.
A cursed weapon will subtract its bonus from the wearer’s to-hit and
damage rolls rather than adding it – i.e. It will make the wearer’s
to-hit and damage worse. Additionally, the extra property of a
cursed weapon will not function.
The wielder of a cursed weapon is compelled to always use the
item in a combat situation, even though they may know that other
weapons would be better for them.

62

Javelin (returning)

63–66

Lance

67–78

Mace

79–80

Net

81

Net (returning)

82–84

Poleaxe

85–94

Spear

95–97

Spear (returning)

98–00

Whip

Magical ammunition can only be used for a single shot, and is then
broken, bent or otherwise useless. However, such ammunition is
normally found in groups rather than as single items. Table 19–13a
shows the number of pieces of ammunition that are found together.
The cost given for magical ammunition is based on the maximum
number found, and should be reduced accordingly for fewer pieces.
Some of the thrown weapons on Table 19–12c are listed as (returning). These weapons will magically return to their owner’s hand
after being thrown.

In the case of a bolas or net, if the weapon successfully entangles an
opponent it will not return to its owner until after the opponent
Similarly, if the cursed item is taken away from them they are com- has freed themselves.
pelled to do their best to retrieve the item – even being prepared
Biting: When a piece ammunition of biting hits an opponent, it
to kill friends if the friends are withholding it.
turns into a snake which bites the target. In addition to the normal
A Remove Curse spell will break the compulsion, although if the damage done by the attack, the target must also make a saving
character wears or uses the item again then the curse will return.
throw vs. poison or die.
If the Remove Curse spell is cast by a caster of 26th level or higher,
it will remove the curse from the item completely, causing it to act
as a normal magical weapon.
Some weapons have a bonus that varies depending on the type of
creature that is being attacked.

Disarming: When this ammunition hits a target that is wielding an
item in their hand, the target must make a saving throw vs. spells
or drop the item. If the target is holding an item in either hand,
their primary hand will be the one affected.
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Table 19–13a: Ammunition

Table 19–13b Weapons

D100
01–54

Ammunition
+1 (2d10 pieces)

Cost
2,000gp

D100
01–54

Weapon
+1

Cost
2,000gp

55

+1 of disarming (2d10 pieces)

4,000gp

55–56

+1 of light

4,300gp

56–58

Of speaking (2d10 pieces)

6,000gp

57–59

+1 of watching

7,000gp

59–60

Of seeking (2d10 pieces)

8,000gp

60–61

+1, +3 vs. undead

8,000gp

61–78

+2 (2d6 pieces)

8,000gp

62–63

+1, +3 vs. animals

8,000gp

79–80

+2 of screaming (2d6 pieces)

9,200gp

64–65

+1, +3 vs. lycanthropes

8,000gp

81

+2 of dispelling (2d6 pieces)

12,000gp

66–77

+2

8,000gp

82–89

+3 (2d4 pieces)

18,000gp

78

+1 of finding

9,000gp

90–91

+3 of sinking (2d4 pieces)

20,000gp

79

+2 of silence

10,000gp

92

+3 of biting (2d4 pieces)

20,000gp

80–81

+2 of flaming

18,000gp

93–96

+4 (1d4 pieces)

32,000gp

82–83

+2, +4 vs. undead

18,000gp

97

+4 of stunning (1d4 pieces)

33,000gp

84

+2, +4 vs. giants

18,000gp

98

+4 of teleporting (1d4 pieces)

34,000gp

85–89

+3

18,000gp

99

+5 (1 piece)

50,000gp

90

+3 of hiding

23,000gp

100

+5 of slaying (1 piece)

51,000gp

91–92

+3 of speed

25,000gp

93

+3, +5 vs. dragons

32,000gp

94–96

+4

32,000gp

97

+4 of flying

37,000gp

98

+4 of slowing

39,000gp

99

+5

50,000gp

100

+5 of slicing

64,000gp

Dispelling: When this ammunition hits a target, it immediately
casts a Dispel Magic effect centred on the target as if cast by a 15th
level caster.
Finding: Once per day, the wielder of this weapon may activate it
to cast a Locate Object spell.
Flaming: The wielder of this weapon can activate it at will and it
will burst into flames that burn without fuel until the weapon is
deactivated again.
The flaming weapon has an additional +2 bonus against trolls and
against feathered creatures; and an additional +3 bonus against
creatures made of wood or undead. If a creature comes under more
than one of these categories, these bonuses do not stack.
Flying: If a melee weapon has this power, once per day it will attack by itself. The weapon must be wielded in combat for at least
one round, then its wielder can let go of it and it will continue to
attack the same opponent for three rounds, as if its wielder were
still wielding it. After three rounds (or when its wielder commands,
whichever is sooner) the weapon will return to its wielder’s hand.

again, but the touch of any other creature (whether intelligent or
not) will.
Light: Once per day, this weapon can be activated to cast a Light
spell lasting 1 hour.
Screaming: When this ammunition is fired, whether it hits or
misses its target, it will emit a piercing shriek causing all opponents
within 30’ of its path to make a saving throw vs. spells or retreat
in fear for 1d8 rounds.
Seeking: This ammunition will not hit a living creature. However,
it will unerringly hit whatever object (a button, a lever, a trip-wire,
etc.) it is fired at.

If a missile weapon has this power, then it never needs reloading If fired at an object held by a creature, treat the ammunition as
and never runs out of ammunition. Whenever it is fired, it will being +1 ammunition of disarming.
create its own ammunition (and red powder if it is a gun). However, the wielder may still choose to load the weapon with magical Silence: Once per day, this weapon can be activated to cast a
ammunition if they prefer.
Silence 15’ Radius spell.
Hiding: Once per day, this weapon can be activated to cast an
Invisibility spell on its wielder.

Sinking: This ammunition causes 1d10+10 structure points of
damage to any ship or wooden structure that it hits.

Additionally, three times per day, the weapon can be activated to
cast an Invisibility spell on itself. If the weapon turns itself invisible
while being carried, the touch of its wielder will not turn it visible

Slaying: Whatever is hit by this ammunition is affected as if hit
by a Disintegrate spell.
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Slicing: This property can only be found on edged melee weapons
such as swords, axes or pole arms.

Speed: Once per day, this weapon can be activated in order to cast
a Haste spell that affects only its wielder.

Whenever a living creature (not a construct or undead) is hit by Stunning: Any creature hit by this ammunition must make a saving
the wielder of this weapon’s player rolling a natural 19 or 20, it throw vs. spells or be stunned for 1d6 rounds.
must make a saving throw vs. death or have its head cut off. This
will normally kill the creature, unless it is a hydra or other multi- A stunned opponent cannot attack or cast spells and can only move
at 1/3 normal speed. Stunned opponents also have a +2 penalty to
headed creature.
armour class and a –2 penalty to all saving throws.
If the creature makes its saving throw, it still takes triple damage
Teleporting: Any creature hit by this ammunition must make a
from the attack.
saving throw vs. spells or be teleported 1d100 miles in a random
Slowing: Once per day, after hitting a creature with this weapon, direction. The target will always land safely after the teleport.
the wielder may activate it (this doesn’t take an action) in order
to affect the creature as if hit by a Slow spell (the reverse of the Watching: Once per day, the wielder of this weapon can comHaste spell). The creature may make a saving throw vs. spells to mand it to watch for a particular type of creature. The weapon will
continue to watch for that type of creature until commanded to
avoid the effect.
watch for a different type.
Speaking: This ammunition may be given any message of twenty
words or less, and then given a target which may be any location If any creature of the specified type comes within 60’ of the weapon,
it will glow softly and vibrate to alert its wielder.
or object (but not a creature) within ten miles.
When fired, the ammunition will automatically hit the object or
land on the floor in the location, and then speak its message out
loud twice.

The wielder must name a race or type of monster, not the name of
a specific individual.
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rtifacts are powerful magical items that only immortals can
create. Unlike normal magic items, which come in fairly
standard types, artifacts are all unique.

Immortals create artifacts by using the Create Artifact spell. This
spell enables them to put part of their life force into an object and
make it into an artifact level magical item.
While this is much more expensive for the immortal doing the creating than simply using the Create Mundane Object spell to create a
normal magic item, artifacts are much more powerful than normal
magic items. In fact artifacts are so powerful that they cannot be
safely used by mortals. Their power is simply too great for mortals
to be able to control.
This danger doesn’t stop mortals from actually using them, of course.

Finding an Artifact

Given the rare and unique nature of artifacts, they do not appear
in the standard treasure tables. Basically, if the Game Master wants
the party to find an artifact, the Game Master first needs to spend
time using the rules in this chapter designing the artifact, and then
decide where it will be found.

When designing it, the Game Master should have an idea of who
created it and why they did. Creating an artifact is a significant
thing to do, and not something that most immortals would do
on a whim.
On the other hand; once created, artifacts hang around for a long
time. An artifact that might have been created and specially placed
for a mortal to find may have been found and used by that mortal.
And then it might have been lost, or stolen, or otherwise changed
hands many times.
While immortals often try to keep track of artifacts that they have
made, they can’t be everywhere at once; and artifacts do sometimes
end up being simply lost or end up sitting in a dragon’s hoard for
centuries on end.
Unless the immortal happens to be watching via a Detect Immortal
Power spell when an artifact gets used (and gets lucky), they may
never find it again.
From the point of view of player characters; unexpectedly finding
an artifact is a mixed blessing. Notwithstanding the inherent danger
involved in using such a powerful item, the characters can never
be sure that the find was truly accidental.
Was the artifact genuinely lost, or was it put there specifically for
them to find as part of some immortal’s plot? or worse – was it put
there specifically for someone else to find as part of some immortal’s
plot, and now they’re getting in the way?

Using an Artifact

An artifact will normally have a basic form. That form might be
that of a weapon, shield or armour, in which case the artifact will

probably have magical plusses when used in combat. Alternately
it might be shaped like any other object.
Regardless of its form, an artifact can be detected with a Detect
Magic spell and identified with an Analyse spell. However, an Analyse
spell will only describe the powers of an artifact, not its handicaps
and penalties. The handicaps and penalties of the artifact must be
found out by trial and error.
Once an artifact has been identified, any character can use it unless it is in the shape of armour or a weapon or shield that the
character can’t use.
Each artifact has a power reserve just like an immortal, and this
power reserve is the source of power points that fuel the artifact’s
powers.
The wielder of the artifact can activate any of its powers by taking an
activate magic item action; and if the artifact has enough remaining
power points then the power will function.
An artifact’s power reserve refreshes each morning.
Any powers of an artifact that duplicate spell effects work as if cast
by a 40th level mortal caster; and artifacts can affect immortals.
An immortal hit by a weapon shaped artifact takes normal damage
(unless they can save vs. physical attacks) rather than minimum
damage, and an immortal hit by a spell cast from an artifact will
be affected normally as if the spell had been cast by another immortal (although they still get their anti-magic and their save vs.
spell attacks).
An artifact that has run out of power points keeps its weapon,
shield or armour bonus.

Destroying an Artifact

Artifacts are incredibly hard to destroy. They are immune to most
damage, and will very rarely be accidentally destroyed.
An artifact has an armour class of –20 and a number of hit points
equal to its power reserve. It can only be damaged by +5 weapons,
or spells of 5th level and higher; and makes saving throws as if
a 36th level fighter.
Although artifacts are not intelligent, they do have a basic selfdefence mechanism. An artifact will ignore accidental damage
and simply repair itself, but if an artifact is deliberately attacked
directly it will use whatever power points it has left to instinctively
use its offensive powers against its attacker and use its movement
powers to escape if it can.
A damaged artifact can repair itself at a cost of 1 power point per
hit point regained.
When an artifact is destroyed, the power used to create it is lost
forever. There is no way to recover it, although if the creator of the
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artifact is that upset with its loss they can always simply create a
new artifact with an identical form and powers.

Example: An artifact that is in the form of a +5 dagger will cost:

Creating an Artifact

100xp because a dagger is worth 3gp.
20,000xp because a dagger does 1d4
damage.
50,000xp because a dagger can be thrown.
500,000xp because it is a +5 weapon
= 570,100xp in total.

An immortal creates an artifact by casting the Create Artifact spell.
This will cost them experience points based on the artifact created.
There is no chance for error, and creating the artifact takes only a
single round (although making the decisions about exactly what it
should do and what it should look like can take far longer).
The amount of experience it costs to create an artifact depends on
both the physical form and the amount of power reserve that the
artifact will have.

An artifact that is a suit of chain mail +3 will cost:
100xp because chain mail is worth
40gp.
40,000xp because chain mail provides a
base armour class of 5.
300,000xp because it is +3 chain mail.
= 340,100xp in total.

Physical Form

The physical form of an artifact must be created as part of the
creation process. This form may be something relatively mundane,
like a simple wooden bowl; something ostentatious, like a golden
crown; or something practical like a sword.

An artifact that is a +4 normal shield will cost:

The basic cost for this physical form is 1 experience point per 1 gold
piece value of the form – with a minimum cost of 100xp; so in the
examples above the bowl would cost the minimum of 100xp, as
would the sword. The crown could cost anywhere from 1,000xp to
around 50,000xp depending on how big and valuable it is.

100xp because a normal shield is worth
10gp.
10,000xp because it is a shield.
400,000xp because it is a +4 shield.
= 410,100xp in total.

If the physical form is a weapon, there is an additional cost based
on its other statistics:

An artifact that is a large flawless ruby (worth 15,000gp) will cost:

◊ +10,000xp per two points of weapon damage done by the form
using basic weapon expertise.
◊ +30,000xp if the form a missile weapon.
◊ +50,000xp if the form is a commonly thrown weapon.
◊ +100,000xp per magical “plus” the weapon has.
Similarly, if the physical form is a shield or a suit of armour there
is an additional cost based on its other statistics:
◊ +10,000xp per point of base armour class below 9 if the form
is armour.
◊ +10,000xp if the form is a shield
◊ +50,000xp per magical “plus” the armour or shield has.

Power Reserve

Additionally, the immortal must pay 10,000 experience points for
each point of power reserve that the artifact is intended to have.
An artifact must be given a power reserve of at least 50 points, and
can be given a power reserve of up to 750 points.

15,000xp because the ruby is worth
15,000gp.
= 15,000xp in total.
reserve. The immortal creating the artifact is free to choose these
powers from the lists in this chapter.
An artifact does not have to have as many powers as it can, in fact
it doesn’t have to have any powers at all. However, since it doesn’t
cost the creating immortal any extra experience to put more powers
in, most artifacts are created with the maximum number of powers
that their power reserve will allow.
Similarly, Table 20–1 also shows how many handicaps and penalties an artifact will have based on its power reserve. These handicaps
and penalties do not manifest when an immortal uses an artifact,
only when a mortal uses it. They are a side-effect of the mortal
using such a powerful device, and as such they are not chosen by
the immortal creating the artifact.

Handicaps and penalties are instead chosen by the Game Master.
When choosing handicaps and penalties, the Game Master should
As well as determining the number of power points that the artifact try to be fair and both try to choose those that fit the “feel” or
can spend each day on powers, the amount of power reserve an “theme” of the artifact (if there is one) and also try not to choose
artifact is given also determines how many hit points the artifact those that would render the artifact useless by completely going
will have and how many powers and drawbacks it will have.
against its purpose (again, if there is one).
Table 20–1 – artifact power levels shows the maximum number
of powers of each type that an artifact can have based on its power

Artifact Powers

There are many, many powers that an artifact can have, and these
powers are chosen by the immortal creating the artifact.
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Table 20–1: Artefact Power Levels
Power
Reserve

Maximum
Attack
Powers

Maximum
Transform
Powers

Maximum
Defence
Powers

Maximum
Misc. Powers

Number of
Handicaps

Handicap
Duration

Number of
Penalties

50–100

2

2

3

1

1

30 days

1

101–250

3

2

4

2

2

60 days

3

251–500

4

3

4

3

3

120 days

5

501–750

4

5

5

4

4

240 days

8

Each power has a cost in power points which must be spent when
the artifact is used. If the artifact does not have enough power
points left to use the power, it will not function. However, even an
artifact with no power points left will still function as its basic form,
including any magical plusses that form may have as a weapon,
shield or suit of armour.

to make a saving throw vs. death in order to escape. The power to
make these hugs lasts for 10 minutes.

The possible artifact powers are listed in Table 20–2 to Table 20–5.

Blasting: When this artifact is activated, it produces a cone of
sound 60’ long and 20’ wide at the end. All within the blast
take 2d6 damage and must make a saving throw vs. spells or be
deafened for 10 minutes. Building and ships in the area take 1d8
damage.

Most of these powers are simply duplications of mortal level spells,
and are cast as if by 40th level mortal spell casters (with the exception that immortals’ immunity to mortal level magic does not work
against them). However, some of them are unique powers – and
those powers are explained below.

Blend with Surroundings: When activated, the wielder will blend
with their surroundings, making them completely undetectable except via touch or via magical means. The wielder can move around
while blended and stay hidden, but if they attack or cast a spell
they will become temporarily visible for the round.

Ability Score Bonus: When activated, one or more of the wielder’s
randomly determined ability scores become 18, with all attendant
bonuses, for a period of one hour.

Bug Repellent: When activated, any normal or giant bug (an insect,
spider, scorpion, centipede, or other arthropod) will completely
ignore the wielder unless magically controlled.

Acid Breath: When activated, the wielder breathes an acid breath If the bugs are magically controlled to attack the wielder, the wielder
weapon 30’ long and 5’ across which does damage equal to one gets a +4 bonus to any saving throws against the controlling effect
half of the wielder’s current hit points (to a maximum of 70 dam- that allow the damage done by the insects to be reduced.
age). Creatures hit may make a saving throw vs. breath weapon to
take half damage.
The protection lasts for 8 hours.
Anti-magic: When activated, the wielder gains anti-magic at the
noted percentage for one hour. See Chapter 18 – Monsters for
a full description of how anti-magic works.

Buoyancy: When activated, the artifact, wielder, and anything the
wielder holds will float on any liquid providing they do not weigh
more than the given weight.

Anti-magic Ray: When activated, the artifact projects an anti- The wielder is not given any special power to move across the
magic ray identical to that of a floating horror. The ray lasts until the surface of the liquid.
wielder stops concentrating or for 10 minutes, whichever is sooner.
The buoyancy lasts for 4 hours.
Armour Class Bonus: When activated, the wielder gains the given
bonus to their armour class for 1 hour.
Burrowing: When activated, the wielder gains the ability to burrow through loose sand or earth at 60’ per round, or through hard
Attack Roll Bonus: When activated, the wielder gains the given packed earth at 30’ per round, or through solid rock at 10’ per
bonus to all attack rolls for 10 minutes.
round for the next hour. The wielder cannot burrow through metal,
and the tunnel they leave closes after an hour.
Automatic Healing: When activated, the artifact produces a Cureall spell on either its wielder or a creature that the wielder touches. Calm: When activated, this artifact produces a wave of calmness
If the wielder’s hit points reach 0 and the artifact has enough power that soothes the tensions of up to 40 hit dice of creatures withleft, it will automatically activate itself.
in 120’. Creatures subjected to the calming effect must make an
immediate reaction roll, with a +4 bonus.
Bearhug: When activated, the artifact gives the user the power to
make an attack with either arm (the user must be unarmed) that Change Odours: When activated, this artifact will change the
does no damage. However, if both attacks hit, the wielder can odours and smells in an area of 30’x30’x30’.
squeeze the target for 2d6 damage per round until the target is able
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Table 20–2a: Attack Powers (direct Physical)

Table 20–2b: Attack Powers (direct Mental)

Power

Cost (pp)

Power

Cost (pp)

Cause Light Wounds

10

Cause Fear

10

Magic Missile

15

Sleep

15

Flaming*

20

Charm Person

20

Cause Disease

25

Confusion

25

Cause Serious Wounds

30

Charm Monster

30

Extinguishing*

30

Calm*

30

Cause Critical Wounds

35

Control Plants*

35

Bearhug*

35

Feeblemind

40

Poison

40

Charm Plant

45

Dispel Evil

40

Geas

50

Electricity*

40

Control Animals*

60

Cloudkill

45

Control Lesser Undead*

70

Ice Storm

45

Mass Charm

75

Death Spell

50

Open Mind

80

Finger of Death

50

Control Giants*

85

Poison Gas Breath*

50

Control Greater Undead*

90

Slicing*

50

Control Dragons*

95

Fireball

55

Control Humans*

100

Fire Breath*

60

*see description in this chapter
answer, taking into account the likely results of those actions over
the next 10 minutes.

Ice Breath*

60

Lightning Bolt

60

Acid Breath*

65

Delayed Blast Fireball

65

Explosive Cloud

75

Disintegrate

80

Power Word Kill

85

Obliterate

90

Meteor Swarm

100

*see description in this chapter

The artifact will not communicate anything beyond the simple
choice, and will use no criteria other than the one given by the
wielder. It can see no further into the future.
Climb Walls: When activated, the wielder gains the climb walls
ability of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability lasts
for 2 hours.
Communication, Greater: When activated, the wielder of the
artifact may concentrate on any living or undead creature, regardless of distance.

Poisonous vapours in the area will have their scent masked but will
still be effective. The odours will fade in 1d6 x 10 minutes indoors,
The target is made aware of the wielder’s desire to communicate,
or 1d6 rounds outdoors.
and – if willing – may accept contact and may converse telepathiChange Tastes: When activated, this artifact will change the taste cally with the wielder of the artifact for 10 minutes.
of any quantity of food or liquid within 20’. Poisonous foods or
If the target is not willing to communicate, the wielder may not try
liquids will have their taste masked but will still be effective.
to contact the same target until 24 hours have passed.
The change is permanent.
Communication, Lesser: As communication, greater except that
Choose Best Option: When activated, the wielder can think of the only creature that can be contacted is the immortal who made
two possibilities of action and ask the artifact which is the “best” the artifact.
of those two.
Container: This power may not be given to the same artifact as
The criteria for “best” is up to the wielder, and can be “fastest” or the life trapping or shelter powers.
“least dangerous” or “likely to gain me the most money” or any
other criteria the wielder decides on. The artifact will reveal the When activated, the artifact can store non-living items that are
not artifacts and are not being touched by any living being. Any
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Table 20–2c: Attack Powers (trapping)

Table 20–2d: Attack Powers (bonuses)

Power
Web

Cost (pp)
10

Power
Bless

Cost (pp)
10

Hold Animal

15

Weapon Damage Bonus +2*

15

Hold Person

20

Attack Roll Bonus +2*

20

Slow

25

Turn Undead Bonus +2*

20

Hold Monster

35

Leap 30’ (+2 Bonus)*

25

Turn Wood

45

Weapon Damage Bonus +3*

25

Flesh to Stone

50

Weapon Strength Bonus +1*

25

Power Word Stun

60

Attack Roll Bonus +3*

30

Dance

75

Spell Damage Bonus +1*

30

Power Word Blind

85

Striking

30

Life Trapping*

100

Weapon Damage Bonus +4*

35

Maze

100

Attack Roll Bonus +4*

40

Immortal Life Trapping*

500

Turn Undead Bonus +4*

40

Weapon Strength Bonus +2*

40

Weapon Damage Bonus +5*

45

Attack Roll Bonus +5*

50

Leap 60’ (+2 Bonus)*

50

Spell Damage Bonus +2*

55

Weapon Strength Bonus +3*

55

Attack Roll Bonus +6*

60

Weapon Damage Double*

70

Weapon Strength Bonus +4*

70

Leap 90’ (+6 Bonus)*

75

Spell Damage Bonus +3*

80

*see description in this chapter
combination of items up to the given weight may be stored inside
the artifact by touching the artifact to them and giving a command
word. A second word will bring an item back out of the artifact
into the wielder’s hand.
This power lasts for six hours when activated, and at the end of
that time the wielder has the choice of either activating the power
again or allowing all the objects currently being stored to re-appear.
Control Animals: When activated, this affects the wielder as if
they had drunk a potion of animal control, except that the duration is 3 hours.
Control Dragons: When activated, this affects the wielder as if
they had drunk a potion of dragon control of a type of the wielder’s
choosing, except that the duration is 3 hours.
Control Giants: When activated, this affects the wielder as if they
had drunk a potion of giant control of a type of the wielder’s choosing, except that the duration is 3 hours.
Control Greater Undead: When activated, this affects the wielder
as if they had drunk a potion of undead control, except that the
duration is 3 hours.
Control Humans: When activated, this affects the wielder as if they
had drunk a potion of human control, except that the duration
is 3 hours and up to 40hd of humans can be controlled, as long as
no individual is over 7hd.
Control Lesser Undead: When activated, this affects the wielder
as if they had drunk a potion of undead control, except that the
duration is 3 hours and up to 40hd of undead can be controlled.
Control Plants: When activated, this affects the wielder as if they
had drunk a potion of plant control, except that the duration is 3
hours.

Smash Attack*

85

Weapon Strength Bonus +5*

85

Weapon Damage Triple*

90

Spell Damage Bonus +4*

100

*see description in this chapter
Create Magical Aura: When activated, the artifact will bestow a
magical aura on one object or one area of up to 40’x40’x40’. The
aura will cause the object or area to show up on Detect Magic spells
for the next 30 minutes.
Create Normal Objects: When activated, the artifact will create
a non-magical object with a maximum weight of 100lb and a
maximum value of 500gp. The object can be any mundane item
that the wielder desires, and will last for 24 hours before vanishing.
Defending: When activated, the wielder of this artifact can apply
its magical bonus to either to-hit rolls and damage or armour class
for the next hour. The wielder can move the bonuses back and forth
each round during the statement of intent phase.
This power only can only be given to artifacts if their form is that
of a weapon with a magical bonus.
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Table 20–2e: Attack Powers (other)

Table 20–3a: Transform Powers (creations & Summonings)

Power
Blight

Cost (pp)
10

Power
Produce Fire

Cost (pp)
15

Darkness

15

Create Water

20

Light

20

Summon Animals

30

Set Normal Trap 50%*

20

Create Food

35

Turn Undead (6th Level)*

20

Create Normal Animals

40

Curse

25

Create Normal Monsters

45

Disarm Attack*

25

Animate Dead

50

Continual Darkness

30

Animate Objects

50

Pick Pockets 50%*

30

Sword

70

Draining (1 Level)*

35

Create Normal Objects*

75

Set Normal Trap 70%*

40

Clone

80

Silence 15’ Radius

40

Create Magical Monsters

90

Polymorph Other

45

Create Any Monster

100

Turn Undead (12th Level)*

45

Babble

50

Flying*

50

Dispel Magic

55

Pick Pockets 75%*

55

Appear

60

Set Normal Trap 90%*

65

Draining (2 Levels)*

70

Turn Undead (24th Level)*

70

Polymorph Any Object

75

Pick Pockets 100%*

80

Anti-magic Ray*

90

Blasting*

100

De-power*

250

*see description in this chapter
Unlike a dwarf, the wielder does not have to roll. The ability is
automatically successful.
Detect Slopes: When activated, the wielder of the artifact gains
the dwarven ability to detect gently sloping stonework for the
next 6 hours.
Unlike a dwarf, the wielder does not have to roll. The ability is
automatically successful.
Disarm Attack: When activated, the wielder of this artifact gains
the ability to make disarm attacks with whatever weapon they are
using. See Chapter 6 – Weapon Feats for details of disarm attacks.
Dodge Any Missiles: When activated, the artifact grants the wielder the power to dodge missiles for the next 10 minutes.

*see description in this chapter
De-power: This power can only be placed on an item if at least
five immortals of 31st level or higher create the artifact together.
Similarly, it can only be activated if at least five immortals of 31st
level or higher all activate it at once.
When activated, the artifact can be held against an immortal and
that immortal will be drained of 1,000,000 experience points per
round with no saving throw allowed. If the target runs out of
experience points, they die.
Artifacts with the de-power ability are incredibly rare, and are
usually used to punish immortals who have severely broken the
social rules of immortal society by openly meddling on the prime
plane or murdering other immortals or a similarly heinous crime.

Any missiles can be dodged, including missile weapons, thrown
weapons, siege missiles and even Magic Missile spells.
To dodge missiles, the wielder must take a use non-activatable
item action, and may then dodge up to 6 missile attacks during
the round by making a saving throw vs. wands against each one.
Dodge Directional Attacks: When activated, the artifact grants
the wielder the power to dodge missiles, rays, breath attacks and
other cone-shaped attacks for the next 10 minutes.
To dodge attacks, the wielder must take a use non-activatable item
action, and may then dodge up a single attack during the round
by making a saving throw vs. wands against it.

Detect New Construction: When activated, the wielder of the This saving throw is in addition to any normal saving throw that
artifact gains the dwarven ability to detect newly constructed stone- the wielder might get against the attack.
work and traps and secret doors that involve moving blocks of stone
for the next 6 hours.
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Table 20–3b: Transform Powers (static Changes)

Table 20–3c: Transform Powers (dynamic Changes)

Power
Purify Food and Water

Cost (pp)
10

Power
Open Locks 60%*

Cost (pp)
10

Repair Normal Objects*

10

Warp Wood

15

Change Odours*

10

Growth of Animal

20

Change Tastes*

10

Knock

20

Hold Portal

20

Growth of Plants

25

Remove Traps 50%*

30

Heat Metal

25

Wizard Lock

30

Open Locks 70%*

25

Create Magical Aura*

35

Shrink Plants

25

Magic Door

40

Control Winds

30

Repair Temporary Magical Object*

40

Harden

30

Rulership*

50

Control Temperature 10’ Radius

35

Magic Lock

60

Dissolve

35

Remove Traps 75%*

60

Lower Water

40

Remove Barrier

70

Open Locks 80%*

40

Repair Permanent Magical Object*

70

Passwall

45

Victory*

75

Move Earth

50

Metal to Wood

80

Open Locks 90%*

55

Close Gate

85

Summon Weather

55

Permanence

90

Reverse Gravity

60

Remove Traps 100%*

90

Open Locks 100%*

70

Gate

95

Weather Control

80

Timestop

100

Open Locks 110%*

85

Spell Generation*

250

Earthquake

90

Open Locks 120%*

95

Wish

100

*see description in this chapter
Dodge Normal Missiles: When activated, the artifact grants the
wielder the power to dodge missiles for the next 10 minutes.
Only normal missiles or thrown weapons can be dodged. Siege
missiles and Magic Missile spells may not be dodged.
To dodge missiles, the wielder must take a use non-activatable
item action, and may then dodge up to 6 missile attacks during
the round by making a saving throw vs. wands against each one.
Draining: When activated, the artifact will drain the given number
of levels from any mortal target it touches.
Immortal targets are drained of 15 power points per level that
would be drained from a mortal.
Elasticity: When activated, the artifact will affect the wielder as if
the wielder has drunk a potion of elasticity except that the duration is 2 hours.
Electricity: When activated, the wielder of the artifact becomes
charged with energy. The next creature to attack the wielder in
melee will be hit for 6d6 lightning damage, unless it can make a
saving throw vs. spells to take half damage. If the creature strik-

*see description in this chapter
ing the wielder is using a melee weapon rather than striking with
natural weaponry then it gets a +4 bonus to the saving throw.
The artifact can be activated and de-activated as often as the wearer
desires providing it still has enough power points left to release a
charge, but will only actually expend power points when it releases
the charge. Once the charge has been released, the artifact deactivates and must be re-activated for the charge to be used again.
Extinguishing: When activated, this artifact will immediately
douse all non-magical fires in a 500’ radius and prevent further fires
from being lit in the area for 1 hour. It has no effect on magical fires.
If the artifact is in the form of a weapon, it does double damage
against fire-based creatures while this power is active.
Find Secret Doors: When activated, this will allow the wielder
to automatically find all secret doors that they encounter for the
next hour.
Find Traps: When activated, the wielder gains the find traps ability
of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability lasts for 2 hours.
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Table 20–4a: Defence Powers (cures)

Table 20–4b: Defence Powers (personal Bonuses)

Power
Remove Fear

Cost (pp)
10

Power
Prepare +1 Bonus Spell/level*

Cost (pp)
10

Cure Light Wounds

15

Armour Class Bonus –2*

20

Cure Blindness

20

Ability Score Bonus (1 Ability)*

20

Cure Disease

20

Prepare +2 Bonus Spells/level*

20

Free Person

25

Parry*

25

Cure Serious Wounds

25

Saving Throw Bonus +1*

25

Neutralise Poison

30

Hit Point Bonus +1*

30

Cure Critical Wounds

35

Prepare +3 Bonus Spells/level*

30

Free Monster

40

Dodge Normal Missiles*

35

Remove Geas

45

Size Control 3”–18’*

35

Stone to Flesh

50

Ability Score Bonus (2 Abilities)*

40

Raise Dead

60

Armour Class Bonus –4*

40

Remove Curse

70

Prepare +4 Bonus Spells/level*

40

Raise Dead Fully

85

Elasticity*

45

Restore

90

Dodge Any Missiles*

50

Regeneration*

95

Prepare +5 Bonus Spells/level*

50

Cureall

100

Saving Throw Bonus +4*

50

Automatic Healing*

100

Ability Score Bonus (3 Abilities)*

60

Armour Class Bonus –6*

60

Hit Point Bonus +2*

60

Prepare +6 Bonus Spells/level*

60

Dodge Directional Attacks*

65

Polymorph Self

65

Prepare +7 Bonus Spells/level*

70

*see description in this chapter
Fire Breath: When activated, the wielder breathes a fire breath
weapon 30’ long and 5’ across which does damage equal to one
half of the wielder’s current hit points (to a maximum of 70 damage). Creatures hit may make a saving throw vs. breath weapon to
take half damage.
Flaming: This power can only be given to an artifact that is in the
form of a weapon.
When activated, the artifact becomes a flaming weapon for the
next hour.
During that time, the wielder of the artifact can activate it at will
and it will burst into flames that burn without fuel until the artifact
is deactivated again.
The flaming artifact has an additional +2 bonus against trolls and
against feathered creatures; and an additional +3 bonus against
creatures made of wood or undead. If a creature comes under more
than one of these categories, these bonuses do not stack.
Flying: This power can only be given to an artifact that is in the
form of a weapon.
When activated, the artifact becomes a flying weapon for the next
hour.
During that time, the artifact must be wielded in combat for at least
one round, then its wielder can let go of it and it will continue to
attack the same opponent for three rounds, as if its wielder were

Saving Throw Bonus +6*

75

Ability Score Bonus (4 Abilities)*

80

Armour Class Bonus –8*

80

Prepare +8 Bonus Spells/level*

80

Inertia Control*

85

Hit Point Bonus +3*

90

Prepare +9 Bonus Spells/level*

90

Ability Score Bonus (all Abilities)*

100

Armour Class Bonus –10*

100

Prepare +10 Bonus Spells/level*

100

Shapechange

100

*see description in this chapter
still wielding it. After three rounds (or when its wielder commands,
whichever is sooner) the artifact will return to its wielder’s hand.
Gaseous Form: When activated, the artifact will affect the wielder
as if the wielder has drunk a potion of gaseous form.
Hear Noise: When activated, the wielder gains the hear noise
ability of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability lasts
for 2 hours.
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Table 20–4c: Defence Powers (personal Protections)

Table 20–4d: Defence Powers (misdirection)

Power
Shield

Cost (pp)
10

Power
Ventriloquism

Cost (pp)
10

Anti-magic 10%*

15

Confuse Alignment

15

Mindmask

15

Obscure

20

Reflection*

15

Mirror Image

25

Water Breathing

15

Hide in Shadows 30%*

30

Defending*

20

Massmorph

30

Invisibility

20

Hallucinatory Terrain

35

Immune to Disease*

20

Merging*

40

Invisibility 10’ Radius

25

Hide in Shadows 50%*

45

Immune to Paralysis*

30

Phantasmal Force

50

Security*

30

Hide in Shadows 70%*

60

Anti-magic 20%*

35

Projected Image

70

Immune to Poison*

40

Blend with Surroundings*

90

Immune to Aging Attacks*

50

Anti-magic 30%*

55

Mass Invisibility

60

Survival

65

Statue

70

Anti-magic 40%*

75

Immune to Energy Drain*

80

Mind Barrier

80

Immune to Magical Detection*

85

Anti-magic 50%*

95

Luck*

100

Immunity

100

Immune to Breath Weapons*

100

*see description in this chapter
the effect. Immortals may automatically avoid the effect if they
are unwilling.
Only one creature can be held in the artifact at one time. If a second
creature is trapped, this frees the first creature.
The creature trapped in the artifact can take no actions and does
not age or die. However, the victim can bring an image of their
face to the artifact’s surface and see and hear out of it.
While at the surface of the artifact, the creature can also speak.
Immune to Aging Attacks: When activated, the artifact makes
its wielder immune to aging attacks from all sources for 3 hours.

*see description in this chapter
Hide in Shadows: When activated, the wielder gains the hide in
shadows ability of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability lasts for 2 hours.
Hit Point Bonus: When activated, the artifact grants its wielder
the given bonus number of hit points per hit die for 10 minutes.
Any damage taken comes off the extra hit points first.
Ice Breath: When activated, the wielder breathes an ice breath
weapon 30’ long and 5’ across which does damage equal to one
half of the wielder’s current hit points (to a maximum of 70 damage). Creatures hit may make a saving throw vs. breath weapon to
take half damage.
Immortal Life Trapping: This power may not be given to the same
artifact as the container or shelter powers.
When activated, any single creature touched will be sucked into
the artifact along with whatever items they are wearing and carrying. Mortal creatures may make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid

Immune to Breath Weapons: When activated, the artifact makes
its wielder immune to all breath weapons for 10 minutes.
Immune to Disease: When activated, the artifact makes its wielder
immune to diseases from all sources for 3 hours.
Immune to Energy Drain: When activated, the artifact makes its
wielder immune to Energy Drain attacks from all sources for 1 hour.
Immune to Magical Detection: When activated, the artifact makes
its wielder and all the wielder’s equipment immune to any form of
magical detection except Detect Immortal Power for 1 hour.
Immune to Paralysis: When activated, the artifact makes its
wielder immune to paralysis from all sources for 1 hour.
Immune to Poison: When activated, the artifact makes its wielder
immune to poison attacks from all sources for 3 hours.
Inertia Control: When activated, artifact can make any non-living
object stop. The object will be frozen in place and cannot be moved
by any means short of a Wish spell.
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Table 20–4e: Defence Powers (barriers)

Table 20–5a: Miscellaneous Powers (aids to Normal Senses)

Power
Resist Cold

Cost (pp)
10

Power
Detect New Construction*

Cost (pp)
10

Protection from Evil

10

Read Languages

10

Resist Fire

15

Read Magic

10

Protection from Normal Missiles

20

Timekeeping*

10

Protection From Some Creatures*

20

Detect Slopes*

15

Protection from Evil 10’ Radius

25

Speak With Animals

15

Bug Repellent*

25

Infravision

20

Wall of Ice

25

Hear Noise 50%*

25

Wall of Fire

25

Speak with Dead

25

Anti-Plant Shell

30

Speak with Plants

30

Protection from Poison

30

Tracking, Lesser*

30

Wall of Stone

35

Communication, Lesser*

30

Shelter*

35

Find Secret Doors*

50

Protection from Lightning

40

Communication, Greater*

50

Anti-Animal Shell

45

Hear Noise, 90%*

50

Wall of Iron

50

Lie Detection*

50

Protection From Most Creatures*

60

Speak with Monsters

60

Barrier

70

Tracking, Greater*

70

Anti-Magic Shell

75

Hear Noise, 140%*

75

Force Field

80

X-ray Vision*

80

Protection From All Creatures*

85

Prismatic Wall

100

*see description in this chapter

*see description in this chapter
The object will remain frozen in place for 4 hours or until the
wielder of the artifact deactivates it. In either case, once the object
is no longer frozen it will continue moving on its last trajectory.
Leap: When activated, the artifact allows its wielder to make great
leaps of up to the specified distance for 10 minutes. If the wielder
leaps into combat while under the effect of this power, they gain
the stated bonus on their to-hit roll.
Lie Detection: When activated, the artifact allows the wielder to
concentrate on any one mortal creature within 120’.
While the wielder concentrates, they will be able to tell if the creature knowingly lies.
Note that the creature saying something that is accidentally incorrect because the creature is genuinely mistaken does not count as
a lie.
Once activated, this power lasts for 30 minutes, and the wielder
may stop and re-start concentrating on the same mortal creature
or a different one during that time.
Life Trapping: This power may not be given to the same artifact
as the container or shelter powers.

When activated, any single creature touched will be sucked into the
artifact along with whatever items they are wearing and carrying.
Mortal creatures may make a saving throw vs. spells to avoid the
effect. Immortals are immune to the effect even if they are willing.
Only one creature can be held in the artifact at one time. If a second
creature is trapped, this frees the first creature.
The creature trapped in the artifact can take no actions and does
not age or die. However, the victim can be contacted via ESP or
telepathy.
Luck: When activated, the wielder gains supernatural luck for 10
minutes. The player of the wielding character may choose any one
roll that they make on behalf of the wielding character within that
duration and simply place the dice on the result of their choice
rather than having to actually roll them.
Mapmaking: When activated, the artifact will reproduce an accurate map of everything within a 100’ radius. Each secret door
has a 1-in–6 chance of being drawn, although the presence of
some secret doors may be inferred by what is drawn behind them.
Merging: When activated, this artifact allows the wielder to merge
other creatures into their own body. The wielder can merge up to
seven other creatures, and both the wielder and the other creatures
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Table 20–5b: Miscellaneous Powers (additional Senses)

Table 20–5c: Miscellaneous Powers (aids to Movement)

Power
Find Traps, 50%*

Cost (pp)
10

Power
Climb Walls, 70%*

Cost (pp)
10

Predict Weather

10

Levitate

15

Detect Magic

15

Tree Movement*

15

Detect Evil

15

Climb Walls, 80%*

20

Find Traps, 60%*

20

Plant Door

20

Know Alignment

20

Climb Walls, 90%*

25

Locate Object

20

Dimension Door

25

Clairvoyance

25

Fly

25

ESP

25

Gaseous Form*

30

Find Traps, 70%*

30

Haste

30

Wizard Eye

30

Move Silently, 50%*

35

Find Traps

35

Pass Plant

35

Detect Invisible

35

Web Movement*

35

Detect Danger

40

Climb Walls, 100%*

40

Find Traps, 80%*

40

Telekinesis

40

Choose Best Option*

45

Transport Through Plants

45

Find Traps, 90%*

50

Teleport

50

Truesight

50

Climb Walls, 110%*

55

Mapmaking*

55

Move Silently, 70%*

55

Find Traps, 100%*

60

Burrowing*

60

Treasure Finding*

60

Plane Travel*

65

Find Traps, 110%*

70

Climb Walls, 120%*

70

Lore

70

Move Silently, 90%*

75

Find the Path

80

Travel

80

*see description in this chapter
must be willing. Creatures simply step “into” the wielder and disappear along with their items and equipment.
While merged with the wielder, the creatures do not take damage
if the wielder is hit, and they cannot take any actions other than
speaking. The merged creatures can step “out of ” the wielder at
any time.
Move Silently: When activated, the wielder gains the move silently
ability of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability lasts
for 2 hours.
Open Locks: When activated, the wielder gains the open locks
ability of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability lasts
for 2 hours.
Parry: When activated, the wielder gains the parry ability of a
fighter. This ability lasts for 1 hour.
Pick Pockets: When activated, the wielder gains the pick pockets
ability of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability lasts
for 2 hours.

Teleport any Object

85

Word of Recall

90

*see description in this chapter
Plane Travel: When activated, the wielder and all equipment carried (but not other creatures) moves from the plane they are on to
another adjacent plane.
Poison Gas Breath: When activated, the wielder breathes a poison
gas breath weapon 30’ long and 5’ across which does damage equal
to one half of the wielder’s current hit points (to a maximum of 70
damage). Creatures hit may make a saving throw vs. breath weapon
to take half damage.
Prepare Bonus Spells/level: When activated during the wielder’s
normal spell preparation time, the wielder can prepare a number
of extra spells as indicated of each level that the wielder can cast
for the day.
Wielders who are not spell casters gain no benefit from activating
this power.
Protection from All Creatures: When activated, the wielder of
the artifact cannot be touched by any mortal creature for 1 hour.
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Table 20–5d: Miscellaneous Powers (encumbrance Offset)
Power
Container: 500lb*

Cost (pp)
10

Floating Disc

10

Buoyancy: 1,000lb*

15

Container: 1,000lb*

20

Container: 1,500lb*

30

Buoyancy: 2,000lb*

30

Container: 2,000lb*

40

Buoyancy: 4,000lb*

45

Container: 2,500lb*

50

Container: 3,000lb*

60

Buoyancy: 8,000lb*

60

Container: 3,500lb*

70

Buoyancy: Any Weight*

75

Container: 4,000lb*

80

Container: 5,000lb*

90

Repair Normal Objects: When activated, the artifact will repair
one mundane (not magical) object weighing up to 100lb.
All parts of the object must be present for the repair to take place.
Repair Permanent Magical Object: When activated, the artifact
will repair one permanent magic object such as a magical weapon or
shield weighing up to 100lb. This power will not repair an artifact.
All parts of the object must be present for the repair to take place.
Repair Temporary Magical Object: When activated, the artifact
will repair one temporarily magic object such as a scroll or wand
weighing up to 100lb. This power will not repair an artifact.
All parts of the object must be present for the repair to take place.
Rulership: When activated and paraded through a dominion, the
artifact acts as a rod of dominion.
Saving Throw Bonus: When activated, the wielder gains the given
bonus to all saving throws for 1 hour.

*see description in this chapter
Creatures can still use missile attacks and spells against the wielder.
Protection from Most Creatures: When activated, the wielder of
the artifact cannot be touched by any mortal creature with 15 or
fewer hit dice for 1 hour.
Creatures can still use missile attacks and spells against the wielder.
Protection from Some Creatures: When activated, the wielder
of the artifact cannot be touched by any mortal creature with 5 or
fewer hit dice for 1 hour.
Creatures can still use missile attacks and spells against the wielder.
Reflection: When cast, the wielder is protected from Light spells
and gaze attacks for 1 hour. If any Light or Continual Light spell
(or their reverse) is cast at the wielder during this time, the spell is
reflected back to the caster.
Additionally, the wielder is treated as if they are holding a mirror
for the duration in order to either attempt to reflect the gaze of
a creature with a gaze attack (such as a basilisk) or to fight such
a creature without meeting its gaze (in which case the normal –2
penalty for fighting while using a mirror does not apply).

Security: When activated, this artifact will temporarily enchant up
to five objects to magically shout for help when stolen as if they
are pouches of security.
The enchantment fades after 24 hours.
Set Normal Trap: When activated, the artifact will create a trap
with a given chance of working. The trap can be one doing up
to 6d6 damage to a victim or one doing up to 3d6 damage to a
victim and entangling them.
The artifact can only form the trap out of existing materials. It
cannot create a trap out of nothing.
Shelter: This power may not be given to the same artifact as the
container or life trapping powers.
When activated, the wielder will be sucked into the artifact along
with whatever items they are wearing and carrying.
While in the artifact, the wielder can take no actions and does not
age or die; but they can rest and sleep. The wielder can bring an
image of their face to the artifact’s surface and see and hear out of
it. While at the surface of the artifact, the wielder can also speak.

Regeneration: When activated, the wielder re-gains 3 lost hit
points per round for 10 minutes (30 rounds).

The wielder can emerge from the artifact whenever they like, but
no other power can force the wielder out or force a way in.

This regeneration will not help the wielder if they die, and will not
re-grow body parts.

After 24 hours inside the artifact, the wielder must either come out
or activate this power again (which they can do from the inside).

Remove Traps: When activated, the wielder gains the remove
traps ability of a thief at the given chance of success. This ability
lasts for 2 hours.

Size Control 3”–18’: When activated, the wielder can control
their size for the next hour.
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The wielder can shrink to as small as 3” tall, as if having drunk a
potion of diminution; or grow as tall as 18’ tall, as if having drunk
a potion of growth.
Slicing: This power can only be given to an artifact that is in the
form of an edged weapon.
When activated, the artifact gains the properties of a weapon of
slicing for one hour.
Smash Attack: When activated, the wielder gains the smash attack
ability of a fighter. This ability lasts for 1 hour.
Spell Damage Bonus: When activated while the wielder is casting a spell that does damage (but not a spell-like power of an item
the wielder carries), the spell cast by the wielder will do the given
additional damage per die of damage that it does.
The wielder of the artifact does not need to take a special action to
use this power. It is used as part of the normal cast a spell action.
Spell Generation: This power automatically activates itself at the
start of any day when the creator of the artifact is unable to provide
spells to their clerics. The artifact provides the spells instead.
This means that the immortal’s clerics will continue to gain spells
while the immortal is no longer in the same celestial sphere as the
cleric, and theoretically it means that the clerics will continue to
gain spells even if the immortal dies.
Timekeeping: When activated, the artifact starts tracking time. At
any point it can be asked how long has passed since it was activated
and it will inform the user the exact duration.
The artifact can track time from up to three activations at once.
Tracking, Greater: When activated, the artifact will cause a set
of tracks less than 24 hours old to glow so that they can be easily
followed.

Treasure Finding: When activated, the wielder will be telepathically informed of the distance and direction to the largest amount
of treasure within 360’. The wielder gains no insight about the
nature of the treasure or how to get to it.
Tree Movement: When activated, the wielder will be able to swing
through trees like an ape or monkey at full speed (given normal
encumbrance penalties) for the next 2 hours.
Turn Undead: When activated, the wielder gains the turn undead
ability of a cleric of the given level. This ability lasts for 30 minutes.
Turn Undead Bonus: When activated, the wielder gains the given
bonus on rolls to turn undead for the next 10 minutes. The bonus
applies to both the initial attempt to turn and the roll for how many
hit dice of undead are affected.
If the wielder cannot turn undead, this power is of no use to them.
Victory: When activated while the wielder is in command of an
army in battle, the artifact gives the army a +25 bonus to their
roll for the battle, and prevents them from losing the battle roll by
more than 100 points.
Any loss greater than this is treated as a 100-point loss when determining casualties and post-battle tactical positioning.
Weapon Damage Bonus: When activated, the wielder does the
given amount of additional damage with any weapon they use for
the next 10 minutes. This includes unarmed attacks.
Weapon Strength Bonus: When activated, any weapon the wielder
uses for the next ten minutes is treated as if it had the given number of extra magical “plusses”, to a maximum of +5. This includes
unarmed attacks, and it does make a mundane weapon count as
magical for the purposes of what creatures it can affect.
Web Movement: When activated, the wielder may move freely
through webs of any kind without being stuck to them for the
next 2 hours.

The glow can be seen by the wielder of the artifact or by anyone
using a Detect Magic spell. There is a 10% chance every 240’ (in- The wielder is not given any special ability to walk up vertical surdoors) or half mile (outdoors) that the artifact will lose the trail. faces or walk on ceilings just because they are webbed, unless the
This chance is not affected by weather or other conditions.
wielder has the ability to walk on walls or ceilings from another
source.
The glow will last until the tracks are more than 24 hours old.
X-ray Vision: When activated, the wielder can see up to 30’
Tracking, Lesser: When activated, the artifact will cause a set of through stone or up to 60’ through wood. It cannot be used to
tracks less than 24 hours old to glow so that they can be easily see through metal.
followed. The glow can be seen by the wielder of the artifact or by
anyone using a Detect Magic spell. There is a 50% chance every 240’ To use the power, the wearer must stand still and concentrate, and
(indoors) or 10% chance every half mile (outdoors) that the artifact can view a 10’x10’ area per activation. It takes 10 minutes to scan
will lose the trail. This chance is not affected by weather or other such an area, and the power can only be activated once per hour.
conditions.
The glow will last until the tracks are more than 24 hours old.

Handicaps & Penalties

When used by mortals, all artifacts have handicaps and penalties.
These are not part of the design of the artifact, they are merely a
side-effect of a mortal trying to use such a powerful item.
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The creator of the artifact does not choose what handicaps and
penalties will be associated with an artifact. Instead they are chosen
by the Game Master.

Magic Disruption: The wielder of the artifact has a chance of any
spell they cast or any magical item they activate (except the artifact
itself ) failing. The chance could be anywhere from 10% to 80%.

The Game Master should try to be fair when assigning handicaps
and penalties to an artifact, and assign those that seem to fit its
“theme” and will not render it completely useless.

Operating Cost: The artifact may require some kind of sacrifice
(of magical items, of gems, or even a blood sacrifice) before a new
wielder can use it for the first time, or start to use it again after
having misused it.

As a general rule, the stronger the theme of an artifact, the weaker
the handicaps and penalties should be; whereas artifacts that have
no theme and are simply an item with collection of completely
unrelated powers should be given harsher handicaps and penalties.

Handicaps

A handicap is a long-term adverse effect that affects the mortal
wielder of an artifact.
The Game Master should decide when the handicap comes into
play. This can be either:
◊ When the wielder claims the artifact as their own.
◊ When the wielder first uses the artifact.
◊ When the wielder first uses the artifact in a particular manner
(e.g. First activates a particular power, or first uses it against a
particular type of opponent).
Once the handicap is active, it will remain active until a certain
time (given on Table 20–1) after the wielder has lost or given
away the artifact.

Recharge Cost: The artifact’s power reserve will not recharge on its
own. Some kind of sacrifice (magical items, gems or even a blood
sacrifice) must be made each time it is to be recharged.

Penalties

Penalties are instant adverse effects that may affect the wielder of
the artifact when they activate its powers. Unlike handicaps, they
have no long term effect on the wielder, and can be avoided simply
by avoiding activating the power or powers that trigger them.
Some penalties may be activated whenever a particular power of
the artifact is used, others may only have a chance of activation
each use – for example the percentage chance of activation could
be equal to the power point cost of the power being used.

As with handicaps, the Game Master should decide the exact nature
of penalties and when they come into play; and again it is not possible to list the endless effects that could be possible here, so only
a few examples are given:
Wounding: The wielder takes an amount of damage.

The Game Master should decide the exact nature of the handicap or
handicaps of the artifact, and it is not possible to list all possibilities
here. However, here are some suggestions:

Aging: The wielder is aged a number of years.

The fate that has befallen the wielder can only be discovered by a
Wish, and it is not possible to recover them early.

Spell Loss: The wielder loses one or more prepared spells as if they
had been cast.

Naturally, this handicap is suitable only for the most powerful
artifacts that mortals shouldn’t be messing with or for when an
artifact is used in a way completely against its purpose.

Activation Error: The power that the wielder is activating either
fails to go off or goes off on the wrong target (possibly the user
themselves).

Transform: The wielder of the artifact is transformed (either immediately or as a gradual process) into another type of creature;
perhaps a race that the creator of the artifact is a patron of, or
perhaps a race that suits the theme of the artifact particularly well.

Polymorph: The wielder is affected as if by a Polymorph Other spell.

Energy Drain: The wielder loses one or more levels.
Doom: The wielder of the artifact undergoes some kind of transformation or extra-dimensional imprisonment (leaving the artifact Ability Score Penalty: One of the wielder’s ability scores is tembehind for another to claim) until the duration is up.
porarily reduced to 3.

Saving Throw Penalty: The wielder takes a penalty to all saving
throws for a duration after activating the power.

This change cannot be dispelled, and if the wielder is polymorphed
back into their original race the change will start happening again.
Lameness: The wielder of the artifact partially loses the use of a
limb for some reason associated with the artifact. Losing the use
of an arm means that the wielder may only perform actions that
use one arm, and losing the use of a leg means that the wielder
moves at half speed.
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A

lthough the rest of the chapters of this book contain rules
for most things that may arise during the course of a game,
there may be some situations that are not covered.

This chapter contains guidelines, advice, and miscellaneous rules
for handling those situations.

Character Aging

When a campaign reaches mid levels and characters start settling
down and ruling dominions, things get a lot less hectic for the
characters. Instead of going from adventure to adventure, they
may now be spending whole seasons or even years ruling from
their castles between important events happening.
And, of course, the characters will age during that time.

either drink a potion of longevity or use a Wish spell to wish to
have their youth restored.

Creating a Setting

The Dark Dungeons rules are not tied to a particular setting. The
exact setting of the game – and in particular the towns and countries that exist and so forth – is left for the Game Master to decide.
This may seem a daunting task, but it can be done piecemeal as a
campaign is run. For example at very low levels, all that is needed
is some kind of town for the adventurers to start in and a few
adventure locations around it. It is only when the adventurers
reach a higher level and have a need or a wish to go exploring that
the Game Master needs to know what lies beyond the mountains.

However, the Dark Dungeons rules do make various assumptions
about the setting that the Game Master must bear in mind, since
although the player characters might not interact with them much
at lower levels, their presence in the world deeply affects the way
Dark dungeons does not include detailed rules for aging charac- the world works and the effects of that should be visible to the
ters. There are no modifiers to ability scores for different ages or players in the background.
anything like that.
If this is not taken into account, the sudden introduction of eleFor the most part, age is simply assumed to be something that ments such as skysailing or immortals into the campaign because
is role-played rather than something that has game mechanics the adventurers are now “ready for them” will be jarring, as such
things should have been around all the time.
attached to it.

Additionally there are some magical effects that will prematurely
age a character, or even restore youth to a character.

However, there is a limit to this. People do not live forever.
While characters are unlikely to die of old age over the course of a
normal campaign, magical aging attacks can bring people perilously
close after only a couple of hits.
Whenever a character is magically aged (or whenever a character
becomes a year older naturally), make an aging roll based on the
character’s race:
clockwork =
elf =
dwarf =
halfling =
human =
lupine =

120+2d20
750+2d100
375+1d100
190+2d20
95+2d12
70+2d12

If the result of this roll is less than the character’s new age, the
character dies of old age. These age rolls are quite high, because
they are designed for healthy and heroic adventurers. The average
peasant may well die far earlier than the ages listed here.

In particular, the following key parts of the assumed setting may
have a large influence on the feel of the campaign:
◊ Guns exist using red powder to fire.
◊ Ships equipped with sails of skysailing can fly at high speed,
connecting major cities around the world in a trade network.
◊ Immortals play an active, yet subtle, part in the world’s politics
and events.
◊ There is likely to be more than one inhabited planet in the celestial sphere, and ships can fly between them.
◊ There are an effectively infinite number of celestial spheres out
there to explore, each containing its own worlds.
◊ Travellers, settlers or invaders of unusual or never-before-seen
races can come from other worlds.
All these parts of the assumed setting have been deliberately designed to be modular, so that the Game Master can choose not to
make them part of their specific setting.

For example, if the Game Master doesn’t want travel through the
luminiferous aether to be part of the game, they can simply say that
only one celestial sphere exists and that there is no way to leave it.
When a character dies of old age, they may still be raised by a Raise The celestial sphere and its associated inner and outer planes are
Dead spell – but will only last for 1d10 days before dying once more. effectively the whole multi-verse.
The only way to keep an old character alive for longer is by reducing
their age below the dangerous level. If the character was magically
aged, this can be done with a Restore spell. If the character was
not magically aged – their age is entirely natural – then they must

Similarly, the Game Master could go a step further and simply
say that travel through the void is impossible – effectively limiting
the campaign world to the single planet; or even say that sails of
skysailing don’t exist in the world, limiting large scale movement
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and communication around the world and effectively reducing
the campaign setting to a single continent or part of a continent.
Either immortals or red powder can be dropped from the game
very easily if the Game Master doesn’t like their effect on the tone
of the campaign. In the case of immortals, this would simply mean
ruling that clerics get their power straight from whatever gods exist,
or that they get their power from the strength of their faith.

The mortal must then spend one week plus one day per 1,000gp
value of the item working (8 hours per day) in their laboratory to
create the item.
Once the mortal spell caster has followed all those requirements,
the percentage chance of successfully making the magical item is
determined by adding together the caster’s level and either the
caster’s intelligence or wisdom score (whichever is higher), doubling
the result, and subtracting one for each 1,000gp (rounded down) of
the item’s value – the full value of the item, not the cost in materials.

However, in any of these cases, the decision to drop the item from
the setting should be taken (and should be discussed with the players in order to manage their expectations of the campaign) before If the caster is trying to make an item with both “plusses” and a
the campaign starts.
power, or is trying to make an item with multiple powers, then
each should be rolled separately, and all must succeed for the item
Although these elements of the setting may see little use in a low to be made.
level game (low level characters are unlikely to travel off the planet,
for example) their presence – or lack of it – will shape the social and If any creation roll fails, the item will be ruined and all time and
political structures of the world to an extent, and should therefore materials (including the rare ingredient) will have been wasted.
be consistent throughout the campaign.

Crafting Magic Items

When an immortal wants to create a magic item, they simply use
the create mundane item spell and the desired item appears – either
temporarily or permanently depending on whether they spent
experience or just power points. However, mortals who want to
make magic items don’t have it so easy. When mortals try to create
magic items, the process is difficult and time consuming, and isn’t
guaranteed to work.

Example: Elfstar wishes to make a potion of healing. This item will
cost only 50gp in ingredients and take a week to make.
The Game Master decides that for such a low level item, the rare
ingredient is not going to be diﬃcult to find, so specifies that Elfstar needs to find a rare herb that is known to grow in a nearby
enchanted forest.

If a mortal wishes to create a magic item, you should apply the
following rules:

Elfstar gathers the herb and starts to make the potion. Since Elfstar
is currently 11th level and has a wisdom of 17, her chance of success
is (11+17)x2 = 54%

◊ The mortal must be a spell caster able to cast each spell that the
item will have as a power.

Elfstar’s player rolls 1d100 and gets a 19. At the end of the week,
Elfstar has successfully made a potion of healing.

◊ The item must be a standard item from the lists in Chapter 19 Treasure, which represent the known types of magically stable
item. Additionally, all normal restrictions on the item will apply – it is not possible to create a wand of fireballs that is in the
shape of a sword or is usable by fighters, for example.

Aloysius wishes to make a +3 sword of speed. The value of such
an item is 25,000gp, so it will take 12,500gp in materials to
make plus a rare ingredient.

◊ The mortal must own a magical laboratory in which to work.
Note that – like spell books – magical laboratories are personal;
a spell caster can only use their own laboratory that they had
built to their own specifications, and cannot simply “rent” the
laboratory of another.
◊ The mortal must gather materials costing half the value of the
item (as defined above). These materials are used up regardless
of whether creating the item is successful or not.
◊ The mortal must also quest for and use one rare ingredient (determined by the Game Master) that must be personally gathered
and used while fresh – it is not possible to simply buy a rare
ingredient or to gather them in bulk in advance. The difficulty
and danger of the quest for the rare ingredient should depend
on the power of the item that is being made.

Since this is a fairly powerful item, the Game Master decides
that it needs a fairly difficult to find rare ingredient – the tail
feather of a cockatrice.
Aloysius manages to find a suitable tail feather, and spends 32 days
in his workshop making the sword.
At the end of that period, he must make a roll. Since he is 23rd
level, and has an intelligence of 16, his chance of success is (23+16)
x2 - 25 = 53%
Aloysius’s player rolls 1d100 and gets an 80. He has failed to make
the sword properly and his 12,500gp worth of materials (and his 32
days) have been wasted.
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Alignment

Constructs

This edition of Dark Dungeons has no alignment system. If you
Many of the creatures in chapter 18 have the “construct” keyword. are using things designed for the older Dark Dungeons or the
These creatures are artificial beings created and animated by magic. game that it emulates, simply ignore any mentions of alignment.
It is suggested that these creatures are treated as if they were magic
items for purposes of creation by both immortals and mortal spell
casters.
The base value of a construct should be 2,000gp per hit die,
plus 5,000gp per asterisk that the creature has on its hit dice in
its monster entry.
When a mortal wishes to make a construct, it should be just like
making a magic item; they need to use the value in materials, find
a special rare ingredient, and spend a week plus a day per 1,000gp
of value making it.
Example: Aloysius wishes to make a manikin construct. A manikin
construct has a hit dice value of 6**.
The cost of making the manikin construct is therefore 6x2,000gp
plus 2x5,000gp – a total of 22,000gp.
The construct will take 29 days to make, and the chance of success
will be (23+16)x2 - 22 = 56%.

Developer Commentary

Alignment is quite possibly the most misinterpreted and least well
implemented rule in the entire roleplaying hobby. I’ve ignored it in
my games since the ‘80s, so removing it from this edition (i actually
removed it for Darker Dungeons) was an easy decision to make.

Classes

In the original edition of Dark Dungeons, and the game it emulates,
the magic-user class is physically weak but needs less experience
than the elf class – which can use magic and fight. Dark dungeons
reverses this, making the magic-user class the one that can fight
(but needs more experience) and the elf class the one that is more
delicate but needs less experience.
To convert an older magic-user or elf character to Dark Dungeons,
you will need to decide whether it is more important to keep their
race intact – in which case you should re-calculate their level and
abilities based on their existing experience total and the new class
description; or to keep their “style” intact – in which case you
should switch their class to the other (with old magic-users becoming elves, and old elves becoming magic-users).

Once a construct is made, it will obey the commands of its creator,
who becomes its first owner.
There is no mountebank class in the original edition of Dark Dungeons or its source material. Thief characters should be given the
Ownership of a construct may be transferred to someone else at option of becoming mountebanks of a similar level when converted
any time by the current owner, although once a construct becomes to this edition of Dark Dungeons.
ownerless (because its old owner died without passing on ownerThe original Dark Dungeons and its source material have a class
ship) nothing short of a Wish can take ownership of it again.
called a mystic, which uses martial arts to get unarmed attacks of
Usually, constructs are unintelligent, and will therefore continue increasing power and number.
to operate under their current instructions indefinitely if ownerless.
However, occasionally the inability to carry out its instructions This class is mechanically identical to the lupine class, although the
combined with the lack of an owner to give it new instructions will lupine class gets its unarmed combat prowess from its increasingly
cause a construct to break its magical programming and go rogue. bestial form rather than from skill at martial arts.
Most rogue constructs simply go berserk and attack any creature
they encounter. Rarely, however, one will develop a free will and
intelligence of its own and may even develop a personality.

Conversion

If you are happy that a martial artist fits in your Dark Dungeons
campaign then simply leave the character as a mystic and use the
lupine tables and abilities while continuing to refer to them as
being martial arts.

There are a number of differences between this edition of Dark
Dungeons and the original edition.

Alternately, a mystic character can simply be changed to a lupine
character of the same level and experience.

If you are simply playing a Dark Dungeons campaign using this
book, then this does not really matter; but if you are converting
material from the older edition of Dark Dungeons or its sources,
then this section tells you what has changed.

In the original Dark Dungeons and the game it emulates, characters cannot start as first level druids. To become a druid, you
must first reach 9th level as a cleric and then change to the druid
class. Dark dungeons now allows druids from first level, so clerics
of less than 9th level who were intending to become druids when
they could should simply be changed to druids with the same level
and experience.

This section tells you how to convert older Dark Dungeons material
and characters to the new Dark Dungeons. Obviously, to go the
other way you need to reverse the changes listed here.
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Additionally, druids in Dark Dungeons and the game it emulates When converting older characters to the new Dark Dungeons, the
do not have the animal control ability. This should be given to them. Game Master should agree whether all characters will have their hit
point totals replaced by the standard ones for this Dark Dungeons
There is no clockwork race in the older Dark Dungeons or the or whether all characters will keep their existing totals.
game that it emulates, and no conversion is necessary. However if
you are converting back to one of those games then you need to Saving Throws
decide whether to keep clockworks or convert the characters to a In the old Dark Dungeons and the game that it emulates, saving
different class. The dwarf class is the closest match.
throws are presented as a number from 1 to 20, and to successfully
make the saving throw the player or Game Master rolls a d20 and
Finally, the fighter class in the older Dark Dungeons allows char- needs to roll equal to or higher than the listed number.
acters to take vows of chivalry and gain minor clerical powers once
they reach 9th level. In this newer Dark Dungeons it is also possible In the new Dark Dungeons, this special mechanic is replaced by
for them to become rangers and gain minor druidic powers instead. a standard check.
Players should be given the option to switch from being a chevalier
to a ranger if they wish to.
To convert an older character or monster’s saving throws to the new
Dark Dungeons equivalent, simply look up the relevant bonus from
Spell Types & Domains
the character’s class and level table or from the monster’s description.
In the original Dark Dungeons, and the game it emulates, there
are no spell types and no domains. Consequently, immortals (and Thief Skills & Class Abilities
their clerics) do not specialise in certain domains and magic-users In the old Dark Dungeons and the game it emulates, thief skills
and elves do not specialise in certain types of spell.
were measured as a percentage, and were rolled in a special way
(roll 1d100 and get less than or equal to the score) and some
To convert an older immortal, simply choose from one to three other class abilities such as the cleric’s turn undead or the dwarf ’s
favoured domains based on the immortal’s personality. Cleric char- stonelore were rolled in other ways (such as having a 1 in 6 chance
acters will then inherit their patron immortals’ favoured domains. of success, rolled on a d6).
Magic-user characters and elf characters should be given the choice In this edition of Dark Dungeons, all these abilities and skills are
of whether to specialise in a particular spell type or remain unspe- made using standard checks. To convert a character, simply look up
cialised.
the relevant check bonus from the character’s class and level table.

Ability Scores

Ability Checks and Skills

In the new Dark Dungeons, all characters use the same array of
ability scores and may choose the order in which they place them.

In this new edition of Dark Dungeons, these checks are made via
the standard check mechanic, using the character’s ability score
plus any skill points spent as the check bonus.

Characters in the older Dark Dungeons and the game it emulates
rolled their ability scores randomly; which can result in a wide
disparity between characters and can result in players being unable
to play the character they wanted because the rolls don’t fit what
they have in their head.

As with the other systems mentioned above, ability checks and
skills in the older Dark Dungeons and the game it emulates were
made using special mechanics. In this case, the player needed to
roll a d20 and get less than or equal to their relevant ability score
plus any skill points spent.

When converting older characters to the new Dark Dungeons, the
Game Master should agree whether all characters will have their
scores replaced by the standard array or whether all characters will
keep their existing scores.

Although the checks are now made with a different mechanic, there
are no changes that need to be made to a character’s scores and
skills for this to happen.

Similarly, in order to encourage players to choose a class that was
appropriate for their rolled scores, the old Dark Dungeons and
the game it emulates gave bonus experience to characters who had
high scores in the abilities most suited to their class. The new Dark
Dungeons no longer has these, and any experience bonus that a
character has should simply be dropped.

In the first edition of Dark Dungeons and the game it emulates,
using a shield gives a straight +1 bonus to a character’s armour class
against all attackers. However, it is not possible for a character to get
better at using a shield, nor is it possible for a character to deflect
blows with one or to bash opponents with one.

Hit Points

In the original Dark Dungeons and the game that it emulates,
characters roll randomly each level from first to ninth to see how
many hit points they gain. The new Dark Dungeons gives fixed
hit point totals instead.

Shields

This new Dark Dungeons treats shields as just another weapon
type – albeit one that happens to be more defensive than offensive. There are now three types of shield – buckler, normal and
tower – and characters spend weapon feats to train with these just
as with other weapons.
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Chapter 21 - Game Master Advice
To convert older characters to the new Dark Dungeons, just give
each character the basic proficiency level with a shield type of their
choice that their class allows them to use.

Encumbrance

The older Dark Dungeons and the game it emulates required players
to keep track of the weight of every item that their characters were
carrying, which was measured in “coins”, and based the movement
rates of characters on how much this totalled.
The new Dark Dungeons simplifies this by just giving each armour
type a base movement rate.
To convert a character to the new Dark Dungeons, simply replace
their old movement rate based on what they are carrying with the
new one for their armour type.

General Rule Clean-ups

In a few other places, the text of various rules has changed between
the old Dark Dungeons and new Dark Dungeons. These are not
meant to be changes between the different games, but are clarifications to the author’s intent for both games which in some places
was badly communicated in the original Dark Dungeons:

The way in which deflect abilities on weapons work has been clarified. In the older Dark Dungeons it misleadingly implied that if
a weapon had separate tables for armed and unarmed foes (e.g. A
normal sword) and both those tables included the deflect ability,
then the character got to make two sets of deflect attempts each
round. They should only get one, and this has been re-worded in
this edition to make this clear.
Similarly, the way in which deflect abilities of a primary weapon
and an off-hand weapon combine has been clarified.
In the original edition, mortals who are making magic items are
assumed to have a laboratory in which to work, but this was never
made explicit. This is now explicitly listed as a requirement, and
the cost of building such a laboratory has been added to the price
list for buildings.
This edition of Dark Dungeons also clarifies that the listed magic
items are the “known recipes” for magic item creation. Anyone
creating a magic item must use one of those recipes, and the item
will have all the limitations of the standard item.

Developer Commentary

Dark dungeons has always held a special place in my heart. When I
first decided to make it – because my copy of the original game that
it emulates was old and decrepit and at the time it was very hard
to find replacement copies at a reasonable price (these days you can
get them in electronic format of through print-on-demand, but this
wasn’t possible ten years ago) – i had no idea that it would be such
a large project or that it would lead on to a whole series of games.
In the decade since I finished the first edition of Dark Dungeons i’ve
written many more games; which have mostly also been based on
older out-of-print games to a greater or lesser extent.
Some of these games have sunk into obscurity as niche products that
no-one was interested in, whereas others have proven to be more
popular and I often see them mentioned or recommended online.

matically over time, I can’t deny that my first game is my most well
received. So it’s been good to be able to revisit what is now considered
to be something of an old classic (ironic, really, since it was emulating
something far older and far more classic in turn) and bring it up to
date by smoothing out some of the rough edges.

This ten years has also been a personal journey for me. When I wrote
Dark Dungeons I had in mind that it would be a good game for
introducing my children (and the children of the other players in my
group) to roleplaying. Dark dungeons was the first role playing game
they ever played, joining their parents at the table.
And now, a decade later, those children are finishing school and going
oﬀ to college and university; and are taking the roleplaying hobby
with them and introducing it to their friends and producing a new
generation of gamers.

None of these later games have ever come close to Dark Dungeons,
though, in terms of popularity; and although I like to think that If Dark Dungeons has achieved nothing else other than that over the
my skills – both as a writer and as a designer – have improved dra- last ten years, then the work I have put into it has still been worth it.
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Open Game License
Designation of Open Content

Dark Dungeons uses several terms and names that are Copyright 2000-2003 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. These terms are used under the
terms of the Open Game License v1.0a, and are designated as Open Content by that license.
Other than those terms and names, all original text in Dark Dungeons is hereby placed in the Public Domain.

All artwork found in Dark Dungeons is taken from, or derivative of artwork taken from, the Public Domain.
Derivative artwork in Dark Dungeons is hereby placed in the Public Domain.

OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a

The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights
Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative
Material” means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages), potation,
modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing
work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display,
transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes
and routines to the extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including
translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product
and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and
graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities,
teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities
or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by
the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f ) “Trademark” means the logos, names,
mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the
Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate
and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may
only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may
be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to
any Open Game Content distributed using this License.
3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your
Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the
copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content
except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of
any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of
any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
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8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing
are Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized
version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.
10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless
You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.
12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open
Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.
13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within
30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.
14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors: Jonathon Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based
on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
System Reference Document Copyright 2000-2003, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors: Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams,
Rich Baker, Andy Collins, David Noonan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D. Rateliff, Thomas Reid, James Wyatt, based on
original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
Dark Dungeons published 2010-2020, no Copyright is asserted on the original text found in this work.
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